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A THEME

There has been an increased experimental understanding of boundary layer structure and behaviour particularly in the
turbulent regime as well as significant improvements in our knowledge of the factors affecting the boundary-layer transition in
arbitrary flow fields.

It was intended that this Symposium bring together the practitioners of the various applications of boundary layer control
- with those interested in the underlying fluid mechanics for the purpose of mutual learning and understanding.

4.%

Contributions covered theoretical and experimental developments in the use of both traditional and non-traditional means
of boundary layer control for external flow applications such as lift-augmentation, drag reduction and improved effectiveness of
controls, and for internal flow applications such as air intakes and exit configurations. Techniques included: shaping (geometry)
suction and blowing; transverse blowing; vortex generators; heating and cooling; and turbulent boundary layer manipulators.

The special emphasis on high-lift systems included consideration of the techniques of boundary layer control on
characteristics of wings and wing-body arrangements that involve flaps, slats and jets (blown flaps), and vortex flaps.

L'exprience nous a permis de mieux comprendre i a structure et le comportement de la couche limite, en particulier en
regime turbulent, et notre connaissance des facteurs affectant la transition de ia couche limite dans les champs d(coulement
arbitraires s'est considrablement amliortie.

L'objectif du symposium 6tait de riunir lei praticiens travaillant sur les applications diverses du contr6le de la couche
limite avec ceux qu'intressent Ia mcanique des fluides, en tant que base de ces applications pour procder A un change de
cornaissance mutuelles.

Les communications pnisentes traitaient des dveloppements tsoriques et exorimentaux intervenus dans l'utilisation
des moyens, traditionnels ou non, de contr6le de Ia couche limite, en cc qui concerne (1) les applications intressant
l'rcoulement externe: augmentation de la portance, aduction de la rnsistance arodynaique, meidleure efficacit des
commandes; et (2) les applications intressant Ncoutement interne: configuration des prises et sorties dair. Les techniques
tudiLs comprennent: la gsom6trie, l'aspiration et le soufflage, le soufflage transversal, les ginrateurs de tourbillons,

imhauffement et le refroidissement, et les manipulateurs de couches limites turbulentes.

* ,Une attention particuire ttait consac de aux systmes hypersustentateurs et, dans ce donaine, r l'influence des
techniques de contr6le de Ia couche limite sur les caract~ristiques des ailes et sur les configurations aile-fuselage comportant des
volets de courbure, des becs de bord d'attaque, des jets (volets souffias) et des volets gn6rateurs de tourbillons.
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by

D J Butter
British Aerospace
Weybridge Divis ion
Stockport AD-P004 052
Cheshire SK7 IQR %

I INTRODUCTION

- In aircraft design the constraints between the high speed cruise and the low speed take-'

off and landing conditions force the designer to incorporate some form of high lift device to
improve the lift at low speed. Host aircraft, be they civil or military, have some form of high
lift device that is normally used exclusively during take-off and landing, and for many years,
apart from a few novel condept.., this has mainly been a mechanical alteration of the wing
section shape over the inboard part of the wing. The complications of sweep, be it forward or
backward, engine installation, lateral controls, undercarriage installation and high speed wing
design have always been accommodated within the configuration of a trailing edge flap and in
some cases a leading edge slat. This paper concentrates principally on the mechanical high lift
device as it is used on transport type aircraft and examines the design process and recent
progress on both the development of high lift device design and on the understanding of the
physics of the flows that has been reached. It also suggests the likely future development and
the way in which this may be achieved.

2 THE STATE OF THE ART

High lift devices are used on most aircraft during the take-off and landing phases of the
flight primarily to reduce the distances used to allow the aircraft to carry its required
payload from the design airfield constraints. This is usually given take-off and landing
distances with a minimum climb gradient after take-off with an engine failed, although
increasingly the effect of the aircraft noise on the community surrounding an airport is being
considered as well.

For a take-off as shown in figure 1 the distance is principally proportional to t/CL and
to a lesser extent the LID of the aircraft, which mainly affects the smaller airborne part of
the take-off. To a first order the take-off distance of aircraft can be correlated against a
parameter a

where s o W W I*T S dCL '

Similarly the landing distance, as showt in figure 2 depends on the same factors, although the
thrust term is not now included, and can be correlated against

soC W 1
S dCL

Obviously, these two parameters are very broad and the correlation is only generally reasonable
for similar types of aircraft with the same number of engines and similar wing aspect ratios.
However, they do serve to show the important parameters in aircraft design for take-off and
landing.

In an initial project design when all the constraints are considered, the thrust loading,
T/W, and the wing loading, W/S, are compromises to satisfy all the constraints as closely as
possible and it is only by altering the lift coefficient independently of the overall wing
design that the designer has any real freedom to reduce the field lengths without affecting the
other flight regimes.

A clean unswept wing with no high lift devices will have a maximum lift coefficient in the
region of 1.6 with a stall normally resulting from a region of separated flow progressing
forward from the trailing edge. To improve this value so that the field lengths and the take-
off speeds can be reduced to sensible values there are three main alternatives:-

a) increase the camber

b) increase the effective wing area

c) boundary layer control to delay the flap stall onset

The effect of these is shown in figure 3 where it can be seen that by increasing the rear camber
of the serofoil with flap deflection the maximum lift of the section initially increases

,, significantly, linearly with flap angle until the flap flow starts to separate when although :

further increases of flap angle do still produce increases in lift their effect is generally
. small. By using some form of boundary layer control, be it passively with slotted flaps or

actively with some form of internal or external blowing, the 'flap stall' can be suppressed and
greater values of lift achieved at a given flap angle with associated reductions in the drag.
Lift on the section can be further increased at a given flap angle by designing the flap to
extend the wing chord as it deflects, which is a gain not so much in efficiency but by
increasing the lifting area.
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Most trailing edge devices to a greater or lesser extent reduce the stalling incidence of
the basic section because by increasing the circulation they raise the leading edge suctions on
the main section which increases the adverse pressure gradient and promotes an earlier stall.
This effect can be alleviated by some device such as a slat which modifies the leading edge
shape and either directly reduces the leading edge suctions or by introducing a slot spreads the
loads to reduce the high peak suctions on the main element. So far all forms of direct boundary
layer control, such as augmentor wings, externally or internally blown flaps, upper surface
blowing, deflected slipstream and even vectored thrust, which is more a direct lift control
replacing the flap function, introduce compromises in the overall aircraft design in terms of
weight, engine size, fuel useage and engine failed controllability which are generally
unacceptable for aircraft operating from normal airfields. It is only when short field lengths
are required, usually for military purposes, that these devices become worthwhile. However,
even with mechanical devices the choice is wide; from simple plain flaps to multi-slotted Fowler
flaps with some leading edge device which can with careful design increase the aircraft maximum
lift by a factr of nearly 2.

The above discussion has principally concentrated on lift and although the take-off and
landing field lengths are primarily dependent on the maximum lift, the climb gradient aft,r
take-off is dependent on the lift-drag ratio. As shown in figure 4, the climb angle is for
small angles

T-D -- T- D
W W L

After take-off for civil aircraft all the regulating authorities require that with an engine
failed the aircraft must maintain a positive climb angle in excess of 1.380 for a two engined
aircraft and 2.06* for a four engined aircraft. Usually the most critical regime is the so
called second segment of the climb immediately after take-off when the undercarriage has been
retractedbut the high lift devices are still deflected. Clearly from the above equation the
climb angle is critically dependent on the L/D of the aircraft. For this reason the climb
configuration of the high lift system must be very efficient. On landing, however, the
situation is somewhat different where the thrust is sensibly zero and the aircraft requires a
low L/D to give it a sensibly high approach angle of about 7-9' for manoeuvrability.
Consequently, the landing requires a high drag at high lift which can be achieved by having a
large flap deflection angle and benefiting from the separated flow which will generally then
occur on the flap. One of the shortcomings of the blown flap system is that it reduces the drag
at high flap angles and makes it difficult to achieve the high approach angles unless some form
of airbrake is used to increase the aircraft drag independently of the high lift system.

Apart from the take-off and landing requirements some military aircraft use part of their
high lift system during high speed manoeuvres to increase the margin on the high speed stall and
buffet boundary allowing a higher 'g' to be used. Currently this does not tend to be a design
case for the high lift system in terms of the aerodynamics although for a fully optimised system
it must obviously be included. Civil transport aircraft are normally limited by a combination
of gust and manoeuvre margins at the high speed and there may well be scope for improvements in
the buffet boundary particularly with some form of active system.

But looking at today's generation of aircraft it is obvious that the high lift systems are
in principle very similar to those of the previous generation and there has not been any
dramatic improvements in concept. In fact the current trends are towards mechanically simpler
systems. The reasons for this are not lack of ideas or natural conservatism amongst aircraft
designers but, as the above has indicated, the mechanical flap is a reasonably efficient, good
design compromise for achieving the various design requirements and it is only the more specific

%" requirements of very short field operations, for example, which will force the designer to look
at alternatives.

L% However, because there does not appear to have been much development in high lift system
design des not mean that the aircraft design is not sensitive to improvements in the
performance of the system. Typically it is found that:-

5% improvement in take-off CLmax ---P, 12-15% increase in payload

5% improvement in take-off L/D -6 20% increase in paylnad

5% improvement in landing CLmax----30 25% increase in payload

which in terms of the normal coefficients for a large twin engined aircraft would mean about
0.15 increase in CLmax at take-off and 0.20 at landing and a reduction of .006 in C0 at a
given CL, and although there has apparently been little progress in the types of high lift
devices there has been a steady improvement in the efficiency and CL ax of the existing types.
Figure 5 shows in a much simplified picture the way that CLmax has increased between

*' generations of design and although there is unlikely to be such a large step on the next
aircraft, there is still room for improvement.
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Any change in maximum lift will come from two main sources:-

a) the ability to test and design for high Reynolds numbers and to be able to take
advantage of this.

b) an understanding of the three dimensional flow and the ability to optimise devices in
3-dimensions both in terms of the design and the engineering.

There will also be some improvements with a greater understanding of the effects of the
engineering excrescences, both large such as flap and slat tracks, and small, such as steps and

gaps in the wing surface.

However, the major changes will be in the improvements in the L/D ratio, which is still
a much forgotten parameter in the design of the high lift system where it generally takes second
place to CLmax. Figure 6 shows the difference between the ideal achievable L/D and the
current practice and the area between the ideal polar of CDo+CL 2 /;%A and the envelope polar
is indicative of the potential for performance improvement. Whilst there are clearly
substantial opportunities in reducing the profile drag of leading and trailing edge devices by
improving their sectional design and optimisation, major performance improvements particularly
at the higher lifts will also come from understanding the 3-dimensional aspects of the wing
design. For example, although induced drag can be significantly reduced by eliminating flap
cut-outs and extending the span, the trim drag penalty associated with flap span extension,
particularly on a swept wing, reduces this benefit and also, whilst the effect of the fuselage
can, with careful design of the wing/fuselage junction, be small, there will still be a loss of
CLmax particularly at the higher flap angles. This figure also illustrates the relationship
between the operational limit and the envelope polar which is fixed by the operating CL being
a fixed fraction, at least 1/1.44, of the CLmax and it can be seen that at the higher flap
deflection angles that improvements in CLmax not only give benefits per as but also move the
operating limit closer to the envelope polar.

3 CURRENT DESIGN TECHNIQUES

Although the lift required from a high lift system is to a first order independent of the %

remaining wing design, the field lengths are functions of other parameters as well which are
included in the overall optimisation and so the high lift system must be considered in all the
stages of the aircraft design. Generally the initial project design phase will select the type
of device and the size of the lift increment required and the detailed design phase will result
in the optimised 3-dimensional configuration.

3.1 Project Design

At the initial design stage of a project all aspects of the aircraft aerodynamics are
considered and the resulting design is clearly a compromise to meet as closely as possible all
the design objectives and requirements. In general the design at this staLe is based on
previous experience and empirical methods. For high lift systems, these empirical methods are
based on correlations of a data base of experimental results around a theoretical framework,
such as those described in the ESDU and DATCOM Data Sheets, references 1 and 2, and which in
many places have been developed to very sophisticated levels based on an increasing database of %
experimental work. A typical method used in British Aerospace for predicting the trimmed lift
curve and drag of aircraft high lift systems is shown schematically in figure 7. As can be seen
from this figure the method builds up the various parameters of lift, drag and pitching moment
taking into account all the major configurational aspects of the aircraft and the increments in
the parameters due to the high lift devices are extracted from a database of information for the
different leading and trailing edge devices. The success of the method is illustrated in
figure 8 where it can be seen that the L/D of the system is predicted to within 3% across a wide --

range of aircraft. Variation with flap angle for an individual aircraft, illustrated in
figure 9, is also predicted accurately. Basically this method was outlined by McRae 14 years
ago, reference 3, and has largely remained unchanged. Over the intervening years the
improvement has principally been in the increase of the database and the number of types of
devices the method will cater for. The success and lack of development of the method suggests
that it is based on a good physical framework and an indication of this is given in figure 10.
Here some recent results from tests on a flap system based on a supercritical aerofoil with
significant rear loading are plotted on the curve for X , the flap incremental lift curve,
against flap angle and compared with the line published in McRae's report. Apart from the
different 'stalling' characteristics of the new flap, the agreement is remarkable.

These empirical methods are obviously a powerful tool in the aircraft design and, when they
are combined with the weight and performance prediction methods of typical initial design
procedures, allow the type of system most suited to a particular project to be selected. They
also give a good degree of confidence in the early estimates of the aerodynamic performance of
the flap system. However, such an answer will always be within the current capabilities of the
state of the knowledge and, if a general research programme in high lift devices has not been
sustained between projects, this will inevitably be at the standard of the last aircraft.

,.p
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3.2 Detailed Design

What follows is a detailed design in both 2 and 3-dimensions involving theoretical and
experimental programmes to optimise the chosen type of device for the aircraft. These designs
are usually made within the constraints of the high speed design but may, more generally for the
shorter range aircraft, involve iteration with the high speed design. Such a process is
illustrated in McRae's paper on the aerodynamic development of the A300 aircraft, reference 4.
In this case, the initial project optimisation based on the experiences with the Trident and its
development studies resulted in the choice of a tabbed Fowler flap and a slat with a take-off
CLmax of 2.62.

This choice was then followed by the sectional development on a constant chord half model.
It is this work which is the foundation of the high lift system design in that it explores the
high lift characteristics of the section and optimises the various devices for the design

constraints. The extent of this programme is controlled generally by cost and the time
available. Ideally models would be tested using a genuinely 2-dimensional technique with a wing
spanning the tunnel, or between floor to ceiling end plates, of as high an aspect ratio as %

possible, 2 or greater on the undeveloped chord, with adequate protection against end wall
separation problems and guaranteed 2-dimensionality. This is an expensive test both in terms of
the model and the tests. Forces have to be obtained by integration of the pressure
distributions and wake traverses and demand lengthy runs for each configuration. As McRae
illustrated, one device design optimisation exercise involves the angle, gap and lap of the
slat, flap and tab. Each individual optimisation will cover about three variables with four or
five values of each. That is about 100 runs for each device before considering the variables of
Reynolds and Mach number.

Obviously, it is necessary to reduce the cost and timescale of these tests and whereas some
pruning of the parameters tested can be done it is not desirable and so cheaper and quicker ways
of testing are sought. These are generally one of two 'pseudo' 2-dimensional tests, namely:-

a) an end plate model: which is a constant chord, unswept model between two endplates
and mounted on the tunnel balance. The ability to measure forces on a balance can -

considerably reduce the testing time and because the model is generally smaller than
that for a full 2-dimensional test it is cheaper to make, particularly if the %
pressures are not required. "

b) a half model wing: which is a constant chord wing with full span devices mounted on

the tunnel balance. Using a swept wing will, with care, ensure that the stall occurs
away from both the root and the tip. An advantage of this method is that the boundary
layer on the system will represent the 3-dimensional cross flow more like that on the
real wing. Again this is a relatively cheap model and results can be obtained
quickly.

The choice between these two experiments is based largely on the experience held in interpreting

these 'pseudo' 2-dimensional results in a 3-dimensional design and normally one design
organisation would be expected always to use the same approach. Clearly both have shortcomings
in relation to a proper 2-dimensional test and it is important to calibrate these simpler
techniques against known 2-dimensional cases.

Whichever of these two approaches is adopted more than one model will be required for it is

desirable to test at as high a Reynolds number as possible and if full advantage is to be taken
for designing at a high Reynolds number then it must approach that of flight. This means a
large model tested in one of the pressurised tunnels which will have to be designed to withstand
high loads and will consequently be very expensive. Testing in these tunnels will also be
expensive and will be kept to a minimum. So a second model will be built for a low speed
atmospheric tunnel to be a 'workhorse' for the big optimisation programme and also at a later
stage of the programme for investigating the effect of design changes. In the A300 programme

testing a combination of two half models was used to optimise the settings for the devices and
figure 11 shows a result of the optimisation for the slat which indicates that the aerodynamic
optimum cannot in practice be used because the engineering constraints on the mechanism
prevented it and the final position is a compromise across the span. After the initial
optimisation, the atmospheric tunnel model was also used to investigate the effect of leading
edge modifications stemming from Improvements in the high speed design. This model had been

designed at the outset to allow such changes to be incorporated and tested both quickly and
cheaply.

Having designed and optimised the devices in 2-dimensions, it is clearly necessary to test
them in 3. Ideally, the optimisation would be repeated in 3-dimensions, but now the variables
are increased as the angle, gap and overlap would have to be varied across the span. This is
generally a prohibitive experiment and if done at all is only usually done for a very limited
range of the parameters. 3-dimensional testing is usually aimed at investigating the high lift
characteristics of the complete aircraft and to develop some of the real features on the
aircraft such as a stall fixing and slat and flap cut-outs. Again for this work there will be
more than one model with most of the development testing being done in an atmospheric tunnel,

generally on site, and the final confirmatory testing being done in a large pressurised tunnel.

II ___ _____-
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For the A300 as a result of the tunnel tests at this stage of the design the estimated
aircraft CLax for take-off was increased to 2.71 from the 2.62 of the early project
estimates. Also from these tests a reduced slat angle for the take-off was found to have a
beneficial effect on L/D and was included in the final aircraft design.

4 FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

The design procedures described above have not altered much over the last several years and
most of the effort has been spent in building up the database of .firimental results for the ..
various predictive methods. This has in general led to steady but unspectacular improvements in .. e
CLmax for a wide variety of both leading and trailing edge devices but has largely left the
knowledge of the basic physical processes unaltered and it is only recently that a proper
understanding of the physics of the flows has been recognised as important and the required
investigative research programmes started. Today there are still many problems unanswered but
generally work is in hand to lead to a better exploitation of high lift systems. It is
essential that the ability to design high lift systems with a better lifting efficiency and the
minimum of structural complexity is improved so that the required low speed performance can be
obtained as economically as possible without compromising the high speed design. Because, when
the aircraft is flight tested the achievement of better than predicted low speed performance may
be welcome in that it gives a stretch potential or a better field performance, this over
achievement could mean a high lift system that was too extensive or too elaborate and therefore
heavier and more expensive than necessary. For these reasons the end result in over-designing
for high lift differs from that for high speed where better performance is immediately S
translatable into better fuel economy and direct operating costs.

From present knowledge in order to be able to remove the inbuilt conservatism of the design
procedures it is essential to improve the understanding of the flows both in 2 and 3-dimensions. .-
In 2-dimensions the basic flow phenomena are as shown in figure 12 and the basic features are:-

a) the region of flow is multiply connected with the wakes from upstream elements
interacting with the boundary layers of downstream elements.

b) the shear layers over the flap are very thick and the curvature of the flow gives rise
to a static pressure variation across the shear layer.

c) the slat and the flap must fit back snugly to form the cruise aerofoil with the result
that there are cavities beneath the slat and the shroud in which separation bubbles
are formed.

d) if the angle of deflection of the flap is sufficiently large then the flow will
separate from the flap. Although the drag is markedly increased the complete aerofoil
will not necessarily stall and, in fact, the separated flow on the flap can exist
throughout the incidence range.

e) at the leading edge of the aerofoil the suctions on the slat can be high enough to
indicate that supercritical flow has developed even through the freestream Mach number -
is only about 0.2.

However this knowledge does not either give the important parameters for optimising the CLmax,
say, or tell which model results are correct. There are many phenomena on multi-element
aerofoils which are the result of the complex interactions of the basic flows illustrated above
which have to be fully understood and predicted before the optimum design can be said to have
been achieved.

4.1 Slat Performance

Even at low freestream Mach numbers the velocities on the slat can, as the CLmax is
approached, exceed the critical velocity and easily reach t-1.25, with M1.5 seen in certain
configurations. As at low speeds the variation of the critical Cp with freestream Mach number
is very rapid, the effects of compressibility can vary noticeably with the freestream Mach
number. It is only recently with the pressurised wind tunnels that it has been possible to vary
the Mach number independently of the Reynolds number. Whereas previously increasing Mach number
meant increasing Reynolds number which tended to mask the effect of compressibility, now, as S
shown in figure 13, the two effects can be separated and at a given Reynolds number the effect
of Mach number is seen to be significant where the presence of shock waves probably thickens the
slat boundary layer giving a stronger interaction with the wing boundary layer and a consequent ....
reduction in CLmax. Correspondingly at constant Mach number there is a strong variation with
increasing Reynolds number particularly at the lower Mach numbers where the Reynolds number on
the slat, based on the slat chord, is very small. %

The variation of CLmax with Mach number is less researched and probably less well
understood than that with Reynolds number, but from the available data, above a freestream Mach
number of about 0.2, the flight results give a higher rate of falling off of CLmax with
increasing Mach number than that measured in the tunnel and dCLmax/dM is some 50% greater.

.
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.4.2 Slat Optimisation

Figure 14 is typical for the design study on a slatted section and shows a locus of

CLmax for varying slat trailing edge positions with a given slat and flap deflection. From
this it can be seen that at this deflection angle the optimum CLmax is not very sensitive to
the slat position and within an area of * 1/2% chord will vary by less than 1%. However,
looking at the position of the slat the optimum CLax from various models of the same
sectional geometry, figure 15 shows the disparities for three of the techniques normally used
for optimisation studies at essentially the same Reynolds and Mach number. Apart from these
model differences, also shown in this figure is the variation of the optimum position with
varying Reynolds number at constant Mach number for the 3-dimensional model. From these

.A results, depending on which experiment was used, the optimum could have been within an area of
* 1% chord which could represent a variation of CLmax nearer to 10% and it has already been

shown what this would mean in terms of the design parameters.

4.3 Flap Optimisation

Similar CLmax loci of positions of trailing edge flaps can be drawn, as shown in
figure 16, where it can be seen that not only in general are the results more sensitive to the

position but also there is a phenomenon called 'flow recovery'. Shown in the figure are two
boundaries outside of which the flow on the flap is always either attached or separated at all
incidences but between these two boundaries the flow can be either separated or attached

depending on the incidence and is usually such that as the maximum lift is approached the flow
on the flap reattaches and the lift curve slope can in some cases increase dramatically as shown

4. in figure 17. The associated flap pressure distributions are shown in figure 18. This flow
recovery is thought to be either due to the adverse pressure gradient on the flap boundary layer

being alleviated as the incidence increases with the thickening of the wake lying above the flap
or possibly due to improving the flow through the flap slot from the flap cove. Clearly the

N.' knowledge on this phenomenon is slight and it is important to be able either to exploit or avoid

it at full scale and to determine the scale effect on it. As this flow regime appears over a
very small gap range it will be sensitive to production tolerances and aeroelastic effects which
could easily lead to asymmetric lift variations or significant differences between production
aircraft. U

4.4 Scale Effect

Apart from the effect of Reynolds number described above the normal scale effect of r
Reynolds number, which is probably well understood for single element wings, still has to be
established for the multi-element wing and the available evidence is limited leading to a
divergence of opinion. Figure 19 shows the results for a slatted wing which apart from
illustrating the problems of measuring CLmax in flight, shows a somewhat indeterminate
variation with Reynolds number. Whilst there are many differences between flight results and ,-

.4 the tunnel such as contamination by excrescences, sideslip, control activity etc. analysis of
the available results on scale effect suggest that the higher the freestrem Mach number the
greater the range of Reynolds number over which scale effect is noticed and that the effect ,
varies with flap (and possibly slat) angle. "-

Further, model tests, even at a reasonable Reynolds number, will have a Reynolds number
based on the slat or flap chords which are very low by normal standards of a single aerofoil and
should lead to significant scale effects. An intriguing aspect of this problem is that flaps
when tested on models at a mean chord Reynolds number as low as I x 106 have consistently
yielded normal force coefficients of up to 1.5 based on flap chord at large deflections for a
single slotted flap. Under these conditions it could reasonably be expected that the flap
boundary layer would have a laminar separation giving a maximum normal force of below 1.0 but
the presence of the turbulent wake from the upstream element appears to promote transition to
turbulence either directly or by causing a turbulent reattachment after the laminar separation.
If this is true the effect of Reynolds number on the flap can be dependent on the development
and position of the wakes of the upstream elements as well as the other factors described above.

Added to these effects of increasing Reynolds number in 3-dimensions is the unknown of
attachment line transition which can lead to an adverse scale effect as the transition mechanism
switches from some laminar/turbulent transition near the suction peak to one where the boundary
layer is fully turbulent from the attachment line. The effect of this, as shown in figure 20,
is a sudden drop in CLmax at a given Reynolds number as the flow switches from one type to the
other. The Reynolds number at which this occurs is dependent on wing sweep, leading edge design
and sources of boundary layer contamination. Clearly for tests across a wide range of Reynolds
number for multi-element wings this phenomenon of attachment line transition could occur at
different times on the different elements and could easily mask the other scale effects.

4.5 3-Dimensional Effects

The above illustrates some of the complexity and lack of understanding of the flow about
multi-element wings but has been largely concerned with 2-dimensional aspects of the flow. It

is normal practice in 3-dimensional design to design the high lift system for a section of the
outer wing and assume that the optimum conditions there apply across the entire span. Obviously
this will not be so, particularly with the large changes in thickness and twist that are now
common on civil aircraft, and there will be gains to come from such effects as spanwise grading 1%

%' _%
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of the slat and flap position, angle and size, reduced engine/pylon/wing interference, improved

inner wing design and, possibly the most important, the development of the required optimum flow ..

conditions that represent a good design.

Already as we are beginning to obtain more information about testing fully representative
models at higher Reynolds numbers, comparisons between these tests and flight are only adding to
the confusion that already existed and it is possible to make the following observations:-

a) there is a need for much stricter measurement of drag both in the tunnel and in the -.
flight not only for comparison purposes but also because one drag count, 6CD -

0.0001, is equivalent to a payload of one passenger on a large twin engined aircraft.

b) comparisons between flight and tunnel should include the flow mechanisms leading to
the stall because unless the same mechanisms exist there is little meaning in the-.
correlations of CLmax.

c) the effects of stall fixes are strongly dependent on Reynolds number and studies in .* .

the tunnel can be questionable unless the tests are at a high Reynolds number. . -.

Figure 21 describes schematically the progression of the stall on a complete model of an
A300 type aircraft where the stall patterns were observed with tufts on the wing. On this model
the inboard stalled area was reluctant to spread across the inboard wing while an outboard
seraration developed in front of the outboard flap and spread forward to the leading edge near
th- slat fence. This onset of the outboard separation appeared to define CLmax. It is worth k

noting that the basic stall pattern shown here was largely unaffected by changes of freestream
Mach or Reynolds number. This figure illustrates the complexity of a 3-dimensional stall and
underlines the problems both in attempting to calculate and In trying to optiaise the aircraft
maximum lift. It also hints at some of the other 3-dimensional problems adding to the
difficulty, where separated flow appears on the inboard aileron and engine nacelle at incidences
well below the stall.

• .

5 ANALYSIS AND PREDICTION

The previous section has described some of the flow characteristics about high lift
aerofoils and has underlined the lack of understanding in many of them. To date successful flap
design has been advanced by small steps using a knowledge of the variations of the various ..

parameters built up over the experimental testing of many configurations. This process will
undoubtedly continue but because of the lack of understanding of the high lift flow fields the
current techniques are very heuristic in their approach and improvements will be small. Major
advances will only arrive when both the experimental and theoretical prediction techniques are r %

improved and the basic physics of the flow understood. To improve on the current position
requires a programme of fundamental research largely independent of the pressures of project
work.

5.1 Experimental Techniques

Over the years the wind tunnel has undoubtedly played the major role in the advancement of
the design of high lift systems and even today its use has not been significantly reduced by the
appearance of theoretical methods, as has been the case with the high speed design problems.
However, most of the work has been orientated towards project aircraft and has in general not
been aimed towards increasing the basic understanding of the flows. Consequently the knowledge . J.
gained has been built up piecemeal and provides only limited support for the development of r

analysis techniques. During this period commercial pressures have led to improvements in the
experimental facilities, and wind tunnels and measuring techniques have become bigger and more p
sophisticated so that now there is the prospect of a cryogenic tunnel in which flight Reynolds
numbers can be achieved. Even the simpler, pressurised tunnels of today's technology can give
Reynolds numbers approaching flight values for some aircraft at low speed. A typical range of
Reynolds and Mach number for 2 and 3-dimensional models in the RAE 5 metre tunnel is shown in .
figure 22. However, the drawback with high Reynolds number testing is its cost, both of the .%, '
manufacture of the model and the running of the tunnels and which, with each major advance in
tunnel, is probably increasing the cost by an order of magnitude. Because full scale Reynolds %
number testing is very expensive this tends to re-emphasise the trends of high lift system •
testing to be aimed primarily at project aircraft design rather than fundamental research. It
is certain that this project orientated work will continue and grow in the near future in much
the same way as it has done in the past and will continue to be the driving force for better -.-
wind tunnels. Lack of confidence in the cheaper 2-dimensional testing techniques and the goal
of benefits from designing at a high Reynolds number will also push testing towards full 3-
dimensional models. However what none of this will do per se is necessarily to improve the
understanding of the flow and the ability to design better and more efficient high lift systems.

To address that problem requires its own programme of research. In such a programme it
would be ideal to perform the testing at as high a Reynolds number as possible and as the
facilites will permit but because of the large parameter space of the multi-element wing even a
2-dimensional optimisation where only integrated forces are of interest is expensive. If

research is also to include flow field measurements both in the boundary layer and the wakes it

71



1'" is obviously prohibitive and at best will only be undertaken occasionally, possibly as a

collaborative project amongst various interested parties. Clearly it is essential that simpler,
cheaper tests at low Reynolds number must be formulated if the fundamental research is to
progress. In some cases particular flow phenomena can be isolated and 'model' experiments
carried out at a fraction of the cost and also sometimes at representative Reynolds number.
But, because of the interactive nature of the total flow field, it will always be necessary to
test some complete high lift models.

Whether the interest is in 2 or 3-dimensions, it is necessary to choose the type of model m'_

to be tested. So far a satisfactory technique has not been developed yet for 2-dimensional
tests. Here the choice of model can be broadly split into three different types as shown in
figure 23; all of which have their pros and cons. A model spanning the tunnel, figure 23a,
should give a 2-dimensional flow but, apart from the structural problems when either the aspect
ratio or the Reynolds number is high, the boundary layer on the tunnel wall is usually thick so -
that the wall boundary layer interference effects can be quite large particularly at high lift

causing significant 3-dimensional effects. This can be overcome by applying tunnel wall suction
to remove the tunnel boundary layer and create a smooth streamline flow in the junction but this
is dependent on the tunnel having such a facility and can add significantly to the cost and time
of testing. A simpler approach, figure 23b, is to install large false alls from tunnel floor
to ceiling and mount the model between them, here the wall boundary layer will be much thinner
and cause less interference. However, the drawback of this technique is that the tunnel is
split into three elements and the flow in each of the channels is governed by the resistance
there. Consequently, the flow in the centre sectiun where the model is mounted will not
necessarily be the same as that in the outer sections and will differ from the mean flow in the
tunnel. This difference will also vary with the drag of the model. An improvement can be
obtained by fitting dummy wings in the outer sections of the tunnel but here, as the model
approaches the stall, the centre and outer sections will stall at different incidences because "
of the different aspect ratio. The third alternative, figure 23c, is to fit the model with end 2
plates which do not span the tunnel height. With such a model it is easy to produce a chordwise
pressure distribution independent of the spanwise position but the lift curve slope will still
be a long way from the 2-dimensional value unless a high aspect ratio model is used with large
end plates.

This approach has been used by some design teams within British Aerospace as a high lift
system development technique principally because its cost is about a third of the full 2-
dimensional test. However, here the results have to be corrected for the finite wing effects at
the effective aspect ratio in order to give the 2-dimensional values, but as shown in figure 24,
uncorrected results show the optimum configuration can be the same in both cases. On the other %
hand, figure 25 does illustrate the errors in this method where the induced camber due to the
trailing vortices alters the load distribution between the elements. So this technique cannot
sensibly be used for research testing as such differences must in detail yield different shear
layer behaviours.

Consequently for 2-dimensional testing aimed at investigating the detailed flow field as
well as the overall characteristics it is essential to mount a fully 2-dimensional test with the

model spanning the tunnel and appropriate corrections to the tunnel flow applied at the model/
tunnel junctions. However, even this presents problems. As can be seen from figure 26,
although a reasonable spanwise variation of CL can be expected, the drag can vary in an
indeterminate manner and by a significant amount. A further difficulty is encountered if the
flow field has a region of separated flow in it for which it is very difficult to ensure a
constant behaviour across the span.

% Another aspect of research work apart from the type of tunnel and model is the measurement
techniques. Since it is necessary to measure both the mean and fluctuating parameters in the
viscous layers as well as the surface pressures, the number of parameters per case is
dramatically increased and because the shear layers are frequently physically small at model
scale, sometimes have reverse flow regions and in many configurations are difficult to reach the
equipment used must be very sophisticated. Add to all this the number of the parameters to be
investigated for one high lift system and it can be seen that the cost of acquiring a thorough I
knowledge of even the two dimensional flow around high lift systems will be prohibitively
expensive unless some more coat effective method can be found.

In 3-dimensions it becomes even more expensive. Apart from all the parameters of 2-
dimensional flow there are now those peculiar to the 3-dimensional geometry, such as:-

I) wing sweep, aspect ratio and taper ratio

2) wing root and tip effects

3) effects of fuselages, nacelles and pylons

-4) end effects and spanwis cut-outs in flaps and slats

5) spanwise variation of slat and flap gaps, overlaps, chord and section shape

6) effects of ailerons and spoilers
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7) slat and flap tracks, mechanisms and leaks

8) locally induced flow fields from engine intakes, exhausts or propeller slipstreams

9) devices such as boundary layer fences, leading edge notches and vortex generators

Clearly not all these are essential to acquiring a fundamental knowledge of 3-dimensional flov
field but even concentrating on only the first 6 items still gives an immense task especially
when there has been little work in these fields in the pest and any 3-dimensional knowledge has
been gained from the ad hoc testing for particular aircraft projects.

Basically, the same problems have to be faced as existed in 2-dimensions. Firstly the
choice of the tunnel has to be made and now the pressure of achieving a sensible Reynolds number
across the whole span will force at least a significant pert of the tests to a large pressurised
tunnel. Figure 27 shows a typical variation of the Reynolds number across the span of an A300 •

type aircraft and it can be seen that even in the pressurised tunnel the Reynolds numbers at the ..- , V
tip are low. In an atmospheric tunnel of reasonable size the Reynolds number based on the local .
chords would be very low outboard and those based on the slat chords would be ridiculous. This
highlights the second problem of the choice of the model, for although it is desirable to '
represent a typical aircraft configuration by only modelling half of the aircraft so that the ,

Reynolds number can be immediately doubled it raises the spectre of incorrect induced and 4
profile drag effects from the tunnel/fuselage/wing junctions; this has not yet been %

satisfactorily resolved for simple, single element wings. Apart from this, on a half or full
model it is difficult to engineer some of the necessary variations on only one model and there
is pressure to use a simpler and cheaper model such as the swept panel model either with
constant chord or a simple taper. With a constant chord model, as shown in figure 28, this
model does show considerable sweep effects on the total forces but the pressure distributions
can be normallsed and, as illustrated in figures 29 and 30 for a measuring station at the mid
semi-span, are remarkably consistent. However, none of the available techniques has a clear
advantage and the choice is inevitably made on either the traditional grounds of experience that
the particular researcher has in this field, the availability of existing models which can be
modified or simply the cost.

Assuming these problems can be successfully resolved, there is still the question of the
required measurement techniques. Here the number of parameters is automatically increased by a
half as all the velocity fields now have a third spenwise component and the integrated forces
also present additional problems because the total drag has contributions from the profile drag
and the lift dependent drag of which it is necessary to know the breakdown. Determination of
the two components is only possible to the required degree of accuracy by means of a wake
traverse technique which apart from the shear cost of traversing a flow field at several
incidences, still requires development to become a routine tool.

From the above it is obvious that any programme of research to investigate the basic
physics of the 3-dimensional flow field about high lift systems will be expensive, require many
man years of effort and will even then inevitably not be able to include all the parameters of
interest. Therefore, to develop the knowledge to Improve the design of high lift system on % V%"

aircraft it will be necessary, as in 2-dimensions, to discover an alternative, more cost
effective path than simply experimentation. That path must be through the development of a
sound theoretical method supported by selected high quality experiments. Once such a method is %

available, apart from the possible problems of computer cost, it will be possible to investigate " .
the flow fields to a far greater extent and more quickly than can be done experimentally.

5.2 Theoretical Techniques

However, there are currently no available theoretical models which will address the 3-
dimensional flow field in anything like the required detail. Present computational capability
is largely restricted to 2-dimensional attached flow cases. But even in 2-dimensions it is
necessary to have a method which will predict the changes as various parameters are altered and
to be able to predict the maximum lift and drag of the section, and today there is no method
with that capability on a production basis. Consequently theoretical methods aze faced with a
long period of development which will be expensive and require a lot of effort but will, when
successful, give the basis for the only real technique of systematically varying all the
parameters on a high lift wing, and, as has been amply demonstrated with the application of

theoretical methods to high speed wing design, will reduce the amount of tunnel testing for
project studies. It will also eventually and perhaps more importantly allow the optimum flow
conditions to be determined for which the high lift wing should be designed. . .-

With the present knowledge of the flow around 2-dimensional multi-element serofoils it is
possible to identify the major flow features as shown in figure 12 and to construct a
theoretical model. Current 2-dimensional methods are capable of calculating the flow about
simple configurations but as a recent comparison between theory and a range of experiments has
shown, there are still many problems to be overcome. Fi ure 31 shows the results for an NLR
experiment with a two element configuration, shown in figure 32, specifically designed with no
flow separations and no merging of the wakes and boundary layers so that it is a simple test

case which is a little more complicated in its various effects than a single aerofoil except for
the calculation and representation of the wing wake over the flap. Although the effect of the
wake is significant and its modelling important, the flow is computed quite successfully and ""-,"

%
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figure 33 shows the overall agreement between the experiment and the computed pressure
distributions is good. Small differences in pressure on the flap upper surface are principally
caused by the incorrect modelling of the wing wake which in this particular method is
represented by the calculation of a symmetric wake when it is in fact very asymmetric in this
region. It is also possible to detect from the lower surface pressures in particular the
effects of too much circulation on the flap which together with the incorrect trailing edge
pressure suggests an incomplete modelling of the Kutta condition. Figure 34 shows a comparison
of the measured and calculated momentum thicknesses for the two elements and it can be seen that
the agreement is also good.

For this test case a comparison of 5 different computational methods has been made, only
two of which include a specific algorithm for computing the wake/boundary layer interaction, and
figure 35 shows the increments at various incidences in both CL and CD predicted between two
model configurations where the gap between the wing and flap had been halved to give a
significant interaction between the two shear layers. Obviously from the results none of the
methods can be relied on to predict the correct variations although the methods which compute
the wake/boundary layer interaction do give the right sort of change and trends in lift but even
they are a long way from predicting the drag changes.

Further problems can be seen with another more realistic two element case where this time
there is a cove region under the wing shroud as sketched in figure 36. It can be seen from the
pressure distribution that the method is far from satisfactory. For this case the separated
flow in the cove region cannot be modelled and has to be represented by a streamline fairing
drawn from experience. The shape of this fairing critically controls the flow through the slot
and hence the pressures in that region. Better agreement between the calculated and measured
pressures can be obtained by adjusting the fairing but the shape to give the best agreement is
far from the intuitive shape so that this approach is difficult to use in practice when the
required pressures are not known before hand.

Methods again show problems with more complicated three element aerofoil from the RAE
which, as shown in figure 37, has a slat and a flap with positions such that there is a moderate
interaction between the wakes and the boundary layers. On this model there are now two cove
regions, on the slat and on the wing, which have to have approximate streamline fairings
incorporated to allow the computer program to execute. Apart from the cove region separated
flows, the flow also nearly separates on the flap upper surface with a trailing edge value of
2.47 for the shape parameter H being measured. This indicates a strong interaction between the
viscous and inviscid flows which will cause difficulties particularly to the methods which use a
direct form of the viscous/inviscid coupling. A further difficulty is the strong
compressibility effects on the slat and wing upper surfaces and although there is no shock waves
the flow is nearly sonic on the slat at 20* incidence which should be treated with some solution
of the compressible flow equations. It can be seen from the pressure distributions in figure 38
that whilst the agreement is reasonable the mathematical model used in this particular method

does not adequately represent the effects.

It is interesting to note in this calculation that for the flap the agreement is

'p particularly poor andwhile it only contributes a small part to the overall lift, 0.4 CL in a

total 4.2, and maybe considered not to be too important, it must be remembered that it does
control the circulation about the whole aerofoil and incorrect predictions can be expected to
have a global effect. In the case illustrated, the discrepancies are caused by an incorrect
modelling of both the wake over the flap surface and of the Kutta condition which is here
complicated by the method predicting a separation towards the rear of the flap upper surface
where the experimental flow remains attached to the trailing edge. In terms of the overall
integrated forces the agreement in total lift is reasonable as show in figure 39, but the drag
is unpredicted. This is not surprising as it is unreasonable to expect the simple Squire and
Young method, as used in this particular theoretical method by being applied at the trailing

I* edge of each element and then summed for the total drag, to give the correct answer.

A fourth test case from ONERA, shown in figure 40, is again a three element aerofoil but
which has a large deflection angle of the flap with a significant region of separated flow. It
also has a merging of the shear layers both between the slat wake and the wing upper surface
boundary layer and also the wing wake and flap upper surface boundary layer probably after the
latter has separated. The comparisons, fgujre 41, for this case have been computed by the ONERA

method which uses a semi-inverse viscoue/inviscid coupling procedure and an inverse boundary
* layer method capable of predicting separated flow. In general, it produces good predictions of

the separated flow region both in terms of the pressure level and the point of separation but it
does underestimate the peak suctions. It also underestimates the pressure distributions on the
wing suggesting that in spite of a good separated flow model it is not controlling the overall
circulation correctly, however, this method does not represent the wake/boundary layer merging I
and is in the early stages of development. This experiment has a further flow complication in
that it exhibits the 'flow recovery' phenomenon described in a previous section, and at 18*
incidence, 2" higher than the results shown in figure 41, the flow reattaches which is, not
surprisingly, not predicted by this theoretical method.

_. -
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The results described above have largely been drawn from a recent comparison of several
theoretical methods and three experimental test cases, which were carefully chosen to cover the
range of flow phenomena likely to occur on multi-element high lift aerofoils. From these
comparisons it was possible to make the following general observations about the state of the
art of 2-dimensional computational methods:-

I) the drag is poorly estimated by most methods and must be improved for the methods to
become useful design tools.

2) the effects of compressibility and sonic flow on the slats and wing leading edges is
significant. None of the methods accurately predicted the near sonic flow and there
was little agreement between the simple compressibility corrections used. Figure 42

shows a Mach number distribution on a typical slat at a freestream Mach number of 0.20
with a peak local Mach number of over 1.2 and clearly some method which solves the
full compressible equations with a modelling of the shock wave is required.

3) it Is difficult with the large number of different effects to decide whether the Kutta
condition is being satisfied correctly but generally the trailing edge pressures are
poorly predicted and there is a need for an Improved model of the Kutta condition in
the presence of multiple, curved shear layers.

4) the displacement effects of the wakes from upstream elements must be included in the

equivalent inviscid flow even when there is no merging of the wake and boundary layer
and the size and position of the singularities representing that wake are equally
important as shown in figure 43.

5) it is necessary to be able to compute the development of curved wakes from the slat or
wing through an adverse pressure gradient including the near wake behind the upstrea

m

element in order to be able to predict the drag correctly. Calculating the drag by
the Squire and Young method at the trailing edge of each element cannot be expected to
give the correct answer, however, as shown in figure 44, correctly applied to the flow
conditions at the flap trailing edge can give a reasonable result for a wide variety
of configurations.

6) a method for computing the interaction of confluent wakes and boundary layers is
needed and that method has to be able to predict separation of the boundary layer and
to continue the calculation in the presence of that separation. This obviously
requires a very sophisticated shear layer calculation and will demand a finite
difference method of solution of at least the boundary layer equations with a

sophisticated turbulence model. Figure 45 shows some recent results using a Reynolds
Stress model.

7) a model of the separated flow is required both for the 'closed' separation in the slat
and wing cove regions and for the 'open' separation on the wing and flap upper
surfaces. r..

8) none of the methods predicts CLmax or the post stall behaviour of the aerofoil.

From these results it is clear that the state of the art of theoretical modelling even in
2-dimensions does not meet the basic requirements set out earlier but as methods do exist and
most of the problems have been identified, it should now be possible to make progress towards
improving the current generation of methods. .*

In 3-dimensions there has been little or no serious development work, save that of one
important item at Boeings, which mainly reflects the difficulties experienced with the 2-

dimensional methods and the lack of effort that has bee.t available to apply to the problem. It
is possible to construct 3-dimensional methods which solve the potential flow for high lift %

wings in a reasonable manner but, because of the difficulties in representing the 3-dimensional
effects of flap ends, cut-outs etc. and the lack of any 3-dimensional viscous method to deal
with confluent wakes and boundary layers, no one has yet embarked on attempting a full
theoretical method. To date the only serious attempt has been that at Boeings, reference 5,
where a 3-dimensional potential flow analysis is used to predict 'critical sections' on the . *,

wing. Using these sections, their characteristics can be calculated with a 2-dimensional method
and related back to the 3-dimensional case with Lock's equivalence method to account for the
effects of sweep, taper and aspect ratio. The 3-dimensional analysis is then adjusted to take
account of the viscous effects by using an 'effective camber' surface for the multi-element
section in the potential flow method. Obviously this approach relies on a high aspect ratio
wing where the section characteristics dominate the wing flow and also assumes that the spenwise
effect of the boundary layer can be neglected, but as shown in figure 46 good comparisons of the
integrated forces can be obtained. In the Boeing formulation the 3-dimensional analysis is
based on a vortex lattice method specifically tailored for high lift applications to multi- N"
element wings with part span flaps, bodies and nacelles and the 2-dimensional method is an 'in
house' method based on a panel method including the effects of viscous flows. This quasi-
3-dimensional analysis is clearly limited and because of the simplifications used cannot be used
for general research interests. But nevertheless it is evidently a powerful tool in project
aerodynamics and has been used extensively by Boeing.

%
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%- A similar approach to this is a simple strip theory where the potential flow method is used
to calculate the inviscid onset flow to several sections across the span and with these onset
flows the characteristics of each strip can be calculated using a suitable 2-dimensional method
which includes the effect of viscosity. At this level it has no iteration between the two
calculations and will generally not be expected to give predictions which are any better than
the Boeing approach. However, provided that the 2- and 3-dimensional methods are based on
singularity type panel methods a more powerful hybrid approach can be used. This concept
developed by Jepps, reference 6, is based on a basic iteration algorithm:-

(
3
_d)n - ((3-d)n_ 1 - (2-d)n-1} + (

2
-d)n

where one iteration consists of applying this algorithm to each strip of the wing. The nth

iteration may be interpreted as computing the 2-dimensional singularities in the presence of the
3-dimensional onset flow U and satisfying the 3-dimensional boundary conditions. U is the 3-
dimensional flow induced at that strip by the entire set of 3-dimensional singularities minus
the 2-dimensional flow at that strip due to the 2-dimensional singularities, both computed
during the previous (n-l)th iteration. The 3-dimensional singularities are taken to be the 2-
dimensional singularity strengths, computed in the previous iteration for each strip, applied on

" the 3-dimensional panels. This method has been previously developed for potential flow
applications but could be extended to include viscous effects. Now the restrictions of wing
planform of the previous methods have been removed and the only assumption is that the spanwise
effects of viscosity can be neglected. Whether this is restrictive remains to be seen, but
further developments of the method may well permit some cross flow terms to be included in the
viscous flows in the formulation. f.

Apart from these simplified approaches, some preliminary results are being obtained by
extending the 2-dimensional formulations into 3-dimensions. Results, figure 47, are available
from a 3-dimensional panel method formulation including the simple effects of viscosity due to

% the boundary layers on each element, which, although they are encouraging, show that this is
only the start of a long road of development. In spite of the 2-dimensional knowledge, there
are still many problems to be overcome which are peculiar to 3-dimensional configuration,
namely:-

a) the representation of the wakes, both the inviscid trailing vorticity and the viscous
wake. It is not now possible simply to place the singularities on an assumed wake
profile as it is known that the 3-dimensional wake distorts and rolls up rapidly and
the 2-dimensional analysis, figure 43, has illustrated the importance of the wake %
position.

b) the wake modelling problem extends to the flap and slat ends and the modelling of the
flow in this region. It has yet to be shown whether this is just a problem of
modelling the inviscid trailing vorticity and its correct deformation or whether there
are significant effects due to the viscous layers. Recent NASA work has illustrated
that the vortex rolled up behind a part span flap end is quite different in the nature
of its total head distribution than that from the wing tip and its mean velocities are
significantly lower suggesting the low energy viscous layers are pulled into the
vortex core. V

c) development of 3-dimensional calculation methods for shear layers which include the
wake/boundary layer interaction.

d) interference effects, particularly on the viscous flow, from other lifting surfaces,
such as pylons, and bodies, such as fuselages and nacelles, which is not a problem
unique to the high lift wing and is common to all 3-dimensional methods, although wing
body junctions with high lift devices deflected can present additional problems.

e) effects of compressibility in 3-dimensions needs to be included.

f) the computation of separated flow becomes much more difficult. As shown in figure 21,
i: is a more complex pattern with parts of the wing stalled and parts not so that the
viscous computation has to be very complex. Also in 3-dimensions the flow in the slat
and wing cove regions may, depending on the wing sweep angle, be of different

4character from the 2-dimensional flow in so far as it may form a spanwise vortical
flow rather than a closed bubble.

These problems have to be solved before a successful 3-dimensional method is available as a
4 tool for research into high lift flows. There is a basic framework for a 3-dimensional
4 calculation method which, with the successes and failures in the development of 2-dimensional

methods, will point the work, at least initially, in the right direction. However it is a
prerequisite of starting the development of a 3-dimensional method that it will also be
necessary to carry out several high quality experiments to provide the basic data to support the
calculations and the development of the various viscous flow algorithms, although these may
well, in part, be satisfied with 'model' tests rather than a full 3-dimensional aircraft model.
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_ 6 CONCLUDING REMARKS

The previous sections have shown the way high lift systems are designed for aircraft and

% the techniques used in that work. However, it is clear that the knowledge of the fundamental
physics of the flow around even a 2-dimensional multi-element aerofoil is far from complete and
will not be advanced with the ad hoc testing associated with project design. Section design by

g traditional methods has probably reached a plateau and future improvements on the 'cut and try'

principal will only yield limited growth. There are many flow phenomena which can be identified
- . at this stage but which are not fully understood and which require further investigation at a

detailed level. Whilst some of these can, at least in the first instance, be isolated from the
- complete high lift configuration and treated by 'model' experiments and calculations, it is
• -nevertheless essential that some major, comprehensive experimental programme be mounted on a

- fully 2-dimensional model. These tests would require measurements not only of the surface
pressures and integrated loads but also detailed measurements of the mean and fluctuating
velocities in the boundary layers and wakes. However, principally because of the size of the
parameter space and the problems and cost of achieving the representative Reynolds and free-
stream Mach number experimentally, theoretical calculations will play an important part in the
overall research. But the current generation of 2-dimensional methods are Inadequate for this
work and, although many of the defficiencies have been identified and are being investigated, it
will still be some time before a suitable method is available.

In 3-dimensions there are significant gains to be achieved from improvements to the design
in terms of optimising the spanwise grading of the slat and flap Saps, overlaps, chords and
section shape, improved inboard wing design, minimising the adverse interference effects of flap
ends, cut-outs, body junctions etc. and for designing at the flight Reynolds number. This will
require not only to be able to analyse a given geometry but also to be able to describe the
optimum flow conditions for which a high lift wing should be designed and how to modify the
configuration to achieve them. Obviously, this can only come with a good basic knowledge of the r
flow field about the high lift system and the shear number of variables makes it Impossible that
a 3-dimensional design could ever be fully optiaised experimentally. Consequently there is a e

requirement for a comprehensive theoretical method which is capable of predicting the changes
due to altering various parameters, the maximum lift of the wing and the L/D at least close to
the design condition. Without such a method it will never be possible to take full advantage of p.

a 3-dimensional design and the knowledge gained from ad hoc project type testing will always be
partial. However, that is not to say that such a method will ever replace the wind tunnel
testing or even reduce the requirement for the expensive high Reynolds number wind tunnel
facilites. It will not. To start with there is no suitable theoretical method in existence and
it will be a long development to achieve one. During 'nip time there will be a need for
extensive experimental support at all levels of sophistication and without a theoretical design
capability, there will be a continuing requirement for the project aircraft testing. Even at
the end of the road, the theoretical method will not be as complete a model as would be liked
and will in practice only give the ability to design nearer to the optimum configuration so that
it will always be essential to test the final configuration in a wind tunnel at near flight
conditions. But these tests should eventually only be confirmatory tests and the amount of
tunnel testing for a given project should be considerably reduced in much the same way as has
happened for high speed wing design. To create such a theoretical method will require a
significant effort which for efficiency must be marshalled into a organised research programme
and would probably represent the main research in high lift aerodynamics for the next decade or

so.

However, apart from the progress which will be achieved by the understanding of the high
lift flows and the developing of suitable analysis techniques, there will almost certainly be
inevitable improvements from new design philosophies but over a uch longer timescale. What
will be achieved is speculation but as aircraft wings of transport aircraft, at least, will
always be directed to the achievement of the best possible cruise and high speed performance, -

high lift will always be achieved by the use of variable geometry. However in spite of the
proven efficiency of the mechanical high lift devices there are definite limits to the ability
to engineer variable geometry to deal with some critical areas of the wing and it is probably
here that boundary layer control by blowing or suction could be an effective and practical way
of dealing with very localised problems. Leading from this proposal, because of the margins ft.

required for manoeuvring and for providing protection against the atmospheric disturbances such
as strong gusts and wind shear, for most of the time the high lift devices are deployed the
demands made in terms of lift are much below that potentially available. This means that high
lift devices are deployed to larger deflection angles than are required most of the time and are
usually generating more drag than would be the case if these margins did not have to be
permanently provided. This could be avoided if active high lift devices were used where the
device could be rapidly deployed when the demand arose in which case the drag benefits would be
considerable. However, for extending chord devices it seems that active flaps or slats with a
high rate of deployment are not likely to be practical. Consequently here it might be possible
to use boundary layer control in active form. For this type of boundary layer control it would
be attractive to use a reservoir system so that rapid demands could be made without more than a

0small effect on the engines and thrust performance. For a reservoir system to suffice and not
be too large it necessitates that control of the flight path shall be as efficient as possible,

%- and this points to the need for computer control of the flight path. Take-off and landing
manoeuvres could then be programmed to be controlled in the most efficient manner with parallel

% programmed control of the mechanical high lift devices simultaneously to miniaise drag and the
." demands made on the blowing system. Having already invoked computer directed control it is

"€ p..
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natural to extend this to c.g. control and relaxed stability which are powerful ways of
Improving high lift performance and should certainly feature strongly in the search for ways of
Increasing high lift performance.

Further most present day transport aircraft sacrifice a considerable amount of lift
capability in order to generate the stall handling characteristics required to meet the
airworthiness requirements. Computer control of aircraft could be developed so that stalling is
totally eliminated and with such a control system 'stall fixing' and the associated loss of
maximum lift would not be necessary or would at least be much diminished.

The problems of implementing these are obviously very great; a thorough understanding of
the complexities of local flows in all the critical regions of 3-dimensional wings is essential
so that the boundary layer control by blowing can be employed in the most economical manner.
The blowing system would also have to be developed for economy and would be likely to have a
variable nozzle area rather than controlling the blowing through a fixed nozzle by a throttle.
All of this would have to be done in parallel with the development of computer directed flight
path control. To achieve this, very close liaison would be needed between the various
disciplines ranging from the fluid dynamic scientists through the structural, mechanical and
electronic engineers to the flight dynamicists. But similar liaison has obviously been achieved
for the Boeing YC-14 with overwing blown flaps and could be again in the future.
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INVESTIGATIONS INTO THE EFFECTS OF SCALE AND COMPRESSIBILITY ON LIFT AND
DRAG IN THE RAE 5m PRESSURISED LOW-SPEED WIND TUNNEL

by i
S. P. Fiddes, D. A. Kirby, D. S. Woodward and D. H. Peckham

Aerodynamics Department
Royal Aircraft Establishment

Farnborough
Hampshire
GUI4 6TD

United Kingdom" AD-PO04 053
SUMMARY

-'A survey is presented of results obtained from experiments in the RAE Sm low-speed

pressurised wind tunnel. The tunnel is capable of operation over a range of pressures
(from one to three atmospheres) so that the effects of Mach and Reynolds number may be
separated. This decoupling of scale and compressibility effects has made possible
reliable extrapolation of test results to full-scale conditions (where this is
necessary) as well as giving greater insight into the underlying flow mechanisms. The

large size of the tunnel, combined with pressurisation to three atmospheres, has enabled
some tests, on small combat/trainer aircraft and on bomb-like stores, to be carried out
at full scale.

Three facets of the work of the 5m tunnel are described:4-work aimed at predicting

or improving the high-lift performance of specific aircraft: work of a more fundamental
nature concerned particularly with the optimisation of high-lift devices on generalised
research models, and work on the drag of stores carried externally on combat aircraft. j

I 1 THE EFFECTS OF REYNOLDS AND MACH NUMBER ON THE MAXIMUM LIFT OF MODELS OF THE
HAWK AND A300

1.1 Tests on Hawk

To illustrate the capabilities of the 5m tunnel in the study of the stalling

characteristics of specific aircraft we present results from tests of two models. The t

first, that of the Hawk strike/trainer, is an example of the type of small combat
aircraft designed for a high subsonic capability with good manoeuvrability but of suf-
ficiently low wing loading that the required field performance can be achieved by a com-
paratively simple high-lift system with no leading-edge flaps or slats. The photograph,
Fig 1 shows the model mounted in the tunnel on the mechanical balance cart using a main
central strut support to carry the loads. The model, which is fully representative of
the external shape of the Hawk aircraft, is to a scale of 0.315 and consequently since
the tunnel can be pressurised to 3 bars we are able to cover, as Fig 2 shows, the
correct Reynolds numbers and Mach numbers appropriate to the stall for the whole of the
altitude range at which stalling trials are made on the real aircraft. Development work
in the tunnel aimed at improving the high-lift performance and studies of the onset and
control of the stall can thus be made under natural transition-free conditions.

For the RAF trainer version of the Hawk, that is with the aircraft in the form it
has made world-wide appearances in the Red Arrows, the wing meets the required high-lift
capability with a double-slotted flap of the fixed-vane type. The main part of the flap

*Q extends from the fuselage side to 65% of the semi span but the vane only extends to 57%

of the semi span. Suitable buffet warning and stalling characteristics are obtained by
using the combination of a wing fence at 671% semi span and two sharp-edged breaker

-. strips of 4% semi span centred on 34% and 56% semi span respectively. This combination
was developed mainly in flight tests on the prototype aircraft, but with the introduc- I
tion of the 5m wind tunnel it became possible to study the further development of the
aircraft and assess the losses in performance associated with such stall control devices
under the controlled test conditions provided by a tunnel where, in addition, the

"* separate effects of variations in Reynolds number and Mach number could be examined.
Fig 2 shows the changes in Reynolds number and Mach number with altitude for a constant
equivalent stalling speed, ie aircraft weight.

The work on the Hawk model covered a number of flap deflections without and with

the undercarriage and tailplane fitted. We present some results for the largest flap

deflection, 50 degrees, without undercarriage and tailplane. Fig 3 shows the maximum

lift coefficient obtained for several Reynolds number/Mach number combinations for
*the model with

% (a) the standard vane,

(b) the vane extended to the end of the main flaps,

(c) the vane extended and the breaker strips removed.

At a Reynolds number of 5.5 , 106 and a Mach number of 0.2, which is a condition

appropriate to flight tests of the stalling characteristics, these progressive changes
in the model configuration result in an overall increase of about 0.35 in maximum lift

'J coefficient compared with the value of about 0.25 indicated for the unpressurised,',.I
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1 tunnel, Reynolds number 2.5 x10 6, and a value of about 0.4 for a Reynolds number

higher than full scale, 7.5 x 10 . The reasons for these differences and the noti-
ceable difference in the effect of varying Mach number at constant Reynolds number when
the breaker strips are removed, becomes more apparent when the individual lift curves

- are studied in conjunction with the results of some observations of the onset and spread
- of the stall made using surface tufts. Fig 4 shows the lift coefficients in the region

of CL for varying Reynolds number at a constant Mach number of 0.2 and for varying[ .max 6 Ir

Mach number at a constant Reynolds number of 5.5 x 106, with and without the breaker
strips fitted for the extended vane configuration. When the breaker strips are fitted
the variation of CL with Reynolds number or Mach number is comparatively small andthe- vaiaiomax

this is consistent with the tuft observations which showed that the breaker strips
ensured that flow separation started on the inboard wing at the leading edge at a simi-
lar incidence for the various Reynolds number/Mach number combinations. As the angle of
incidence was increased the area of separation extended to join up with a further flow

-. separation starting inboard of the fence and the maximum lift coefficient was, except at
, ) the lowest Reynolds number, determined by the incidence at which the whole of the wing

inboard of the fence was stalled, the flow still being attached on the outboard wing.
Only for the lowest Reynolds number, 2.7 x 10 , did the outboard wing stall before the
inboard indicating that for smaller models in unpressurised wind tunnels the results
could be very misleading if used to predict the likely full-scale stalling charac-
teristics.

However, when the breaker strips were removed flow separations on the inboard
wing were confined to a small area adjacent to the fence and the maximum lift co--f-
ficient was determined by the angle of incidence at which the wing outboard of the fence
stalled. Compared with the gradual loss of lift curve slope prior to the incidence for r.
maximum lift coefficient measured for the breaker strips on configuration there was with
the breaker strips removed often a very sharp loss of lift as the whole of an outboard
wing stalled. This was more noticeable at the lower Mach numbers where the whole out-
board wing stalled so suddenly that it was difficult to detect from simple tuft
observations where on the wing the flow separation started. At the higher Mach numbers
there was evidence of separation at the trailing edge, which resulted in a reduced
circulation round the outer wing sections and a more rounded lift curve near the maximum
lift coefficient. It is evident that this stall of the outboard wing and consequently
the achieved maximum lift is very sensitive to Reynolds number and Mach number
variation and that when attempting to develop this type of aircraft by means of model
tests to obtain the best high-lift performance compatible with an adequate stall control
it is essential that the work be done at full-scale Reynolds number. Furthermore the
effects of Reynolds number and Mach number variations need to be determined both to
assist in the development and in the understanding of subsequent flight data since the "
Reynolds number and Mach number at the stall vary considerably with altitude and %
ambient temperature.

1.2 Tests on A300

The work on the model of the Hawk showed substantial reductions in maximum lift
coefficient with increase of free-stream Mach number when the greater lifting potential
of the wing was released by removing the breaker strips, a behaviour that is consistent
with the achievement of supersonic flow in regions near the wing leading edge. This
phenomenon has been examined more closely in tests made on our 1/13th scale model of
the A300 airbus, shown in Fig 5 mounted on a sting rig in the 5m tunnel. For this civil
transport aircraft the high-lift capability is provided by an extending double-slotted
flap and a leading-edge slat. The effect of varying the Reynolds number and Mach number
on the maximum lift coefficient for a leading flap configuration is shown in Fig 6. As
for the Hawk the effects of increasing Reynolds number and of increasing Mach number are
in opposition and the chain-dotted line on the left of the figure demonstrates the
misleading information on the variation of the maximum lift coefficient which is
obtained in an unpressurised tunnel if an increase of wind speed is used to increase
Reynolds number and the Mach number effects are ignored.

In order to advance our understanding of the various effects we have made detailed
measurements of the surface pressures on the wing of the A300 model. Analysis of the
results showed that there was a marked reduction in the peak suction coefficient
recorded as the free-stream Mach number was increased above about 0.25. Fig 7 shows for
a constant Reynolds number of 4.9 million the variation in maximum lift coefficient with
Mach number and beneath it the peak suction coefficient developed on the wing at two of
the outer wing stations for which pressure measurements are available for the A300
model. The Figure also shows the suction coefficients needed to achieve various Mach
numbers, sonic and above, as the free-stream Mach number is increased.

For the lower free-stream Mach numbers the peak suction coefficient is nearly
constant, as was the maximum lift coefficient, but as the free-stream Mach number is
increased beyond about M = 0.22 the peak suctions measured indicate that locally sonic
speed has been achieved near the wing leading edge and that speeds as high as
M local 1.2 are achieved before the peak suction coefficient, and consequently the

maximum lift coefficient fall more sharply with increase of free-stream Mach number.
This fall does not occur because of anything dramatic such as a shock-induced separation
of the flow, but rather because of the influence of thickened boundary layers affecting
the flow further aft on the wing and causing a degradation of the flap performance
and hence a reduction in the circulation round the wing sections affected. For the
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A300, as for the Hawk, at the higher free-stream Mach numbers the increasing loss of
lift as this degradation spread spanwise with increasing angle of incidence determined
the maximum lift achieved on the model.

The outboard wing is affected first by this phenomenon because the section lift
coefficients are higher over the outer region of a swept back tapered wing. To meet the
requirements of the Airworthiness authorities in the certification of transport aircraft
it is usually necessary to arrange for the inner wing to stall first with a margin in
angle of incidence before the outer wing stalls. Such margins could be substantially
eroded by the Mach number effects discussed above and it is therefore advantageous to be
able to use a pressurised wind tunnel such as the 5m to identify the separate effects of
variations in Reynolds number and Mach number on the stall. This should be done at the
early design stage of a new aircraft in order to be able to minimise the performance
losses implicit in ensuring the necessary stall margins.

2 THE EFFECTS OF REYNOLDS AND MACH NUMBER ON THE OPTIMUM LOW SPEED PERFORMANCE OF

MECHANICAL HIGH-LIFT SYSTEMS

* 2.1 Background

The design of low-speed high-lift devices for modern transport or combat aircaft
is usually constrained by other performance requirements. The wing planform and aero-
foil shape, etc, are determined by cruise and manoeuvre conditions, and the designer
must develop an efficient high-lift system within these constraints. However, for
mechanical high-lift systems the designer has some choice in where to deploy, say, a

- slat, in terms of its position relative to the main wing and its deflection angle. An
obvious design aim is to position the slat where the complete high-lift system develops
its maximum lift, or produces minimum drag for a given lift. That such an 'optimum

.* position' exists is the result of at least two competing effects.

As the components of a high lift system (slat, wing and flap) are moved closer
together, their mutual aerodynamic interference shares the loading between them in a way
that tends either to lower trailing-edge pressures, or decrease suction peaks. This
reduces adverse pressure gradients. Furthermore, the 'dumping' of the trailing edge
flow from an upstream element into the low pressure region on the upper surface of an .4
adjacent downstream element enables the overall pressure recovery, from slat suction
peak to flap trailing edge, to be achieved in a number of steps. This cascade effect
allows high suction levels to be achieved, and therefore greater lift, without
increasing the likelihood of separation on each element (see Ref 1). However, the
suction levels are so great that compressibility effects become important - indeed, a
limiting suction level may be reached. Also, by bringing the elements closer together,
the wake from an upstream elemenq can impinge upon the boundary layer of a downstream
element, and possibly thicken it . The thicker, merged boundary layer is

- less likely to withstand adverse pressure gradients than an unmerged one, and separation
can occur earlier.

The competing effects of favourable inviscid interaction (ultimately limited by
compressibility effects) and adverse viscous effects (contamination of downstream
boundary layers by upstream wakes) lead to the existence of an optimum position
for each element of a mechanical high-lift system; not so close that viscous mergingthickens the shear layers too much, or so far apart that the mutual inviscid interaction

is too weak. Because of the importance of viscous and compressibility effects in deter-
N% mining the optimum geometry, the optimum can be strongly Reynolds and Mach number

dependent.

2.2 Description of models

Results have already been presented for the effects of Reynolds and Mach number
on a fixed geometry; the A300 research model. These illustrate generally improved per-
formance with increasing Reynolds number, and the adverse effects of increasing Mach
number. In this section, the freedom to change the geometry of the high-lift system on

*" two more general research models is exploited. Results will be presented for RAE Model
• 477, which has a relatively low sweep (32.5 degrees at the leading edge), aspect ratio 7

transport wing, and for RAE Model 495, a combat aircraft model with a leading edge sweep
of 40 degrees, and aspect ratio 3.4. These models are illustrated in Figs 8 to 11.

* Both models were fitted with a fixed trailing-edge flap, and a movable slat whose posi-
tion was defined within a 'box' of lap and gap positions, as shown in Fig 14. The slats
were positioned to give a constant sectional shape across the wing. Thus the slat posi- I
tion could be described in terms of the relative position of the slat trailing edge, in %
percentage chord, and its angular rotation from the undeployed position. The models "
were tested over a range of Reynolds and Mach number, as shown in Fig 12 and 13. For
each slat position, within the 'box', the maximum lift coefficient for a given Reynolds

*. and Mach number, from the test conditions, was found.

2.3 Results from Model 477

Fig 15 shows some of the results obtained with Model 477, at a Reynolds number of
5.4 million, and a Mach number of 0.16. The results of the maximum lift tests are shown
as a contour plot of maximum achieved lift against slat position. As can be seen, the
optimum position for this combination of Reynolds and Mach number lies near the centre
of the 'box', at a gap of 2% and a lap of -1.5%. The contours are drawn as percentages of
the 'optimum' lift coefficient. It is seen that small changes in slat position away
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from the optimum position can produce appreciable reductions in the maximum lift.
With the ability of the 5m tunnel to be pressurised, such contour plots can be obtained
at a number of Reynolds and Mach numbers, and the optimum position of the slat found for
each condition. Fig 16 shows the movement of the optimum position of the slat as the
Reynolds number is increased at fixed Mach number and vice versa. As the Reynolds

• -number increases, the slat moves nearer the main wing. This is consistent with the idea
that the thinner shear layers at the higher Reynolds numbers allow the slat to be closer
to the wing before adverse wake/boundary layer interaction takes place. It should be
noted that the optimum position of the slat for the lowest Reynolds number tested lies
outside the 'box'. The optimum position and corresponding maximum lift has been
obtained by extrapolation of the results from within the 'box' for this case.

As the results for the A300 model show, the effects of Mach number variations on
low-speed high-lift flows can be large, even though the free-stream Mach number is only
about 0.2 to 0.3. The suction levels associated with high-lift are very great, and the
flow can be accelerated to locally supersonic speeds. Fig 17 shows, for a fixed
Reynolds number of 3.3 million, the variation of CL with Mach number, and, at a

max
fixed Mach number of 0.16, the Reynolds number variation of CL It is seen that

max
increasing the Mach number above about 0.2 has a strongly adverse effect on the maximum
lift. Fig 18 shows a typical pressure distribution measured on Model 477. Note that
the suction levels on the slat are high enough for the flow to be locally supersonic
over part of it. This is the source of the adverse Mach number effects. The slat suc-
tion levels can be reduced by moving the slat away from the main wing, partially alle-
viating the compressibility effects, but only at the expense of raising the suction peak
on the main wing, until the main wing suffers from compressibility effects or premature
separation.

The movement of the optimum slat position for increasing Mach number is
shown in Fig 16. As expected, increasing the Mach number moves the optimum position
away from the main wing.

To analyse these results a little further, we pose the following question; what is
the penalty, in terms of maximum lift, for operating at an off-optimum position? To
make this question more precise, consider the real problem facing the designer of a low-
speed high-lift system. It is possible for him to conduct model tests, typically at
atmospheric pressure, to find the optimum slat position for the corresponding (low)
Reynolds number. If the high-lift system is to be used on a full-scale aircraft, then
there will be some gain in maximum lift from operating the same configuration at a
higher Reynolds number, even with the slat in the low R optimum position. But
what is the further gain to be had by moving the slat to the optimum for the new,
higher Reynolds number? Furthermore, where is the optimum postion for the high R case?
With some models (eg the Hawk trainer) it is possible to achieve full-scale Reynolds
number in the 5m tunnel and answer this question directly. However, with most transport
models there is a shortfall in Reynolds number achievable in the 5m tunnel (a factor of
4 for the A300 model) and so some extrapolation is required. The ability of the 5m tun-
nel to obtain a range of Reynolds number at fixed Mach number allows us to perform this
extrapolation with some confidence.

Fig 19 illustrates the potential gain of operating at an optimum condition
.* appropriate to higher Reynolds numbers. The lower line shows the increase in maximum

lift with increasing Reynolds number for a slat fixed in a position that is optimum at
the lower R . In fact this is the optimum for Model 477 at atmospheric pressure. upper
curve shows the increase in maximum lift obtained by increasing the Reynolds number and
re-optimising the slat position at each Reynolds number. The fixed slat shows a 7% gain
in maximum lift over the Reynolds number range shown, while a further 3% increase is
possible by re-optimising the slat for higher Reynolds numbers.

2.4 Results from Model 495

The results described above have been obtained from RAE Model 477. Model 495 has
a lower aspect ratio and greater leading-edge sweep. This produces relatively higher
suction levels on the forward part of the outboard wing, and it is the stall on this
part of the wing that determines the maximum lift. The increased suction levels near
the tip are shown in Fig 20, which compares pressures measured on the outboard part of
the wing with those measured inboard. A slat optimisation exercise, similar to that
conducted using Model 477, has been performed with Model 495, with some important dif-
ferences in the results. First, the slat deflections needed were higher. For Model 477
a slat deflection, measured normal to the leading edge, of 25 degrees was found to pro-
duce a stall of the slat and wing together. With Model 495, a 25 degree slat stalled
much earlier than the main wing, and a 45 degree deflection was needed to bring the
stalls closer together. The optimum position of the slat was not as sharply defined as
on Model 477, as the contour plot in Fig 21 shows. Only a 3% drop in maximum lift was
found over the entire 'box' of slat positions. However, the optimum position is much
lower, relative to the main wing, than is the case for the higher aspect ratio Model 477.

The effect of Reynolds number variation on the maximum lift performance was not
very great. Fig 22 shows the lift-incidence curve for three Reynolds numbers. As the
Reynolds number is increased the maximum lift increases - but only slightly (less than
2%). By contrast, the effects of increasing Mach number are very marked, as Fig 23
shows. Increasing the Mach number from 0.16 to 0.28 at a fixed Reynolds number produced
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a stall that occurred some 5 degrees earlier, and a reduction in maximum lift of over I"
4%. These strong Mach number effects can be anticipated from Fig 20, which shows that
at a free-stream Mach number of 0.22, both the slat and main wing have locally

* supercritical flow.

2.5 Discussion

Some insight into the effects of Mach number on the low-speed high-lift flows
considered here can be gleaned by considering the expression for the local Mach number

*. on the wing, based on the velocity component normal to a spanwise generator (ie a line
of constant x/c for the simply tapered wings considered here). If the sweep of such a
line is A , then the critical pressure coefficient, C* at which the local 'normal'

* Mach number is unity is given by: P

( )MI " = 2 2 ( -~ 4 M2  Cos2A)Y -] ()

- Expanding this expression for small M (which is less than 0.3 for the flows considered
here) gives:

C*2 y- 1)2 (2 2 24
- 2 y-I cos A + 0(M2 Cos 4 A) (2)

+ 1; /YM ' /
p* ' -2 +

With y =1.4, this becomes:

M20.6739 + 0.5283 cos2 (3)

This immediately reveals two things:
(i) That C* varies rapidly with free-stream Mach number for low values of M

P
"- (ii) That sweep does not greatly alleviate compressibility effects at low Mach

numbers. The second term in equation (3) does not give a great gain in
critical pressure coefficient. Raising the sweep from 0 degree to
60 degrees only raises the critical Mach number from, say, 0.280 to 0.287.

If the performance of one of the components of a high-lift system is limited by a maxi-
mum achievable Mach number (as the previously described results for the A300 seem to
suggest), then equation (3) shows that the product M C reaches a limiting value

Pmin
dependent upon the limiting Mach number. Smith, in Ref 3, reports the results of
Mayer, who, by examining a wide range of aerofoil results (nearly all at much higher
Mach numbers than considered here), found that M C = -1 was an apparently

Pmin
limiting value for single element aerofoils. Examining our results from Model 495, this
limit seems to apply to multi-element wings as well, although the apparent limit on
Model 477 is somewhat lower, nearer 0.85.

Examining the product M C is thus a rapid way of determining whether a
Pmi n

compressibility limit or 'cap' has been reached in the lifting performance of a high-
lift wing. Whether Mayer's limit of -1 is reached depends upon whether viscous
effects produce separation before the limiting suction level is reached, ie at low Mach
numbers, say below 0.2 here, the minimum C is limited by viscous effects, and as the

Mach number increases C is 'capped' by compressibility effects. An important
Pmin

conclusion from this is that the specification of take off or landing Mach number is as
* important in determining the high-lift performance as specifying the corresponding

Reynolds number.

3 THE EFFECTS OF REYNOLDS NUMBER ON THE FORCES ACTING ON ISOLATED STORES

3.1 Introduction

- Modern combat aircraft generally carry stores externally, permitting greater
operational flexibility and more extensive loads. The presence of external stores can,
however, greatly affect an aircraft's performance. As noted by Pugh and Sadler , strike
radius can be reduced by 25% and maximum sustainable 'g' can be reduced by 50%, due to
the incremental drag of the external stores, which can for underwing stores carriage be
significantly greater than the zero-lift drag of the clean carrier aircraft.

It would be a time-consuming and expensive task to measure the incremental drags
of all possible weapon combinations for each aircraft, and in any case estimates of the
effect of a weapons fit on aircraft performance are often needed on a shorter time-scale
than a wind tunnel test can be arranged. Thus one often has to rely on semi-empirical
prediction methods to estimate the incremental drag of external stores on aircraft, but

4.o
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such methods are dependent on an accurate knowledge of the aerodynamics of individual
stores in free air. This is because the drag of a single store is amplified by mutual
interference with other stores nearby, so that the isolated drag of a store assembly is
greater than the sum of its components, and in turn the drag of such a store assembly is
further increased by aerodynamic interference with the parent aircraft when installed in
the carriage position. Thus any initial uncertainty in isolated-store drag can be con-
siderably magnified in the prediction of the installed drag of a group of stores.

The aerodynamic properties of isolated stores for use with existing prediction
methods are required over a wide range of both Mach number and Reynolds number. Data
over the Mach number range 0.4 < M < 1.4 is generally obtained from models, where
k scale is probably the largest feasible scale because of constraints on tunnel size.
Such data can be deficient in two respects. Firstly, in general, no systematic measure-
ments are carried out to obtain the effects of Reynolds number, and maximum Reynolds
number is usually only about I of the full-scale value for flight at low altitudes.
Secondly, most stores (with the possible exception of fuel tanks) are far from aerodyna-
mically clean and exhibit many excrescences; even with models as large as i-scale there
remains some uncertainty as to how well excrescences can be represented.

- With the availability of the6 5m pressurised low-speed wind tunnel there arose the
possibility of testing real stores , albeit at low speed, but over a range of Reynolds
number representing full-scale values for low-level flight up to sonic Mach number.
Also, results from such tests, when compared with those at low-speed from scale-model
tests would permit an assessment of the fidelity of representation of the scale models

-. and the efficacy of the method used for transition-fixing, and provide details of
Reynolds number effects independent of compressibility effects.

Thus a rig suitable for testing full-scale stores in the @m wind tunnel has been
constructed, along the lines of a similar rig in use at ARA Ltd (Fig 24) which is used
for testing isolated stores up to *-scale.

3.2 Rig details

The full-scale stores rig is shown in Fig 25. The pylon is as near as possible a
full-scale representation of the general-purpose pylon used on the ARA k-scale rig, and
has a chord of 1.5 m, a depth of 0.368 m and a thickness/chord ratio of 8.3% (to accom-

" modate the force balance it was necessary to increase pylon thickness/chord ratio to
8.3% from the 6.8% of the I-scale rig). At present the rig design is such that the
pylon is earthed, but simple design changes would allow the pylon to be mounted live to
the balance, if required.

The support tube is 0.152 m in diameter and extends some 3.5 m ahead of the fore-
most extremity of the pylon, such that velocity perturbations induced by the nose pro-
file have decayed sensibly to zero before the foremost store is reached. The 15 degree
sting crank between the tunnel sting and the support tube ensures that for typical
single stores the store axis coincides with the tunnel centreline at zero angle of inci-
dence, and that sideslip can be achieved with modest roll angles.

Use is being made of an existing 6-component strain-gauge balance, and this is
situated in a housing within the lower part of the pylon in order to minimise rolling
moment. The maximum permitted loads for this 3 in balance are as follows:

Channel Load (SI units) Load (Imperial units)
Normal force (Z) 15.57 kN 3500 lb
Pitching moment (M) 2.71 kN m 2000 lb ft
Side force (Y) 3.11 kN 700 lb
Yawing moment (N) 0.73 kN m 540 lb ft
Rolling moment (L) 0.7.3 kN m 540 lb ft
Axial force (X) 1.18 kN 265 lb

The balance incorporates weapon-attachment points at standard 0.355 m (14 inch)
centres. The method of attachment of weapon to balance can be either bail-lug with
fore-and-aft crutching arms, or MACE (minimum area crutchless ejector). When bail-lug
mounting is used, the crutching arms are similar in design to those associated with the
commonly used No. 119 Mk 1 ejector release unit. With the full-scale stores no artifi-
cial boundary layer transition devices were used.

3.3 Test details

At I-scale, ten configurations were chosen to be tested in order to provide repre-
sentative coverage of most types of single stores, and some assemblies on carriers. Theconfigurations chosen were:

a triple carrier loaded with 1000 lb bombs;
an air-to-ground guided weapon;
a bluff bomb;
bombs type A, B and C;

% a designator pod;
two bombs on a tandem team mount;
a rocket launcher;
an air-to-air guided weapon.
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Boundary layer transition was fixed on these I-scale models, and the pylon, using
narrow bands of sparsely distributed ballotini, of diameter 0.117 mm to 0.137 mm, set in
a thin film of adhesive. Napthalene sublimation tests were performed to confirm tran-
sition at the roughness bands.

Four real full-scale stores were tested, two of which had been tested at I-scale:

Bomb type A
A rocket launcher
Bombs type D and E

The wind tunnel test conditions, shown in ig 26, covered the Mach number range
0.2 to 0.34 and a Reynolds number range 4.7 x 10 /m to 17.7 x 10 /m. This Reynolds
number range for the full-scale stores is equivalent to that of sea-level flight from a
Mach number of 0.2 upwards to a Mach number of 1.0C Test conditions were arranged to
give data at a constant Reynolds number of 11 x 10 /m over the Mach number range, and at
a constant Mach number of 0.275 over the Reynolds number range.

The drag results for the full-scale stores were corrected for tunnel blockage
constraint and wake blockage buoyancy on the basis of Garner et al . The magnitude of
the correction to drag due to these effects amounted to about 1%. In the case of the
i-scale stores corrections to drag values were found to be negligible.

3.4 Results and discussion

Fig 27 shows the measured drags of the i-scale stores plotted against Mach rVmber,
for approximately the same Reynolds number (11 x 10 /m in the 5m tunnel; 13.1 x 10 /m in
the ARA tunnel). With the exception of one configuration, there is very good agreement
between the data from the earlier ARA measurements and the measurements in the 5m tun-
nel. No suitable explanation for the drag difference in this one case has been found.
On some of the lower-drag stores there is little or no increase in drag coefficient withMach number, at constant Reynolds number; on most stores, however, there is a tendency
for drag coefficient to increase with Mach number.

Fig 28 shows the measured drags of the i-scale stores plotted against Reynolds
number, for the three test Mach numbers of 0.20, 0.275 and 0.34. The most striking
aspect of these results is that most of the k-scale stores exhibit no significant
variation of drag over more than a 3:1 range of Reynolds number, whereas the predicted
variation of skin-friction drag indicates that about a 15% reduction might have been
expected. In two cases, there are significant drag changes with Reynolds number in
which a minimum-drag situation occurs; both these cases are for bluff-nosed stores and
it is thought that the drag changes may be associated with variations of the size of a
nose separation bubble. The only store configuration which exhibited a reduction in
drag with increasing Reynolds number, more or less in line with the predicted reduction
of skin-friction drag, was the 2-bomb tandem beam assembly.

It is thought that the lack of drag variation exhibited by several of the k-scale
stores may, at least in part, be because of the roughness transition bands used, which
remained unchanged during the tests. Thus as Reynolds number was increased it is
possible that the drag contribution from the 'over-sized' transition material may have
masked any fall in skin-friction drag level due to Reynolds number effects. Also, the
excrescences on the stores were correctly scaled geometrically, with the result that
they would have been immersed in relatively thick boundary layers at low Reynolds number
but thinner boundary layers as Reynolds number was increased; here again, this effect
would tend to mask any fall in the level of skin-friction drag.

For the full-scale stores (Figs 29 and 30), all drag values fall consistently with
increasing Reynolds number as would be expected, by up to 12% over the range of Reynolds
number covered. In all cases, free-air drag increases gradually with Mach number over

K. the range 0.2 < M < 0.34 by up to about 3%. Unfortunately, there are only two cases I
where direct comparisons can be made between i-scale and full-scale tests. For the bomb
type B, drag values scaled from the k-scale tests are in excellent agreement with the
full-scale measurements. For the rocket launcher however, the full-scale drag appears
to be about 5% higher; however, there were some differences in pylon geometry between
the two cases and it is possible that the results were affected by differing pylon/store -i

i. 0 interference effects. %

The overall conclusion from comparison of the measurements for full-scale and

.-scale and stores is that the trends observed at full-scale are not always evident from
tests on small-scale models. Whether these differences are due to difficulties in
representation of small details, or because of experimental difficulties inherent in
small-scale testing, is not clear from the present tests. However, these findings
suggest that extreme care must be exercised in predictions of the installed drag of
stores when only data from scale-model tests are available. Clearly it is best to use a
full-scale rig for measuring store drag whenever possible. Such a procedure, although
more expensive in direct wind tunnel costs, nevertheless can give considerable time and
cost savings in that real stores can be used instead of constructing costly models.

4 CONCLUDING REMARKS

This paper has shown that a large, pressurised low-speed wind tunnel is an %
essential tool for obtaining measurements of lift and drag appropriate to full-scale
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conditions, and for obtaining a physical understanding of the separate effects of scale
and compressibility.

'* Tests on a transport model and a strike/trainer model have both shown that maximum
* lift is very sensitive to Reynolds and Mach number variation, and that a misleading

result would have been obtained in an atmospheric tunnel where an increase of Reynolds
number is obtained solely by increasing tunnel speed.

- An experimental investigation of the factors determining the maximum lift of both
a high- and a low-aspect ratio swept wing equipped with high-lift devices has shown that

."the optimum slat setting can vary appreciably with Reynolds and Mach number. In par-
ticular, for the high aspect ratio wing, worthwhile gains in maximum lift are possible
by optimising the slat position for conditions as close as possible to those of full
scale.

With regard to the drag of bomb-like stores, it is concluded that the trends
observed at full scale are not always evident from tests on small-scale models, and it
is suggested that extreme care must be exercised in predicting the drag of stores when
only data from scale-model tests are available.
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SUMMARY

'< Current research in the area of high-lift aerodynamics is directed towards ihfidevelopment uf a corn- P

putational design capability for high-lift systems consisting of flaps and slats. The development of math-
ematical models to analyze viscous flow over high-lift multi-component airfoil configurations is the first
phase in such a research program. This paper describes recent advances made in solving this high-lift multi-'
component airfoil problem. Two particular aspects of the problem are addressed. The first aspect concerns
the calculation of viscous wakes subjected to large adverse pressure gradients. This tbff-the-surfaceLpres-
sure recovery is a flow feature unique to multi-component airfoils, and is not present in the single-compo-

"* nent airfoil problem. The second aspect dealt withl--he-presentpapeconcerns the locally super nic flow"
over the slat of a high-lift configuration, with a free stream Machnumber of around 0.2. In this U'kow spee UA. "

* "regime the highest local velocities are found to reach Mach numbers of around 1.6 indicating that In the fi-
.* nal analysis of viscous flow over high-lift multi-component airfoil configurations it is imperative to in-

clude the nonlinear compressible flow effects.

-. 1. INTRODUCTION

- Present methods for computing viscous flow over multi-component airfoils all fall into one of three %
different categories:

A: Codes solving the time-averaged Navier-Stokes equations with an appropriate turbulence model for %
closure. These equations unify such physical processes as flow separation, strong viscous-inviscid in-
teractions, nonlinear inviscid phenomena, viscous-viscous interactions between different shear layers

" and unsteady viscous flows. The computation [1] of viscous flow over a tri-element airfoil falls into
this category.

"- B: Zonal methods based on interactive-type iterative procedures to obtain solutions of the coupled in-
" viscid and viscous flow equations. These methods involve separate calculations of shear layers and of
" the inviscid flow external to these layers, together with appropriate treatment of the interaction of

these flows. The developments reviewed by Melnik [2] form typical examples of this category. A survey
of recent work on interactive flows [3) shows a wide recognition of the fact that the steady boundary
layer equations can be used to predict small regions of separated flow provided the strong interaction
with the outer inviscid flow is accounted for.

C: A third category is formed by the separated-flow airfoil analysis methods. The essential feature
which distinguishes these computational methods from the category B is the inviscid character of the
separated flow models employed. In a study [4] comparing four computer programs which model large flow
separations it was concluded that these codes do have engineering utility. However, no method was ca-
pable of accurately predicting all of the cases investigated in that study.

In the present paper we will consider methods in category B which have been applied to multi-component air-
foils. Taking a closer look at the methods of this category [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13] we find that
none of these can deal completely with the viscous flow about a multi-component airfoil at high angles of
attack, even in the absence of flow separation, although various models can deal with certain subsets of the
complete problem. If one studies in detail all the special problems involved one rapidly arrives at the con-
clusion that much development work is required.

One of the unsettled problems identified in a previous study [14], and which is still with us, is the
computation of turbulent wakes in adverse pressure gradient. This flow process is unique to multi-component
airfoils, and is not present in the single-component case. It arises on any multi-component airfoil where a
trailing edge pressure is lower than the free stream value. The turbulent wake originating from a trailing
edge with a pressure lower than the free stream level is necessarily flowing into a region of higher pres-
sure. This off-the-surface pressure recovery results in an amplification of the displacement thickness of
the wake. In case the required off-the-surface pressure recovery exceeds a certain limit we can even have
flow reversal near the certerline of the wake, and may expect a substantial interaction between the viscous
wake and the inviscid flow. For single-component airfoils the trailing edge pressure, in the absence of flow
separation, is invariably higher than the free stream value, excluding the possibility of wake displacement
thickness amplification.

Another high-lift problem not investigated in any of the previous studies [5-13] is the occurrence of a
pocket of supersonic flow near the leading edge of a high-lift configuration at low free stream Mach numbers.In high-lift testing local velocities can reach Mach numbers of around 1.6 when maximum lift is approached.

For such conditions it is quite clear that the compressibility of the inviscid and viscous flow on the slat,
or near the leading edge of a high-lift configuration without slat, must be quite significant.

Part of this investigation has been performed under contract with the Netherlands Agency for AerospacePrograms (N IVR). "
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These two special questions, the wake flow problem and the local supersonic flow problem, will be ad-
dressed in this paper. As far as the first question is concerned we do recall that the theory of turbulent
wakes in adverse pressure gradient is not nearly so well developed as the theory of adverse-pressure-gradi-
ent boundary-layer flow [15]. At the same time we will assume that the turbulent wake is separated from the
adjacent shear layers by a region of potential flow. This means that the influence of boundary-layer wake
confluence is assumed to be small. Whether or not this assumption is justified for a given configuration
will depend on the size of the gaps between the components, relative to the viscous entrainment of the shear
layers. With respect to this point it is comforting to know that for optimum designs various shear layers
retain their separate identity up to the flap trailing edge such that confluence of wakes and boundary lay-
ers occurs only marginally under these circumstances, as concluded from experimental observation [16].

The outline of the paper is as follows.
First we study in detail the pressure recovery capabilities of nonconfluent turbulent wakes. The turbulence
model in the analysis is based on the concept of eddy-viscosity. This turbulent wake analysis procedure is
subsequently embedded in a zonal method involving separate calculations of shear layers and of potential flow.
The strong interaction between the turbulent wake and the potential flow is treated by solving the viscous
and inviscid flow equations simultaneously. Computations show that this analysis method results in improved
predictions for high-lift airfoils. At the end of the paper we will discuss the importance of Mach number
effects and show a comparison between the computational results of the transonic panel method [17] and some
experimental data.

2. TURBULENT WAKES

An interactive-type zonal method cannot be valid unless all its elements, including the off-the-surface
pressure recovery, are sound. Although this question about off-the-surface pressure recovery capabilities is
vital to high-lift aerodynamics it has not resulted in any published investigations.

We will analyze a turbulent wake while the following simplifying assumptions hold:

a boundary layer approximations are valid,
* two-dimensional, incompressible and nonconfluent flow,
* Reynolds normal-stress gradients are negligibly small in comparison with Reynolds shear-stress gradi-

ents.

The momentum and continuity equations may then be written as

au au dU V 2u 3(--T) (I)

U -5 _ _ 2ax ay dx ay ay

U = 3- and v (2)
ay a

where the functions u(x,y) and v(x,y) are the mean flow velociy components, and U(x) represents the invis-
cid flow velocity outside the viscous wake. The shear stress u'v' will be modeled according to

. --' r(x,y) = VT(x) (3)

where the eddy viscosity VT is assumed to be constant across the wake. We define a coordinate transformation
from (x,y) to (x,n) by

...'-n (x,y) X7(T

and a dimensionless stream function f(x,n) by

fix,n) = (5)

wnere the momentum defect thickness e of the total wake is used as scaling length. Introducing the transfor-
mations into Eqs. (I) - (3) we get

(V + VT) f 1 1 d(U ) " + 6 dU I- (f )2 1 [f' - f"_ ] = 0 (6)

5 US + U dx f dx + -aTx ax ax(6

Primes denote differentiation with respect to n.
Note that Eq. (6) still represents the exact boundary layer equations, combined with the shear stress Eq. (3).
A very useful concept in studying the exact solutions of Eq. (6) is the idea of similarity, i.e. special
cases in which the velocity profile u/U depends only on one variable. In such cases Eq. (6) reduces to a set
of ordinary differential equations (ODE's). In the similarity analysis we use three ODE's, two of these are

S""given by

d (ue) + *u I 0 (7)

d (U v+ U2 H,.(U36) - T2(v VT) (8)

* where 6*, 0, 63 and the dimensionless dissipation integral Hd are given by

"( - f )dn (9)
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e 6- ej{'11 - f')dn 10

63 - eff(i - (f)]dn (11)

(.f"2d (12)

d,,%

Eqs. (7) and (8) are exact integrals of Eq. (6) obtained by integrating from j - -- to n , +e% and employing
the boundary condition

lim [u(x,y)] - U(x) (13)

- Eq. (7) is a simple form of the boundary layer momentum Integral equation, and Eq. (8) is an energy integral
equation obtained by multiplying Eq. (6) by Vf' prior to integration.

* Neglecting the molecular viscosity v, making vT dimensionless by US according to

V H T US 4

and requiring similarity reduces Eq. (6) to

H1 , (.Hl) doe ". 1 dO
H + (( dx (" [  

f 0 (15

where the shape factor H is defined by H - 6*/e. A requirement for similarity Is that

9(x) -go +d (x - xo ) (16)

- dO -p..

and that the x-dependent factors HT, H and dx are constants and independent of x although these factors may

* vary from one flow to another. The corresponding free stream velocity U follows from Eq. (7) and reads

• . I

U(x) e(17)

0 0

The values U. and 0 are reference values at xo and are given by Uo = U(xo) and 00 = 8(xo). Thus we get a
. similarity-type solution for the turbulent wake flow when the external velocity U varies with x as prescribed

by Eq. (17). In such a flow the x-derivatives in the last term of Eq. (6) are zero, resulting in Eq. (15).
If we introduce

F = of (18a)

y ='n (18b)
1
T (H4+2) dx

012 _L1 (11+1) do (19)

and
1( (20)

into Eq. (15), we get
JIII II ,*2

F + FF + X[l -(F ) ] -0 (21)

where primes of F(Y) denote differentiation with respect to Y. Eq. (21) Is the Falkner-Skan equation, well
known in laminar boundary-layer theory. In the present analysis it describes turbulent wake flow with an
x-dependent eddy viscosity vT given by

T-TUO xx) 1(H+1)/(H+2) (22)". H de (x- )+ 1[ (22) ,"
: V~T HTdo x 9' 0 "..

Specification of the constant of proportionality HT of the eddy viscosity in Eq. (14) completes the problem
and determines the pressure recovery capability of the wake. This critical piece of Information In the tur-

. bulence model may be derived from experimental data as explained in Section 3.

3. TURBULENCE CLOSURE MODEL %

* Gartshore [181 observed experimentally that pressure gradient significantly lowered the Reynolds shear-
stress level in a turbulent wake. He proposed an empirical correlation of this effect by expressing the di-
mensionless shear stress In terms of the app-'priate dimensionless parameter, the ratio of the extra strain
rate au/x to the primary rate-of-strain 3u/ay ;*
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= ~au1
7Y_ (23)

This ratio, denoted by , is evaluated at y - Lo where '.o is half the width between positions of half maxi-
mum deficit, Juo, of the wake velocity profile, see Fig. 1. The correlation of the shear stress at y Lo
is given by

:. ) o - au I (24a)-uv-y=y= uLL
y L T 0 Y -

,... and

RT a0 + a, 2 (24b)

with

ao = 13 and a1 = 4500 (24c)

The magnitude of al already shows that even for small E we can have a surprisingly large effect on the shear
stress.

For small-deficit wakes, Eo uo/U<<1, we can linearize Eq. (21) and solve it analytically

F'(Y) - I - _o exp(-jy 2
) (25)

Since this solution, Eq. (25), is a good approximation to the experimental velocity profiles of Gartshore
(18] we can employ this nondimensional profile to relate the length and velocity scales in Eq. (24a) to those
of Eq. (14). This relation between uoLo and Ue

uL 0  I E2 :2l (26)
. -

allows us to derive a specification of our eddy viscosity factor HT by combining Eqs. (3), (14), (24) and
(26)

HT " 1 _ I ' n2 1 (27)r2 - _Uo V - RT'&7

The turbulent Reynolds number RT In Eq. (27) is given by Eq. (24b), which expressed the influence of the
longitudinal strain rate au/3x on the shear stress level.

4. SELF-SIMILAR TURBULENT WAKES

To obtain a wake solution we will have to findan expression for the strain-rate-ratio € by introducing
Eqs. (4), (5), (18) and (19) into Eq. (23)

SE d[ 1 F[1 -l d(

H, - d Y + J - - 8 2  
(28)

* - 0
where Yo is the Y position of half maximum deficit, or

F'(Yo) - i + *F'(Y " 0)

0 This expression, Eq. (28), shows that the strain-rate-ratio is a constant for similarity-type solutions,
which is consistent with the requirement that HT be constant. So the turbulence model given by Eqs. (14) and
(27) can be used to predict the exact pressure variation of self-similar turbulent wakes.

To find the actual solution we rewrite Eqs. (7) and (8), using Eq. (14) and neglecting v,

dO (H+ (29)d. T" -H2 HT a BOlT  (29)

where the shape factor H3 1 is defined by H31 - 63/6*. Introducing Eq. (27) into Eq. (29) yields the following
cubic equation

.d'3 + a '+ a -0 (30a)

wih dx/ dx 3I" - %with

L, o (H+ I) go
a n 2  al TWI -T> 2 (30b)

and -a0 + FO)(30c)

Analysis of Eq. (30) shows that its discriminant is positive resulting in one root being real. This one root
is our self-similar turbulent wake solution.

I% F.:P e
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Because we have not distinguished between upper and lower halves of the wake in Eq. (28) we are actually
dealing with symmetric velocity profiles. The symmetric solutions of Eq. (21) are plotted in figure 2 for a
range of values of H, which is equivalent to a range of A, see Eq. (20). The behavior of the centerline ve-
locity F'(0) is plotted in figure 3, where we can see that reversed flow sets in when the shape factor H
goes beyond a value of 4. For larger values of H the centerline velocity F'(O) reaches a minimum value of
-.184 at H - 27.4, and subsequently increases and approaches zero as H tends to infinity, see figure 2.

The other part of the solution, the root of Eq. (30), is also plotted In figure 3, giving the momentum
thickness gradient as function of H. The associated rate-of-strain ratio &, given in figure 4, shows the
magnitude of the effect of the longitudinal strain rate au/3x. We see that t reaches a minimum of around
-0.11, implying a shear stress level reduction of 81 percent in comparison with a zero-pressure-gradient,
small-deficit wake (Q = 0). This is indeed a surprisingly large effect, which deserves our attention.

The pressure recovery capabilities of these self-similar turbulent wake flows can be seen in figure 5
where the dimensionless pressure gradient

0 dU .6 .
UU dx p dx

is shown to reach a peak value of about -.011 at H = 2.3. This means that a self-similar turbulent wake flow
with a shape factor of H = 2.3 can withstand an adverse pressure gradient which cannot be withstood by self-
similar wake flows with higher or lower values of H.

These new wake solutions may be compared with equilibrium turbulent boundary layer solutions [19] as is
done in figure 5. In this comparison we have doubled the momentum thickness of the turbulent boundary layer

% because we consider a turbulent boundary layer to be equivalent with one half of the total wake. The equili-
* brum family of boundary layers is shown for Ree = 106, which is equivalent with a flat plate Reynolds number

of 850 million. Mellor and Gibson (19] found the separation point of this turbulent boundary layer branch
at

2 (t = -.0081 for H = 2.35S dx T.B.L.

At this limit point the dependence on Reynolds number vanishes. From the comparison of wake and boundary
layer results one observes that

i) the maximum adverse pressure gradient in equilibrium turbulent wakes is approximately 30 percent
larger than the equivalent maximum in equilibrium turbulent boundary layers; both maxima are found
at H = 2.35 approximately,

ii) equilibrium turbulent boundary layers separate at H = 2.35, while equilibrium turbulent wakes can t-
go up to H - 4.0 (A = -0.1988) before reversed flow sets in.

. The answer to the question about pressure recovery, Eq. (17), of equilibrium turbulent wakes is plotted in
figures 6a and 6b. The results show that the amount of pressure recovery possible, U/Uo, depends only on the I.
distance available in terms of the inital momentum thickness, (XL - Xo)/ 0o . The recovery is independent of
the Reynolds number. For short distances the associated optimum shape factor H equals 2.3, which is identical
with the peak in figure 5. Optimum pressure recovery over larger distances is achieved with lower values of
H (< 2.3) because low values of H have a favorable effect on the exponent of Eq. (17).

Before going to the viscous-inviscid interaction method let us summarize the results of our wake
analysis: 0.

- the self-similar wakes presented are exact solutions of the boundary layer equations, subjedt to a I
turbulence model specified by Eqs. (3), (14) and (27),

- the effect of the longitudinal strain rate 3u/ax is surprisingly large,
*- the pressure recovery capability of a turbulent wake is large in comparison with that of an equiva-

lent turbulent boundary layer, in spite of the adverse effects due to the longitudinal strain rate.

4''.

5. VISCOUS-INVISCID INTERACTION

One of our recent advances in high-lift computations concerns the viscous-inviscid analysis of wake

flows. This progress has been achieved by adding a new wake procedure to an existing calculation method
* [10, 14] for viscous flow around multi-component airfoils. This calculation method [10] is an interactive-

type procedure solving incompressible potential flow and boundary layer problems iteratively, i.e. a zonal
, method of category B, see Introduction.

In the new wake procedure we have represented the effect of the viscous wakes in the potential flow by
implementing viscous boundary conditions on each wake centerline I

id(P6* (31a)nn p ds

,+KU(6+ + 0) (31b)
5 5

n +0n =0 (31c)

U 0 1(4 +
s U (32)

* where s, n are curvilinear coordinates along and normal to the wake centerline (n I 0). Matching condition
(31a) specifies a jump across the wake centerline in the normal component of the potential flow velocity,
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4.,n, and represents an outflow due to the displacement effect of the viscous wake. The jump in the tangential
component o - os, specified in Eq. (31b), results from normal pressure gradient considerations [2]; K is the
curvature of the wake centerline. Eq. (31) requires the outflow to be equal on both sides of the wake, making
the wake centerline a dividing streamline of the flow. Of course the position of this dividing streamline is
part of the problem to be solved.

The iteration procedure to solve the nonlinear incompressible potential flow problem is depicted in Dia-
gram 1.

POTENTIAL FLOW UPDATE

PROBLEM j WAKE POSITION

WITH WAKE CURVATURE

FIXED WAKE POSITION AND PRESSURE

EVALUATE SHEAR LAYERS;

OUTFLOW WAKES WITH
4 STRONG INTERACTION

TANG. VELOCITY DUE TO

JUMPS DISPLACEMENT

Diagram 1. Wake computation with strong inviscid-viscous interaction embedded in global iteration procedure

The iteration procedure includes all the elements of the existing method [10], such as laminar boundary layer,
turbulent boundary layer, near wake and trailing edge treatment. The new element is the viscous wake analysis
in which the viscous-inviscid interaction between the pressure in the wake and the viscous displacement of the
wake itself is regarded as "strong", while the effects of wake position and curvature, and inviscid interac-
tion between the pressure in one wake and the displacement of other wakes, are regarded as "weak". Thus the
strong interaction solution of the viscous wakes, which is itself a nonlinear problem solved by iteration,
will be determined repeatedly to obtain a converged solution which accounts for all viscous effects, including
the "weak" ones. In this respect it should be recalled that the existing calculation method [10] treats the
viscous-inviscid interaction of the boundary layers as a "weak" effect. Although such treatment is not satis-
factory in case of boundary layer separation, we will accept this for the time being and will not pay further
attention to this separation problem at this time.

The strong interaction problem of each wake is formulated as follows

(n+l) (n) (n) (n+l) (n)

+ Ind[4+ (6n - * 4+
U(s) -(_ + _) 2 _ s) ((33))dJ s-

C..

(n+l) (n+l) (n+l)
* F2 (U ,68 ,H )-0 (34)

(n+l) (n+l) (n+l)
F3 (U ,5* ,H ) -0 (35)

In these expressions the superscript n Indicates the iteration index of the global iteration procedure (Dia-
gram 1). The integral in Eq. (33) is actually the perturbation velocity due to symmetric thickness effects
in thin airfoil theory. In the strong interaction procedure Eqs. (33), (34) and (35) are solved giving the

(n+1) (n+1) (n+)
functions U(s) , 6*(s) and H(s) , while the variables with superscript n are fixed and known from the pre-
vlous global iteration cycle. The magnitude of the integral in Eq. (33) is merely a measure of convergence
of the global iteration procedure. Once the global iterates have converged this integral in Eq. (33) becomes
zero, and Eq. (33) reduces to Eq. (32) exactly. Thus the genuine solution of the global iteration cycle does
not depend on the integral In Eq. (33) at all.

Eqs. (34) and (35) are a symbolic representation of Eqs. (7) and (8), two first order ordinary differ-
ential equations. The initial conditions for Eqs. (34) and (35), i.e. 6*(s - so ) and H(s - So), follow from
the turbulent near wake of course. The precise form of Eqs. (34) and (35) is based on the assumption that
the velocity profiles In the wake may be approximated by the family of solutions of the Falkner-Skan equation,
displayed in figure 2. This model of the mean velocity profiles is substituted in Eqs. (7), (8) and In the

. definition of the strain-rate-ratio, Eq. (23), to yield two first , der ordinary differential equation in
which the function U(s), 6*(s) and H(s) are the only unknowns. This type of integral technique, in combine-
tion with strong inviscid-viscous interaction, was first used by Lees and Reeves (20] in a study of boundary-
layer/shock-wave interaction in 1964. For a recent discussion of integral techniques in turbulent boundary
layers the reader is referred to the proceedings of the 1980-81 Stanford Conference on complex turbulent
flows (21]. Further details of the present method will be given in [22].

*1 The boundary value problem defined by Eqs. (33) through (35) is discretized (22] and solved by Newton's
method, i.e. exact linearizatlonof all terms including the turbulence model. The linearized equations are
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." viewed as a large matrix inversion problem which is solved at each Newton step by a relaxation scheme based
• on approximate factorization [23]. This idea of viewing the strong interaction numerically as a large matrix
"o inversion problem has not been used before in interacted boundary layer theory, as noted in [3]. Most of the

standard approaches are based on spatial forward marching [3]. The discriminatory features of the present
* •scheme are its computational efficiency (integral technique) and its quadratic convergence termination prop-
- erty (Newton's method). P_

Before finishing this section it should be remarked that when the shear layer equations in the wake, r
Eqs. (1) and (2), are solved subject to an imposed free stream velocity, U(s), a Goldstein type of singularity
occurs as soon as the maximum velocity deficit becomes large due to adverse pressure gradients. The integral
technique by itself, i.e. without strong interaction, does not remove the singularity. The presence of such

- a singularity can be demonstrated by viewing Eqs. (34) and (35) as two equations in two Unknowns, d6*/ds and
dH/ds, and evaluating the determinant of the two by two coefficient matrix. This determinant turns out to be V.
a function of H only [22] and is plotted in figure 7. The singularity (D=0) is found at H = 3.2, which is
equivalent with a maximum velocity deficit of 92 percent of U, i.e. before reversed flow occurs (H=4). The
implicit treatment of Eqs. (33), (34) and (35) removes this classical singularity.

6. VISCOUS DRAG

One of the reasons that drag calculations for high-lift airfoils usually have poor accuracy can be at-
-tributed to improper treatment of the viscous wakes. Often used procedures such as calculating the drag by

the Squire and Young formula at the trailing edge of each component are a source of large errors. In the
* present calculations we have handled this problem by calculating the wakes through adverse pressure gradients

and sufficiently far downstream, 3 to 7 chord lengths, such that the momentum balance can be evaluated di-
rectly (22], without resorting to empirical formulas.

-" 7. HIGH-LIFT AIRFOIL RESULTS V

- 7.1 WING WITH FLAP

A suitable test case for the new method is the NLR7301 airfoil with a 32 percent chord trailing edge
flap [24] shown in figure 8. Calculations reported previously [10, 14, 25] showed good agreement between
experimental data and calculated results at 6 degrees incidence, but at higher angles of attack, 10 and 13
degrees, no converged solutions could be obtained due to the occurrenceof a Goldstein-type singularity in

." the wing wake calculation proceoure, as alluded to in the last paragraph of Section 5. The new wake proce-
dure, i.e. the implicit treatment of the pressure in the wake, removes this singularity. Converged viscous
flow solutions showing the development of the wing-wake displacement body as function of incidence are pre-

- sented as figure 9.

-" We are now in a position to answer a question posed in [26]: Does the wing-wake displacement development
- with incidence, shown in figure 9, have an inviscid effect on the flap surface pressure? The converged results

of the viscous theory, presented in figure 10 for a = 6*, 10* and 130, show that the pressures at the flap
upper surface are indeed affected significantly, reducing the lift of the flap as the wing wake grows with
incidence. Inviscid theory (zero wing wake displacement) predicts the lift of the flap to be largely inde-
pendent of incidence, see figure 10. The explanation of the inviscid wake effect in the viscous theory is as
follows. First we observe that the initial momentum thickness of the wake increases steadily with increasing .

"" angle of attack. This deterioration of the wing-wake initial conditions reduces Its pressure recovery capabil-
ity over a fixed distance, see figure 6, and causes the wing-wake displacement to grow such that the imposed %

- pressure gradient is reduced. This reduction of the adverse pressure gradient at the wing wake centerline,
with increasing angle of attack, can be seen in figure 11. The observed variations in the pressure with in-
cidence are induced by the displacement of the wing wake itself, other effects being of smaller magnitude.
The resultant effect on the flap upper surface pressure distribution merely reflects the self-induced inter-
action of the wing wake. The comparison between experimental data and viscous theory in figure 12 shows that
the inviscid wake effect on the flap pressures is also observed experimentally.

The experimental and theoretical CI-a and Cl-Cd curves are shown in figures 13 and 1. In contrast to
the previous method [10] the new viscous theory provides converged solutions up to an angle of attack of 15.6
degrees. This last solution at a - 15.6* exhibits a region of turbulent boundary layer separation over the
last 3 percent chord of the wing upper surface; this result is displayed in figure 15a where the skin fric-

* tion coefficient Cf is plotted over the last 15 percent chord of the wing, for a = 14.6, 15.1 and 15.6 de-
4 grees. These results indicate that the stall is initiated by trailing-edge separation at the wing upper sur-
*" face leading to a progressive deterioration of wing-wake initial conditions. The load on the flap upper sur-

face turbulent boundary layer is diminishing with increasing angle of attack, see fiqure 15b. This increase in
skin friction over the last portion of the flap is a direct result of the inviscid wake effect on the pressure
shown in figure 10. ,

In Section 4 we mentioned that the longitudinal strain rate does have a surprisingly large effect on the
* development of the wake. To see how the longitudinal strain-rate term in the turbulence model does affect the

lift-drag curve, of the wing with flap configuration, we have repeated the calculation of the theoretical
lift-drag curve of figure 14. This second set of calculations is identical with the first except for the
turbulence model; in the second set we have neglected the longitudinal strain-rate term; i.e. al = 0 in Eq.
(24b). Figure 16 shows the results and indicates that the longitudinal strain-rate term in the turbulence
model does have a significant adverse effect on the lift-drag curve; this term causes a loss of lift and
additional drag. These findings lead us to the conclusion that there is a substantial interaction between the
wing-wake turbulence model and theflow field, such that the calculated maximum lift is affected directly by
the turbulence model.

The conclusion above asks for a closer examination of the wing-wake turbulence model. If we look at the
calculated wing-wake displacement distribution and compare it with the experimental value at the flap trailing %
edge location, see figure 17, we find that the present turbulence model, including Eq. (24), does not exag- r%
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gerate the wing-wake effect. As a matter of fact the predicted maximum displacement in figure 17 is still
10 percent low in comparison with experimental data, for an angle of attack of 13 degrees. Further study has
revealed that these remaining differences between viscous theory and experimental data as found in figure 17,

"o. and also in figures 13 and 14, are mainly due to compressibility effects In the flow near the wing nose;
these effects have not been taken into account in the viscous theory as yet.

7.2 WING WITH DOUBLE-SLOTTED FLAP

A second test case for the new wake calculation procedure is a wing with double-slotted flap which Is
shown in figure 18 and denoted by configuration 2. A comparison between the experimental Cl-a, C -Cd curves
and the theoretical results is shown in figures 19 and 20. Taking a close look at the pressure distribution
of the flap in figure 21, and the results of the corresponding boundary-layer computations, reveals a region

* of turbulent boundary layer separation over the last part of the flap upper surface. This turbulent boundary
layer separation extends over the last 10 percent of the local flap chord, and is found to be largely inde-
pendent of the angle of attack. Calculations with a separated flow free-streamline model of inviscid charac-
ter, see Introduction, indicate that such a separation in the rear causes a loss of lift of ACI = 0.12 inde-
pendent of the angle of attack. In the present viscous theory we neither take this boundary layer separation
nor the compressibility effects into account. As a result we may expect some differences between viscous
theory and experimental data, see figures 19 and 20.

The behavior of the wing wake of configuration 2 is particularly interesting. The theoretical Cl-a curve
in figure 19 already shows a drop in lift at a = 100, caused by the wing wake. The convergence characteris-
tics of the global iteration procedure for a - 0* and a - 100 are shown in figures 22a and 22b. As a rule.
the global iterates, lift and drag, will converge to a steady level after about 10 iterations with a relax-
ation factor of w - 0.3, as is the case for a = 0* in figure 22a. Higher angles of attack show similar behav-
ior. However, if we approach a - 10° the convergence slows down, and at a - 10° the global iteration proce-
dure fails to converge because the strong-interaction wake procedure suddenly predicts a very large region
of reversed flow in the wing wake, see figure 22b. This sudden occurrenceafter 12 global iterations at a - 10*
causes a 800-count-increase in Cd and a steadily decreasing lift CI.

The development of the wake displacement thickness with increasing angle of attack can be found in figure
23 for a = 0, 60, 9.5* and 100. This last case, a - 10* with a global iteration index of 15, is beyond maxi-
mum lift. In these calculations the wakes extend up to 7.5 chords downstream of the wing. A larger portion of
the wakes is shown in figure 24 where one can observe the shape of the displacement bodies in the wake ob-
tained after nine global iterations just before wing-wake reversed flow sets in, and at an incidence of
a= 10*.

The good qualitative agreement between the viscous theory and the experimental data in figures 19 and 20
supports the validity of the present viscous theory. This theory predicts an abrupt stall due tothe occurrence
of reversed flow in the wing wake of a wing with double-slotted flap (figure 18). The critical flow process
initiating the stall is the pressure recovery capability of the wing wake, see the end of Section 4 above.
The initial conditions of the wing wake deteriorate and reduce the pressure recovery capability of the wake,
as the angle of attack increases. As soon as this pressure recovery capability falls short of the pressure
rise required, in spite of favorable inviscid-viscous interaction effects, stall is initiated.

7.3 WING WITH FLAP AND SLAT

In all the results presented in the sections above we have neglected the compressibility effects. In
this section we will pay some attention to the effect of compressibility in the inviscid flow. For this pur-
pose we have solved the full potential equation, employing the transonic panel method [171, for a wing with
flap and slat, see figure 25. One of the questions that arise concerns the pocket of supersonic flow near
the leading edge of the slat, and the possible interaction between a shock wave and the slat boundary layer. .
In order to be able to investigate these "local" viscous effects we have modified the experimental geometry
to take care of "global" viscous effects such as the wakes.

The geometry considered in the full potential problem is identical with the experimental geometry, ex-
cept for two modifications:

i) the cove of the slat is redesigned to obtain a region of constant pressure simulating the turbulent
J separation in the cove, see figure 26

Ii) the flap angle is reduced to simulate "global" viscous effects such as the wakes. The magnitude of
• "this flap angle reduction is determined by matching the total lift of the full potential solution

* and the corresponding total lift in the experiment at the same free stream Mach number and angle' of attack.

The comparison between the resultant full potential solution and the experimental data is shown in figures
27 and 28, for free stream Mach numbers of 0.225 and 0.255 respectively. These last two figures show the
Mach number distribution on the slat upper surface plotted as function of the distance from the heel of the
slat, see figure 27.

The results show that the highest local velocities correspond with Mach numbers of around 1.6 at a free
stream Mach number of 0.225. The measurements at a Reynolds number of 6.9 million also displays this high
Mach number region. This agreement between the full potential solution and the experimental data leads to
the conclusion that the interaction between the shock, terminating the supersonic flow, and the slat bound-
ary layer does not cause separation to any significant extent, In spite of the rather strong shock wave In-
volved. As a matter of fact we observe good agreement some distance downstream of the shock indicating that
the experimental data is close to isentropic recompression. Near the trailing edge of the slat we see a larger
difference which is due to the strong inviscid-vIscous trailing-edge Interaction. From these findings we
conclude that the full potential equation as model for the inviscid flow does hold some promise, although
further work Is required in this area of high-lift compressible-flow aerodynamics.
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8. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The research in high-lift computational methods described in this paper has brought several advances in
the capability to analyze the viscous flow over high-lift multi-component airfoil configurations. Development
of a computational method for turbulent wakes in adverse pressure gradient, including strong inviscid-viscous
interaction, has improved the understanding of such phenomena as the off-the-surface pressure recovery capa-
bility of viscous wakes. The example of a wing with double-slotted flap shows that the wake, flowing into a
region of higher pressure, may play a critical role that, to the authors' knowledge, has not been recognized

"* before. Moreover it is found that there is a substantial interaction between the wing-wake turbulence model
and the flowfield, such that the calculated maximum lift is affected directly by the turbulence model.

Another aspect dealt with in the present paper concerns the locally supersonic flow over a slat. Results
of the transonic panel method, solving the full potential equation, and the experimental data both show high
local velocities reaching Mach numbers up to 1.6 at a free stream Mach number of 0.225. The good agreement
suggests that the transonic potential flow model may be useful in the computational analysis and design of
high-lift devices. The examples given illustrate improved capabilities in the analysis of high-lift systems.
However, it is also obvious that much remains to be done, such as the unified treatment of all relevant flow
processes.
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Fig. 20 Comparison of lift-versus-drag curve between viscous theory and
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CONFIGURATION 2; VISCOUS THEORY (W = 0.3)
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Fig. 24~ Wake displacement body predicted by viscous theory for configuration 2
- . at 10 degrees incidence
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ETUDE DETAILLEE DE L'ECOULEMENT AIJTOUR D'UN PROFIL HYPERSUSTENTE.
COMPARAISONS AVEC LES CALCULS

par

Mine B.Porcheron et M. JiJThibert
Office National d'Etudes et de Recherches Adrospatiales

* 29 Ave de la Division Leclerc
92320 ChAtillon, France

RESUME

A L'ONERA a entrepris ii y a quelques anndes, le ddveloppement d'une m~thode de calcul de
4. l'6coulement visqueux autour de profils hypersustentds et l'dtude expdrimentale d~taillde de

1'dcoulement autour de telles configurations. Ces 6tudes thdoriques et expdrimentales ont pour
but de disposer A terme d'un outil capable de pr~dire de fagon prdcise les performances de
systtmes hypersustentateurs m~caniques et par consdquent de les optimiser. Cet exposd prdsente lea
principaux rdsultats obtenus A ce jour tant au nlveau expgrimental que th~orique. Les mesures de
vitesse en valeur moyenne et fluctuations effectudes autour d'une configuration triple corps mettent

p *. bien en dvidence l'influence mutuelle des zones visqueuses (sillages et couche limite) mame
loraqu'il n'y a pas confluence et ont permia de dresser des cartographies prdcises de l'dcoulement.

* La m~thode de calcul de l'Acoulement autour de telles configurations, basde sur une m~thode de
singularit~s de type mixte pour le fluide parfait avec prise en compte des effets Viaqueux par

* . couplage fort donne des rdaultats tras encourageants m~me en prdsence de pluajeurs zones ddcolldes
simultandes. Lea comparaisons calcul expdrience prdsentdes montrent cependant qu'il eat n~cessaire
d'amdliorer la moddlisation utilisde dana la zone situde au dessus du valet.

A few years ago, ONERA undertook the development of a theoretical method computing the
viscous incompressible flow around multi-element airfoils and at the same time the detailed
experimental study of the flow around such configurations. The aim of these theoretical and
applied studies is to set up a computing method able to give accurate prediction.of mechanical
high-lift systems performances in order to be able to optimize such devices.

This paper presents the main results we have got up to now experimentally, as well as theore-
tically. The velocity profiles and the turbulence measurements around a multi-element
airfoil clearly show the interaction between boundary-layer and wakes even when these are not
merging and they have been used to draw accurate maps of the flow. The computing method of the
flow around these configurations is based upon a panel method (both sources and vortices) for the
inviscid part of the flow and a method providing calculation and coupling for boundary layers and
wakes, under strong viscous interaction conditions. This method has given quite good results
even when there are several simultaneous separated flow regions. The comparisons between computa-
tion and experiment described here underline the necessity of improving the computing method in
the region located above the flap.

SI - INTRODUCTION -

..e. Un des probl~mes importants pour les avionneura eat de d~finir des systomes hypersustentateurs
.e. m~caniques capables de founir dea portances 6levdes conjointement avec de faibles nivesux de

trainde sp~cialement dans lea configurations de d~collage. Pour d~finir de tels syst~mes il eat
n~cessaire de disposer de mdthodes de calcul capables de prddire de fagon pr~cise leurs perfor-

* * mances. Or du fait de la complexit4E de l'dcoulement autour de telles configurations, il n'eat pas
* enviageable A moyen terme de disposer de m~thodes exactes mais il eat possible de d~velopper des

mdthodes approch~es, suffisaimment pr~cises, prenant en compte par des modblea appropri~s sea
principales caractdristiques.

C's dans ce but que 1'ONERA a entrepris il y a quelques anndes, conjointement, le ddveloppement
d'une mdthode de calcul de l'Ecoulement incompressible visqueux autour des profils multicorpa et

.%% 1ldtude exp~rimentale ddtaillde de 1'Ecoulement autour de telles configurations.

Lob --t de ce papier eat de prdsenter les principaux rdsultats obtenus dana ces deux domaines.
i..une premibre partie le support expdrimental et l'analyse des sondages d~taillds de l'6coule-

ment autour d'une configuration triple corps seront d~crits. Dana une seconde partie ia m~thode
le calcul en cours de ddveloppement sera briilvement prdsentde et lea r~sultats obtenus avec cette

* in-.thode seront compards aux r~sultats exp~rimentaux.

2 - ANALVSE DE L'ECOULEMENT AUTOUR V'UJ PRGFTL WYESSUSTEN'TE -

T ~2.1 - Ve cA.ption dea ez6a-c -

Le support expdrimental eat un profil supercritique (profil RA16SCl) 9quipd d'un volet de bord de
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fuite A braquage variable et d'un bec A fente fixe. La maquette a une envergure de lm, le bec de
0,12m de corde est braqu6 A 30', le volet de 0,145m de corde est braqu6 A 200 ou A 400 selon is
configuration 6tudi~e. La corde de r~fdrence est ce 'e du profil de base et est 6gale A 0,5m. Les
essais ont 6t6 effectuds dans Ia veine courant plan de Ia soufflerie Fl de l'ONERA (1] . La
maquette est rnont~e entre deux panneaux verticaux dans lesquels sont amdnag~es des zones d'aspira-
tion des couches limites lat~rales permettant de maintenir un 6coulement quasi-bidimensionnel
jusqu'au d~crochageFi g.1). Les essais ont 6t effectuds pour une vitesse de I'4scoulement de 4Orn/s
et une pression g~n~ratrice de 1,3 bar soit un nombre de Reynolds de 1,8,A0 '.

La maquette est 6quip~e de 104 prises de pression permettant par integration d'obtenir la portance
et le moment. La trainde est d~duite des mesures de pressions effectu~es A une corde en aval du
profil dans le sillage.

Des sondages d~taill~s de l'6coulement ont 6t6 obtenus pour deux braquages du volet (CS= 200 et
40') et plusieurs valeurs de l'incidence en plusieurs stations autour des diff~rents 6l6ments
(Fig. 2). Pour ces sondages l'utilisation de sondes A fils chauds 'DISA" a permis de mesurer Ia
vitesse moyenne de l'6coulement ainai que ses fluctuations. Pour les stations situ~es & l'extra-
dos du volet, dans le sillage et au voisinage du bord de fuite du corps principal, une sonde
A fils croisds a 6t choisie, par contre pour les autres stations les sondages ont Wt effectu~s

* avec une sonde A fil droit momns encombrante permettant des mesures plus proches de la paroi.

2. 2 - RbiZ-tat6 expqtmetaux-

2.2.1 - E62__bu -__tiio6d &L onz6

Los 6volutions du coefficient de force normale CN avec l'incidence pour lea deux braquages de volet
sont prdsentdes Fig. 3. L'analyse des rdsultats exp~rimentaux pr~sent~e dana ce papier concerne la
configuration braquage 20' pour les incidencescO<= 160, 180 et 200 et Is configuration braquage
40' pour une incidence de 160. Les r~partitions des pressions sur les diffdrents 6l6ments pour un
braquage de 200 du volet sont tracdes Fig. 4. L'incidence a peu d'influence sur le volet,
1'6coulement autour de cet 6l6ment 6tant essentiellement impos6 par la g~om~trie de la fente qui
fixe ia position du point d'arr~t.

Sur le bec l'augmentation d'incidence se traduit par une augmentation des survitesses A l'extrados
et par une diminution du niveau de pression dans la zone ddcollde Al'intrados alors que pour le
corps principal soul le pic de survitesse au voisinage du bord d'attaque s'accrott ].~grement.

2.2.2 - Sondo.ge, -d~kiU&-de V'koutenen~t-

0 2.2.2.1 - PuoiLz de vitc.e mo qenyte

* Los profils de vitesse moyenne tracds Fig. 5 permettent de d~crire finement 1l6coulement. Ainsi
* les sondages A l'intrados du bec (station 3B') mettent nettement en 6vidence la reduction de is

taille de la bulle de d~collement lorsque 1'incidence augmente, r~duction qui s'accompagne d'une
* diminution de is vitesse ext~rieure et de son gradient transversal. En sortie de fente bec/corps
* principal (station 2B) les vitesses augmentent l~g~rement aussi bien du c8t6 extrados qu'intrados.

Sur le corps principal (stations IC, 2C, 5C) les profils de vitesses montrent le fort gradient
transversal prts du bord d'attaque 00C, . 'augmentation de is vitesse dans le champ avec lVinci-

* donce (stationsiC et 20, is reduction de la partie inf~rieure du sillage du bec due A la
diminution du d~collement A l'intrados, le d~placement en altitude et 1'61argissement du sillage
du bec entre les stations 1(C et 5C2. On notera 6galement qu'il n'y a pas de m~lange entre Is couche
limite de 1'aile qui s'6paissit lorque l'incidence augmente et le sillage du bec.

Sur le volet en sortie de fente (station IV') les profils de vitesses font apparattre l.e gradient
transversil dans l'6coulement potentiel entre la couche limite du volet et le sillage de l'aile

-r% et 1'6paississement du siliage du bec avec l'incidence. Pour ce qui est du sillage du corps
principal, la partie inf~rieure provenant de 1'intrados W'est pas modifi~e avec l'incidence, par
contre is partie sup~rieure qui provient de l'extrados s'6paissit et se m~lange avec le sillage du
bec. On notera 6galement le d~veloppement important du sillage du corps principal entre lea
stations IV' et 3V d i A la recompression de 1'dcoulement ext~rieur. A l'aval du bord de fuite du%
volet (stationslS et 2S) 1'6paisseur de la couche visqueuse constitu~e des siliages des diff~rents
6idments atteint 120mm soit environ le quart de is corde de rdf~rence.

2.2.2.2 - Ftueituation6 de vit,ee-

Les sondages au fil chaud ont permis de mesurer les fluctuations de La vitesse pour les diff~rentes
stations (Fig. 6).

Dans La zone d~co11de A l'intrados du bec (station 3B'), les fluctuations sont 6iev~es et attei-
gnent 20% de ia vitesse extdrieure. Les profils de turbulence longitudinsle mettent nettement en
dvidence Is diminution de is bulle de d~coliement avec l'incidence.

Sur le corps principal (stations IC, 20) les profils de fluctuations au sein du sillage du bec

varient peu avec l'incidence et le maximum diminue lorsqu'on s'6loigne du bord de fuite du bec.



Au bard de fuite du corps principal (station 50) Ia zone turbulente atteint 50mm, soit 10% de la
corde de rdfdrence et ii. y a confluence entre la couche limite de l'aile et le sillage du bec.

Au niveau du sillage du bec, en tenant compte des meaures de V' et en admettant que vI C'

an obtient pour l'dmergie cindtique de turbulence une valeur relative (\Ik /uma --,5% A o<= 20%.
Pour ce qui est de Ia couche limite de l'aile, le niveau de turbulence eat galement 6lev6
(V7- / ue )max 'v 13% et vanie peu avec l'incidence.

En sortie de fente sur le valet (station IV') on retrouve une zone d'dcoulement faiblement
turbulente entre Ia couche limite du valet et le aillage de 1'aile, zone qui disparalt au bard
de fuite du valet (station 3V) o i las fluctuations sont tris ;levd a(A/ ) r'JiO%).

a max

*Pour ce qui eat de Is tension de Reynolds les profils mesur~s au bard de fuita du corps
principal, aur le valet et dana le proche sillage sont tracds Fig. 7. Ces profils prdsentent des
pointes corraspondant aux rdgiona A fort gradient transversal et sont peu influencds par
1'incidence.

2.2.3 - ln6.fuence du bMaquage du vote~t-

Pour une incidence de 160 Vifuec du braquaga du valet sur les r~partitions de pressions, lea
profils de vitease moyenne et sea fluctuations sont prdsentdea Fig. 8, 9 et 10.

2.2.3.1 - Vi~t Lbution, de pi~a .om -

Lea distributions de pressiona (Fig. 8) mettent en dvidence une augmentation de Ia charge avec
l'augmentation du braquage du valet sur le bec et le corps donc une augmentation des survitesses
au bord d'attaque. A l'intrados du bec, 1'6tendue du ddcollement ditninue quand le braquaga

augmente. Sur le bec et sur le corps, lea variations d'incidence et de braquage du valet ant les
m~mes affets. A l'extrados du valet compte tenu de la variation de gdomdtria de Ia fente avec le

braquage, lea rdpartitions des prassiona saint tr,%s diffdrentes avec un d~collement sur le valet
pour =400%

2.2.3.2. - Ecou.tenen~t-

a) Bec

L'nlec du braquage eat tr;_s natte aux deux. stations de sondages sur le bec (2B et 3B')
lVaugmentation du braquaga accrolt la survitesse en sortie de fante A is station 2B de 30%
environ, sinai que l'dpaisseur du sillaga (Fig. 9). Les 6carts sur lea minima de vitesse au seim

du aillage et sur la position en altitude de ces minima sont dOs A un lager dcart de 1'abscisse de
sondaga pour lea deux braquages. En 3B', 1'dpaisseur de la zone ddcollde diminue avec le braqusge,

aLnaiUle lavitesse ext~rieure. Pour ces deux stations, l'intensitd des fluctuations longitudina-
lessaw'/' vanie peu avec le braquage du valet (Fig. 10).

b) Corps

L'augmantation des survitesses avec le braquage eat tr~s marqu~e au voisinage de Is sortie de
fente (stationuIC et 2C). On remanquera 6galement un d~placement en altitude de Ia position du
sillage par rapport au corps principal antre lea deux valeurs de braquage. La fluctuation \

eat plus forte A 200 dans le siliage du bec en IC at 2C tandis qu'en 5C l'augmentatiom de
l'dpaisseur de couche unmite sur le corps principal s'accompagne d'una augmentation des fluctua-

* tions longitudinales de Is vitesse (Fig 10).

d) Valet

Lea figures 9 et 10 ne montrent pas de differences essentielles entre lea deux braquages pour la
premi~re station du valet A l'exception de la vitease en sortie de fente. Il faut remsrquer que lea
deux stations na saint pas rigoureusement t la mime abscissa ce qui explique quel'on ne retrouve pas
dana le sillage lea dcarts constatds en 5C sur la couche linite du corps principal.

e) Sillage

La prdsence d'un ddcollement pour le braquaga A 40* du valet conduit A un sillage plus dtendu pour
cat 616ment. De plus la diffdrence du champ de pression au-dessus du valet provoque un ddcollement

tr~s diffdrent du sillage du corps principal. Lea 6carts constat~s au niveau des profila de vitesse
se retrouvent stir lea fluctuations (Fig. 10) avec une forte augmentation de celles-ci pour 40* de
braquage.

3 - COMPARAISON CALCULS-EXPERIENCE-

3.1 - Vuciption de Jta m~thode de catcut

La m~thode de calcul de 1'dcoulement visqueux incompressible autour de profils inulticorps eat4 decrite en detail dans j2-P. Naus rappellerons ici son Principe.
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3. 1.1 - F&id epaA~ait-

L'dcoulement de fluide parfait eat calculd par une mdthode de singularitds de type sources A

caract&re mixte aux borda de fuite. Chaque dldment de profil, comme chaque sillage eat figur6
par une repartition de densit~s de source variant lindairement sur chaque segment joignant deux
points de definition. Les points de contr~le oi sont imposdes lea conditions sur la vitesse
normale sont situds au milieu de chaque segment (Fig. lla). Pour assurer Ia condition de
Joukowaky un terme tourbillonnaire r~parti aur tout l'6l6ment,d'intensitd variant lindairement
avec l'abscisse x, maximale au bord d'atraque et nulle au bord de fuite est utilisd. En outre
Pour amdliorer la qualitd de la repartition de vitesse dana les zones de faible dpaisseur au
voisinage des bords de fuite des diffdrents 6l6ments, des termes tourbillonnaires ont dt
rajoutds dans ces r~gions. A chacun des termes tourbillonnaires correspondent deux distributions
de densitd tourbillonnaire, l'une A l'intrados, l'autre A l'extrados, conatruites A partir de
densit~s 616mentaires de name gdom~trie que lea sources 4l6mentaires et de profils fk(x)

* hlindaires par morceaux en fonction de l'absciase x (Fig. lib). Ces termes tourbillonnaires
suppldmentaires sont ddtermin~a par des conditions de rdgularitd imposges A l'dcoulement fictif
A l'intdrieur du profil. Les conditions choisies consistent A imposer 1'6galitd des vitesses
rangentielles de cet dcoulement int~rieur A Ia paroi en des couples de points de contr~le
extrados et intrados situds A Ia name abacisse que lea densitds tourbillonnaires.

3.1.2 - Fievizueux

Les couches visqueuses (couches linites et sillages) sont calculdes au noyen des dquations
int~grales de continuitd, de quantit6 de nouvement et d'une dquation de moment (entrainenent
ouanergie cindtique). Les relations de fermeture sont obtenues dana le cas laminaire A partir
des solutions de similitude avec ou sans courant de retour ; dana le cas turbulent lea profils
de vitesse sont moddlis~s par une loi composite rappelant celle de Coles et un nod&le de
turbulence alg~brique eat utilisd. Dana lea 6quations int~grales, lea grandeurs non visqueuaes
(e,u,w) et leurs d~rivdes partielles sont relev~es A la paroi. Une formulation d~ficitaire eat
utilis~e pour la ddfinition des 6paiaseurs int~grales pernettant de prendre en compte un

* gradient de pression normal.

Le systone diff~rentiel visqueux eat rdsolu en mode direct pour lea faibles valeurs du paran~tre
de forme et en node inverse dans lea autres cas.

3.1.3 - Couptaqle

Le couplage eat rdalis6 A la paroi par i t~rat ions success ivea aur des rdsolutions ddcoupldes du
* , fluide parfaiit et des couches visqueuses. Lea iterations sont de type direct loraque le

paran~tre de forme eat infdrieur A 1,8 et de type semi-inverse loraque le parambtre de farme eat
sup~rieur A 1,8.

3.2 - Rbutatat6 de catcut -

Lea coefficients globaux (Cz, Cx, Cm) calcul~s sont compards aux r~sultats exp6rimentaux Fig.12
Pour lea deux braquages du volet, le calcul surestime lea effets viaqueux ce qui conduit A des
Cz plus faibles que ceux mesurds, lea 6carts 6tant de l'ordre de 5% pour he braquage de 20* et
de 10% pour le braquage de 400. On notera l'importance des effets viaqueux notamment pour le
braquage de 400 du volet. Pour ce qui eat de Ia tratn~e, elle eat trils bien estimde paradoxalenent

4. pour la configuration la plus diff icile (volet A 400) et aurestinaed'environ 25% pour ha configurationi
volet A 20% Lea repartitions de pression calculdes pour une incidence de 160 et lea deux
braquages de volet sont conpar.5es aux meaures Fig. 13 et 14. Pour he braquage de 2O* du volet
(Fig. 13) le calcul pr~voit un petit d~collement au bord de fuite du volet qui n existe pas

* expdrinentalement. Sur le corps principal lea preasiona sont bien estimA-ea sauf au ,oisinage du
bord d'attaque, lea dcarts dtant dOs pour une partie A l'hypothzse d'inconpressibilitd
mais aussi au fait que dana son 4tat actuel he programme ne traite que des borda de fuite pointus
ce qui a conduit A modifier ha gdom~trie r~ehle du bec mais aussi en cons~quencc celle de la
fente. Sur le bec le niveau de pression calcul6 dana le ddcollemenL intrados eat surestim6 et la iiauvaise
prdvision de is circulation sur he volet conduit AL une surestimation de ha charge du bec. Pour
le braquage de 40 (Fig. 14) le d~collement expA-rimpntal aur he volet eat bien prdvu par he calcul,
on retrouve cousse dana he cas prdcddent une sous dvaluation des vitesses en sortie de fente
bec/corps principal, par contre ha charge sur he bec et he niveau de preasion dana ha zone
ddcoll~e A l'intrarlos sont bien estimds.

Pour ce qui eat des couches linites au voisinage du bord de fuite du corps principal (Fig. 15), lea
dcarts de aurviteases au voisinage du bord d'attaque conduisent A des dpaisseurs intdgrales
calcuhdes plus faibles que celles nesurdes notanment dana he cas du braquage 40%.

Lea rdsultats des comparaisons calcul-expdrience, bien que non totalement satisfaisanta, sont tr~s
~qb encourageants et montrent l'intdr~t d'une telle approche pour he calcul de configurations

nulticorps pr~sentant simultandment plusieurs zones d~colles. Lea 6carts constatds au niveau
4 du calcul sont dGs pour une large part A une mauvaise prevision de l'dcoulenent aur he volet. Ceci

eat dG au fait que dams ha m~thode utilisde ha couche linite du volet et he sillage du corps sont
trait~s inddpendanmment or lea r~sultats expdrimentaux nettent nettenent en dvidence que ha
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prdsence u silage u cop -u 'pistrpdmn an egain evtsed auchm
du valet conduit A une zone visqueuse fortement turbulente qui influence le d~veloppement de Ia
couche lisiite sur le volet name s'il n'y a pas mdlange entre ces deux couches visqueuses. 11

V. semble donc important d'amdliorer Ia moddlisation de l'dcoulement dams cette rdgion. tine des voies
possible est le calcul de l'cnsemble de l'dcoulement au dessus du volet par une technique de
diffdrences ou volumes finis, cependant se pose le probl~me du type d'dquations A utiliser. Une
tentative a dtd effectude en utilisant lea 6quations de couche limite. Cette m~thode ddveloppde
au DERAT est du type volumes finis et le modile de turbulence A 2 dquations pour l'energie
cindtique de turbulence k et sa dissipation E est voisin de celui de Jones et Launder. Le calcul
a dtd effectu6 entre les stations IV' et 3V et en utilisant cosine donndes de ddpart les 6paisseurs
intdgrales (mesurdes dans le sillage du corps en IV' et calculdes pour La couche limite du volet).
Le profil de vitesse au ddpart est construit selon La m~thode de Whithield. Pour ce qui est de
l'6nergie cindtique de turbulence k le profil thdorique au ddpart est calculI en utilisant le

* modale de longueur de mdlange. Dams le calcul il m'a pas 4dtd tenu compte du sillage du bec ce qui
explique I'dcart entre le profil deV'IZ calculd et le profil expdrimental de VE7 pour des

* valeurs de z comprises entre 40 et 60mm. A La station 3V les comparaisons calcul expdrience
*(Fig. 16) montrent que le profil de vitesse noyenne est assez bien estimd avec toutefois un ldger
* ddcalage en altitude du sillage du corps et une surestisiation des vitesses entre La couche limite
*du valet et le sillage du corps. Pour ce qui est de La turbulence longitudinale (assimilde A k
* dans le calcul) elle est sous-estinde surtout dans une zone situde juste au dessus de La cauche

limite du volet. Enfin Ia tension de Reynolds u'w est elle aussi assez mal prddite dams Ia zone
du sillage du corps principal.

L'intdgration des profils de vitesse calculds permet d'obtenir Les 4volutions des dpaisseurs
intdgrales du sillage du corps et de La couche limite du valet (Fig. 17). Les dvolutions
obtenues nontrent un accord satisfaisant avec les valeurs expdrimentales au bord de fuite du
valet (station 3V).

4 - CONCLUSION -

Les 6tudes effectu~es sur une configuration triple corps ant mantrd qu'au niveau expdrimental il
dtait indisponsable de disposer de mesures d~tailldes et compl~tes permettant de comprendre lea
phdnom~nes et par conadquent de construire des modiAles thdoriques susceptibles de repr~semter
carrectement l'dcaulement. A cet dgard lea sandages au fil chaud effectude en de nombreuses

* stations autour des diffdrents 6L6ments rdpondent A cette exigence bien qu'ila m'aiemt pas permis
* d'abtenir des informations pr~cises dams lea zones visqueusea de faible dpaisseur. Cette 6tude

expi6rimentale sera donc poursuivie pour obtenir um dossier expdrimental plus camplet. Pour ce
qui est des dtudes thdoriques, L'approche effectude a donn6 des rdsultats encaurageants puisque
une convergence des calculs a dt6 obtemue dans des conditions extr6mememt difficiles avec plusieurs
zones de d~collement simultanment prdsentes. Les rdsultats abtemus sant encore trap dloignds des
valeurs exp~rimentales pour que cette m~thode soit rdellement utilisable pour l'optimisation de
Frof ils hypersustentds. Toutefois un certain nombre d'amkliorations notamnent pour le calcul de l'6coule-
snent en sortie de fentes (traitement des bords de fuite dpais) et au-desaus du volet (prise en compte de 1 in-
fluence du sillage du corps principal) permettront Bans dote d'asi4Liorer nettement lea irdvisions thkoriques.
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LISTE DES SYMBOLES-

%C corde de rdfdrence du profil

Cm coefficient de moment A 25% de La corde

Cn coefficient de La force normale

Cx coefficient de trainde de sillage

Cz coefficient de portanceN

*Kp coefficient de pression O

po pression statique de rdfdrence

Re nombre de Reynolds rapportA A La corde de rdfdrence

u conposante longitudinale de La vitesse moyenne
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0*
w composante normale de is vitesse moyenne

Y.U.. moyenne des fluctuations de la composante u de la vitesse

IVW't moyenne des fluctuations de ia composante w de li vitesse

xr.v' tension de Reynolds

C< angle d'incidence

C6 angle de braquage du volet

64 6paisseur de d~placement de is couche limite

cSi dpaisseur de quantitd de mouvement de la couche limite

k dnergie cindtique de turbulence

Etaux de dissipation

masse volumique de l'air
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INVISCID COMPRESSIBLE FLOW PAST A MULTI-ELEMENT AEROFOIL
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SUMMARY AD-PO4
- A conformal transformation method is used to generate an orthogonal curvilinear 0

grid for two-and three-element configurations. The compressible potential flow equations
are solved by' finite difference methods. The solution could serve as a starting point for
an iterative solution of the full viscous compressible flow case. , ..

INTRODUCTION

Without high lift devices the maximum lift coefficient attainable by a high aspect
ratio wing is about five times the incidence at incidences up to the stall. Typical
values of CLmax are commonly in the range 1.0 to 1.5. The addition of high lift devices
such as flaps and slats can more than double CLmax with consequent improvement in take
off and landing performance. %-.

Flaps and slats can take many forms but slotted flaps and simple leading edge slats
are quite common. Several such configurations are shown in Fig.l. In practice the final
requirement is for a satisfactory three-dimensional configuration but it is usual for the
high lift devices to extend over a significant proportion of the span and therefore
consideration of two-dimensional configurations is relevant.

A powerful method for the calculation of incompressible flows past multi-element

configurations has been developed by Williams and Butter
1
. This depends on the use of

panel methods to calculate the inviscid flow coupled with boundary layer calculations
based on the inviscid flow pressure distribution as outlined in Fig.2. When the flow is S
attached, which is usually desirable, this approach has proved satisfactory. , -

However, experiments have shown that compressibility effects could be significant

even at quite low free stream Mach numbers. Although compressibility effects can be
estimated by applying the Prandtl-Glauert law to the incompressible results obtained by
panel methods this is not entirely satisfactory because it essentially scales the
incompressible results and cannot show any trend towards a change in the form of the

pressure distribution. A more precise compressible flow calculation seems desirable.

An alternative approach to the incompressible case has been given by Ives
2
. For a

two element configuration he used conformal transformations to map the flow region into
the region between two concentric circles. He states that the solution obtained by
Lagally

3 
may be used to calculate the flow but no results are given. A modification to

Ives's approach is used in the present paper and the sequence of transformations is shown
in Fig.3. A detailed description of this sequence is given later.

Williams
4 

used simple conformal transformations to map two circles into two aerofoils,

analogous to the transformation of a circle into a Zhukowski aerofoil, and thus obtained
an exact solution for a particular two element configuration. He did this for two cases, *

known as Williams configurations A and B, Fig.4, which serve as important test cases
against which other incompressible flow methods can be assessed.

For the single aerofoil case, inviscid flows at freestream Mach numbers up to and Z.

slightly in excess of the critical Mach number can be accurate y calculated by the method

devised and developed by Sells
5
, Garabedian and Korn

6
, Jameson" and others. In essence

this method depends on transforming the flow region onto the inside of a circle so that
a uniform polar grid in the circle plane corresponds to a convenient orthogonal grid in
the aerofoil plane. After subtraction of the singularities a numerical solution can
easily be obtained using finite difference methods. For slightly supercritical flows
the modified difference scheme introduced by Murman and Cole

0 
is used.

It is relatively easy to extend this method to a two-element aerofoil. Following S
the general approach of Ives

2
, described above, the outer flow region can be transformed

onto the region between two concentric circles. Using the grid in the aerofoil plane
corresponding to a uniform polar grid in the circle plane the compressible flow equations
can be solved numerically as in the single aerofoil case. There are two new factors
which cause additional difficulties. Firstly, the necessity to subtract out additional
singularities before solving numerically results in considerable algebraic complexity.
Secondly, the solution is very sensitive to small changes in the circulation. Although *- ..
the total circulation, and hence the total lift, seems to be relatively easily obtained, S
the distribution between the two elements is more difficult to determine accurately.
Grossmann and Melnik

9 
used a grid stretching technique in the circle plane to regulate

the coordinate grid in the aerofoil plane.
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01
Thompson and Mastin

1 
approached the transformation problem in a different way.

They introduced a cut between the elements and transformed the cut plane into a
• .rectangular region. In the present paper, a similar approach is used to deal with the

three element case. A cut is introduced between two of the elements reducing the
triply-connected region to a doubly-connected region. This can then be conformally
transformed into the region between two circles as in the two-element case. A detailed
discussion of the problems involved is given below.

GRID GENERATION FOR A TWO-ELEMENT AEROFOIL

The two main criteria governing the choice of a method to generate a curvilinear,
orthogonal grid about a given number of bodies are firstly, the surfaces of the bodies
must themselves be grid lines and secondly, the grid must extend to regions at infinity. 6"

These two conditions then respectively allow accurate implementation of the surface and
far-field boundary conditions. For the case of a single aerofoil, Sells

5 
showed that

such a grid is produced by conformally transforming the region exterior to the aerofoil
onto the interior of a circle. Considerable advantages are obtained by using a uniform
polar grid which results in a non-uniform grid in the aerofoil plane with mesh density

greatest in the most important regions.

The method adopted herein for a two-element aerofoil also makes use of conformal
mapping. Through subsequent transformations, described below, the two aerofoils are
mapped onto two concentric circles, whereby the annular region between the circles
represents the external region about the aerofoils. Thus a system of polar coordinates
in the annular region corresponds to an orthogonal grid in the plane of the aerofoils.
Such a transformation was first introduced by Ives

2
. However his approach involves a

laborious mapping procedure whereas the present scheme is much simpler and computationally
more efficient.

Fig.3 shows the intermediate stages of the transformation. As an example the case
of a main aerofoil and flap is sketched. First the flap in the physical (z) plane is
mapped onto a near circle in the zl-plane by using the corner removing Karman-Trefftz
transformation given by

• - S -( =T -

l,4 + ~ S TV 2 k (1)

and T is the trailing edge angle of the flap. The transformation is singular at the
points zT and zN and these are respectively placed at the trailing edge and at a point
midway between the nose of the flap and its radius ot curvature. Since the above

mapping function involves a fractional power, enforcing the continuity of the argument
of the bracketed term in Eq.(l) as the aerofoil's contour is traversed ensures that the

correct root is taken. The mapping of the flap onto a near circle distorts the main
aerofoil. A second application of the Karman-Trefftz transformation, this time to the
image of the main aerofoil, produces a near circle in the z2 -plane while the image of

-* the flap although slightly distorted, remains a near circle.

The third step is to translate the coordinate system of the z2 -plane to the
centroid of the near circle representing the main aerofoil. This improves the
convergence of a mapping series used in the next stage. However, in many cases, the
Karman-Trefftz transformation as given by Eq.(l) produces a near circle whose centroid %

lies close to the origin of the mapped domain and thus this translation is not absolutely
necessary. The fourth step is to map the near circle representing the main aerofoil in
the z 2 -plane onto a unit circle in the z3 -plane. This transformation is effected using
the Theodorsen

I I 
mapping series given by

"" = (2)

A practical method of carrying out this mapping using Fast Fourier techniques is

given by Ives although it appears that some of his equations are printed incorrectly.
%' Theodorsen's transformation also distorts the flap image and this distortion is

calculated iteratively from Eq.(2) using a suitably large value of z 3 to initiate the
process.

The next step is an inverse bilinear transformation of the z3 -plane whereby the
6O external region is mapped onto the annular region in the z4 -plane bounded by a unit

circle representing the main aerofoil and a near circle representing the flap. This
transformation is carried out using the mapping function

where zc is a complex constant. A large contour taken at infinity in the z 3 -plane maps
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onto the point denoted by ' ' in the z4 -plane and given by -.

I 4-.-

It is essential for the convergence of the mapping series to be used for the final trans- _
formation that the image of the near circle under the above transformation is centrally
positioned inside the unit circle by determining the constant zc as follows:

(a) Set zn equal to the approximate centre, e.g. the mid-point of a
diameter, of the near circle in the z3 -plane.

(b) Carry out the ansformation using Eq.(3) and determine the approximate
centre, say Z4c, of the resulting near circle in the z4 -plane.

(c) By reversing Eq.(3), a new value of zcn+l is then given by

I 1 4C-- I . . (5),'•".

(d) Using the latest value of Zc, repeat steps (b) and (c) until z 4c is
approximately equal to zero.

The last step is to map the near circle representing the flap in the z4 -plane onto
an exact circle of radius ? in the a-plane while the image of the main aerofoil is kept
a unit circle. This is accomplished by using the Garrick 1 2 transformation

exrI3I+ f r)]

where d

C;) = + +- (6)

By using a method analogous to that of Theodorsen's mapping series, the coefficients and
the radius R of the above series may be determined. The real constant b is chosen such
that the image of the trailing edge of the main aerofoil lies on the real positive axis
of the c-plane. The image of infinity and that of the trailing edge of the flap are
obtained iteratively from Eq.(6). " -

The above int tediate transformations thus effectively map the surfaces of the
two-element configt -ion and the external region of the physical plane respectively
onto the circumfereces of two concentric circles and the annular region between them.
A large contour taken at infinity in the physical plane maps onto the point denoted by -
* in the a-plane. Superimposing a polar grid in the annular domain and tracing its
image backwards through the transformations, we obtain an orthogonal grid that extends
to infinity about the two aerofoils, whose surfaces are themselves grid lines. Typical
grids for an aerofoil-flap and an aerofoil-slat configurations are shown in Figs.5 and
6 respectively.

FLOW EQUATIONS FOR A TWO-ELEMENT AEROFOIL

The steady, inviscid and compressible flow is assumed to be isentropic and
irrotational. In cases when the flow is transonic these assumptions remain valid
provided only weak shock waves occur. Strong shock waves would in any case tend to cause
boundary layer separation and buffeting, calling for an altogether more elaborate
analysis including shock wave boundary layer interaction and unsteady flow. Also a
configuration on which there were strong shock waves would be undesirable because of the
accompanying loss of lift and drag rise. S

The equations of the flow in the physical (aerofoil) plane are expressed in
curvilinear coordinates (r,e) corresponding to the polar coordinates in the circle (o)
plane. If B represents the modulus of the mapping derivative, i.e.

"- . (7)

the curvilinear metrics hi and h2 are

, B and (8) e

The continuity equation is therefore

+-".1- (9),
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where

and

where * is the velocity potential and p and q respectively denote the density and velocity
vector, y being the specific heat ratio and R. the free stream Mach number.

The above three equations govern the flow and the unknowns of the problem are the
.P" velocity potential and the density. Eqs. (9) and (11) are two coupled non-linear
* •equations for 0 and p and their solutions require an iterative process. Given an

approximation of p, Eq. (9) may be solved for 0 and using Eq. (11) the density can then
be adjusted and the process repeated.":%

The velocity potential must satisfy the far-field boundary condition in the

physical (z) plane. Ludford 1 3 showed that for a large contour taken at infinity in the
z-plane, the expansion for the velocity potential is of the form

C 0 cs -)- ___ ' af('-e)](12)

where (R,W) are polar coordinates of the physical plane, rM and rF are respectively the
circulations about the main aerofoil and the flap as shown in Fig.3, a is the free stream
incidence and a is given by

In order to apply the far-field boundary condition in the transformed (a) plane, a net
relationship between the z and a planes must be deduced first. This is initiated by
considering a large contour in the z-plane and tracing its image through the transforma-
tions onto the point (a.). It can be shown that the relationship is given by

~ E>~1(13)
which may be abbreviated to

C, e. Ca -.

where the real constants cI and c2 are completely defined by constants from the inter-

mediate transformations. Using Eq.(12) and the above asymptotic relation, the corres-
ponding expansion for 0 near the point (a_) reveals that the overall transformation
effectively maps a uniform flow in the physical plane onto a doublet located at the
point (a,) in the a-plane. Thus the velocity potential contains a singularity and this
may be subtracted by introducing a reduced potential, G. Fig.7(a) shows the distribution
of the circulations in the a-plane. Taking into account that of the flap, the expansion

.0. for the velocity potential in the a-plane becomes

ros-e- -o< -C + .- coS )
__________________________(Doublet at Coo)

+ (EM+ E,) t.F; oei, ,,+ ( ' ,.o (Vortex at 6--)

EF (vortex at origin)

+ G (Reduced potential)

where

.. =O< .C E - E G -e It ET-E. Er-
a 1 04 T2W ,r,L _ _ _____ _ ,5
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For the sake of brevity the above equation is written as

= /('.-,e') + (E,+EF)X(,8+) -EGF + (4-,O) (15)

In the above form, the singularity of the velocity potential is subtracted, leaving a .'J
finite and single-valued reduced potential. Thus instead of solving for the singular
velocity potential, we now treat the regular reduced potential as one of the unknowns i

of the problem. We therefore express the governing Eqs.(9) and (10) in terms of G and ._-.
these respectively become . .

"r "a-" L 7 4J- - J + a) (16) 6----

+ i{ t~ej~• +

where

= ,-(,+ E, x..) E. X) + (W. Ea,,) + (W. + E,,- E

and

F 1  1  0 a' a

where Wr, Xe, Wrr, and Xee denote partial derivatives. The partial differential Eq.(16)
is elliptic for subsonic flow and is mixed elliptic and hyperbolic when the flow is .

transonic. It can also be shown that Eq.(16) reduces to the Laplacian of G in the
incompressible case when derivatives of the density disappear.

The boundary condition of zero normal velocity on the surfaces of the aerofoils
implies that on the grid line (r-1) of the a-plane,

E -[v'1 (18) ..-

Similarly on the flap's surface, represented by the grid line (r=R), we have

E -, (19)

The circulations about the aerofoils are determined by satisfying the Kutta condition at
the trailing edges. In order to have finite velocities at the trailing edges, we must
impose the condition of zero velocity at their images in the a-plane. Thus at these two
points, in addition to the normal velocity being zero, the tangential velocity must also
vanish. By satisfying the latter condition, two linear equations are obtained from which
the circulation constants are given by

-F [xa] I[we,+ ws 12 [xeasvi, .. (20)
[x 0 ] -- [x,]..

XE ( - "J,,o - [ ,' ,, (21)

where (R,e) and (1,0) are respectively the locations of the trailing edges of the flap
and main aerofoil in the a-plane.

FINITE DIFFERENCE SCHEMES

The numerical solution of the flow equations is carried out using finite difference
methods. For this purpose it is convenient to perform the calculations on a rectangular
projection of the a-plane as shown in Fig.7(b). The two horizontal sides of the
computational grid represent the two aerofoils' surfaces while the two vertical sides C
are topologically identified because of the periodicity of 8. The mesh spacing is Ar
and AS...

For subsonic flow, the partial derivatives of the reduced potential soccurring in
the governing Eqs.(16) and (17) are approximated using central differences such that

methds.Forthi puroseit s cnveientto erfrm he clcuatins n arectnguar 7.--S

projctin oftheo-pane s sown n Fg.7b). he wo hriznta sids o the._5.'.
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- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ C Gr +~i) 1.-.) ~ _ & ) -G,( ii

(22)

-I (4)5I

and similarly for the derivatives of the density. Substituting the above approximations
into Eq. (16) and assuming a given set of density values at the mesh points, a linear
equation for G(i,j) in terms of its neighbouring values is given by

G .4J) QG( .. ) + S G(yi ,i) +TG(i- ,J) VG(j-')+f-o (23)

- where P, Q, S, T, V and f involve the density and its derivatives and are evaluated at
- the point (i,j). Applying the above equation at every interior mesh point of the grid,

gives a set of linear equations which in matrix form may be written as

[C] [G] [D] (24)

where the coefficient matrix [C], is of block tridiagonal form. A direct solution for
the unknown column vector [G] requires an inversion of the coefficient matrix and in
general this is not practicable because of its large size even when dealing with a
coarse grid. Since the density values are not yet known, the determination of [G] at
this stage only represents one cycle of a main iterative process and thus a direct
inversion of the coefficient matrix is not necessary.

The method adopted herein is an iterative process akin to the point Gauss-Siedel
scheme with successive relaxation and is t _d on the fact that the coefficient of
G(i,j) is comparatively larger than those of the neighbouring points. Given an

* ,. approximate set of values Gn at the mesh points, a better value Gn+l is obtained by
rewriting Eq.(23) as

) G (L,) + Ck + V + T T, (25)

where w is a relaxation factor. As the whole of the interior grid is swept through
*" . column by column, the above equation updates the value of G at every interior mesh

point. On the horizontal sides of the grid where boundary conditions of zero normal
velocity given by Eqs.(18) and (19) apply, second order one-sided differences are used to
approximate the r-derivatives. Consequently the boundary values of G on the grid lines
(i-1) and (i-I) are respectively related to the interior values by

+(.G,+ AE5.J.j (26)

* & (t j) =  " c(r-G, 3 )- G(r- ,) -(.r (ET[X.]tJ+ .]£,j (27)

where a relaxation factor may again be used.

The Kutta condition given by Eqs.(20)and (21) then allows the evaluations of new
values of the circulation constants. Since the trailing edge of the flap does not lie
at a grid point, interpolation is required to evaluate the derivative of G occurring in
Eq.(20).

For a starting approximate set of values of G and P together with a starting
approximation of the circulation constants, the above procedure yields better values of
G and the circulation constants. These new values are then used to readjust the density
at every mesh point . First the velocity is calculated using Eq.(17), then new values
of the density are obtained from Eq.(ll). The latest values of the density can now be
used to repeat the process until both the reduced potential and the density converge to
a set tolerance.

In the transonic case, information propagates through the supersonic zone in the
streamwise direction. Thus it is important to simulate the directional bias of the flow
in the numerical calculation. The computational grid is therefore subdivided into sweep
directions, reminiscent of those used by Grossman and Melnik 9 , as shown in Fig.7(b).
The line (r r.) represents the radial coordinate of the image of infinity in the 0-plane.

0, .'
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The horizontal lines interior to r. surround the flap whereas those exterior surround the
main aerofoil. The transonic difference scheme used is essentially that of Murman and
Cole 8 . Marching in the prescribed sweep directions, the velocity at each interior mesh
point is calculated using central differences of frozen values of G of the previous
iteration. At subsonic points the governing equation is discretized using central
differencesas previously described. At supersonic points, first derivatives of G are
approximated using central differences and backward differences are used for all second
derivatives of G in the 0-direction, such that .

G .( ~C(i,j-') +. ;( a ( __ G(t,)G+'jI-.-,).G(-4 -1) (8

TOY 
(2-8

with appropriate zhanges when the sweep direction is in the 0-decreasing sense. Also,
at supersonic points derivatives of the density occurring in the governing equation are S
evaluated by first expanding them in order to reveal their dependences on the derivatives
of G which are then approximated as above. For example from Eq.(ll), we have

0T- 3d I4,-,,l -M. (29)

where the derivatives of the velocity can be expressed in terms of derivatives of G "
using Eq.(lO). The finite difference scheme effectively yields, for every interior mesh
point, an equation relating G(i,j) to its r.eighbouring values. This equation depends on
whether the flow at the point (i,j) is subsonic or supersonic. The boundary and the .

Kutta conditions and the density readjustment are analogous to the entirely subsonic case.

RESULTS FOR TWO-ELEMENT AEROFOILS

Using the method of images, analytical solutions for the incompressible flow past
two particular configurations (Fig.4) were presented by Williams 4 . The incompressible
case in the present method is obtained by fixing the density at all mesh points to the free
stream value. Comparisons of pressure distributions for one of the test cases are given
in Fig.8. The agreement with the exact solution is good although small discrepancies %'.
are present due to a grid size effect. The variation of the reduced potential G, on the
grid line (r = 1) which represents the main aerofoil's surface is shown in Fig.9. Due 0
to the smoothness of the curve coupled with the fact that it is defined pointwise at
small equal intervals, interpolation of high order can be used to obtain solution at non-
grid points. For example by fitting a cubic spline through the curve of the interpolated
region shown in Fig.9, which corresponds to a region near the leading edge of the main
aerofoil, derivatives of G may be evaluated to give the pressure at corresponding points
on the main aerofoil. Comparison of the interpolated result with the exact solution is
shown in Fig.lO. Again the agreement is good.

The incompressible solution is a good starting approximation for subsonic
calculations. Over relaxation is used in Eq.(25) during the iterative process.The solution
is obtained when both the density and the reduced potential converge to a tolerance of '",.'%

5 x 10- 5 . The pressure distributions for the slat and main aerofoil case in an entirely V
subsonic flow are given in Fig.ll. It is noted that there is a significant decrease in ', '

the lift-coefficient of the slat compared to the incompressible case while there is little
change on the surface of the main aerofoil except for a marked drop in the pressure peak
near the leading edge. Since the reduced potential remains a smoothly varying function S
and since all of the flow parameters may be calculated from the derivatives of G, inter-
polation as described earlier can again be used to obtain more details in regions of mesh
sparcity. The Mach number effect on Williams's Test Case (B) is shown in Fig.12 and the
corresponding effect on the lift-coefficient is given in Fig.13.

In the transonic case, for slightly supercritical flow in the absence of shock
waves, the program developed works without difficulty. However, as the supersonic zones
that develop on the surfaces of the aerofoils grow larger and stronger due to an increase •
in the free stream Mach number, the iterative process showed signs of oscillation when
over relaxation was used. In order to achieve convergence under relaxation was used at
supersonic points. The pressure distributions for a transonic flow past Williams's
configuration (B) are shown in Fig.14, where Cp* denotes the critical pressure coefficient.
Supersonic zones occur on both the main aerofoil's and flap's surfaces and in the former
case, a shock wave is also formed.

GRID GENERATION FOR A THREE-ELEMENT AEROFOIL

Whereas for a two-element aerofoil, it was possible to initialise the grid genera-
tion process by transforming the two aerofoils onto two concentric circles, a direct
extension of this approach for a three-element configuration, such as a mapping onto
three concentric circles, is not possible because of the multiple connectivity of the .-



physical doucin. A method based on conformal mapping was introduced by Halsey
14  

His
approach essentiaily uses branch cuts to string together the components of the configur-
ation. The resulting body is then treated as a single body and mapped onto a circle.
However in cases where the components of the given configuration overlap each other,
Halsey's scheme tends to generate grids that are extremely sparse in the regions between
overlapping elements. Since overlapping is a very common featare from the practical
point of view, this is a serious drawback.

The present method also makes use of string mapping, but ideas from the two-element
transformation are employed to ensure that the generated grid is well defined in the over-

lapping regions. Fig.15 shows a sketch of the transformation of a three-element aero-
foil. The intermediate transformations, as described below, effectively introduces a
branch cut to string together two of the components of the configuration thus reducing
the degree of connectivity of the domain. The stringed components may be regarded as a
single body and therefore a three-element configuration is reduced to a two-element case.
Consequently, following a method analogous to that described previously, the resulting
two bodies are mapped onto two concentric circles.

The first step is to map the three aerofoils onto three near circles in the Z1 -plane,

by a triple application of the Karman-Trefftz transformation given by Eq.(l), once for each ..
aerofoil. The second step uses the two-element mapping procedure to transform the images

of the main aerofoil and the flap onto two concentric circles in the a-plane except that
this time the image of the slat is carried through. The third step is a bilinear trans-
formation of the a-plane such that the point representing infinity maps onto the origin
of the ol-plane. This transformation also keeps the shape of the image of the main
aerofoil a unit circle and is given by Jr

- G -(30)

where (r ,0_) denotes the polar coordinates of the image of infinity in the a-plane. A
straight line branch cut as shown in the al-plane is then introduced to string together
the near circle representing the slat and the circle representing the flap. The branch
cut passes close to the image of infinity and this is a vital feature which determines

* the length of the cut in the physical plane. The stringed body is treated as a single
bod/ by storing its coordinates in a continuous manner. The fourth step is to stretch-

' open the stringed configuration. This may be visualised by imagining the two ends of
the branch cut to extend in both directions to points inside the near circle and the
circle. Then by placing the two singularities of Eq.(l) at the two imaginary ends of the -

cut, the Zhukowski transformation which is a special case of Eq.(l) when T is zero, can
be used to map the two sides of the branch cut onto two circular arcs as shown in the
u2 -plane. This step is necessary in order to ensure and improve convergence of the
Theodorsen mapping series to be used later, and it also distorts the image of the unit
circle of the a,-plane. The resulting configuration has four corners. These discontin-
uities in slope are removed by applying the Karman-Trefftz transformation once at each
corner. Theodorsen's mapping series can now be used to map the smooth body onto a unit •
circle in the o4-plane. Finally the Garrick transformation produces the final configura-
tion of two concentric circles by mapping the outer near circle representing the main
aerofoil onto a circle of radius r while the shape of the inner unit circle is preserved.
The surfaces of the slat and the flap together with the two sides of the branch cut are ,4
now represented by the circumference of the unit circle in the &-plane. ,.

Since the external region about the three-element aerofoil is now confined to the
* annular domain of the &-plane, a system of polar coordinates in this annular region

corresponds to an orthogonal grid in the physical plane. Also the surfaces of the
* -aerofoils and the sides of the branch cut are grid lines in the transformed plane. Fig.16

shows the type of grid generated by the above scheme. We note the desirable high
concentration of grid points in the overlapping regions. Contrary to Halsey's method, we
also note that the branch cut is well defined in terms of grid points. This is an

'4 important factor which enhances the implementation of the reentrant boundary conditions
-. when considering the flow problem.

OUTLINE OF METHOD OF SOLUTION FOR A THREE-ELEMENT AEROFOIL

The formulation of the flow problem for the three-element case is similar to that
of the two-element configuration. The overall transformation of the three-element aero-
foil is summarised in Fig.17 which also shows the representations of the individual
circulations in the a-plane. An expansion for the velocity potential and also the
definition of the reduced potential become

~ ~ ~ /.~+ (E,+ +FX.f,--Fb~) (31)

where Es represents the circulation constant for the slat. The above equation then leads
to a similar analysis to that of the two-element case. However two major differences
arise. Firstly, the Kutta condition to be satisfied at all three trailing edges yields



three non-linear equations for the three circulation constants. These may be sclved using J,
a three-dimensional Newton-Raphson iteration process. Secondly, because of the intro- . -
duction of the branch cut, reentrant boundary conditions must be applied on the two sides
of the cut in the computational plane shown in Fig.17. This condition can be implemented . - -
in the numerical procedure by requiring the velocities at grid points on one side of the "-
cut to be equal to the velocities at corresponding points on the other side of the cut. _
This scheme will require some measure of interpolation since grid points on one side of •
the cut do not correspond to grid points on the other side. The finite difference
schemes, the choice of suitable sweep directions for the transonic case and the numerical
method of solution are analogous to the two-element case.

CONCLUSIONS

For the two-element aerofoil case, the grid generation method based on conformal
mapping and applicable to two aerofoils of arbitrary shapes, becomes a simple scheme
resulting from modifications made to Ives's method. The compressibility effects in the
flow are fully implemented in the formulation of the flow problem. The type-differencing
used in the numerical calculation which are performed on a rectangular grid, leads to an
iterative process. A working computer program has been developed which gives reliable
results for the incompressible, subsonic compressible, and transonic cases. The method
of solution has also proven capable of predicting weak shock waves in the solution. In S
regions of relative sparseness of the grid, the smoothness of the converged solution for ,-

the reduced potential in the transformed plane, allows interpolation of high order to be
used to -btain solution at non-grid points. One of the long term aims of this work is to
include the viscous effects of the flow. This may be initiated by modifying the present
program to include a preliminary calculation of the boundary layer thickness and wakes
from t-

,  
inviscid results.

For the three-element configuration, the grid generation method emerges from ideas
used for the two-element case together with Halsey's concept of string mapping. The
result is a grid that is well defined in the overlapping areas of the configuration and
is possibly the best that may be obtained from conformal mapping methods without
coordinate stretching. There is some scope for extending the present approach to
configurations of more than three components although this would require extra effort in
terms of intermediate transformations involved. The analysis of the flow problem is
analogous to that of the two-element case and a program is currently being developed.
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DESIGN OF AN AIRFOIL LEADING EDGE SLAT USING AN
INVERSE AERODYNAMIC CALCULATION METHOD

by
J.A. van Egmond and B. van den Berg
National Aerospace Laboratory, NLR

P.O. Box 90502 A
1059 CM Amsterdam, The Netherlands A D -P004 056

SUMMARY

With the objective to evaluate'-the capabilities of a computer program system for the aerodynamic design

of multi-element airfoils, a two-element airfoil design study has been performed, ,In the present study a two
dimensional wing-slat combination, tested earlier iii the wind tunnel, was selected as the starting configu-
ration. From these tests, the -'takeoff condition!' for this configuration appeared to suffer from an early
turbulent boundary layer separation on the main wing upper surface resulting in high drag values. To improve -
the drag characteristics, a new slat-wing configuration 4az been kdesigned. The design-w"t focussed on the '
main wing nose geometry at the slat-wing intersection.

Both, the original and the new slat-wing configuration have been tested in the NLR low speed wind tun-
nel LST 3 x 2 at M ' = 0.19 and Rec = 3.1 x I06- The tests showed a substantial improvement in the drag char-
acteristics for the new configuration and unchanged maximum lift properties (in takeoff condition).

1. INTRODUCTION

The design of the high lift system of an airplane is perhaps one of the most complicated aerodynamic
design problems. Strong mutual interferences, large viscous effects and rigid geometry constraints have to
be dealt with. In the past, the high lift design process relied largely on empiricism and wind tunnel testing
procedures. More recently computational methods for both the analysis and design of high lift configurations
have become increasingly important. ft..ft/%

, .a.< .%% %",- %

Nowadays several computational methods for the design and/or analysis of high lift configurations can '-- .
be found in the literature (see e.g. Refs. 1-6). Based upon an aerodynamic design philosophy which involves
the use of inverse methods to generate shapes that will produce desired pressure distributions (Fig. I),
Labruj~re at NLR has developed the design system MAD (Multi-element Airfoil Design). Like most of the exis-
ting methods, MAD has been based upon an integral equation method (panel method) for incompressible potential
flow. A possibly unique feature of the code is that it contains means for explicit control of the geometry. "
The computer program system is based on a method which solves the inverse aerodynamic problem in an approx- ..e .
imate way subject to geometric constraints. A priori specified aerodynami requirements (surface pressure
distribution) and geometry requirements are both fulfilled approximately. The deviations from the requirements
are minimized in a least-squares way, introducing weight factors to emphasize locally either the aerodynamic -
- or the geometry requirements. -

To evaluate the applicability of the design system MAD, it was decided to perform a design study for a --
two-dimensional wing with leading edge slat. The problem is representative for that of a transport airplane
operating out of high altitude airfields (Refs. 7, 8) requiring a high lift-to-drag ratio at takeoff. A two-
dimensional high lift configuration tested earlier in the NLR low speed wind tunnel LST 3 x 2 m was selected.-
as the starting configuration.

In chapter 2 of the present paper, a brief description is presented of the design system MAD. The actual
leading edge slat design is described in chapter 3. The new slat-wing configuration was tested in the wind
tunnel and some of the test results are presented in chapter 4 together with some results of the baseline
configuration.

2o. DESIG PROCEDURE .
"MAD" stands for an interactive computer aided design system for two-dimensional (multi-element) airfoils

in incompressible potential flow*). The system is based on the use of, alternating, direct and inverse second
order panel methods utilizing the surface doublet distribution formulation. Both the doublet distribution and
the airfoil contour are approximated by means of quadratic functions (Ref. 9).

Labrujere solves the desigi problem for multi element airfoil configurations by formulating the object
functional: ','% • -

F _ rs( + F
2 

+ F 2)ds-
0 n

with

Ft = W (t  - Nt ) = weighted deviation from a prescribed target velocity

F = W " = weighted devia tion from zero normal velocity '.. ]n n n

F = W (Z - Z ) = weighted deviation from starting (target) geometry
g g 0 ,'.,

YThe system has recently been extended with possibilities for viscous flow analysis (MADV). However, this ' ,'.

option was not yet available at the time of the present design study. ,



. .. .. . . . . .. . , . .. . .. . . .. . ... . .,. .. • * ~. .- . _ . . ,,. ,

Minimizing this o.e, ot funct ion result in an (multi element airfoil configuration fulfilling approximate-ly

a priori specified aerodynamic and geometric requirements. The object function is minimized by varying the
doublet strengths and, as far as admitted by the designer (by prescribing Wg) the coordinates of the geometry.

* By taking Wn large in comparison with Wt and Wg, the solution approximates the boundary condition of zero
normal velocity at the airfoil contour sufficiently close. The aerodynamic designer chooses initial geometry,
target design pressure distribution and the weight functions. The latter may be adjusted during the design
process to relax or enforce geometric constraints. The system involves a data base in which all data gener-
ated during the design process are stored such that the user can recall previous results at will. Options
for interactively modifying the design parameters (weight functions, geometry, target pressure distribution)
and an interactive geometry routine (smoothing, interpolation) form part of the design system.

A general view of the iterative design process is presented in figure 2. It proceeds as follows:
1. The user chooses a starting geometry and a target design pressure distribution. These are fed into the

system either from file or by means of a graphical tablet or from the data base saved from an earlier
session.

2. Additional design requirements, such as possible constraints on the geometry are selected and a new con-
figuration is determined by means of the design calculation method

3. Review of the resulting configuration may lead to changing the design requirements and determining a new
starting configuration. However, in general the flow properties of the new configuration will first be
analyzed by means of the analysis method. Then the user may proceed with a next design iteration or; r

4. if the user is satisfied with the degree of fulfillment of the design requirements, the flow properties
can be analyzed for off design conditions (e.g. another angle of attack, different mutual positions of the
airfoil elements) also by means of the analysis method.

5. The whole design process can be concluded by presentation of the results by means of off-line plots and
tables.

3. DESIGN OF THE NEW CONFIGURATION

3.1 General

As mentioned above, the aim of the present design study is to re-design a two dimensional slat-wing
configuration with the objective to improve the drag characteristics at takeoff condition, without affecting
the maximum lift. The starting configuration has been depicted in figure 3 (slat in takeoff position). The
wind tunnel tests of this configuration (see also chapter 4) gave a maximum lift coefficient Clmax s 3
(Rec = 3.1 x 106). The design liftcoefficient of the present study was therefore chosen as Cldes 2.1,
being the "takeoff" liftcoefficient commonly defined at Cl - 0.7 Clmax.

The measured pressure distribution for the starting configuration at C1 P 2.1 (a = 20.20) is presented
in figure 4. From this pressure distribution it can be seen that turbulent boundary layer separation must

- . have occurred on the main wing upper surface at about 70 % chord (this has been confirmed by oil flow visual-
ization tests). Ths suggests that a substantial drag reduction might be obtained when this separation region
could be reduced.

Because the MAD system utilizes potential flow methods, the first step in the design process was to per-
form some analysis calculations for the starting configuration. The purpose of this was to determine the
potential flow angle of attack at which the suction peak levels (and C1 ) for the potential flow are in rea-
sonable agreement with the experimental design condition. This was found to occur at a = 170 (see figure 4).*)

In performing these calculations, the effect of the separation bubble in the slat lower surface cavity
was simulated through an "effective bubble geometry". This effective bubble geometry was determined by means
of the MAD system by prescribing measured pressure distributions for the slat lower surface. Strictly speaking,
this bubble geometry ought to be adjusted for each flow condition. However, it was found that the required
bubble geometry varied little within a certain range of flow conditions. Therefore, the bubble geometry used

[ •for these analysis calculations (covering only a limited C1 range) has been kept constant. The bubble geometry
used is indicated in figure 3.

To start the actual design computations, a set of design requirements has to be defined, concerning both
the geometry and the aerodynamics. The aerodynamic requirements were chosen with the aim to reduce the drag
of the baseline configuration (without affecting maximum lift properties) and from the analysis presented
above. The aerodynamic requirements result in the choice of a design target pressure distribution, which will
be discussed in more detail in paragraph 3.3. The geometry is, to a large extent, determined by the geometry

O 'of the basic airfoil. In practice, detailed geometry requirements follow from the structural wing design.
Because of the fact that the present design study is not directed towards a specific practical wing design,
the geometry constraints were mainly based on wind tunnel model manufacturing requirements. These geometry
constraints are discussed in the next paragraph.

3.2 Geometry requirements

For a conventional slat-wing configuration, the slat geometry is largely determined by the basic airfoil
" geometry and only a few degrees of freedom in geometry are left, viz.

- slat position

- the intersection between main wing and slat
- the slat chord; to a limited extent (see below)
The geometry was redesigned subject to the following constraints
- the slat traling edge angle should be sufficiently large for model manufacturing reasons
- the slat chord may not exceed 18 % of the basic airfoil chord, as the original wind tunnel-model io built-',-'.up by parts with partition at 18 % chord.

) The irregularities in the calculated suction peaks for the main wing are due to local curvature peaks in
the geometry, showing up somewhat clearer in the calculations than in experiment.
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Although these constraints have been dictated by wind tunnel model manufacturing requirements one may expect
that similar geometry constraints apply in a practical wing design.

3.3 Aerodynamic requirements and target pressure distribution

Under the given circumstances, the main aerodynamic requirements are rather simple and can be summarized
as follows:
- To reduce drag, the extent of the separation region on the main wing upper surface near the trailing edge '. s

must be reduced. With the main wing nose shape as the unconstrained part of the geometry, this reduction .
can be obtained most effectively by trying to reduce the suction peak level on the main wing nose.

- Decreasing this suction peak means, in general, decreasing the lift contributed by the main wing. So, pref-
erably, the slat should contribute more lift. Then, to prevent early slat flow separation (and possibly
decreasing Clmax), the dumping velocity at the slat trailing edge must be increased. -

Because, as mentioned before, the design code MAD neglects viscous effects the design target pressure 0
distribution must be prescribed in potential flow. Except for the slat lower surface, the target pressure -.

distribution has been defined by means of alterations in the potential flow pressure distribution for the
baseline configuration (a = 170, GA = 2.5 %, ov = 0, DS = 100). The slat lower surface target pressure dis- -
tribution has been related to the measured pressure distribution on the basic configuration. The target pres-
sure distribution, for the theoretical design condition (a = 17'), was chosen as indicated in figure 5. The
four domains of main interest are (see Fig. 5):

(i) a decreased velocity peak on the main wing upper surface, to improve the boundary layer characteristics
and delay the separation 0

(ii) a more rapid expansion around the main wing nose, resulting in higher velocities in the region where .
the slat trailing edge is situated (see also next item)

(iii) an increase of the slat dumping velocity, to increase the lift contribution of the slat, without in-
creasing the risk of early flow separation on the slat upper surface.

(iv) an increase of the slat lower surface pressure level (compared with the measured level at a = 170),
again to increase the slat lift contribution but at the same time because of possibly favourable ef-
fects on the drag. It has to be emphasized that the latter is highly speculative because the slat
lower surface pressure level will be determined mainly by the viscous effects in the slat cavity.

The magnitude of the "modifications" has been chosen _her arbitrarily. However, adjustments can easily ' .
be made during the design proces. -.

3.4 Design computations ,.

First it should be mentioned that the design computations do not optimize automatically for chord length.
For this reason, different design runs were performed for different slat- to wing chord ratios.

In defining - and adjusting the weight functions, some care must be takex, to prevent the system of
equations to become underdetermined by too much freedom in both geometry and target velocity at the same lo-
cation. Potential problem areas are stagnation regions and nose regions when large geometry changes occur.
In stagnation regions, the geometry weight function Wg must be # 0 in order to satisfy the so-called regu-
larity condition (Ref. 10). On the other hand, the geometry should not be kept too rigid because this would
jeopardize the possibility to obtain an improved pressure distribution. When large geometry changes occur,
the regularity of the panel distribution may be disturbed locally, resulting in numerical problems. These
are prevented by rearranging the panel distribution from time to time during the iteration process.

The final results of the design computations are presented in figures 6 and 7. Figure 6a shows the new
geometry, together with the original one. The main wing nose has become quite blunt. The slat chord has in-
creased slightly. In order to prevent the slat trailing edge region from becoming too thin, the main wing -.

chord had to be decreased a little. In figure 7 the potential flow design pressure distribution for the new . %-
configuration is compared with the target pressure distribution. As can be seen, a fairly close agreement has
been achieved. The slat position (GA = 2.7 %, ov = 0, DS = 8.80) differs only slightly from that of the orig-.-..-
inal configuration, although the slat position was kept free during the design computations. The design com-
putations indicated that the pressure distribution is not very sensitive to (small) changes in slat position.
It should be noted, however, that the computations also showed that the pressure distribution is very sensi-
tive to small changes in the main wing nose geometry. "

4. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION

The aerodynamic properties of the new configuration have been verified experimentally in the NLR LST -
x el wind tunnel. The tests comprised measurement of surface pressure distributions, wake traverses, bound-

qry layers and flow visualization tests for several slat-wing configurations. Full results of this experi-
r.'ntrl stujdy are to be published elsewhere (Ref. 11). However, the results pertaining to the present design
study are discussed below. The test results to be shown have been obtained with natural boundary layer tran- .-

sition, at a Reynolds number Rec = 3.1 x 10
6 

and Mach number Maw w 0.2. '.

Several slat positions have been investigated both for the original - and for the new configuration. •
Mainly on the basis of optimum lift to drag ratio, a gap of GA = 2.5 % c, zero overlap (ov = 0) and a relative
slat angle D0 = 10i was selected as the takeoff condition for the original configuration. Subsequent tests
with the new design indicated a slightly different optimum situation viz. a gap of 2 % c, 1 % c overlap at.
the same relative slat angle of 10' (see Fig. 6b). This differs from the theoretically determined design po- .. ..
sition (see previous chapter). The effects of this difference are, theoretically as well as experimentally of ..

minor importance at the design condition (Cl A 2.1). The reason to choose yet a slightly different slat po-
sition for the new design is because of a favourable influence on the maximum lift (the latter was not ad-
dressed directly in the theoretical design process).
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Figure 8 shows the lift curve measured for both configurations. The new design exhibits higher lift
at the same angle of attack, indicating reduced viscous losses particularly in the range 1.8 < Cl < Cimax.
This is clearly reflected in the CI-Cd curves (Fig. 9). At the design condition (C1 ; 2.1), a drag reduc-
tion is found of approximately 30 %.

Some typical measured pressure distributions around the design condition are presented in figures 10a
and b for the slat, and in figures Ila and b for the main wing (pressure coefficient plotted against arc
length along airfoil contour, with the origin at the upper surface trailing edge). On the slat, as expected,
both the peak velocities and dumping velocities are higher for the new configuration. On the main wing, a

-.-. substantial reduction of the peak velocities is obtained, which is also in agreement with the design goal.
The latter has resulted in a rearward shift of the separation position. This can be seen from the pressure
distributions and was confirmed by flow visualization tests. The rearward shift of the seraration point on
the main wing is very likely the main reason for the lift increase and drag decrease (at constant angle of
attack) of the new configuration.

Finally, figures 12a and b present some typical boundary layer velocity profiles measured at a 21.2'.
'-. For the slat these were obtained near the trailing edge and for the main wing in a position close to the sep-

aration point of the original configuration. The higher velocities in the wall region for the new configura-
*J tion indicate improved boundary layer conditions boti. for slat and main wing (more remote from separation).

A small drawback of the higher mean velocities on tle slat upper surface appears in the slat wake (Fig. 12b)
as a somewhat larger velocity defect, with consequently a somewhat larger drag contribution from the slat.
However, this is more than compensated by the improvements in the main wing upper surface boundary layer

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

A two-element airfoil design study has been performed with the primary aim to evaluate the applicability
of the interactive design system MAD for the design of multi-element airfoil configurations. An attractive
aspect of MAD is the possibility to balance aerodynamic- and geometric requirements by means of weight func-
tions.

The study concerned the improvement of the drag characteristics of a slat-wing configuration at "take-

off" condition. Subject to certain geometric constraints, a new slat-wing configuration has been generated
exhibiting approximately 30 % lower drag than the original configuration at the design lift coeff;.,ient

" (Cl P 2.1) in the wind tunnel (Rec = 3.1 x 106), while the maximum lift remained unchanged.

During the design computations it was found that the flow around the main wing nose is very sensitive
to small geometry changes; in the authors' opinion the detailed design of the main wing nose geometry would
not have been possible without inverse design computations.
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SUMMARY 0
This paper describes a new theoretical representation of circulation control based on discrete vortex

modelling techniques. The application of discrete vortex modelling to the prediction of circulation control is initially P.

presented for the Coanda flow of a wall jet around a circular cylinder in a free stream. The decay in the jet
momentum, due to viscous and entrainment effects, has been represented in the model by decaying the strength of each .-
vortex as it flows downstream from the slot. The model's application has then been extended to predict the effect of
circulation control on other shapes of aerofoil. The paper includes the application of the model to an elliptic section as
an example of any aerofoil section that can be represented in a potential flow. The model has had considerable success *
in predicting the lift produced from such bodies due to the jet, but information about the drag requires additional
modelling of the surface boundary layer. A similar technique has been used to represent the boundary layer by discrete .

vortices and doublets. The model's prediction has been compared with the experimental data of an unblown circular ...c linder•. . "-'

C Chord
CL Lift coefficient 0
CD Drag coefficient
CJ : Jet momentum coefficient
d Vortex distance
K Arbitrary decay constant
q Tangential velocity
Re :Radius of the cylinder
R V  :Radial position of a vortex
Ri  :Radial position of an image vortex
Rb Radial distance of the outer edge of boundary layer - .
Rd Radial distance of the outer edge of displacement thickness
t Age of a vortex
t: Slot thickness

Free stream velocity
y : Vortex strength
Yo :Initial vortex strength
6d :Displacement thickness

1. INTRODUCTIuN

The concept of circulation control for high lift generation was developed in the early 1960's at the National
Gas Turbine Establishment and has since been investigated by a number of researchers. Early work in the subject had 0
investigated the lift and drag characteristics of two-dimensional circular and elliptic cross-sections with circulation
control (References 1-4). Later work extended the application of circulation control concept to helicopter rotors
(References 5-6). The main current research effort is the X-wing, being developed for the US Navy and DARPA
(References 7-9).

Circulation control relies for lift generation on the ability of a wall jet to control the separation point at
the bluff trailing edge of an aerofoil. Conventional aerofoils feature a sharp trailing edge which effectively determines
the location of the rear stagnation point. The rear stagnation point of an aerofoil with a non-sharp trailing edge is not
constrained in this manner, and its location can be controlled by a wall jet. Control of the aerofoil circulation results
in, what is known as, "circulation control by blowing". ".

The relationship between the lift generated by a circulation control aerofoil and the wall jet momentum
supplied reflects a complex interaction of the aerofoil design parameters. Factors influencing performance include the
aerofoil shape, lea 'ing and trailing edge design, blowing slot width and the number of slots as well as slot(s) position.
The performance of an arbitrary circulation control aerofoil is determined by the interaction of these design
parameters. If a theoretical model does not correctly represent the effects of those parameters, it will fail to model an 0
arbitrary circulation control aerofoil. The lack of a generalized performance prediction method has restricted
circulation control development and applications despite its promising performance.

2.1 CONVENTIONAL CIRCULATION CONTROL MODELLING

There have been several efforts to predict the performance of an arbitrary circulation control aerofoil, all
based on a conventional boundary layer approach to the problem. This approach was developed initially by Dunham
(Reforence 10) to predict the flow about a circular cylinder fitted with a wall jet exhausting near tangentially to its S
surface. Dunham's method relied on the conventional boundary layer and wall jet calculations to decide the pressures at
the separation points on the upper and lower surfaces. A solution was reached when a certain jet strength satisfied
Thwaites condition (Reference 11) of equal separation pressures at the upper and lower surfaces.

L , .
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The model's accuracy of prediction depended on the assumptions made regarding the wall jet
representation, flow entrainment from the outer flow to the jet, and the separation criterion. Dunham's model

- satisfactorily predicted circulation control performance trends at low momentum coefficients (Figure 1). However, the
numberical accuracy became poor at high momentum coefficients with small slot widths or when analysing single slot
models. This accuracy reflected the sensitivity of the model to the treatment of separation and entrainment. These
became significant considerations when the length of the surface between the blowing slot(s) and the separation point
was large, either at high momentum coefficient, or when only one slot was employed at a position far from the

. separation point.

-'2. Similar methods have been developed (References 12-13), but all these methods relied on successfil
development of semi-empirical expressions to treat turbulent boundary layers and wall jets over curved surfaces in the
presence of an arbitrary pressur, gradient. Although encouraging results have been obtained using this technique, a
more fundamental approach is desirable. It is desirable that such an approach should be sufficiently general to allow
treatment of the many applications of boundary layer control and Coanda flows in contemporary aerodynamics. A new
model is developed, and described below, which is based on a discrete-vortex approximation to the shear layer external
to a wall jet under an external stream.

" 2.2 DISCRETE VORTEX MODELLING OF CIRCULATION CONTROL

Discrete-vortex modelling consists of the representation of a shear layer, by a number of discrete vortex
* filaments surrounded by an inviscid, irrotational flow. Deformation of the sheet is calculated by evaluating the velocity

induced at each element by the remaining elements and satisfying the boundary conditions of the initial flow. Discrete-
vortex modelling has been applied to a wide range of flows which include shear layer(s). Rosenhead (Reference 14)
applied this technique to the shear layer formed between two uniform streams of flow with equal speed in opposite
directions. The same technique was used to represent the two shear layers separating a stream from an exterior stream
flowing with equal speed in the opposite direction (Reference 15). Gerrard (Reference 16) adapted this approach to %
model the wake shed by a bluff body, the shear layer at the wake boundary being represented by discrete vortices
introduced into the flow at successive time steps.

The application of this technique to circulation control was developed initially for circular cylinders d
(Reference 17), then extended later for other forms of aerofoils (Reference 18). Several modifications and
developments have been introduced since, and the latest form of the models is presented below.

3.1 MODEL DESCRIPTION

Initially, the flow about a circular cross-section in a uniform stream is modelled with zero circulation. The I
circular boundar% is formed by introducing a doublet into the uniform stream. The shear layer formed at the edge of

the jet is repre.~ented by a series of discrete vortices. The shear layer is formed as the jet emerges from the slot, sothe vortices are introduced progressively to simulate the growth of the jet as it leaves the slot and flows downstream.
The first vortex is introduced at a point above the circular boundary where the slot is located. The distance of this
point from the boundary is the slot width. The vortex is accompanied by an image v irtex inside the boundary, with the
same strength but opposite sense of rotation. The position of the image vortex is decided by the equation:

RRi = R
2
o (1)

where R5 : Radial distance of the vortex
Ri : Radial distance of the image vortex
Re Radius of the circular boundary

The reason for introducing the image vortex is to preserve the shape of the circular boundary by ensuring
the absence of any normal velocity at the circular boundary. The external %ortex moves a specified distance step after
calculating the induced velocities on this vortex by all elements of the flow field, including its image. The image
vortex position is readjusted according to equation (1), while a new vortex is introduced at the slot lip with its new
image. The process is repeated, allowing each vortex to move a distance proportional to the time taken by the initial

*O vortex to move over the fixed distance-step, and also to the local velocity of the vortex in question. After each step, a
new vortex/image is introduced at the slot lip. The process leads eventually to a sheet of discrete vortices as shown in
Fig.2.

3 3.2 JET DECAY

In the real flow, the jet momentum decays due to viscous and mass entrainment effects. As a segment of
the jet mass flow leaves the slot and flows downstream, a gradual loss of its momentum occurs due to viscosity and
entrainment from the external flow. This loss in momentum may be represented in the model by the use of a time
dependent vortex decay. The rate of loss of momentum is expected to be in proportion to the initial jet momentum and
the external flow momentum. Therefore, an arbitrary form of decay has been adopted in the model by reducing the
vortex strength as it flows from the slot. Assuming that the initial strength of the vortex is (yo), then its strength will
be reduced to the value

-(t) = Yo.EXP(- KUy 0t/d) (2)

where U_,: Free stream velocity
d : Distance step
t Time age of the vortex

. K= Arbitrary constant

_p..P
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The value (/d)represents the circulation per unit length of the shear layer when the jet leaves the slot, hence it can be
used as a measure of the jet momentum. The value u. is a measure of the momentum of the external flow. The chosen
form of decay obeys the observed conditions that the strength of the vortex becomes zero as its age increases
indefinitely and that its decay is most rapid, when the vortex age is small and the shear is greatest.

3.3 CALCULATION OF THE LIFT AND JET MOMENTUM COEFFICIENTS (CL and CJ)
The lift coefficient (CL) is calculated by integrating the normal local pressure coefficients (CC on the -.

circular boundary, determined as usual from -2

c 1 - u(Iu,)
2

where U, = local velocity induced by all the flow elements.
:O

The jet mass flow rate (fj ) is defined as pVjtj, where Vj is the mean jet velocity at the slot exit, tj is the
jet thickness at the slot.Vj is calculated in the model as the surface velocity beneath the slot lip and defined as Vs. The %

jet momentum is then defined as the product of rh and the increment in surface velocity beneath the slot(AV)due to the % "
presence of the jet. In defining this jet momentum, a primary consideration is that the momentum coefficient .
predicted should be zero when no air is supplied to the blowing system. Therefore the jet momentum coefficient is
calculated as:

Cj = (Vs AV tj)/(u
2 Ro)

where Vs is the total surface velocity at the slot and AV is the velocity induced at the surface by the
vortices only.

4.1 MODEL CONVERGENCE AND SENSITIVITY TO VORTEX SPACING

The lift and momentum coefficients will be reliably predicted when the following conditions are met:- .'. -'

1) the geometry of the jet sheet should stabilise so that the introduction of additional vortices have no 0effect on it ,_

2) the vortex spacing used to model the jet sheet should not affect the lift and momentum coefficients.

In the previous sections it has been shown that the process of introducing vortices at the slot lip eventually
led to a fixed geometry for the jet sheet which was unaffectod by the introduction of further vortices at the slot lip,
thus satisfying condition (1) above.

O
Condition 2 was tested by evaluating CL and Cj for different values of the vortex-distance ratio (d' = d/R) =.-7

for appropriate initial vortex strengths yo determined so that y 0 /dU remained constant. Figures 3 and 4 show that the
predicted values of CL and Cj is strongly dependent on the vortex-distance ratio d'. The curves of both figures suggest
that there are unique values of CL and Cj when d' = 0. The curves do not continue to d' = 0 because the effect that one
vortex induced on its immediate neighbours became very large at small d' and the resultant motions of the sheet are
best described as chaotic. To solve this problem, a vortex splitting process has been adopted, as explained below.

4.2 VORTEX SPLITTING -

In order to study the convergence of the model's prediction, further reduction in the vortex distance is
needed, without altering the contour of the vortex sheet. Reduction of the vortex distance is possible by splitting the
vortices after the sheet's contour has been established. Each vortex in the sheet is divided into a group of sub-vortices.
The sub-vortices are spread along te Line separating this vortex from the next one. The strength of each sub-vortex is
calculated in proportion with the general decay of the sheet as expressed in equation (2), provided that the total
strength of a group of sub-vortices equals the strength of the original vortex which was split. This has similarities to :'
Maskew's work (Ref. 19).

The splitting process allows an indefinite reduction in the vortex distance without altering the contour of
the vortex sheet, or the circulation.

Figures 5 and 6 show the results obtained by introducing the splitting process to the model. The figures . "
show that both CL and Cj continue to converge towards ultimate values, as suggested before by Figures 3 and 4. A -
wider range of investigation on different circular cylinders has concluded that if the vortex distance is eventually
reduced to 0.1 per cent of the cylinder's radius, the predicted CL and Cj values will converge to within 0.5 per cent of
its ultimate values. The ultimate values are those expected if the vortex distance is reducedto zero, i.e. when the %
vortex sheet becomes a continuous sheet of vorticity. The model, in this form, has successfully represented a
continuous sheet of vorticity by a discrete vortex model.

5.1 COMPARISONS WITH EXPERIMENTAL DATA

The mathematical model has been applied to a wide range of circular cylinders and its predictions .
compared with the corresponding experimental data. The application has covered different circular cylinder designs
and flow conditions. A variety of circular cylinders have been tested and reported in Ref.(2). Two of those models have
been chosen to demonstrate the vortex model's prediction capability. Figure 7 shows the comparison for a single slot
model (ROMNEY MODEL 2 BUILD 4) at two angles of attack. Figure 7a represents the case when the slot was .'. '
located at the top dead centre, with the wind tunnel speed at M.= 0.2. In Figure 7b the slot was moved 20P aft from top ,'." *
dead centre, while the tunnel speed was at M_= 0.34. The prediction has been calculated in each case for different

.,' ..- ,

~%" ,'"
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values of the arbitrary constant (K), defined in the decay equation (2). The model gives an excellent prediction of the
experimental results when K = 0.165. Despite the differences in free stream velocity and slot position, the same value
of K has produced equally good agreement with the experiment shown in the second case (7b).

A different model (ROMNEY MODEL 2 BUILD 2) has been used for further comparison. The model
employed two slots, one at top dead centre and the other at 300 downstream, while the wind tunnel speeds were M_ =

0.2 and 0.32, as shown in Figure (8). The discrete vortex model has been applied in this case by introducing vortices
from the two slots simultaneously. Both sheets have the same intensity of vorticity, the total jet momentum
coefficient is the sum of both jet momentum coefficients. The motion of each vortex is decided by the velocity induced

- on this vortex by all vortices in both sheets. Figure 8 shows that the prediction is consistent with that produced in the
single slot model, since the value of K remains virtually unchanged. The comparison of the discrete vortex model's

•.- . prediction with other circular cylinders has produced the same conclusion. The value of K remains near constant in all
cases, regardless of the model's dimension, slot(s) position on free stream velocity. A similar conclusion has been
obtained when the model is applied to cross-sections other than circular. An example of this application is shown
below.

5.2 APPLICATION OF THE MODEL TO ELLIPTIC-SECTIONS

The discrete-vortex modelling may be used to represent a jet on other cross-sections. The modelling can

be applied to any section provided that it can be represented by potential flow elements such as doublets, sinks, sources,
etc. This representation is essential because it is used as a starting point for the discrete vortex modelling. However,
an alternative method to predict the performance of a specified cross-section is to use the conformal transformation.
If the required section can be produced by a suitable conformal transformation from a circular section, then the

. velocity distribution, as predicted from the model discussed above, can be transformed to predict the performance of
the required section. This method has been used to predict the performance of an elliptic-section. The Kutta-
Zhukovsky transformation has been used to calculate the velocity distribution on the elliptic boundary which allows the
calculation of both lift and jet momentum coefficients of the ellipse.

A comparison with experimental results is shown in Figure 9. The experimental model is Allcock's elliptic
section 10/A (Reference 3), the section has a thickness chord ratio of 20%, with the slot located at a position of 0.874C
from the leading edge, C being the chord of the ellipse. Figure 9 shows a similar result to that demonstrated for the
circular section. A value of K within the range of 0.15-0.165 brings the model's prediction into very good agreement
with the experimental data, further supporting the thought that K may be a constant irrespective of section.

6.1 BOUNDARY LAYER MODELLING BY DISCRETE-VORTICES

The previous discussion has shown that the discrete vortex modelling of the jet's shear layer successfully
predicts the lift produced from an arbitrary aerofoil section with circulation control. The model in its present form
cannot provide a prediction of the drag produced from such an aerofoil. An accurate prediction of the drag requires
additional modelling of the surface boundary layer. The surface boundary layer is a shear layer which forms on the
aerofoil boundary due to the "non-slip" condition at the surface. The surface shear layer is formed between a zero-

velocity surface and an external flow of non-zero velocity, while the jet shear layer is formed between a high velocity
jet flow and an external slower velocity flow. Therefore the surface shear layer can be considered as a sheet of Ii
vorticity similar to that of the jet but with the opposite sense of circulation. While the jet sheet speeds up the flow at
the upper surface, the boundary layer sheet tends to slow the flow down. Therefore the circulation in the two sheets
will be opposite. A discrete vortex model of the boundary layer on an unblown circular section has been developed prior
to combining it with the jet model in order to predict both lift and drag.

6.2 UNBLOWN CIRCULAR SECTION BOUNDARY LAYER MODEL

%e "-A model of discrete vortices, which represent the boundary layer, must satisfy the boundary conditions of

the flow in this layer. The velocity profile inside the boundary layer should satisfy the two basic conditions of zero

velocity at the surface and a velocity at the outer edge of the profile equal to that of the potential flow. The presence
of the vortices should create a velocity field which, when combined with the potential flow field, leads to a velocity
profile similar to that measured in the boundary layer. Figure 10 explains how a pair of vortices (vortex + image)
create a velocity profile that alters the potential flow profile into one similar to that of a boundary layer. The

magnitude of the velocities in the vortex profile depend on the strength and position of the vortex relative to the
circular boundary, as well as the angular distance of the vortex from the control point A.

To calculate the strength of the vortex, consider a control area as shown in Figure 11. The area lies
between two arbitrary angular positions (el, e2), its internal edge is the circular cylinder surface and the outer edge
lies in the flow just outside the boundary layer. The total circulation bounrdi -y thii are~a ci n),- cculated as:

y = q ds

where q = the velocity tangential to the area's boundary

and ds = element of distance along the area's boundary

Since q = 0 along the circle surface

f82 R bRb

Rb qt d0 - qn 2 dr +0 qnl dr
%'..R

o  Ro

where qt : Potential flow tangential velocity
qn Normal velocity inside the boundary layer
. : Angular position measured from the leading edge

%
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Assuming that the change in the normal velocity between positions 61 ande2 is negligible, i.e. l=

fe2 
2

y = R qt dO (3)

The circulation calculated in this way satisfies the conditions of zero surface velocity, and that the
velocity outside the boundary layer is that of the potential flow. However, if equation (3) is applied for the vortices at
positions of 8>90 0, the calculated circulation will decrease as e increases because of the reduction in qt . This is not
physically acceptable, since the boundary layer vorticity has to increase because it represents the momentum destroyed " "
by the surface. Therefore it has been assumed that the vortex strength remains constant for the region 0 >900. The
complete modelling of the boundary layer starts by dividing the layer along the surface into (n) control areas of equal
angular width. The circulation within each box is calculated according to equation (3) or according to the assumption" -'-
mentioned above, then each calculated circulation is concentrated in a single vortex at the middle angular position
between @1 and 02 (Fig.11). The distance of each vortex from the circular surface is decided by applying the condition of S
zero velocity at (n) control points on the circle. The control points are chosen at the intermediate angular positions
between the vortices. These points are used as reference points for calculating the velocity profiles across the
boundary layer. The application of zero velocity condition leads to (n) algebraic equations which can be solved to
calculate the exact positions of the vortices. The model adopts two groups of (n) discrete vortices to represent the
boundary layer at the upper and lower surfaces, but only (n) algebraic equations are solved because of the symmetry of
the flow on both surfaces. The velocity profile has been calculated at each control point, and the outer edge of the
profile (Rb) is considered to be reached when the calculated velocity equals that of the potential flow.

The calculated velocity profile has been used to calculate the displacement thickness at each control point.
The displacement thickness is calculated from the equations:

fRd Rb rb

R t dyJ" f'J qdy)- I f 0 qt dy] where Rd =Ro + 6d0 PF Ro B

where dy = distance element along the radial direction 0
8d Displacement thickness
PF denotes the original potential flow
BL denotes the boundary layer due to vortex flow

This equation is driven from the definition of the displacement thickness as the distance by which the
potential flow streamlines are displaced by the presence of the boundary layer.

The pressure coefficient at this point is then defined as S

Cp=I - (qtd/LU)2

where qtd is the tangential potential flow velocity at the distance Rd. The pressure coefficient distribution along the
surface is used to correlate the model's prediction with the experimental data. To complete modelling the flow around
the circular cylinder, it is necessary to model the separated flow region behind the cylinder. The position of the
separation point is decided from the calculated velocity profiles by using the definition of separation. The separation
point is defined as the point where the surface shear stress vanishes, i.e. when the tangential velocity gradient at the
surface becomes zero t/aoys= 0. This gradient has been calculated from the velocity profile at each control point until
its value reaches zero. The separation is considered to occur at this position and the separation pressure coefficient is .- X
taken as the pressure coefficient of this point. Since the separated flow region has constant pressure, it is simulated by
introducing a number of doublets on the surface between the separation points. The strength of these doublets are
decided by applying the condition of constant separation pressure at the control points in the separated area.

The model's prediction of the pressure coefficient distribution has been compared with kchenbach's data
(Reference 20) for a supercritical flow, i.e. the turbulent boundary layer is fully developed. Figure 12 shows the
comparison between experiment, potential flow and model's prediction. The figure shows how the number of vortices
has affected the predicted separation position and pressure. It has been found, as suggested by the figure, that the
prediction converges rapidly as the number of vortices increases. If the number is increased more than 60, there is
little effect on the predicted position and pressure at separation. Apart from the region between 0 = 850 and 1050, the
prediction has produced a very good agreement with the experimental data. The deficiency in the prediction in this
region is probably due to the assumption of constant vorticity in the region of e > 900. The model's prediction is
expected to improve if the vorticity increases in this region rather than remaining constant. Further investigation is
required to find a formula governing the growth of vorticity in this region. The drag coefficient CD has been calculated
by integrating the predicted pressure distribution, and compared with the experimental value. The predicted pressure
distribution gave a value of CD = 0.768, while the corresponding experimental value was CD = 0.755, that is, an error of
less than 2%. The noticable error in the model's prediction of the Cp distribution in the region of 1050 > e > 850 has, as
expected, a very small contribution to the calculated value of CD ,

7. CONLUSMONS

A theoretical model has been developed to predict the performance of an arbitrary aerofoil whose
circulation is controlled by blowing. The model relies on representing the existing shear layer(s) by sheet(s) of discrete
vortices rather then using the conventional boundary (shear) layer analysis. Initially, a model has been developed to
predict the lift and jet momentum coefficients of a section equipped with a slot which discharges a wall jet
downstream. The shear layer between the jet and the external flow has been represented by a series of vortices
emerging from the slot. The model has employed a form of vortex time decay to simulate the real jet decay due to
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viscous and entrainment effects. It has boon assumed that the strength of decay is in proportion to the external flow
momentum, the jot momentum and an arbitrary constant of decay. In comparison with experimental data, the model's
prediction has shown that the value of this arbitrary constant is approximately fixed despite the wide variations in
model geometry, number of slots and external flow velocity. In order to predict the drag of the circulation controlled
aerofoil, a second model has boon developed to represent the boundary layer on an unblown circular aerofoil, as an
initial stop towards combining the two models for the prediction of both lift and drag. The boundary layer, as a shear
layer, has boon represented in the model by a series of discrete vortices, while the separated flow region has boon
simulated by a group of doublets. The strength of vortices/doublets has boon calculated using the boundary conditions
applicable to the boundary layer and separation criteria. The model's prediction of the pressure distribution around the

" surface has produced reasonable agreement with the experimental data of the unblown circular section. The
experimental drag coefficient is predicted theoretically, with an error of only 2%.

A combination of the jot and the unblown models is expected to result in a generalized representation
which predicts both lift and drag coefficients of an arbitrary circulation controlled aerofoil. It is also expected that by
combining the jet and the boundary layer sets of vortices, an explanation for the nearly constant value of decay in the
jet model may be possible.
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SUMMARY

- More accurate inviscid and viscous flow models are needed for simulating the main fea-
tures of the turbulent bubbles in the near wakes behind airfoils at high angles of attack.

Descriptions of these flows are not sufficientely detailed to allow accurate modelling
for the recirculating flow regions.

Numerical and wind tunnel experiments are required to ensure convergence criteria and
wake closure conditions at different Reynolds numbers.

A simple relation is found which correlates the airfoil viscous lift loss with the lo- .-
cation of the upper surface separation point and lift predicted in full attached flow con-
ditions.

This simple 2-D model has been extended to 3-D wing flows with embedded turbulent bub-
bles after a set of wind tunnel experiments and oil-flow visualizations.

A fast and efficient method is given for predicting spanwise load distribution and 4
C for finite unswept wings.
Lmax , 9
1. INTRODUCTION

Large turbulent bubbles may be observed in the near wakes behind axysimmetric and 3-D r- ...
bluff-bodies as well as behind airfoils and wings at high anglesrof attack.

For axysimmetric bodies detailed experimental mean velocity profiles in the near and
far wakes are available (Ref. 1) and furthermore the shape of the turbulent bubbles have
been correlated to the boundary layer momentum thickness at the separation points. Since
these points may be easily pyedicted or fixed, an efficient, fast and accurate computatio
nal method has been presented in Ref. 2 for iterative calculations of the outer inviscid, S
turbulent boundary layers and wake regions, which leads to a very good agreement with the
experimental data.

For wakes flows behind bluff-bodies like car configurations up to now the complex stru
cture of turbulent bubbles, with and without embedded longitudinal vortices, is studied
by qualitative examination of oil-flow patterns on the body surface. Searches are in pro-
gress for a better comprehension of the wakes behind road vehicles by visualizations of
measurements of total pressure with coloured isopressure maps (Ref. 3), and by some wake 0
surveys conducted with the ultimated goal of the drag prediction e.g. (Ref. 4).

Fig. 1 shows the oil-flow pattern on a notchback car configuration obtained in the small
scale test facility at the Italian Air Force Academy. The starting lines of these wakes
cannot be accurately predicted by the present abilities of the 3-D boundary layer compu-
tational methods.

It is well known from the basic paper of Mc Cullough and Gault (Ref. 5), that infinite
unswept wings show a turbulent type of stall which is the representative mechanism of the
breakdown of flow for all airfoils at high Reynolds numbers (Rem >10 7 ) and for thick air
foils at intermediate Reynolds numbers. .

In the trailing-edge separation region and in the near wake of these airfoils turbulent
bubbles are found at moderate angle of attack a but their effects increase with a

The upper surface separation region is usually characterized by a constant pressure but
in the near wake a recompression region follows up to the rear stagnation point, the clo-.
sure point of the wake Fig. 2.

Available experimental techniques for measuring mixing process in the separated regions
suffers from the basic shortcoming that flow separation from an airfoils is quite sensitive
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to small change in the ambient flow even at large distance. The flying hot-wire, which is
well usable to measure wake flows behind bluff-bodies, seems to be a difficult tool for
airfoil flows since appreciate interference effects became measurable.

Consequently are very few detailed measurements of flow fields associated with low
speed turbulent boundary layers and wakes for airfoils;are not extensive the pressure and
velocity surveys of the pre and post-separated regions on airfoils with rear separation.

For example Seetharam and Wentz (Ref. 6) have measured for 17% thick GA(W)-1 airfoil
section at angle of attack of 10, 14 and 18 deg. steep gradients of displacement and mo-
mentum thickness and of the separation streamline. Details of the wake velocity and pres
sure distributions were obtained at only four stations and it has been observed that the
region of flow reversal terminates at the rear stagnation point within a short distance
of less than 20% chord downstream from the trailing-edge for the test range of anqle of
attack.

More recently Mehta and Goradia (Ref. 7) have published new experimental studies of
the separated flow always over the NASA GA(W)-1 airfoil. Mean velocity profiles, boundary
layer properties and skin friction distributions have been presented but measurements ha-
ve not been performed behind the trailing-edge.

* Furthermore experimental investigations of separating boundary layers and downstream
- wakes by Laser-Doppler velocimeters have been generally concerned with small regions of

separated flow and the consequent wakes (Ref. 8-11).
Computational models based on the solution of Navier-Stokes equations (Ref. 12 to 19)

have been developed too for flows when the depths and lenghts of separated regions are
small, the downstream wakes are symmetric or weakly asymmetric and the test Reynolds num

"* bers are often not of engineering interest.
" In this paper the capabilities of boundary element methods for predicting airfoil ty-
* pe flows at high angle of attack are critically examined in view of their extension to

3-D flows.
Our knowledge and understanding of 3-D separated flows is today poor and computational

methods of 3-D boundary layers where strong crossflows are involved are seen to be inade-
quate for the prediction of wing flows at high angle of attack. The conclusion is that

" .effects of turbulent bubbles behind finite wings can be calculated only by suitable exten
sion of simple 2-D models.

It will be shown that the 2-D viscous lift losses are strictly related to the lenghts
of turbulent bubbles and particulary to the distance of separation point from the trai-
ling-edge even when the recirculating flow in the turbulent bubbles change almost abrup-
tly from pre-stall at post-stall conditions.

This result has been extended to 3-D finite unswept wings and justified also with the
aid of oil-flow pattern visualizations.

V- By an efficient and fast procedure based on a modified lifting-line theory and on 2-D
viscous calculations at several spanwise stations accurate solutions for high (10.05) and

* low (3.1) aspect ratio unswept wings have been obtained at pre and post-stall conditions.

2. SIMULATIONS OF SEPARATED FLOWS BY BOUNDARY ELEMENT METHODS

A general computational iterative scheme for predicting inviscid, viscous and wake re
*gions is shown in Fig. 3.

Numerical predictions of pressure and skin friction distributions and the overall aero-
dynamic characteristics for airfoils and wings are currently very successful in the aero-
space industries when the viscous-inviscid interactions are weak, i.e. when small separa-
tion regions are very close to the trailing-edges. These engineering solutions can be achi
eved in a fast and economic way with the today available computers.

At higher angles of attack the viscous-inviscid interaction become more and more seve-
re up to the dramatic behaviour of flow at stall criticalincidence.

In almost all the proposed methods inviscid approximations are introduced for modelling
separated boundary-layers and wakes. Separation streamlines or thin vortex-sheet are cal-
culated combining boundary-layer and potential flow codes in an iteration cycle.

In the inviscid problems Neumann and Dirichlet mixed boundary conditions are imposed
on the attached regions and on the separated streamlines respectively. The Neumann con-
dition on the outer surfaces of attached flow regions is sometimes imposed as an inter

* nal Dirichlet boundary condition as stated by known potential theory. This type of condi-
. tion is then imposed everywhere on the boundaries.

First-order source panel procedures have been used by Jacob (Ref. 20 and 21), Geller
(Ref. 22), Farn and al. (Ref. 23). Finite difference calculations were performed by Barn
well (Ref. 24), Carlson (Ref. 25). First-order vortex panel method has been picked by
Dvorak and Maskew (Ref. 26). These last excepted all the other impose the boundary condi-
tiens in a linearized form but even in the free vortex sheet model of Dvorak any detail

*of the flow within the turbulent bubbles are not given.
Convergence criteria and wake closure have not investigated or ensured in many of the

above proposed models.
,t%
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Boundary-layer calculations are carried out by integral methods in order to reduce corn

puting times; therefore predictions of separation points are not often accurate. In many
investigations locations of separation points were prescribed according to the experimen
tal measurements or were arbitrary fixed.

Moreover empirical relations have been introduced to obtain appropriate lenghts of the
separation streamlines or vortex sheets.

Almost all the mentioned approximations have been introduced in the computational mo-
dels developed by Gross (Ref. 27), Zumwalt and Naik (Ref. 28) and Zumwalt and Elongaven
(Ref. 29), even if an attempt of simulation of turbulent bubbles in the recompression re-
gions has been set up. The mixing process in the outer part of the bubbles, from separa-
tion to the rear stagnation point, is computed with an adaptation of the Chapman-Korst
turbulent mixing theory (Ref. 30) to the incompressible case. Approximate elliptic velo-
city profiles are used in the lower part of the recirculating flow regions.

As a consequence of various simplifying assumptions and approximations good correla-
tions with the experimental data for both pressure distributions and lift coefficients
have been achieved in very few cases.

Generally the constant pressure level C in the separation zone are somewhat lower
than experiment; but if C values are in Rose agreement with experimental results the
same accuracy has not sho&A to be attained in the attached flow regions.

Finally it is unusual to see accurate predictions for the pressure drag. It must be •
pointed out that when weak viscous-inviscid interaction are taken in account the compu-
ted airfoil drag characteristics are in very close agreement with experiment for low and
intermediate angle of attack Fig. 4 (Ref. 38). Conversely if some procedure, such as, for
example the approach used by Dvorak and Maskew (Ref. 26) gives reasonable correlation with
experimental data at high incidence there is to be surprised that comparisons of calcula
ted and experimental drag characteristics at lower lifting conditions are worst as in . - -

Fig. 4.
Really many detailed phisical aspects of the turbulent bubbles are not yet well Known

and the actual processes in the separated region have not been incluted in the models.
Some improvements can be easily introduced in the computational elements and works .. ,

are in progress to this aim as shown in (Ref. 32).
Computational methods for 3-D wing flows with embedded turbulent bubbles at high angles

of attack are very few. With the potential code of (Ref. 26) extended to 3-D flows, Summa
and Maskew (Ref. 33) have applied the vortex sheet model to a 100 swept wing at 210 inci- 0
dence with 3-D separation line prescribed according to experiment (approximately at 6%
chord).

Comparison of calculated and experimental pressure distributions are shown only at
two stations, but are not reported neither the spanwise lift distributions nor the over-
all lift and drag caefficients.

In section 4 a simple and fast method for evaluating spanwise load distributions on
wings with extended separation within turbulent bubbles will be discussed.

Here it should also be stated some remarks concerning the basic weak point of the pre- ,-" ..-

diction of separation at high angle of attack when high adverse pressure gradient can .' -

bernet even at a very short distance from the airfoil leading-edges.
After extensive experimentations we have come, years ago, to a conclusion that bounda-

ry layer calculations by finite difference methods such as the modified Mellor procedure
of (Ref. 34), lead to reasonable prediction of separation.

At high angle of attack two basic results stem from our numerical experiments:
1) the interactive flow w. =bs(U 6 3), computed at the separation points, exhibits

a maximum value just atl stall~ng incidence (Ref. 35), Fig. 5. An explanation of
this behaviour may be the following: the interactive normal flow w increases within !! !
a at all the airfoil contour points and the shiftings of the separation points (SP)
are small at pre-stall conditions. Just at the stall angle of attack the separation
points (for airfoils with turbulent stall) shift remarkably towards the leading-edge 0
and there one meets with a lower level of interactive flow;

2) a go-down of lift curves after stall is attained without introducing any wake model,
using a "reduced perimeter" in the basic airfoil circulation 4lp(Ref. 35, 36) Fig. 6.

3. 2-D VISCOUS LIFT LOSS

Global effects of 2-D turbulent bubbles on the airfoil lift could be measured by the
two characteristic lenghts of the bubbles, i.e. the distance from the trailing-edges of
the upper surface separation points and of the reattachement points in the near wakes.

Experimental observations show that the location of wake closure does not appreciably
change with the angle of attack at constant Reynolds number.

The assumption is here made that the lifting capability of an airfoil with an embedded
turbulent bubble is reduced in comparison with the full attached flow conditions in direct S
ratio to the location, in term of chord fraction, of the upper-surface separation point
e.:
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where K is a constant which can be evaluated from experiments.
The simple relation (1) comes from physical resonings as well as from computations of

several potential flows and turbulent boundary layers.
Full attached flow solutions have been obtained by higher order panel method (Ref. 7).

Boundary layer equations were solved by the finite difference procedure of (Ref. 34).
Fig. 7 shows the calculated results ( C , x ) and the experimental data (C )cA se .' =Cei veri

for a standard and laminar airfoil. It can e bseed that eq. (1) with K - 1 is lexifled
quite well for NACA 63 3-018 and quantitatively in a less fashion for the NACA 0012 airfoil
whose behaviour at the stall is abrupt. Eq. (1) will be used in 3-D separated flows forhis simplicity and for the good agreement shown in many 2-D flows with turbulent bubbles.

4. CALCULATION OF FINITE WINGS AT HIGH ANGLE OF ATTACK

For finite unswept wings at high lift and at low speed the separation zone is largely
two-dimensional except at the wing tips and at wing-body junction.

This conclusion has been confirmed too by the oil-flow visualizations of limiting stre-
'-: .amlines on the upper surface of several rectangular wings, with different aspect ratio and

thickness. -
Fig. 8 to 10 show some oil-flow patterns obtained in the low Reynolds number (4-7.1 )

small scale wind tunnel at Italian Air Force Academy.
Strong 3-D effects are manifest at the wing tip and near the tunnel wall-model junc-

tion with intense vortices and 3-D separated flows. In the mean part of the models either
in the attached or even in large separation regions the limiting streamlines show 2-D be-
haviour -

The assumption that for unswept finite wings the potential flows in the streamwise pla-
ne of motion are 2-D comes from the Prandtl's genious. The 2-D hypothesis can be extended
even for viscous flows once it is known the spanwise distribution of the induced angle of
attack in order to obtain the effective spanwise incidence (a =a + )• e

For small values of a this technique has been successfully ap~lied in (Ref. 38) for
the calculation of polar arag of finite wings within an integrated computer system. %

At higher angles of attack the viscous computations, at different spanwise stations,
should include simulations of 2-D wake effects. In any case, once the separation points
have been predicted, the lift curve slopes C (y), which are input parameters in the lift
ing line theory, have been reduced according1 o: .

L (y)]x (y
viscous+wake corrected (2)

.-l (y)  C

IN, -a full attached flow

3-D inviscid solutions have been achieved by the Multhopp method as modified by the
first author (Ref. 39) with a fast and accurate extension of Prandtl's wing theory to
very low aspect ratio unswept wings.

A first set of calculations has been carried out for a 10.05 aspect ratio tapered and
twisted wing, experimentally investigated in (Ref. 40).

Locations of separation points at different angles of attack have been obtained by vi-
scous calculations and shown in Fig. 11. Spanwise load distributions in full attached flow
and with the viscous correction of eq. (2) can be seen in Fig. 12, representing pre-stall

Ot 16*), stall ( a~ =170) and post-stall ( ot =18') conditions.
Comparison of calculated lift coefficients with experimental data are quite satisfacto-

ry as shown in Fig. 13. At a =17' the predicted maximum lift coefficient is C =1.44% max %
in good agreement with the experimental value 1.43. At a =20' the calculated max is
1.38, lightly lower than the measured value 1.39.Lmax

A second set of numerical solutions have been achieved for a 3.1 aspect ratio untwisted
rectangular wing at a =22.5', recently investigated by Jacob (Ref. 41). Jacob's calculations
lead to an overprediction of the spanwise load distribution and of the overall lift.

% The spanwise load distribution in full attached flow is shown as the upper curve in
Fig. 14 and is in very good agreement with the solution of lifting surface theory used by I. ~Jacob. '!

The obtained spanwise separation line has been reported in Fig. 15 and compared with
Jacob's solutions and with experimental data from DLR-FB-21-12. With the now known x /c /c
new inviscid 3-D lifting line calculations have been performed, assuming for the spanwse
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2-D lift curve slopes values corresponding to the proposed equation (2).
The calculated spanwise lift distribution for the given wing with extended separation
(=22.5') is given in Fig. 14 and is found in a closer agreement with experiment than

Jacob's solutions.
It is necessary to point out that our viscous calculations for seven stations in the .

halfspan need for 21 minutes on an IBM 3032 in comparison with the about 1 hour CPU-time
on an IBM 370/158 computer spent in the Jacob's calculations. 2

A paltry time is obviously required for the inviscid solutions with the modified lif- .. .
ting-line theory. .

The present method is very profitable when separation lines are known from experiments
or from other viscous computations. r.

Fig. 16 show shapes of separation lines given in (Ref. 33) and the calculated spanwise
load distributions and overall lift coefficients for a 4 apect ratio rectangular wing at
1Z*, 16' and 180 deg. and Reynolds number Re= 6 10 . The results state that this wing
should have a stalling angle of attack a =160 and a C =0.887.

Lmax

5. CONCLUSIONS

The abilities of potential and viscous methods for simulating airfoil type flows at
high angle of attack with large turbulent bubbles have been examined in view of their ex- -.
tensions to 3-D flows. '.'

Improvements are needed in the inviscid models to ensure convergence criteria of the
iteration cycles and conditions of wake closure at different Reynolds number.

Better velocity profiles have to be introduced in modelling the viscous recirculating
flows inside the turbulent bubbles at pre-stall and post-stall conditions.

With these improvements closer agreements with experiment will be attained for the pres 0
sure distributions and for lift and drag characteristics for all airfoils with turbulent
type of stall.

A simple but efficient correlation between the 2-D viscous lift losses and len hts of
turbulent bubbles has been introduced after computations of several potential flow and
turbulent boundary layers.

The proposed correlation has been extended for 3-D "nswept wing flows when the separa-
tion zone is largely 2-D. 0

Intensive experimental tests have been carried out by the oil-flow tecnique to obtain
Aconfirmations of the 2-D behaviour of large separated flows far from wing tips and from

wing-body junction even at post-stall angle of attack.
By the proposed correlation a computational method has been presented which leads to

fast and accurate predictions of spanwise lift distributions and maximum lift coefficient
of high and low aspect ratio unswept wing. -

The present method can be easily applied to wings with spanwise and chorwise blowing
once are known blowing effects on x /c (y). .

sep
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AERODYNAMIC ISSUES IN THE DESIGN OF HIGH-LIFT SYSTEMS *V -If) FOR TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT

0 by 
.

Bertil Dillner Fred W.MayoChief Engineer, Aerodynamics Aerodynamics Staff 0
MS 43-770 Boeing Military Aircraft Company

0. Box 370, Seattle, WA 98124
I USA

and

John H.McMasters -
Senior Specialist Engineer, - Aerodynamic Staff

Boeing Commercial Airplane Company
Box 370, Seattle, WA 98124

SUMMARY USA

'The design of the high lift system has a profound effect on the sizing and total performance of "
transport aircraft, both civil and military. Ehe--- pupoae -oaf. this paper is- tdy first review- the '
fundamentals of high-lift systen[ design and the phenomena that govern their performance. A review of
the computational methods availablr to the high lift designer, with examples of their validity, is then
presented. New developments in flow diagnostic techniques are reviewed. Finally, examples of several
Boeing high-lift design efforts are presented. Emphasis is placed on the use of computational
aerodynamic methods and the synergistic effect of using those methods in parallel with testing. Finally ..

a list of todays ten most important issues is presented. * .A 0

NOMENCLATURE

AePP = Aerodynamic Prediction Program x longitudinal coordinate
At = aspect ratio, b2/S y = lateral coordinate
b = wing span Ui = angle of attack
c - basic cruise wing or airfoil chord 6 = differences (residuals)
c = average wing chord S/b 6f = flap deflection .0
cdclc = two-dimensional (section) drag, lift 6* - boundary layer displacement thickness
d' m and pitching moment coefficients, 8 - boundary layer momentum thickness

force/qc and moment/qc2  n . non-dimensional spanwise wing
CDCLC M  three-dimensional configuration drag, station 2y/b %

lift and pitching moment coefficient, A = sweep angle measured at wing quarter ,.o .
force/qS and moment/qSc chord

Cp blowing coefficient MjVj/q, S
pressure coefficient, Ap/q =(Plocal-Ps) Subscripts

DVM Distributed Vorticity Method
H - boundary layer form parameter, 6*/0 eff = "effective" viscous condition
L/D -ratio of lft to drag exp - experimental value
M Mach number f flap
Mj jet mass flow rate geo geometric value

P static pressure max - maximum b' , ,

q dynamic pressure min minimum
Re Reynolds Number C, free stream conditions
SASS Subsonic Analysis Section System r point at which pressure recovery to , ,.

S Wing area freestream conditions begin on an
T Thrust airfoil
t airfoil thickness visc viscous %

V Velocity Superscripts
V. jet velocity .' '_

W Weight ( ) f adjusted or scaled quantity
(*) = critical section

INTRODUCTION

It has been a decade since A.M.O. Smith, then of the McDonnell-Douglas Aircraft Corporation, J.:
presentid his Wright Brothers Lecturel entitled "High-Lift Aerodynamics" (based on an earlier AGA".
Lecture ) to the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics. In the flood of technical papers
which have documented the extraordinary progress of aeronautical science over the past forty years,
A.M.O. Smith's paper stands as a true classic. In addition to greatly clarifying the physics of
important aspects of high-lift aerodynamics, Smith clearly set the stage for much of the subsequent work P
in this discipline.

The history of high-lift technology can be traced in the application of high lift devices on Boeing .* 'aircraft over the past forty years shown in Figure 1. Since the authors have been involved in at least '
part of this development at Boeing, we necessarily approach our subject from that somewhat parochial .
viewpoint. As will be described in later sections of this paper, much of the progress demonstrated in
Figure 1, was achieved by a process best characterized as "enlightened cut-and-try." This was aided in
its later phases by slowly improving but still fairly elementary analytical methods. Testing wasconducted almost universally in wind tunnels operating at Reynolds numbers at least an order of ,' -

magnitude lower than actual flight conditions. Such has been the general state of affairs until very ,
recently throughout the industry.
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TYPE B-47/8-52 367-SO/KC-135 707-320/E-SA 727 7471E-4A YC-14 767

FIRST 1947/1952 1964 1962 1963 1969 1976 1981
FLIGHT

PLANFORMN

TYPICAL ~z ~ cZL
DOUBLE-SLOTTED VARIABLE CAMBER US

DOULE-SLOTTED FLAP AND SLAT AND TRIPLE- KRUEGER AND UPPER SURFACE SLAT AND SINGLE ,

SINGLESLOTTED FLAP KRUEGER SLOTTED FLAP TRiPLE-SLOTTED BLOWING SLOTTED FLAP

FOWLER FLAP LEADING EDGE FLAP

CLing, 1. 1.78 2.2 2.79 2.45 7.0 2.46

Figure 1. Trends in Boeing Transport High-Lift System Development

Advances over the past fifteen years in both computational methods, including use of inverse

". methods, and experimental flow diagnostic technology, have made possible a high lift system design

process quite different than that which has relied largely on experience, intuition and experimentation P.

alone. The further development and enhancement of this modern high-lift design process is one of the

major issues referred to in the title of this paper.

There were several objectives in preparing this paper. These include:

* A review of some of the factors which influence the design of modern transport aircraft (both

civil and military) and the effect of high-lift system performance on the overall design of

such aircraft.

• The assessment of progress in the understanding and methodology development which has occurred

. in the decade since A.M.O. Smith presented his classic AIAA Wright Brothers Lecture.

0 The demonstration of a modern approach to the solution of selected practical high-lift system
i-*" A design problems. 2

o To list the major issues, both practical and theoretical, which still confront the high-lift a-

aerodynamicist as perceived by the authors.

As numerous authors have pointed out, the topic of high-lift aerodynamics covers an enormous range .1

of flight vehicle types operating under a wide range of Mach and Reynolds number condition. While the
entire topic holds a fascination for the authors, it is necessary to limit the scope of this paper to

I. high-lift issues relating specifically to transport aircraft during "normal" take-off and landing.

HIGH-LIFT AERODYNAMIC ISSUES

The fundamental issues to be addressed in this paper are:

* Recognizing that maximizing the maximum lift coefficient is a simplistic view of the hign-lift

system design problem, what are the appropriate high-lift system aerodynamic design criteria

for the anticipated range of moderate-to-large sized transport aircraft?

0 e In the light of our present theoretical understanding, how much practical performance, in

terms of maximum lift coefficient, remains to be extracted from a truly optimized
"conventional" high-lift system i.e. one which relies on passive boundary layer control based

on geometry alone?

, What tools are available to design practical, efficient high-lift systems, and what additional

tools do we need?

Before addressing any of the questions listed above, it is useful to compare and contrast the

general design objectives and constraints of military and civil transport aircraft, particularly as

these factors may influence the designer's options regarding high-lift system design. A partial summary

listing of these design objectives/constraints is presented in Table I.

In reviewing the criteria listed in Table I, it should be noted that the general civil transport

aircraft design problem is driven largely by economic considerations with an equally strong concern for

safety. Thus, the design is generally optimized first and foremost for cruise efficiency. The

objective of the complementary high-lift design effort is to produce a system which will allow a cruise

optimized configuration to adequately meet take-off and landing requirements safely and reliably. It

should also be noted that in normal commercial operations, the operating environment is relatively

benign (aside from meterological considerations) involving paved runways, adequate to excellent air

traffic control and landing aides, and well established maintenance facilities.

The military transport airplane designer appears to face a somewhat different problem. In

principle, the dominant design criterion is successful mission accomplishment. While basic economic

criteria such as range, payload and cruise speed, as an index of productivity, play important roles in

layout and sizing, mission accomplishment simultaneously places very heavy demands on the high-lift

system designer. In this case, mission accomplishment may require that the aircraft be able to operate
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Issues Civil Military

Dominant design criteria *Economics and safety *Mission accomplishment
and survivability

Performance 9 Maximum economic cruise e Adequate range and response
9 Minimum off-design penalty e Overall mission accomplishment

in wing design
Airfield environment 9 Moderate-to-long 9 Short-to-moderate

runways runways
e Paved runway e All types of runway surfaces
e High -level ATC and * Often Spartan

landing aides ATC, etc. 9
a Adequat space for ground * Limited space available

maneuver and parking
System complexity and * Low maintenance- 9 Low maintenance-
mechanical design economic issue availability issue

* Low system cost • Acceptable system cost
e Safety and reliability e Reliability and lsurvivability
e Long service life 9 Damage tolerance

Government regulations and e Must be certifiable e Military star lards
community acceptance (FAA, etc.) * Performance and safety

*Safety oriented 9 Reliability oriented
e Low noise mandatory * Low noise desirable

*Good neighbor in pecm
Detectability in war

Table 1. Transport Aircraft Design Objectives and Constraints

from battle damaged and/or primitive airfields, sometimes in a hostile environment. In exchange for
these more demanding criteria, the military high-lift systems designer has more system options at his
disposal in that presently "difficult to certify" powered lift schemes become viable - if they can be
shown to be sufficiently reliable, maintainable and insensitive to battle damage.

It is perhaps ironic that in the extended "peacetime" environment, many of the civil aircraft
design criteria play a larger role in military design requirements than may be fully appropriate. As '6
examples one may cite budgetary constraints which demand low initial cost biasing the design in favor of
minimum size and weight and low fuel burn to minimize routine operating and training flight costs. Also
increasing concern for community acceptance carries potential performance penalties in terms of
concessions for noise reduction and engine emissions. The longer military transport aircraft serve the
function of contributing to maintaining peace, the more civil type design criteria become important in
the overall balance.

,,.% .'

The discussion so far indicates that while the basic design criteria for civil and military '

aircraft are somewhat dissimilar, the high-lift system design problem still resolves into several common
issues. Fundamentally, the high-lift system must allow the aircraft to achieve adequate performance -
both at landing and take-off (Fig. 2 & 3). Experience indicates that for CTOL aircraft the dominating
factor for take-off is climbout L/D and for landing, Cimax. As shown in Fig. 4, approach speed has a
value in itself, not only as a performance variable, but as an important safety factor. Even though the
level is dependent on the operational environment and level of technology the general trend holds true.
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Finally, it is obvious that whether the primary concern is safety and certifiability, or mission
accomplishment, the high-lift system must be reliable. Thus the strongest bias must be in favor of
simplicity. In both the civil and military case, maintainability implies availability, and simplicity

- has a very strong leverage on these factors. Vulnerability to battle damage is intrinsic in
mechanically complex systems, and the attraction of a very large number of mechanically complex

. augmented/powered lift schemes begins to vanish despite the potentially large increments in hLft

achievable with such systems under benign conditions.

THE INFLUENCE OF HIGH-LIFT SYSTEM PERFORMANCE ON TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT SIZING

Having discussed in general terms the objectives and constraints on civil and military transport
aircraft design, it now remains to demonstrate in more detail how high-lift system performance mayinfluence the sizing of such aircraft. While a comprehensive discussion of this topic is far beyond the

scope of this paper, two examples, one civil and one military, will serve to illustrate the complex
trades to be made in selecting an appropriate high-lift system for such aircraft.

An Energy Efficient Transport

The first example selected is based on work for the NASA Energy Efficient Transport EET program
(ref 3 & 4). Most of the analysis and design methods used in this study were developed under Boeing
Independent Research and Development (IR&D) funds and will be described in some detail in later sections
of this paper. The intent of the present discussion is to demonstrate the dominant hign-lift system
requirements which emerge in the course of a typical preliminary design exercise for a modern commercial
transport airplane.

Typically the wing for a new design is sized to satisfy cruise considerations, including initial
cruise altitude, cruise Mach, buffet margin, etc., and low-speed, high lift considerations such as
approach speed and takeoff field length.

The results of a typical "thumb print" analysis of the Boeing baseline EI-T configuration (Fig. 5)
* is summarized in Fig 6. In the study, size consequences of three discrete optimization indicies were

% explored. These were:
e Minimum take-off gross weight which would presumably result in an aircraft of minimum airframe

acquisition cost.

. Minimum block fuel burned; of major interest to the EET program.

- Minimum direct operating cost (DOC); the traditional index of interest to airline operators.

DOUBLE-SLOTTED .
KRUEGERA FOWLER

Conditions: LEADINGEOGE TRAILING-EDGE
DEIC _FLAPS VTAKEOFF -

" Payload: 196 passengers E
A

0.34 OACH FIELD_ *Range: 2000 nmi L f%%FENGT

" TOGW: 273.300 lb 532
* Body diameter: 21 in / , ..03Conditions:
* Wing srea: 2,53S it2  

MINIMUM\ -'SAR: 2,000 nmi
'Aspect ratio: 10.24 ,- 0.30 -BLOCK * Payload: 196 pssengesx FUEL OEMI~ ~ENDIE4-Sweep: 30o dogNT ALTITUDOE (40,180 b)
- Engines (2): CF6-50C (scaled) 0CruiseMach: 0.0
-SIST: 36,930 lb 28' Resrves: 1967 ATA domestic

" " 'A/AR: 30 dog/10.24
o.2e Engines (2): CF6.GO (scaled)

0.24 ,MINIMM MT
M

J"r s 0 10 110 120 130 140 Ise0

WING LOAOINO.WSf,"ft21

Figure 5. Baseline Airplane Figure 6. EET Baseline Design Selection Chart

The conclusions drawn from the results shown in Figure 6 were:

o Both the minimum weight and minimum DOC design points were very far away from the minimum fuel
burn design point. The minimum block fuel airplane required a much larger wing and engines
than either the minimum DOC or minimum weight designs.

' A conservative, state-of-the-art double-slotted flap/variable camber Krueger leading edge '-.

high-lift system more than adequately met approach speed and landing field length requirements.

* The dominant constraint on sizing, leading to a compromise design point skewed in favor of the ,N
minimum block fuel condition, was take-off field length (and hence take-off lift-drag ratio)
followed very closely by a nominal 12,000 ft. engine-out altitude constraint.

From this study it is clear that a priori assumptions regarding high lift system performance
requirements for a new design re inappropriate. Care must be taken to evaluate the range of conditions %'

*; (take-off, landing, initial climb, etc.) in which high lift system performance may be critically
important before investing much resource in developing a high lift system.
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A Military Short-Haul Transport (MST)

This example will use results from a feasibility study for a Medium STOL Transport (MST) which led .'-
to the Advanced Medium STOL Transport (AMST) program under which the Boeing YC-14 and McDonnell-Douglas
YC-15 were developed. The fundamental performance requirements were that the airplane fly a radius
mission with a 28,000 pound payload operating into and out of a 2,000 foot long airfield at the mission

midpoint. The field was assumed to have an elevation of 2500 feet and an ambient temperature of 930F. i
Operation had to consider failure of the most critical engine during takeoff and landing. Ia addition,
the aircraft had to carry 38,000 pounds of payload for 2600 nmi while operating from longer runways.

One of the fundamental considerations was selection of a high-lift system concept. Figure 7 shows
a map of airplane design solutions for the design radius mission for a four engine airplane using a high
lift system having a maximum lift coefficient of 4.0. Superimposed on this map are takeoff and landing
field length and engine-out climb gradient limits. The selected design is the lowest takeoff gross
weight solution satisfying all of the design constraints. 0

0.9 DESIGN TAKEOFF GROSS WEIGHT ib) Conditions: LANDING AND LANDING AND ENGINE.
200.000 * Payload: 28,000 lb TAKEOFF DESIGNING OUT CLIMB DESIGNING

0. 0 *Radius: 500 nmi 220 Condition:141,00 Z ... ft ~~. O0b" "
• W/S and T/W baed on 20- \ F o Paload 28,000 lb

&7 - 160.0w initial design takeoff ENGINES * Radius: 5 nmi
F eAT 15,000 Ib e Engine-out climb gradient:

g r o s s , w e g h I S - S L S T E c 3 d o g
THRUST 0.6- 140,00 DESIGN TAKEOFF \- FIELD LENGTH 1500 f
TO WEIGHT MIPITGROSS WEIGHT 1iso

RATISITG0. AKEOFF FIELD WINAREA-
DE4S LENGTH-2.000 ft-.o'

0.4 120.00012.00 f T

ENGINEOUT12 FINAL DESIGN
CLIMB DESIGN POINT ""INT\ PINTMIDPOINT LANDING 100- FOR CLma - 4 DEPLOYMENT MISSION

a2 IDFUEL LIMIT .SELDL-T.-.0.f 3.0 4.0 5.0 .0
40 0 100 120 140 160

WING LOADING. W/S (Ib/ft
2 )  

MAXIMUM LIFT COEFFICIENT0 C ,.

Figure 7. MST Design Sizing Figure 8. Effect of Lift Capability on MST Design

This process can be repeated for high lift systems having varying lift capability accounting for -.t I.,\
the obvious fact that the weight of a high lift system increases as its maximum lift increases. These
results are shown in Figure 8. The design point determined from Figure 7 is noted. Airplane size for a -
2000 foot mid-point field length continues to decrease as maximum lift coefficient is increased up to

M4X of about 6.0. However, the wing volume available for fuel tankage to fly the deployment
mission now becomes a limit. The selected design had a CL MAX of 5.5 and a design gross weight of
235,000 pounds. This study was conducted in 1976 with the propulsion and aerodynamics technology
available at that time. If it were repeated today the results would differ but the process by which the
airplane was sized and the high lift system selected would remain the same.

THE LIMITS OF HIGH LIFT

Before assessing the state of high lift aerodynamics, it is useful to establish an "upper bound"
against which one can compare the "practical" limits in design. A.M.O. Smith discussed these limits a
decade ago and it is merely necessary to summarize his discussion with the inclusion of Figure 9. .4,.
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- 1.57 x AR . Msffutm 5umy" e MECHANICAL

1.92 x AR . H,, nbok w DESIGN AND
kRefWmmeS.  r'nuStey STRUCTURAL

Reifve,. 6. LIMITATIONS

Figure 9. C2 Limits
max

The left hand side of Figure 9 shows a number of theoretical two- and three-dimensional bounds
which have been developed for maximum lift generating capability of "ideal" configurations. The right
hand side shows several of the practical factors which may Beverly limit achievable performance. In %"
addition to obvious limits imposed by viscosity, compressibility and mechanical constraints on
two-dimensional sections, further losses are incurred in applying such sections to three-dimensional . ."' i
configurations. These effects include the adverse influence of wing sweep, the fact that the entire
wing span of most practical configurations cannot be taken up with idealized high-lift systems, and the
existence of necessary supporting structures which may produce local interference and boundary layer .
contamination effects. Besides reducing the lift these factors also tend to increase drag, and the
effects on achieved lift-to-drag ratio for a typical transport are demonstrated in Figure 10. The
influence of wing sweep on the achieved maximum lift performance of a variety of modern transport
aircraft with conventional high-lift systems is shown as a function of high-lift system complexity in
Figure II.
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Figure 10. Potential Performance Improvement for Figure 11. Statistical Analysis of Maximum Lift Coefficient for
Mechanical High-Lift Systems Transport Aircraft

if one now plots (Figure 12) the theoretical limits specified in Figure 9 and identifies the region
of maximum lift coefficient achieved with unpowered high-lift systems, one sees the huge gap between
achieved levels and the theoretical limits. It is here that powered lift schemes have application. A
very useful discussion of this range of powered lift schemes is presented by Foster 7 

as a companion
. * piece to A.M.O. Smith's discussion. A recent paper by Loth & Boasson

9 
provides an update on Foster's

discussion in addition to providing a description of practical STOL aircraft operational requirements
"- vis-a-vis powered lift system performance characteristics.

14
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Figure 12. Limits of Maximum Lift Coefficient

Having noted the approximate boundaries of the feasible in terms of maximum lift coefficient as
shown in Figures 9 and 12, it has been shown that the practical limits of maximum lift demonstrated for
unpowered high-lift systems is far below the theoretical limit, even when systems of considerable
mechanical complexity are employed. Of the practical reasons for this huge discrepancy noted earlier,
by far the dominant factors limiting maximum lift are viscous effects and flow separation.

In view of the design space available within Figure 12 it is possible to describe a hierarchy of
ways to control the boundary layer on a wing surface.

0These are: 7
* . * Passive Boundary Layer Control by Contour Shaping and Variable Geometry. This approach is the

most subtle; so much so that one sometimes forgets that it is a form of boundary layer
control. The limits of boundary layer/circulation control for both single and multielement
airfoils has been greatly clarified in the past two decades, perhaps foremost by A.M.O. Smit;.
and his co-workers at Douglas, specifically R. H. Liebeck9

. The full extensions of this
work to three dimensional flows remains to be accomplished however.

e Power Augmented Boundary Layer/Circulation Control. Once one has approached the limit ot
maximum lift achievable by passive boundary layer circulation control through contour shapingincluding the mechanical complexity of multielement airfoils and wings, the next level of
performance increase is achieved by using small amounts of auxiliary power to (I) increase the
energy of the boundary layer by blowing or (2) remove all or part of the boundary layer by
suction. As shown in Figures 13 & 14 there are a wide variety of scnemes to accomplish either
of these objectives. In all cases the objective is to delay the onset of separation and tous
produce an increase in maximum lift.
The particular application under study and the indices of merit by which the overall
configuration will be judged will determine when substitution of a simple blowing/suction
system would be preferable to adding yet another flap element to an already complex
passive/mechanical system. At the other extreme, when does one reach a blowing/suction limit
and one of the more powerful jet flap/circulation control schemes (Figure 15) becomes a better

% .. %way to produce still higher lift coefficients.

Is Powered Lift. As the required lift coefficients increase, we aain pass through a transition

region to the powered lift concepts involving the propulsion system as an integrated part of
the high-lift system (Fig 16). Two types of powered lift concepts may be identified. The
first separates the propulsion and circulation lift system and provides only direct jet lift,

.. e.g., vectored thrust or lift engines. The second combines the propulsion and circulation
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lift system into a jet-flap type powered lift system. The augmentor wing, externally blown R
flap, and upper surface blown flap can all be considered subsets of the jet-flap concept.

While identifying the various lift enhancing schemes aids in discussing the multitude of possibilities . .-

and gives some flavor for the general level of lift performance achievable, it still does little to
es blish which is "best" for a particular application. This will depend on the payoff function, (e.g.,
DOC, LCC, Trip Fuel, etc;), the payload range of the airplane, and off design mission requirements.

While the probable trends in high-lift system development for long field-length transports can be k7,
described with some assurance, the same cannot be said for the case of STOL transport aircraft. What
does emerge from the preceeding discussion is that there are a number of promising ways to achieve the
high lift performance required for any reasonable STOL mission. All of the powered lift systems
mentioned previously have been incorporated into flight hardware. The pure jet flap on the Hunting 126,
the augmentor wing on a Boeing/NASA modified Buffalo, the externally blown flap on the McDonnell-
Douglas YC-15, and the upper surface blown flap on the Boeing YC-14 and Boeing/NASA QSRA are some
examples.

Passive/mechanical BLC high-lift systems are likely to be the norm for long range, moderate to long
field length transport aircraft into the forseeable future. It must continue to form a major element of
a discussion of high-lift technology. There is still progress to be made in the design of such systems.

The design of powered lift aircraft requires that more variables be considered than in the design
of more conventional airplanes since STOL airplanes encounter control and handling qualities problems
more severe than conventional airplanes. It must be noted that solutions to these problems have been
found in specific design applications.

An example of one practical limit is the angle of attack of a particular configuration required to
generate a given lift level. Here the coupling between approach speed, glide slope angle, and angle of
attack as it influences pilot visibility and hence decision time, is shown schematically in Figure 17.
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Figure 17. Effects of Glidelope nd Angleof.Attack on Decision Time...,



In view of the factors discussed, it is the authors' present opinion that of the many powered lift
schemes presently available to choose from, relatively few offer the prospect of satisfactorily meeting

the performance requirements and many constraints of practical STOL transports. Experience with tie

upper surface blowing (YC-14, QSRA) and externally blown flap (YC-15) indicates that these approaches
could be developed into satisfactorily reliable and economical vehicles for both civil nd military~applications.

With the overview discussion of practical issues in high-lift technology provided above, it is now

possible to discuss the state-of-the-art in methodology available to the high-lift system designer.

BOEING RESEARCH IN HIGH-LIFT TECHNOLOGY

A comprehensive survey of the industry-wide research devoted to solution of the theoretical problems in
high-lift technology identified by AMO Smith a decade ago is a prohibitive task. Instead we choose to
outline Boeing research devoted to this topic in the past decade and cite limited examples of related
significant work by others. Further, the majority of the discussion is limited to mecnanical systems
since little theoretical work has been done at Boeing in recent years on powered lift systems.

While fully realizing that the approach taken here represents a rather parochial view of a very broad
topic, it is the authors' opinion that the Boeing research effort is representative of the current
state-of-the-art.

The Boeing Company research effort has been directed at developing a range of powerful tools for the
design and analysis of transport type aircraft operating in low-speed/high-lift conditions. The basic
objectives of this, largely company-funded, long term effort have been:

" To develop computational methods for the analysis and design of high-lift configurations.
. To provide improved flow diagnostic techniques and experimental data bases to support

computational methods development.
0 To apply these new tools to practical design problems to assess their capabilities and to

guide further basic method development.

Thus over the past decade, the basic approach has been a balanced one encompassing theory, experiment
and applications.

POTENTIAL FLOW SIMULATION OF THREE DIMENSIONAL MULTIELEMENT WINGS li

Potential flow simulation of transport aircraft with hign-lift devices deployed is an essential step in "%.,
the evolution of a rational analytic design capability and also serves as the foundation for
viscous/vortex flow simulations of these configurations. In addition, until a full three-dimensional

viscous analysis capability becomes available, a three-dimensional potential flow analysis/design I
capability remains an essential cornerstone of an analytic high-lift design procedure. The work has
been devoted largely to two computer programs: A Distributed Vorticity Lifting Surface Theory, and
extension of the PAN AIR code to the modeling of high lift configurations. '.

Computational methods for the analysis and design of three-dimensional wing and wing-fuselage

configurations have evolved over the years from simple lifting line techniques which made very

restrictive assumptions about the geometry of the configuration and the flow conditions, to very
sophisticated and general panel methods. The most sophisticated of the newer methods (e.g. PAN AIR,

P, ref. 10) offers the designer a very powerful potential flow analysis tool. However the difficulty in
using these methods because of the very precise geometric definitions required especially for-. 29multielement high-lift configurations, coupled with the expense of running such codes, has precluded

[ their wide spread use in high-lift applications. Only in cases where detailed pressure distribution
information is required are they being used. Parenthetically we note that in our opinion the concern
with computer costs is overstated. The actual machine costs of obtaining a solution are suostantially
less than the cost of the engineering labor required to prepare the problem for input to the computer.
In may cases the money spent in the search for computer efficiency might be better spent in making the• :'%code more user friendly.

In many practical problems the analyst/designer primarily requires accurate information on items such as
net lift, pitching moment, induced drag and span loading - items available in principle from a potential
flow analysis of less sophistication than a full higher order panel method.

In 1975, M. 1. Goldhammer began to develop the elements of an advanced lifting surface method (ref.
11). Goldhamaner developed a very powerful version of his program aimed specifically at the multielement
wing/body problem and possessing a great deal of automation aimed at easing the burden on the user of

-. the code.

% i Two different lifting-surface theories are included in Goldhamner's computer program. A non-planar,non-linear distributed vorticity method (DVM) is the primary method while a simpler vortex lattice

approach is available as a user option. The primary technique represents the thin wing by a continuous
sheet of distributed vorticity which lies on the mean camber surface. The vorticity distribution used
is continuous in the chordwise direction and is piecewise constant in the spanwise direction (Fig 18).
Special treatment is given to the chordwise vorticity distribution. The loading at the wing leading 7
-dge is modeled to be infinite, which is consistent with the thin wing approximation. The DVM technique
also explicitly satisfies the Kutta condition by forcing each trailing edge loading to zero.

Full provision is made for multielement wings with part span flaps. A two-dimensional algorithm is used
by the program to specify the downstream path of shed vorticity. The program is highly automated, and
tle user need specify only gross geometric parameters for multielement wings (e.g. planform, twist, Li
camber, flap deflection) the program then generating its own detailed vorticity networks.
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In addition the overall method includes a modified slender-body theory representation of the fuselage,
which is adequate for modeling wing lift carry-over effects and the body contribution to pitching moment.

The program also includes three-dimensional design (inverse) capabilities. An induced drag minimization
technique is included, for example, based on the Lagrange multiplier technique.

Since release of the production version of the basic code in 1978, the program has achieved widespread
acceptance within the Boeing Company. As part of the code development and subsequent validation effort
a number of test-theory comparisons have been made, with the results shown in Fig. 19 being typical of
those obtained.
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. The excellent agreement in both lift curve slope and lift level demonstrate the satisfactory nature of p
,',.'. the thin wing approximation when no separation occurs. The usual explanation for these good results is '
,'". ."that neglect of both thickness effects and boundary layer build-up ("viscous decambering") are counter
,. '-* effects which approximately cancel each other. This mutual cancellation effect deteriorates at higher"

'-"- flap deflections and most particularly when there is significant partial separation of the flow. "

-g The DV D Lifting Surface Theory program does a remarkably good job of predicting net lift, pitching
moment, induced drag and span loadings for a wide class of high-lift configurations. owever, it does

not provide two important capabilities. It cannot give detailed potential flow pressure distributions
and it does not have the ability to model details of the configuration such as wing/body junctions or
hnacelle/strut combinations. ey"

e To obtain such additional detailed information, one must resort to more sophisticated methods such as
*. . PAN AIR. While application of panel method technology to the cruise configuration has been widely

m successful, its extension to high-lift configurations has not. Early attempts to model multielement

wngs usoingae l tw meotthods aled t es majo diceanoie in tapredto ofpothia flift lrevsel adiftiurvens

slope. These difficulties have generally been attributed to deficiencies in the way narly panel methods
handled the Kutta condition and uncertainties in proper modelling of multiple wakes and vorticity shed

from part-span flap edges.

With final production release of the Lifting Surface Theory, attention turned to the problem of adapting
the lessons learned regarding wake modelling to the advanced panel method codes. In addition, the
difficulty of paneling the complex geometries of multielement wings has been solved. A typical result

V compared with experimental data from ref. 12, is shown in Fig. 20.S]
The central purposes of this work with PANAIR have been:

. To extend the power of the full panel method to include high-lift configurations.

* To provide potential flow pressure distribution data essential to future development of a
full three-dimensional viscous flow analysis capability for multielement wings.

- To provide a theoretical tool which provides some insight into the inviscid aspects of
large scale vortex/airframe interaction problem.

An early PANAIR test-theory comparison for the case of a swept wing with part-span, triple-slotted flaps
and leading edge slat is shown in Fig. 21.

Note: Angle of attack = 12.25 deg. 1 NACELLE-'.-.3 .. ... . . .- -- 4 ' !|
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Figure 20. PANAIR Modeling of Wings With High-Lift Devices Figure 21. Test-Theory Comparison of PANAIR Modeling of a
Boeing 737 300 Wing
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ANALYSIS AND DESIGN OF MULTIELEMENT HIGH-LIFT SYSTEMS IN A VISCOUS FLOW

The performance of high-lift systems is largely limited by viscous flow phenomena and subsequent I
separation. Because of the inordinate difficulty of computing viscous flows in three-dimensions,
particularly those which may occur on complex multielement wings, the bulk of past effort has been
devoted to the development of a full viscous flow analysis and design (inverse) capability for
two-dimensional, multielement airfoil sections. It was in the clarification of the physics of

* multielement airfoils that A.M.O. Smith made one important contribution to high-lift technology.

' The flow around high lift airfoils is characterized by many different inviscid and viscous flow regions
, as illustrated in Figure 22. In particular, the existence of confluent boundary layers and the regions

- of separated flow distinguish the high lift airfoil problem from the aerodynamic problem of airfoils at
. normal operating conditions. The characteristics of the various flow regions must all be calculated.

Futhermore, the prediction of transition from laminar to turbulent boundary layer flow, the prediction
of the onset of boundary layer separation and the effects of large scale separation from one or more

airfoil elements are a necessary part of any general high-lift analysis computer program.

In addition to allowing a pure analysis of a given geometry, a truly utilitarian code should also

.. contain an inverse capability, which allows one to extract an airfoil shape from a specified pressure

distribution. In addition methodology should exist which would allow the design/optimization of this

S.pressure distribution in a viscous flow.

The development of this full capability has been a central objective of the Boeing high lift research

effort since 1975. The outcome has been the development of two basic computer programs each of which
possess unique capabilities which are not presently fully duplicated in the other.

As pointed out earlier, the most striking viscous phenomena which distinguish the flow around high-lift
systems from the flow at cruise conditions are the possible existence of confluent boundary layers and
of significant regions of separated flow at normal operating lift levels. The dual problems of
separation and confluence have generally been approached separately in the course of developing analysis
schemes for multielement airfoils, although the existence of a strong confluent boundary layer flow may
have a substantial influence on the point(s) at which the flow may separate. A large body of
experimental two-dimensional multielement airfoil data indicates that optimum high lift performance is
obtained when gap and overlap conditions on the airfoil elements are set such that no regions of strong

confluence exist (Fig. 23). However, any general multielement airfoil analysis should have the
capability of accounting for merging shear layers in addition to its other capabilities. Without this

capability it is impossible to properly perform analytical gap-overlap optimization studies, to account
properly for boundary layer characteristics in the presence of even weak confluence which may effect
both drag and separation location.

GAP GAP

/ BOUNDARY L"Y."

CONFLUENT BOUNDARY LAYER POTENTIAL CORE EFFECT

SECTION LIFT
COEFFICIENT CONFLUENCETRANSITION OE SEPARATION/ ICU LW"•_

LAMINAR SANTO ON

BOUNDARY LAYER S OPTIMUM

LEADING-EDGE TRAILING-EDGE FLAPS 01 I
TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER GAP

Figure 22. 2-D Viscous Flow Analysis and Design Figure 23. Influence of Airfoil Element Gap on Optimum

Lift Performance

One approach to multielement airfoil analysis was originally developed by Goradia and his coworkers

(ref. 15) at Lockheed-Georgia under the sponsorship of the NASA-Langley Research Center. This program .1

was among the first attempts at analyzing the complex viscous flow about slotted airfoils and received

worldwide distribution and usage. A unique feature of this multielement airfoil program was the model

of the confluent boundary layer flow.

Over the years , the original version of the program was modified extensively to improve its

predictions for different types of high lift airfoils. Many improvements, mainly in the area of the

potential flow calculation, were made by researchers at the NASA-Langley Research Center. For tnis

reason, the code generally has been referred to as the NASA-Lockheed multielement airfoil program.

This program has since been further developed by Brune et al (ref 16 & 17) partly under contract with[-" ~NASA-Langley. . i

- In many respects, this program, (with the Boeing modifications) is an excellent tool for the analysis of

multielement airfoils with fully attached boundary layers. It remains useful both as a research tool

and for those cases where its assumptions and limitations are non-restrictive in project use. It

suffers from two major shortcomings, however. It is incapable of analyzing separated flows and it has I
no inverse capability. A typical analysis result is shown in Fig. 24.

In the course of modifying the NASA-Lockheed code, Brune found the original confluent boundary layer

6analysis method to be inadequate. Therefore a new confluent boundary layer scheme was developed. (ref

* 16). It is a finite difference technique which solves the turbulent boundary layer equations and a

two-equation model of turbulence due to Jones and Launder (ref. 17) known as the Kappa-epsilon model.
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Figure 24. Lift, Drag, and Pitching Moment of a Boeing Four-Element Airfoil

One of the central difficulties in validating confluent boundary layer methods and viscous flow analysis

methods for multielement airfoils in general, is the very sparse set of complete experimental data which

exist in the literature for realistic airfoil sections. Thus a comprehensive test was conducted to
acquire the data necessary to fully validate the new theory. In addition to force, moment and pressure
distribution data, detailed information on mean velocity profiles and turbulence properties in the

boundary layer at several chordwise stations was required.

Prior to conducting the test however, a survey of available instrumentation showed that existing

equipment was inadequate to provide the high quality, detailed data required. Thus, an improved
mechanical traversing mechanism was designed which would provide minimum disruption to the flow being
measured and high position accuracy.

This new traversing mechanism and flow sensors are shown in figure 25. The traverse is self-propelled
and is normally mounted on the side of the model opposite to the surface on which measurements are being
taken. The traverse mechanism is equiped with four flow sensors: a pitot probe, two X-hot wires and a
dual split film. Data from all sensors is acquired simultaneously. A description of this probe and
samples of the very high quality data obtained are discussed in ref. 18 and 19. Sample data are shown

in Fig. 26. The test-theory comparison of this data with the new confluent boundary layer program is
shown to be excellent. ,t-" " -"Conditions:

• = 20 Ibift2  Legend:
COWLUENT BOUNDARYHIGH-LIFT LAeE 15510 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 * Testdate
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Figure 25. Sketch of Boundary Layer Traversing Mechanism Figure 26. Confluent Boundary Layer Experiment
Configuration for Minimum Flow Disturbance

In most realistic applications, knowledge of section maximum lift coefficient is important, if not
crucial, in airfoil design/optimization. In the absence of a computational capability to predict the I
effects of large scale flow separation, and hence maximum lift coefficient, heavy reliance must be
placed on wind tunnel testing which has traditionally been conducted at Reynolds numbers an order of
magnitude lower than actual flight conditions. This has generally led to substantial conservatism in
the design, in efforts to reduce risk. In addition, the usual approach to computational design has been

conducted by an iterative analysis process, wherein one begins with a baseline geometry and a desired
- ' performance goal and by analyzing the characteristics of the baseline geometry, obtained either

experimentally or computationally, attempts to determine "intuitively" how the initial geometry ought to
be modified to meet performance goals. Whether conducted in the wind tunnel or on the computer, the I

" process remains largely one of "cut-and-try."

It has long been realized that a more rational approach to the aerodynamic design problem would be to
begin with a realistic set of performance objectives and constraints, and derive the pressure
distributions and other flow characteristics necessary to meet these objectives based on boundary layer
theory. With the desired flow characteristics established, one can then extract by computation the
geometry necessary to produce these desired flow characteristics. This "inverse" or synthesis process,
while conceptually simple and desirable has only become practical with the advent of large digital
computers.

With these considerations in mind, H. L. Henderson developed a versatile computer program system (ref.
20) which would allow both the analysis and design of multielement airfoils with inclusion of the
effects of separation in the analysis mode and inverse boundary layer techniques for pressure
distribution synthesis in the design mode.

,-__
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The Subsonic Analysis Section System (SASS) is based on two-dimensional higher order panel method

algorithms for potential flow and integral boundary layer methods for viscous flow computations. The
two important components of the separation modeling are the determination of the separation point(s),
and and the streamline displacement caused by the separated wake. This latter problem is handled by
introducing a separation cavity whose contours may be determined without recourse to detailed

calculations of the complex interior physics. This wake displacement body is added to the bare airfoil
geometry, and the whole "equivalent body" may then be analyzed in potential flow to predict separated

flow airfoil section performance. This procedure is described in detail in refs. 3 and 20. Some
typical test-theory comparisons are shown in Figure 27.

P Iotential flow
Theory Potential flow + boundary Conditions

layer -12 *Re =2x10 6
SASS I eM, = 0.15

s Boeing wind tunnel data a =21.7ds.

4 Cp Legend:

SECTION LIFT
COEFFICIENT. -4 Theory -- Potential flow

c, z -. t--SASS
"':-:- :a •Boeing wind tunnel

data
0is1 24 0.2

ANGLE OF ATTACK. a Idgi} 0.4 XIC aS 1.2

Figure 27. Predicted Airfoil Data From Subsonic Analysis Section System (SASS)

The overall program system also incorporates provision for a separate inverse boundary layer method for I
''. the design and evaluation of pressure distributions for input to the design mode of the program. This

inverse boundary layer method, (ref. 21 and 22) is also a valuable tool in its own right.

HIGH-LIFT FLOW CORRELATION AND PREDICTION TECHNIQUES

At present there is no analytic method capable of solving the three-dimensional viscous flow about
wings, let alone full aircraft, in high-lift configurations. Even if or when this capability is
developed it will likely be time-consuming and expensive to use on a production basis. Tnus there will "'
always be a need for:

a Correlation methodology for two-and three-dimensional flows which allow (where appropriate)
the use of simpler, more economical two-dimensional viscous methods loosely coupled to . -.
three-dimensional potential flow techniques.

I.

0 Semi-empirical techniques for the prediction of full-scale aircraft high-lift performance from
wind tunnel data and from the performance of previous aircraft of similar geometry.

0 Techniques for the prediction of both wind tunnel and flight level high-lift performance of
preliminary design configurations for which no specific wind tunnel data exists.

The problem of establishing rational methods for connecting the results of three-dimensional potential
flow with two-dimensional viscous flow analyses has been an important part of the high-lift research
effort. As a major part of this effort it has been necessary to establish the correlation between
two-dimensional multielement section characteristics with the corresponding sections on
three-dimensional wings as influenced by sweep, induced angle-of-attack and camber effects, and spanwise

components of boundary layer flow.

As an example of early correlation methodology work, it was found that "simple sweep theory" type
corrections to two-dimensional results, which are rigorously valid only for thin wings of constant chord
and infinite aspect ratio, should be replaced by the more theoretically correct method due to R. C. Lock
(ref. 23) which explicitly accounts for taper and finite aspect ratio effects.

With the advent of the DVH Lifting Surface Theory program, Goldhammer was able to achieve a substantial
advance in correlation/prediction methodology. For the first time it became possible to reliably obtain
potential flow results for high-lift configurations representative of actual transport aircraft.

An example of what Goldhammer was able to achieve with combined use of programs DVH and SASS (corrected
for sweep), to predict high-lift wing/body characteristics beyond the linear portion of the lift curve
is demonstrated here. The assumptions made in this example are that airfoil section characteristic
dominate the lift behavior of the wing; and that even in cases where the flow may be locally separated,
spanwise boundary layer flow effects can be neglected.

As demonstrated earlier, use of the DVH program for cases of highly deflected part- or full-span flaps,
with separation at normal operating conditions, leads to a substantial overprediction of lift. However,
by analyzing "critical 2D sections" of the wing (located at "peaks" in the span loading distribution) N.

using the SASS program with its separated wake modeling capability, an "effective" viscous flap 0
deflection angle can be determined as shown in Figure 28. ,

When this new effective viscous flap deflection is input to the potential flow analysis (DV) the result A

is a dramatic improvement in the test-theory comparison of span loading shown in Figure 28.
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Figure 28. Effective Flap Deflection-Influence on Span Loading

Perhaps a more remarkable outcome of this sort of analysis was the fact that applications of the DV4

program to a variety of other transport type configurations showed a repeatable (to first order)

correlation between effective and geometric flap deflections for a given number of elements in the high

lift system. This led to the tentative construction of the graph relating effective and geometric flap

deflections shown in the figure. These relations hold only for standard wind tunnel level Reynolds

number, although a comparable set could be constructed for flight levels.

It should be noted that the work reported so far has been largely directed toward providing '-

computational tools to project level engineers for use during the detail design phase of an airplane

development program. This goal continues to be important and has been remarkably successful. As

reported in ref. 24, the combined progress in 3D potential flow analysis and 2D viscous flow analysis

and design when coupled with progress in 2D-to-3D correlation methodology has lead to a quasi-3D viscous

flow analysis and design capability for multielement wings. This design process which relies heavily on

the use of 2D inverse methods is shown diagramatically in Fig. 29, and will be demonstrated in more

detail later in this paper.
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Figure 29. High-Lift Analytical Design Procedure

11",- As shown in the overview diagram (Figure 30), at the detail design level, computational methods intended

to complement extensive testing must be highly accurate. Thus costs may be high, although fully

justified if an enhanced design process results.
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Figure 3A. LowSpeed Aerodynamic Prediction Methods

In a preliminary design phase of aerodynamic configuration development, computational methods are also
of major importance. In this case, however, where many continually changing configuration variables

must be considered and their effects on the global aerodynamic characteristics readily evaluated, the

conflicting requirements of computational accuracy and ease of use, rapidity of turnaround and low cost

make the development of appropriate computational methodology challenging.
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The need for modern predictive methodology appropriate to preliminary design level aerodynamic analyses
remains, however. Recognizing the limitations of existing theoretical tools, better computationally
based predictive methodology can be devised if one accepts certain underlying assumptions, as discussed

in ref. 25.

A method devised to fill the block for a preliminary design level predictive tool in Figure 30 is

semi-empirical and relies on two computer programs. The new method is made possible and practical by
the existence of the OVM potential flow computer program specifically developed for the analysis and

design of multielement high lift configurations described previously.

.N The second program in the system, is identified as AePP (Aerodynamic Prediction Program). AePP is a

highly automated system of bookkeeping, interpolation/extrapolation, scaling and post-processor routines

which produce the predictions of global aerodynamic characteristics of a configuration in a subsonic
k

' =
"°"viscous flow.

The structure is based on a framework in terms of potential flow lift curve, pitching moment, induced
drag and span loading provided by independent runs of the DVM program, as shown in Figure 31, and V.
provides the engineer with two options:

Option 1: By numerically comparing DVM lifting surface theory predictions on a baseline ."

configuration for which experimental data exists with experimental data, using AePP,

the effects of changes in the baseline geometry (e.g., flap span, flap chord, number
of flap elements) can be estimated with good accuracy. In this case the full
procedure shown in Figure 31 is used.

Option 2: In the case where no explicit baseline experimental data exists, combining generic

empirical data stored in AePP with DVM lifting surface theory results for the

geometry of the configuration to be evaluated, provides estimates of global
aerodynamic characteristics of adequate accuracy for preliminary design purposes.
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Figure 31. Aerodynamic Prediction Procedure (Low-Speed)

An outline of the overall method and its program elements is shown in Figure 31. Row the metnod works
is shown in Figure 32. A complete discussion of the assumptions made and how the empiricism described
above is incorporated in the method together with several examples of application are described in ref.
25.

One example from this reference is reproduced here to demonstrate the capability of the basic approach.
In this example, Figure 33, wind tunnel data from a Boeing 767 was used to predict the lift, drag and
pitching moment (tail-off) characteristics of a Boeing 737-300. The quality of the predictions appear
quite acceptable for preliminary design purposes. f 6ffB, 15. Wid20deg bf =5deg
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Figure 32 Low-Speed Aerodynamic Prediction Procedure Figure 33. Prediction of a Boeing 737-300 From a 767-200

WAKE VORTICES AND VORTEX/BOUNDARY LAYER INTERACTIONS

An important high-lift problem is that associated with the lift-induced trailing vortices that roll up
in the wake of large airplanes and are persistent and sufficiently powerful to be hazardous if other
airplanes encounter them before they decay. The problem is most acute in the traffic patterns of
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airports, where both aircraft congestion and vortex intensity are greatest and where maximum air traffic

control is required. Although it is important to predict such phenomena, and a good deal of research

has been devoted to the problem, wake vortex alleviation has up to now not been a factor in high lift

system design.

In addition to the classic wake vortex problem, a number of other practical high lift problems-

associated with the formation and shedding of large scale vortices from various components of an

aircraft have been identified. Among these are the effect of large vortices shed from nacelle/strut

combinations, strakes, etc., on the aerodynamic characteristics of the wings and empennage, and most

particularly the interaction of such vortices with the boundary layer flow on the wing. While in some

cases these vortices may be beneficial, in other important cases they may seriously degrade high-lift -'-

performance.

The approach to vortex research at Boeing has been the development of predictive technology, and

experimental techniques for the measurement of vortex flows. The general objective is to understand and -O

predict the formation, growth and decay of a wide range of large scale vortex flows as they interact

with other components of the airframe itself and/or subsequently influence other aircraft in proximity

to shed vortex wakes. The ultimate objective is to find means of either controlling the formation or

intensity of large scale vortices so that they interact favorably or with minimum penalty with other - -

components of the generating airframe. "

Since the state-of-the-art in modeling realistic vortex flows (c.f. Fig 34) is still primitive,

particularly in the case where vortices interact strongly with a boundary layer, the majority of the

work done so far in this area has been experimental. The emphasis has been on: l1
* Development and exploition of a number of flow field visualization techniques for the 0 -

diagnosis of complex viscous/vortex interactions and shed vortex wakes. -

* Development of experimental data bases for transport aircraft configurations in high-lift/high

angle-of-attack conditions. These efforts have been conducted to:
- Provide necessary data to validate the extension of codes like PANAIR to analyses of

multielement wings.

- Clarify the physics of vortex formation and interactions as generated by high-lift

configurations.

- Establish an experimental data base with which to compare current efforts to model

three-dimensional separated flow.

Provide data for wake/downwash prediction at the plane of the empennage,

particularly during operation at high-lift/high-angle-of-attack conditions.

A great deal of flow field visualization and diagnostic work has been done ranging from tests in water

tunnels to subsonic wind tunnels. The conclusion from tests conducted in water tunnels has been that,
while yielding useful results for certain types of configurations (e.g., fighters with wings with sharp

leading edges), the low Reynolds numbers typical of such testing make such experiments nearly useless

for transport type configurations. A far better approach has been to use flow field visualization

techniques recently developed for conventional wind tunnels. These techniques include:

* The Boeing developed Wake Imaging System (WIS) described in ref. 26. Typical WIS total

pressure survey data is shown in figure 34 in a black-and-white reproduction. The actual ..

result, obtained in about four minutes of survey time and available immediately, are in . -

the form of color polaroid photographic prints.

o

--- M--

Figure 34 Wake Imnge System (WIS) Survey Behind a High-Lift Wing

The five port probe (ref.27) which can give survey data similar to the WIS, with the

additional advantage that fully quantitative data, three velocity components and total

pressure are provided in minimum post run time. This latter technique has been used very

effectively to map wakes as shown in Fig 35, and a full discussion of recent test results O

using this technique is reported in refs. 27 and 28. These experiments have shown good

correlation between WIS and five port probe data, both of which also correlate reasonably

well with limited laser velocimetry measurements.
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The cited references give further details on these flow visualization techniques and some additional
results will be discussed in the next section on practical applications.

In an appropriate experimental approach to complex viscous/vortex, separated flow and/or wake problems,
it is important to recognize that a "full set" of data is usually necessary, and such a full data set
includes forces, surface pressures and both surface flow and flow field visualization. It has been our
experience in diagnosing complex flows that given a number of equally experienced interpreters
evaluating the same surface flow pattern, one often gets as many interpretations as there are evaluators.

To evaluate the surface flow in a systematic way mathematical topology ("critical point theory") as
developed by several investigators has been of considerable value. Critical point theory has the
virtues of rapid application, and it clearly establishes which flow interpretations are kinematically
feasible.

The technique is well described by Peake and Tobak (ref. 29) and Dallmann (ref 30). A typical result o-
work due to Brune (so far unpublished) of extensions to high-lift and multielement wing configurations
is shown in Fig. 36.
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Figure 36. Interpretation of Separated Flow Pattern, Using Critical-Point Theory

SOME APPLICATIONS OF BOEING HIGH-LIFT DESIGN METHODOLOGY0i

In the preceding sections of this paper a great deal of progress has been reported in the development of

improved methodology, both computational and experimental, for the design and analysis of transport
aircraft high-lift systems. In order to complete the discussion and to clarify several of the issues' raised earlier, two examples of applications of this improved methodology to practical design problems
have been selected. .

A Redesign of the Boeing 747 High-Lift System

The first example was selected because it demonstrates the way in which the general quasi-three
6.-. dimensional viscous flow design methodology (Fig 29) with its strong reliance on the use of inverse

methods, was used to evaluate a complex design problem. The problem posed was: Given the wing of the
existing Boeing 747, is it possible to simplify the triple slotted flap/variable camber Krueger
high-lift system without degrading the approach speed. Further constraints were:

(1) The cruise aerodynamic configuration must remain unaltered.
(2) Major structural modification outside the flaps would not be allowed.

(3) Handling characteristics should not be degraded.

As shown in Fig. 37, the baseline geometry was first analyzed in potential flow using the DVM Lifting "e
% Surface Theory. This yielded the span loads at various values of lift coefficients. Fro, the span

loads, the "critical 2D sections" were selected and e~aluate using the 2D multielement air6)il code
SASS. These results corrected for sweep are shown in Fig. 38. Additional information obtained from I-
these analyses are viscous flow pressure distributions and details of the boundary layer
characteristics. At this point one has the basic data necessary to begin the redesign effort."-::
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Figure 37. Spanloading on Baseline 747-200, Flaps 30, Figure 38. SASS-Calculated Sectional Lift Curves, bf: 30 deg
Calculated With SASS

Using the 2D inverse boundary. layer method, improved viscous flow pressure distributions are derived for
the various elements of the multielement airfoil ensembles. These design point pressure distributions

are then used in the inverse mode of the SASS program to generate new airfoil geometries. These new

geometries are a combination of revised surface contours and/or modified flap gap, overlap and O.
deflection relationships.

With the new geometry established, these sections are analyzed in the SASS program to obtain full

section lift curves, including the effects of flow separation from one-or more airfoil element. Typical
final results are shown in Figures 39. .. -
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Figure39. SASS Analysis of Baseline and Redesigned Flaps " 
" 'P

As a final step, if the resulting new geometry differs substantially from the baseline case, a
reevaluation of the total high lift systems in the DV4 program can be conducted to assure that a
"converged" design solution has been achieved and this data can be used to estimate the new wing/body

maximum lift coefficient and/or lift-drag ratio.

An interesting result of the present example is shown in Fig. 39. The new double slotted flap does
indeed yield the same section maximum lift coefficient as the baseline triple slotted system but more
important however, at a given angle of attack the lift coefficient is lower for the redesigned system
than for the baseline. This means that the net result of integrating this revised section into the
system would be that the aircraft would have to approach at higher angles-of-attack to maintain t'. same

approach speeds. In practice this is not possible due to tail strike limitations. For this reason, the

results of this particular exercise remain of largely academic interest and the new configuration was *.. ..

not tested. The example does demonstrate clearly, however, the power of the new analytic approach to

high-lift design.

Transport Aircraft Maximum Lift Performance Improvement

The second application example to be discussed is of interest for several reasons.

I. Both wind tunnel and flight test validation results exist.
2. The full computational methodology previously described was applied to a difficult flow problem *

involving a complex airplane geometry.
3. While the computational methods alone were inadequate to cope with the full problem, when used to

augment and guide the wind tunnel testing, they provided the crucial element in achieving a
difficult aerodynamic goal.

4. An approach to partially circumvent some major limits of conventional low Reynolds number testing . %

in high-lift system development was demonstrated. This approach can only be pursued efficiently by %

application of computational techniques. ," -

The objective was to retrofit the basic Boeing 707 airframe with four large diameter high-bypass ratio .%.%

turbofan engines with minimum modification to the remainder of the airframe and without an off-design
(i.e., low-speed) performance penalty. The new nacelles were compatible with the baseline airframe,

provided the nacelle struts of the new installation were shorter than those of the baseline, resulting
in the nacelles being placed in closer proximity to the wing. Wind tunnel tests comparing the baseline

and retrofit airplanes showed no low-speed performance penalty. Corresponding flight tests showed a 10
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percent loss in airplane maximum lift capability. The comparison results are shown in Figure 40.
Further, based on low Reynolds number wind tunnel force data alone, there appeared to be no obvious
experimentally derivable aerodynamic fix.

.7. ' SELINE 2

WINO TUNNEL FLIGHT

C 1.0

LARGE NACELLES BASE"" "'BASE

IWT

L.W

Figure 40 Nacelle Influence on CJmx

The puzzle regarding the cause of the lift loss was solved by additional wind tunnel testing with
particular emphasis placed on carefully documented flow visualization. Nacelle-on and -off tests
clearly showed (Fig. 41) that flow separation occured on the sides of the large diameter nacelles at
high angles of attack and high flap deflection conditions, leading to the formation of large vorticies
which flowed streamwise over the wing. While the section characteristics of the wing were very strongly
Reynolds number scale dependent, the paths and strength of the nacelle shed vortices were almost scale I
independent as a comparision with flight test showed (fig 42). Further, under certain conditions, the
vorticies interacted in an unfavorable way with the boundary layer on inboard sections of the wing
downstream. As a result, at wind tunnel Reynolds numbers, the maximum lift characteristics of the wing
were dominated by the outboard section characteristics. At flight level Reynolds numbers, the outboard
wing sections benefited from the increased Reynolds number so that maximum lift was limited by tne
unfavorable inboard wing boundary layer/nacelle vortex interaction. Thus, the two configurations, bothwith identical wings and high-lift systems, exhibited almost equal maximum lift performance in the wind

tunnel, but not at flight conditions. Subsequent analysis of the wing using the quasi-3D viscous
analysis approach described earlier further validated and clarified this diagnosis.

DOMINATES LOW

SRD MAXIMUM LIFT

---- VORTEX SHED DOMINATES HIGH
FROM NACELLE REYNODNUER

MAXIMUM LIFT c:-4

Figure 47. Stall Mechanisms at High and Low Reynolds Number Figure 42. Nacelle Vortices

Thus, the puzzle was solved, but the problem was not. Having observed that the wind tunnel, using a .2
model which carefully simulated the full scale geometry of the proposed configuration, could not
duplicate the necessary flow phenomena, the traditional approach would be to embark on an expensive and

* Otime consuming flight test program, with the fear that a substantial revision of the baseline high-lift
system might prove to be the only satisfactory solution. However, with the availability of.. computational tools, a quite different approach became feasible.

This approach was to simulate the full scale aerodynamics, rather than the full scale geometry in
defining the parts of the wind tunnel model. While conceptually appealing, this course is almost
impossible to follow unless one has sufficiently powerful computational tools with design capability.

In the case under discussion, the full scale simulation was rather crude but extremely effective.
Having determined both by flow visualization and analysis that tne low Reynolds number stall
characteristics were driven by outboard wing section characteristics, it was a straightforward procedure
to design an alternate, non-standard, leading edge device (Fig. 43) which could be fitted to the
outboard wing of the wind tunnel model. In this way, the outboard wing behaved at wind tunnel Reynolds
number very much like the full scale wing did in-flight, i.e., nacelle vortex/wing boundary layer
interactions determined the stall in the wind tunnel,

SBASELINE FLAT KRUEGER
LEADING-EDGE DEVICE

COMPUTATIONAL METHODS WINO
USED TO DESIGN NEW A TUNNELTRAILING -EDGE CURVEO KRUEGER LEAD- O.LYSEPA ONLYNACELLE SEPARATION ING EDGE DEVICE ON OUT.

VORTEX REDUCED BOARD WING

Figure 43. Wind Tunne: Test To Find Solution
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Having adjusted the wing's stall patterns in the wind tunnel, attention turned to the neceasary
modifications of the nacelles to improve the maximum lift performance. Additional reliance on flow .

visualization utilizing the wake imaging system lead to development of a set of nacelle mounted vortex
control devices (VCDs) which finally solved the problem without further change to the baseline high-lift
system. These devices were subsequently flown on the full scale airplane with satisfactory results, as
shown in Figure 44.

WIND TUNNEL FLIGHT TEST

1.25 1.23 1.25 1.24

1.09 1.10

1.0 1.0 1.0
w 4

> Z
_,_ _4 42 "

BASELINE -. a' ..
(WIND o 'X
TUNNEL "o 8

_ _J _ 42 4'i10 I

BASELINE REDESIGNED BASELINE
LEADING-EDGE LEADING EDGE HIGH-LIFT SYSTEM

Figure 44. Maximum Lift Comparisons

CONCLUDING COMMENTS 
%

An outline of low-speed/high-lift aerodynamic research at Boeing, and the quasi-3D viscous flow .
computational methodology developed for the analysis and design of transport high-lift systems was
presented. To demonstrate the overall utility of this methodology, two examples of its application to
practical, project oriented design/analysis problems vere described. The important conclusions to be 5
drawn from the-a examples are:

I. Modern high-lift computational methods have become sufficiently well developed to allow a designer
to use these new methods in a greatly improved (compared to experimental/analytical cut-and-try)
design process.

2. Since, in the forseeable future, management cannot be expected to make decisions which risk
millions of dollars based solely on "analytic wivd tunnel" results, the objective of a practical p
research effort must be to derive computational tools which will both augment and improve the
efficiency of what remains an experimental process. With the parallel development of improved flow
visualization techniques, the experimental process has been advanced as well.

3. The role of the wind tunnel will change as computational methods of increasing power become
available. Much routine parametric evaluation can now be conducted with the computer, with the
wind tunnel acting as both the vehicle for visualization of complex flows and the final arbiter of
predicted results. Thus theory and experiment form a necessary complementary pair.

4. Modern computational methods now allow the high-lift system designer to do many 
of the things that '.

were once conceptually possible, but impractical due to either lack of physical understanding or
budget limitations. Both computational exercises described and the modeling of "full scale" ."

aerodynamics rather than full scale geometry in the wind tunnel, are examples of these emerging
capabilities.

5. Most of the work described in this paper has related to transport aircraft with unpowered high-lift
systems. Much of the technology described (most particularly the improved flow visualization
techniques) is fully applicable to military aircraft and powered lift concepts. As the methodology
described matures, attention will logically be devoted to extending these kinds of capabilities to
the full range of future high-lift schemes.

It would be satisfying to be able to say that we limited ourselves to unpowered high-lift systems due to
the large volume of material available and that a comparable paper could be written on powered-lift
systems. Unfortunately this has not been the case. Despite the flurry of activity in powered-lift in p
the early to mid-1970's, as evidenced by the flight of four different powered lift airplanes only
limited analytical development has been undertaken. This is still a largely virgin territory awaiting
the inspired researcher.

While the above comments are specific to the Boeing high-lift effort, it remains to make some more . 1
gene'ral observations relating to the issues identified in the introduction of this paper. Central of 4'.

rhese was the question of the tools available to the high-lift designer and those which remain to be
developed. Many of the aspects of this question have been addressed in previous sections of the paper
and need not be summarized again here. One matter of interest does deserve attention here however.

At the conclusion of his Wright Brothers Lecture A.M.O. Smith left us with his list (circa 1974) of the
ten pressing theoretical problems in high-lift aerodynamics. In light of the progress reported in thi, .
paper, it is of interest to review these ten issues and comment on the progress made on each in the
intervening period. We may then propose a new list of our own.
A.M.O. Smith's list was as follows: .

1. Very general calculation of three-dimensional laminar and turbulent flows.
This must stand as an important on-going effort despite years of effort and advance. It
should be noted that success in this area is still strongly coupled to our ability to solve
the inviscid flow portion of the problem and here the complexity of the geometry of practical
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aircraft high-lift systems still presents major obstacles both aerodynamically and in geometry
definition. The capability to predict trailing edge separation on three-dimensionalconfigurations is also emerging, but the capability to predict vortex/boundary layer

interactions remains very primitive.

"" 2. Calculation of flows involving partial separation in the rear.
Here great progress has been made in ZZ flows (c.f. Henderson, ref. 20, Bristow, ref. 31, and
Mani, ref. 32). This is an area where much progress may be made in the near term in three

: dimensional flow without recourse to solution of the full Navier-Stokes equations.

[""."3. Practical calculation of flows involving forward separation bubbles.
Much detail work remains to be done in this area. While apparently a mere footnote to the
overall high-lift problem, as long as wind tunnel tests continue to be conducted at "low"

. .Reynolds numbers, the capability to predict the formation and effect of laminar separation
bubbles remains an important, imperfectly developed, capability.

*-'. 4. Practical calculation of flows involving shock-boundary layer interactions.
"-. Slow, but steady progrzss has been made on this fundamental problem (ref. 33) but its
.. relevance to the low-speed high-lift problem would seem obscure. "Supercritical" leading edge
. devices on transport aircraft are items to be avoided in our experience.

5. Calculations of viscous flow around the trailing edges of wings and bodies.
Despite the work of, for example, Melnik (ref. 34) this problem remains to be fully resolved
and remains, as it did for Smith a decade ago, a major annoyance.

6. Further development of inverse methods.
Substantial progress has been made for 2-0 cases. For 3-D the PANAIR technology has great
promise. It may also 6., ' ted that development of such methods is less than half the
problem. Teaching engineers, accustomed to "design by repetitive analysis" to use inverse
methods effectively is as large a problem and requires a great deal of further understanding
and education.

7. Drag of multielement airfoil systems.
Squire and Young still reign in this area and progress of real substance remains to be made.

8. Practical calculation of merging boundary-layers, wall jets and wakes.
With the completion of the combined theorical/experimental work by Brune (ref 16 & 19)
reported here, this problem seems to have reached the state-of-the-art in overall 2D viscous
flow computational capability. Having done the work we observe that it may have been a
problem of limited priority in retrospect. Analytic gap/overlap studies are nearly as
expensive to perform computationally as experimentally, and aside from evaluating the adverse
effects of imperfectly sealed slats, etc, the analysis capability is of rather limited utility.

9. The analysis of flows over swept wings on which a leading-edge vortex is developed.
This is a major area of interest and substantial progress has been made for highly swept wings
with sharp leading edges. For moderately swept wings with rounded leading edges where
vortices are less well defined much work remains to be done.

10. Three-dimensional transonic calculations, particularly for arbitrary wing and wing body conbination.
Very great progress has been made here, largely with reference to cruise configuratiens. This
topic is not within the scope of the present paper and it seems to us of less relevance for
transport type high lift systems.

In quick summary then we see a decade's progress. It remains only to propose a menu of our own for
further work. Our shopping list is as follows:

1 L. Very general calculation of three-dimensional laminar and turbulent boundary layers.
2. Computation of three dimensional separation,
3. Drag of multielement wings.
4. Further development of inverse methods.
5. Wake and downwash prediction from 3D multielement configurations.
6. Vortex/boundary layer interactions.
7. Propulsive lift analysis.
8. 3 D flow visualization and measurement techniques.
9. Modeling of swept wing leading edge flow with separation
10. Analytical buffet prediction

Further comments on the above list seems superflous in light of the preceding discussions and the
authors want to end this paper with the hope that the coming ten years will show as spectacular progress
as the last ten.
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An Update
of the Canada/U.S.A. Augmentor-Wing Project

0m by
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the de Havilland Aircraft of Canada, Limited
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

According to the published guidelines "it is intended that this symposium bring together the practioners of various applications
of boundary layer control with those interested in the underlying fluid mechanics for the purpose of mutual learning".eThis paper
presents some views of a practitioner from the perspective of powered lift in which a substantial proportion of engine thrust is devoted to
augmentation of wing lift. As such, control of the boundary layer takes place in rather a macroscopic way due largely to entrainment of
secondary flow into a powerful jet or jet sheet.

The Augmentor-Wing powered lift concept has been the subject of investigation jointly by Canada and the United States since the
late sixties. Following extensive tests of a half scale model in the NASA, Ames 40' x 80' wind tunnel, a decision was made to design and
build a minimum cost flight demonstrator based on the de Havilland Buffalo airframe.ftdgure-)This technology demonstrator aircraft
first flew in 1972 and subsequently underwent trials at NASA, Ames accumulating a total of 650 flying hours.

Following completion of the NASA trials in 1980, work has continued in Canada covering four main areas of interest:

- additional flight trials on the technology demonstrator aircraft,
- propulsion system development) J I
- experimental investigation of a new compound supercritical airfoil) ,
- project definition studies.

The paper touches briefly on th Vtse rc o expanding more so in areas likely to be of interest to the Fluid Dynamics Panel.

2.0 DESCRIPTION

A powered lift STOL transport differs from one which relies solely on passive lift (such as the de Havilland Dash 7) in four funda-
mental ways, all of which relate to steep gradient approach at low speed:

(1) Power for approach is set at 50 to 60% of maximum thrust available as compared to idle approach power with a passive flap.

(2) Forward components of thrust are nullified (by vectoring, by variable pitch fan or by bucket type reversers) to achieve a steep
gradient approach. .- 1

(3) Restoration of forward thrust (e.g. by vectoring) becomes an essential part of the wave-off manoeuvre.

(4) A large imbalance in roll is likely to occur in the event of engine failure.

Wave-off following engine failure represents a particularly difficult combination (Figure 2).

Generally, in the case of External Blown Flap (EBF) or Upper Surface Blowing (USB), integration of engine thrust and flap
serves both to augment wing lift by supercirculation and to vector thrust for steep gradient approach. However, since the entire thrust of
the engine is devoted to flap blowing, it follows that the flap must be partially retracted to re-vector thrust for wave-off and a substantial
transient loss of wing lift is unavoidable. Again, wave-off with one engine failed is difficult, especially in combination with a large roll
imbalance: in the case of the YC-14, flap retraction on the "live wing" is necessary to achieve roll balance causing a further lift loss. Such
issues are important when considering the airworthiness of powered lift aircraft.

The Augmentor-Wing internally blown system attends to some of tiese issues by having separate control over the propulsive and
blowing components of thrust and by introducing cross-ducting to eliminate roll upset in the event of engine failure. Thus, at constant
engine speed, lift of the blown flap may be considered as equivalent to that of a passive flap, whereas thrust vectoring (or V.P. fan) can be
used to modulate forward thrust in lieu of the throttle. Hence the characteristics and mode of flight can be related to the conventional
and thereby correlated directly with existing airworthiness rules.

The Augmentor-Wing concept is comprised of four elements in all:

A propulsion/blowing engine (Figure 3) which delivers about one third of total thrust for wing lift augmentation.

- An effecient ejector flap (Figure 4) which generates high lift by supercirculation and which serves also to augment nozzle thrust.
Thus, in combination with thrust recovery, thrust margin for takeoff is substantially increased (this being especially important
for climb-out with one engine inoperative).
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-Ducting which supplies blowing air to the wing to maintain roll balance in the event of engine failure and to enhance control

power at low flight speeds by means of the augmentor choke (Figure 5).

A thick supercritical compound airfoil otherwise known as a cruise augmentor flap (Figure 6).

3.0 FLIGHT TRIALS

Early in 1980, a team from the National Aeronautical Establishment assumed operational control of the Buffalo/Spey research
'. aircraft at NASA, Ames and in 1981 flew the aircraft to their own laboratory located in Ottawa. A new central data computer was in-

stalled by NAE to replace the Sperry STOLAND unit which had been retained by NASA for other use.

% The new computer unit restored the longitudinal SAS, the speed hold system and the controls integration capability. In broad
terms, speed hold is achieved by modulation of (Pegasus type) nozzle angle whereas glide path tracking can be improved by controls inte-
gration, such as throttle into choke or pitch attitude into choke with a transient wash-out. Important handling qualities experiments
were carried out in Canada but are considered outside the direct interest of the Fluid Dynamics Panel.

Following check-flights by NAE in the summer of 1982, the aircraft was handed over to de Havilland for further evaluation. Two
series of tests each of 2 % months duration have taken place at Canadian Forces Base, Mountain View, Ontario. Some of this work is re-
viewed in Reference 1. Three subjects have been selected for comment, one relating to powered lift stalling characteristics, another to the
maximum effort takeoff performance with vectored thrust and a third to no-flare landing techniques.

%3.1 Powered Lift Stall

Suction generated by the augmentor flap serves to establish a spanwise line of low pressure at about 60% of the chord. This acts
as a powerful means to prevent flow separation in a macroscopic fashion since an entire layer of upper surface flow is accelerated and
ingested by the ejector. Half scale model tests in the NASA Ames 40' x 80' wind tunnel showed that onset of stall occurs at the wing/
fuselage junction at about oC- 200 and is confined to that general region well beyond peak lift at an angle of attack in excess of 300.  %
The model was equipped with a blowing slot across the upper surface of the fuselage located at about 10% chord: this was designed to
suppress flow separation at the wing root and encourage lift "carry-over". In the wind tunnel,tests were conducted with and without

, -body blowing on both straight and swept wings. Results were as follows:

" On the straight wing at high Cj, body blowing gave a small increase in lift for (X> 200, a small increase in CL of order 0.3
and generally a smoother lift curve at high ,, The wing and body was tufted liberally: at a yaw angle of max 100 (say) and

" body blowing off, the tufts became quite agitated whereas with body blowing, the tufts remained smooth generally over the
whole model.

* On the swept wing, body blowing was shown to have no effect. Lift curves were smooth to high ., and the lift peak was quite
flat: maximum lift was slightly greater for the swept wing at the same level of blowing coefficient.

To minimize risk, it was decided that body blowing (accounting for 7% of the blowing flow available) would be fitted to the re-
search aircraft. If, as suspected, the benefit is indeed quite small, it follows that this flow could be put to better use in a future design. ..

Thus it became important to determine the effect of body blowing by flight test. Accordingly, modifications were made to remove this
flow from the fuselage and discharge it through a plain propulsion nozzle at the rear. Stalls and steady sideslips were performed both
with and without body blowing. At a weight of about 43,000 lb., tests were conducted at 8000 to 10,000 ft. with flaps 650, nozzle

* angle 800 and engines at 94% rpm. Minimum speed occurred at 43 to 45 kt. depending upon weight. In the same configuration, steady
sideslips were performed at 65 kt. to a maximum of 150. It was found that removal of body blowing had no discernible effect on
stalling speed or handling qualities in steady sideslip.

3.2 MAXIMUM EFFORT TAKEOFF

0 Flight trials at NASA Ames focussed upon glide path tracking for a steep gradient 71/20 STOL approach followed by flare and
touchdown so that the effect of thrust vectoring on takeoff performance remained enexplored. Tests were planned to determine the
optimum combination of flap and vector angle to minimize takeoff ground roll.

Standard takeoff flap is 200 with a thrust vector angle of 60: ground roll is in the order of 750 ft. and distance to 50 ft. is about
1250 ft. It was found that flap 400 with nozzles at 360 gave a minimum ground roll of 350 ft. to lift-off and about 850 ft. at the 50 ft.
screen height. In this latter case, speed at the start of rotation was 50 kt. EAS, lift-off speed was 53 kt. EAS with a peak rotation rate of

* • nine degrees/second. Figure 7 presents a time history of this particular takeoff.

3.3 LANDING

Performance and technique for landing without flare were explored in the Canadian trials. At W = 40,000 Ib, flaps 700 and
* . nozzles at 600, it was possible to capture a 41/20 glide slope at oL- 60 giving a slight nose-up attitude for nose wheel clearance at touchdown:""

the corresponding CLapp = 3.9.

For a given wing loading, approach speed is a good indicator of the degree of powered lift. It is of interest to determine the levels
, of blowing thrust loading (TB/S) and blowing thrust to weight ratio (TB/w) for the above case and then to extrapolate to a value of wing

loading more in keeping with an advanced tactical transport while holding wing area and blowing coefficient constant, at 865 sq.ft. and
0.59 respectively. .....

In the table below, line one relates to the experimental flight case, line two to a transformation of the research aircraft in which ,

lift coefficient is adjusted to account for changes in wing geometry and removal of body blowing, and line three to an increase in weight
to raise (or to increase) wing loading to 90 lb./sq.ft. as for a typical advanced STOL transport. It can be seen that for W/S=90, an approach
speed of 78 kt. requires that TB/W = 0.136 and TB/S = 12.23. The former ratio provides some measure of powered lift efficiency whereas
the latter, the relative ease of duct accommodation in the wing.
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DESCRIPTION AR t/c W lb. Vapp kt TB/S TB/w

1 Experimental Case 7.2 0.16 40,000 60 7.17 .155 * .','

2 New wing less body 12 0.21 45,600 60 7.17 .136
blowing

3 Increase in weight 12 0.21 77,850 78 12.23 .136

4.0 PROPULSION

Control of boundary layer for high lift is generally achieved not by suction but by blowing -for wing flaps, for leading edge de-
vices or for control surfaces. Even for supplementary purposes, the quantity of flow is generally such that it cannot be removed from the
HP compressor without a significant loss in engine performance (especially for high bypass ratio). Thus it becomes advantageous to con-
sider an engine having an oversize intermediate compressor to generate a blowing source at a pressure ratio of about three.

For high lift systems such as jet flap (requiring a significant proportion of total thrust) it is possible to separate the hot and cold
streams of a low bypass engine as was done for the Buffalo/Spey research aircraft. This procedure may find application for a high per-
formance powered lift fighter aircraft but is less well suited for transport type aircraft on account of high noise level and poor fuel con-
sumption at low altitude. Again, the need arises for a high bypass engine which generates blowing air as part of the basic engine cycle. "O

To meet the need, Rolls-Royce has proposed the RB419 series of propulsion/blowing engines. Furthermore, it has been shown
possible to synthesize one such engine using existing components with the Spey 202 as core, the TF-41 fan as intermediate compressor %
and the Dowty/Rotol variable pitch fan as a single stage LP compressor. This engine, known as the RB419-03, generates three streams:

(1) low pressure bypass stream
(2) intermediate pressure blowing stream
(3) residual hot core stream.

Tabulated data for the RB419 are given below,whereas Figure 8 shows the variation of non-blowing thrust versus blowing thrust:
growth potential is of the order 20% based on uprating of the core.

The engine provides separate thrust for propulsion and blowing with the ability to modulate the propulsive or forward thrust .

while maintaining constant blow, as described earlier. In the overall, it does appear that the propulsion/blowing engine will become the -
generic type for powered lift transport aircraft just as the vectored thrust Pegasus engine has become for combat aircraft. O

Takeoff Cruise =
Parameter ISA 36,000 ft

Mach 0.7 e
RB419-03 LEADING PARTICULARS Thrust (Ib) 18,200 3,930

Sfc (lb/hr/lb) 0.425 0.700
Mass flow (lb/sec) 671 280 -
Overall pressure ratio 18.4 21.7
Blowing mass flow (lb/sec) 147 59
Blowing pressure ratio 2.6 3.8

5.0 THE CRUISE AUGMENTOR FLAP

The cruise augmentor flap is a supercritical compound section designed to operate at high subsonic speed with ejector blowing.
Interest in the configuration arose from a desire to simplify the Augmentor-Wing STOL concept by eliminating the need both to divert
blowing flow and close down the flap elements for cruise while, at the same time, to gain some aerodynamic advantage. In particular, it 0
was thought that drag rise Mach number could be delayed by achievement of aft loading on the upper shroud (by virtue of the powerful N.:
mid-chord control of boundary layer) and that propulsion efficiency could be improved on account of boundary layer ingestion by the
ejector itself. Also it was thought that the compound section would operate satisfactorily for quite large values of thickness/chord (say
20% or more) and provide an improvement in buffet boundary due to blowing (jet flap effect). Recovery of pressure toward the trailing .'..'

edge of the upper surface (with consequent thickening of the boundary layer) is of special concern in the design of supercritical airfoils ,* "
(Figure 6). This concern is alleviated somewhat for the compound section in that recovery takes place in two stages, first to the ejector ""-',.-"
throat vhere pressure is substantially less than that at the trailing edge and secondly within the ejector itself where the remaining pressure
rise takes place in a controlled manner. A family of compound airfoils is shown in Figure 9.

Experimental work was undertaken,both 2-D (NAE 5' x 5' tunnel) and 3-D (NASA, Ames 11' x 11' tunnel),on an 18% t/c section.
Test results confirmed the expectations listed above and provided further understanding as follows:

* The compound airfoil operates well with or without blowing.

* The section is very tolerant to off-design operation having a very flat CD vs CL characteristic. S

" Tight control of the boundary layer at mid-chord ameliorates drag creep with Mach number as MD is approached. %

0 Pressures on the shroud upper surface remain essentially constant throughout the Ot rangethus shroud shape can be determined to %
satisfy requirements at the design point with no fear of flow separation or shock wave formation at higher . Similarly in the .

region of drag rise, shock waves form first on the main body, not on the shroud.

0 A thickness increase from 0.18 to 0.24 resulted in essentially no drag penalty (at the corresponding design point and below drag .

rise).
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- Leading edge devices are not needed at low speed/high lift on account of the large leading edge radius of these thick sections.

Based on in-house test data, some comparisons are presented between a 16% t/c plain supercritical airfoil and the compound sec-
tion at 18% and 24% t/c.

5.1 BUFFET BOUNDARY

Wing buffet was found to correlate well with "drag break". The latter was more readily available and could be defined more pre-
cisely and was therefore taken as the limit of useable lift. Figure 10 shows a substantial advantage for the 18% t/c compound section as
compared to the 16% plain foil. The flight boundary improves further with ejector blowing.

Taking M = 0.66 as the design speed for the 24% t/c section, it displays an advantage of ACL = 0.15 as compared to the corres-
ponding compound foil at 18% t/c.

5.2 DRAG

Interest surrounds level of drag and the point of drag rise. Drag creep characteristics of the plain and compound sections differ
substantially so that conventional methods for defining drag rise Mach number are of little value; therefore comparisons have been made
on the basis of drag level at the cruise design point which is more meaningful in any event.

Both 2-D and 3-D test data are available in-house for airfoils with CL (design) = 0.35 whereas for CL (design) = 0.6, only 2-D
data exist. The variation of design Mach number with thickness was taken as follows:

Thickness/chord ratio 0.16 0.18 0.24

Design Mach number 0.725 0.70 0.66

5.2.1 Two-Dimensional Test Data

* The NAE 5' x 5' wind tunnel is equipped with wall inserts to form a two-dimensional working section for testing at high subsonic
speed. Typically, the model Reynolds number is about 20 x 106.

On the left, Figure 11 shows the variation in drag at CL = 0.6 for three foils with the corresponding design Mach number shown
for each. At low Mach number without blowing, the compound sections exhibit a higher level of drag (compared to a conventional foil)
but show less drag creep at high Mach number. At the respective cruise design points, the drag 'evel of all three airfoils is essentially the

*-""same: this point is examined in more detail in Figure 12 where drag (at design point) is plotted versus thickness/chord ratio. It is shown
that increase in drag with thickness is very small for the compound section which implies that the boundary layer has been controlled
effectively even at 24% t/c.

": = C + CJ (nozzle) and Cj (nozzle) = measured nozzle-'
Blowing has been shown to reduce effective drag where CDff CDmeasured  CC

Z'.* static thrust (shrouds off) - qS, e ma d
- for example, Figure 11 shows that the skin friction penalty of the compound foil is partially offset in the mid-Mach number range,

whereas for M <0.5, a net benefit results.

Figure 13 illustrates the off-design tolerance of the 24% t/c compound section. Although designed for M = 0.66 and CL = 0.6,
drag increase is very small even at CL = 0.75/0.80. On a typical aircraft of aspect ratio 12,this equates to a cruise L/D correspondingly
higher by about 10%.

-. 5.2.2 Three-Dimensional Tests

* QTest data were available for a reflection plane model having a compound section (18% t/c root to tip) and a full span model having
a conventional section (16% t/c at the root, 13% t/c at the tip). Design lift coefficient in each case was 0.35.

Equivalent profile drag for the 3-D tests was obtained in the usual manner by subtracting the "ideal" level of lift dependent drag
(CL2/TrA) from balance drag. This procedure results in a level of profile drag somewhat higher than the true 2-D value. On the right of

- .Figure 12 it is again shown that drag of plain and compound foils are comparable at the design point. The figure illustrates once more the
off-design tolerance of the compound section with the attendant opportunity to cruise at higher CL for improved L/D.

* 6.0 PROECT STUDIES

A substantial experimental data base has been established as a result of the joint Canada/USA powered lift research program.
°. De Havilland is currently under contract to the Canadian government (Department of Industry, Trade and Commerce) to conduct appli-

cation studies and to carry out additional experiments. In particular, project studies have been undertaken on a powered lift STOL trans-
port and a sea based support type aircraft capable of short takeoff and vertical landing.

6.1 POWERED LIFT STOL TRANSPORT

Consideration has been given to transport aircraft powered by two, three and four RB419 propulsion/blowing engines. A compre-
hensive parametric/trade-off study has been undertaken on the twin engined variant encompassing a range of wing aspect ratio (8, 10, 12),

section thickness/chord ratio (0.18, 0.21, 0.24) and wing sweep (00, 200, 27.50).

Details of the basis for the study are quite complex and not discussed here except to ,oint out that each combination of wing
sweep and thickness/chord ratio was explored over a range of wing loading so that aircraft were derived covering a wid' spectrum of STOL
capability.

*',1% |
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It is postulated that a military transport of this kind would serve a dual purpose: in time of peace for routine transport duties
-" and in time of emergency in a tactical role for supply into a remote site or battle damaged runway (Figure 14). In drawing up a trans-

port aircraft specification, the director of operational requirements is generally aware that some penalty would result if field performance
demands were too stringent or cruise speed set too high; therefore he requires trade-off data in order to make a sensible compromise. For
example, he may wish to trade transport fuel efficiency in routine duty against field performance at the mid-point of the tactical supply
mission. Figures 15 and 16 show the form of such a trade-off for the twin-engined variant of aspect ratio ten.

-.'. Payload-range for the strategic supply mission is determined by an interactive procedure. Each aircraft has payload equal to 25%
of design gross weight and wing area derived first* such that fuel capacity of the wing equals the fuel required for the mission and then
exceeds it by 10%, 20% and 30% increments. Each such aircraft is then exercised in the radius mission and STOL performance is deter-
mined on arrival and departure at the mid-point. In Figure 15, payload miles per pound of fuel for the strategic supply mission is
plotted versus takeoff ground roll at the mid-point of the tactical mission. Figure 16 shows a cross plot at a ground roll of 900 ft. to
illustrate the trade-off of fuel efficiency against cruise speed. Observations are as follows:

. A choice of 900/1100 ft. as takeoff ground roll incurs a relatively moderate penalty in fuel efficiency for regular transport duty
(Figure 15).

. This degree of STOL performance at the mid-point is compatible with takeoff field size of about 8000 ft. at DGW for regular
transport duty and is therefore well matched for the dual role.

* Figure 16 shows that choice of a lower cruise speed provides a clear advantage in fuel efficiency.

- For a given cruise speed, the choice of a thick wing in combination with some degree of sweep angle provides for greater fuel ca-
pacity and thereby the ability to exchange payload for greater range.

* Thick wing sections make possible the low speed/high fuel efficient option by providing for necessary fuel capacity without
6e, unduly large wing area.

The parametric study data base has been used to predict the performance of various point designs: in particular consideration has
been given to a twin-engine, powered lift version of the C-130 Hercules (Figure 17). Forthe same payload-range, this powered lift variant
would reduce ground roll by 50% or more, increase cruise speed by 100 kt. and display a much smaller radar signature.

Propfan technology has the potential for improvement in specific fuel consumption. In Ref. 2, Coplin has suggested a hybrid
engine described as a turbofan-prop which combines turbofan and propfan propulsion: in fact, it is a three-stream engine similar to the
R8419. This leads to the possibility of a propulsion/blowing engine with propfan and an energy efficient powered lift STOL transport
of the future as shown in Figure 18. Power to the propeller would be substantially less than for the conventional propfan and therefore
gearbox development presents less of a problem.

6.2 POWERED LIFT STOVL SUPPORT AIRCRAFT

The Augmentor-Wing concept lends itself readily to a twin engine layout capable of vertical landing such as might be required for
sea based operation in AEW & ASW roles. The developments in thick supercritical sections permit containment of ducting in the wing
for ejector blowing and for engine-out balance. Two layouts are depicted, one based on the Pegasus engine (Figure 19) the other on the
projected RB419 engine (Figure 20). The excellent buffet boundary characteristics of thick wing make it well suited for AEW surveil-
lance at high altitude.
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This first case is the one having maximum transport capacity (PR) but no flexibility to exchange payload for fuel and thereby
extend range (without addition of external tanks).
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AIRCRAFT DRAG REDUCTION TECHNOLOGY
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SIMARY

This paper presents a reviewskfithe current techniques of aircraft viscous drag reduction and some of the more recent
developments that have taken place in this technology. The various sources and relative contributions of aircraft drag
are described including skin friction drag, pressure drag, interference drag and lift induced drag. In the discussion,
emphasis is given to the physical processes that lead to these drag contributions, followed by a discussion of
methods of reducing the impact of these drag sources. Finally some bri f discussion is presented to show how
innovative and optimized aircraft configurations can led to drag benefits.

1. INIRODUCTION.

Since the early seventies and the subsequent trend in world fuel prices (Figure 1), aircraft drag reduction technology
has become of prime importance to military and civilian operators. For example, a 102 drag reduction on a large
military transport aircraft is estimated to have the potential to save up to 13 million gallons of fuel per aircraft
over the lifetime of the aircraft. Considering also that US domestic operators spent a staggering 2.1 billion dollars
on fuel in 1976 alone, it is clear that enormous benefits are to be derived from drag reduction technology.

- -Additionally, with the very high cost of aquisition of new aircraft, existing fleet lifetimes are being extended and
derivative designs are now coming on to the marketplace. Thus, retrofittable drag reduction technologies are
critically important.

The aerodynamic forces experienced at the surface of an aircraft may be either tangential to the surface or normal to
the surface and both will contribute to the total drag on the body. The interrelation and development of these forces
is shown in Figure 2. The only tangential force that is present is the viscous skin friction due to the development of
boundary layers over the surfaces. The development of the normal forces, i.e. pressures normal to the surface, is more
complex and, as Figure 2 shows, these can arise from a number of contributions. Firstly, there is the pressure field
modification due to the displacement thickness of the boundary layers and possible formation of regions of separat-
ion (and which, with the skin friction, constitutes the profile drag). Next, there are pressure forces that arise from
the formation of vortices in the wake and which may further modify the flow around the body. This is termed vortex
drag. If compressibility effects are present, then there are additional pressure forces due to the compressibility
effects and the presence of waves in the flow.

The non-zero integrated stremewise component of these pressure forces constitutes the pressure drag on the aircraft.
Because lifting conditions are present, there is a strong component of the lift-dependent vortex drag which in
conjunction with a smaller aount of lift-dependent profile drag gives rise to the so-called induced drag.

Although the relative importance of different drag sources varies for each aircraft type and mission that is flown, a
representative breakdown is shown in Figure 3. The important contributors to the total drag are the following:

(1) Skin friction drag due to viscous boundary layer formation.
(2) Lift induced drag due to the conserved circulation developed around the wings.
(3) Pressure drag due to the open separation in the afterbody and other regions.

* (4) Interference effects between aerodynamic components.
(5) Wave drag due to compressibility effects at near-sonic flight conditions.
(6) Miscellaneous effects such as roughness effects and leakage, etc.

All these drag sources contribute to the total drag by different relative amounts for different types of aircraft and
the breakdown in Figure 3 corresponds to the case of a large subsonic transport of the type flown by most major
airlines. The greatest contribution arises from turbulent skin friction drag, a fact that has provided the impetus for
most of the friction drag reduction work that will be described. The next most significant contribution arises from
the lift induced drag and this, added with the friction drag, accounts for about 85% of the total aircraft drag.
Interference drag, wave drag, trim drag to balance the aircraft, and miscellaneous effects account for the remainder.
In drag reduction studies, it might be argued that it is more worthwhile to address only the more significant drag
contributions. However, this is not necessarily the case because very often it is easier to obtain much greater
percentage reductions in the smaller drag sources than in the larger contributions. For example a 502 reduction in
afterbody drag is feasible and might represent a 5% total drag reduction. To achieve the sme total drag reduction
through skin-friction reduction alone may be a such more difficult task.

SThe purpose of this paper is to review and summarize the various aircraft drag reduction technologies that are
currently being explored. Compressibility effects and transonic wave drag reduction will not be discussed explicitly

and instead, ephasis will be given mostly to the drag sources associated with viscous flows. This is because viscous
," flow drag reduction technology is the area that has advaenced most rapidly in recent years and which is currently
" . receiving the greatest attention. The discussion will therefore concentrate on skin friction reduction, afterbody drag

reduction, induced drag reduction and interference drag reduction. Finally, some brief discussion will be given to
show how innovative aerodynamic configurations can be exploited to achieve low drag characteristics.

2. SKIN FRICTION DlA R UCTION.

* 'For the reduction of skin friction drag, either of two different philosophies may be followed. The first is to

capitalize on the low friction characteristics inherent to laminar boundary layers and to delay transition on the
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, wetted surfaces as much as possible. This is the approach that has been followed in the laminar flow control programs
that were undertaken in England (summarized in Ref. 1) after the second war and later in the United States at Northrup
(Ref. 2) and more recently at NASA Langley (Ref. 3). An alternative philosophy for friction reduction that has

* %. recently emerged is to accept the inevitability of turbulent flow and to attempt to modify or interact with the ..-
turbulent structures to reduce the friction (Ref. 4).

2.1 laminar Flow Control (LFC).

Although laminar flow control is a generic term, it has, by association, come to mean the maintenance of laminar flow
e through the use of wall suction. The suction may be in the form of distributed porosity over the surface (Refs. 5 and

6) or in the form of a series of spanwise-running slots (Refs. 5, 7 and 8). The suction is not sufficient to suppress
any existing turbulence, but serves to modify the curvature of the laminar velocity profile which in turn reduces the

-~~ amplification of any instability waves in the boundary layer that grow and lead to the formation of turbulence. Ans ~ 1
* depicted in Figure 4, local friction can be reduced to about 20% of its turbulent value and with sufficient care,

laminar flow can be maintained up to Reynolds numbers of the order of 60 million. An extensive bibliography of the
literature describing LFC can be found in Reference 2.

The current Lockheed concept for an LFC aircraft is shown in Figure 5 taken from Ref. 9. Cuntrol is only exercised on
the wing surfaces because of the greater difficulty of maintaining laminar flow at the high fuselage Reynolds numbers
as well as the problems of surface discontinuities at the windows. The suction units for this configuration are
mounted in the lower fuselage at the wing root and the propulsion engines are mounted in the tail to minimize noise
and vibration on the wings. The real benefits of such a configuration must be evaluated against the performance of an
equivalent advanced turbulent aircraft and, as Figure 6 (from Ref. 9) shows, these benefits are greater for long stage
lengths and represent a 27% performance improvement. Whether or not this is sufficient to justify the higher
aquisition and maintenance costs of a new fleet of such aircraft will depend largely on future fuel price -

developments.

While the feasibility of LFC has been known for a long time, the system does suffer from a number of design,
manufacturing and maintainability problems as depicted in Figure 7. An essential problem with any laminar flow
condition is its susceptibility to dirt and other particulates, such as insect debris accumulating near the leading
edge during low altitude flight. These can trip the flow to turbulence which will then spread over a wide area of the
wing. To avoid this, close manufacturing tolerances must be followed and some kind of in flight cleaning system (Ref.
9) or leading-edge protection must be employed (Ref. 10). C.

From an aerodynamic viewpoint, probably the greatest difficulty lies in being able to confidently predict where
transition will occur. The design procedure requires that the boundary-layer characteristics, with suction, first be
accurately determined using a boundary-layer analysis of the type in Ref. 11. This is followed by a stability analysis -
to determine the amplification of the instability waves in the flow (Ref. 12).

A fundamental difficulty is that the stability analysis is based upon a set of linearized small-disturbance equations
so that the actual amplitudes cannot be calculated, but the amplification can. Furthermore, the receptivity of the
flow to the free stream disturbances that drive the instabilities is also not well known (Ref. 13). The problem,
therefore, is analagous to predicting the output of an amplifier given its gain, but knowing nothing of its input
signal level.

* . N
To circumvent these difficulties, empirical transition criteria must be used, such as the e criterion (Ref. 14), -
which assumes that transition taies place once the amplification ratio (or system gain) exceeds some critical
threshold given by the value of e . The critical values of N are typically 11-12 for the mid-chord regions dominated
by quasi-two-dimensional Tollmien-Schlichting instability (Ref. 15), and 10-11 for the crossflow instability that
originates most severly near a swept-wing leading edge (Ref. 14).

In order to derive the optimal efficiency of the LFC system it is best to minimize the suction quantities that are
required and this generally requires a careful iteration of the design procedure that has been described. Furthermore,
the way that the suction is achieved can have a bearing on the overall system efficiency both from an aerodynamic and
a structural weight penalty viewpoint. One approach is to use discrete slots as in Figure 5, or through the use of
strips of porous material as an integral part of the wing surface. The porous strips have been studied in References
16 and 17, and it has been demonstrated that discrete suction through porous strips can be as effective as suction
distributed continuously over a greater streamwise length. Both the suction approaches have been critically evaluated
in work that has been undertaken at Lockheed-Georgia (K.C. Cornelius, private communication). As Figure 8 shows, it
has been demonstrated through stability measurements that the suction slots have a greater stabilizing influence, for %
a given suction flow rate, than do the porous strips. Naturally, other parameters such as skin structural integrity
must also be considered before a final choice of surface type can be made. 5.

2.2 Natural Laminar Flow (NY).

The simplest technique for maintaining laminar flow over a suface is to capitalize on the stabilizing effect that
favorable pressure gradients have on laminar boundary layers (Ref. 18). In order to implement NIF on a wing, it is
necessary to bring the point of maxium thickness as far aft as possible so as to create extensive regions of
favorable pressure gradient over the wing surface as depicted in Figure 9. The concept can be employed without the
need for considering the attendant weight and structural penalties associated with the LFC suction system and, from an
aerodynamic point of view, the design procedures are similar to those used in LFC (including the inherent
empiricisms).

i umbe of low-speed aircraft are currently flying with NLF (Ref. 19), although in some cases this has been
't ; .s. In a high-speed application where good transonic cruise is needed, additional design considerations arise.
* example, permissible wing sweep is limited by the onset of crosaflow instability at the leading edge. Also, in

order to rise to the correct pressure at the trailing edge after a large region of favorable gradient, large adverse
gr.dients are necessary and these can lead to strong shocks and a wave drag penalty or the possibility of separation.
'ax-eful design studies are needed to minimize these detrimental effects.
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2.3 Hybrid Laminar Flow Control (MlFC).

A compromise LFC system that avoids some of the problems associated with LFC and NIF is the Hybrid Laminar Flow
Control System (HLFC) shown in Figure 10. This is a mix of the other two systems and suction is applied only at the

.... leading edge to minimize crossflow instability. Control of the instabilities in the mid-chord region is achieved with
S-.tailoring of the pressure gradient as with NIL. In this way a larger wing sweep can be achieved for transonic flight

than with NLF, and the weight penalties are not as great as for LFC. Also, the suction orifices at the leading edge
can double as a leading-edge-cleanser discharge system to prevent accumulation of dirt and insects during the low-
altitude climbout.

2.4 Wall Cooling.

Another favorable physical effect that could conceivably be exploited in a drag reduction scheme is by the use of wall
cooling (Ref. 20). As Figure 11 (adapted from Ref. 22) shows, a reduction in surface skin temperature can lead to
significant increases in the minimum critical Reynolds number. This is not because the kinematic viscosity goes up
(the reverse is true), but arises because the heat transfer modifies the viscosity distribution across the boundary
layer which causes the mean profiles to become more full, thereby increasing their stability. This has been

substantiated by the flat plate experiments of Ref. 20 for Tollmien-Schlichting type disturbances. However, the .1
calculations in Ref. 21 have shown that while the same is true for crossflow-type instabilities, the effect is much
smaller as depicted by the growth curves in Figure 12.

In order to implement such a concept, a very large heat sink is needed. One possibility would be to use liquid
hydrogen in the cryogenic state to fuel the aircraft (Refs. 22 and 23). To maintain the laminar flow, the fuel would
be circulated just below the wing surface as a preheater to the combustion process. The same effect could be achieved
if liquid methane was used.

2.5 Active Wave Suppression (wave Cancellation).

The transition control concepts that have been described are passive and do not require a dynamic interaction with the
flow. A new transition control concept that has been suggested and tested under laboratory conditions (Refs. 24, 25,

* •26 and 27) is by the use of active wave suppression or wave cancellation. The idea is to detect any low amplitude pre-
transitional instability waves in the flow and then to introduce a control disturbance that is of equal amplitude and
180 degrees out of phase with the original disturbance. In principle, superposition should then remove the primary

disturbances from the flow.

To date, the concept has only been evaluated under low speed conditions but significant increases in the transition
Reynolds numbers have been reported. An example of the streamwise amplitude history of an instability wave, with and
without the control disturbance is shown in Figure 13, and a smoke-vire visualization of the corresponding flow
conditions is shown in Figure 14 (from Ref. 27). These demonstrate that while ar impressive degree of control of the
two-dimensional disturbances is possible, some residual three-dimensional disturbances remain in the flow and that 71
these bring about transition.

The reason for this is that transition arises from complex wave interactions between a primary disturbance and three-

. dimensional disturbances that have their origins with the free stream (Ref. 28). Thus, while the control disturbance
removes most of the energy of the primary disturbance, the now amplified three-dimensionalities still remain.
Therefore, any real implementation of the concept will probably require a complex three-dimensional control system,
even for two-dimensional flow. Whether or not this is possible at the very high instability growth rates

characteristic of flight Reynolds numbers remains to be determined.

3. TURBULNT SKIN FRICTION REDUCTION.

An alternative approach to the reduction of skin friction is based not upon trying to maintain laminar flow, but j]
instead on attempting to modify the turbulence in some way so as to reduce friction. Possible approaches may be
passive, as in the case of the riblets and large eddy breakup devices etc., or active as in the case of the synthetic
boundary layer. These efforts are still quite new and arose largely from a series of ongoing tests that were begun at
NASA Langley during the late seventies (Ref. 4).

3.1 Riblets.

Because it is known that the near wall structure of a turbulent boundary layer is dominated by streaks of streamwise
vortices with an average spacing of z+100, it has been argued that changing the surface geometry with micro-grooves

S.'. " should spatia'ly lock the structures which may alter the momentum transport characteristics and reduce the skin
-O friction. Studies have therefore been made of the friction characteristics of a boundary layer that develops over

surfaces with various geometries of small streamwise grooves carved into them (Ref. 29). As shown in Figure 15, it has .-Z
been demonstrated that local drag reductions of the order of 10% are indeed possible, despite the increase in wetted

area. The optimized groove spacing is of the order of ten wall units. Also, sharp pointed grooves tend to perform .-

better than grooves with rounded peaks (Ref. 29).

Because the optimized groove spacing is about an order of magnitude less than the streak spacing, it is difficult to

picture them as interacting with the streaks and experimental studies have been made to look at the characteristics of
the turbulence that develops over the grooved surfaces (Refs. 30, 31). These studies have attempted to measure the
mean turbulent bursting frequency and conditional averages of the velocity fluctuations during the bursting process,
since this activity is a measure of the turbulence production mechanism. One example, that of the mean turbulence
bursting frequency is shown in Figure 16 taken from Reference 30. Some apparent change is indicated due to the
presence of the riblets. Unfortunately, there is a fundamental difficulty in objectively defining the turbulence
activity thresholds that are used to measure when a turbulent burst is taking place. Therefore, whether or not the

changes in Figure 16 accurately represent flow structure changes associated with the drag reduction is difficult to
'- ". ~say. ,n

An alternative model for the drag reduction is proposed in Reference 31 and is based upon the idea that the drag

reduction does not arise from a direct interaction with the turbulence structure, but arises instead because of the
way the viscous fluid flows over the ribbed surface. The flow in the valley of the grooves is at low Reynolds number
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and is creeping in character and the local wall shear is low. Because of the mean velocity gradient, the wall shear is
higher at the top of the rib as found in the data of Ref. 30. If the geometry is right, the low shear dominates and,
even though the wetted area is increased, and a net drag reduction results. In this model, any turbulence changes are
then merely a passive attendant to the wall shear change, rather than a direct cause. This would also serve to explain
why the sharp groove tips have better drag reducing characteristics since they minimize the surface area exposed to
high shear.

The multi-colored dye visualizations shown in Figure 17, from Ref. 31, show the inhibited lateral spreading of the

flow in the grooves and its creeping nature. By themselves they do not prove the proposed model, but they are
certainly consistent with that view. More detailed experimental studies of the flow field within the grooves as well
as numerical s.mulations are needed to resolve this question.

3.2 Large Eddy Breakup Devices, Manipulators (LEBU). .'.

Another very promising concept for the reduction of turbulent skin friction is by the use of plates or fences inserted
into the boundary layer flow. Friction reductions of the order of 20% have been recorded downstream of the devices
(Refs. 32-36) and because it has been suggested that the devices break up the large scale structures of the flow, they
have been referred to as large eddy breakup devices (LEBU). The term turbulence manipulator may be more appropriate.

The boundary-layer development downstream from a set of thin plates immersed in a flow is depicted in Figure 18 taken
*:: from Ref. 4. The change in slope of the curve of momentum thickness development is representative of friction changes

- by virtue of the momentum integral equation. There is a device drag penalty that must be paid before a break-even
point is reached, but thereafter a net drag reduction can be achieved. The best drag reduction configuration for these
devices appears to be thin airfoil shapes to minimize the device drag. They should be of the order of the local
boundary layer thickness in streamwise extent and located at about 80% of the boundary layer thickness from the wall.
Tandem devices also appear to perform well and the geometrical characteristics of the devices are critically important
for good performance (Ref. 34).

At present there is same controversy over the mechanism behind the observed drag reductions. The first investigations N
suggested that the devices serve to break up the large eddies of the flow and the amoke-wire visualizations in Figure
19 (from Ref. 35) show that while large eddy structures are clearly visible in the uncontrolled flow, they are not
apparent in the controlled flow. This is perhaps surprising in view of the fact that logarithmic behavior is still
evident in mean flow measurements of the controlled flow (Ref. 33). However, conclusions about structural features
should not be based on streakline data alone and measurements of correlations and length scales are needed to clarify
this issue.

*? An alternative description for the behavior of the devices has recently been proposed in Ref. 36. In that model, the

large eddies are viewed as conglomerations of smaller scale hairpin vortices and the wake eddies of the manipulator

interact with these hairpins in such a way so as to inbhbit wallward motions. Thus, it is the introduction of new
* structures into the flow rather than the destruction of existing ones that is important. Flow visualization data seem

to support this interpretation and it is consitent with the continued existence of logarithmic behavior in the
*. velocity profiles. However, the examination was based on manipulators that were quite thick and which consequently had

large wakes.

An important fundamental issue with the devices is how long the drag reduction effect will persist in the downstream
.' direction. The indications from Ref. 34 are that the flow does indeed return to an uncontrolled state after about 150

boundary layer thicknesses downstream of the device. Whether or not further devices can be used to reimplement control
- is an issue that remains to be examined.

3.3 Other Surface Geometry Effects.

In addition to the riblets, a number of other surface geometry effects are recieving attention as possible friction
reduction concepts. Among these are streamwise surface curvature, transverse surface waves and transverse micro-
grooves.

S
While concave curvature increases near wall turbulence intensities through the GCrtler instability, convex curvature
appears to reduce intensities and skin friction (Ref. 37). The mechanism for this is not clear and Ref. 4 suggests
that the effect is mostly due to a change of the outer eddies. An alternative and quite plausible possibility, is that

if the near wall streaks themselves arise from a Gtrtler rotational instability due to local streamline curvature as " -

*.? suggested by Ref. 38, then it is possible that the convex wall curvature changes the streamline curvature to suppress.."
these structures. Whatever the case, it does appear that there is a very long relaxation distance of low drag after
regions of convex curvature which can be exploited in a drag reduction scheme.

If the scale of the curvature is reduced and made periodic, transverse surface waves result. This has been suggested
as a possible drag reduction schame since measurements over surfaces with low amplitude waves and wavelengths of the
order of the boundary layer thickness have shown friction reductions (Ref.39). Unfortunately, the static pressure

""" distribution over the wall shifts in phase relative to the surface wave and there is an attendant pressure drag (Refs.
"'* 40 and 41). NASA Langley experiments on non-symmetric surface waves have attempted to minimize this effect, but no net

drag reductions have yet been reported and the wall shear reductions appear to be diminished (Ref. 40) For the case of
moving (compliant) sinusoidal wavy walls beneath turbulent boundary layers the situation is not clear and is curently

"' under investigation. Numerical simulations suggest that there may be drag reductions for the case of wave speeds
*'. approaching the free stream velocity (Refs. 42 and 43), but for passive compliant surfaces, careful experiments have

shown no net drag reductions in air (Ref. 44).

Another transverse surface geometry that is recieving attention is to use closely spaced transverse cavities (D type
roughness, Ref. 45) of small scale to reduce drag (Ref. 4). These have been referred to as micro-air bearings with an
implication that small vortices recirculate in the cavities providing low shear stress to the external flow at the lip
of the cavity. As with wavy walls, there is an attendant pressure drag, and the vortex structures, if they do form at

*these low Reynolds numbers, will not be stable and will periodically burst out of the cavities giving rise to pulses
in the pressures drag. This may explain why no net drag reductions have been achieved. Ref. 4 suggests that these
cavities in conjunction with some other device (LEBU's, stres ise vortex generators etc.) to minimize the eruptions

amy be a viable approach.
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3.4 The Synthetic Boundary Layer.

In a unique series of experiments, Coles and Savas (Ref. 46) have shown that it is possible to create turbulence with
large scale structures that are spatially and temporally periodic. This was achieved using an array of turbulent spot
generators in a laminar boundary layer driven at the appropriate frequency and relative phase. This is a form of
controlled transition and has been suggested as a possible means of creating stable turbulent flows of reduced skin
friction. This is currently under examination at Lockheed-Georgia (Ref. 47) and tests at NASA Langley (Ref. 48) have
shown local friction modifications. As with the LBU's, a fundamental issue that remains to be resolved is whether or
not the flow will remain in the modified state ad infinitum, or whether it will ultimately relax back to some
uncontrolled state.

Although the concept is dynamic in character, it could conceivably be implemented by a purely passive means. This is
. because periodic disturbances are not necessarily the only way to produce periodic arrays of spots. Indeed, it has

been found that an array of periodic spots will arise from a small non-moving pin placed on the wall beneath a laminar
boundary layer. Thus, an appropriately spaced (streawise and spanwise) array of such pins could be used to produce
the desired phase and frequency of spots. Since the pins are small (<0.3 d) and in a region of low velocity laminar
flow, their device drag might also be quite low.

4. AFTERBODY DRAG REDUCTION.

4.1 Separation Control as a Means of Drag Reduction.

For the reduction of the drag associated with the separated flow of generic streamlined shapes, concepts such as the
use of vortex generators have been in use for many years. Recently, however, a number of novel flow control methodse-
have been developed. For example, Ref. 49 describes a technique whereby it is possible to use a disk mounted in the
wake region of a bluff body (Fig. 21) to lock a vortex in the wake. This gives rise to some pressure recovery on the

-*.d. afterbody which in turn reduces the total drag. The same tectnique has also been used with considerable success to
%- reduce forebody drag (Ref. 50). Likewise, tests at NASA Langley have shown that transverse grooves on a tapered

-; .. afterbody can reduce drag (Ref. 51, Figure 21,22) as can large streanwise grooves (Ref. 52, Figure 23). In each case
the vortex structure set up within the grooves changes the near wall momentum transfer to modify the separation point.
In one case the vortex structure is transverse to the flow, while in the other a streamwise vortex system is present.
Control of separated flows can also be achieved by periodic re-energizing of the near wall flow using, for example,
the embedded rotating cam devices suggested in Ref. 53.

Direct base suction has been suggested as a drag reduction scheme since it does reduce the wake region. However, as
shown in Ref. 54 high drag inevitably results due to the low pressure created at the base of the body. In any case
prodigious mounts of suction are invaribly required.

If the geometry of the body allows the flow in the afterbody region to be attached, then these kinds of flow control
concepts are not necessary. Instead, inverse design procedures can be used to devise shapes that have a prescribed low
skin friction from which the required body shape can be determined. This approach is based upon a Stratford type (Ref.

55) flow that has low wall shear, but a penalty is paid in the higher pressure drag that can result with the thicker
boundary layers. Some optimization is therefore necessary. Ref. 56 describes the procedures and resulting shapes fox
axisymmetric flows and Ref. 57 describes similar calculations for 3-D wings with prescribed skin friction. More work
in the area of 3-D ;lows would be useful since it may be possible to define optimized shapes by minimizing the drag
producing streamwise component of skin friction while allowing the cross-stream component to vary as needed to keep
the flow attached. r

4.2 Upswept Fuselages - The Real Problem.

In order to meet operational requirements and take-off rotation, it is necessary that the aircraft aft fuselage have I
"., upsweep as depicted in Figure 24. This gives rise to a flowfield that is fundamentally different from the closed

separations typical of bluff bodies and limits the applicability of some of the separation control methods that have
been described. In order to implement any drag reduction scheme, it is important that the physics of this flowfield be
correctly under stood.

The important characteristics of the flow field typical of upswept fuselages are also shown in Figure 24. It is
characterized by a 3-D boundary layer with significant crossflow regions on the fuselage. This boundary layer
separates into a pair of counter rotating-vortices trailing downstream. The flow is analagous to the flow abou a
missile at high angle of attack or the flow over a delta wing, although in the present case a hard separation line
does not exist.

The total drag associated with this kind of flow can be split into two components. First, there is the pressure drag

that arises because of the reduced pressures on the lower surface of the fuselage. In addition, there is a
'- considerable loss of flow energy in the form of rotational kinetic energy of the vortex structures and this is

manifested as a vortex drag component. (This loss is analagous to the lift induced drag that can be related to the tip
vortex structures behind a wing.) Depending upon the geometry of the aircraft, the relative contributions of each may

%'.,- vary.

% An important point to be made is that the other aerodynamic components can interfere with this flow and compound, or

possibly relieve the drag problem. Wing downwash is the most severe contributor to this effect since it changes the
' effective upsweep angle. Externally mounted gear pods, if present, can also feed vorticity to the trailing vortex

structure. Accurate drag definition therefore requires testing and optimization of complete aircraft configurations.

, A survey of the wake structure behind a fuselage with large upsweep and large drag is shown in Figure 25. The wake
%.., vortex structure is clearly in evidence. These data were recorded with 5-hole pressure probes and the corresponding

.1' data for a low upsweep fuselage with much less drag are shown in Figure 26. The reduction in the intensity of the wake
vortex system is evident. These kinds of data are very useful for drag reduction studies since integration of the
crosaflow velocities enables the vortex drag to be determined and integration of the wake total pressure enables the
pressure drag to be found (Ref. 58). This information is therefore of much greater utility than force measurements

- "alone.
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For reducing the drag associated with this kind of flowfield, the best approach is to attempt to optimize the geometry
of the configuration at the design 8tage. Thus, high upsweep angles should be avoided. Also, slender fuselages with
little or no flatness in cross-section should be used since these minimize the area exposed to the low pressure. An
example of the importance of the geometry is shown in Figure 27 where a tail cone was added to a blunt fuselage to
reduce its drag (Ref. 59). As can be seen a significant drag reduction is obtained, presumably through a reduction in
the size of the separation region.

In many applications it is not possible to optimize the geometry due to the need to meet structural and operational
requirements and significant mounts of vortex drag can sometimes result. One very good approach for reducing the
drag, and one which is finding application as a retrofit to existing aircraft, is by the use of strakes. These were
first fitted to a Short-Belfast strategic transport (Ref. 60) and are shown in Figure 28 for a Lockheed C-130 Hercules
aircraft. Essentially these are nmall vertical plates or fins placed beneath the fuselage and embedded in the vortex
flow. They act to reduce the intensity of the swirl of the vortex structures and so reduce the vortex drag. To be
effective the devices must be optimized since they carry a skin friction and weight penalty. It might be added that

the same devices can be used to control the vortex flow over forebodies (Ref. 61).

The utility of some of the other separation control concepts that were mentioned previously has not yet been evaluated
. for these kinds of fuselages and this would appear to be an area for fruitful research. Also, modification of the "t

structure of the incoming boundary layer that separates and feeds vorticity to the vortices is an area that warrants

examination.

5. LIFT-INDUCED DRAG REDUCTION.

Lift induced drag arises primarily because the lift producing circulation around the airfoil leads to a sheet of

trailing vorticity in the wake which rolls up into a pair of counterrotating vortices. This vortex structure is 'S
concentrated at the tips and induces a downwash over the wing which reduces the effective angle of attack. Therefore,

. to achieve the same lift, it is necessary to tip the wing back which rotates the lift vector away from the vertical

.•thereby producing a component of drag force (Ref. 62). As in the case of the afterbody flow, this drag is manifested
in the wake as rotational kinetic energy. The minimum induced drag is achieved for an elliptical lift distribution
across the span which also corresponds to the case of constant wing downwash.

* To reduce the induced drag, wings of large aspect ratio should be used since these enable the tip vortex structures to
-* . be separated which reduces the strength of the average induced flow between them. However, a point that is not well

appreciated is that for the same chord, this will also lead to a weight penalty that may offset the drag reduction. In
.r "fact, the selection of optimal aspect ratio is intimately tied to the criteria used to define aircraft geometry. This

is discussed in Ref. 9 and as Figure 29 from that reference shows, optimal wing aspect ratio for a transport aircraft
"."* varies from 7.5 for minimum aquisition cost, to 9.8 for minimum gross weight, to 12.0 for minimum direct operating

cost, and to 15.2 for minimum fuel. At present aspect ratios as large as 15.2 are not structurally feasible but the
importance of aspect ratio is clear.

Other techniques for the reduction of induced drag include various wing tip devices, tip blowing, span extension and

active controls for load relief.

5.1 Wing-Tip Devices.

Winglets.

It has long been recognized that the addition of tip mounted surfaces to a wing can reduce and diffuse the vortex
structures arising from the tips. Induced drag reductions result, but these may be offset by unfavorable interference
and viscous effects. The winglet concept shown in Figure 30 is one of the most promising of these concepts and can be

thought of as a device to increase the effective span of the wing. As shown in the Figure, the winglet is a small wing ]
mounted in the swirling flow at the wing tip. The lift on the winglet acts as a sideforce and, with proper positioning
of the winglet, it will have a thrust component in the stream direction. As with the afterbody strakes, the structure
of the vortices is somewhat diffused due to the winglets. Most of the development work for these kinds of devices has

* been undertaken at NASA Langley and is described in References 64 and 65.

The computed spanwise lift and drag diFtributions for a wing with and without winglets are shown in Figure 31 (from
Ref. 63). As can be seen , there will be an increase in wing root bending moment due to both the increased wing
loading and the winglet loading. This may limit the utility of winglets as retrofittable devices. A nose down pitching

moment can also occur due to the above center thrust location and this can lead to a trim drag penalty. In addition
there are attendant increases in other forms of drag such as skin friction drag and interference drag at the junction

.- ", region. Thus, while typical total drag reductions of the order of 3-6% may result, comparable performance can in some - .

cases be achieved by a simple tip extension (Ref. 63).

For best performance, proper design of the winglets is clearly very important and some specific design details are
discussed in References 63, 65, 66 and 67. These may be summarized as follows:

(1) For good supercritical performance, the winglet should be tapered and swept aft. It should be mounted behind the
region of lowest pressure of the main wing to minimize interference effects.
(2) Some outward cant is desirable and helps to minimize interferences at the junction.
(3) As Figure 32 shows (from Ref. 63), smooth fillets should be used between the wing tip and the winglet or smaller
drag reduction benefits might result.
(4) From Ref. 65, some toe-out of the winglet is needed due to the inflow angles at the wing tip. This is also
desirable since it reduces the likelihood of winglet stall during sideslip.
(5) Although the drag reduction increases with winglet span, it is less than linear (Ref. 66). Therefore, the optimal

winglet height must be a trade-off between the improved aerodynamics and the increased moments due to the larger

(6) In principle winglets can be mounted above or below the wing, but operational requirements and ground clearances
favor upper mounts. A smaller winglet below and ahead of the main winglet is desirable for preventing stall on the

main winglet at high lift conditions (Ref. 65).

. It might also be mentioned that winglets confer other favorable characteristics, besides drag reductions, which might %
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.r be important. Among these are the better control of the spreading and dispersal of particulates behind agricultural
aircraft and improved hanger and ground maneuvering clearances for large aircraft. In certain integrated aircraft
designs they can also act as control surfaces (see, for example some of the configurations in Ref. 20). -.

Vortex Diffuser Vanes.

Another concept that is similar to the winglet and which attempts to extract some of the rotational energy from the
tip vortices are the vortex diffuser vanes devised at Lockheed-Georgia (Ref. 68). The device is shown schematically in
Figure 33 and operates on the same principles as inglets. The advantage of these devices is that the aft mount places

them in a region of more intense vortex flow with the possibility of greater energy recovery. Figure 34 shows the
reduction in crossflow kinetic energy that can be achieved using a two-vane version of the device. The total
integrated reduction for this test condition was 19%.

Another advantage to the rear mount of the vanes is that unfavorable wing interference effects are minimized.
Furthermore, unlike for winglets, some inward cant appears to be desirable for optimal aerodynamic performance and as
Figure 35 from Ref. 68 shows, this can, under certain circumstances, lead to a reduction in wing-root-bending moment
rather than an increase.

Wing-Tip Sails.

A logical extension of the tip devices that have been described is the use of multiple winglets or vanes as suggested
' by Spillman (Ref. 69). These are shown in Figure 36. These are referred to as sails and are mounted in a spiral array

around the wing tip. They are similar to the tip feathers of some species of soaring birds. Induced drag reductions of
up to 30% have been reported and for best performance, the array should be essentially horizontal rather than vertical
and rearward mounts seem to be preferable. The angle between each successive vane should be about 15 to 20 degrees and
four vanes with spans no more than 30% of the wing chord are recommended (Ref. 69). A larger number of vanes is to be
avoided, presumably due to the increased interference and viscous losses.

Wing-Tip Devices versus Wing-Tip Extensions.

A fundamental issue with the devices that have been described is whether or not it is better to fit sans kind of wing
tip device in preference to merely extending the wing tips. This question can not be answered in generality and each
configuration must be examined for its weight penalty, bending moment increases, structural integrity as well as the
likely vortex drag reductions.

The example described in Ref. 65 has shown that winglets were to be preferred over tip extensions but that case was
for quite short tip extensions. The example quoted in Ref. 63 indicates that in order to get 5% drag reduction with
tip extensions then a 12 increase in aspect ratio is needed. Such an increase is likely to be heavier than the use of
inglets optimized for the same drag reduction. This is because the winglets generally have a mailer chord than the

wing tip. From Ref. 68 it is shown that an important correlating parameter is the lift coefficient at the tip. Thus, "n
wings that carry considerable outboard loading are good candidates for wing tip devices.

Comparative analyses of wing tip extensions, winglets, vortex diffusers and tip sails are given in Ref. 63, and the
findings are summarized in Figure 37. The even trade lines are for an equal percentage reduction in drag and in
bending moment at the wing root and correspond closely to the lines of constant lift coefficient. The added area for r
each device was kept equal in all cases. The data do not show a clear preference for winglets over tip extensions and
overall, the sails showed the best drag reduction for a given area increase. These data apply, however, only to a low
aspect ratio wing, and similar data for large aspect ratio, tapered wings may yield differing results.

-"5.2 Wing-Tip Blowing.

Because of the poorer performance that is obtained from devices such as inglets at off-design conditions, an
alternative that has been suggested is to use spanwise-blown jets of air at the tips to increase the effective span

(Ref. 70). The idea may have originated with tip blowing as a means of vortex wake hazard alleviation where
* improvements in L/D were also observed (Ref. 71). Increases in the normal force coefficient of about 0.1 have been

reported for quite modest blowing rates. The main advantage of the concept lies in being able to vary the blowing and
to be able to select the desired blowing ports in order to get the best performance at any particular flight
condition. System studies are needed to determine whether or not the weight of ducting and the effect of the bleed
from the engine are sufficient to outweigh the benefits of the concept.

An alternative form of blowing that has been suggested is described in Ref. 63 and is to blow the jets of air in the
streamwise direction so as to breakup the tip vortex structure. Measurements of the vortex structure in the wake do
show structural changes (Ref. 63), but it does appear that the benefits of the concept level off at higher blowing

rates and a tradeoff must be made between blowing energy requirements and the drag reduction.

A logical development of this concept is to mount engines at the wing tips and to use the fan exhaust to break up the
tip vortex structure. Whitcomb (Ref. 65) has reported induced drag reductions of the order of one-third with such a

%1 configuration on a wing that has significant outboard loading. A large part of this arises from the end-plate effect

- of the nacelle itself and would be less for a tapered wing. Also, there would be flutter and other structural problems
associated with such an installation.

; :_.;5.3 Active Controls for Load Alleviation

Installation of any wing-tip device, including direct wing-tip extensions, leads to the possibility of undesirable
increases in the wing-root-bending moments. Indeed, this essentially limits the amount of tip extension that can be
fitted to an aircraft to reduce its induced drag. One possible way to avoid this is to use controlled aileron
deflections to off-load the outer wing panels during certain critical phases of the flight when large bending moments
are present. To do this requires a sophisticated active control system and three possible applications can be

considered (Ref. 72):

.. (1) Use of symetric aileron deflections to reduce wing loads during maneuver,
(2) Use of aileron deflections to reduce the wing elastic respose to gust loads, and,
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(3) Use of the horizontal stabilizer to reduce the overall airplane response to gusts.

Concepts such as these enable the peak wing loadings to be reduced which enable tip extensions to be added to an
aircraft for the same cruise loadings. Alternatively, they enable the weight of the wing structure to be reduced so
that the lift (and hence the drag) may be reduced.

The active control concept is currently finding application on the Lockheed L-1011 and has enabled 4.5 foot wing-tip
extensions to be added to the aircraft (Figure 38) with no change to the fundamental wing structure. Appropriately

-- 4 distributed accelerometers are used to provide the required inputs to the control systems which in turn drive the

aileron servos. The consequent reduction in the induced drag represents about a 3% increase in fuel efficiency for the

6. INTERFERNPCE DRAG REDUCTION.

Detrimental interference effects usually arise when aerodynamic components are mated together to complete a
configuration such that the configuration drag is may be greater than the sum of the drag of the individual

components. Very often however, it is possible to capitalize on interference effects to get favorable drag benefits. A 
. very simple example of a favorable interference is given in Ref. 73 where it inshaown that the drag of two disks in

tandem is less than that for a single disk. For aircraft, the important drag producing interferences are the regions
of juncture flow at the wing-root, empennage and pylon junctions etc., and the interferences between the engine

6.1 Juncture Flow Interferences.

% The juncture regions of the various aerodynamic components of an aircraft all lead to a drag penalty and various

examples are cited in Refs. 73 through 79. This juncture drag is due to the occurrence of an unfavorable modification -'
of the local pressure field and the additional rapid straining of the vorticity of the incoming boundary layer that

.- . usually leads to the formation of vortices in the juncture regions. The flowfield in an unfilleted juncture region is
shown in Figure 39 and has long been known to be characterized by the formation of a horseshoe vortex structure ahead "
of the junction. Careful filleting can reduce these effects, and Ref. 73 gives an example of reducing the drag at the
juncture of two struts by more than an order of magnitude with careful fairing. Even with fairings, however, a vortex
structure may still ultimately form in the downstream corner regions with its attendant energy loss.

The importance of the geometry L) these kinds of flows is also shown by the examples in Figure 40 (from Ref. 59) that
correspond to a wing root and an externally mounted gear pod. It is evident that significant drag reductions can be
obtained from careful design. At present, the optimized design of these kinds of juncture regions must rely heavily on
the use of wind tunnel evaluations and empirical engineering methods. This is because computational methods are not
yet sufficiently advanced to correctly account for the complex three-dimensional viscous and transonic effects that
are present. Indeed, in many cases only a 3-D Navier-Stokes simulation will provide sufficient accuracy to enable
favorable designs to be developed theoretically.

6.2 Engine Installation Effects.

Interferences between the engine/nacelle flow and the wing flow can represent a major souce of interference drag and
some specific examples are given in Refs. 80-83. Part of this drag is due to juncture of the pylon, but a large
contribution also arises from the presence of the pressure field of the nacelle and the suction and exhaust flows.
This is especially true for some of the large fan engines that are now being used (Refs. 84, 85). An a consequence,
the positioning of the engine installation can lead to either favorable or unfavorable influences and each
installation configuration may have its own merits. For example, Ref. 65 gives two examples where optimizing the
engine installation can reduce drag. In one case, that of an underwing mount, careful positioning of the pylon
nhibits the spanwise flow induced by the tip vortex system and reduces the induced drag. In the other case, that of a

forward-overwing mount, the entrained flow of the exhaust accelerates the upper surface air to enhance the lift. As %
Figure 41 from that reference shows, induced drag reductions can be obtained through the reduced loadings on the other
regions of the wing. Some recent work has also shown that, an aft-slung-underwing mount (Ref. 86) might be a

r particularly promising concept because the engine is in a region of lower velocity and has less unfavorable
interference with the lift producing flow over the wing than does a forward lower mount.

The work in Refs. 87 and 88 has shown, however, that for conventional configurations, the geometry of the
installation, the capture ratio and the exhaust velocity all have a bearing on the problem. Subtle variations in these
parameters can lead to either beneficial or detrimental effects. Computational methods are currently being developed
by industry and government agencies (Refs. 87 and 88) which will enable more optimized engine installations to be

-0 developed and some of the recent developments in the area of propulsion system design and installation can be found in
Ref. 89.

7. INN(ATIVE AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS.

Because drag reduction techniques are providing drag decreases in smaller and smaller increments, an additional area
that warrants some mention is the use of innovative aerodynamic configurations (as opposed to aerodynamic concepts) to
reduce the drag penalty and fuel consumption associated with transporting a given amount of load over a given flight
mission. This is not a viscous flow drag reduction problem per se, but novel configurations do have the possibility of
reducing fuel consumed per tonnage of load carried.

A muber of these concepts are shown in Figures 42 through 44, and each is designed with some specific aerodynamic or
structural advantage in mind. Thus, the spenloader in Figure 42 (from Ref. 9) is designed to have large aspect ratio
and reduced fraction of afterbody drag. The control surface at the wing tips provide an added advantage as vinglets.

available and the high aquisition cost of the system would limit its application under current airline economics.

An alternative method for achieving high span that is receiving considerable interest at the present is to use tandem

fuselages as shown in Figure 43 (from Ref. 9). The advantage of this configuration is that because the load isL" concentrated at two points rather than one, then it is possible to significantly reduce the wing-root banding ment
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and consequently the structural weight of the wing box over that of an equivalent large single-body aircri,!t. The

studies in Ref. 9 ruest that this may be as great as a 7Z reduction.

e-'. The configuration shown in Figure 44 (from Ref. 90), is less extrme and utilizes over-the-wing engines to enhance the
wing circulation. The engines are mounted on canards to avoid pylon/ving interferences and because the canards can

!-" also act as an auxiliary control surfaces, the empennage size can be reduced.

Use of full canard control surfaces, rather than tail mounted surfaces is also desirable from a drag point of view,
because, for static stability and balance, conventional configurations require a download on the horizontal control

". surface at the tail. This must be balanced by higher wing lift and an attendant drag. For the canard configuration,
the canard control surface produces an upload, but the aircraft will be inherently dynamically unstable. Application
of an active control syetem to provide stability will eliinate this problem and the induced drag will be lessened.

. than that for the aft-control surface configuration. The problem is that control system failure may lead to an
unflightworthy condition. (The original Wright Flyer flew in this mode, but the instability responses were so slow
that the pilot could correct for them.)

Use of active controls on conventional configurations has already ben mentioned in the context of load relief, but
"- there is an additional benefit to be derived with relaxed static stability (RSS). If appropriate dynmic and active

control surface deflections are available, it is possible to allow the center of gravity to be moved further aft and
"" relax the stability of the aircraft. smaller control surface sizes are then permissible and the skin- friction drag
* can be reduced. Figure 45 (from Ref. 70) shows that for the L-1011 aircraft, the benefits that can be derived by

utilizing relaxed static stability amount to a 40% reduction in the size of the horizontal stabilizer.
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(Ref. 49).
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Figure 21. Transverse grooves for afterbody drag
reduction (Ref. 51).

Figure 17. Multi-colored dye visualization of the

flow over (a) a flat plate surface and

(b) a riblet surface. Flow is from left.
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Figure 27. The use of a tail cone to reduce after-
body drag (Ref 59).

Figure 24. The vortex wake behind an upswept after-
body.

Figure 28. The drag reducing strakes on the C-130
_____aircraft.
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Figure 39. The horseshoe vortex structure ahead of

an unfilleted junction.
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APPLICATION DE CRITERES 31 ET TRIOI1ENSIONNELS
AU CALCUL DE LA TRANSITION ET DE LA COUC4E LIMITE

0WAILES EN FLECHE

P.ARNAT. et E. COTTSTOLS

Office National d'Etudes et de Recherches A~rospatiales (ONERA)
Centre d'Etudes et de Recherches de TOMLOUSE

2 avenue Edouard Belin
31055 ITOTULO SE Cedex - FRANCE

RESUME

Apr~s avoir rappelg les diff~rentes formes d'apparition de la turbulence sur une aile en fl~che
* infinie, on propose une m~thode de pr~diction de la transit ion pour ce type d'Ccoulement tridimensionnel,
* ainsi qu'une mod4§lisation simple de la r~gion de transition. On 6tudie enauite de faqon thdorique i-

fluence de la mise en fMhche d'un profil d'aile sur is transition et, par cons~quent, aur la trainge de
ce profil. 1.'efficacit6 d'unie aspiration A la paroi eat aussi discutge.

APPIICAT ION OF TWO AND TlMEE -D MENS I ONAL CR ITER IA
FCR CALCULATING TRANSITIONS

AND BO*DARY LAYERS OVER SWEPT WI NGS

SUNIMARY

- ~. The possible origins of turbulence on an infinite swept wing will be, at first, recalled. A
method for calculating the beginning of transition, as well as the transition region itself, is suggested
for that kind of three-dimensional flow. Then, from a theoretical point of view, we look at the influence
of sweep angle on transition and on drag coefficient of the considered airfoil. Efficiency of wall suction
is also discussed. '

NOTATIONS

(x,' zl y) 1

Q vitesse totale

UW, V composantes de is vitesse dana (x, z, y)

U1,W1, V composantes de is vitesse dana (xl,zi, y)

Vp vitesse d'aspiration A is paroi

c corde du profil dana ia direction orthogonale au bord d'attaque-

%Cf coefficient de frottement parigtal suivant xI

Cp coefficient de pression

Cx coefficient de traln~e totale

Tu taux de turbulence ext~rieure

OL incidence normale

B0  angle entre lea lignes de courant ext~rieure et parigtale

E angle avec ls direction normale A la ligne de courant ext~rieure

angle de fl~che

6 6paisseur physique de coucbe limite

JO ~ 6paisseurs int~grales sur is ligne d'arr~t

JoWe W1+ed '

e=] 11 (1 - _L) dy 6paisseur int6grale bidimensionnelle

f. e Il

61 - (1 dy

62 J- f dy " 4palsseurs int~grales trldimensionnelles

%n f oil (I (-I II )dy~



H =61/0 param~tre de forme bidimensiannel

HI= 61/eli paramftre de forme longitudinal

V

R01 wobesd eyod
V

U,1 62 obrsd Ryod
R62

V

V viscositg cingmatique

Indices

cr critique

e ext~rieur 5 la couche limite

* .. t r~gime turbulent

BF bard de fuite

T d~but de transition

infini amont

E dana la direction d~finie par l'angle E

1I INTRODUCTION

11 est bien conru que la position de la transition sur une aile d'avion se r~percute directement
% sur l'6paisseur de la couche limite au bard de fuite, elle-m~me lige au coefficient de tralnge de l'aile.

Le probl~me consiste A r~duire 1'6tendue de ls r~gion turbulente, oi la couche limite 6paissit tr~s rapi-
dement, donnant lieu A des coefficients de frottement pari~taux bien plus Alev~s qu'en regime laminaire.
Tant que lon reste en 6coulement bidimensionnel, l'allure de la distribution de vitesse ext~rieure suffit
pour donner une bonne idge de l'emplacernent de Ia transition :dans lea distributions de type "laminaire",
o5i 1'gcoulement eat acc~lgrg sur une longue portion de la corde, la transition se produira aux alentours
du maximum de vitease ext6rieure ; dans les cas oai il existe une pointe de survitesse pras du bard d'at-
taque, elle aura lieu dana le gradient de pression posit if imm6diatement en aval, souvent dana un bulbe
de d~collement.

Le prob~hme eat de savoir ce que deviennent ces tendances loraque l'aile eat mise en flhche. 11
se cr~e alors un dcoulement transversal qui conduit A des formes d'instabilit6 inconnues en bidimensiannel,
dont il importe de pouvoir pr6ciser les effets sur Ia transition. Le but de cet article eat d'6valuer ces
effets de faqon thgorique, en calculant le d~veloppement de la couche limite sur une aile plac~e A divers
angles de fl~che et d'incidence ; avant d'aborder lea applications proprement dites, on ddcrira lea 6ld-
aents ndcessaires au calcul camplet de la cauche limite depuia le bard d'attaque jusqu'au bard de fuite
technique numdrique, crit~res de transition, mod6lisations de la rf~gion de transition et du rdgime turbu-
lent 6tabli.

La majeure partie des calcula effectugs concerne des couches limites se ddveloppant aur une paroi
impermdable. On prdsentera en outre quelques rdaultats obtenus en imposant une aspiration paridtale uni-
forme ; cette technique eat certainement la plus fiable pour contr~ler l'6coulement laminaire, mais son
efficacitg eat mains bien connue en tridimensionnel qu'en bidimensionnel ; on s'attachera danc A ddcrire
son influence, aussi bien sur l'4coulement transversal que sur l'6coulement longitudinal.

2 -CALCIIL DF LA COUCHE LTMITE LAMINAIRE SUR TINE AILE EN FLF.CHE INFINIE

- * 2.1. Rep~res et notations - Gdngralitds

La figure 1 montre le achdma d'une aile en flkche, sur lequel sont reportdes lea principales
notations. Ofddaigne l'angle de Mlche. La vitesse A l'infini amont Q. donne une compasante normale au

% bard d'attaque U. et une camposante parallhle au bard d'attaque W_,, On d6finit deux rep~res l'un (x, z, y)
eat U6~ A laile, l'autre (x1, zi, y) eat 119 A la ligne de courant ext~rieure ; y ddsigne ls normale 5
is paroi, dirigge vera l'6coulement.

La vitease locale sera notde Q(y). 11(y) et W(y) ddsignent lea projections de Q(y) suivant x et z,
tandis que UI(y) et WI(y) -appel~s respectivement profil longitudinal et profil transversal- sont lea pro-
jections de Q(y) suivant lea axes xl et zl.

% A l'ext~rieur de la couche limite, U et W atteignent respectivement lea valeurs 13 e et We ;par
contre, W1 s'y annule et U1i se raccorde A la vitesse r~sultante tile = (tT 2 ,w 2)1/2.

e e
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2.. Equations -M~thode de resolution num~rique

L'hypoth~se d'aile en fl~che infinie permet de simplifier lee 6quations de couche limite 6crites
*pour des 6coulements tridimensionnels incompressibles :elle se traduit par une invariance des pressions
* et des vitesses suivant lenvergure. On en d~duit en particulier que We(x) = W_, et que la distribution de

vitesse Ue(x)/tr. est celle que Von aurait cur la mame aile, 5 flche nulle, pour ls maine incidence nor-
male.

2.2.1. EguationAe bas

Le calcul de l'6coulement moyen se fait par rgsolution des 6quations locales de continuit6 et
de quantit6 de mouvement 6crites dane le repZ-re (x, z, y)

an1 av 0Tx ay
dU

[T- + V - + V-()

ax ay ay2

Le syst~me des iquations a rgsoudre (1) 6tant de type parabolique dane la direction x, is rn~thode
num~rique utilis~e nacessite la connaissance des profile U(y), V(y) et W(y) 5 is station initiale du cal-
cul, qui colncide, dane lee 6coulements 6tudids ici, avec is ligne d'arrat ofi I

7
e = 0 et UI e = We = W--

2.2.2. Solutions au voisina~ede is liane d'arrat

Au voisinage de cette ligne d'arrat, ii eet possible d'obtenir des solutions de similitude A

partir des considgrations cuivantes

lai vitesse extdrieure Ue(x) st lin~aire Ue()=kx oil k e

-on recherche lee profile seinblables sous la formse~ f'(Ti) et g(n), o5l T1 est is varie-
Nble de similitude y(klv)1/2. Ue e

*Une tabulation des fonctions f'(n) et g(ri) est donnge, par exemple dane ROSENHEAD /I/. Connais-

cant f'(T), l'6quation de continuitg fournit par int~gration V~N) (kv)'1' f(Ti).

'et On resarquera que cur ia ligne d'arrat proprement dite (x =0) ,-on a Ue = 0. Ul/Ul e= 1Tl/We =W/We

netautre que le profil g(n). Introduisant laiongueur caract~rictique q= (v/k) 112et le nombre de
* Reynolds R=W_ Ti/v, l'int~gration du profil g(nI) fournit lee relations cuiventec /2/

61=1,026 n e6 0,404 T1 d'oi H =2,54

et R6 0,404 R (2)

Sur is ligne d'arrat, le profil longitudinal st en fin de compte tr~s voisin du profil de
plaque plane en L dimencionnel (profil de BLASIUS).

2.2.3. Mgthode de rasolution num~rique
-- -- --.-

Pour r~soudre is syst~ms (1) de type parabolique en x, A partir des profile initisux, nouc avons

utilied une m~thode inspir~e dec travaux de PATANKAR et SPALDING /3/. L'intrat essentiel de cette m~tbode
est sa rapiditE, due aua caract?!re non itgratif do calcul.

0 La mdthods dite par "volumes finis" utilisge pour r~soudre (1) consists A intdgrer lee divers
tenses cur un domaine, compos6 de maillec rectangulairec et situ6 dane le plan (x, y). Le maillage peut

* atre variable au fur et A msure de l'avancesent du calcul. Toutes lee grandeure sont suppos~es connus
A la station asont x = x ; on veut maintenant lee calculer A la station aval x = x0

Dec hypoth~ses sont faitec pour traduirs 1'6volution des grandeurs A calculer cuivant lee
deux directions du maillage ;de sani~re g~ndrale, on tiendra A avoir un schdrna le plus implicite possible,
c eat-A--dire A exprimer le plus grand nombre de facteurs A is station aval (indice D).

.r. Pour chaque grandeur A (U ou W), on aboutit apr~s discratiestion 5 l'6quation

D D 1)
aA ++b A + c A d (3)

(j indice dane la direction y)

La forms diecratics des coefficients peut atre trouvC-e dane /2/. TI reste alors A inverser une
matrics tridiagonais ; la sdthods utilisge introduit uns relation de r~currence entre A et A et un
simple balaysge suivant is direction y permet d'obtenir lee profile de vitee 11(y) et W()

'N 2.3. Evolution g~iidrale de is couche limite laminaire cur une cule en fl~cbe infinie

Les profile U(y) et W(y) ftant calcul~s, on en daduit per projection lee profile de viteses

% , longitudinaux Ul(y) et traneveresux WI(y). La pente A l'origins de cee deux profile donne l'angle ao
que fait is ligne de courant A is paroi avec is ligne de courant ext~rieurs

tg 6 - lir=aI yo
0 V.-J 3T/ ~=
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1.'6quation de la ligne de courant ext~rieure s'6crit dx/1'e dz/w,.

Elle pr~sentera donc un point d'inflexion 1 l'abscisse oOi ia distribution de vitesse extirieure
Ve x) passe par un maximum. Jusqu'A cette abscisse, l'6coulement transversal eat dirigi veta ia partie
concave de ia ligne de courant ext~rieurs (figure 2). L~e gradient de pression longitudinal change ensuite
de signe, mais la r~ponse de la couche limits 5 cette variation de gradient n'est pas imm~diate, si bien
que l'abscisse correspondant 5 B = 0 sera situ~e en aval du point d'inflexion et que is profil de vitease
tranaversale WI(y) s'inversera d~abord a is paroi. On observe alors des profils tranaversaux en forms de
"S'. Remarquons que le retournement complet du profil WI~y) pourra a 'obtenir si le gradient de pression

* positif est suffisamment intense, i momns que ia distribution de vitesse ext~rieure ne poss~de d'autres

ext rema

- .I CRITFRFS DhE TRANSITION SUR UNE AILE EN FLECHE TNFINIE

CATC!*. 'f) LA REGION ThE TRANSITTON

I.e prohIZ~me abord6 dana ce chapitre concerne d'une part is pr~diction do debut de transitin
et d'autre part le caicul de la r~gion de transition.

Afin de determiner i'abscisse de d~but de transition sur one ails en flgche, ia d~marche th~o-
rique is plus rigoureuse consiste a traiter les 6quations de stabilit6 laminaire pour rechercher lea
directions de propagation et lea fr~quences des ondes lea plus instables. Outre le fait que de tels cal-
cola restent longs et co~iteux et que leur exploitation n's rien d'6vident, ii faut faire appel A l'exp6-
rience pour decider, par exemple, que tel ou tel nivsau d'ampiification des ondes sera dangereux pour la

* astabilit6 de is couche limite. C'est pourquoi l'utilisation de crit~res emspiriques de dgbut de transition
* pr~sente on int~rkt pratique certain. Dhe faqon g~n~rale, ils corr ?lent des param~trss caract~riatiques de
* la couche limite so point de debut de transition.

Pouvant determiner l'abscisse de transition par application de teis critgres, on caicul de ia
r~gion de transition sera propose de faqon A poovoir connaltre 1 evolution de is couche limite tout le
long de l'aile.

3.1. Crit~res de transition

3.1.0. La figure 3, relative 5 on cas exp6rimental 6tudig par BOLTZ, KENYON et ALLEN /4/, illustre
l'aspect le pius important de is transition en dcoulement tridimensionnel. A c~tf! de is distribution de
vitease ext~rieure normals au bord d'attaque, eat portge l'6volution de i'abscisse de transition en fonc-
tion d'un nombre de Reynolds de cords Rc, c'est-a-dire de la vitesse d'essais Q_ puisque les param~tres
86om~triques restent fixes (6=200, On = 00).

Aux faibles nombres de Reynolds, la transition a lieu sur l'arri~re du profil, dana is region de
gradient de pression positif. Son 6volution ressembie 5 cells que V'on aurait sur le m~me profil A flgche
nulls. Elle eat r~gie par lea propri~t~s do profil longitudinal et on l'appellera "transition (par matsa-

* bilit6) longitudinale".

A partir de Rc =20 106, is transition se ddplace rapidement vera l'avant, venant se fixer assez
pr~s do bord d'attaqoe dana on gradient de pression longitudinal n~gatif. Un tel mouvement ne peut se
concevoir en bidimensionnel, oOi lea zones acc~lgr~es stabilisent is cooche limits laminaire. Cette transi-
tion, propre aux 6coulements tridimensionnels, sera appel6e "transition (par instabilit6) tranaversais".

lUne troisi~me for-ms d'apparition de is turbulence peut se rencontrer sur one ails en fl~che
-P. c'est le ph~nom~ne de "contamination de bord d'attaqoe". Loraque l'aile eat en contact avec one paroi

(fuselage, par exemple), is couche limits turbuiente de cette paroi risque de contaminer i'gcoulement sor
l'aile d~s is ligne d'arrkt. 11 exists toujours one valeur de Rc pour laquelle is contamination entre en
jeu ;dana l'exemple pr~sent6 sur is figure 3, cette valeur se situe au-del3 de is gamme des nombres de
Reynolds d'6tude. Le plus souvent, on 6coulement turbulent, sur one ails en fl~che, ne redevient pas lami-
naire mais, exceptionnellement, one rapids acc~l~ration (c'est is cas dana is region proche du bord P'at-

* taqus) psot provoquer one relaminarisation,phgnom~ne que nous considgrsrons 6gaisment.

De faqon g~n6raie, l'utilisation de critL-res aimples repose sur is r~gle de jeo suivante :on
suppose qus la turbulence spparalt soit par instabilit6 longitudinais, soit par instabilit6 tranaversale,
soit par contamination de bord d'attaque. On applique des crit~res pour chacun de ces m~canismes et on -

0 admet qus la couche limits ceasera d'kre laminaire d !s qos I'un Vesntre eux sera v~rifi6.

Noos otiliserona on critgre, d~velopp~e 3 l'ONERA/CERT /51, /6/ pour des 6coulements bidimension-
nels, dont noos formulerons one extension poor lea 6coulsments tridimensionnels. TI tient compte d'un cer-

- . tain nombre de r~sultats d~duits de is th~orie de 1'instabilit6 laminaire.

* Etabli 5 partir de calcula de stabilitC effectugs pour is famille de profils de FALKNER-SKAN
e t de la relation de MACK /7/, is crit~re bidimensionnel se pr~sente sous is forms analytique suivants

ReT 2Rc 06 exp(25,7 T [1n(16,8 "'u) -2,77 (4)I

2T Jx T

XT 2 dx~

T cr

RE~c est d~fini dana is th~orie de l'instabilit6 laminalre :c'eat le nombre de Reynolds "critique',
basg sur l'Cpaisseur de quantit6 de mouvement, en dessous duqmmel toutes lea perturbations, quelle que soit
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icur friquence, sont amorties RE) est ia valeur de Re au point de transition. ATreprosente la valeur
moyenne du param~tre de POHLI1AISE4 calcul~e entre I'abscisse critique, 5 laquelle correspond Re et le
point de d6but de transition.

t'ne representation du r~seau de courbes, construit 5 partir de (4), est donn~e sur la figure 4.
Est 6gaiement report6 le crit~re de GRANVILLE /8/ qui recoupe assez bier. le crit~re propos6 aux faibles Tu
(entre 0,05 7 et 0,1 7). L~e critgre bidimensionnel est en fait une extension du crit~re de CPANVITLE,
dans laquelle on prend en corapte le paramn~tre turbulence extgrieurs Tu.

La d~termination du nombre de Reynolds critique et de l'abscisse critique s'effectue comme
suit :on trace lea 6volutions longitudinales du Re de Is couche limite laminaire et du ROcr "fictif"
(Recrf) obtenue A chqu pas de calcul. Si Re < Recrf, l'6coulement est stable ;par contre, si Re > ROcrf,

1'6coulement est instable. C'est au point d'intersection Re = R
6
e~ que V'on d~finit is vgritable nombre

de eynldscriiqe d Iscouhelimits, ainsi que l'abacisse crffqecorrespondante.

D'un point de vue pratique, Recrf eat calcul6 par la formule de LEES, dgduite de considgrations
* math~matiques sur lea 6quations de stabilit6 /9/

25 U'
2

Ref 0 (5) 0

a~/)a(y/e)2 U' = tT' U; U'j ; tC"C

=Ccy y(U c) ,c solution de - r IT" U' c =0,58 U

Nous supposerons que le critZere longitudinal, 6tabli pour lea 6coulements bidimensionnels, rests
valable en tridimensionnel A condition de l'appliquer is long d'une ligne de courant ext~rieure. Par con-
s~jusnt, dana l'~quation (4), 0 sera remplac6 par 0il, Ile par 1 et x par s, abacisse curviligne is long
de ia ligne de courant extgrieure.

3.1.2. Critgre transversal

Comme pour is cas prec~ident, nous avons utiliae lea r~aultats de la tbgorie de I instabilitg
Z_ laminairs pour 6laborer avec ls plus de rigusur possible une metbode de provision des transitions trans-

versales.

Pour un nombre de Reynolds de cords Rc et une abaciase fix~s, lea proprigtgs de stabilit6 des
profils de vitesse UC pro et~s dana une direction E, sont 6tudi~es depuis c = 0 (direction de l'gcoule-
ment transversal) jusqu '5 C= 900 (direction de l'6coulement longitudinal). On d~finit pour ces profils
une 6paisseur de d~placement 51 et is nombre de Reynolds R61, correspondant

U (y) = 111(y) sin c + WI(y) cos e IT =U sin E (si E 0)

(-6 -U et 61
61 E ( ) - y e R61 C V 6C Ve

On d~finit alors is fonict ion g(c) , rapport du nombre de Reynolds critique R61 du profil U1
au nombre de Reynolds R61 de ce m4me profil. A une abscisse fix~e, g d~pend non seulemecnfde E, mais C

aussi du nombre de Reynol~s de cords Rc. La position de g par rapport A I nous renseigne sur la stabilitg
*du profil projet6 considgrg :si g(C) eat sup~rieur A 1, is profil U /U1 sera stable ;si g(E) eat inf6-
* rieur 5 1, 11 sera instable. Loraque Rc augmsnte, la fonction g(C) d miue et la plags des directions

instables s'61argit. Lea valeurs de F rendant minimale la fonction g correspondent aux directions ies plus

La figure 5 sch~matise l'6volution de g en deux abacisses typiques sur un profil d'aile, pour un
nombre de Reynolds de cords donng. A la premi~re abscisse, situ~e dana une zone de gradient de pression
oE~gatif intense, lea angles d~finissant ls domains instable sont petits mais non nuls ;par contre, 1'6cou-

'0 iment longitudinal rests tr~s stable. Cet exemple illustre la notion dinstabilit6 quasi-transvrsale.
A la deuxi~me abscisse aituge dana la zone de gradient de pression positif, ia fonction g(E) pr~sente dsux
m inima, proches des directions tranaversale et longitudinale, ls second 6tant minimum sbsolu. 11 s'agit
dana ce cas d'instabilit6 longitudinale. Cea courbes montrent is passage de l'instabiiit6 longitudinale
A l'instabilit6 quasi-transversale. Mais Is dgtermination rigoureuse de l'6volution de g, 5 diff~rentes
abscissss, n4cessite des calculs extr~mement longs. En cons~quence, on a mis au point une methods appro-
ch~e du calcul du nombre de Reynolds critique R61 rsuppos6 ne dependre que de i'altituds du point
d'inflexion du profil projst6 IT A11 St de la derivce du profil en ce point. Loraque ls profil ne possL-de

pas~~ ~ ~ ~ C'nlxon 6 e
psa ~Ec esnlein Ru et simplement foniction d'un parametre int~gral tel que is facteur de forms.

On observe que Is direction de l'6coulement transversal (c = 00) est toujours plus stable que
la direction Cmi ( Ej g(C) soit minimal) voisine de quelques degr~s (1* A 50) (figure S). Le crit~re

%de transition rpropos6 eat obtenu par une correlation empirique entre d'une part, le nombre de Reynolds
form6 aver 1'6paisssur de deplacement du profil de vitesse projet6 dana is direction C St d'autre part,
Is facteur de forms du profil longitudinal HI et is taux de turbulence exterisure, Tu.m~ignalons qus ce
dernier parametrage eat difficile car les resultats experimentaux qui ont permis l'6tablissement de ce
crit~re "quasi-transversal" donnalent uniquement quatre valeurs de Tu, dont deux trts voisines /2/.

L~e reau de courbes obtenu est represent6 sur Is figure 6. Une formulation parametrique peut
en ktre donne
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R6 1 eT (E EM min)-- 86,901 Ln Tu -379,45) exp(-r-' Il-

pour 2,4 HI 2,7 (7)

Pour des valeurs de HI inf~rieures A 2,4 -cas o5i la transition se produit dans la region de
gradient de pression n~gatif intense- on consid~re que R61El (c = e ) n'est fonction que du parsmi-tre
Tu ; son expression est donn~e par les asymptotes des cour e pr~c6 etes. D'autre part, ii est Inutile
de donner une repr~sentatlon pour des HI sup~rieurs 1 2,7 car, dana ce cas, l'exp~rience montre que 1IIns-
tabilit6 longitudinale eat pr~pond~rante.

3.1.3. Contamination de bord d'attague

Le ph~nom~ne de contamination de bord d'attaqua a 6t6 largement ktudi6 par POLL. /10/. Un pars-
m ?tre important eat le nombre de Reynolds d~fini sur is ligna dVarr~t (ii s'sgit en fait de R611)

w
Me =- -E- 0 W- dy

Les solutions de similitude (cf 2.2.2.) permattent d'exprimer RE) comme suit

- Q_ sinkp
RO 0,404 (vk)1'2

dU (8)
avec k e)xx=

Lorsque lVaile eat en contact avec is paroi, la couche limite prenant naissance sur l'aile peut
* - itre con~.min~e par l'existence de grosses structures dues A is couche limite turbulente de psroi. 11
* n existe pas de th~orie rigoureuse pour pr6voir une gventuelle contamination ; 1.1 faut faire appal aux

r~sultats exp~rimentaux qui montrant qua

- i Re < 100, 1lg&oulement le long du bord d'attaqua aura tandanca A rester laminaire ouA

redavanir laminaira dans le cas o5i ii sarait davanu localamant turbulent ; is couche limite

sara laminaire sur l'aila Jusqu'A ia transition "naturelle"~

- i RJO > 100, ii y a contamination at 1'6coulement sur lVaile devient turbulent dts le bord
d 'at taqua.

Raaarquona qua is relation (8) nous montra qua pour avoir des valaurs importantas de 1R6, ii eat
n~cessaire d'avoir~d'importants angles de fl~cbe, de fortes vitassas A l'infini amont ou un grand rayon
de bord d'attaque, c'est-A-dire una faible valaur du gradient de viteasa ext~rieure sur le bord d'atiaque.

3.1.4. .Relam4.narisation

La param~tre caract~ristique, d~fini le long de is ligna de courant ext~rieure, eat .

dl
K =(1) da(9)

as repr~aante lVabscisse curviligne le long da is ligna de courant ext~risure.

Des 6tudes r~alisdes par LAUNDER at JONES /11/ an 6coulement bidimensionnel at BEASLEY /12/ en
6coulement tridimensionnal montrent qua pour des valeurs de K supgrieures A 5 10-6, un 6coulement turbulent
rut redavenir isminaire.

D'un point da vue pratique, K tend Vera un maximum tr~s pr~s de ia ligne d'arr~t at, de ce fait,
r. is relaminarisation aemble possible uniquamentedsns ls zone de gradient de prassion n6gatif, loraque la

turbulence eAt due au ph~nom~ne de contamination de bord d'attaque.

3.2. Calcul de is region de transition'

Nous disposons donc de trois crit~res simples de localisation du point de debut de transition,
* asur des silas en Mlche infinies, sinai qua d'un crit -re de relaminarisation. 11 nous faut maintenant

caiculer la region de transition elle-m~me, par r~soiution des 6quations locales de couch limits.

Dana ie rep~re (x, z, y), lea 6quations de couche limits pour un kcouiement sur une ails en
flkche d'envergure infinie s'6crivent

U+V-e1a -T-(v--uv) (10)

alUl_ v a 3 v 81 -I--I-.P x ay a ax y ay
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.En r6gime laminaire, les tensions de Reynolds -. v' et -v' sont nulles. L~e syst~me (10)
* est identique au systime (1) dont la mt~thode de risolut ion numt~rique est donn&e en 2.1.3..

.En r~gime turbulent dtabii, nous utiliserons le rnod~le de longueur de m~Isnge de PRANDTL,
appliqu6 et testC par 41CH4EL et al dans des conditions vari~es de gradient de pression /13/

- uv' = V -l e t - v'w' V (1
t aD, t ay

oa is viscosit6 tourbillonnaire Vt s'exprime sous ia forme

2212  
2 all 2 W(2

Y)+ %) 
(12)

Q, longueur de m~lange eat une fonction donnge de y

=0,085 th (-'41- 1) (13)
60,085 6

F eat une fonction correctrice de sous-couche visqueusa

F =1 ex F t (V~) 3 2  
3W2 1/2

La m~thode de resolution num~rique ast identique 5 celia d~velopp~e pr~c~demment, en consid6-
rant toutefois pour lea tarmes de diffusion D((v + Vt) alP/av)/Dy et i(V+ v t) aw/Dy)/Y.

Dana is r~gion de transition, nous utiliserona une m~thode dite 'intermittence". Lea r~sul-
tats expgrimentaux montrent que dana cette region se succ ?dent, au cours do temps et A une abacisse donnge,
des spots torbolenta et des r~gions laminaires.

Le principe de ia m~thode de calcol utilis~e consiste i exprimer lea tensions de Reynolds sous
ia forme suivante

U'' Vt T t -w = (15)
i ty e i t ay

La coefficient E i qui ne d~pend qua de x peut atre assimil6 so facteor d'intermittenca, en ce
sans qu'il doit croltre de 0 en laminaire A 1 en r~gime turbulent 6tabli. 4

A partir de r~aultats exp~rimantaux obtanus pour des 6coulements bidimensionnels, avec at sans
gradient de pression longitudinal, on a pu remarquer qo'entre le d~but at is fin de is region de transi-
tion, l'6paisseur de quantitg de mouvement eat )i peu pr~s multiplige par un factaur 2 /14/. Cette remarque
sugg~re alors de faire d~pendre E do rapport (6/8T - 1)1 'extension aux 6coolements tridimensionnals eat
r~alis~e an remplaqant simplement 6 par ell.

La mod~le r~gi par lea 6quations (15), mis au point d'abord pour lea 6coulemanta bidimensionneis,
a donn6 6galement des r~sultats en ban accord avac i'axp~rience pour des 6coulements tridimensionnals /2/
at /15/. La coorba utilis~e pour is variation do param~tre E~ en fonction da l'6paisseur de couche lijuite,
eat repr~sent6e sur is figure 7. On remarqoara qua V'on a dG imposer un "overshoot" so-dessus de 1 ; ainsi,
ci na repr6senta Pas en fait seolament le facteur d'intarmittence. L'analysa conditionnelle de ia region
de transition joatifie cat overshoot en montrsnt qu'une diffrance entra las vitesses de passage des spots

* torbulents at des rgions laminaires donna lieu 5 un tarme suppl~mentaire, correspondant 5 une augmentation
du frottement - u 'v' /16/.

*4 - APPLICATION :ETUDE PARAMETRIQUE DE L'ECOTILEMENT SUIR TINE AILE EN FLECHE

On eat donc en mesure de proc~der A on calcol complet de is coucha limite, depuis le bard d'at-

taque josqu'au bord de fuita, en localisant la transition grice A des crit ?res empiriques. Les m~tbodes e
de calcol exposges pr~c~demment seront appliqu~es A is mise an fli-che d'un profil donn6 (OAP 01), afin
d'astimar is traln~e de ce profil pour diff~rents angles d'incidance.

4.1. Profil consid6rg - Distributions de vitessa ext~rieure

La profil OAP 01 6tudi6 eat on profil d'aile de planaur ; 11 eat dissym~trique avec un maltre-
couple situg A environ 35 % de corda. On a utiia6 comma donn6es, pour lea caicols de couche limite, les
distributions de pression tb~oriques d~termin~es 5 is Direction d'A~rodynamique de 1'ONERA par on calcol
an fluide parfait.

Trois incidences normales (a~ = 0', 1* at 20) at trois angles de fi~che 9 00, 20' at 300)

ant 6t6 consid~r~s. Lea distributions du coefficient de preasion, Ai flche nulle, aux trois incidences
6tudiges, sont repr6sentges sur is figure 8. L~a mise en fl~che du profil se fait A incidence normale cons-
tante ; par cons~quent, lea distributions de vitesse "e(x)IU7- sont conservees.

A l'extrados, ces distributions sont de type 'laminaire" aver de forts gradients de pression
positifa sur I'arri~re du profil. A l'intrados, une pointe de aurvitesse apparalt prZ-s du bord d'attaqueIi A incidence nolle, puis se rcsorbe loraque l'incidance augmente pour disparattre !i a =2'. De faqon g~nC-

rala, on observe qu'5 i'intradoa, is vitesse potantielle eat quasiment constante en re 10 at 60 pour cent

de corde.



4.2. Evolution de la position de transition

~. ~.L'application des crit~ares longitudinal et transversal d~crits au paragraphe 3 n~cessite ila
connaissance du taux de turbulence extdrieure Tu, que nous prendrons arbitrsirement 6gal A 0,1 pour cent.%

Pour cette 6tude comparative, l'6volution de l'abscisse de d~but de transition sera port~e en fonction
- - d'un nombre de Reynolds de corde, Rc, calculE A partir de grandeurs 6valu~es dans is direction de is vi-

tease 5 l'infini amont :Q
Rc

V cosi9

4.2.. ip 00

La figure 9.a pr~sente lea r~sultats obtenus A l'extrados. La longue portion de gradient de pres-
sion n~gatif stabilise l'4coulement, si bien que la transition ne se produit jamais avant l'abscisse cor-
respondant au maximum de vitesse ext~rieure. La transition avance lentement vera le bord d'sttsque loraque
Re augmente. Pour des nombres de Reynolds infdrieurs A 10 millions, is couche limite reste laminaire jus-
qu'au d~collement qui se produit 3 environ 45 7 de corde. On peut penser que la transition a lieu dans le

-. d~collement, mais is m~thode num~rique utilis~e ne peut calculer ce ph~nom~ne.

- - Par contre, A l'intrados, is transition se rapproche rapidement du bord d'attaque, essentielle-
ment 5 incidence nulie, oO la portion de aurvitesse d~stabilise is couche limite laniinaire (figure 9.b).
Cette avanc~e rapide s'attgnue aux plus grandes incidences.

4.2.2. _V = 200 et- 30-

A l'extrados, lea r~sultats sont qualitativement comparables pour lea deux angles de flacbe

conid~~s V 20 (fgur IOa) t V= 3* (igue l~a) Legradient de pression longitudinal n~aif
retarde en effet is transition longitudinale, mais cr~e un 6coulement transversal important ; la transi-
tion se rapproche rapidement du bord d'attaque. A incidence nulle, l'instabilitg tranaversale eat pr~pon-
d~rante A partir de nombres de Reynolds de l'ordre de 20 millions pour %9= 200 et de 10 millions pour

$9=30* 11 eat int~ressant de noter que, pour un Rc donn6, Is transition recule vera l'arriare du prof ii,
loraque l'incidence augmente, 31 des abacisses o6 l'gcoulement transversal eat plus faible. Ce phgnom~ne vs
en aens inverse de ce que l'on observe en bidimensionnel ou par application du critgre longitudinal.

Remarquons que le crit~re longitudinal fournit pratiquement lea mgmes positions de transition
que dana le cas de is flkche nulle ; en effet, lea lignes de courant ext~rieures font un angle faible

* (infdrieur ou 6gal A 5*) avec is direction de l'gcoulement A l'infini amont. De faqon g~n~rale, is garmne
de Reynolds conduisant A des transitions par instabilitf? longitudinale eat tras r~duite.

Pour 920%, loraque Rc atteint 38 A 43 millions (suivant la valeur de a ), la couche limite
laminaire de bord d'attaque est contaminge par is turbulence de psroi (figure 10.a) net is couche limite
se ddveloppant aur l'aile eat entirement turbulente. A un angle de fl~che plus glevg, ce ph~nomane de
contamination de bord d'attaque apparalt, bien sar, A des nombres de Reynolds plus faibles :18 A 20 mil-
lions (figure 11.a). Pour tous lea caa de contamination rencontr~s, l'accgl~ration de l'6coulement en aval
de la ligne d 'arr~t n 'a pas 6tg suffisante pour provoquer une relaminariation de 1'gcoulement.

Lea figures 10.b et 11.b pr~sentent lea r~sultats obtenus A l'intrados pour des angles de flache
* dgaux respectivement A 200 et 30*. Bien si~r, lea nombres de Reynolds de corde de contamination sont lea

memes qu'A l'extrados puisque ceux-ci ne dependent, A une flhe et une incidence donnges, que de
(dUe/dx)o. Pour des incidences normales 6gales 5 0* ou 10, is zone de gradient de pression longitudinal
ndgatif, favorable A l'instabilitg tranaversale, eat tr~s r~duite si bien que la mise en fl~che du profil
ne crde qu'un 6coulement transversal minime. Par consdquent, en augmentant Rc, on passe directement de

% l'instabilitg longitudinale A la contamination de bord d'attaque et ce pour lea deux angles de flache.

*'0 Pour une incidence plus 6levge (tz= 20), 1'gcoulement transversal reste 6galement faible, mais
on observe ndanmoins une petite zone d'ins tabilitg tranaversale pour qP= 30* (figure 11.b).

4.3. Calcul complet de la couche limite

* -~ Le point de d~but de transition 6tant connu, par application des crit~res svec un taux de turbu-
lence extdrieure de 0,1 pour cent, des calculs completa de couche limite (laminaire-tranaition-turbulent)
ont 6tg r~alisgs. Nous prdaenterons lea 6volutions de certains paramttres caractdristiques de la couche

0 ~limite, depuis le bord d'attaque jusqu'au bord de fuite, pour une configuration donnge ( V9 - 20% a =1

et deux nombres de Reynolds de corde :Rc = 10 et 30 millions, A l'extrados du profil OAP 01. n

*Pour Rc = 10 millions, la transition causde par instabilitf! longitudinale se produit juste avant
le ddcollement laminaire, A environ 44 pour cent de corde. Par contre, A un nombre de Reynolds de 30 mil-
lions, la transition due A l'instabilitC, tranaversale eat proche du bord d'attaque, A une abacisse voisine -

de 17 pour cent de corde.

on observe dana la zone de transition une d~croissance assez rapide du paramatre de forme longi-
tudinal HI juaqu'A une valeur pouvant atteindre 1,3 lorsque Fc vaut 30 millions (figure 12). Cette faible
valeur rdsulte du fait que I'6coulement eat encore accglgr6 A la sortie de la r~gion de transition. HI
tend ensuite lentement vera 1,4, indiquant que lea gradients de pression mis en jeu sont faibles pour le
r~gime turbulent.

La longueur de la r~gion de transition -qui peut tre d~finie, par exemple, entre lea deux extrema
du coefficient de frottement longitudinal Cf- eat assez faible 5 pour cent de corde pour Rc 30 millions
et 10 pour cent de corde pour Rc - 10 millions (figure 13).

Les r~sultats relatifs aux 6paisseurs de ddplacement (61) et de quantitg de mouvement (e11) longi-
tudinales, sont report~s sur is figure 14. Ces 6paisseurs int~grales reatent faibles dana la r~gion lami-

% naire puis augmentent assez nettement en r~gime turbulent. Pour un nombre de Reynolds de 30 millions, la
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valeur de 011 au bord de fuite de l'aile eat supdrieure A celie obtenue pour Rc 10 millions, puisque le
debut de Ia r~gion de transition eat situ6 plus en amont.

*4.4. Etude comparative de 1'6paisseur de quantit6 de mouvement mu bord de fuite

En 6coulement bidimensionnel, le coefficient de trainde totale d'un profil d'aile peut ktre
d~terming A partir des caract~ristiques de la couche limite et de la vitesse potentielle au bord de fuite,

* par application de Is formule de SQUIRE et YOUNG
U -H+

C. =2 e e

relation s'appliquant s~pardment a l'intrados et A l'extrsdos.

Dana le cas tridimensionnel &tudi~e ici, lea lignes de courant potentielles aont pratiquement
align~es avec la direction de l'gcoulement A l'infini amont ; on peut donc appliquer la relation pr~c6-
dente en remplagant e par e11, Ue par tile, U.~ par Q_, et H par Hl. Dle plus, lea paramktres de forme de is
couche limite turbulente au bord de fuite aont suffisamment voisins A l'extrados et 5 l'intrados pour que

* la somme des epaisseura de quantite de mouvement, que V'on d~aignera simplement par 6 soit directement
* repr~sentative du coefficient de train~e totale.EF

Pr~cisons cependant que V'on a toujoura utilisg lea distributions de prassion de fluide parfait
et qu'on n'a donc pas tenu compte dui couplage fluide parfait-fluida visqueux, qui modifierait en fait ls
vitease au bord de fuite, donc le coefficient de traln~e. tine variation de 5 pour cent sur Is vitesse
potentielle tile entralnerait, par l'exposant(Hi+5)/2,une variation d'anviron 15 % aur le Cx.

La figure 15 pr~sante A l'incidenca a = I lea variations de 8 en fonction du nombre de
n BF

Reynolds Re, pour lea trois angles de fl~che con sidgr~s. Pour =0, ' OF eat pratiquement constant
lorsque Rc vanie de 10 A 40 millions ; is diminution de l'6paisseur d e quantit6 de mouvement loraque le
nombre de Reynolds augmente eat compensge par l'avancge progressive de la transition vera le bord dPat-
taque. Pour ~9=200 et 300, le brusque accroissement de 8 pour Rc = 24 millions et 12 millions respec-
tivement, correspond A l'appanition A l'extrados de tranai~ons cauages par instabilitf! transversale.
Remarquons pour %9 = 30%, la portion de courbe verticale A Rc = 19 millions, nombre de Reynolds correspon- "
dant A is contamination de bord d'attaque. Au-delA, la couche limite eat complhtement turbulente aur toute
l'aile et l'6passeur de quantit6 de mouvament 68B diminue avec une augmentation de Rc.

%H

La figure 16 traduit l'6volution de 6 avec l'incidence, pour un angle de fla!che donng %P - 20*.
-- Pour a =2%, les transitions sont causfiea par l!'atabilit6 longitudinale tant que Rlc reste inf~rieur A

30 millions ;8 g d~crolt car "l'effat Reynolds" eat pr~pond~rant devant le lent d~placement de la tran-
sition vera le Ogrd d 'attaque. Lea augmentations rapides de 8 B sont liges, bien siar, A l'apparition de
transitions dues 8 l'instabilitd tranaversale. B

5 - INFLUENCE DE L'ASPIRATION

5.0. Le moyen le plua efficaca pour maintenir aur des ailes un 6coulement laminaire et pour diminuer
a inai la traln~e eat certainemant un contr~le de cette laminarit6 par une aspiration de Ia couche limite b

8 travers Is paroi.

On conaid~re ici simplement lea effets d'une aspiration continue de vitesse verticale fix~e. De
nombreuses 4tudes ont fourni dana ce caa des r~sultats complets et coh~rents en 6coulements bidimensionnels.

Lea informations disponibles sont plus rar'-s pour lea 6coulements tridimensionnels. Des calculs
de stabilitg relatifs A des profils de vitease de couche limite tridimensionnella, effectugs notamment

par MACK /17/, SROKOWSKT et ORSZAG /18/ ont mis en lumi~re l'influance stabilisatrice de l'aspiration.

On cherchera A utiliser lea crit !res pr~c~demment d~crits (cf paragraphe 3) pour analyser in-
. 7-sr *fhuence de l'aspirat ion sur Ia transition elle-m~me.

5.1. Effet de l'aspiration sun lea caract~ristiques de Is couche limite laminaira

Des calculs ont 4t effectu~s pour Is distribution de vitease ext~rieure de l'extrados dui profil
OAP 01 ; lea configurations choisies sont 200 et 300 d'angle de fl~che pour 1V d'incidence nonmale. L'as-
piration, suppos~e constante dans Ia direction de l'gcoulement, commence depuis Is ligne d'arr~t ;Vp d6-
signant Ia vitesse d'aspiration 8 ha paroi, on considbre he param~etre S drifini par

Q00
*.(S eat constant dana lea solutions samblables de couche limite laminaine avec aspiration).%

% ... 11

Diff~rents essais ont k6 r~alis~s pour des taux d'aspiration, S, variant antre 0 at 0,8. Notons%

pour fixer lea ordres de grandeurs que, pour un avion volant A une altitude de 10 km 8 un nombre de Macb
de 0.8, le ddbit correapondant 8 mne aspiration telle que S=0,8 eat 16g~rement inflirieur A 2 kg/s pour
une surface d'aspirstion de 150 m2.

Pour une fliche de 200 et un nombre de Reynolds de 20 millions, lea profils longitudinaux til et
transversaux WI -rendus sans dimension par ia vitesse potentielle r~sultante Ulea sont trac~s sun la

figure 17 pour deux abacisses, raspectivamant x/c =0,145 at x/c =0,416. Lea companaisons sont effectu~es
entre l'aapiration nulie at S 0,8.

#1 A ha premi~ra abscissa, situge dana ia zone de gradient de pression n~gatif, le profil WI a un
valeur maximale de WI. Da plus, le point d'1nflexion du profil transversal eat amen6 plus pr~s de is parot.
Le profil longitudinal III ne subit pas de grande modification.



Par contre, A l'abscisse x/c =0,416 -situge dana la portion d'Escoulement d~c~1~rg- une telle
aspiration (S -0,8) 6limine le point d'inflexion du profil UI, d~truisant ainsi, A cette station, Is

'r. possibilit6 d'une instabilit~s inflexionnelle. Le profil de vitesse transversale Wl change de signe 5 is
paroi ;ii poss~de deux points d'inflexion qui sont 6galement rapproch~a de is paroi.

* Ainsi, lea profils longitudinaux et tranaversaux peuvent ktre tous lea deux stabilis~s par l'as-
piration qui change leurs formes. 11 eat ais6 d'6liminer le point d'inflexion sur le profil Ul, ce qui
eat impossible pour W1. 11 semblerait donc qu'en gradient de pression positif, il soit plus commode de
contr~ler l'instabilit6 longitudinale que l'instabilitg tranaversale.

Remarquons qu'une aspiration augmente 3Ul/3y1 0 etdiiuepr ioteaial 0crleftd* diminution de WI max eat pr~pond~rant devant l'amincissgent de la couche liie isminaffe. Par cons~quent,

l'angle 80 eat r~duit sous l'effet d'une aspiration et lea lignes de courant parigtales sont momns d~viges'
par rapport A la direction de l'6coulement ext~rieur.

Lea variations dui rapport R62/(R62)S5 0 avec S sont report~es sur la figure 18 pour diff~rentes
abacisses ; R62 et (R62) S=( d~signent respect ivement lea nombres de Reynolds tranaversaux avec et sans

* - aspiration. On peut dimontrer que pour une sule en f1~che infinie et A incidence normale constante, ce
* rapport ne depend pas de Is flz-che. La figure 18 s'applique donc aussi bien A 9 20* qu'A %P = 300.

Pour un taux d'aapiration S = 0,8, le nombre de Reynolds R62 diminue d'environ moiti6 A l'abscisse
- -. x/c=O0,427, si tuge dana is r~gion de gradient de pression positif. Par contre, A la premi ?re station

x/c = 0,074, oci l'6coulement transversal eat le plus intense, il ne diminue que de 20 7 par rapport au
calcul effectug sans aspiration.

11 eat 5 noter que l'abscisse correspondant A R62 = 0 ne vanie pratiquement pas avec l'aapira-
tin. L'effet atabilisant de l'aspiration sun le nombre de Reynolds transversal, donc sur le profil trans-

versal, eat plus important lorsqu'on eat en pr~sence d'un faible 6coulement transversal. Ce ngaultat eat
en accord avec lea r~sultats de MACK /17/.

Sur is figure 19 eat repr~sentde l'6volution de R611/(ROI1) S=avec S pour 19=20'. Contraire-
ment A R62, ce rapport vanie avec l'angle de fl~che, pour une sule en f?6che infinie maintenue A incidence

-*normale conatante. Toutefois, pour 9= 30%, lea r~sultats concernant lea variations de ROII11 ll
sont tr~s voisina du cas =20'. On constate que le nombre de Reynolds du profil longitudinal R611-
d~crolt loraque S augmente mais, 5 l'abacisse situge ia plus en arriare sur le profil, Ia diminution (de
l'ordne de 20 %) eat beaucoupplus faible que pour l'6coulement transversal. En consC-quence, l'effat de
l'aspiration sur le nombre de Reynolds longitudinal eat moindre.

5.2. influence de l'aspiration sur Is position de la transitioni

La pr~diction de is transition utilise lea crit~ras employ~s pr~c~demment ; nf~anmoins, ceux-ci
doivent tre adapt~s pour tenir compte de l'influence de l'sspiration sun 1s forme des profils de vitesse
et, en cons~quence, sur is stabilitg de la couche limite laminaire et sur Is transition.

Crit~ neongIS2dinal

on a vui dana le cas sans aspiration que le critare de transition fait intervenir on paramikre de
0 gradient de pression moyen

______ 6112 d~l.

Avec aspiration, ia fonme des profils de vitesse nWest plus seulement fonction de ce param -tre
de gradient de pression mais .1.pend sussi directement de l'aspiration par l'interm~diaire dui paramatre

(v /UL) R011 (rf/2) R011.

Ainsi, le crit~re longitudinal svec aspiration eat conservg sous is formne

R811 Rell r f(*, Tu)

* mais ~eat remplacg par in paramatre modifig
I fT 181 e + C d___R_11 Cf~l R01l) d2T T-a f 'V da UI 2

Crit~ne transversal

on admet que l'aspiration intervient easentiellement par son action sur la forme des profils de
o~.vitasse projet~s dana la direction la plus instable. On eat sinai amen6 A utiliser le critare R611 (Hi, Tu),

repr~aentg sur la figure 6, 6tant entendu que lVaspiration diminue RSIE et HI et que Is transitionT saen
trouve retard~e.

Contamination de bard d'attaque

Nous aupposerons qua le ph~nomane de contamsinat ion de is couche limite laminaire de bord d'attaque
peut atra 6vitg loraque lVaspiration eat effective sun is ligna d'arrit ou du mains nepouss6 A des nombres%
de Reynolds beaucoup plus isportanta.

L'fivolution de la position de Is transition an fanction du nombre de Reynolds de corde Rc eat
part~e pour diff~rents taux d'aapiration S ; lea configurations choisies mont i9 - 20' (figure 20) at
Of9 30' (figure 21) pour une incidence narmala de 10. La gamme de Rc 6tudigs peut s'6tendre jusqu'A

60 millions.
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11 est A noter que l'abscisse de d~collement laminaire 6volue sensiblement avec S. Ceci eat diG
A la presence d'un fort gradient de pression positif sur l'arriZre du profil ;i1 faudrait en fait augmen-
ter l'aspiration dans cette region pour mieux contr~ler le d~collement. Au debut de la region d'6coulement
dgggg on supprime bien le point d'inflexion, mais il fEmit quand mime par apparaltre, ce qui se tra-
duit par un effet finalement minime sur Ia position du d~collement.

Pour '=20', A un nombre de Reynolds de corde donng, les transitions longitudinales se d~pla-
cent progressivement vera l'arri~re du profil, lorsque le taux d'aspiration augmente (figure 20). Par
exempie, pour Rc 6gal A 20 millions et pour S = 0,8, is transition se situe i 13 7 de corde en aval de
l'abscisse correspondant au calcul effectu6 sans aspiration. D'autre part, pour des nombres de Reynolds
sup~rieurs, ii n'y a plus de transitions tranaversales d~s que le taux d'aspiration eat suffisamment im-
portant :pour Rc = 40 millions, une valeur de S au momns dgale A 0,8 recule l'abscisse de transition de
pros de 40 % de corde. La longue portion d'gcoulement isminaire ainsi contr~l~e nous permettra de diminuer
l'6tendue de la r~gion turbulente ; l'6paisseur de quantitg de mouvement au bord de fuite du profil sera
alors plus faible et, par consequent, la tralnee sera r~duite.

Remarquons que pour des nombres de Reynolds de vol classiques, de l'ordre de 4~0 millions, il
eat possible de n'obtenir que des transitions dues A des instabilit~s longitudinales, pour un taux d'as-

% piration suffisamment fort.

Pour un angle de fl~ecbe de 30* (figure 21), lea r~sultats sont qualitativement comparables en ce
qui concerne l'influence de S. Nganjsoins, l'aspiration eat plus efficace A 20' qu'A 30' car, pour un
Reynolds de 30 millions et un S de 0,8, il subsiste toujours des transitions caus~es par instabilit6 trans-
versale. Pour '9 - 30', un taux d'aspiration important eat n~cessaire pour reculer lea transitions trans-

* versales ; en effet, bien que Rc2/(R62)S5 0 soit ind~pendant de l'angle de fliche, le nombre de Reynolds
transversal R62 et, par cons~quent, 1'gcoulement transversal, augmentent avecl I9 rendant sinai plus deli-
cat le "contr8le" de l'gcoulement laminaire.

U', 11 faut n~anmoins garder A l'esprit que des aspirations trop importantes peuvent conduire A une
couche limits tr~s mince, qui deviendrait alora tr~s sensible A la rugositg des parois ;ce ph~nom~ne
pourrait d~clencher pr~maturiment une transition que l'on essaie de contraler.

017 .

6 - CONCLUSION

L'6tude param~trique sur le profil OAP 01 mis en fl~cbe a conduit A quelques conclusions prati-
ques importantes. 11 apparalt que lea distributions de vitesse du type "laminaire" sont effectivement in-
t~ressantes pour retarder lea transitions longitudinales. Mais la longue zone d'accglgration crge un 6cou-
lement transversal important et une flhche de 20' 5 30' suffit A amener la transition przs du bord d'attaque.
Avec des distributions de vitesse ext~rieure plus "plates", avec pointe de aurvitease gventuelle, V'-cou-
lement transversal se d~veloppe beaucoup momns et a peu de chances de conduire 5 une transition pr~maturge.
Cette transition pr~matur~e se rencontre quand mime, as elle eat cauage ici par 1'6coulement longitudinal.
Lea faqons de lutter contre lea deux formes de transition sont donc antagonistes ; ce qui emp~cbe l'une
favorise l'autre. 11 s'agit alors de trouver un compromis. Quant 3 ls contamination de bord d'attaque, on
peut la rencontrer A des nombres de Reynolds de corde voisins de 20 millions, mime pour des angles de
flche modgr~s.

Lea calculs effectuis avec aspiration A Ia paroi montrent que cette technique eat effectivement. e
tr~ea efficace pour retarder ls transition. Elle agit de deux faqons sur l'6coulement longitudinal :d'une
part, elle r~duit le nombre de Reynolds local, d'autre part, elle peut modifier lea proprift~s de stabilitg
des profils de vitesse longitudinaux, en supprimant par exemple lea points d'inflexion dont l'effet d6sta-
bilisant eat bien connu ; en fait, ii eat plus exact de dire que l'apparition de ces points d'iriflexion%
eat simplement retardge ; is suppression du d~collement laminaire exigerait en r~alitg des taux d'aapira-
tion beaucoup plus importants. En ce qui concerne 1'gcoulement transversal, l'aspiration modifie tr~s peu
la forme des profils de vitesse moyenne, mais la r~duction de l'6paisseur de couche limite suffit pour

S reculer la transition de faqon appr~ciable. res r~sultats extr~mement encourageants ne doivent pas faire
oublier qu'une aspiration continue tout le long du profil eat tr~s delicate A mettre en oeuvre du point
de vue technologique ; lea 6tudes exp~rimentales r~centes /19/, /20/ montrent que des aspirations discon-
tinues par bandes poreuses discrktes peuvent 6galement s'av~rer efficaces. Quoiqu'il en soit, qu'il y sit
aspiration ou non, les calcula pr~sent~s dana cet article montrent qu'il eat dangereux de n~gliger lea
effets transversaux et de considgrer que Ia transition ne s'6cartera pas de a position bidimensionnelle
pour des angles de fl~eche aussi modestes que 20 ou 30 degr~s.
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SUMMARY

The 'nviscid flow past the upswept rear part of a fuselage is directed beneath the
fuselage. This leads to an accumulation of boundary-layer material at the lower side of
the fuselage which might be prone to separation. Inet-he present, study the cross-sections
of the rear end of a typical transport airplane fuselage were modified from the original
circles to rounded triangles, in this way shifting downward the centers of gravity of
the cross-sections. The side-view contour and the width of the fuselage remain unchanged!
the same holds roughly for the volume. Three different configurations without wing and
tail unit were studied;-the original and two modified ones. The inviscid flow was compu-
ted with the MBB-panel method, the boundary-layer development with the integral method
of Cousteix and Aupoix for three-dimensional turbulent, compressible flow.-The-;esults
show that less boundary-layer material is transported under the rear part of the fuse-
lage in the modified cases. The tendency of the skin-friction lines to converge is re-
duced. The whole flow pattern at the base is improved. In the frame of boundary-layer
theory, however, no statement can be made about possible pressure drag reductions. An
improvement of the elevator performance appears to be probable. The study shows that the
upsweep of the fuselage is the main factor in the boundary-layer development. The addi-
tion of the wing and the tail unit will only modify the picture.j'

1. INTRODUCTION

The flow past the upswept rear part of a fuselage is marked by an accumulation of
boundary-layer material on its lower side. This can influence adversely the performance
of an APU, of the elevator unit, and can lead to premature separation in the base area.

The main reason for this flow behaviour lies in the fact that the upswept rear part
directs already the inviscid flow beneath the fuselage, which is enhanced to a certain
degree by the presence of the wing and the tail unit.

In the present study it is investigated how much changes in the cross-section of the
.. fuselage will affect the boundary-layer development especially on the lower side of the

fuselage. The changes in the cross-sections are made in such a way that the side-view
." e contour, and the from-above-view contour remain the same for the whole fuselage. Only

the centers of gravity of the cross-section areas are shifted downward.

The inviscid flowfields for three different configurations were computed with the
MBB-panel method (1], and the boundary layers with the MBB-3-D boundary-layer package
(see e.g. [21), which uses an integral method [31 for the solution of the boundary-layer
equations.

The fuselage considered is a typical transport-airplane fuselage without wing and
tail unit. The computations were made for a free-stream Mach number M. = 0.8, a Reynolds
number with respect to the fuselage length of Re = 7 • 108. The angle of attack was a = 0
in all cases.

2. MODIFICATIONS OF THE FUSELAGE I
Fig. 1 shows the side-view of the fuselage in the Cartesian reference coordinates xi'

(=1,2,3). In direction of the fuselage axis the surface coordinate parameter x1

60 (0 i xl & i) is defined, and in circumferential direction the surface coordinate parame-
ter x2, with x2 = 0 in the upper, and x2 = 0.5 in the lower symmetry line [4,5]. The part
of the fuselage, where the changes are made in the cross-sections, begins at xl = x B=
0.6, the end of the cylindrical part.

The fuselage part xI > xiB of the original configuration (MO) has circular cross-sec-
tions. The modification M1 leads to a rounded triangle with roughly the same cross-sec-
tion area as the original configuration. The modification M2 keeps the original circularr . shape in the upper half, but makes the lower half to a rounded rectangle, thus enlarging

the cross-section area. For both the modifications M1 and M2 the centers of gravity of 0
the cross-section areas lie lower than for the original configuration MO.

[..'" The modifications begin at X'B, where the modification coordinate parameter starts
with = 0, and end at the base, where 1:

It' $ xl - X 1 B  
1p. (1) = - XB "

In Fig. 2 schematically the cross-sections M1 and M2 are given which evolve line-
%. arily from the circular cross section at xlB with the radius ro(xlB). The radius ro(xl)
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of the original contour, however, does not change linearily with x1, Fig. 3a (note that
all lengths given are non-dimensionalized with the length L of the fuselage).

. The modification parameters, see Fig.2, for M1 read:
(2) a, °

2

(3) a2  
rO

(4) = ro( 1 2

and for M2:

3'FTS(5) a3 = 4 rO  "

*-: (6) r2  = ro(1- ) "

Their graphs are given in Fig.3a, too.
In Fig.3b the cross-section circumferential length ratio, and the cross-section area-

ratio of M1 and M2 are given as function of E. These ratios are referred to the values
of the original circular cross-section (lower index o). The configuration M1 has a wet-
ted surface slightly larger than that of the original configuration MO, the volume is
smaller. The configuration M2 has both a larger wetted surface and volume compared to
MO. Fig.4 finally shows the changes of the shapes by means of the panel models of the
three configurations.

3. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The panel-method computations were made with approximately 430 panels on one half of
the fuselage. The boundary-layer computations were started at xl = 0.08, where the exter-
nal flow still is accelerated, with approximated initial data. The step size in xl-di-
rection was Axl = 0.03, and in circumferential direction &x2 = 0.02. -

Both the computed inviscid surface streamlines, and the skin-friction lines are given

in Fig. 5 for the three configurations in the parameter plane (xa-plane, Q = 1, 2). The
flow past the original configuration is marked by a strong convergence of the inviscid
streamlines near the lower symmetry line close to the base. To this a divergence pattern
near the upper symmetry line corresponds. On the modification M1 the flow in the vicini-
ty of the lower symmetry line is nearly parallel to it, whereas for M2 a weak conver-
gence pattern exists. For this modification the divergence near the upper symmetry line
is the smallest, for M1 it is the largest of all three cases, which intuitively could be
expected by considering the cross-section shapes, Fig.4.

S-The skin-friction line patterns of the boundary layer are accordingly. On the origi-
nal fuselage near the lower symmetry line close to the base the inviscid surface stream-
lines are appreciably bent due to a lateral pressure gradient. This is a consequence of
the strong convergence toward the symmetry line, which finally must give way to a flow
asymptotically parallel to it. Because the boundary-layer streamlines, and especially
the skin-friction line, always react stronger to a lateral pressure gradient than the
inviscid external streamline - this is due to the lower flow momentum of the boundary
layer - these are curved more strongly. On the original fuselage thus the whole boundary
layer on the lower side is affected rather strongly. On the modified fuselage M1 clear-
ly the two skin-friction lines closest to the lower symmetry line are almost parallel to
it, whereas for M2 even a convergence pattern is present.

The inviscid external streamlines and the skin-friction lines on the real surface are
given in Figs.6 to 8. The side-view pictures, Fig.6, show that the accumulation of the
inviscid streamlines and the skin-friction lines in the lower-side region is reduced for
the configurations M1 and M2. On the upper side of the fuselages, Fig.7, the divergence
of inviscid streamlines and skin-friction lines around the upper symmetry line is stron-
gest for configuration M1, which was already indicated in Fig.5. On the lower side of
the fuselage, Fig.8, finally the different convergence patterns - strongest for MO and
weakest for M2 - are discernable.

Before an attempt is made to interprete these patterns with regard to separation,
other indicators for separation [6] must be investigated. One of these is the develop-

% ment of the boundary-layer thickness 6 and the displacement thickness 61 distributions,
especially in circumferential direction. In Fig.9 for cross-section A (see Fig.1) these
distributions (S and 61 are non-dimensionalized with the fuselage length L) are seen to
be very similar for all three configurations. For all of them a slight bulging of the
thickness contours around the lower symmetry line is present, which is largest for the

0_ original fuselage MO. The bulging is due to the accumulation of boundary-layer material
because of the flow beneath the rear part of the fuselage, which here already is present.

In Fig. 10 the distributions are given for cross-section B, where already strong dif-
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ferences in the configurations are present. The boundary-layer thickness on the original
configuration MO is bulging out very strongly on the lower side, which is true also for
the displacement thickness. Remarkable is the peak in the immediate vicinity of the low-
er symmetry line. The thickness distributions on the configurations M1 and M2 exhibit
the pattern typical for imminent vortex-sheet separation [2,6]: a peak of the boundary-
layer thickness, a sharp peak together with a nearby dip into negative values of the
displacement thickness. The peak feature at x2 t 0.45 is, however, also present on the
original configuration.

The magnitude of the wall shear-stress coefficient cf in the xc-plane in Fig. 11 re-
veals on the original fuselage MO the existence of a singular point, most certainly a
saddle point, on the lower symmetry line at x1 0.92. This point is indicated by the dip
of the wall shear-stress coefficient, together with the strong divergence of the skin-
friction lines (Fig.5a). The peaks both of the boundary-layer thickness and the dis-
placement thickness, Fig. 10a, don't really fit into the picture, probably because of the
violation of the boundary-layer assumptions in this area. Up to x1- 0.85 boundary-layer
material accumulates according to Fig. 5a and then is swept away very suddenly from the
lower symmetry line.

On the modified fuselages M1 and M2 no dip of the wall shear-stress coefficient ap-
pears on the symmetry line in the region considered. The peak of the boundary-layer

-*[ thickness in Fig. 10b and Fig. 10c at x2 . 0.45 corresponds to the dips of the wall shear-
stress coefficient at the same location in Figs. 10a to 10c. This dip is strong for the
configurations MO and M1, and weak for M2. The rise of the wall shear-stress coefficient
near and on the upper symmetry line up to x1 - 0.9 observed on all configurations is due
to the divergent inviscid and boundary-layer flow pattern here (Fig. 5), and is strongest
for the fuselage M1, where the divergence is the largest, Fig. 5b.

The formal shape parameter Htt = 61t/62tt (t is the local direction of the inviscid
external streamline, 6 1t and 62tt are the displacement thickness, and the momentum-loss
thickness, respectively of the boundary-layer profile in this direction, the main-flow

* profile) in Fig. 12 completely reflects the result found so far: on the lower side of the
fuselage the boundary-layer development near the rear end seems to be the least critical
on configuration M2.

In Figs. 13 and 14 the inviscid streamline and skin-friction line patterns near the
base on the original fuselage MO, and on the modification M2 are enlarged in order to %
discuss the possible separation patterns, Fig. 15. The strong divergence of the boundary-
layer flow around the lower symmetry line on the configuration MO (Fig. 14a), together
with the upwash (Fig. 13a) most probably indicates kind of a closed separation [7], as
sketched in Fig.15a. The singular point is indicated by the dip of the wall shear-stress

* coefficient, Fig.11a, on the lower symmetry line, as well as other features of the solu-
tion, as discussed above.

In contrary to this on the configuration M2, Fig. 15b, and similarly on M1, an open
separation [7] seems to exist, with, of course, a closed separation near the very base. -.

This feature cannot be found from the present solution because of the limitations of
boundary-layer theory. Around the lower symmetry line the boundary layer at xl = 0.9
moves in near parallel fashion toward the base, whereas vortex-sheet separation lines
on the flanks seem to be approached. This is supported by the boundary-layer thickness e
distributions, Fig. 10c, and the wall shear-stress and shape parameter distributions, as
discussed above, too.

Fig.16 finally shows a comparison of the accumulated friction drag R1' in xl-direc-
tion. Up to x1 0.7 no differences are discernable for the different configurations.

*Q Then a slightly larger friction drag ensues for the configuration M2, which might partly
be due to the larger wetted surface (see C/C2 M2 in Fig. 3b).

4. CONCLUSIONS

In the present study it is shown that changes in the cross-section of fuselage aft
ends can lead to flow improvements. The limitations of boundary-layer theory allow only
an approximative description of separation behaviour of three-dimensional boundary lay-
ers because neither the local (elliptical properties of the flow near separation) nor
the global Ichange of the inviscid flowfield due to the ensueing vortex sheets and/or
vortices) interactions can be taken into account. However, experience shows that in many
cases quite reliable predictions of the separation pattern can be made [2,6].

if this is accepted, the present results indicate a better separation behaviour of
the boundary layer on both the modified fuselages compared to that on the original fuse-
lage. This could lead to a smaller total drag of the modified configurations. Of course,
the larger cross-section area at the base of the configuration M2 could lead to a larger
base drag. The flow at the root of the elevator unit as well as the flow with regard to
an APU might also be affected positively because less boundary-layer material is washed
downward into this area.

it appears from the results as a whole that on the configuration M2 the best flow
pattern exists. In any case the geometrical configuration M2 appears to be better suited
for realization. However, both the modified configurations M1 and M2 are in no sense op-
timized, especially because no wing and no tail unit was taken into account. These will

. change, at least locally, the flow behaviour.
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A complete assessment of the value of the changes in geometry and in the subsequent
changes in the flow pattern can only be made by means of wind-tunnel experiments. Solu-
tions of the Navier-Stokes equations might give to a certain extent answers regarding
the total drag of the fuselages.
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SUMMARY

- A boundary control system of combined blowing and suction is investigated. Blowing is ap-
s plied in the front part of the body where the pressure gradient is favourable, whereas

suction is applied in the rear.part of the body where adverse pressure gradients exist. In
order to avoid the "sink drag" the volume rate of suction should be equal or smaller than
the blowing volume rate.

Theoretical investigations of laminar flows include optimization of the blowing velocity
distribution as well as second-order boundary layer effects such as pressure drag and dis-
placement effects on friction axag.

Experimental results (mean velocities and shear stresses) of turbulent boundary layers
with very strong blowing velocities near the stagnation point of a circular cylinder are
used as a basis of a simple prediction method. Experiments on a circular cylinder show
considerable drag reductions due to the combined blowing and suction boundary layer con-

* trol system.

1. INTRODUCTION

The drag of an immersed body can be determined by integrating the forces acting on the
body surface. It consists of two parts: the pressure drag due to the pressure (normal)
forces and the friction drag due to shear (tangential) forces.

In subsonic flow the pressure drag is originated mainly by boundary-layer separation. It
is well-known that boundary-layer separation can be suppressed by boundary-layer control
due to suction. The application of continuous suction on the body surface where usually
boundary-layer separation may occur makes it possible to reduce the pressure drag of the

*body.

On the other hand, continuous blowing perpendicularly into the boundary-layer leads to a
reduction of the wall shear stresses and hence to a reduction of the friction drag.
Figure 1 shows the wall shear stress near the stagnation point of an immersed body in in-
compressible flow as a function of the blowing velocity. This result of Prandtl's
boundary-layer theory leads to the conclusion, that the wall shear stress can be reduced
to any value wanted if the blowing rate is chosen strong enough.

Reductions of both drag components, the pressure drag as well as the friction drag, could
be achieved by a combination of boundary-layer control due to blowing and due to suction
in such a way that blowing is applied on the surface area with accelerated flow where high
wall shear stresses can be expected and suction on surface areas with decelerated flow

*- with the danger of boundary-layer separation.

In this paper theoretical as well as experimental investigations will be discussed which
%. refer to systems of boundary-layer control by combined blowing and suction. Laminar as

well as turbulent flow will be considered.

2. LAMINAR FLOW

2.1. Prandtl's Boundary Layer Theory for Strong Blowing (and Suction)

le. "When the boundary layer alonga permeable body is controlled by blowing and/or suction, the
solutions of Prandtl's boundary-layer equations lead to limiting solutions for very large
blowing and/or suction rates. In Figure 1 the skin friction near the stagnation point in

O* two-dimensional incompressible flow is shown as function of the blowing velocity vw
(negative vw corresponds to suction). There are two asymptotes for the skin-friction
curve corresponding to the two limiting solutions of the boundary layer equations. In the
limit of strong suction the skin friction increases with growing suction velocity. The ,
skin friction is equivalent to the so-called "sink drag" due to momentum loss by suction.
In order to avoid this sink drag the air sucted in has to be blown out again at a proper
area. This leads to another limiting solution for large blowing velocity, sometimes called
the "blowhard problem", see [i. As Figure 1 shows, in this limit the skin friction is in- A
versely proportional to the blowing velocity vw, in other words, it can be reduced as much
as desired, if the blowing velocity vw is chosen large enough. For the given outer-flow
velocity distribution U(x) and the blowing velocity distribution vw(x) the wall shear stress
is given by the simple formula:
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w(x) = pv (x) dU (1'wVwX dx()-'-
wW

This formula, originally derived for blowing (v > 0 and dU/dx > 0) can also be applied
for suction, if the combination (l/Vw(x)) (dU/dxy stays positive, i.e. when suction is
used at adverse pressure gradients (v < 0, dU/dx < 0). As the formula shows the wall
shear stress is inversely proportionay to the blowing velocity vw(x). In this limit of
strong blowing the flow field has a three-layer structure as shown in Figure 2 for the
example of a circular cylinder with v ^ cos , i.e. when blowing is applied on the front
part of the cylinder and suction on tle rear part of the cylinder. The viscosity is not
essential for satisfying the no-slip condition at the wall and plays a role only in a
thin free shear layer along the dividing streamline detached from the wall.

The drag coefficient of the circular cylinder (d: diameter; b: span; R: radius; Re =
U d/v) is in this limit

cD = D 8 (2)

u2 b d c M  ;'"

* where

vw (x) x
' C M cos R (3)

The mass-transfer coefficient cM is connected with the volume rate coefficient

CQ= b d (4)

by

cM =C / (5)
Q

where Q is the volume rate of the recirculating flow inside the dividing streamline (see
Figure 2).

In Figure 3 the drag reduction of a circular cylinder by two different boundary-layer con-
trol systems is shown for the Reynolds number Re = U d/v = 4-104. Curve I refers to the

. combination of blowing and suction according to Eq. 73), whereas curve II corresponds to
the case of homogeneous suction with the total suction rate Q. The asymptote of curve I,

.. given by Eq. (2), shows clearly that the drag can become as small as desired if the cir-
culating flow rate is large enough. On the contrary, curve II shows a drag reduction down
to a value of CD 1 0.2, but further suction will increase the drag due to the sink drag,
see also Figure 1. The comparison shows very clearly that the system of combined blowing
and suction is much more effective than the system of homogeneous suction.

For bodies other than the circular cylinder the Eqs. (2) and (5) will also be valid with
just different coefficients. For a symmetrical Joukowsky airfoil (4.4 % relative thickness)
the drag coefficient as function of the volume rate coefficient is shown in Figure 4. In
this example the distribution of the blowing velocity vw was chosen vw \ dU/dx in order
to make sure that the combination (l/vw) (dU/dx) is always positive. As a consequence, the
blowing rate QBlow is larger than the suction rate QSuc, namely QBlow = 9.1 QSuc. The
excess of blowing rate is equivalent to a thrust of the airfoil similar to the sink drag
in the case of suction. But Prandtl's boundary-layer theory is not able to cover this
thrust effect, which, as will be shown later, is a higher-order boundary-layer effect.

2.2. Optimization

For a given body geometry and a given velocity distribution U(x) the following optimization
problem can be formulated:

An optimal distribution vw(x) has to be found such that the drag becomes a
minimum under the additional condition of equal blowing and suction volume
rates. %

Figure 5 shows the result for such an optimization of the circular cylinder. Curves I
correspond to the case shown in Figure 2 and given by Eq. (2). Due to optimizing the vw-
distribution (curves II) the drag could be reduced by 44 % from CD cQ Re = 25 down to
CD CQ Re = 14.

A similar optimization of the symmetrical Joukowsky airfoil (4.4 % relative thickness) led
to the minimum value cD cO Re = 1.0. Each body has its minimum value CD CQ Re depending Non the velocity distribution Ux) Z :

2.3. Second-Order Boundary-Layer Theory.

When in the system of combined blowing and suction the blowing rate is larger than thesuction rate, a negative drag, i.e. thrust, is produced. This force against the oncoming
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flow direction must be a pressure force. This, however, cannot be predicted by Prandtl's
boundary layer theory. This thrust due to blowing is a second-order boundary layer effect.

% Second-order boundary layer theory will also yield information about the displacementC% effects of the fairly thick boundary layers due to blowing.

The second-order boundary-layer effects for the circular cylinder (vw u cos 0, see Figure2) have been investigated in [2]. The drag formula, Eq. (2), has been extended to

c '8 nr 2 T2  ([<.cD -= (6) .
D c R/Re Re

-. M
. . It is worth mentioning, that the second-order term is independent of cM.w-'.

- Figure 6 shows the second-order effects on the drag of the Joukowsky airfoil (vw k dU/dx,
see Figure 4) at Reynolds number Re = Uc/v = 104 (c = chord length of airfoil). The

--. blowing rate CQBlow is larger than the suction rate CQSuc, therefore thrust due to blowing
.- . occurs, cD = - .78 cQBlow. As in the example of the circular cylinder an additional fric-
-., r.ion drag due to second-order effects (displacement effects)exists,which reaches a finite

value of cD d 0.0052 (independent of cQBlow) for infinitely large blowing rates. Contrary
to the circular-cylinder example where second-order effects on drag were only friction
drag, here also a pressure drag (curve IIb) exists, which unfortunately has the same order

- of magnitude as the friction-drag reduction due to blowing.

3. TURBULENT FLOW

. 3.1. Experiments of the Flow Field Near Stagnation Point

' So far, laminar flow was assumed. But in the area where blowing is applied, turbulent flow
has to be expected, because blowing has a strong destabilizing effect on the boundary layer.
Therefore, detailed measurements of the flow characteristics (mean velocities, turbulence
intensities, turbulent shear stresses) within the boundary layer with blowing have been
undertaken by using Laser-Doppler anemometry, [4]. The experiments have been carried out
at the stagnation point area of a porous circular cylinder (see Figure 2) with extremely
large blowing rates (up to vw/U_ = 0.18) which have not yet been reported in the literature.

Figures 7 and 8 show the mean velocities and the turbulent shear stresses at different po-
sitions over the front part of the circular cylinder. Turbulent boundary layers along im-
permeable walls have usually a two-layer structure with the "wall" layer and the "defect"
layer, where the friction velocity uT = 'w/p is the characteristic velocity.

Turbulent boundary layers with strong blowing still have the two-layer structure, but with
a few important differences.
Firstly, the basic characteristic velocity is

u Tmax (7)

i.e. based on the maximum shear stress r max within the boundary layer (see Figure 8)
rather than based on the wall stress Tw-

..-, Secondly, the boundary layer thickness is growing with the blowing velocity, but the de-
fect layer is growing relatively faster than the wall layer, in other words, the defect

-' layer plays an increasing role compared to the wall layer when the blowing rate is in-
* creasing.

As a consequence, all velocity distributions shown in Figure 7, will approximately collapse
- into one universal curve (except close to the wall) if represented as defect laws according

to

U-u"g( , (8)

utmax

•. see for details [4]. This law can be interpreted as an extension of the law of the wake by
McQuaid [5]. The function g(y/6) is identical with the one found by McQuaid for blowing
rates up to vw/U = 0.008. It should be mentioned that McQuaid used a characterstic velocity
different from uT max- In [4] however it is shown by asymptotic arguments why uT max is
the proper velocity scale.

* In Figure 9 theexperLmental results are shown as defect laws according to Eq. (8) and com-
pared with McQuaid's defect law. Particularly the results for 4 = 300 show that the de-
fect law covers most of the boundary layer for cases of strong blowing.

3.2. Prediction of Turbulent Boundary Layers with Strong Blowing.

Turbulent boundary layers with strong blowing are very well represented by the defect layer
" governed by Eq. (8) . This result was used as a basis for a simple prediction method of

such boundary layers. The following equations have been applied:
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a) Momentum integral equation for the defect layer (neglecting the small wall shear stress):

6 U- + d(6 u2) = Vw U (9)

b) Velocity distribution according to defect law of Eq. (8):

uuT max
U U ) (10)

This leads to

6 u2
1 f( Tmax) 6 2 fU ( T m
6 (U f 2  U

There are two unknowns 6(x) and u. max(x) for given U(x) and vw(x). In addition to Eq. (9)
an entrainment relationship has been used:

where

V E
CE -0.08 , (13)

T max

a value typical of entrainments of wakes.
The Eqs. (9) to (13) are a complete set to predict 6(x) and uumax(x)forgiven U(x) and
Vw(x). Figure 10 shows the results of such a prediction and the comparison with the ex-
periments described in Chapter 3.1. The wall shear stress depicted in Figure 10c hasbeen determined from uT max(x) by a simple estimation given in [4].

• The prediction method presented here can be used for a good estimation of the behaviour
of turbulent boundary layers with very strong blowing.

4. EXPERIMENTS ON DRAG REDUCTION OF A CIRCULAR CYLINDER

The combination of boundary layer control by blowing and suction has been applied to a
circular cylinder in incompressible flow. In Figure 11 a typical arrangement is shown. The
front quarter of the cylinder periphery was used for blowing, whereas the rest of the peri-
phery was used for suction. The suction velocity was one third of the blowing velocity to %
make sure that the net volme rate was equal to zero. Typical results for the pressure

. distributions at Re = 9-101 are shown in Figure 12. Due to boundary-layer control the P.1
pressure drag could be reduced considerably from cD = 1.04 without control down to cD= 0.52

for vw suc/U- = 0.03 . From the comparison with the pressure distribution of potential
theory it can be concluded that even better results might be possible by further refine-
ment of the combined boundary layer control system.
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DESIGN STUDIES OF THICK LAMINAR-FLOW AIRFOILS FOR LOW SPEED FLIGHT EMPLOYING TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER -1
.'...SUCTION OVER THE REAR PART

J.L. van Ingen, J.J.H. Blom and J.H. Goei
Department of Aerospace Engineering, Delft University of Technology,
Kluyverweg 1, 2629 HS Delft, the Netherlands.A D P4 06i-:-AD-P004 064

SUMMARY
/"First the paper briefly reviews some computational tools, used at the author's institute, to analyse and

design airfoils for low speed flight (prediction of potential flow pressure distributions, laminar boun-
dary layer flows, transition prediction using the en-ethod and Head's entrainment method for the calcula-

' tion of turbulent boundary layers). These tools are-used in this paper to design pressure distributions
and corresponding airfoil shapes producing long runs of natural laminar flow. Inevitably this results in
airfoils with the maximum thickness far backwards, eventually leading to separation of the turbulent
boundary layer over the rear part of the airfoil. This turbulent boundary layer separation is prevented
by selecting a proper pressure distribution over the rear part and/or suction of the turbulent boundary
layer through slots or distributed perforations. Design charts are presented which help to select the
required pressure distributions for laminar and turbulent flow.

SYMBOLS
The symbols used in this paper are the usual ones. Most of them have been defined in the text where they
first occur. Some of them are explicitly mentioned below.

C airfoil chord Returb permissible value of Re at beginning of
cdw (or cd ) wake drag coefficient limiting pressure recovery region
cCds "uc'VIon" drag coefficient, section 7 ARe Relam - Returb
cdtot cd + cd s, total drag coefficient U velocity at edge of boundary layer

cf = - skin friction coefficient Um free stream speed
vo  normal velocity at wall, negative for suction2 x for boundary-layer calculations: coordinate

C suction pressure loss coefficient; Eq.(34) along surface; otherwise distance along chord

I=- suction flow coefficient; c = for a c angle of attack w.r.t. chord lfU c -fo a Rc ageo takwrt hr
S. C single slot c Hartree form parameter (Eq.(8))
" " " - safety for angle between bi-sector of trailing edge

*11 _ sact margin against separation anlf6adrhrq cangle 6 and chord

ARe 6 trailing-edge angle

Rc 0 momentum loss thickness, Eq.(14)
*@ non-dimensional e for Hartree flows

H -- shap, factor To wall shear stress

k height of roughness Subscripts
m exponent in Eq.(7) tr : transition

Q suction flow per unit spanU c TE :at trailing-edge

R = w : wake
-V : suction

~RV Abbreviations

kla Re at end of laminar region NLF : natural laminar flow
b.l.c. : boundary layer control

I. INTRODUCTION
Throughout the history of airfoil design, many attempts have been made to reduce skin-friction drag through-%I
laminarisation of the boundary layer. As a first example the well-known NACA 6-series airfoils may be men- ..I
tioned, where through placing the maximum thickness of the airfoil far backwards, long runs of laminar flow
were obtained. Although this scheme proved to be fully feasible, the practical construction materials and ii
-methods at that time were not yet sufficiently advanced, that it could be used in commercial applications.
Reference [I] provides an account of the development of these airfoils. It should be noted that they have
been used extensively with turbulent flow because of other advantages (low critical Mach-number for in-' '' stance).-

The ultimate application of this principle has led to the design of very thick airfoils where, through

r' proper shaping and the addition of a suction slot, the flow was designed to remain laminar all the way
-" back to the trailing-edge. As an example the well-known Griffith airfoils may be mentioned [2, 3, 4].

Although, due to the appearance of Taylor-Girtler vortices over the concave downstream part, full-chord
laminar flow was not established, these airfoils showed a great promise if only the surface could be pro-
duced and maintained in a smooth condition. The very low critical Mach-number has ended the development
of these airfoils.
Laminarisation by suction through porous surfaces or narrow slots can be used on thin airfoils with high
critical Mach-numbers. Extensive studies of this scheme have been made in the fifties and early sixties;
for a review see the book edited by Lachmann [41. Also at the author's institute work was done in this

%- field; it was shown for instance that the en-method for transition prediction is also valid in the case of
distributed suction (5]. Structural and weight problems, the still not completely solved problem of main-

- taining smooth surfaces and the still comparatively low fuel prices have put an end to these earlier attempts
of laminarisation by suction.
In the mean time the supercritical airfoil has been developed for efficient cruising flight at transonici Mach numbers. It should be noted that often the usable maximum thickness of these airfoils is limited

through unfavourable shock-wave boundary-layer interaction in off-design situations.
In the past decades, airfoil shaping to obtain extensive regions of laminar flow has been applied with

PP great success to sailplanes. Well-known are the investigations by Wortmann and Eppler. Also at the authors
institute work on the analysis and design of low speed airfoils has been performed. Applications have been
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made to sailplanes and modern windturbines [8, 9, I0, II]
Due to the explosive increase of fuel prices in the last decade, laminarisation through active laminar
flow control by suction has gained a new interest. The next paper in this Symposium will discuss the NASA-
program on laminar boundary layer control. Recently it has been realised that not only for sailplanes but
also for general aviation aircraft laminarisation through shaping ("natural laminar flow , NLF") is worth
while. It has been found that, due to modern construction methods and -materials, the achievement of NLF
is not such an utopistic idea as has been thought for a long time. Recent NASA studies have revealed ex-
tensive regions of laminar flow on certain aircraft, even in propellor slipstreams [12 and 13]. A recent
article in Aviation Week [14] entitled "Laminar flow tests pass expectations" gives a summary of these
findings.
Another ecouraging example may be quoted from experiences at the authors institute. In a study of the pos-
sible application of modern airfoil designs to windturbine rotors, it was decided to do a full scale tran-
sition test on the blades of the 25 meter diameter rotor of the windturbine at Petten in the Netherlands.
The blades, having the classical NACA 230 series section; are covered with the same anti-erosion paint as
was used on earlier versions of the Fokker F-28 aircraft. The turbine is located near the North Sea coast,
50 km north of Amsterdam. It was found that, after two years of operation and without prior cleaning, the
flow remained laminar as far back as is compatible with the airfoil pressure distribution at the chord
Reynolds number of the investigation [15].
The above mentioned observations gave the authors a new interest in laminar flow. It is their strong be-
lief that the first practical results will be obtained through NLF which does not require a delicate suc-
tion surface. To obtain an extensive region of laminar flow at high chord Reynolds numbers through favour-
able pressure gradients, the resulting airfoils will have a relatively great maximum thickness, located far
downstream. Therefore limitations of the degree of laminarisation may be due to different factors. On the
one hand the critical Mach number will be lowered; on the other hand the danger for separation of the
turbulent boundary layer over the rear part of the airfoil may increase. It is suggested in the present
paper that laminarisation through shaping should be combined with passive and/or active control of the
turbulent boundary layer. In the first place of course the airfoil shape should be designed such that the
behaviour of the turbulent layer is improved. Moreover, vortex generators or suction and blowing may be
considered.
For general-aviation or short-haul aircraft with their relatively low cruise Mach numbers the maximum wing
thickness might thus be increased leading to a lower construction weight and/or a larger aspect ratio.
Maximum thickness would of course be limited eventually by reaching critical flow conditions. But even then,
and this also holds for aircraft already employing supercritical airfoils, turbulent boundary layer control
might be used to increase the usable maximum thickness by suppressing unfavourable shock-wave boundary
layer interactions. It should be noted that this design-tool could be used even without the achievement
of laminar flow over the forward part of the airfoil.

%. In the present paper we will limit the discussions to the low cruise Mach number applications such as for
general aviation and short-haul aircraft. The analysis will be for incompressible flow; if necessary the
relation between the pressure distribution and the critical Mach number can be determined using the von
Kgrmin-Tsien rule. It will be assumed that turbulent boundary-layer control is by suction, because this is
relatively easy to calculate. The purpose of the paper however, is to point out the potential improvement
in airfoil design through the combination of NLF and turburent boundary layer control. The 1.st practical
way of achieving turbulent b.l.c. should be determined later on through specific design studies.

2. THE DELFT AIRFOIL ANALYSIS AND DESIGN PROGRAM
Since a number of years work is in progress at the Low Speed Laboratory (LSL) of the Department of Aero-
space Engineering of the Delft University of Technology on the development of a computer program for the -

analysis and design of low speed airfoils. A description of this program may be found in [8, 9, 16, 17]
some early applications of the program up till 1980 can be found in these references. Some later appli-
cations are described in [10,11].
In the present section we will point out only those features of the program which are explicitly needed for
the discussions in the remainder of the present paper.

_ For single-element airfoils use is made of the conformal transformation of a circle into the airfoil as
described by Timman [18]. The airfoil with chord c is in the z-plane, the circle with radius R is in the

[* C-plane (fig. 1); the transformation is chosen in such a way that the point ec - 0 on the circle is
transformed into the sharp trailing-edge (z = 0). Hence the Kutta-Joukowski condition requires that the
point ec = 0 is a stagnation point. Then the lift coefficient of the airfoil is given by

c 87 R sin (I)c

where a is the angle of attack w.r.t. the zero lift direction. For thin airfoils R/c is about 1/4, leading
O to the familiar value 27r for the lift curve slope. Due to viscous effects the actual lift coefficient will

be less than follows from Eq.(1). In the program this is simulated by letting the rear stagnation point on
the circle move upwards to 8c = est; then Eq.(1) has to be modified into

7T c 1 .- sin (ax t) (2)

The value of Ost follows from the empirical relation:

e - 5.0 tan(6) (ac + Y) "'d.(3)

In Eq.(3) 6 denotes the trailing-edge angle; uc is the angle of attack with respect to the chord and y is
the slope of the trailing-edge bisector w.r.t. the chord. It has been found that this empirical correction
gives good results for airfoils resembling the NACA 4- and 5-digit series; for airfoils where the trailing-
edge is more or less cusped an "effective"value for 6 has to be used. We will come back to this problem
in section 9.3 when discussing a specific example.
It is easy to invert the conformal transformation method such that airfoils with improved pressure distri-
butions are obtained; examples may b( found in the references mentioned above.
The laminar boundary layer is calculated by a method which is a combination of Thwaites' method for the
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determination of the momentum loss thickness 0 and Stratford's method for the prediction of the laminar
separation point. In addition we will use in the present paper a simplified analysis, based on the Hartree

"' similar boundary layers. This will be discussed separately in section 4. Special attention is given in the
program to laminar separation bubbles. It has been found that the program predicts the drag coefficient
too low when laminar separation bubbles occur. We will neglect this effect in the present paper because
it is easy to avoid the bubbles by tripping the boundary layer. Paper no. 20 at this Symposium [21] will
discuss this in some detail.
For transition prediction the en-method is used, where n is a function of the "effective" free stream tur-
bulence level. This will be discussed in some more detail in section 3.The turbulent boundary layer is calculated using Head's entrainment method; see section 6.

Finally the wake drag coefficient is determined from the Squire-Young formula• -. + 5,H'o5

2 )TE (UTEN 2 ()It

cd  - 2 G:(4

In addition to these standard tools we will need in the present paper computational methods for turbulent
boundary layer control; these will be discussed in subsequent sections.

3. TRANSITION PREDICTION
In the Delft airfoil program the e -method is used for transition prediction. The exponent n is determinedfrom the "effective" free stream turbulence level Tu (in %) according to

n = 3.565 - 6.1810log Tu (5)

. The choice of Tu depends on the flow quality of the windtunnel; it has been found that good predictions are
obtained if Tu is chosen according to the following table

'a Facility Tu(Z) n

NACA LTT and similar tunnels 0.10 9.75
Advanced low turbulence tunnels such as at LSL 0.06 11.2
Free flight of gliders 0.014 15.0

In the present paper we will sometimes simplify the laminar boundary layer calculation by approximating
the pressure distribution over the forward part of the airfoil by one of the similar flows (see section 4).
In this case the transition prediction can also be simplified, because the stability diagram from which
the amplification of unstable disturbances has to be calculated, is independent of the streamwise coor-
dinate x. Then a short-cut method due to Wazzan et al (22] can be used. Here the value of !Lx at transition
is correlated with the value of the shape factor H by the following formula *) (valid for 2Y1 < H < 2.8):

10 ?) -40.4557 + 64.8066 H 26.7538 H2 + 3.3819 H3
lo \g transition (62 (6)

Wazzan et al claim that Eq.(6) corresponds to an amplification factor n = 9; comparing its result for the r
flat plate boundary layer (H = 2.5911) to the results of the Delft program, suggests that in the latter
n - II would be more appropriate. In practice the difference between the results for n = 9 and n = II is
not so large that we have to bother about this point.

4. THE HARTREE BOUNDARY LAYERS
Similar solutions of the laminar boundary layer equations are obtained for

- Uu 1  xIs (7)

where ul and m are constants. This flow occurs near the vertex of a wedge with angle i where m and 8 are
related by

2m m (8)
m+ 2-B

Introducing a non-dimensional wall distance n and streamfunction iP by

(m+0)u (9)

2vu1 mI(0
I + f (n) (0)"

the boundary layer equation is reduced to the well-known Falkner-Skan equation

f'' + ff" + (-f' 2) = 0 (11)
%

where primes denote differentiation w.r.t. n. Boundary conditions for Eq.(ll) are

*) Note that [22] contains an obvious misprint in the coefficient of H in Eq.(6) as is shown by other
references of these authors.
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n 0 f =0 f'0 
f' . (12)n-Y-' f' I

The velocity profile follows from Eq.(Il) with

f'(n) (13)

Since the boundary conditions (12) are given at two ends of an interval a shooting method is often used star-
tin&witha trial value for f"'(0). In the present paper we can determine the required velocity profiles
from Eq.(Il) without iteration because the required values of f"(0) can be taken from literature; we use
[23].

* ."Some further relations for the Hartree flows which will be used in the present work are:

.. u ( u\ .e.2 ~ -U

e = -- dy Re- U @ R
J U) N) + U)
0 (14)

"'@ = uI u) dn E @2 Ro  E R
m+ I

0

Table I contains some results from the solutions of Eq.(ll) taken from [23] which will be needed in the

present paper. Also the values of according to Eq.(6) are included. To facilitate interpolation in

the table, it contains the values of {ff(0)} instead of f"(0); we used a quadratic interpolation. C

5. PERMISSIBLE ROUGHNESS IN THE LAMINAR FLOW REGION
For the Hartree constant -a flows it is rather easy to obtain the permissible roughness height as a func-
tion of x, as soon as a criterion for transition due to roughness has been assumed. The shape of the velo-
city profile is independent of x, only the thickness is different. Hence, when stepping through the
boundary layer profile from the wall outwards during the numerical solution of Eq.(I1), at each value of n
there is a corresponding value for x at which the criterion for transition due to roughness is met. In all
examples to be discussed in this paper we used the criterion thdt transition occurs as soon as ' exceeds
600, where k is the roughness height. In the general version of the program where no similar flow is assumed
this calculation is performed for the actual velocity profile at regular intervals in x-direction.

6. HEAD's ENTRAINMENT METHOD
* . In the entrainment method the momentum integral relation

.. (2+H) dU 1 (15)
x U-, (2+H -) 7cf

is used in combination with a skin-friction formula and the "entrainment" equation:

!Ld_ U(6-6) ..F(H ) (16)
V dx

where

-H 0* (1.535 0.3683"-:"H I  H - 0.7 + )""
.f.. B (17)

H 1.535 (H-0.7)
- 2.715 + 3.3 F(H I) - 0.0306(H1 -3) -0.653

The starting value for 6 is taken equal to the value obtained at the end of the laminar flow region. A
difficult point in this type of method is always the specification of the starting value of H. In order
to avoid numerical difficulties, in cases where the turbulent boundary layer starts right at the beginning
of a region with a steep pressure rise, the starting value of H was always determined sucht that equationsdHi

(15) through (18) resulted in L - 0 at the start. It should be understood that this is a rather arbitrary

choice, which however is thought to be acceptable for the design studies reported in this paper.
The skin-friction formula which is used in the present paper is the one due to Felsch (24]:

*10 1.705
%cf 0.058(0.93 - 1.95 log H) (18). . (18)

O The value of cf resulting from this formula is only a little different from the well-known Ludwieg-Tillman
result:

S0.246 10-0.678 H

.cf - O.268(19)

An advantage of Eq.(18) over Eq.(19) is that the former predicts zero skin-friction at a finite value of H,
namely H - 2.9986.
A solution of Eqs.(15) through (18) which is very useful in airfoil design, is that one for which the skin-

-S
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friction is everywhere zero. For this case H is constant and equal to 2.9986 or say 3. Then from (7) we .
find that HI - 3.4602 and F(H I) = 0.05081. Eq.(15) can then be integrated between xI and x, resulting in:

2+H 2+H013 -constant -.1UI
2
+H (20)

The entrainment equation (16) then gives

,U 2+H F(H I)(2+H) x-x1

v' "U ) f I + H ( I + H ) 0 
( 2 1 )

or with the given values of H, H I and F(H

U 5 I + .01835 8" 
(22)

For a first example we assume a turbulent flat plate boundary layer from x - 0 to x = xl with constant

velocity U, the momentum loss thickness 01 at xi follows from:

U /Ux \1/5
.X .036 (23)

Using this result we can write Eq.(22) as:

- I+ .5097 x -- ' - (24)

This equation describes the maximum adverse pressure gradient which a turbulent boundary layer can negotiate
downstream of an initial flat plate without separation. In fig. 2 this result is compared to the well-known
Stratford distribution. It follows that Head's result is somewhat conservative as compared to Stratford's.
For applications to airfoil design, we non-dimensionalise Eq.(22) with the chord length c and the free
stream velocity U, resulting in:

-U- [ 5  (x-x)R U %

" I + 0.01835 (25):%Gu. Re,

At the trailing-edge (x - 1) we get:

S5:. (1-x I)R$ -c-U
( IU = + .01835 (26)

. If, in the design case, Rc, Xl, 5I and UTE are given, Eq.(26) determines the permissible value of Re, at
the start of the pressure rise. Eq.(25) then, determines the critical pressure distribution, which for this
Rol just gives the border-case between separation and no-separation. If R at the start of the pressure
rise is higher then Re,, local suction can be used to reduce R6 to this critical value. For R0 < Rel, there
is still some safety margin against separation.

From the Squire-Young relation Eq.(4), using H = 3, together with Eq.(20) in the form '0

0U -81
*0 I TE TE

the wake drag coefficient follows from
0-- RI U4

R -- 4

.. cd =2R
-d'wake 2c 3

T"

or with Eq.(26)

%" .0367 UTE
4 

(I - x1 )
cd (27)0w a k e I \ -- .

Since, in general << , Eq.(27) shows that for the case where Re, equals the critical value (suction

may be needed to limit R. to this value), the wake drag coefficient becomes virtually independent of U.

7. TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER CONTROL BY SUCTION
To calculate the effect of suction on a turbulent boundary layer we use the momentum integral equation Eq.(15)

Swith an extra term representing the normal velocity at the wall vo (note that vo is negative for suction):
% vd+ (2+H) - dU - (28)

Tx_ U dx U cf

First we will integrate this equation for a porous region which becomes vanishingly small in x-direction
while Ivol may become large. This will provide a useful approximation for the case of suction through a

0 dU
narrow slot. Integrating Eq.(28) from xo to xo + Ax; assuming H, - and cf to remain finite; letting

Ax - 0 and -vo -* such that -voAx = Q - the suction flow per unit span, we find
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Q U(exo - exo +A (29)

Introducing the suction flow coefficient cq and the reduction in Re over the slot ARO 1 U(exo-eOo+Ax);

it follows from (29) that

--R (30)Cq Rc "

In what follows we will use slot suction to reduce Re to the permissible value at the beginning of the o
pressure rise according to Eq.(26).

An interesting method to design surfaces for distributed suction has been developed by Raspet [25, 26]. The
method uses the momentum integral equation for suction Eq.(28). It is assumed that separation is prevented
when vo(x) is chosen such that R is maintained at a constant and not too large value. A difficult point in
this respect is the specification of cf in the case of suction. There are indications that cf increases due
to suction above the values following from the Felsch or Ludwieg-Tillman formula. This effect has been ne-
glected however in practical applications of the method. It has been shown in numerous applications by

-.- Rasper and also at Delft University [27] that suction surfaces which have been designed according to this
procedure, are satisfactory and even somewhat conservative. The wake drag may be somewhat underestimated
by this method. It has been shown by Tennekes that an optimum (constant) value of Re over the suction surface
maybe obtained by placing a suction slot at the beginning of the region with distributed suction [27].
When Re is kept constant by suction, it is also a reasonable approximation to take H and cf constant. Then
equation (28) can be rewritten as:

-..- v R0 l d"'
" c U - (H+)e (31)

c

- Integrating Eq.(31) from the beginning of the porous region (xi) to the end (x2) we find-'-' x2 x2-v (H+I)R0 In (32)

Scq 0 dx- cf U dx + Rc In
q 2o

xI  x

If there is a suction slot just upstream of x1 we have to add the slot cq, from Eq.(30) to Eq.(32). The
momentum loss in the wake is strongly reduced by suction; the wake drag is still determined from the
Squire-Young relation. However, we have now to take into account the power needed for the suction pump. It
is customary to convert this suction power to the so-called "suction-drag" as follows. Assume that the
sucked air is reenergised and expelled in stream direction with velocity U. and free stream static pressure

* p; then no "sink-drag" occurs. The suction power then follows from

Q(Pt,- Pi )

-P (33)

where Pi is the pressure in the suction plenum chamber and ns is the efficiency of the pump. Neglecting, in
first approximation, the pressure drop through the suction surface, then pi = Pb where Pb is the lowest
static pressure occurring at the suction surface; usually this will be at the beginning of the suction
region. Expressing the total-pressure rise over the pump in a pump pressure coefficient c according to

pp
Ptro- Pb Ub\ 2

Cp " 2 I - cpbk /,-- (34)

then the suction power per unit span is

c c
Spp q c (35)s 2 2

The power needed to overcome the wake drag is (per unit span)
I 3

cd Ipu- c
Pu 2T (36) "

O where nT is the efficiency of the propulsing unit.
. The total power needed then becomes (per unit span)

P 1+ (p . c ) I PU 3 c (37)ns  2T /,

The total drag coefficient is then defined as

Cdtot -s c c + Cdw (38)

In what follows we will make the further assumption that = rs so that

cdto t  cc+cd

The pressure loss coefficient Cp as defined by (34) is an ideal case. For practical applications we may have
to add further pressure losses such as through ducting. In some examples we will do this by increasing the
ideal cpp with 0.2. It should be understood that the present paper is only meant to survey the possibilities C..
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of turbulent b.l.c. Extensive design studies will be needed to arrive at a practical realisation. To get
an idea about the duct losses we make the following rough estimate of the duct velocity. Assume a twin-
engined airplane with a suction pump in each nacelle; allowing the flow to enter from both sides. The two
nacelles will not devide the span in equal parts. We will assume that a maximum of 1/3 of the total flow
will enter a pump from one side. This amounts to

-cqU. , cq 2 A (39)

where A is the aspect ratio. Assuming an airfoil with maximum thickness t at 75% of the chord and assuming
that the interior of the wing downstream of 75% chord is available for the duct, then the duct cross sec-

-2.-. tion is about I t c (fig. 3). Together with Eq.(39) this leads to the following ratio of maximum duct velo-
city to flight8speed:

Vduct 8A I (40)
. U_ 3 t/ -q

u"" " cqVduct

Assuming A 10 the following results for are obtained

V /U for c

duct M q

t/c cq = 10
- 4  cq = 10

- 3  cq 2.5 10
- 3

.2 0.013 0.13 0.33

.3 0.009 0.09 0.22

-3 .-It will follows from examples discussed in the remaining part of the paper, that Cq = 2.5 10 is high
enough to obtain useful results. Thus the duct velocities may be expected to remaii reasonably small.

8. A DESIGN CHART FOR CHOOSING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS
Before embarking on the detailed design of a laminar flow airfoil, according to certain specifications, we
obtain a first impression of the required pressure distribution from a design chart for the chord Reynolds
number at which the airfoil has to operate.
In an x, U plane we choose a point xl, U I at which a laminar flow with constant 8 (section 4) has to change-

%" over in a turbulent pressure recovery according to the limiting distribution discussed in section 6. For
this the trailing-edge velocity UTE has to be specified (fig. 4). The value of 8 follows from the require-

U Ix U I x1 Uc
,.-.I ment that U c V Ui.xi.Rc just equals the transition value according to Wazzan's short-cut

method (Eq.(6) and table I). For low values of Rc even a slightly adverse pressure gradient with negative
R may result. At the same time we obtain from table I the corresponding values of f''(0) and @. This allows
us to obtain the shape of the velocity profile with the corresponding critical roughness height and the
value of Re at xl; this value will be denoted by Relam. From Eqs. (25) through (27) in section 6 we can find

the limiting pressure distribution between xI, UI and UTE together with the permissible value of Re at the
start of the pressure rise (R0turb) The difference

AR0. Re - Re (41)
- o lam - turb

indicates whether suction is needed. For AR > 0 a suction coefficient

ARe0
C q (42)

with a suction slot at x, will reduce Relam to the permissible value R"turb. This eliminates turbulent se-
paration. When AR is negative it means that the combination of R , x I U and U still has some safety

margin against separation. The safety margin is conveniently expressed in a negative cq as:

AR11"'" "c " (43) "
• q Rc .

. It should be noted that a negative cq means that some blowing would be allowed before separation would
-.. occur. In our design chart we do not, of course, use up the safety marginfor blowing. Instead, the actual

development of the turbulent boundary layer, starting with t= Re, at x,, is calculated. In a final de-

sign, the safety margin may be used by the designer to satisfy other requirements, for instance the pres-
sure distribution over the rear part may be altered to improve the stalling behaviour of the airfoil.
The design chart contains further information such as the wake drag coefficient cdw; suction drag cds, nor-

O mal force coefficient cn and moment coefficient around the quarter chord point cmo. 25 . For cq > 0 the value

of cdw follows from Eq.(27); for "cq" < 0 first we obtain eTE from Head's method and then cdw from Eq.(4).

In the ideal pressure loss coefficient Eq.(34), we now have to use lb = UI, resulting in the following
-.. , suction drag coefficient cd c ck" "S = pp q ,

-2 ARe
cds 1 2 R (44) L

c

p Since the design chart deals with the upper- or lower surface pressure distribution only, the values of cd,
e.'J.cn anCm 25 are also for one side only. This means that an arbitrary zero-level for the surface pressure

n cmO.25
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* '*p. is needed. In our charts we use free stream total pressure as a reference. This means that the Cd values*'h -°.

for both surfaces have to be added while-the cn and Cm 0 25 values for the lower surface have to be subtrac-
ted from those for the upper surface.
The normal force coefficient for one surface then follows from

S(Pt -p) '
cn fx U2dx (45). n = U -- 2 d f

*.- 0 2lo 0

Using Eqs.(7) and (25) for the laminar and turbulent part respectively, the resulting expressions for cn are
2-
x

C - (46)n '2m+l

12(1) - 'I
""; -c -+c (47) "

n0.6 [(1 5 (7

Cnt nlam cn turb (48)

It should be remarked that boundary-layer calculations should be made taking the x-coordinate along the
surface of the airfoil. Of course we do so in our complete airfoil analysis and design program. In the pre-
sent design chart we approximate this coordinate by the distance x along the chord.

When computing a design chart all information on 8, cI, "c ", Cdw, Cds, cn and cmo 2 5 is calculated on a

number of grid points of an xl, UI plane. The mesh-size and extent of the grid can be chosen arbitrarily.
The results may be plotted in various ways. As an example fig. 5 shows the cq - 0 limits for UTE= .707
(cp - 0.5) and various values of Rc. Included are the pressure distributions for some selected design
pomn s. The critical roughness height for these cases is shown in fig. 6. Fig. 7 shows some more details
for Rc = 9 x 106; here also some curves for constant non-zero cq are shown. Fig. 8 shows cdw for constant

values of UI and Cq. Note that cdw increases rather rapidly when the Cq - 0 limit is approached from the

. left hand (e.q. no-suction-required) side. When suction is applied the wake drag is nearly independent of
U (see section 6, Eq. (27)). It follows that some safety margin (cq < 0) should be maintained if we want
to achieve a low drag without suction. Of course, if we are willing to apply suction, this should be star-
ted already before reaching the Cq = 0 limit to obtain an optimum total drag. When designing airfoils for
maximum lift without suction, it may be advisable to select a design point on the cq - 0 curve. (The well-
known Liebeck airfoils are in fact based on this concept.)

, . Values of cn and cm0 2 5 are shown in fig. 9. It should be noted that all values in the charts are for one
surface; hence they get their true meaning only when the designer combines an upper- and a lower surface

pressure distribution to meet the design specifications. Similar remarks apply to the values of cn/cdtot

which are also obtained in the calculation, but not plotted here. Very often it will not be difficult to
choose a pressure distribution for the lower surface ensuring an extremely low cd for that surface at
positive lift coefficient. In practice the required cm0 2 5 may dictate the conditions on the lower surface.

,-* .25
It is stressed again that the pressure distributions obtained from the design charts can only be regarded
as guide lines for the designer. In the first place not all pressure distributions guarantee a suitable
closed airfoil shape £8]; in the second place the designer will want to tune the airfoil for different
angles of attack.

O' In the charts we assume suction through one slot only, placed at xl. In the detailed design it may be found
that optimal results would require multiple-slot-suction or a combination of slot suction and distributed
suction.

' 9. SOME APPLICATIONS
In this section we will review some NLF airfoil designs with and without suction. Some of the examples were
designed without using the charts; in these cases an a posteriori comparison with the chart can be made.

'0 9.1. Analysis of the NACA 6-series basic thickness forms
Fig. 10 shows the pressure distribution (we will T() also indicate by "pressure distribution") at a - 0
for the NACA 664-021 basic thickness form. It is shown that the forward part can be approximated by a con-
stant -8 flow. The downstream part is essentially a straight line. From results, not shown here, the values
for 8 for all 6-series basic thickness forms with thickness 12, 15, 18 and 21%, have been determined. Hence
a good approximation for the laminar boundary layer can easily be obtained from the Hartree flows. The tur-
bulent boundary layer over the downstream part was calculated using Head's method. The resulting drag coef-
ficient for Rc - 9 x 106 is compared in fig. 11 with the experimental results from [1]; it follows that a
good approximation is obtained. It is known that lower drag coefficients may be obtained if U(x) over the
downstream part is concave as in our design charts. An additional curve in fig. II shows the improvement
resulting from applying the limiting pressure distribution. In all cases a safety margin ("cq" < O) was
found. It should be noted that the influence of the airfoil thickness is negligible in this case. Fig. 12 ,4

shows some results for Rc - 6 x 106 indicating the effect of early transition at 5% chord due to roughness.

I%.% It should be noted that the NACA standard roughness is so severe, that it causes a much higher drag than
calculated. Furthermore it is observed that for the smooth airfoils, even at 21% thickness ratio, the drag

' " still decreases with rearward movement of the position of minimum pressure. For the early transition case
turbulent separation occurs at 18 and 21% thickness for xI > .5; here slot suction might give an improvement.

,2.,'
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9.2. Some new basic thickness pressure distributions
Fig. 13 and 14 show UI and UTE for the 6-series basic thickness forms together with some "daring" extra-
polations up till 30% thickness and positions of minimum pressure up till x I - 0.9. In a later investiga-
tion these relations will be improved through explicit calculations. The resulting values of 1 and UTE
have been used to design some basic thickness pressure distributions using the design chart. Some results
are given in fig. 15; fig. 15a shows that a small amount of suction would already be sufficient to obtain
non-separated flow for thick sections with the position of minimum pressure as far downstream as xI - 0.9.
Fig. 15b shows that very small total drag coefficients can be realised in this way.

*' 9.3. The NLF() - 416 airfoil
A well-known example of an NLF airfoil design without suction has been given by Somers in (28]; the air-
foil is known as NLF(1) - 416. It has been designed to obtain low drag in cruising flight (cI = 0.4) as
well as in climb (cl = 1.0) for Reynolds numbers typical for general aviation aircraft. The maximum extent
of laminar flow which was aimed at, was only 30% chord. We will use this design and the experimental re-
sults in [28] to show the capabilities of our airfoil analysis and design program. Fig. 16 shows the air-
foil shape and the potential flow pressure distribution at various angles of attack. From the published
coordinates it follows that 6 = 5.20 and y = 12.80 (see also the insert in fig. 16). If we define an effec-
tive trailing-edge angle by

y --.
" *eff = ATAN upper Ylower

-eff c.

we find 6eff - 9.350 for x = 0.95 and 6eff = 9.80 for x 0.90.
Fig. 17 shows a comparison between the calculated cI and cd values as compared to the experiment results
from [28]. If we use the actual values of 6 and y in Eq.(13) for the viscous correction on lift, the
resulting Cl is about .06 too high at Rc - 4 x 106 (fig. 17b).
Since in Eq.(3) only two parameters occur (8 and y), we might determine effective values of 6 and y such
that at two values of ac the experimental result of cI is reproduced. Using ac - -2 and ac - +60 results
in Yeff = 12.70 and 

6
eff = 110; these "effective" values have been used in all other calculations for this

airfoil. It follows that lift and drag are predicted well, except for the drag at the low Rc value of
I x 106. It may be expected that in the experiments laminar separation bubbles have occurred at this Rc.
Fig. 18 and 19 show typical examples of predictions for the pressure distribution and transition position
respectively.

9.4. The design of a flapped NLF airfoil with suction
At the Department of Aerospace Engineering at Delft a design study was made by Goei [29] of laminar flow
airfoils for application to low-subsonic transport aircraft. This work served the third author of the ,
present paper as a thesis to obtain the degree of aeronautical engineer at Delft University. The design
specification for the airfoil was similar to the one used by Somers for NLF(1) - 416, namely low drag at
cI = 0.4 (cruise) and 1.0 (en-route climb).The Reynolds numbers were, however, increased to typical values
for short-haul aircraft (9 x 106 at Cl = 1.0; 18 x 106 at cl - 0.4). Furthermore it was allowed to use a
cruise flap and turbulent boundary layer control by suction through a slot and through distributed perfo-
rations. The designs were made by a trial and error method, before we developed the design chart. We will
briefly review the main results for one of the various airfoils which were designed; the airfoil will.be
designated by NLAD-I (Natural Laminar flow Airfoil Design). Fig. 20 shows the airfoil shape with flap de-
flections of 0 and 20 degrees; the potential flow pressure distributions at various angles of attack are
also shown. Note that the flap is very effective in increasing cI without the penalty of large adverse
pressure gradients on the upper surface. It should also be observed that the pressure distribution over the
downstream part is nearly independent of the angle of attack. An irregularity occurs in the pressure dis-
tribution at the lower surface; in a final design this could, of course, be eliminated by fine-tuning the
fairing between flap and main contour. The suction distribution for the airfoil was designed such that
first for zero flap deflection at ac = 0 an optimum continuous suction distribution was obtained by vary-
ing the starting position for the suction; this resulted in a starting position of 80% chord. The starting
value of Re (Re suction) obtained in this way was kept constant for all other cases. Slot suction at 80%
chord was used to reduce Re to this value (Re suction) when ac was increased and/or early transiti n due

*to roughness occurred. Although the cq = 0 limit in fig. 20 crosses the pressure distributions, t re is
no early transition; the forward part of cp(X) differs too much from a constant a-flow to be comparable
with our charts.
Lift and drag for various cases are shown in fig. 21. It follows that a large lift-loss due to viscosity

%" (Eq.(3)) occurs in the no-suction case. The effectiveness of the flap both with and without suction is
clearly visible. It should be observed that, even in the case of early transition due to roughness, suction
is very effective to achieve low drag. From fig. 22 it follows that the required suction coefficients
remain reasonably small. Hence, even if no smooth surfaces can be guaranteed, the application of turbulent
b.l.c. might be considered.
The permissible roughness height for Rc = 9 x I06 and 18 x 206 follows from fig.23; these results show an
increase in permissible roughness near the stagnation point in contrast to the results for constant 8

a- ( 1) in fig. 6. This is due to the fact that the constant -a approximation is not valid near the stagna-
tion point (see fig. 20); right at the stagnation point we should find 6 = 1.
Some amplification calculations for various ac and Rc are shown in fig. 24.

9.5. Mask's low drag airfoil design
O, After the work, reported in [29] was finished, we got access to (30] in which Mask reports on low drag

airfoil design using passive laminar flow and an active diffusion b.l.c. concept, using blowing by a wall-
jet, together with surface/pressure-gradient shaping. Fig. 25 shows one of the pressure distributions de-
signed by Mask, together with the result of our design chart for the same values of Rc, Xl, U1 and UTE as
used by Mask. It follows that Mask's design has still some safety margin.

10. CONCLUSIONS
It has been shown that laminarisation by shaping, together with turbulent boundary layer control, is an
attractive scheme for performance improvement. Further investigations are considered to be worth while.
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2 H 0 (*x ). {f" (0) H log\ V /tr

-. 198838 0.000000 0.58543 4.02923 (3.00)
-. 195 0.0030439 0.58136 3.64153 (3.13)
-.19 0.0073445 0.57652 3.48079 (3.26)

-.18 0.0165472 0.56771 3.29673 (3.52)

-.16 0.0363970 0.55219 3.09067 4.1237

-.14 0.0574733 0.53856 2.96327 4.6570

-.10 0.1019333 0.51504 2.80111 5.4856

-.05 0.1602585 0.49046 2.67575 6.1908

.. 0 0.2205242 0.46960 2.59110 6.6764

.05 0.2820991 0.45147 2.52894 7.0294

.10 0.3446101 0.43546 2.48089 7.2967

.2 0.4715679 0.40823 2.41079 7.6730

.3 0.6002453 0.38574 2.36171 7.9235

.4 0.7300352 0.36669 2.32521 8.1011

.5 0.8605902 0.35027 2.29694 8.2330

.6 0.9916893 0.33591 2.27435 8.3344

.8 1.2550004 0.31185 2.24047 8.4794

1.0 1.5192732 0.29234 2.21623 8.5775

Table 1: Some characteristic quantities for the Hartree velocity profiles.

(*) :Values for -.16 1 8 2.0 according to Eq.(6); values for

8 < -.16 have been extrapolated.
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TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENTS FOR LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYER CONTROL
ON SUBSONIC TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT j

Richard D. Wagner, Dal V. Maddalon, and Michael C. Fischer
NASA Langley Research Center

Hampton, Virginia 23665~~AD-P004 065 :
SUMMARY

--Since the beginning of the NASA Aircraft Energy Efficiency (ACEE) program in 1976,
significant progress has been made in the development of laminar flow technology for
commercial transports. Exploitation of new materials, fabrication methods, analysis
techniques, and design concepts is providing convincing evidence that practical laminar
flow control (LFC) systems for future transports could become a reality. Other ACEE
program studies indicate that extensive laminar flow might be achieved on small trans-
ports with natural laminar flow (NLF) wings or hybrids of NLF and LFC (i.e., leading-
edge suction on an NLF type of wing). This paper presents an overview of these laminar
flow technology developments and describes future efforts in a broadened NASA program to
explore the potential and evaluate the practicality of different laminar flow concepts
for commercial transports.

NOMENCLATURE

S ACEE Aircraft Energy Efficiency

c chord

.I section lift coefficient

C surface pressure coefficient

DFRF Dryden Flight Research Facility

EBP electron beam perforated

G/E graphite epoxy

HLFC hybrid laminar flow control

LEFT leading-edge flight test

LFC laminar flow control

M free-stream Mach number

M Mach number component perpendicular to leading edge
I

NLF natural laminar flow

Rc Reynolds number based on chord .

t wing thickness

TACT Transonic Aircraft Technology

angle of attack

.6L.E. leading-edge flap angle, deg

6T.E. trailing-edge flap angle, deg IO

X wing sweep angle, deg

i ... . INTRODUCTION "-

Laminar flow control (LFC) is a technology with great potential for drag reduction
and, hence, fuel savings. The concept dates back to the 1930's when early applications %
of stability theory for laminar boundary layers led to the observation that laminar N
boundary layers can be stabilized by either favorable pressure gradients or small %
amounts of wall suction. Research was performed in many countries to explore approaches
for achieving extensive laminar flow with these concepts. Stabilization by pressureL.-' gradient became known as natural laminar flow (NLF), and NACA research led to the devel-
opment of the six-series natural laminar flow airfoils. International research on sta- %

bilization by suction, referred to as laminar flow control, was intensive at the same
time and culminated in the United States with the flight tests of an unswept suction
glove on an F-94 aircraft (Ref. 1) and the X-21 flight tests (Refs. 2, 3, 4, and 5) of a .
totally new swept LFC wing on a reconfigured WB-66 aircraft in the 1960's. .
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These flight experiments removed any doubt that extensive laminar flow could be
achieved in flight. After the flight tests, however, unresolved concerns prevented

*- serious consideration of LFC as a design option for future aircraft. A principal con-
- cern was the practicality of producing, with the technology then available, wing sur-

faces sufficiently smooth and wave-free to meet laminar-flow criteria and maintaining
this wing surface quality in normal service operations.

In 1976 NASA initiated the Aircraft Energy Efficiency (ACEE) program to develop
* aircraft fuel conservation technology for commercial transports. One element of the
.. ACEE program was to develop the technology for viscous drag reduction through applica-
• .tion of laminar flow control. The decision to include rFC as part of the ACEE program
"- was based on a number of considerations. The success of the previous programs in
" achieving laminar flow and the large potential fuel savings were strong motivations, but

the impact that rising fuel prices have upon operating economics overshadow the fuel
savings. Finally, developments in materials, fabrication, and airfoil technology offer
to resolve the practicality concerns. In the ACEE program, NASA has worked closely with
industry and significant progress has been made, notably in the development of transonic
airfoils, practical wing construction, and practical leading-edge systems. These devel-
opments have also spawned new ideas, and rekindled some old ones, that could lead to -
near-term applications of LFC technology.

LAMINAR FLOW CONTROL AIRFOIL DEVELOPMENT

Airfoil development has received attention because of a desire to achieve laminar
* flow without compromising the performance gains of advanced supercritical airfoils.
'* Industry studies have shown LFC and advanced airfoil designs to be compatible (Refs. 6,
*. 7, and 8); however, NASA research indicates that the two technologies can be synergisti-
- cally combined. At the Langley Research Center (LaRC), an advanced LFC airfoil (Ref. 9)

has been developed that incorporates the latest supercritical airfoil technology and
features intended to simplify the achievement of laminar flow. The airfoil (Fig. 1) has
supercritical flow on both the upper and the lower surface and a drag divergence Mach

*: number comparable to advanced turbulent supercritical airfoils, but, with laminar flow, '
nearly an order of magnitude higher lift-to-drag ratio. The small leading-edge radius

*. provides a rapid acceleration through the leading-edge crossflow region on the upper
surface such that suction is not required in the leading-edge region to stabilize cross-
flow. The undercut region on the lower surface improves the lift distribution and elim- *

Sinates suction requirements in the immediate lower leading-edge region. The latter
feature, with the lower local velocities (and thus greater laminar-flow tolerance to
discontinuities) enhances the prospects for installation of a high-lift device for
improving low-speed performance. A test program has been initiated to evaluate the
performance of this airfoil at both high and low speeds.

Low speed high-lift wind tunnel tests are being conducted in the Langley
4 x 7 Meter Tunnel on a 3 m semispan, 1 m chord wing (Fig. 2). The model has a constant

* section, the advanced LFC airfoil, with full-span 10 percent or 12 percent Chord leading
edges and 25 percent chord trailing-edge flaps. Surface pressures are measured near
mid-span. Figure 3 (Ref. 10) presents the measured pressure distribution for a repre-
sentative configuration (0.12 chord leading-edge flap, 6LE = -55* , 6TE - 300,

= 160) at a lift coefficient of 2.3; a theoretical pressure distribution at the same
lift is also shown. The test indicates that the leading-edge device is required for ?.
adequate low-speed high-lift performance. Cursory design studies (Ref. 11) indicate
that stowage would be possible in the volume available in the leading edge.

High-speed tests are currently underway in the Langley 8-Foot Transonic Pressure
Tunnel (TPT) on a large swept wing utilizing the advanced LFC airfoil section (Ref. 12).
The primary objective of the tests is to evaluate the effectiveness of suction through
slots or perforated surfaces in extensive supercritical flow regions. The model
(designed and fabricated at the Langley Research Center) has a constant section with 23.
of sweep, a 7.07-ft chord, and a thickness ratio of 13 percent. At the design point the
chord Reynolds number is 20 million; the lift coefficient and Mach number (normal to the
leading edge) is 0.55 and 0.755, respectively. Tests up to a chord Reynolds number of
40 million will be performed. With a 10 percent chord trailing-edge flap, the pressure
distribution will be controlled to explore off-design performance.

Extensive modifications of the 8-Foot TPT have been made for the test (Fig. 4).
These include modifications to reduce tunnel turbulence level to much lower values,
installation of a honeycomb and five screens in the settling chamber and a sonic choke
ahead of the diffuser. A contoured liner has been installed in the test section to pro-
duce an infinite swept-wing flow over the model surface.

The model currently installed in the tunnel (see Fig. 5) has an aluminum surface
with spanwise slots for boundary layer suction. Presently, in the tests of the slotted
suction model, laminar flow has been achieved with extensive supercritical flow at
conditions approaching the design point. Operating conditions are being cautiously
increased to avoid potential model damage and to gain further experience with the test
apparatus. "

Under a NASA contract, the Douglas Aircraft Company has fabricated three panels to
replace the upper wing surface panels of the model. The suction surface of these panels
(see Fig. 6) is electron beam perforated (EBP) titanium sheet. The titanium sheet is .
bonded to a fiberglass sandwich panel with a corrugated core forming flutes for
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subsurface airflow transfer. The impervious bond areas divide the panel surface such
that suction through perforated strips occurs at the surface. Instrumentation is cur-
rently being installed in the three panels, and tests will begin after completion of the
slotted model tests. The results will provide a direct comparison of the slotted and
perforated strip suction approaches. A Douglas Aircraft Company LFC aircraft wing
structure concept, to be discussed later, employs outer surface panels virtually identi-
cal in construction to these model panels. Fabrication of the model panels (see Fig. 7)
has been a demonstration of practical production hardware, since the fabrication methods
and panel layups used to meet the demanding laminar flow surface smoothness, waviness,
and contour accuracy requirements are believed to be readily adaptable to production
processes.

The EBP process produces finely spaced, elliptical or circular perforations. Holes
as small as 0.0025 in. in diameter at the surface of the 0.025-in. thick titanium sheet
can be produced. The holes taper to about twice that diameter on the opposite surface.
Figure 8 shows the remarkable regularity and circularity of the holes produced. These
perforations are over an order of magnitude smaller than the smallest perforations that
were believed producible with practical manufacturing methods during the time of the
X-21 program. At that time, perforated suction surfaces had been dismissed in favor of
slotted surfaces. Wind tunnel and flight tests had shown that unless the suction holes
were extremely small, suction through the holes induced flow disturbances that caused
premature transition. Low-speed wind tunnel tests (Fig. 9) at the Douglas Aircraft
Company (Ref. 7) indicate that the electron beam perforations are small enough to allow
the use of EBP titanium as a suction surface. These low-speed tests were performed as
part of an evaluation of a number of candidate suction surfaces; the two primary ones I'

were a finely woven stainless steel wire mesh surface (Dynapore) and an electron beam
perforated titanium surface. The Dynapore surface (Fig. 10) consists of an outer
80 x 700 wire mesh layer diffusion bonded to an inner 80 x 80 wire mesh layer for struc-
tural support. The weave is calendered to produce a smooth flat surface. For the wind
tunnel test, the model had a constant section with 300 of sweep, a 7-ft chord, and
4.5-ft span width. Interchangeable leading-edge panels allowed testing either type of
surface. The airfoil section and the tunnel wall liner were designed to provide a sur-
face pressure distribution representative of a future laminar flow transport. With a
nonporous surface (no suction), boundary-layer transition occurred at about 8 percent
chord. With suction applied on a Dynapore, or an EBP titanium leading edge (with ellip-
tical perforations, 0.004 in. by 0.008 in.), and Dynapore aft surface, laminar flow was
maintained to 80 percent chord, even though the suction region only extended to 70 per-
cent chord (Fig. 9). Tests with an EBP titanium suction surface with 0.0025 in. diame-
ter holes indicated even better performance. Based on these aerodynamic tests and other
structural and impact tolerance tests, the EBP titanium surface was considered to be
superior to Dynapore. -

WING SURFACE PANEL DEVELOPMENT

A central problem in the definition of a practical production LFC transport is the
wing structure design. The emergence of composites, milled aluminum skins, and bonded
skins as practical d sign options has changed the outlook since the X-21 program for

" resolving concerns about practical LFC wing structures meeting stringent LFC surface
- -. smoothness and waviness criteria. Although many options have been explored in the ACEE

program (Refs. 6, 7, and 8), two design concepts were selected to evaluate their feasi-
bility. One approach has an LFC ducting network integrated into the primary structure
and the wing surface suction is through spanwise slots. The other uses a perforated
suction surface with less ducting integration into the primary structure.

0 A Lockheed-Georgia Company (Refs. 6 and 13) design is the integral approach and it
employs extensive use of graphite epoxy (G/E) composite materials (Fig. 11). The pri-
mary load carrying structure is thick G/E wing skin stiffened with G/E hat section
stiffeners. Titanium sheet is bonded to the G/E wing skins and presents a tough, damage
tolerant, noncorrosive surface and lightning protection to the substructure. After the
bonding process, spanwise slots are cut in the titanium sheet with a high-speed steel
jeweler's saw. Suction air passes through the slots into small plenums molded into the

* G/E skins and through metering holes to spanwise ducts formed by the hat stiffeners. At
every other rib station, the suction air is metered into ducts formed by rib caps of
truss ribs. The rib cap ducts penetrate the front spar web to transfer the suction air
into trunk ducts in the leading-edge box. The trunk ducts collect the suction air into
suction pumps. The suction pumps are driven by independent gas turbine power units;
both the pumps and power units are located under the wing roots.

To evaluate the design, an extensive fabrication and testing program has been
undertaken that examined materials, adhesives, cure process variables, structural char-
acteristics, and fabrication techniques. No significant problems were uncovered. Manu-
facturing studies, based in part upon the experience gained in the structural specimen
fabrication, have allowed an assessment of manufacturing costs and performance benefits -.
in a comparison of features of a Lockheed LFC aircraft with a Lockheed advanced turtu-

-. lent aircraft. With each aircraft designed to carry 400 passengers for a 6500 nautic'. "-

mile flight, the LFC aircraft has a gross take-off weight that is 8.5 percent lower tan
the turbulent aircraft and burns 21.7 percent less fuel. While the acquisition cost is

d$1.9 million higher per LFC aircraft, fuel usage per year (at $1.5 per gallon) indicates
that the LFC system's cost would be offset in the first 6 months of operation with
annual fuel cost savings thereafter of nearly $4 million per aircraft.
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Adv. Turbulent LFC

TOGW (lb) 645,073 590,496
-* . Fuel burn (lb) 274,073 214,711

Acquisition cost ($M) 79.2 81.1
Incremental fuel cost ($M/yr.) 3.9 0

A Douglas (Ref. 14) LFC wing design is illustrated in Figure 12. The main wing box
covers are internal blade stiffened G/E skin panels. Suction panels are gloved to the
main wing box and suction air collection is external to the wing box. The suction panel
construction is virtually identical to the EBP titanium suction panel construction for
the Langley wind-tunnel model described earlier (Fig. 6). The suction panels are
attached to generally chordwise oriented blades on the outer surface of the wing box
cover. These blades also form shallow ducts for suction air collection into trunk ducts
in the leading-edge box. This collection scheme is advantageous, over for example span-
wise air collection, because the quantity of air flow and collection distance is such

-. .. that the ducts can be very shallow and wing structural depth loss is a minimum. Behind
the rear spar and in the leading-edge box, air collection is in spanwise ducts. V

In the Douglas concept, suction is applied only on the wing upper surface and a
leading-edge Krueger flap is used. Acceptable low-speed aircraft performance is
achieved with a small trailing-edge flap system which allows laminar flow to 85 percent
chord on the wing upper surface in cruise. If suction is desired on the lower surface

-. to achieve laminar flow, the Krueger flap would not be used (because of Douglas concerns
about maintaining surface smoothness in the stowed condition) and a powerful 30 percent
chord trailing-edge flap and larger wing is required to meet acceptable low-speed per-
formance. The larger trailing-edge flap limits the laminar flow to 70 percent chord and

%. .the larger wing degrades cruise performance. Douglas trade studies show that laminar-
ization of the upper surface is the most effective application of LFC suction. Since
about two-thirds of the wing friction drag is due to the upper surface, the aerodynami-
cally more efficient wing (sized for cruise) and more extensive laminar flow achievement
yields an advantage for the upper surface only suction concept.

The upper surface suction design also provides practical solutions to potential
manufacturing and maintenance concerns. The wing assembly can be made from the lower

-.- surface using internal fasteners that do not penetrate the upper wing surface. All
1-*" maintenance access can be done through the lower surface, and since most of the ducting

is in the leading-edge box, it would be accessible by Krueger flap deployment on the
ground. Finally, LFC maintenance for impact damage would be minimized since the upper
surface is least exposed to foreign object damage. Another asset is that the Krueger
flap can be used to shield the leading edge from insects and debris on take-off and
landing.

LFC LEADING-EDGE SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT

The most difficult problems of achieving laminar flow on commercial transports "
appear to be associated with the leading-edge region. Solutions to these problems will

- - remove many concerns about the ultimate practicality of laminar flow.

A principal concern in the leading edge is residue from insect impacts on the wing.
Sufficient surface roughness can be deposited to prevent the attainment of laminar flow
during cruise at altitudes and speeds of subsonic transport operations. Although the
need for an active "anti-contamination" system is not clear, in the NASA program we

* selected the prudent course of developing potential systems and assessing thei- need in
actual operations. Two approaches for insect protection have been developed. A
Lockheed concept consists of injecting a cleaning fluid through slots above and below
the attachment line (Refs. 6 and 15). Lockheed verified the feasibility of this concept
during wind tunnel tests in their low-speed wind tunnel facility (Ref. 6). A partial-
span full-scale leading-edge section (Fig. 13) was subjected to insects injected in the
free stream at number densities much higher than expected in actual flight at take-off
or landing conditions. Cleaning fluid injected through leading-edge slots completely

* covered and protected the upper and lower surfaces; the insects did not adhere to the
wet surface. Douglas utilizes the Krueger high-lift device as a protective shield
against insect impact. Tests were conducted (Ref. 7) in the NASA Lewis Icing Research
Tunnel (Fig. 14) to evaluate the effectiveness of a Krueger shield in protecting the
leading edge from insect contamination. These tests (supported by trajectory analysis)
demonstrated that the Krueger flap serves as an effective line-of-sight shield for heavy

. insects, but suggest that a supplemental spray may be necessary to protect against pos-
sible impingement of lighter insects in some areas of the wing. In particular, wing

, twist can result in direct impacts in the outboard regions, and the high lift induced in
the inboard region can deflect lighter insects into the wing.

Clearly the integration of either of the above systems with the anti-icing and suc-
tion systems in the leading edge represents a formidable design challenge. A flight
program is currently underway within NASA to evaluate the effectiveness of these inte-
grated leading-edge systems developed by Douglas and Lockheed over the past few years.
Under NASA contracts both companies have designed and fabricated a leading-edge test

0" article to be installed on a Jetstar (see Fig. 15) to demonstrate that the required
systems can be packaged into a leading-edge section representative of future LFC
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commercial transport aircraft, and that these systems can operate reliably with minimum
maintenance in an airline flight environment.

The Lockheed leading-edge concept is illustrated in Figure 16. The leading-edge
" box structure is a sandwich construction. A 0.016-in. thick titanium outer sheet is
• ." bonded to a sandwich substructure of graphite epoxy face sheets with a Nomex honeycomb

core. Suction is accomplished through fine spanwise slots (0.004 in. in width) on both
the upper and lower surfaces to the front spar. The s ction flow is routed through the
structure by a combination of slot ducts, metering hole and collector ducts embedded in
the honeycomb. The Lockheed insect protection system ic integrated with the anti-icing

* protection system. It consists of dispensing a cleaning/anti-icing fluid over the sur-
face through slots above and below the attachment line. These slots are purged of fluid
during climbout and provide suction to achieve laminar boundary layer flow at cruise
conditions.

The Douglas leading-edge concept (Fig. 17) consists of an EBP titanium sheet bonded
to a fiberglass sandwich substructure which forms a suction panel. This removable suc-

- tion panel is attached to a ribbed supporting substructure. The areas where the EBP
skin bond to the corrugated substructure are impervious to flow; thus, suction is
through perforated strips. Alternate substructure flutes are used for suction air col- %
lection. Suction is applied only on the upper surface from just below the attachment
line to the front spar. A Krueger-type flap serves as a protective shield against
insect impact. Supplemental spray nozzles on the underside of the Krueger shield coat
the leading edge with a fluid freezing point depressant to guard against impingement of
lighter insects in some areas of the wing. In icing conditions, the Krueger serves as
the primary anti-icing protection of the leading edge, supplemented as required with the
spray nozzle system. The shield leading edge is equipped with a TKS (commercially
available) ice protection system (Ref. 16). A system for purging fluid from the suction
flutes and surface perforations is provided if required.

Flight acceptance testing began in late 1983 at the NASA Dryden Flight Research
Facility; Figure 18 shows the aircraft in flight. Reference 17 contains a detailed
description of this program. After an evaluation of the individual performance of all
the systems, a simulated airline service phase of flight testing will be performed
wherein the modified Jetstar will operate out of "home base" areas throughout the United
States (Fig. 19). Two or more flights daily will be made. The condition of the test
articles and achievement of laminar flow will be fully documented after each flight.
These simulated airline service flights are designed to provide operational experience.
The LFC systems will be operated in a "hands off" mode, to establish a maintenance and
reliability data base. A potential operational problem identified during the X-21 pro-
gram could be the effect of high altitude ice particles.

HIGH ALTITUDE ICE PARTICLE EFFECTS

During flight testing with the X-21 LFC aircraft, it was observed that laminar flow
was temporarily lost whenever the aircraft penetrated cirrus clouds, concentrations of
ice crystals at high altitude. Given this possibility, a program was initiated to
determine the probability of encountering clouds along various airline routes and how
cloud frequency varies with altitude, latitude, longitude, and season (Ref. 18). Cloud-
encounter data were available from the NASA Global Atmospheric Sampling Program (GASP)
archive (Ref. 19). In the GASP program, meteorological and trace-constituent measure-
ments of ambient atmospheric conditions were taken worldwide aboard four Boeing 747's
during routine commercial service to obtain detailed measurements of the upper tropo- -
sphere and the lower stratosphere. These measurements (made during 1975-79 on some
3,000 flights) included some 88,000 cloud encounters. Using this data base, an analysis

.' of LFC loss on major airline routes was made (Fig. 20). The calculations assumed that
all cloud encounters result in laminar flow loss and that no cloud avoidance measures

% (flight management) are taken. Using these conservative assumptions, the results pre-
sented in Figure 20 show that laminar flow should be lost at most for about 8 percent of
the flight time (world wide). Hence, although infrequent, cloud encounters are not neg-

..*. ligible and do occur frequently enough to make further study of cloud-encounter effects
desirable. As part of the leading-edge flight program, a Knollenberg probe will be
flown on the fuselage (Fig. 20) to monitor ice particle concentrations to correlate with
the achievement of laminar flow.

NEW DIRECTIONS

Recent NASA research (Ref. 20) is encouraging with regard to the prospects of
obtaining significant amounts of laminar flow on small commercial transports with either
natural laminar flow or a hybrid of natural laminar flow and laminar flow control. In
1980 the TACT-Flll aircraft at the NASA Dryden Flight Research Facility was flown with
a full chord, partial span airfoil glove designed to achieve natural laminar flow
(Ref. 21). In these flight tests extensive laminar flow was observed at moderate wing
sweeps suggesting that NLF could be a design option provided wing sweep is not exces-
sive. NASA has also sponsored a recent evaluation by the Boeing Company (Ref. 20) of a
hybrid laminar flow control concept, HLFC, which shows attractive gains from combining
LFC suction in the leading-edge region with NLF over the wing box (Fig. 21). The suc-
tion in the leading-edge box controls the strong crossflow disturbances that occur
initially on swept wings; over the wing box the pressure distribution is tailored toprovide favorable gradients to stabilize the two-dimensional disturbances. Laminar flow
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to 60 percent chord might be achieved; the extent will depend upon the leading-edge
sweep, chord Reynolds number, and amount of suction. However, significant performance
benefits appear to be achievable without the wing sweep compromise required of natural
laminar flow or the structural complications of LFC ducts embedded in the wing in-spar
structure.

At present, transition data applicable to this type of wing pressure distribution
(Fig. 21) is limited and is needed in order to make valid assessments of the potential
of NLF or HLFC wings for transports of various sizes and speeds. A flight program has
been initiated to provide a transition data base for such wing designs. An F-14 air-
craft with variable wing sweep capability will be modified with up to three full-span
gloves to produce a range of upper wing surface pressure distributions (Fig. 22). The
gloves will be constructed of foam and fiberglass with no provisions for suction and
scabbed onto the existing wing surface. The gloves will extend from below the attach-
ment line over the upper surface to the rear spar location (.60 percent chord). The
first glove will be a simple fiberglass cover of the basic wing which was a strong
favorable pressure gradient over the wing box. The fiberglass cover will give the wing
a smooth, nearly wave-free surface which meets laminar flow disturbance criteria.
Current plans are to begin flight testing of the basic wing glove iYi early 1985.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Future NASA efforts will extend the current research to explore the practicality of
the achievement of extensive laminar flow in routine flight operations. Currently envi-
sioned is a DC-9 class transport as a test bed aircraft (Fig. 23). LFC, NLF, or hybrid
gloves would first be flown to perform flight research in crucial problem areas. Reli-
ability and maintenance would then be evaluated and experience gained with actual flight
operations. The ultimate objective will be to establish a technology base for future
industry exploitation of laminar flow technology. The potential benefits of extensive
laminar flow achievement on commercial transports are enticing, and accomplishments to
date indicate that they may be achievable.
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ABSTRACT

Paper summarizes recent NASA research in the area of turbulent drag reduction for attached flows.
The most promising passive techniques utilize non-planar geometry and indicate a possible combined net
performancelthe order of 20 percent. Of particular interest is the suitability of these devices for
retrofit of existing vehicles. Research to optimize an active system involving tangential slot injec-
tion of low momentum (LFC) air indicates that free shear layers which are initially turbulent can be
favorably controlled through use of rigid plates (largs:eddy-breakup devices). More conventional flow
control approaches~such as narrow-band acoustic inputs~are evidently not effective for free mixing
regions imbedded in thick turbulent layers. Experiments indicate that high frequency forcing of Emmons
spots in the initial transition region to create small scale motions provides localized drag reductions,
but net reductions are not yet available due to the high levels of forcing energy required. .. ,.

NOTATION

CD total drag coefficient x streamwise coordinate
Cf local skin friction coefficient y coordinate normal to surface
D total drag - yaw angle
h device height in physical plane 6 boundary layer thickness
h riblet height in law-of-the-wall 6 momentum thickness

coordinates
X device chord Subscripts
R Reynolds number based upon device chord - free stream

and local conditions FP flat plate
S riblet spacing in physical plane HF high frequency
AS longitudinal spacing for tandem LEBU o device location

devices w wall
riblet spacing in law-of-the-wall 1,2,3 device number
coordinates

t device thickness -'

u,v longitudinal and normal velocity
components

INTRODUCTION

Previous research on pressure drag reduction and roughness control decreased the zero-lift drag
coefficient of most air and underwater bodies to the very low values typical of attached turbulent shear
flow. Reduction of this residual skin friction drag is a major barrier to further optimization of
cruise performance for most aerodynamic and hydrodynamic bodies. Typical benefits from a sizable reduc-
tion in viscous drag include design options for (a) increased range, (b) increased speed, (c) decreased
size/cost, (d) decreased fuel usage, and/or (e) greater acceleration/maneuverability.

The present paper deals primarily with the problem of reducing turbulent skin friction drag on
bodies (as opposed to wings) for conditions where conventional laminar flow control is either not feasi-
ble or inordinately difficult. Much of the background and status in the area of turbulent drag reduc-
tion is documented in Reference 1. Due to the absence of any sensible "theory" of "shear flow turbu-
lence" the research in this area is, of necessity, primarily empirical (particularly in regard to actual

* performance to the nearest percent). The Turbulent Drag Reduction Research Program at NASA Langley
currently includes a total of 12 different approaches. The present paper summarizes the status of five ..-
of these approaches: (1) large-eddy breakup devices, (2) riblets, (3) slot injection optimization, (4)
control of Emmons spot generation, and (5) relaminarization through massive suction. Except for the
Emmons spot work these methods all indicate the possibility of sizable net reductions in skin friction
for laboratory conditions. Further tests and optimization at conditions approaching flight (higher Re, V
q , u ) are still required before these approaches can be applied, either to new designs or as a
retrofit.

It should be noted that the viscous flow control offered by drag reduction devices is also of
interest for several other purposes including (1) increased sensor accuracy, (2) reduced wall pressure :,r

fluctuations, and (3) decreased size/drag of boundary layer diverters.

LARGE-EDDY BREAKUP DEVICES

. Large-eddy breakup devices (LEBU's or turbulence manipulators or ribbons, as they are variouslycalled) have demonstrated large reductions in local skin fction and net drag in air for some labor

tory conditions. The early ioitial experiments at Lalgley and the Illinois Institute of Technology
,-. ,, were followed by the dramatic results of Corke, et al showing a 30 percent reduction in skin friction

,Head, Viscous Flow Branch, High-Speed Aerodynamics Division
Leader, Turbulence Structure and Modeling Group, Viscous Flow Branch, High-Speed Aerodynamics Division

+Leader, Turbulent Drag Reduction Group, Viscous Flow Branch, High-Speed Aerodynamics Division
%++North Carolina State University.
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*'] .with a 20 percent reduction in net drag over a gownstream distance of 50-60 boundary-layer thick-
nesses. Follow-on experiments by Hefner, et al at similar conditions produced smaller net reductions6
(6 percent) and indicated an apparent sensitivity to the dptails of the transition process. Bertelrud,
also measured a smaller net reduction 5 percent) but giln local skin-friction reductions of up to 40
percent. More recent works by Takagi, Nguyen, et al, and Mumford and Savill have obtained maximum
large-eddy breakup devices.

Except for the experiments of Reference 8, which were conducted at a Reynolds number R - 6000 at
the position of the large-eddy breakup device, all of the other LEBU experiments were conducted at

relatively low device location Reynolds numbers (Ro 4 2300). In addition, all of these experiments
• -. limited their downstream measurements to less than 100 boundary-layer thicknesses (Ro < 6500). The "

low Reynolds-number boundary layers probably still contain remnants of transition-related structures
and have not yet reached an "asymptotic" state. Therefore, the optimum large-eddy breakup configuration
for these reported experiments might be dependent on this remnant of the transitional structure and
consequently upon the details of the transition process peculiar to the individual tests. The most
recent work at Langley extends the data base for large-eddy breakup devices to intermediate Reynolds
numbers (R - 3300 at the device) with downstream effects measured to 330 boundary-layer thicknesses

"''.*.- (R - 17 x 103). Although such Reynolds numbers do not approach levels expected in actual flight appli-
cation, they do bring the data closer to the "asymptotic" turbulent boundary-layer state. Additionally,
these measurements, over the relatively large area downstream of the large-eddy breakup devices, per-
mitted a determination of the relaxation behavior and skin-friction reduction effectiveness of the
altered-turbulent boundary layer. This is extremely important because sufficiently long relaxation
regions of reduced skin friction are necessary to compensate for the device drag of the candidate large-
eddy breakup devices.

Optimization of the drag reduction performance of large-eddy breakup devices requires that the
mechanisms involved in the drag reduction process be determined, A number of mechanisms have been pro-
posed by the various experimentors. Reference 2 suggests that the large-eddy breakup devices "unwind"
the large outer scales in the turbulent boundary layer. Corke, et al suggest four possible mechanisms
including: (1) restriction of the vertical velocity components by the horizontal elements of the large-
eddy breakup devices; (2) suppression of the large scales due to the unsteady circulation around the
elements of the large-eddy breakup devices (similar to the "unwinding" of Ref. 2); (3) generation of new
scales in the outer part of the turbulent boundary layer by the vortices formed in the wakes of the
large-eddy breakup devices; and (4) transfer and redistribution of energy from the turbulence to the
mean flow. The more recent work of Reference 9 suggests a combined mechanism; i.e., the elements of the
large-eddy breakup devices cut through the large-scale structures (hairpin vortices), as a result of the
v = o boundary condition at the surfaces of the LEBU elements, and introduce into the resulting dis-
turbed layer a wake composed of closely-packed vortices which retain their identity downstream to 60
boundary-layer thicknesses. According to Reference 9, the interaction of these wake vortices, particu-
larly the "counter vorticity" components, with the large-scale structure remnants ("chopped" hairpin
vortices) provides the primary mechanism for reducing skin friction. In an attempt to determine and

.- verify which of these mechanisms may be valid, Reference 11 employed a variety of large-eddy breakup
devices with thin, flat, rectangular elements mounted either alone, in tandem, or in stacked arrays
within a turbulent boundary layer. Device drag, local skin friction, net drag, and downstream relaxa-
tion lengths were obtained for each of the geometries investigated. A brief summary of this work is
presented herein and a number of critical questions relating to the practical application of large-eddy L
breakup devices will be addressed. These include: the aforementioned effect of higher Reynolds numbers
on the performance of the LEBU devices; the extent of the relaxation process downstream of the LEBU
devices (Do the large-scale structures, once altered or destroyed, recur? If they do recur, how far
downstream? When, if ever, does the local skin friction begin to increase?); the reduction of device
drag and the mechanisms involved in the large-eddy breakup process.

Apparatus and Tests Conditions

The experiments were conducted on a splitter plate mounted horizontally in the test section of the
Langley 2 x 3 Low-Speed Boundary Layer Channel. The plate was a 3.1 cm thick aluminum-honeycomb sand-
wich which spanned the 0.91 m width of the test section and extended from a point 0.3 m downstream of
the test section entrance to the diffuser entrance, for a total length of 5.8 m. The leading edge of

.1. the splitter plate was a 6:1 ellipse. Smoke-wire flow-visualization studies were used to ensure that
the leading-edge stagnation streamline was located on the working side of the plate and that no leading-
edge separation was present. The boundary layer was tripped using a 5 cm wide strip of 30 grit, open-

*0 coat sandpaper postioned 5 cm downstream of the plate leading edge. Measurements with a surface pitot
tube indicated boundary-layer transition occurred on the sandpaper itself. The general arrangement of

r the test plate is shown in Figure 1.

- All of the various LEBU configurations were tested at a fixed station on the test plate (x - 61
cm). The boundary-layer thickness at this station was 1.27 cm and the momentum thickness Reynods num-
her was 3300. The devices themselves consisted of thin, ribbon-like strips suspended parallel to the

k .test surface within the turbulent boundary layer. The chords of the devices used in the present experi-
ment were 1.27 cm ( t/6 = 1) and 1.09 cm ( Z/6 = 0.86) with a thickness of 0.25 mm ( t/60 = 0.02),
although a limited numb~r of tests were conducteR with 0.508 mm thick devices ( t/6 = 0.04). A ten-
sioning mechanism was mounted outside the test section to hold the LEBU devices (which passed through
holes in the test section wall). The devices experienced single-mode vibration when unsupported over
the entire 0.91 m width of the test section, even at near yield-point tension. For this reason 0.5 mm
thick vertical struts were placed between the test plate and the devices at positions 15 and 43 cm on
each side of the tunnel centerline. Spanwise surveys 706 downstream showed no evidence of these
supports.

The local skin-friction coefficients were obtained using the momentum balance technique. The boun-

dary-layer surveys were made using a flattened pitot probe referenced to local freestream static
. pressure and driven by a streamlined, 3-axis traverse mechanism mounted to the roof of the test sec-
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tion. The vertical position of the probe was determined to within ±0.5 mm using a 500 line optical
encoder mounted on a traverse lead screw. A 40-60 point velocity survey was performed at each x-station
to obtain the integral properties of the boundary layer. The repeatability of the momentum thickness
measurements were determined to be ±0.5 percent. The tunnel freestream velocity was measured by a free-
stream pitot-static probe at the entrance to the test section and was held constant at 40 m/s (±0.25
percent) for all tests. The spatial nonuniformity of the freestream velocity over the central 30 cm of
the test section core, 1.0 m downstream of the test plate leading edge, was measured to be less than
±0.5 percent.

The flexible top wall of the test sect on was adjusted to give a nominally zero pressure gradient
down the length of the splitter plate. The edges of the plate were sealed to prevent any mass transfer
to the lower pressure channel under the plate. The two-dimensionality of the flow was checked by per-
forming boundary layer surveys at several spanwise stations on the test plate. The results indicated a
typical spanwise nonuniformity in momentum thickness of approximately ±5 percent. This variation, as a
percentage of the mean, was constant from front to rear of the test plate.The variation of the local
skin-friction coefficient down the plate was determined by graphically differentiating the growth in

* ."momentum thickness with x (i.e., Cf = 2 de/dx); both the pressure gradient and the convergence terms
in the momentum elation were ignored. The results compared favorably with the familiar Ludwieg- .
Tillmann relation for a zero pressure gradient, flat-plate boundary layer.

- - Results and Discussion

Stacked, multi-element arrays, tested extensively in Reference 4, were shown to dramatically alter
and reduce the large-scale structures at low Re nolds numbers (R _< 5000). As a starting point for the

F- present intermediate Reynolds numbers (3.3 x 10 4 R 1 17 x 1. ) experiments, one-two-, and three-
element devices were tested. The device drag in these initial experiments increased significantly with
the number of elements in the stacked array. A corresponding decrease in the local skin-friction
coefficient (lower O-x slope) occurred immediately downstream of the devices. The local skin-friction
reductions were found to persist downstream to a region 50 60 4 x 4 120 60 depending on the number of
elements. Permutations of this arrangement, such as omitting certain elements or translating the entire
stack higher or lower in the boundary layer gave essentially the same results and none of the arrange-
ments produced a net drag reduction (i.e., e ) (ref)" The high device drag of the thin, rectangular
plate elements in this initial study prompted an investigation of their drag characteristics, Figure 2
shows the drag coefficients measured (by wake surveys) for two different element thicknesses at several
chord Reynolds numbers. The data of Reference 2 (which reported device drag as essentially laminar skin
friction) are also shown for comparison. The present data indicate that the element drag is thickness
dominated at the higher chord Reynolds numbers, except for the t = 0.102 mm (t/60  = 0.008) case which
gave a level near laminar skin friction. These thinner devices, however,, tended to oscillate in single
mode vibration unless additional vertical supports were installed and could not be used in the present
experiment. Reference 9 concluded from flow visualization studies that devices with t/6 = 0.01 and
0.025 produced the same downstream effects on the visualized turbulence structure, and Roference 2
showed that devices with t/60 = 0.02 produced large increases in device drag. Apparently, then, the
structure-altering-effectiveness of the devices is still present even when the device drag is low (the
order of laminar skin friction) and higher device drag imposes an unnecessarily large penalty to be
overcome in achieving a net drag reduction. Obviously, there must be some compromis 3 between the com-
peting requirements of structural rigidity and low device drag. However, data exist which indicate C.
that the levels of device drag associated with flat, rectangular plates can be reduced by a factor of
almost three by using the proper low Reynolds number airfoil shape, even in flows of high turbulence.
To assess the possible benefits of airfoil-like shapes, several of the flat elements were machined to
have a thin, tapered trailing-edge shape as shown in Figure 3. The device drag for this shape was
indeed reduced by more than 12 percent, but the local Cf (i.e., de/dx ) values immediately downstream of
the devices were approximately 5 percent greater than that for the flat elements. Thus, the reduced
device drag was also accompanied by a slightly reduced effectiveness in reducing local skin friction,

% indicating that the momentum defect produced by the devices does indeed contribute to the local Cf
[ •reduction although it is not the entire mechanism. Of course, the tapered trailing-edge elements are

only a crude approximation of an airfoil shape and further tests using carefully designed, low Reynolds
numbers airfoils are planned for the future.

Reference 14 indicates that the circulation around vertical, flat-plate stacks (cascades with a
stagger angle of 00) is less than that for a single flat plate, but increases with increasing stagger
angle. Since circulation may be important in the drag-reducing effectiveness of the LEBU device, a e.
staggered array (leading edges of each element swept downstream relative to the element below it) was

'" tested with a stagger angle of 520. No improvement over the vertical stack was found (data not
shown). Since device circulation may also be changed by placing the elements at an angle to the flow,
the effect of small positive and negative angles of attack on the momentum thickness growth was
examined. Typical results for a tapered, three-element vertical stack indicated that small positive
angles of attack gave roughly the same local Cf reduction as a = 00, with no net drag reduction and
small, negative a gave essentially no Cf reduction over the reference case and resulted in a large net
drag increase (see Fig. 11, Ref. 11). In the negative a case the device wake is dominated by eddies
rotating in the same direction as the large eddies in the natural boundary layer, thus reinforcing the

*" large scales instead of suppressing them. Reference 4 presented smoke pictures of single elements at
positive and negative angles of attack that clearly demonstrated an enhancement of the large-scale
structures at negative a. The effect of positive a in the visualizations of Reference 4 appeared to
be minimal, in agreement with the present measured data. It is unclear as to why an "unwinding" of the
large scales did not occour for the +a case, especially in view of the dramatic change with -a.

All of the configurations described thus far either produced large net drag increases or, at best,
"broke even" by just balancing Cf reduction against device drag. In general, those devices that were
most successful in reducing skin friction possessed a large device drag penalty. Of course, only modest
Cf reductions will eventually yield a net drag reduction if continued downstream far enough, but the
present data indicated that the downstream extent of lower skin friction seldom exceeded 1006 not far
enough to recoup the high device drag penalty. One configuration which was successful in redacing
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device drag while enhancing Cf reduction at low Reynolds numbers was the tandem arrangement 2-7,9.15

The downstream device is immersed in the wake of the upstream one and hence pays a lower device drag
penalty. Figure 4 shows the downstream momentum thickness growth behind a series of tandem spacings. A
net drag reduction is achieved within 60 6. for the 10 6 tandem spacing. Figure 5 shows the
variation of the local Cf for the data of rigure 4. The ?ocal skin friction remains low for approxi-
mately 100 6 (a maximum of 26 percent lower for the 10 60 spacing), overshoots the reference plate
values briefy, and then undershoots the reference value for the remainder of the test plate. One may

* . infer from these data that if, indeed, large-scale suppression is responsible for the reduced skin .7
friction the suppression is not permanent and the large scales return in the neighborhood of x =
1006 . Dr. Robert Falco of Michigan State University has recently observed a similar effect using

smokeflow visualization and in unpublished work has noted a strong return of the large scales at about
1206 . The overshoot, and subsequent undershoot with no apparent trend toward relaxation to flat %

0plate values up to 330 60 indicate an area for further research. These variations in mean wall shear,
if real, must indicate large quasi-permanent structural changes in the turbulent boundary layer.

The data in Figures 4 and 5 were ootained with the tandem devices at 0.8 60. To investigate the
effect of element height for tandem LEBU device performance the 10 6 tandem spacing devices were also
tested at 0.55 So and 0.30 60 heights. The integrated total drag is shown in Figure 6. The maximum
net drag reduction occurs for the 0.8 60 height, even though a larger downstream region of skin-friction
reduction was required to offset the higher device drag for this configuration. Within the limits of
the available data, the optimum tandem configuration had a height of 0.8 60 and a spacing of 10 60 and
produced a maximum ;,et drag reduction of approximately 7 percent.

RIBLETS

Another effective drag reduction technique employs longitudinally-g~go d surfaces having groove
depths and spacings on the order of the turbulent wall-burst dimensions. - When the spacing (s ) in
law-of-the-wall variables was less than 30, References 18 and 20 reported maximum drag reductions of 8
percent for symmetric v-groove surfaces. This section examines the optimization and application of the
riblet surfaces as well as the combined drag reduction performance of a riblet surface and a large-eddy
breakup device (LEBU).

Micro-photographs of the cross section of four riblet surfaces are shown in Figure 7. The micro-
photographs were obtained using a microscope which gave a 30 x magnification of the riblet cross
section. Model 13R is an aluminum groove model; whereas, the grooves of Models DA3OI5B, 13M and 7M were
formed on a thin vinyl sheet having an adhesive backing. Models 13R, DA3OI5B, and 134 had nominal
dimensions of 0.18 mm. The exact riblet dimensions will be presented and discussed later in this
section. The machined aluminum grooves as shown for Model 13R were typical of the riblet grooves manu-
factured and tested in References 16-18. The vinyl riblet manufacturing process, which has only
recently become available, produced riblets with better dimension and geometry fidelity than the pre- V
viously machined aluminum riblet models, especiall for riblet dimensions less than 0.5 mm. The vinyl
riblets with the adhesive backing are extremely interesting from an application point of view since
these riblets could be applied as a retrofit on existing aircraft.

The drag data obtained for the sy:imetric v-groove riblets indicate that their drag rejuction per-
formance scales with groove height (h) and spacing (s) in law-of-the-wall variables (h , s ). Figure 8
presents typical drag measurements for three of the riblet surfaces shown in Figure 7. The drag reduc-
tion performance is measured by D/DFp which is the ratio of the net drag of the riblet surface to that -

of a flat plate. This drag reduction performance is shown as a function of s+ where variations in
s 
+ were obtained by varying the freestream velocity. The smallest s value for each model is
obtained at the lowest operating velocity of the wind tunnel. As show7 in Figure 8, Model 13R exhibits
the best drag reduction performance, 7-8 percent drag reduction for s = 10-15. It was found that the
maximum drag reduction was quite sensitive to the value of h + for a value of s + = 15. All three of
the models shown in Figure 8 were designed to have the height of the riblet equal to the spacing. As
the dimensions indicate, the manufacturing process always gave a riblet height somewhat smaller than the
spacing. This was particularly true for vinyl riblet Midels 13M and 7M. As a result of the height
reduction for Mdels 13M and 7M, the value of h+ at s = 15 was smaller than that for Model 13R. As
the value of h decreased for fixed s+ the riblet drag reduction performance decreased. Therefore,
the drag data in Figure 8 indicates that a maximum drag reduction of 7-8 percent would have been
obtained for a vinyl riblet surface of h+ = s+ = 15.

The data on Figure 8 indicate that the high Telocity data of Model 7M will give the same drag
* reduction as Model 13R at low velocity if h+ = s = 15 for both models. The highest stream velocity

for the data sho-.n on Figure 8 was 43 m/sec. Future plans include tests in a large subsonic tunnel at
Reynolds numbers and speeds typical of CTOL aircraft application.

When considering possible aircraft applications, the sensitivity of the riblet drag-reduction per-
formance to angle of yaw or misalignment with the local stream direction must be determined. Initial
tests presented in Reference 18 indicated that a riblet with h = 0.25 mm was relatively insensitive to
15' yaw. These tests were conducted with machined aluminum models where the surface finish could vary

O. between models. With the availability of the vinyl riblets, the yaw sensitivity of the riblets could be
examined without the possible contamination of varying surface finishes. Figure 9 presents data for
vinyl Model 13M where the vinyl film was applied to the test plates at three different angles of yaw,
00, 150, and 300. The results show that the riblet drag reduction is relatively insensitive to angles
of yaw up to 15*; however, when the yaw angle was increased to 300, no drag reduction was measured.
Also shown in Figure 9 is the drag data for aluminum Model 63 which had approximately the same physical
dimensions as Model 134 but with the grooves machined at 150 angle of yaw. These data further confirm
the insensitivity of the riblet drag reduction for yaw angles up to 15. 0

All the riblets discussed so far in this section have been symmetric v-grooves. Various modifica-
tions of the symmetric v-groove riblet geometry have been tested in an attempt to improve the riblet
drag reduction performance. Figures 10 and 11 indicate the effect of peak curvature and valley curva-
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ture. The models used for comparisons in Figures 10 and 11 have the same height and spacing. Figure 10
shows that the peak curvature of Model DA3015B had little effect on the maximum riblet drag reduction,
but it did seem to extend the operating s+ or u range for drag reduction. Figure 11 shows th
valley curvature did increase the amount of drag reduction obtained previously with symmetric v-groove
riblet Model 29. As indicated in Figure 11 the maximum drag reduction of Model 19 was 4 percent, which
is smaller than that obtained for Model 13R with height more equal to the spacing. A model was machined
with design dimensions approximately the same as Model 13R but with valley curvature. Due to the
height-spacing ratio of 1, there was not enough room to put in significant valley curvature. As a
result, the valleys of the model were flat instead of being curved. This demonstrates a practical prob-
lem with modifications to the physically small riblets required for drag reduction. Since the riblet
dimensions will be even smaller in a flight application, it would be expected that modified v-groove
geometries would be impractical and that a basic v-groove geometry with a height-to-spacing ratio of one P
(or perhaps greater) would be at least a locally optimum practical configuration.

An alternative approach to improve the riblet drag reduction performance is to combine the riblet
concept with another approach. In the present study a riblet surface has been combined with a large-
eddy breakup (LEBU) device. Reference 5 showed that the LEBU modifies the large scale outer structure
and gives downstream local skin-friction reductions. A three-element LEBU was placed upstream of the
riblet test surface. The elements were placed at y/6= 0.211, 0.42, and 0.84. This is not an optimum
LEBU configuration, but was utilized merely to oscertain if the riblet and LEBU local skin-friction
reduction would be additive. Figure 12 presents drag data for a riblet surface with and without a LEBU
mounted in front of the surface as well as a flat plate (sans riblet) with a LEBU, i.e., the standard
LEBU case. Since the LEBU was mounted in front of the test plates, the drag levels for the LEBU config-
urations do not include the device drag of the LEBU. The area averaged drag data indicate that the
riblet drag reduction is nearly additive to the drag reduction downstream of the LEBU. This result is
probably reasonable since the LEBU operates on the large-scale outer structure and only indirectly upon
the wall structure (see Ref. 4); whereas the riblet operates directly on the wall region. In fact, flow

* "visualization studies in Reference 19 found that smoke lingered for an inordinately long time in the
riblet valleys. The turbulence data of Reference 20 and the flow visualization of Reference 19 seem to
indicate that the riblets thicken the sublayer but do not modify the bursting process.

OPTIMIZATION OF SLOT INJECTION DRAG REDUCTION THROUGH FREE SHEAR LAYER CONTROL

A technique which has proven effective in reducing skin friction drag is the injection of low-
momen m uid, through a rearward facing slot, into the near-wall region of a turbulent boundary layerHM41
flow., A typical device configuration is shown in Figure 13. The lower fluid velocity (relative to
the incoming flow) downstream of the injection plane produces a region of decreased surface drag. At
the interface of the slot and boundary layer flows a mixing layer develops and begins to spread as it
evolves downstream. Once this region reaches the wall, viscous drag levels return monotonically to
their original values. Thus, if the spread rate of the mixing layer could be inhibited so that its
point of contact with the wall is shifted downstream, greater drag reductions could be realized.

Experimental studies23 -27 have shown that such mixing regions are characterized by the presence of
large scale vortical structures formed by the roll-up of the developing shear layer. The growth and
interaction of these entities can determine, to a large extent, the spatial and temporal evolution of . -

the flow field. Specifically, the coalescence of two or more of these relatively discrete vortices into
a single larger structure has been found to be the primary source of mixing layer growth in some -

case. 1  If these vortex mergings can be inhibited, or if smaller vortices can be produced initially,
the growth rate can be decreased.

Several techniques have been found to be effective in altering the vortex formation and interaction
processes. The size of the vortical structures forgd initially can be decreased by making the splitter
plate separating the two flows as thin as possible. The introduct n of small scale turbulence into
the flow field can also interfere with the large scale interactions.A Broad-band noise from sBtor

* blades has been significantly reduced by placing serrations on the leading edge of the blades. Since
the major source of this noise is vortex shedding, the serrations obviously must have had some effect on
this process. A shear layer can also be extremely sensitive to periodic disturbances, especially near
its origin. The ability of acoustic 3 aation to alter the downstream evolution in certain circumstances
has been demonstrated conclusively. Perturbations near the characteristic roll-up frequency of the
shear layer tend to produce very rapid growth qaSthe origin while those an order of magnitude higher . -

in frequency tend to suppress the growth rate.511 -

The present work investigates the applicability of these various techniques to the manipulation of
the mixing layer growth rate in a practical slot injection configuration. In addition, large-eddy
breakup devices (LEBU's) were placed in the incoming boundary-layer flow in order to assess their effect
in altering the mixing rate of a turbulent free shear layer.

Experimental Procedures
' i All experimental work was conducted in the 15-inch low turbulence wind tunnel of the Viscous Flow l

Branch, High-Speed Aerodynamics Division, NASA Langley Research Center. This tunnel is an open-loop

system with a maximum velocity of 36.5 m/s. The test section has a 38.1 cm square cross section which 77
-" is 91.4 cm in length and is located approximately 183 cm from the end of the upstream contraction. The

pressure gradient in this region can be adjusted by means of a moveable upper wall.

For the present work, the tunnel was modified to accommodate the slot flow as shown in Figure 13.,.
The floor upstream of the test section was raised by means of a 1.59 cm plexiglas slab. A manifold box
was constructed of 0.638 cm plexiglas and positioned underneath the test section floor to provide a 1-
means of introducing the slot flow uniformly across the span. Compressed air was brought into the
bottom of this chamber through two 2.54 cm diameter stainless steel tubes. This air then passed through
two plexiglas baffle plates, several layers of metal screening, and an aluminum two-dimensional nozzle
with a 4.8 to 1 contraction ratio. Slot flow velocity was controlled by a pressure regulator on the
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-. supply lines. A 0.159 cm thick aluminum plate was attached to the upper half of the nozzle to form the ."
.-" slot lip. This plate was interchangeable to allow variations in the geometry of the slot lip trailing p..-

- edge. The slot height was kept constant in all cases at 1.59 cm.

To provide acoustic excitation, two 45-watt horn drivers were mounted underneath the test section
" floor with their outputs channeled through a 0.159 cm slot directly beneath the injection plane.

The large-eddy breakup (LEBU) devices were formed from 0.025 cm thick blue steel stretched across
the tunnel span at a point 16-inches upstream of the slot lip. Openings were cut through the plexiglas
tunnel walls to accommodate these devices and an aluminum framework was constructed around the tunnel to
hold them in tension.

All experiments were conducted at a free stream velocity of 18.3 m/s and a slot velocity of 5.5
' m/s. A spanwise survey of the incoming boundary layer along a line 5.1 cm upstream of the slot lip

showed no more than a 10 percent (peak to valley) variation in momentum thickness. A similar survey of
the slot flow along the injection plane showed no more than a 5 percent spanwise variation. The test
section pressure gradient for these flow velocities was checked by means of a series cf static pressure
taps located halfway up one sidewall. These taps were located 2.54 cm apart for the first 15.2 cm down-
stream and 15.2 cm apart for the next 76 cm. While it was not possible to totally eliminate this
pressure gradient, its maximum value was reduced to about 0.15 percent of free stream dynamic pressure
per inch of streamwise distance.

To determine the spread rate of the mixing region formed by the merging boundary layer and slot
flows, velocity profiles were taken at several locations downstream of the slot exit plane. These pro-
files were obtained using a 0.152 cm diameter pitot-static probe.

Results and Discussion

The first area of investigation concerned the effects of geometry modifications to the slot lip
% trailing edge. The base case, for comparison purposes, was taken to be a plain flat trailing edge with

square corners. The various modifications tested are shown in Figure 14. These consisted of a trailing
- edge with rounded corners, a tapered trailing edge, and trailing edges with slots, serrations, and per- .
*a forations ranging in size from 0.159 cm to 0.635 cm. In none of these cases was there found to be any

significant differences in the spread rate of the mixing layer.

The effects of acoustic input to the mixing layer origin was next explored. Frequencies in the
range from 80 Hz to 1000 Hz were used, corresponding to Strouhal numbers, based on initial momentum
thickness and mean flow velocity, in the range from 0.034 to 0.286. Sound pressure levels at the slot
lip were the order of 105 dB. In all cases, a plain flat trailing edge with square corners was used.
Again, no significant differences in downstream spread of the mixing layer was detected at any forcing

*- frequency (flapping trailing edges were also tried, also without any apparent success).

The lack of any noticeable effects for the techniques considered thus far is attributed to the
dominating influence of the fully r4lent incoming boundary layer. These results tend to confirm the
observations of some investigators - that the suppression of the mixing layer growth rate by acoustic
excitation occurs only for initially laminar flows. If this is indeed the case, it would appear that
the only way to alter the downstream evolution of the mixing region in the usual slot injection case
would he to change the turbulent structure of the incoming turbulent boundary layer itself.

To investigate the effectiveness of such an approach, three LEBU device configurations were sepa-
rately placed into the flow upstream of the slot lip. As mentioned previously, these consisted of
lengths of 0.025 cm thick blue steel stretched across the span of the tunnel 41 cm upstream of the slot
exit. The boundary-layer thickness 6 at this point was 2.54 cm. Three device configurations were
tested -- a tandem arrangement with both LEBU's 0.8 6 above the floor and positioned 6.5 6 apart in the
streamwise direction; a stacked configuration with two LEBU's located 0.6 6 and 0.8 6 above the floor;
and a stacked configuration with three devices placed at 0.46, 0.656, and 0.96. All LEBU's had a

"r 2.54 cm chord. These configurations are shown in Figure 15. Velocity profiles for each case, taken at
a point 41 cm downstream of the slot exit (corresponding to 13 slot exit 6 boundary layer thicknesses)
are shown in Figure 16. As can be seen, all three produced noticeable decreases in the velocity near
the wall with the three stacked devices giving the most pronounced effect. Thus, it would appear that
the use of LEBU's in the boundary-layer upstream of the slot injection location could make this
technique more effective. However, more work is needed to confirm this speculation and to assess/reduce O
the penalties involved in the device drag of the LEBU's themselves. The observation that a boundary
layer device (LEBU) can be used (indeed is required) to alter free mixing rates for flows with thick
external boundary layers may have important technological implications far beyong the present slot
injection case.

SKIN FRICTION REDUCTION THROUGH EMMONS SPOT FORCING

The various results from the large-eddy breakup device research indicates that reduction in size of
4 the outer eddies reduces wall skin friction. For the region immediately downstream of transition an

alternat? technique can be employed to produce the requisite smaller sized eddies. Rather than allowing ..
the large P ter eddies to form and then breaking them up with a suitable device, this alternative tech-
nique , to alter their Initial formation process through control of the production of Emmons spots.

. From the relaxation studies downstream of large-eddy breakup devices, this alternative approach %,
woold nly be expected to reduce drag the order of 100 6 downstream of the end of transition. Since
tne - scale in this case is the relatively small value at the nominal end of transition; the physical

~ iis~ance over which the drag would be reduced would be quite small for most engineering applications.
However, the technique may be of interest for certain low Reynolds numbers or specialized applica-
tions. The basic concept is to restrict the usual Emmons spot growth by forcing nearly "instantaneous
",,ansion." If a large enough disturbance is introduced near the beginning of transition at high fre-
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quency (Strouhol number the order of 1) through discret- but closely spaced spanwise sites, a continuous
train of small scale Emmons spots should be produced. Uue to the close packing imposed by the forcing
there is no longer a "laminar sea" in which the spot can grow and develop large scale motions. The
friction drag is increased initially due to the foreshortening of the transition process but a compen- r:
sating lower drag region would be expected further downstream (at least over a distance the order of r,

1006). It should be noted that stationary spanwise disturbances (e.g., roughness elements) would not be
expected to produce the same phenomena, due to the well-known "calming effect" in the wake of an Emmons

* spot. A high intensity dynamic trigger is probably required.

The existing data for this alternative large-eddy drag reduction approach (closely spaced high
. frequency exciters placed at the beginning of the nominal transition process) is documented in Reference

40. Emmons spots were forced using high intensity acoustic drivers acting through a spanwise row of
%. closely spaced (0(6)) small holes located near the nominal beginning of transition. The measured

* " average skin friction (measured with a large drag balance downstream of the driver section) is shown on
Figure 17 as a function of the forcing frequency. The maximum drag reduction (area averaged) is
obtained at a Strouhol number the order of 2 based upon boundary layer thickness at the forcing loca-
tion. Flow visualization using a horizontal (spanwise) smoke wire indicated smaller outer scales for
the forced case compared to the standard case (holes taped over). The level of the observed drag reduc-
tion (0(15%)) is reasonable considering that a sizable portion of the 20 percent to 30 percent local
skin friction reduction measured downstream of large-eddy breakup devices is due to the momentum deficit
of the device. Such a momentum deficit is absent, at least to first order, in the acoustic (wall) forc-
ing case.

Unfortunately, the energy required to force the Emmons spots in the drag reduction mode is much
larger than the estimated "return on investment" (downstream net drag reduction) and therefore, unless
low loss dynamic Emmons spot triggers can be developed/invented this alternative large-eddy reduction

. approach is of possible interest only for viscous flow control purposes other than net drag reduction.

RELAMINARIZATION USING MASSIVE WALL SUCTION

* This method is of particular interest to the CTOL fuselage drag problem. The forward portion of
the fuselage is typically characterized by a host of excressences, including windshield wipers, hugs,
probes, attachment points and access hatches. The basic concept is to "writeoff" this forward portion
of the flow as transitional/turbulent and subsequently relaminarize the boundary layer downstream of the

-, cockpit using massive suction. Maintenance suction and/or wall cooling would be required further down-
- , stream to maintain the laminar condition.

Pfenninger 41 successfully carried out a series of relaminarization experiments applicable to this
concept but found it necessary to ingest more than the entire mass flow in the boundary layer (up to 1.56
) to capture all of the "superlayer" fluctuating vorticity. Suction of less than this amount compro-
mised and complicated the downstream maintenance LFC problem. The key ingredients to maximizing the

_-.. overall system efficiency of this approach are (1) ingesting the minimum mass flow consistent with down-
stream maintenance LFC and (2) obtaining maximum pressure recovery in the suction inlet.

There exist several possibilities for optimizing fuselage relaminarization. The most obvious is to
place the massive suction forward of the minimum pressure region on the fuselage. This placement per-
forms two functions: (a) places the initial (thin and tender) laminar flow region in a stabilizing
favorable pressure gradient and (b) should lower the required pumping power (and possibly allow for
selfbleed to the side of the fuselage where slot injection might be utilized in regions where laminar
flow could not readily be maintained, such . the wing juncture contamination zone). Another optimiza-
tion possibility is to design the aircraft for minimum disruption of fuselage LFC from the wing-induced
pressure field (providing this could be accomplished without unduly altering the wing efficiency).
Historically, alterations in the wing and fuselage design for interference have been in favor of the
wing. As a "blue sky" possibility, the maintenance laminar flow could be made somewhat easier on

* passenger aircraft by replacement of the windows with a smooth skin and providing the passengers with a
small video screen giving a pilot's-eye-view (or a view in any other direction) using the recent
advances in micro-electronics.

A final optimization possibility is to "preprocess" the fuselage boundary layer through a large-
eddy breakup device which should, by altering the superlayer structure and thickness, reduce the suction
mass flow requirements and therefore possibly increase the overall system efficiency. Research on this

last possibility is currently underway at NASA Langley. Closing arguments in favor of downstream fuse-
lage relaminarization include (a) possibility for use of cooling (from liquid H fuel) as a maintenance-
LFC technique (not feasible for swept wings (Ref. 42)), (b) greatly reduced proglems from "insect
remains," and (c) reduced roughness sensitivity compared to the swept wing case (Ref. 43).

CONCLUSIONS

indiContinuing studies of five methods for reducing turbulent skin friction drag on bodies/fuselages

indicate the following (for small pressure gradient, low speed boundary layers): %

(1) Large eddy-breakup devices can reduce local skin friction up to 33 percent for downstream
distances the order of 100 6.

(2) Langley experiments indicate overall or net drag reductions the order of 8 percent using tan-
dem arrangements. Larger net reductions are contingent upon reduction of device drag.

(3) V-groove riblets produce net drag reductions the order of 8 percent when the height is approx-
imately equal to the spacing and the spacing is the order of 15 law-ot-the-wall units.

(4) The riblet performance (drag reduction) scales on law-of-the-wall variables, and is apparently
insensitive to boundary layer transition history and yaw (up to 150).
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(5) Self-adhesive thin vinyl sheets with the riblet geometry molded into the surface perform as
well as metal models and offer the possibility of a simple, relatively inexpensive means of retrofitting

existing vehicle surfaces. 11
(6) Limited tests indicate that the performance of riblets and LEBUs is nearly additive.

(7) Tests employing dynamic control of Emmons spot formation indicate local drag reductions the
.i ,~ order of 15 percent. However, the energy to trigger/control the flow is, up to this point in time, far

larger than any "savings" due to the drag reduction.

(8) Tangential slot injection or a wall wake (using a "low-loss" air source such as LFC suction
air from the wings) can be optimized for greater local drag reduction performance using large-eddy
breakup devices inserted into the external boundary layer. Attempts to control the slot mixing layer
using acoustic or fixed geometric inputs at the slot lip were not successful, presumably due to domi-
nance of the slot mixing process by the external turbulent boundary layer flow structures.
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ON THE RELAXATION OF A TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER
to AFTER AN ENCOUNTER WITH A FORWARD FACING STEP

* -0

by
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0 Cranfield Institute of Technology,
f" Cranfield, Bedford, MK43 OAL, England.

" and
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SUMMARY

-An experimentihas-been performed in a low speed wind-tunnel to determine the mean
flow relaxation characteristics for a zero pressure gradient turbulent boundary layer
which encounters a small forward facing step. Of primkary intgrest is the behavioIr of
the local wall shear stress downstream of the step a;" Vhisha 4been determined by the
use of a series of buried hot-wire gauges. The mean velocity profiles downstream of the
stephave beo measured using a traversing Pitot tub4ad these-*ww4 indicated that a
step produces very marked changes in the distribution for both the inner and outer regions
of the flow. The results shed new light upon the variation of wall shear stress down-
stream of a severe perturbation and also indicate that the use of Preston tube or Clauser
chart methods for the determination of wall shear may lead to very large errors. As a
consistency check on the data, estiaep of the step dragbased upon force-momentum
conservation considerations~have-b tcompared with previously published drag balance
measurements. The agreement between the data sets is very good.

NOTATION

A,B constants in the semi-logarithmic inner u velocity in the x directionregion

S reg U friction velocity (r /p)
* A,B constants in the buried wire gauge W

calibration x,y coordinate system with the origin at
the step location - see figure 1

CD drag coefficient of the step based upon
% D step frontal area and free-stream 6 height above the wall at which u reaches

dynamic pressure ( pU.2 ) 99.5% of the free-stream speed

Cf skin friction coefficient (T / pU.2) e boundary layer momentum thickness

C pressure coefficient (p-p./ pU.2 ) V kinematic viscosity
p

=, % E output voltage from hot-wire bridge p density

H boundary layer shape factor T shear stress

h step height Subscripts

" p static pressure w at the wall

-'. R Reynolds number in the undisturbed free-stream

T temperature

AT difference between hot-wire operating
temperature and the flow reference
temperature

INTRODUCTION

In recent years there has been considerable interest in the possibility of direct
manipulation of the structure of turbulent boundary layers with a view to reducing the

0. overall drag of a given surface. So far two methods, which have potential aeronautical
applications and which have been shown to produce modest but repeatable drag reductions
for attached fully turbulent boundary layers, have been identified. The first involves
the use of small streamwise wall ribs, or riblets (Walsh1 ) whilst the second involves the
use of single transverse devices which locally break up the large eddies in the outer
part of the boundary layer (Hefner et a12 ). These latter devices are collectively known

. %as LEBUs - standing for Large Eddy Break Up. It appears that, used in conjunction, these
turbulence modifiers could produce overall drag reductions of order 5 - 20% for typical
civil aircraft configurations. This level of reduction may appear to be rather small but
in a review paper Bushnell3 has estimated that a 20% reduction in fuselage skin friction

% for the whole of the United States CTOL civil aircraft fleet would result in an annual
% saving of almost one billion dollars in fuel costs alone. A financial incentive of this
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magnitude should provide a powerful argument in support of continued research into the
fundamental aspects of turbulent boundary layer structure. *

In It seems that the wall riblets and the LEBUs operate on entirely different principles.
In the former case the drag reduction is associated with the riblet and is felt directly J...

by the riblet. Therefore a surface will have minimum drag if it is completely covered
with riblets. A LEBU is, however, an isolated disturbance which itself carries a drag
penalty. The immediate effect of the LEBU is to reduce the wall shear stress downstream
of the device. This perturbed wall shear gradually relaxes with increasing distance 0.4-
downstream and, consequently, a successful LEBU is one for which the device drag plus
the integrated wall shear is less than the integrated wall shear for the undisturbed
flow. To date, however, much of the LEBU work has served mainly to highlight the gener-
ally poor level of understanding of the behaviour of non-equilibrium boundary layer
flows. In particular Hefner et a1

2 report that there is a dearth of definitive (reliable)
data for initially equilibrium turbulent boundary layers relaxing fully to a new equil-
ibrium, or self-preserving, states after having experienced an abrupt change in boundary
condition. Clearly such a relaxation process is of key importance in a drag reducing

system since this is the region in which the wall shear stress falls below its undisturbed
value. It is, primarily, this basic lack of information which has prompted the present
investigation.

The experiment to be described in this paper reveals some of the features of the
process by which a fully turbulent boundary layer, which has initially developed under I
conditions of zero pressure gradient, returns to an equilibrium state after it has
encountered a small forward facing step. This particular flow is of interest for three
basic reasons. In the first instance the step acts as a one parameter LEBU device since
it constitutes a 'change in boundary condition' for the flow which results in a highly

localised and extremely severe pressure perturbation near the surface. Therefore, in
the terms suggested by Hefier, the resulting relaxation process is relevant to physics
of LEBUs in general, despite the fact that, in this case, the pressure force on the step
is too large for there to be a net reduction in drag. The basic drag of the step forms
the second reason for interest in this flow since the forward facing step constitutes a
surface imperfection, or excresence, which is commonly found in aeronautical applications.

.J Whilst it has been known for many years that this type of imperfection can produce
significant drag increments there is still only a very limited amount of design infor-
mation available - see Young and Patterson

4 . The results of this experiment will supple-
J ment this data base. Finally, in relation to the basic problem of measuring local wall

shear stresses, there are now commercially available hot-film gauges which can be fixed
directly to the surface under investigation. Since these gauges have finite thickness
the upstream edge will constitute a forward facing step which must disturb the flow

N locally. Therefore, before these gauges can be used with confidence, it is necessary to
quantify the effects of the step on the flow at the point at which the measurement of
wall shear is made.

THE EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT AND TEST CONDITIONS

rhe experimental arrangement and notation are summarised in figure 1. Tests were
performed in a low-speed wind tunnel with a working section 11" wide and 7" high. In
order to obtain a thick viscous layer the test boundary layer was that generated on the
floor of the working section. To smooth out any spanwise non-uniformity introduced by

*} natural transition this boundary layer was tripped by a transverse wire 0.060" in
diameter placed 10" upstream of the step. Part of the floor of the wind-tunnel consisted
of an aluminium plate 36" long and 15" wide which was held in place by four screw jacks.

• .These jacks could change the level of this section of the floor in relation to the
upstream sectio, which was fixed relative to the tunnel contraction cone. Normally

4 these jacks are used to enable the plate to be set flush with the rest of the floor or
to be lowered for removal and replacement. However, for the present experiment the side
walls and roof were cut so that the portion of the working section normally in contact
with the plate could be moved relative to the rest of the tunnel. n this way the upstream
edge of the aluminium plate served as the step whose height could be set to any desired I
level simply by manipulating the jacks. Moreover, since the walls and roof moved with
the plate, the geometrical cross-sectional area of the working section was constant at all
streamwise locations irrespective of the height of the step. This meant that the dynamic.4 pressure of the free-stream would not change in the vicinity of the step as a result of

a continuity constraint imposed by the tunnel walls. An additional feature of this
tunnel was that one of the sidewalls could be moved, as indicated in figure 1. There-
fore it was possible, by using the wall to balance far upstream and far downstream
static pressures, to ensure that flow beyond the step was relaxing under conditions
which were the same as those in which the flow ahead of the step had developed.

Reference conditions for the tests were determined by a wall mounted Pitot tube and
a static pressure tapping on the floor of the tunnel - these being positioned 4.00" and
2.32" upstream of the step. Static pressures were measured on the test surface at
various positions downstream of the reference static t-pping. Downstream of the step
(i.e. on the removable aluminium plate) a series of flush mounted hot-wire gauges of the
type described by Rubesin et a1 5 were mounted at the positions indicated in figure 1.
These were used to measure local wall shear-stress and were run in the constant temper-
ature mode with power being provided by a bank of conventional hot-wire anemometer
bridges. Finally, the tunnel has a traversing mechanism which allowed the measurement
of the mean velocity profiles with a small flattened Pitot tube.

The free-stream conditions and the step heights used in these tests are summarised
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in table 1.

THE CALIBRATION OF THE FLUSH MOUNTED HOT-WIRES

One of the most significant features of the present investigation was the use of
flush mounted,or buried, hot-wire gauges !or the measurement of wall shear-stress.
Although these devices measure the stress 'indirectly' i.e. through a relation linking
stress to convective heat transfer rate, their performance does not require the mean
velocity profile to exhibit any special features e.g. a universal law of the wall. Since
the profiles under investigation were initially non-equilibrium it was felt that the use
of Preston tubes or Clauser charts was essentially unjustifiable and that the hot-wire
gauge was the only practical alternative.

The gauges were calibrated 'in situ' using the wall shear-stress distribution for I
the undisturbed boundary as determined by Preston tubes. A typical calibration is
presented in figure 2. As suggested by Rubesin et a15 the calibration law is of the form

AT AT w + B.

ATA
In figure 2, however, this relation is inverted and presented as Tw versus E 2/AT. Thisdirect form immediately reveals an inherent problem for this type of gauge namely the

extreme sensitivity of the indicated value for shear stress to errors in E2/AT. In the
example given it is clear that a 1% error in E2/AT l,.ads tc a 20% error in Tw. Conse-
quently, it is essential that E2/AT be known to a high degree of accuracy. In principle,
it is possible to measure the E2 component to within the necessary limits but the
evaluation of AT possess a more serious problem. In a closed wind-tunnel the temperature
of the air tends to increase with time and there is also a variation of the temperature
of the aluminium plate. Since the maximum operating temperature of the wire was
approximately 600C (determined by the properties of the substrate) and the ambient
temperature of the air within the tunnel was about 200 C, then to guarantee the accuracy

-;r of the shear stress to within ±5% requires that the surface reference temperature for the
gauge must be known to within O.10C. In the present series of tests this surface
reference temperature was obtained by using the most downstream hot-wire gauge as a
resistance thermometer. Despite this, repeated calibrations indicated that the shear
stress accuracy was limited to ±10%. However, it was felt that in future tests this
figure could well be improved upon.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

a) Undisturbed Boundary Layer

The variation of skin friction coefficient (Preston tube), momentum thickness and
shape factor with position for a fixed free-stream unit Reynolds number are presented in
figures 3,4 and 5 respectively. Figures 6 and 7 show the velocity profiles plotted in
'law of the wall' form and in 'velocity defect' form. These results show that the .
undisturbed boundary layer exhibits the usual mean flow characteristics of a turbulent
zero-pressure gradient boundary layer. A

b) Surface Pressure Distribution

The surface pressure distributions for various step heights are shown in figure 8
where the streamwise coordinate x has been normalised with respect to the step height, h.Also shown for comparison is the result according to inviscid flow theory - see Milne-

* Thomson6 . It is interesting to note that, despite the fact that the pressure at a
fixed value of x/h increases slightly with increasing h/O, the surface pressure distri-
bution closely follows the behaviour of the inviscid solution. These distributions
clearly show the strength of the pressure perturbation introduced by the step. However,
it should also be appreciated that this perturbation decays very rapidly with distanceF" normal to the surface. The inviscid solution decay rate suggests that the pressure
perturbation will have virtually disappeared at the edge of the boundary layer. There-
fore, in the vicinity of the step, the assumption that ap/ay is equal to zero within the
boundary layer is not applicable. As a result of this difficulty no skin friction or

. **. velocity profile measurements were made at an x/h of less than 6.

c) Wall Shear Stress Distribution "A

The distribution of wall shear stress for the various step heights, as izfdicated
by the buried hot-wire gauges, is given in figure 9. Perhaps the most notable feature
is the complete insensitivity of Tw to the height of the step. In all cases the wall

' shear-stress has returned to within ±10% of the undisturbed value by the first measurinq
station (0.768" downstream of the step).

d) Momentum Thickness Reynolds Number %

Figure 10 shows the variation of momentum thickness Reynolds number with downstream
position for several step heights. Although the data exhibit a little scatter it is %
quite clear that, downstream of the area in which the step produces a signific nt wall
pressure perturbation, the development of Re is parallel to that for the no-step condition.

Far downstream from the step the pressure gradient 
is very small and tending to zero,%-%. therefore, from the two-dimensional momentum integral equation -

L '
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dR a Cf

X" "

Hence the parallel trends for Re versus Rx indicate that the values of Cf (and hence Tw)
have returned to the undisturbed levels. This is in agreement with the results from the
buried hot-wire gauges (figure 9).

e) Mean Velocity Profiles %_

An overall impression of the effect of the step on the mean velocity profiles may
be obtained from a plot of shape factor, H, versus distance downstream of the step. This
is given in figure 11. These data show that the greater the step height the larger the

" distortion suffered by the mean velocity profile. However, the relaxation length does
not appear to depend upon step height. The data show that, no matter what the value of
h, the shape factor has returned to the undisturbed %alue approximately 10 inches, or 256,
downstream of the step. As an example of the actual velocity profiles figures 12 and 13

-"show the relaxation process for a step height of 0.124" in both 'law of the wall' and
'velocity defect' form. In both these cases the wall shear-stress used for the data
reduction is that given by the buried hot-wire gauges. It is clear that, in both figures,
the initial deviation from the undisturbed distributions is large but that the relaxation
process is complete at 10" from the step.

DISCUSSION

The use of buried hot-wire gauges for the measurement of local wall shear-stress has
shed new light on the relaxation process for a boundary layer perturbed by a step. Data
presented in figure 9 show that even the largest step considered in this investigation
failed to produce a detectable deviation from the undisturbed level even though the first
measuring station was only 6.h downstream of the step. Therefore, it appears that any
relaxation of the wall shear-stress is very rapid indeed - of the order 1 to 2 boundary

*' layer thicknesses rather than the 20 to 306 suggested by the survey of Hefner et a1 2 .
It should be noted, however, that the present findings are in good agreement with the
experiments of Kiske et a1 7 who measured wall shear-stress distributions downstream of
roughness jumps and sudden enlargements in channes. Their results also show that
significant changes in Tw only occur in the immediate vicinity of the perturbation. In
the present case we note that the mean boundary layer profiles are considerably altered
by the presence of the step and that the relaxation length for both 'inner' and 'outer'
regions is of order 25-. From figure 12 it can be seen that although there is a region
close to the wall which is of the form -

U (UY

u-=A LOG + B

The values of A and B do not correspond to the generally accepted 'universal' values
until the relaxation process for the mean profile is complete. Therefore if the wall
shear-stress in the vicinity of the step had been determined by the Preston tube or
Clauser plot methods then Cf would have been seriously underestimated. For example,
using the first measuring station data given in figure 12, these techniques would yield
a skin friction coefficient approximately 30% lower than that indicated by the buried
hot-wire gauge at the same location. Since the uncertainty of the buried hot-wire gauge
is only ±10% it seems unlikely that this difference could be accounted for in terms of
measurement error. Moreover, the apparent discrepancies in the use of the Preston tube
and Clauser methods in the present case are similar in magnitude to those noted by
Kiske et a1 7 in their experiments. The clear implication is that, in work on LEBUs or
other drag reducing devices, skin friction in the immediate vicinity of the perturbation
should not be determined by either standard Preston tube or Clauser chart methoos.

As stated in the introduction there is some interest in the forward facing step as
a source of extra drag, i.e. excrescence drag, in aeronautical applications. Previous
.measurements of the drag of steps have been carried out by mounting steps on a very

sensitive drag La lance and data have been presented by Gaudet and Johnson 8 . In the pre-
%" sent case consideration of the force and momentum balance for a control volume which

includes the step hut extends sufficiently far upstream, downstream and normal to the
0. test surface for the static pressure to be uniform over those faces of the volume which

are in the fluid leads to the conclusion that -

CD 2
C Ch

f f

In this relation Co is the drag coefficient of the step based upon the step frontal area,
Cf is the undisturbed skin friction coefficient at the step location, h is the step
height and is the difference between the disturbed and undisturbed momentum thickness
at the downstream end of the control volume. The above relation was used to compute tne
drag of the step from the data presented in figure 10 and the results are presented in

A% . figure 14 in the form CD/Cf versus log UTh/,v). liso shown in figure 14 is the empirical
relation proposed by Gaudet and Johnson together with the scatter bands for the data -
u 'n which this relation was based. The present results lie well within the bounds of
the Gaudet and Johnson results and, in general, support the balance data and the suggested

empirical relation.
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Finally, regarding the use of commercially produced 'glue on' hot-film probes for
* the measurement of local wall shear-stress, the results presented in figure 9 suggest

that, provided the thickness of the substrate is such that -

U h
70 < T < 250mV

the indicated Tw will be equal to the shear-stress of the undisturbed surface (±10%).
In view of the considerable convenience of the 'glue on' type probe compared with the
flush mounted type used in this experiment this result is of considerable practical 4.
importance.

CONCLUSION

This experimental investigation has shown that a small forward facing step produces
a significant change in the mean flow characteristics of a zero pressure gradient
turbulent boundary layer. The step induces a pressure perturbation in the vicinity of
the wall whose strength increases with increasing values of the step height to boundary
layer thickness ratio. This pressure perturbation decreases rapidly with increasing
downstream distance and, for the step heights considered, undisturbed pressure levels
are regained at between 2 and 10 boundary layer thicknesses downstream of the step. The
initial distortion of the mean velocity profiles also increases with increasing step
height but the relaxation process takes place over a length of approximately 256
irrespective of the step height. By measuring the wall shear-stress in the relaxation
zone with buried hot-wire gauges it has been shown that, when plotted in inner region
variables the velocity profile close to the wall exhibits a semi-logarithmic behaviour
but this does not correspond to the 'universal' distribution. The data indicate that
the universal law of the wall is regained after 256. Results obtained from the buried
wire gauges also indicate that the wall shear-stress recovers its undisturbed value

*" very rapidly - in this experiment the recovery distance was less than 26. This is a
disappointing result from the drag reduction point of view. In addition these observa-
tions suggest that the use of standard Preston tube or Clauser chart methods for the
estimation of wall shear in perturbed boundary layers may lead to very large errors.
Consequently, these techniques are not recommended for use in evaluating the performance
of LEBU devices. The results of this investigation do, however, indicate that accurate
wall shear-stress measurements can be made with 'glue-on' hot-film gauges provided that
the substrate thickness is such that it lies within the 'law of the wall' region for the
undisturbed boundary layer.

Finally, the detailed measurements of the boundary layer relaxation process have
been used to evaluate the drag of the steps from considerations of the force-momentum

-" * exchange taking place within a large control volume. The inferred values have been found
to be in good agreement with previously published data obtained by an accurate drag
balance technique.
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Table 1 - A summary of the test conditions

Free-stream unit Reynolds number 0.444 x 10 5 (/ins)
undisturbed boundary layer thickness at step location 0.410 (ins)
undisturbed momentum thickness at step location 0.034 (ins)
undisturbed skin friction coefficient at step location 0.00405

step height h U h
h(ins) Vse

0.037 0.090 74
0.070 o.171 140
0.097 0.237 194
0.124 0.302 248
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Figure 1. The experimental arrangement and notation.
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Figure 3. The variation of the skin friction coefficient with position for the
undisturbed boundary layer.
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Figure 4. The development of momentum thickness in the undisturbed boundary
layer.
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Figure 5. The development of the shape factor in the undisturbed boundary layer.
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Figure 9. The variation of wall shear stress downstream of the step
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FULL SCALE EXPERIMENTS INTO THE USE OF LARGE-EDDY-BREAKUP DEVICES
FOR DRAG REDUCTION ON AIRCRAFT

by
Arild Bertelrud

FFA The Aeronautical Research Institute of Sweden
S-161 11 BROMMA, Sweden

AD-P004 068
SUMMA RY ,..

An experimental investigation in flight has been-performed to explore the feasi-
bility of using LEBU (Large-Eddy-Breakup) devices to reduce the drag of aircraft. Two
geometrical shapes of ribbons were used, and the development of local skin friction was
monitored downstream. The aircraft was a swept-wing attack aircraft, and the flights
covered the entire subsonic regime from M=0.92 down to stall conditions@ flight altitudes
were 1, 4.5, 7 and 10 km to explore various combinations of angle of attack, Mach- and
Reynolds numbers.

An essential part of the study wasAto learn how to apply the devices, and,.Lso'to
explore the effects the devices might have on the flight characteristics of the aircraft_ -
for example close to stall or when a shock was present on the wing.

Some information was obtained concerning the turbulence characteristics downstream.
and a discussion of the "downstream amplification effect" due to the drag at the device -
is also done.

I. INTRODUCTION

During the last decade a considerable effort has been put into finding ways of re-
ducing the skin friction drag of vehicles. The reduction is obtained either by keeping
the boundary layer laminar or by altering the turbulent boundary layer characteristics. A
large number of methods and ideas are pursued for the turbulent drag reduction, as re-
viewed by Bushnell (Ref. 1). One promising technique is to use Large-Eddy-Breakup (LEBU) e.
devices, consisting of ribbons or profiles inside the boundary layer, mounted transverse
to the flow direction. A number of investigations exploring several geometries confirm
local reduction of skin friction as well as a net drag reduction (Refs. 2-4). There was
an initial inconsistency concerning the amount of skin friction reduction possible, but
this appears to have been a result of differences in the turbulent boundary layer at the
location of LEBU device. A fully developed turbulent boundary layer with a momentum
thickness Reynolds number, Re8 , larger than 5000 is needed to obtain the wake structure
pertinent full-scale conditions. %

The .,rk at the FFA started with a cooperative experiment at EPFL, Lausanne,
Switzerland, aimed at an independent verification of net drag reduction or increase, as
well as obtaining information on optimum geometry. Typical results concerning local skin
friction reductions and net drag reductions are shown in Figures 1 and 2. Even with Re o
reasonably high, a number of extrapolations and answers to many questions are needed
before LEBU's can be used in practical applications:

- Reynolds number extrapolation

- Pressure gradient effects

- Three-dimensionality of the mean flow

- Compress ibi 1 ity

- Freestream turbulence (or lack of it)

The Reynolds number extrapolation is uncertain, as no data yet exists at full scale' conditions for turbulent boundary layers with LEBU devices. For normal, low-speed bound-

arylayrsa variety of formulae nay be used to describe the relationship between Cf,
Re, H Re x , k etc. Using for example Thompson profiles (Ref. 5), the actual shape of the
velocity profile is uniquely defined using two out of the three parameters Cf, Re8 and H.
Some success was noted in Ref. 3 using the additional parameters Re9  and 0o correspond-Iing to the momentum loss due to the ribbons (Re6 ) and maximum velocity defect

ofUwmin)/Ue, and assuming a self-preserving wake development downstream.

However, this is a description of one set of experimental results only, and the pro-files measured in real, full scale flights, are not easily predicted.%

The LEBU devices are assumed to modify large-scale coherent structures, and for some
time a discussion has been going on whether these exist at all for the high Reynolds
numbers experienced in full scale flight conditions. A recent study by Andrepolous et.al(Ref. 6) seem to confirm their existence at least up to Reg=15000 for low speed flows. -

Generally the pressure gradient effects should be moderate, as the values of the

viscous pressure gradient parameter 0=(9/Tw).dp/dx), indicate local equilibrium pro-
files.
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In the experiments in Switzerland (Ref. 3), some tests were made with a viscous
pressure gradient parameter 0 comparable to those found on the present aircraft at inter-
mediate Mach numbers, and as Figure 3 indicates the local skin friction was reduced even
in this case. But generally experiments with large-eddy-breakup devices have been per-

.- formed in flat plate boundary layers under laboratory conditions only.

The small cross-flow of the mean flow should not matter much as all turbulence is in
practice 3D, and trends should not be changed dramatically.

Compressibility and freestream turbulence are also assumed to be second-order para-
meters.

It was not evident how to mount a device for practical applications, as high dynamic
pressure in combination with wing bending and vibration would produce a new environment .
to the ribbons. Also, they might have an effect on the stall behavior of the aircraft or
on the shock location, thus creating problems in flight regimes where they were neither
efficient nor needed.

2. EXPERIMENT

Since 1980 the FFA has access to an aircraft (Figure 4) exclusively for aerodynamic
and in particular boundary layer studies in cooperation with The Swedish Air Force
(FMV:PROV, Malmslatt). This is a swept wing attack aircraft being flown from M=0.95 to

. stall conditions, and with exceptionally well documented wing flow conditions. It was
well suited to give answers to the question; is there any feature in the full scale ap-

4. plication of LEBU devices preventing their use?

'a. The aircraft has a straight-tapered wing with a leading edge sweep of 39 degrees.
The profile is symmetrical; NACA64A0OI normal to the 35 degrees swept 25% chord line.
The wing has zero twist. -

Practical application of LEBU devices would probably involve retrofitting aircraft
alredy in use, and the profile and planform of the SAAB A32 can be seen as a fairly good
representative of many commercial swept wing aircraft under cruise conditions.

Flow conditions 'a

The general information concerning pressure distributions etc. for a few cases may
be found in Ref. 7, and these may serve as examples on typical conditions. At the FFA the 'a

complete database with information from the entire flight envelope and extensive infor-
mation on boundary layer characteristics is available, and this is utilized in the pre-
sent analysis.

Figures 4 and 5 show the aircraft, the geometry of the wing and an isobar plot for
M=0.8, H=7 km, corresponding to Case C of Ref. 7. The test area for the LEBU experiment
is that indicated by the isobar plot. The leading edge flow contains a distinct suction
peak for the lower Mach number with a short separation bubble for Mach numbers below
0.35-0.55, depending on flight altitude. At higher Mach numbers the end of acceleration
is also in front of the ribbon position, and hence the flow should be considered fully
turbulent over the entire region of interest. The ribbons were positioned at 15% chord,

and the skin friction was measured back to 80% chord, where boundary layer measurements
were performed. The wing type has a leading edge separation at stall, and this is one of -"

* the reasons why the cross-flow is small all the way back to more than 80% chord. This
allows simplified instrumentation to be used; i.e. boundary layer rakes, Preston tubes

.J.. etc., whithout significant loss in accuracy. It should be pointed out here that this type
of small cross-flow is actually typical for most wings at cruise conditions.hi% As Figure 5 indicated the isobars are essentially parallel to the generators of the
wing, which is important for this type of experiments. To evaluate the data it is also
essential to acknowledge the difference in local pressure coefficient at the position of
the LEBU device versus the end of the test region. Figure 6 shows that there is a con-
siderable variation, and this is important when discussing the drag of the ribbons and04. how this drag may be amplified or damped downstream as a result of difference in C ',

level. The actual pressure distribution along the chord is shown in Figure 7 for t&.
cases, B and C of Ref. 7, with relatively high Mach number. For both these cases the LEBU
device is positioned within a boundary layer with supersonic freestream, although Figure
6 shows that this is an exception rather than a rule through the present experiments.
Figure 7a indicates that the spanwise variation in static pressure is very small compared
to the streamwise gradients. It also illustrates another typical feature of this wing: an
accelerating pressure side flow all the way back to mid-chord. The momentum thickness

ad.. 4  Reynolds number Ree at 20% chord, i.e. close behind the LEBU device, is shown in Figure 8,
along with the boundary layer thickness.

To position the LEBK device requires a compromise between local flow conditions
throughout the flight envelope. As the present investigation concerned the general fea-

4', tures and problems associated with using ribbons in flight, no attempt was made to find
an optimum position. Rather the variation of boundary layer thickness should be moderate.
This would ensure that the ribbons were always in the outer, intermittent part of the
boundary layer. All ribbons were located 8 mm from the surface and hence may have pro-

..% truded outside the boundary layer for some flight conditions, although it generally meant
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an h/6 ratio of 0.8. The use of different flight altitudes allows some information to be
obtained about the effect of h/6, but this is not dealt with in the present paper.

The pressure gradient at the ribbon position was close to zero for most medium or
high Mach number flow conditions, and this was considered to be an important feature, as
large gradients would have produced unwanted behaviour due to the variation in boundary
layer properties at the two ribbons.

Device Mounting

A number of ribbons have been used; all of them located at the same chordwise pos-
ition and having a tandem configuration with 8 mm wall distance. The chordwise distance
between leading edges were 25 m, total LEBU device length 33 mm, which corresponds to
roughly 1.1% chord. (See Figure 9). All ribbons were made of spring steel; initially a
rectangular cross-section was used, but the final series of tests were made with profiled
leading and trailing edge as it was hoped that this would reduce the device drag V

* - (Bushnell, Ref. 8).

For safety reasons the initial ribbons were only 0.5 meters long, and several com-
binations of ribbon thickness and preloading were required before they would survive a
flight. The combination of dynamic aircraft load/ribbon flutter during or after take-off
broke the ribbons. Both ribbons were instrumented with strain gages, and their load and
interaction in flight has been recorded. Attempts using carbon-fiber ribbons (that would
have been suitable for profile development) were abandoned due to strength problems.
Also, a stretching mechanism allowing continuous variation of mechanical stress was
necessary. The ribbons wre always mounted with the aircraft resting on the landing gear.
During flight this meant lowering the stress (as the wings deflected upwards due to lift),
but a too low stress also meant risk of flutter. Also, the ribbons and holders had to be
designed so that if any part of the device broke off it would be the ribbon, probably not
a mid-support and definitely not the end holders. The profiled ribbons were manufactured
from rectangular material using grinding and subsequent hardening. The results presented
in this paper all concern the final ribbon length of 1 meter with two small, streamlined
supports in between. .

-3. RESULTS %.

General observations

No adverse effects were observed by the pilot at any speed; neither at high Mach
number were shock/ribbon interactions could create problems or at low speeds. The pilot
notation of stall occurs, for this aircraft, when this particular part of the wing separ-
ates, and no change in behavior was observed. As the ribbons were short, this is not a
very strong evidence, but the tufts used on the opposite wing (where the ribbons were
also present) did not indicate a premature local separation back to the trailing edge.
The loss of ribbons on one side was not noticable in turns, rolls or other maneouvers
that were performed.

Static pressure distribution L

Figure 10 shows the static pressure coefficient at 50% chord for three different
flight altitudes, and no systematic change in local pressure coefficient can be observed.
For the low speed cases this agrees with the pilot observations and at high Mach numbers

* it indicates that no dramatic change in shock position occured.

Local skin friction distribution

This was investigated using modified Preston tubes (Ref. 9), using the compressible :%
calibration of Bradshaw and Unsworth (Ref. 10). These rely on the wall similarity to be
valid; a debatable issue. It would have be desireable to determine local C through dif-

, •ferentiation of the momentum thickness, but due to practical limitations of a real flight
experiment as well as complications dealing with 3D, compressible flows with an appreci-
able pressure gradient, wall similarity techniques were used. In Ref. 3 and 11 there are
indications that this similarity is reasonable approximation after some boundary layer
thicknesses, and in the present experiment one test was made to show this. At 50% chord a
heated film gage (McCroskey, Ref. 11) was located side-by-side with a modified Preston
tube and calibrated at the appropriate flight conditions. The heated film gage is based
on the heat transfer/momentum transfer similarity and is often claimed to rely on the
viscous sublayer law. In the next flight the ribbons were put into position and the
change in local C indicated by the heated film gage was compared with the change in-
dicated by the modified Preston tube. For H=7 km Figure 11 shows the result, an agreement
within the experimental scatter. Admittedly this is no proof of wall similarity but it is
an indication that the modified Preston tubes can be used with confidence on the present
wing.

It is also of interest to notice that the two gages actually measured an increase in
local skin friction as compared to measurements obtained earlier further forward where

.7 reductions in local Cf of 10-15% were observed.
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To explore the downstream development of Cf (as well as static pressure), a diagonal
pattern of probes was used; see Figure 12. Here one extra probe was use in the wake of
one of the supports to detect spanwise changes. Figure 13 shows the resulting development
of local static pressure Cp and skin friction Cf for M=0.8 and H=7 km, i.e. Case C. The

', static pressure is seen to repeat within measurement accuracy and the local skin friction
"*,, indicates 10-15% lower values with the LEBU device. In the Figure results of computations -.

using the boundary layer code of Bradshaw et al. (Ref. 13) finite difference method are
shown. The computations are performed with changes in initial Ree, which means that the
evaluation of Cf corresponds to the effect of lowering Cf through thickening of the

' boundary layer. As can be seen the measured reduction in Cf cannot be explained by the
, "thick layer" explanation.

A correlation based upon meaningful flow parameters was difficult to establish. For
the cases of constant h/6 ratio a correlation attempt was made of the data as shown in
Figure 15, where the findings of Anders et.al (Ref. 4) indicating a region of skin fric-
tion reduction 50-80 60 long were followed by an "overshoot" between 120-190 60. In the
present case, of course, the pressure gradient cause a matter of discussion, but as men-
tioned earlier the gradients are moderate and the turbulence structure is not necessarily
very dependent on it.

The local reduction of Cf was rather small in the present case, as the geometry of 2
the LEBU device had L/60 =3.5 or smaller. According to Anders L/60 ratios up to 10 should
produce lower Cf values.

Mean velocity and turbulence structure

Two boundary layer rakes were located at 80% chord to monitor the downstream result
of the LEBU device presence in the leading edge region (15-17% chord). The rakes are
shown in Figure 16. The pressure rake had several cobra probes to determine cross-flow in

- addition to its single total pressure tubes used to obtain the streamwise velocity pro-
file.

To supplement this rake, as well as for independent measurements in the leading edge
region of the wing, a miniature rake with 6 hot wires located up to 7 run from the sur-
face was used to measure the turbulence characteristics. The mean voltages were fil-
tered, digitized and stored with the rest of the reference and pressure information of
the test, and the AC amplified turbulent data was recorded on separate tracks on the 14-
channel analog tape recorder.

e Frequency response was 10 kHz, the wire diameter 5 p m and wire length 1.5 m. In
the present paper use is made of the direct analog signals to obtain space/frequence
information. Both rakes are shown in Figure 16, where also their side-by-side arrangement
can be noted. Measurements were made through the entire Mach number region.

Figure 17 shows the boundary layer profiles measured with the pressure rake with and
without the ribbons in position for one flight condition (Case C). Here the ribbons crea-
te a net drag increase. The cross-flow angle at y=2.8 mm is also indicated, and ap-
parantly the ribbons did not create a higher cross-flow, again confirming the indications
that no problems were produced concerning the separation of the flow.

The hot wire rake show more interesting features. Figure 18 exemplifies the results
obtained using wires 1, 3 and 5 as well as correlations between these. Two analog signals

". at a time were fed into an Hewrett Packard Fourier analyzer, where their spectra, cross-
- spectra, coherence and transfer function was determined. For wires 1 and 3, located 0.2
*O and 2 mm from the wall respectively, there was a phase shift virtually independent of

whether the LEBU device was in position or not. This kmay be seen as a verification that
the large-scale structures exist at the present Ree values, up to Ree-i H. For wires 3 and
5 there was a considerably smaller phase shift with the LEBU device, indicating a change
in structure of the turbulence. The data was evaluated up to frequencies where the co-
herence started disappearing, and the slope in the do/df-plane was virtually constant.
When this was evaluated as function of flight Mach number, and the time difference cor-
responding to the phase shift was interpreted as a vertical "phase velocity" in a manner
similar to that done by Kreplin and Eckelmann, the results of Figure 19 are obtained. It
is seen that close to the wall this velocity is independent of LEBU device presence,
whereas the velocity further out in the stream is damped due to the ribbon presence.

It may be of interest to consider the wall divtances of the various hot wires ex-
pressed in wall units. Wire 1 1, at =0.2 nu has y =20-55 when the Mach number varies
from 0.8 down to 0.4. Wire * 2 has y =110-270 whereas wire * 3 sits at y +=220-540. It may
be noted that Andreupoulous et al. (Ref. 6) in their correlation of the non-dimensional
mean bursting interval normalized with outer variables (T .U )/9, had this interval as

++approximately 80 from the wall out to y+--100, a value of %00 for y )'200 and an increase

from 80 to 200 for intermediate y+ values.

It should be noted that this velocity is not to be interepreted as a group velocity,
as the main energy of the turbulence may not necessarily have this velocity (or angle), %
but if the horizontal group velocity is approximated by the time-averaged streamwise
velocity at that position, the angles of typical turbulent structures may be deduced.
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It should be noted that the information on phase shift used has frequencies corre-
sponding to wavelengths larger than the boundary layer thickness.

A couple of additional remarks should be done to the turbulence information de-
scribed:

The frequencies corresponding to a coherence as well as distinct phase shift between
two channels are all in the range of the boundary layer thickness or large. Also no con-

. -ditional sampling has been performed on the data so far, hence the occurrences like
bursts, sweeps etc. can not be identified.

S. 4. CONCLUSIONS

A number of conclusions can be made from the present investigation:

".. - The present investigation indicates that it is possible to use Large-Eddy-Break-Up
• .devices in flight without deteriorating the performance or handling characteristics of

the aircraft in any part of the flight envelope.

- Local reduction in skin friction is found at much higher Reynolds numbers than pre-
viously tested.

- The pressure gradients, compre3sibility and small three-dimensionality of typical
aircraft wings do not significantly change the effects of large-eddy-break-up devices.

- The earlier findings indicating an "overshoot" in local skin friction for certain
regions behind the ribbons are confirmed.

- The structure of the boundary layer turbulence is altered far downstream, even aft
of the skin friction "overshoot" region.
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Figure 4. Aircraft used in present study
(SAAB A32 Lansen, serial-# 32-209).
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Figure 16. Photography of boundary layer rake
and miniature hot wire rake.
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. " SUMMARY

'"At Reynolds numbers below 5 million, airfoils are affected by laminar separation
bubbles which) in many casesconsiderably increase the drag. By blowing air from a row of
orifices at the beginning of the laminar separation bubble, the bubble can be prevented
and the drag can be reduced substantially. This device is called pneumatic turbulator.
Free-stream total pressure is sufficient to provide the turbulator bleed air. The addi-
tional drag caused by the bleed air and the air jets is negligible. The low drag Reynolds
number range of laminar airfoils can be extended by using pneumatic turbulators.

SYMBOLS 5'

c Lift coefficient xT  m Turbulator position

c' Local friction coefficient y m Distance from the surface

S cp Pressure coefficient YO m Distance where U = 0; reversed
p . flow region
c Turbulator bleed air coefficient

c V a deg. Angle of attack

Y deg. Slope angle of airfoil contour
cd Airfoil section drag coefficient

6* M Displacement thickness
dc d  Drag component of the additional

pressure Ac due to a laminar
separation bubble = "

H Shape factor H = -- Acp Differential pressure coefficient

c m Airfoil chord A nAC-' Cd  Additional drag N
U, *c

Re Reynolds number based on
% airfoil chord c ThK deg. Flap angle

Ree, x Reynolds number based on Momentum loss thickness
V displacement thickness 6* f

=ft (U Up - UL dy

ReO  - Reynolds number based on
-v momentum loss thickness 0 v m /s Kinematic viscosity

S m2  Wing area

u' m/s Longitudinal velocity fluctuation Subscript

U Velocity in the viscous shear
layer TE Trailing edge

U (Hypothetical) inviscid flow
? Pvelocity

U Hypothetical inviscid flow
P° velocity at the surface

U- m/s Local velocity calculated from
local static pressure

u. m/s Free-stream flow velocity

i- m3/s Volumetric flow of air jets

x m Chordwise distance
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S1. INTRODUCTION

At Reynolds numbers below about five million, laminar separation bubbles can occur
*. on wings and fuselages. These bubbles are generated by a laminar separation of the flow
* .followed by transition and turbulent reattachment. Laminar separation bubbles are un-

desirable because they increase the drag by mechanisms which have not yet been fully
understood.

The following paper describes the details of laminar separation bubbles and provides
a hypothesis of the drag mechanism. Furthermore a device called pneumatic turbulator is
presented by which laminar separation bubbles can be avoided, thus leading to a drag re-
duction. Experimental results on laminar airfoils show the effectiveness of this new de-
vice, also in comparison with mechanical turbulators. The application range of the pneu-
matic turbulators is given.

2. DESCRIPTION OF LAMINAR SEPARATION BUBBLES

Laminar separation bubbles occur, if the laminar boundary layer separates from the
surface. Due to the destabilizing effect of the boundary layer velocity profiles with an
inflection point the laminar boundary layer rapidly becomes unstable and transition oc-
curs in the free shear layer. Next the turbulent boundary layer reattaches, thus forming
a bubble as indicated in figure 1. Figure 1 also shows a typical pressure distribution
caused by such a bubble in contrast to a pressure distribution (dashed line) without a
separation bubble. The laminar part of the bubble is characterized by nearly constant
pressure and the turbulent part by a very steep pressure rise. Due to the change in effec-
tive airfoil contour, the pressure in front of and behind the bubble is affected too.

Figure 2 shows a schematic drawing of an oil flow pattern which is frequently ob-
served ifthe airfoil is vertically mounted in the windtunnel, along with a hypothesis
of the internal flow in the bubble. The gradient of the oil flow is an indication of the
shear stress: nearly horizontal flow is related to a high shear stress and vertical flow
is due to gravity and zero shear.

In the front part of the oil flow pattern the oil flow lines become steeper and
finally merge into a vertical line representing the separation line.

In the laminar part of the bubble the oil indicates a slowly moving flow in reversed
direction near the surface. The turbulent part of the bubble is indicated by reversed oil
flow with high shear stress. In between these rotating flows probably a contrarotating
vortex is present. At reattachment there is a fir-tree like flow pattern which is gov-
erned by stagnation line flow and shear stress.

It should be mentioned that the oil flow pattern at the end of the bubble frequently
"- .9. indicates a three-dimensional flow character, probably due to three-dimensional waves

(originating from the unstable Tollmien-Schlichting waves) or Taylor-Goertler vortices.
Accordingly, the drag distribution measured with a wake rake traversing along the model
span shows a wavy character.

The size of the laminar separation bubble is related to the stability of the laminar

boundary layer which in turn depends on Reynolds number and velocity gradient. By increas-
ing the Reynolds number transition is moving forward and the size of the bubble decreases
as shown by the measurements on airfoil HQ 17/14.38 in figure 3. At Re = 2.5 • 10b there

% seems to be no bubble anymore. Behind decelerated laminar flow the b, lble will be short
or non-existent and behind accelerated flow the bubble will be longer. Hence, the bubble
dimensions vary with angle of attack, as shown in figure 3 too. It is noted that also in
case of transition without a bubble (a = 4.2, x/c = 0.55, upper surface), a hump is pre-
sent in the pressure distribution caused by the change in boundary layer displacement
thickness and hence in the effective airfoil contour.

Going into more detail, figure 4 shows results of hot-wire anemometer measurements
at several stations on the lower surface of the airfoil. The velocity profiles, longi-
tudinal turbulence intensity profiles (u'), and turbulent frequency spectra (not shown here)
were measured perpendicular to the airfoil surface. First the results obtained with the
clean surface (continuous line) will be considered. The results obtained with turbulators
(broken line) will be discussed in the next chapter.

A laminar separation bubble is present on the lower surface between x/c - 0.73 where
laminar separation takes place, and x/c 0.81 where the boundary layer reattaches. Since
the hot-wire cannot detect the direction of the flow, the velocities in the lower region
of the bubble are misleading. Just behind reattachment, at x/c = 0.82, the velocity profile
shows a characteristic dint which disappears rapidly downstream as the boundary layer de-
velops into its fully turbulent state. Outside this turbulent boundary layer the velocity
shows a slight gradient due to curvature of the flow. Linear extrapolation provides the
hypothetical inviscid velocity at the surface Upor which is used as reference in the ve-
locity and turbulence intensity profiles.

Frequency spectra indicate that in the laminar boundary layer several frequencies
are amplified, but the turbulence intensity remains very low. In the free shear layer of
the bubble, however, the turbulence intensity, in particular the amplitude at 425 Hz,
significantly qIrows.Just in front of x/c = 0.80 the pressure distribution shows a sharp
corner, generally considered as the position of transition. In the subsequent steep pres-
sure rise both the size of the turbulent region and the intensity of the turbulent motion
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drastically grow, as indicated by the profiles at x/c = 0.8 and x/c = 0.82. Frequency
<. % spectra show the amplified 425 Hz frequency and its harmonics to be present in the outer

flow up to several boundary layer thicknesses from the surface! Hence, the turbulence in-
tensity is not zero at the edge of the boundary layer. Downstream of reattachment the
velocity and turbulence intensity near the surface rapidly increase, suggesting a bounda-
ry layer velocity profile at reattachment similar to separation, and a large increase of j
the shear stress thereafter. Downstream of x/c = 0.84 the turbulence intensity decreases,
being distributed in the growing boundary layer thickness, and frequency spectra show a
regular pattern without peaks. Outside the boundary layer the amplified 425 Hz frequency
is present, its power decreases with distance from the surface.

3. ADDITIONAL DRAG OF LAMINAR SEPARATION BUBBLES

It is well-known that laminar separation bubbles can cause additional drag. This
additional drag is composed of additional pressure drag and frictional drag on different
parts of the surface. Because of the difficulties in calculat'ng the contribution of the
pressure drag cvt'rent profile drag prediction methods compute profile drag by calculating
for each surface the development of the momentum loss thickness e and applying the well-
known Squire-Young relation

H +5-
TE

c T E --2 - - - ,
cd = 2. ( ..

in order to correct the momentum defect at the trailing edge (TE) to conditions far down-
stream. Both pressure drag and frictional drag are incorporated this way.

Following this approach the development of the boundary layer parameters calculated
from previous velocity profiles (figure 4) is shown in figure 5. Again, first the results
plotted by a continous line will be considered.

Due to the weak pressure gradient the laminar boundary layer development approximates
the flat plate case, where H = 2.6. As mentioned earlier, the velocity profiles in the re-
versed flow region of the laminar separation bubble are misleading. Noting that the veloci-
ties in that region are very low, one can write

"[" (I - !L dy y- + ( - U dy
0 Yo

0 iL 1 - dyo 1 - dy
• ; o Yo '

which indicates that the reversed flow mainly contributes to the value of 6 . The increase
of 6' up to the position of transition, and subsequent reduction is evident in figure 5.
Contrary, the reattaching and turbulent mixing process involves a sharp increase in momen-
tum loss thickness. Consequently, the shape factor increases to an extremely large value
and steeply decreases thereafter. Further downstream a fully turbulent boundary layer de-
velops.

"-i- When the boundary layer is artificially dist'bed in the vicinity of the laminar se-
paration position, the bubble can be avoided. Figure 4 also shows the pressure distribution
and boundary layer profiles measured with a transition strip at x/c = 0.72 (broken line).
The strip consists of self-sticking Mylar-film (width 11 mm, thickness 0.25 mm) with
digged-in bumps of 1 mm height every 5 mm. Experiments showed that the height of the
bumps is just sufficient to trigger the boundary layer.

Behind the strip, at x/c = 0.74, the velocity profile is only slightly affected, how-
ever the strip provides turbulence with a primary frequency component of 3600 Hz. Further

% downstream the boundary layer is much thinner than in the bubble case and the turbulence
is concentrated within the boundary layer; the frequency spectra show a regular pattern
without peaks.

The corresponding boundary layer parameters in figure 5 also indicate a fully turbu-
lent boundary layer some distance behind the strip.

Applying the Squire-Young relation to the local values of the momentum loss thick-
ness, shape factor and velocity give the development of the equivalent drag values along
the surface; the resulting figure is similar to the development of momentum loss thick-

-% ness. The extrapolated values at the trailing edge indicate that elimination of the
bubble reduces the drag contribution of the lower surface by 25% which corresponds to
the measured reduction in airfoil drag of 13%.

From these considerations the following tentative conclusions are drawn, illustrated
by the schematic sketch in figure 6. In case of a pronounced laminar separation bubble ,
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indicated by the magnitude of the pressure jump for the reattaching transitional shear
layer to overcome the increase in momentum loss thickness in this region is the main rea-
son for the drag increase. Triggering the boundary layer in the vicinity of the laminar
separation position may easily result in a drag decrease Q). However, if the bubble is
thin or small triggering may be ineffective or even harmful ( . An example of the latter
case is given in reference [l.

With respect to profile drag prediction methods, it is clear that the flow mechanism
at the rear of the bubble, which define the starting conditions of the turbulent boundary

* layer, play a crucial role. No method is known to the authors which handles this satis-
factorily. As a consequence, drag prediction in case of laminar separation bubbles is not
very reliable yet.

Finally, it is noted that there is a lower limit of the Reynolds number Re based on
the momentum loss thickness below which no turbulent boundary layer flow can exist. For
instance, Preston shows that this Reynolds number for a flat plate at zero pressure gra-

p dient is 320, reference [23, and that in case of lower values, the drag of the transition
device should increase Reo up to this value.

As mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, the additional drag due to a bubble
is composed of additional pressure drag and frictional drag.

While the frictional drag contribution of the turbulent boundary layer can be measured
for instance by a pitot-probe (Preston-tube), measurements inside the bubble are difficult.
A pitot-probe gives a wrong indication when the flow direction exeeds +30 degrees and hot
wire probes generally do not indicate the flow direction. Probably laser velocimetrv will
give the answers.

With respect to pressure drag, the next considerations clarify some typical features.
Figure 7 shows again the change in pressure distribution due to a bubble, and the resulting
additional pressure drag component which can be written as

cd = Cp • sin(y + a)d(x/c)

(-y + a) is the angle of the surface with respect to the oncoming flow. If this angle is p.
zero (a = -y), there is no additional pressure drag. Compared to the lift of the airfoil
section, the additional lift component is negligible.

The following numerical values illustrate the pressure drag contribution due to a
bubble. Assuming that there is no bubble anymore on the lower surface at Re = 2.5 . 106,
the measured pressure distributions of figure 3 can be integrated according to the previous
equation, taking

Ac = c cp p Re p(Re=2.5.10 6 )"

The pressure drag values listed in table 1 re of the same order of magnitude as the drag
reductions caused by pneumatic turbulators ), indicating that the frictional drag contri-
bution due to the bubble is relatively low. A comparison is given in table 1. The results
should be considered with care because integration could only be performed approximately
since there were only 5 pressure holes in the region of the laminar separation bubble
being not sufficient for an accurate representation of the pressure distribution.

The effect of laminar separation bubbles on the drag polars is shown schematically infigure 8. Figure 8a represents the effect of a laminar separation bubble on the upper sur-
• face of an airfoil. A characteristic feature is the increase of the additional drag withincreasing lift coefficient (angle of attack), which is in accordance with the previous

equation. Another characteristic feature is the reduction of drag at the upper limit of
the laminar bucket. This reduction is due to the disappearance of the laminar separation
bubble since, at higher angles of attack, suction peaks form at the leading edge and the
subsequent pressure rise destabilizes the boundary layer in such a way that a normal lami-
nar-turbulent transition occurs prior to laminar separation.

* Figure 8b shows the inverse behaviour due to the additional drag of an airfoil with
a lower side bubble. The polar of an airfoil with a bubble on upper and lower side would
be as shown in figure 8c. The hatched area indicates the additional drag caused by bubbles
on upper and lower surface.

Figure 9 shows a practical example of such a drag polar. The airfoil is the Wortmann
FX 66-S-196V1 and the measurements were taken from reference [31. The drag reduction at the
limits of the low drag bucket due to the disappearance of the bubble on either surface is
obvious, indicating that an elimination of the bubble on both surfaces by triggering would
result in a drag reduction between zero lift and nearly maximum lift.

4. DRAG REDUCTION BY MEANS OF PNEUMATIC TURBULATORS

.% 4.1 Description of bubble avoiding devices

* As clarified in the previous chapter, laminar separation bubbles are responsible for

pneumatic turbulators are discussed in detail in chapter 4.2
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the increased 'drag of some airfoil sections. To prevent these laminar separation bubbles,
" different techniques can be used. One of these techniques first used by Wortmann [41 is
. to shape the airfoil sections with so-called destabilizing regions as shown in figure 10.

Destabilizing regions are parts of the airfoil with a slightly adverse pressure gradient
which promotes transition without laminar separation. At optimum design of the destabili-
zing region transition occurs just at the end of the region.

Destabilizing regions, however have the following disadvantages:

.\. e A destabilizing region can only be correct for one particular Reynolds number. As in-
dicated in figure 11, at lower Reynolds numbers a separation bubble forms as a result
of insufficient destabilization whilst at higher Reynolds numbers the laminar-turbulent
transition occurs too early because of too much destabilization. In both cases, drag is
higher than necessary.

0 A destabilizing region can only be correct for one particular angle of attack or flap
angle. With a higher angle of attack, for instance, the pressure increase is steeper
on the upper side and flatter on the lower side.

As a result we can notice, that for an airfoil with only one design point there is
no need for turbulators; an optimum design can be performed using only destabilizing re-
gions. As far as there is more than one design point with respect to angle of attack, flap
deflection and Reynolds number turbulators are an additional powerful tool to avoid drag

*originating from laminar separation bubbles.

Other devices are mechanical turbulators consisting of trip wires, steps, artificial
roughness of sand grains or wire brackets bonded to the skin. D. Althaus has shown that
small strips of tape and tape with digged-in bumps prevent the occurence of laminar sepa-
ration bubbles 15,63. Experiments performed by Henningsen [7) showed that porous surfaces
covering aluminium honeycomb also acted as "turbulators". With a smooth porous panel, tran-

* sition from laminar to turbulent flow occured considerably further forward than with a non-
porous panel. It was not possible to achieve the original aim of damping out Tollmien-
Schlichting oscillations; in the contrary, it appeared -that the transition from laminar
to turbulent flow was even promoted by the porous surfaces.

4.2 Description of pneumatic turbulators

A transition from laminar to turbulent flow is easily achieved using air jets because
the laminar flow is disturbed in three dimensions, thus producing the transition very
rapidly. If turbulators are not needed, the air jets can simply be switched off. Experi-
mental techniques frequently make use of these jets of air ejected from a series of holes
near the leading edge of an airfoil in order to achieve premature transition from laminar
to turbulent flow [83. In doing this, the aim is to simulate the flow conditions at high
Reynolds numbers. Wallis [93 has used air jets practically as a substitute for normal
"vortex generators" (but switchable) in order to prevent early turbulent separation.
Pfenninger [103 has used rows of air jets in order to prevent laminar trailing edge

% separation.
In order to prevent laminar separation bubbles, the air jets should operate in the

vicinity of the separation line as shown in references [111 and (12). The jets of air are
produced by small tubes with an internal diameter of 0.6 mm which are spaced in spanwise
direction at intervals of 1.6 3.2% of the wing chord. The air for the jets is supplied
by an internal duct with total pressure which if necessary can be reduced by suitable de-

"  vices, thereby reducing the volume of air emerging from the jet orifices.

Pneumatic turbulators offer the further advantage that they are still active in the
region behind laminar separation. A mechanical turbulator submerged within the separated
region of the bubble is ineffective. A jet of air, on the other hand, passes through this
region and disturbs the laminar flow outside the bubble. This is an important point since
the turbulators should remain effective even in the area of the laminar separation bubble
(i.e. behind the point of laminar separation) because the bubble can move due to Reynolds

*O number, angle of attack and flap deflection.

In principle, it should be possible to achieve similar results by sucking as well as
blowing air through orifices, since a sink in the flow also represents a three-dimensional
disturbance. However, there are currently no experimental results available on this sub-
ject.

O 4.3 Results for different airfoils

The effect of pneumatic turbulators can be seen in f showing the characteris-
. tics of airfoil DU-80-176, measured in the windtunnel of hDelft University of Technology.

Oil-flow patterns indicated the existence of pronounced laminar separation bubbles down-
•-. stream of the pressure rise at x/c = 0.65. The air volume flow for the turbulators was
% adjusted to practical sailplane application: an intake nozzle was dimensioned such that

the turbulators worked well at practical combinations of lift coefficient and Reynolds
number.

A slightly more cambered version of this airfoil was applied in modifying the wing of
an existing high performance sailplane just by adding material to the surface. Flight per-
formance measurements before and after the wing modification showed an improvement of about
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5% in glide ratio over the entire flight speed range L13]. I1

Another example which illustrates the effectiveness of pneumatic turbulators is giv..n
in figure 13, showing drag and pressure distribution for the airfoil DFVLR-HQ-26/14.82
measured in free flight on the flying testbed sailplane "JANUS" of DFVLR Braunschweig. Tur-

. bulators are located at x/c = 0.892 on the lower surface. Again, the draij is reduced
by the turbulators. According to chapter 3 the drag reduction decreases with increasing
lift coefficient. The pressure distribution without a separation bubble is represented by

- the dashed line obtained by using pneumatic turbulators. Without these turbulators there
* is the characteristic pressure increase in front of laminar separation and the pressure
" flattening thereafter as shown in figure 1. The characteristic steep pressure ise at the
* -rear part of the bubble is missing because it is located behind the trailing edge.

Figure 14 shows results of free flight and windtunnel measurements on the same model
with airfoil HQ-17/14.38, mentioned before. The flap was set at 'K = -8' and measu 2ments
were performed without turbulators, with mechanical turbulators (tape with bums) and with

-* pneumatic turbulators at two different Reynolds numbers. A remarkable drag reduction by
turbulators can be seen and furthermore this figure shows that mechanical tirbulators
nearly have the same effectiveness in this case as pneumatic turbulators.

As in figure 12, in the "no turbulator case" there is a drag reduction at the lower
limit of the laminar drag bucket due to the disappearance of the bubble on the lower sur-
face as a result of destabilization of the flow behind a leading edge pressure peak.

The influence of pneumatic turbulators on drag in the Reynolds number region of model
airplane is shown in figure 15. The measurements are taken in the small cascade windtunnel
of DFVLR Braunschweig [143. The turbulators are arranged on the upper surface of the air-
foil DFVLR-RA-02/K at x/c = 0.445. The drag reduction due to turbulators is strongly in-
creasing with decreasin3 Reynolds number. A maximum drag reduction of about 40% can be ob-
tained at Re = 0.1 • 101. At lift coefficients cL > 0.8 the polars with and without turbu-
lators have nearly the same development. In this region the instabilization of the boundary"-'."layer is high enough to cause transition upstream of the separation point and thus no bubble

-' is present. It is remarkable that pneumatic turbulators do not cause additional drag, when." transition occurs upstream of the turbulator position and hence the turbulators disturb

the turbulent boundary layer.

4.4 Parameter investigations

As mentioned before, the size of laminar separation bubbles increase with decreasing
Reynolds number. Hence, the drag reduction by turbulators increase too, as shown in

:'- - .figure 16."-'

In figure 17 the effect of turbulators position on drag reduction at the same airfoil
as in figure 15 is shown. There exists an optimum turbulator position close to the laminar
separation point. If the turbulators are arranged upstream of the optimum position the drag
coefficient increases due to the smaller region of laminar flow. At dow.,stream positions
the drag coefficient increases too, due to remaining parts of the bubble between and before .l
the turbulators bleed holes.

The optimum turbulator position is slightly depending on the Reynolds number. With
lower Reynolds number the optimum position as well as the laminar separation point is

* Omoving upstream. Especially at very low Reynolds number this effect can be seen clearly
because the larger laminar separation bubbles (40% of chord at Re = 0.1 - 106) are more
influencing the pressure distribution upstream of the bubble than a smaller one thus in-
ducing a more upstream occuring separation.

Figure 18 shows a typical example of the drag curve with air jet coefficient cQ (or
air volume flow per pneumatic turbulator). As the air volume flow increases, the drag
drops initially due to a shrinking of the laminar separation bubble. Next the drag remains
at a low level, hardly affected by the amount of air blowing out of the turbulators.

The energy loss (additional drag) as a result of the ram air diverted to the air jets
amounts to

6.. 2- c-
Since the drag coefficient of a laminar airfoil is of the order of 5.10 - 3 this additional

• drag, being in the order of 5 - 10- 6, is negligible.

As shown in figure 18, a certain minimum amount of air is needed for the pneumatic
turbulators to function well. Similarly, a certain minimum height of the mechanical tur-
bulators is needed to trigger the boundary layer. An example of malfunction of mechanical
turbulators is shown in figure 19. The airfoil and test techniques are the same as in 7
figure 14, but now the flap is set at nK = -12°" At both Reynolds numbers the mechanical
turbulators (tape with digged-in bumps, about 0.1% c high and 5% c spacing) do their job

*O if positioned at 72% chord on the lower surface. Due to the flap deflection the pressure
distribution changes such that the flow should be triggered just in front of the flap, at
80% chord. As shown, an extra drag reduction of about 10% is obtained at Re = 3 • 10 ,

however there is a turbulator malfunction at Re = 1.55 • 106 and c below 0.45. Turbu-
lator malfunction of this type was up to now never observed with pAeumatic turbulators.
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5. THE RANGE OF APPLICATION FOR PNEUMATIC TURBULATORS

It has been shown that pneumatic turbulators prevent laminar separation bubbles and
thus extend the low-drag Reynolds number range of airfoil sections.

Pneumatic turbulators can be applied successfully if:

" laminar separation bubbles occur and

- an airfoil section is required with a wide operating range as far as the Reynolds
number, lift coefficient and flap deflection are concerned.

There would thus appear to be the following potential applications:

1. cascades in turbomachinery

2. propellers and helicopter rotors

3. gliders and light aircraft

4. RPV and model aircraft.

Experiments with turbine cascades at low Reynolds numbers with different transition
devices, conducted at the main cascade test facility in Braunschweig, showed that espe-
cially pneumatic turbulators reduce the drag of cascade arrangements in a wide range of
Reynolds numbers. Air jets on the suction side were supplied through holes from the pres-
sure side.

6. CONCLUSIONS

* At Reynolds numbers below 5 million and if a wide range of operation concerning lift
coefficient, flap deflection and Reynolds number is demanded, it is advantageous to imple-
ment turbulators in laminar airfoil design. Careful positioning of turbulators near the
laminar separation point avoids laminar separation bubbles and reduces the drag. Turbula-
tors enlarge the low drag Reynolds number range of an airfoil giving nearly the same drag
which is otherwise obtained by several airfoils designed for minimum drag at different -1-,' Reynolds numbers. '

Therefore the design philosophy for airfoils with turbulators differs considerably
from that used up to date in laminar airfoil design: the design of airfoils with turbula-
tors should be based on the maximum Reynolds number for the range of the airfoil and not
on average Reynolds number. %

Besides well-known mechanical turbulators consisting of bump tape pneumatic turbula-
tors were introduced. Pneumatic turbulators consist of air jets expelled from a row of
orifices positioned in spanwise direction close to the laminar separation line simply
supplied by total pressure. The energy loss (additional drag) of the air jets is negli-
gible compared to the drag reduction due to the very low air volume flow.

Experimental results of four different airfoils for sailplane and model airplane V
- application taken in windtunnel and free flight tests show that the pneumatic turbulators

are very effectivet reducing the airfoil drag in the order of 40% at Re = 0.1 - 106 and
15% at Re = 1 10.

* Mechanical turbulators in general give the same results in drag reduction. But they
should be used carefully because their height has to be adapted to the flow conditions.
Otherwise they may be submerged into the separated flow of the bubble and becoming in-

." effective.

A very interesting further application of pneumatic turbulator would appear in turbine %
cascades.
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Drag reduction measured
Re Ac d Acp sin(Y + a) d(x/c) as a result of pneumatic

turbulators

0.7 106 .0.0025 0.0027

1.0 .106 0.0019 0.0018

1.5 106 0.0011 0.0012

2.-0 -106 0 000

Table 1 Comparison of the calculated pressure drag Ac d of the separation bubble

with the measured drag reduction with pneumatic turbulators used on the

lower side of airfoil section HQ-17/14.38, T)K = 10 P, 5'.

Oovmdg streamn ti

7 IsupereIwted)

SL

Fig. 1 Characteristic pressure distribution of

the upper surface of an airfoil section

.5 with laminar separation bubble and assumed

dividing streamline

LS = Laminar separation; Tr =Transition;

R = Reattachment%

~15%
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LS laminar separation

- Tr transition
n---- with turbulators -*"R reattachment •6 "-.

2... "1"

(minI I mm) -.-

2 2

2LS tA

1.-''

L ti 
-T-.

2 1. .6 8 1.0 .2 A 6 8 1.0 2 .. .6 .8 10x/c 'x/c ,-- . . - '

Fig. 5 Development of boundary layer parameters calculated from the

velocity profiles in figure 4 (Measurements TH Delft) %

°-.

',:'

LS laminar separation

Tr transition
e R reattachment ) pronounced bubble case

I R

_- ( triggered boundarylayer case

?J small/thin bubble case

%,_0
Tr Note: The triggering device may cawe

some extra drag

* Fig. 6 Schematic sketch of the development of the momentum loss
thickness in three typical cases

.1%. N
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ACIi
Ace

X/C~

Fig. 7 Schematical representation of the additional pressures

A~c acting on an airfoil as a result of a laminar 5

p
separation bubble .

drag without drag without addtional dirag
seaainseparation duO to separationi

sur~face drag with

lion bhbtesa
*" Ffdagwt I [drogwith

separation brbt separation bubblte
on upper surface a n tower surfaceadtonlda

a) I ) C)surface

drag coefficient cd -drag coefficient c, dreg coefficient cd

Fig. 8 Assumed development of additional drag caused by laminar

.A separation bubbles on upper and lower surface of an airfoil

* section

V. V,
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Additional drag due to
lam. separation bubble

Airfoil with
destabilizing region

Additional drag due to
V forward shift of transition

- Envelope of optimum

a deigne airoilsDesign Reynolds number]

Reynolds number Re
Fig. 11 Diagrammatic representation of the drag curve plotted

against Reynolds number for airfoil sections with

destabilizing regions

14.

-2.

1.50

1.5

DU80-

Ct without turbulators

a. A with pneumatic turbulotors7. 10.5at 65% c tower surface

Re .1.5 -V

00 50.010 0.015 0020

L "Fig. 12 Drag polar and potential flow pressure distribution

of Delft University airfoil DUI 80-176
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urbulator position

4:: RA 02'K

1.00

Pneumatic turbulators ~ .

on upper surface

0.5

+ ithout turbulators

/0
Re= 0.1 10

+\

0.01 0.02 0.03 0.01.
* .- 1.0 

-

4 Pneumatic turbulators
C1 on upper surface I

0.5

'~without turbulators

Re= 0.15 16\4.

Cd ---

0.01 0.02 0.03 0.01.

Ip 1.0

C1 Pneumatic turbulotors
on upper surface

0.5 1

* ithout turbulatort

Re= 0.2 .106
.4-' C d-r

0 - 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.01.

Fig. 15 Drag polars of the airfoil DFVLR RA 02/K with and without

pneumatic turbulators (Measured in small cascade windtunnel
DFVLR Braunschweig [14])
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Fig. 16 Drag reduction by turbulators 
depending

on Reynolds number (Measurements TH 
Delft)
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Fig. 17 Drag reduction depending on pneumatic 
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[143)
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0005

00O04 72%c lower surface

Id

HO 17/U 387
0.002 .

a a1.40

03.

2 4 68
Volume coefficient cd-10 6

1.*2 3 cm3/s d.
Flow rate V

Fig. 18 The drag of airfoil HQ 17/14.38

with various air jet coefficients

CQ and volume flow '[ per hole

(Measurements TH Delft)

H_71.8 T
he HO 17/14.8i,-2

CR E~IIIII~~I1K,,. x-/c z0.72 R .0

additional drag I
due to turbulator

05 malfunction /C-08 0.

Mechanical without turbulators
turbulatar at

U'. ~.80% c lower Mechanical lurbulator at 72% c
surf ace lower surf ace

0.005 0.010 0.005 0.010

Fig. 19 Results of free flight and winutunnel measurements on airfoil HQ 17/14.38

with and without mechanical turbujators
(Re - 1.55 . 106: Free flight measurements DFVLR Braunschweig
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L'I'TERACTION ONVE DE CHOC-COUCIIE LIMITE TURB(JLENTE ET SON CONTROLE

Jean VELERY
Od6ice Nationat d'Etudez e~t de Reche'the Aftozpatiate46 (ONERA)

92320 CHATILLON -FRANCERESUMI
L'interaction anti-a une onde de choc at une couche limite a le plus souvent des conaiquences

extrdmement pr~judiciables surtout si ella entraine la formation d'un ddcollement. Ii se produit alors
un accroissement tras rapide de Ia taille des zones dissipatives avec intensification considdrable des

fluctuations turbulentes. Dans cette revue, on rappelle d'abord certaines propridtis fondamentales de
linteraction impliquant une couche limite turbulente dans le cas de base :distances d'influence amont,j
limites de dicoilement naissant at effet de destabilisation sur la couche dissipative. Les dcoulements
transsoniques et supersoniques sont succeasivament examinds. Ensuite, la procidds de contrale la plus
courassnent expdrimentds sont ddcrits en insistant sur Is nature des mdcanismes physiques mis en jeu.
En bref, ii eat possible de ranger ces procddds en deux catdgories :ceux agissant sur les caractdriati-
ques de is couche limite qui va aborder le choc (refroidissament de ia paroi, transfert de masse ponid-
tal, soufflaga) at ceux ayant une action locale au niveau de l'intdraction (aspiration ou injection par

fenta ou trous, pibge A coucha limite). Salon lea applications envisagdes, l'une ou l'autre de cas
techniques sera is plus appropride. Enf in, quelques mdthodes de calcul sont bribvement prdsentdes. Leur2
domaine d'application eat pour la plupart d'entre alias limitd au laminaire.

SHOCK/TURBULENT BOUNVAIZY-LAYERIZ NTERACTION AND ITS CONTROL
ABSTRACT

Host often, tha interaction between a shock-wave and a boundary-layer leads to extremely detrimental

effects, especially if the shock is strong enough to entail separation of the boundary-layer. Then, therej
occurs a rapid growth of the dissipative regions along with a dramatic intensifiying of turbulent
fluctuations. In the present review paper, some fundamental properties of the interaction are first
considered for the basic configuration. The following features are first examined :upstream interaction .4length, incipient shock-induced separation, evolution of the boundary-layer main characteristics. Both
transonic and supersonic flows are considered. In a second part, the most investigated means for
controlling shock/boundary-layer interaction are presented, with emphasis on the physical description of
the flow phenomena involved in this process. Briefly speaking, control methods can be classified into

two categories :those acting on the boundary-layer properties before interaction with the shock (e.g.
wall cooling, wall mass transfer, upstream blowing), and those having a local action in the shock foot
region (suction or injection, boundary-layer removal). The most appropriate technique depends in fact on
the specific application under consideration. Finally, some calculation methods are briefly presented.
Host of them are restricted to laminar interactionn.

..' *. I - INTRODUCTION

-... .. La coulements 6upersoniques ou tranasoniques sont preaque indvitablement traversAs par des ondes de choc
provoquds soft par le changement de penta d'une parcii, soit par une contre-preasion obligeant Ia vitesse
A redevenir subsonique. Ces ondes entrant obligatoirement en contact avac des surfaces sur lesquelles se0 ddveloppe une couche limits. 11 se produit alors localemant un phdnoin~ne compiexe d'interaction aant pour
gradient de preasion adverse intense auqual la couche limite eat soumise. Il s'ensuit una digradation de
sa distribution de vitesse, jusqu'A Is formation frkquente d'un ddcollsment.

Atitre d'illuatration, l'ombroscopie de la figure 1, ampruntis A Psarcey CU1 ,mantre ce qui peut se passer
aur un profil en tranasomique. Toute Ia partia de l'dcoulement en aval du choc eat largemant ddcollde,

uo une dvidente chute de performance. Dana de telles circonatances, il peut mime se ddvelopper des

Mime si sea consdquences ne sont pas toujours aussi graves, l'interaction avec une onde de choc entratne
une amplification des effet vi qucux!L qui fait qua l'dcoulement rkel peut 8tre tris dlo4 lu mod~le
non visqueux qui a souvent arvi&a d~finition de is forms Adrodynamique. La figure Z rournit un
exemple d'un tel dcart entre l'expdrience at des calculs de fluide parfait appliquds A un profil

s upsi-critique r3J

C=* Fig. I - Interaction avec dicollement sun un profil
Incidenc 2 * transsonique (daprbs [11).
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Les nteactonscho-cochelimite se rencontrent aussi dane la prises d'air supersoniques. Lh, la
dicollaments pouvant en risulter sont susceptibles de diminuer considdrablement l'efficacitt entrainant
ainsi une perte de pousade importante. En outre, l'6livetion specteculaire du niveau de turbulence
qu'engandre un dicollemant est A 1'origine de fortes distorsions instationnaires capables de provoquer
l'extinction du moteur ou bien d'amorcer un pompage tout aussi ndfasta. Les exemples de dispositifs o5i
ce genre d'interaction joue un r~le capital pourraient 9tre multiplids :pales d'hklicoptbre, arribre-
corps d'vo oo de missile, turbomachines, etc...

L'idde de contr~ler le phdnomane afin d'en limiter Les ripercussions les plus dommageables s'est faite

% jour das le dibut des recherches sur lea dcoulements A grande vitesse autour de profils d'aile. Lea
premi~ires tentatives se sont tout naturellement inspirdes des techniques ddjA utilisdes pour prdvenir le
dicollement en subsonique. Leur Principe de base consite & accroitra l'inergie de la couche limite de
fa~on a lui permettre de franchir le choc avec un minimum de perturbation. Pour cela on paut, soit
dliminer tout ou partie de sea zones I plus basse vitesse, soit lui "injecter" de 18 quantitd de mouve-
ment. Ainsi, dis 1941 Regenacheit (4) a 6tudid l'effet d'una aspiration pratiqude au travers d'une
fente A la paroi d'un profil placd dens un dcoulement trenasonique. Le maine procdd a dgalement dtd
envisagd per Fage et Sargent en 1943 (5] . Depuis, ainsi que nous allons le voir, bien d'autres recher-
ches ont dtd consacrdes A cat important problbme.

Lea deux premibres parties de cette revue seront consacrdes A un rappel des proprids lea plus marquantes
de 1 interaction antre une onde de choc et una couche limite en dcoulements trenasonique et supersomique.
Seul le cas turbulent aere considdrd en. raisondeaes~ &xande importance pratique actuelle, bien qua lea
recherches actives mendes en vue de riduire Ia trainde de frottement vont certainement redonner de
l'actualitd au cas laminaire. Veae portera sur lea longueurs d'interaction, lea conditions d'appari-
tion du dicollement en pied de choc, l'dvolution des caractdristiques essentielles de la couche limite.
Cet examen concernera ce que nous appellerons l'interaction de base.Ori se limitera au cas bidimensionnel

Dana une troisibme partie, seront prdsentds la facteurs d'influence en mesure de modifier le phdnombna
de base dans un sans favorable, c'ast A dire de permettre son contrbls. L'attention sera surtout portda
our le description physique da l'intaraction en s'appuyant principalement our des rdoultats expdrimantaux.
Bien qu'elles connaissent actuellement une phase de progrbs rapides, la mdthodes de calcul applicables
acas dbaen rotpeasdcue i. En effet, leur examen nicessiterait des ddveloppemants trop

% ~consdquents pour entrer dens le cadre de catta revue rapide. La lecteur intiressig trouvera dans la rdfd-
rances (61 at (7] un dtat de l'ert dens ce domaine. Egalement, nous leissarons en grande pertie de c~td
lea problamas tachnologiques posis per Ia rialisation desmoyans de contr~le ainsi qua la aspects a
dconomiques de leur mise en oeuvre sur un avion. Ll encore, le considdration de cas questions, pourtant .,
capitales,nous eurait entratnis trop loin.4

2 - GENEPALITES SUR LE MECAHISME DE L'INTERACTION ONVE VE CHOC-COUCHE LIMITE-EN ECOLILEM1ENT BIVIIIEASIONNEL

Fondamentelemant, une couche limita non dicollde eat une rigion de foible 6paisseur S h travers

laquelle la vitesse passe d'une veleur -extdrieure as dlevda & la valeur zdro A la paroi ; le nombre de

% Mach variant en consdquence de Me A zdro. En dahors des zones de forte interaction, la pression eat
quasi constante salon una mormala A le paroi, si bien qua le couche limite pout Otra vue comne on dcoule-
mant. quasi-parallble oft lentropie change d'une ligne de courant I l'autra ou, ce qui at Equivalent,
conmme un dcoulamant rotationnel. Par ailleurs, quend une onde de choc sa propage au travars d'une telle
coucha limita, lea tensions de frottemant, rdsultat aussi bian de la viscositE laminaire qua do cisaille-

- . ment turbulent, sont pratiquamant sans affat our le phdnomane our la plus grande partie de 1'dpaisseur
.ce comportement est parfeitemant ddmontri A la fois par l'expdrience (8, 9) at la thgorie (10]

% Il se congoit d'ailleurs intoitivement Si on rdalise qua le choc imprime A l'Ecoulement one ddcdldrationcv si rapide qua -& l'Echelle mecroscopique- lea tensions de frottament daviennent tamporairement ndgligea-
bles devant la forces de pression at d'inartie. Ainsi, en premiare analyse, la pdn~tration d'un choc
A l'intdrieur d'ona cooche limite peot Stre congue comma un phdnombne de fluide parfait. Une telle
schiiatjsation permat d'anticiper'certeines tandancas sans avoir & prendra en campte, tout au momsa en
vue d'one interprdtation sortoot qualitative, lea effats dissipatifa. Toutafois, ii convient de
souligner qu'un mod~le d'dcouleinent enti~remant non visqueux conduit A des coecportementairxielistes ac'joi-
sinage iasn~diat de is paroi oft, czrnme I's nontrd Ligh thil (110]1, lea tamnes de viscosite doivent fociment ftre ta-is en
cpte poxur satisf aire la condition d'adhdrence. C 'est ainsi qum'one description plus rdaliste et cohirente de ph~nomb-

nesa exigd 'adoption de mod~les dits "nulti-couches"([10, 11, 121 oNl'Ecoulement eninteraction estdivisi en une
zone externe irrotationnelle ("upper deck"), one couche non visqueuse stain rotationnelle ("main deck")
qui, en turbulent, anglobe la majeure partie de la coocha limite, at au contact de Ia paroi, on film oft
lae effets wisqueux sont prdponddrants ("lower deck") at dont l'introduction permet pr~cisement da
satisfaire Ia condition d'adhdrence. De toes inod~les ont grandement contribud h I& comprdhension physique
des processus d'intaraction forte at, ainsi qua nous le verrons plus loin (voir 1 3.3), ont sarvi de
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support A des mdthodes de calcul [13 -161 6conomiques et trbs utiles pour la mise en lumibre du r8le
jouA par lea parambtres d'influence principaux. Les discuter en~ddtail serait hors de propos ici.

En turbulent surtout, la sous-couche visqueuse est extrimement mince si bien que son effet peut en g6ndral i
Otre considdrk cosie dtant du second ordre et Ia ndgliger permet une bonne description des caractristi-
ques essentielles de l'interaction. Ainsi, selon le schdma de fluide parfait, le choc qui se propage au
travers de Ia couche limite "vait" un dcoulement amont dont le nombre de Mach M(y) diminue progressivement
au fur et A 'sesurs qu'il s'apprache de la parai. Pour s'adapter A cette situation, il s'incurve et
s'affaiblit kau A peu de mani~ire A devenir dvanescent lorsqu'il atteint la position oi le nombre de Mach

*local eat sonique. Par ailleurs, le signal de pression transportd par le choc est ndcessairement transmis
en direction de l'amont par lecanal de la portion subsonique de Ia couche limite. Si bien que le saut de

* -. pression causd par le choc eat ressenti en~ amunt du point i celui-ci rencontrerait la paroi clans tumod~le de- fluide parfasit
pir, c 'est-A-dire sans couche linite. Par ui effet x~ciproque, l'dpaississement de Isazaie subsonique, dQ au ralentisse-
mast, induit dais lapartie adjacente supersanique des ondes de copression contribuant A l'af faibissew~ent Iccal di choc.
11 r~sulte de ce m~canisme que he saut de pression que hVon observerait en f luide pafait est rmplac6 Ala
paroi par une dvoltion P oressive de ha valeur amont au niveau aval .D'oii la notion de longueur

Vintracion ouencore hongueur d'influence amont) qui caractdrise h'italement plus ou momns grand de
la compression en fonction de param~trea dont Vifuec sera exaanin~e plus loin (voir S 3.1).

ondes de Mach choc

-1 M.

hoasceuheonquese

deui~m ca mntr l'ncuaiopisrogVresie d hc iniet(aM cc-ann apnirto ael

couchelimit. La ilaatiodopeon de ilche susnqedpisur ntal I egnre es nds e

cop esint eni qui contiuentchm de l'affai lement d (o equi pr foaisation fo~men e 'coclm
~La trctur(e) Lucam rsocdA efitractionsdsods1 et e (Ca)au csure d len epaato pdn hag 3och sur
sniu ccnrtaionnelle ( t..u et Fin.dupot un se dfecon de dondesbliue qui spron rfes par1 .La
hiexiue ens ond icra rges d ~st 6 osituan dun incienu quo) lacvisualsantins par srtioscopnsIs
rdvclite La biltaust deis (Ca) Loce schbma mone gln 'dpaisiiisemsnt de has zone dsoi

* qumesin ava) dei l'i rib tco (Co dofit normement e Co tractepr enralisaon , de a mcen liesse
ds pariesO. ifrcurs de dea cohes lii te s auefe deus fores e prsoagt4i devlaencet uer
petitu ropetipondirates He- )X ndso [18 aytm prpseonombreusoes vaiate u sohem ci-deasues pui la
donne nq nodes dei(-3) onstiun trn dptaillae dues vistmualiodeatngndrs par lapnsrtion'uncocau

,'.r ~ sc rd'u ~ ouent pasbe jserallle e flId.Lsarfa rottone gl eNt n'enreros s de cazes d ubtals
quben quen caval olit du~ instrctiof. tnraemn ecnrcere asnd s iee ie

e fai s linerctin ente us oned chc tun couche limite osVfe e ocs mad e u oide mqci ss extrime-
ment compexes quiont encorelon d@r nirsmn[8 rps en nluidss ainacnteteausdac icisu de
cotunente des enrpans dont ha cnidiraia desystbe odeilenpurencmpreI ndre oe d'acio das
proidisn dcolnted prl'int ectidepratrttonn.Mu 'nrrn psdn e ~a
Cae tuen e cravai sit d'as ntr di uf. nlec mno onotqehsdsrbtosd

Enfits eteranombree ach dand haco e n couche limitsqivabre hazoe dhconruent deme mani~e
dtcmplnexe &u lxson etIor vt4 e l tr n irntdacin. Eno brftos fcteusninterv c ei

1-ommener des mncanqes tranptepa e podrofiea intill uir ddrien gmrnde late hoe d'cotes

dope lan coucelqimi r duAr frncitsemen due sautt depeon. Plusi cetea driestrauiortants
cies 'st hdie plusr de praci desa "ruemphi minsqu svar srer la zoneaduio sube pribcete couch e

Im 'nits mCani n e sait, d h'h r dlue doitribution de vidtese eten aracie par le motmn

paramitre ds forme "incompressible" Hi digfini par

Rappelons que Hi eat d'autant plus dlevd que he profil eat mains rempli. La valeur de Hi en dibut
d'intsraction ddpend du nombre de Reynolds local R, , Hi diminuant quand R1 augmsnte ainsi que Is
montre la figure 5, mais aussi de l'dvolution antirieure de la couche limits. Par exemple, si cells-
ci a dtd soufise Iune recompression fitalde prdcddant le choc, son Hi sera, A mime vaheur du nombre
de Reynolds, plus dlevd que pour une situation de plaque plans.
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- Fig. 5 -Couche limite turbulente de plaque plane.
M..0. Paramatre de forme incompressible.
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2- dgaleinent, la hauteur y* de Ia portion de la couche limite o44 la vitesse eat subsonique doit a
L priori influer fortement aur la distance de remontde du signal de pression, c'est A dire aur l'dten-

due de i'interaction. Pour un nombre de Mach Me donnd h Is frontibre 6,Is hauteur normaiisde YI/(
eat fonction de is distribution de nombre de Mach M(y) qui elle niame d~pend du profil de vitease
Wcest h dire de Hi) et de Viatat ther!2Mige&l a qui. eat daterminant pour Ia diatribution de is
vitease du son. Ainsi pour une psro i refroidie'f (viig. 6), lea nombres de Mach dana Ia partie

*-infdrieure de la couche limite seront plus dlevds que dana le cas athermane, toutes choses restant
6gales par ailleurs. A titre d'illustration, la figure 7 indique la position de la ligne sonique en

dcouleinent adiabatique A Me - 2 pour diffrenta profils turbulenta typiqus reprdsentds par la loi
composite de Coles (191 . On y voit l'dpaiaaiaaement tr~s rapide de Ia couche aubaonique quand Hi
augmente. L'encart de Is figure montre, A mime nombre de Mach Me is situation de Ia frontibre sonique '

pourla cuchelimie a iie de plaque plane. La valeur beaucoup plus grande de /(etnde
facteurs qui expliquent lxtnion considdrable des domaines d'interaction en rigime laminaire.

T j j ~Ecoulowmt ra~hle.t campril
H,.~R .. J 5 105

0.5 -Eu~at adi&W'

-- 6 plaque pOe laminr

1 152 1 1.5 M, 2 .puM.

Fi.6-Position de la ligne sonique dana une couche
limite turbulente. Effet de Ia tempdrature --7 1,

de psroi. .

Fig. 7 -Distribution de vitesse dana une couche igsuq
limite turbulente (dapris Isa loi de Coles M .7

E19)). 0 L- . ..
0 Q.5

3- ainsi que nous l'svons ddjh aouligng, ls micanisme de 1 interaction choc/couche limite ne peut Atre
interprdtd enti~rement dana le cadre d'un modble de fluide parfait. 11 eat possible de se faire une
idde de l'influence de Is viscositd en faisant appel h Is thdorie de l'interaction libre de
Chapman [20] qui repose sur l'dcriture d'un bilan de forces exprimd A la. paroi. De facon trbs simple,
on dtablit sinai que is saut de pression support6 par une couche limite qui dicolle eat de Is forms

o6u I eat Is pression dynamique de l'dcoulement smont non perturbd de nombre de Mach Mo et C/o le
coefficient de frottement A l'origine Xo de l'interaction. En vertu de cette dipendance, l'aptitude

surmonter une compression par choc augments ave c ,c'est & dire diminue quand le nombre de
Reynolds crott pour une valeur fixds du paramt re de forms. On en ddduit aussi que l'iftendue du

*.domains d'interaction doit augmenter avec C/ . La thdorie asymptotique de Stewartson et Williams [11]
aboutit au mAine rdsultat pour le d46collement en laminaire. De telles tendances sont dvidemment en

devrait crottre avec is nombre de Reynolds :
En fait, la rdalitd eat un compromis entre ces deux influences contraires ;c'est b dire que, selon la

plags de variation de Rjr , 'dcoulement pris de la paroi eat rdgi en prioritd soit par Is viscositk1:1:11 qu m ted ue a e d n kinterlainaie, i panlea tmes nrilsrtf4 0 e
effets dtsnt antagonistes. Le changement de tendance eat illuatrd par lea distributions de pression
paridtales des figures 8 et 9 qui sont relatives A un ddcolleinent turbulent provoquL' par une rampe
dagle o( . Le premier exemple (201 (voir Fig. 8) correspond A des nombres de Reynolds j%~ modirds et

on oi qe 'Oenuedudomains d'ntct augments manfesemr svec 4 .L'6vo u tion inverse eat
observde A grands nombres de Reynolds, cosine ls montre Ia figure 9 [2 1
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Fig. 8 -Comportement aux nombres de Reynolds Fig. 9 -Coinportement aux nombres de Reynolds 6levds
faibles ou ,nod~r~s (dapr~s [20]). (dapr~s [21]).

L'inversion de tendance observ~e quand le nombre de Reynolds augmente peut s'interjrtr pti
de l'amen des dvolutions en fonction de Rr de is hauteur de la ligne sonique y et de l'dpaisseur -

M~L de is sous-couche leminaire. L'exemple prdsentd Fig. 10 est dOI & Settles [22] ; ii concerne une
Zouche limits turbulente de plaque plane A un nombre de Mach externe de 3. Onu y voit queY.,cs difcrott -

Wbeaucoun plsvteqeY quand Rf augmente, ce qui explique ls r8le de plus en plus mineur joud par

lea effete purement viequeux.

5 2,63 Ra

a4t . o frot 81 de Is couche
to, 792 Pal'\'subsoniquir

frontirt do la .. Fig. 10 -Coucha limite turbulente de la plaque
I seuscouche visqususe plane A Me - 3. Positions des fronti~res

de la couche subsonique et de la sous-

0.5 ______ couche visqueuse (dapr~s [221).

10' 101 10' R6

Nous allons maintenant examiner quelques traits essentials de l'interaction entre une onde de choc
at une couche limite turbulente en dcoulements trsnssonique et supersonique. L'sttention sera surtout
portde sur lea lois de compcirtement des longueurs d'intersction, les changements lea plus caractifristi- I

ques que la couche limite subit at les conditions d'apparition du d~collement sous l'effet du choc. Nous
exeminarons en premier lieu lecas ot6 la paroi sat rectiligne, lesse, impermdable at adisbatique,~*=*~ ~aconditions ddfinissant une interaction qui se sera dite de base. Les modifications de comportament rdsul-
tent du changement d'une ou de plusisurs de ces conditions seront ensuite envisagges dens la partie
consac'rie auxmdthodes de contr~le.

3 - PROPRIETES VE L' 1PTEIACTION VANS LE CAS %DE BASE ECOULEMENT BIV1I.ENSIONNEL

3.1- gnuevA d'intizactiofl en t'ab&ence de d~cotemen~t-

Ainsi qua nous l'avons ddjb soulignd, la prdsence de Is couche limits entraine un dtlement e l coupression
eu niveau de Is peroi d'oti la notion de longueur d'interection -encore ddnonmmde distance d'influence

% smont- qui caractdrise l'dce't de is rdpartition de pression rdelle par rapport h la discontinuitd de Is
solution en fluids parfait. La plus ou momns grande extension de cette longueur et directement lige A

a - l'intensitd de 1 interaction qui ddpend A Is fois de Is force du choc at de la rdsistsnce de la couche
S limits aux effets destabilisateurs. Dens l'examen qui vs suivre de qusiques propridtds de is longusur

d'intaraction nous serons amends A distinguer ie tranesonique du aupersonique.

-L22&~ur2d'interaction en dcoulement transsonigus -

La figure 11 montre une visualisation interfdromdtrique d'une interaction se produisant dana un dcoule-
- . ment dont le nombre de Mach Mo immddiatement en amont du choc eat voisin de 1,30. La photographic
* . rdvL'e parfaitement Ia naissence, au sein de Ia couche limits, d'ondes de compression qui se focalisent

en un choc unique quasi-normal (l'dpaississement apparent de ce choc loindcelaparoi eat un effet des
interactions evec lea couches limites des gleces latdrales de la veins d'esaai). L'examen attentif de
telles visualisations sinsi que des rdpartitions de pression paridtales correspondantes met en dyidence

a que is domains d'influence doit Otre divisd en deux parties, commen indiqud Fig. 11

I- d'une pert un domains I ofo se produit une compression supersonigue rapids et continue, du type ondeI
'a simple, juaqu'k l'dtat sonique.

2- d'autre pert un domains 11, faisant suite I I, ob l'dvolotion de Ia pression eat nettsment plus
*. progressive.
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J. Fig. 12 - Interaction transsonique. Influence des
Fig. 11 -Interaction transsonique. Ddfinition de Ia conditions initiates stir la longueur

longuetir d'interaction supersonique. d'interaction supersonique.

Dans ces conditions, il est clair que des propridtds g~ndrales intrins~ques du phdnom~ne ne doivent
Stre recherchdes que pour le domaine I de nature supersonigue. Pour le domaine Il subsonigue, l~a struc-
ture du champ rdsulte de l'intdgration d'efeta qui s'dtendent largement en aval et qui tiennent compte
de l'ensemble de 1'Acoulement. C'est ce caractare qui distingue fondamentalement lea interactions
tranasoniques des interactions supersoniques, oi d'amont en aval, la plus grande partie du champ obdit%
h un comportement hyperbolique.

Pour cette raison, une longueur d'interaction caractdristique LO sera ddfinie cosine l~a distance edparant
l'origine amont Xv du phdnomane du point de l~a recompressi~on oZi I'dtat critique (nosibre de Mach local
6gal & un) eat atteint. Les corrdlations qui vont suivre ont 6td ddgagdes de l'exploitation d'un grand
nombre de rdsultats expdrimentaux [231

Ainsi que le montre l~a figure 12a, pour une valeur fixe du parambtre de forme amwnt H4  Vlinfluence
d'ordinaire trbs marqude du nombre de Reynolds disparait pratiquement quand to eat normalisde par

* '4paisaeur de ddplacement 4, en I C6, a 6t choisie de prdfdrence A 1'dpaisseur physique 6~dont la
d~finition eat souvent imprdcise). Etant donng que -toutes choss dtant 4gales par ailleurs- eatest
d'autant plus mince que le nombre de Reynolds eat plus dlevd, il 9'ensuit de l~a corrdlation observde ici

% que le domaine d'interaction se contracts quand Re.' augmente, ce qui d~montre que pour la plage de IT
considdrde dans lea prdsents essais lea interactions sont domindes par lea effets inertiels. De plus,
ii eat manifests qus ne ddpend pratiquement pas du nombre de Mach' Mo , sauf loraque mo, devient
proche de 1,30, ce qui correspond A une situation tras voisine du d6collement naissant en pied de choc%

comme nous le verrons plus loin (voir 1 3.3). One telle invariance eat & prsmitrs vue paradoxale puiaqu'on
pourrait a attendre A tins croissance de V avec Mo0 , c'sst A dire avec l'intenait6 du c'noc. En fait,
quand Mo augmente A # 4 fixd, Ia portion subsonique de l~a couche limite a 'amincit et, en vertu du mdcaniame
bri&vement expliqud plus bait (virmassi § 3.3) , l~a remont~e de l'influence vera l'amont s'effectus sur une
distance plus courte ; si bien qu'il y a compensation entre deux effeta contraires ce qui contribue A
maintenir quaji-constante la longusur d'interaction L'

Si Ia normalisation t'~'eat appliqudeA un ensemble plus complet de cas expdrimentaux mettant en jeu
des valeure nettesient distinctes du param&tre de forme hY4 , on observe, cosase le montre l~a figure 12b,
un dtagement rdgulier des rdsultats en fonction de #4s qui met en dvidence l'influence d~terminante de
ce paramiftre. Ainsi, L'I, qui crott rdgulibrement avec 4 eat pratiqusment multiplide par deux
quand HKO passe de 1,2 & 1,4. Une tells dvolution dtait bien sur prdvisible puisqu 'une augmentation de

H.entrafne un dpaississement de la couche aubsonique (toutes choses restant dgalea par ailleurs).
Dans le cas pr~Aent, une loi de corrdlation simple et tout A fait empirique permet de reprdaenter assez
bien A la fois l.influence des nombres de Reynolds et de Mach amont ainsi que celle de H.,.Elle
a' exprims par l~a relation (voir Fig. 13)

£ 7o(/4~1

go Fig.id 13 - Interaction tasoiu.Correlation pu

la longueur d'interaction supersonique.
70 I

30 M.
1.1 1.2 1.

Lo e (Cnteactonen dscoulement aupersoni'ue

En dcoulement aupersonique, le probl~me de l'influence amont et de l'dtendue de l'intsraction a fait
l'objet de tr~a nombreses dtudes expdrimentales [22, 24-26] dont nous nous contenterona ici de ddgager
lea conclusions essentielles.

to
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Fluis Petat Og~llmstFig. 14 -Longueurs caractdristiques dans une inter-

X. action supersonique.

a - Lusgusa d'iintffctios ~iat b - Distance at it*Wd di collmsnt

En aupersonique, la longueur d'influence amont LO eat le plus souvent ddfinie comme la distance sdparant
le ddbut X# de l'interaction du point oai le choc rencontrerait la paroi en fluide parfait qui peut etre
soit 1'impact du choc incident dans une rdflexion sur paroi plane, soit le sosmmet du dibdre dans un cas

% de d~flexion brusque (voir Fig. 14). L'origine rdelle de l'interaction dtant ddlicate A localiser
d'aprbs l'examen des rdpartitions de pression paridtales, is plupart des auteurs adopte une origine
conventionnelle obtenue en extrapolant jusqu'A la paroi la partie quasi-lindaire de la montde de preasion
au ddcollement, comme indiqud Fig. 14. Une longueur dont les propridtds sont dgalement intdreesantes h
analyser eat Ia distance IP qui, dane le cas de chocs suffisamment intenses, s6pare le point de ddcolle-

ment D de l'origine de l'interaction. Toutefois, den: ce qui suit, nous porterona notre attention sur
LO , tn on u Podtsnilmn u ~e os glmnnu envisagerone pratiquement

que lee dcoulements produite par une rainpe qui ont donnd lieu A des dtudes plus nombreuses et plus
-systdmatiques que le cas de Is rdflexion d'un choc, sane doute en raison de leur plus grande simplicit6

relative. D'ailleurs, Sinai que i's soulignd Green L27),les deux phdnombnee sont en. fait trbs voisins,
m8me s'ils sont & l'origine de champs externes non visqueux dont lee structures sont A premibre vue extrA- s

* mement diffdrentes. Cette propridtd eat misc en 6vidence Fig. 15 o&z sont compardes lee distributions de
* -. pression paridtalee mesurdes d'une part dane un di~dre, d'autre part dane une rdflexion, le saut de
* pression total dtant le mAine dana lee deux cas [28] . Pour qu'il en soit ainsi, il faut que l'angle 0

de la rampe soit sensiblement le double de la ddflexion Af au travers du choc incident.

Fig. 15 -Comparaison entre 1'6coulement dane un 3 O
dibdre et une rdflexion de choc M0  2,96, Eewn e domusedr, dd

RE = 1 X 107 (dapr~s [28]). 2 *,ts~

-20 0 20 40 X.X1).
Rine1iu dochae 5

a . lmg. iwdmsiati h. Riptrtam di pram peastalt

La figure 16 montre lea variations de is longueur d'interaction LO en fonction de cc que V'on peut
considdrer come lee principaux parambtres d'influence ; A savoir :le nombre de Mach amont Mo ,le

noinbre de Reynolds et l'angle du di~dre. L'examcn de ces rdsultats, des A Roahko et Thomke L251 met en
dvidence lee tendances suivantes qui rejoignent lee observations faites en tranesonique

I- A Mo et noinbre de Reynolds R, fixds ( RD eat ici calculd avec lee conditions amont et is distance
X4 ddfinie Fig. 16) L, augmente avec cc , cleet A dire avec l'inteneitd de is perturbation. Ii

Seat maintenant clair que cette croissance de LO avec is force du choc vient du fait qu'une pression
aval plus dlevde tend A se propeger plus en amont via is partie subeonique de is couche limite.

2- A OC et %~ fixds, Le ddcrott quand Mo augmente. Cette tendance e'explique en grande partie par a

l'aminciasement de la couche eubsonique quand le noinbre de Mach externe eat plus dlevd (toutes choses

noter qu'.eile eat dgaleinent en accord avec Ia thdorie de l'interaction libre, bri~lvementreatglepraieus enatcuer14el'pier disouhuie) dvod faut
* ~haut (voir 6 2), scion laquelle is ddpendance de L# A ldgard de No doit Otre de is forme (,

3- A CC et Mo fixds, Le diininue avec le nombre de Reynolds, dvoiution qui peut aussi a 'interprdter
, *,. par l'amincisseinent corrdiatif de ia couche eubsonique (voir 1 2) mais qui eat en contradiction, sinai

que nous l'avons ddjA souiignd, avec is thdorie de l'interaction libre que corroborent lea expdrien-
W, %cee A nombres de Reynolda faibies et moddrds [20, 24] . Ce renverseinent de tendance a ddjb dtd
% iUustrd par lea distributions de pression reprdsentdes Figs. 8 et 9.

Ii eat A noter que lea dvolutiona ci-dessus sc maintiennent quand 4eat normaliade soit par f. soit
par ,.1 cc qui prouve que la forms et non aeulement l'dpaisseur de ia couche limite initials contribue,
tout comme en tranasonique, A is ddternination de l'dchelle longitudinsie des phdnombnes.

Lee tendancee niee en dvidence par lea rdsultats de is figure 16 ont dtd confirndes par I'6tude expdri-
4.mentale trbs fouillde de Settles (22] (voir assi Settles et al. r29] ) faite A un nombre de Mach MO

voisin de 3. Ainsi qu'o peut ls coneteter Fig. 17, lea rdaultats de Settles dtabiasent claireinent que
.~ ~ iinfluence du noinbre de Reynolds persists quand Lo et normaliad par 4 .La reprdsentation adoptde

Fig. 17 montre qu'une corrdlstion pour 4o doit Otre de la forms

Le 0xR (I Me et c4 fixds).
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Fig. 16 -Longueur d'interactjon amont. Influence Fig. 17 -Influence du nombre de Reynolds sur cer-

.rdes principaux param !tres (daprL's [25]). taines 4chelles A MN0  3 (dapr~s [29]).

or, come on le voit figure 17, ni les 6paisseurs de d~placement et de quantitA de mouvement S#tet

ni lea hauteurs et de la couche subsonique et de la sous-couche laminaire n'obissent A une
lo d ~pnan e ~ 'gr e d afrs~qui seule permettrait de normaliser convenable-

ment E n particulier, y~qui A premi~tre vue semblerait 1'16chelle la plus reprdsentative pour

l'influence amont, n'est pas en mesure de corr~ler Lp , comme on avait 6galement pu le constater en

transsonique pour

A notre connaiaaance, il n'existe pas pour lea interactions supersoniques dans l~a configuration de base

de r~sultats exp~rimentaux oi lea effeta respectifs du nombre de Reynolds et du param~tre de formne

sont nettement dissoci4gs. Mais ii est bien dvident, ainsi que nous le verrons dana la partie consacr~e

aux m~thodes de contr8le de I'interaction, qua Hi, joue un r8le aussi fondamental qu'en transsonique.

3.2 - C otemeit de &a couche £imde dans ttne. .inteuction 4an65 d~cottement Uendu-

Se - Interaction en dcoulement transsonique-

M.. .26

1*2. 1,33

1 _____Fig. 18 -Interaction sans d~collement en tranaso-
nique. R~partition du nombre de Mach

t a. dn uatn sa me tke I pari~tal".

0,6

0 100 200 300 RX.X X

L'effet aur la coucha limits d'un choc d'intensit6 moddrde eat illustrd par lea rdsultats expdriinentaux
donnds Figa. 18 A 22. Ils sont relatifs A une interaction se produiaant dana un canal transaonique pour
laquelle le nombre de Macb Mo eat dgal 4 1,26. La rdpartition correapondante du nombre de Mach "parid-
tal" y eat tracde Fig. 18 oi sont dgalement indiqu~ea lea poaitions des explorations pratiqudes au
travers de la couche dissipative par Vdlocimdtrie Laser ( My* eat calculA A partir de la pression mesurde
A la paroi en aupposant une relation isentropique ; ly eat en fait tr~s voisin du nombre de Mach Me a

la fronti~re J~de la couche limits). Lea distributions verticales reprsentdes Figs. 19, 21 at 22
mettent en dvidence lea phdnomines suivanta

I- - l interaction produit une distorsion des profils de vitesse moyenne longitudinaux (voir Fig. 19) tells,
qu'A 1'origine du procaaaua, is d~c~ldration ast plus force pr~a de Ia paroi qu'A 1'ext~rieur, ce qui
eat un comportement typique de i'action d'un gradient de preasion adverse intense. Il en rdsulte un
"vidage" des distributions normalis~es 1-iefYf), que traduit une croissance rapids du parambtre
de forms Nj , ainsi qua is montre la figure 20. Dans le cas considdrd ici, &' atteint une valeur
maximale voibine de 2,4. Plus en aval, l'sffet retardateur cease pr~s de Is paroi alora qu'il continue
A se faire sentir dans lea zones ext~rieures de la couche limits puisqus la pression continue A

crottre. Cs renvarsement de comportescant est du aux effets d'entrainsmsnt turbulent qui op~rsnt un
* transfert de quantitd de mouvament au profit des parties internes de is couche limite, le m~canisma

dtant encore ampiifid par l'intsraction (voir remarqus S 3.5 ci-deasous). En conadquence, le paramiltre
*de forme Hj d~crolt rapidemant at tend vers une valeur proche de 1,3 - 1,4 tandia que la couche

limite se'Ielaxe" vera un nouvel dtat de plaque plans. Ewem el i.1

24,1 57 K62 i20,7 1724 241. 31q3
i. 72 0 S 7.2~ 348 99 soMs ISZO ooqg 27S., we4%

5% 40 . . .

Fig. 19 -Interaction sans d4collement en transao- 4
nique. Profils de vitesse moyenne longi- 20,

P0160do s e,0 0 Q5 *
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Ecutno do Is rlag. 18

a -E~.au~r dd&~~tmt 2Fig. 20 -Interaction sans d~collement en transso-

nique. Evolution des caract~ristiques de
5i- la couche limite.

4,b- pi~mdqa~i~0 200 400

b- pssod~ i rsameol C -Paramitre do ran,.

0 200 400

2- en m8me temps, l'4paisaeur physique 6f augments, ce qui en liaison avec la croissance de //,provoque
une augmentation rapide de l'dpaisssur de d~placement &r* (voir Fig. 20). Egalement, l'4paisseur de

.4 quantiti de mouvement 6 subit un accroiaaement qui eat ici plus moddrd.

3- lea profila d'intensitd de turbulence longitudinais sont tracds Fig. 21 ( V/1P sat normalis6 par is
cdlgritd du son Jj pour Is temapdrature g6ndratrice). Ils montrent que l'interaction amplifie is:-
turbulence et on note que ls maximum de AS dana chaque section s'dloigne progreasivement de la paroi J'
en corrdlation avec is d~formation des profils de vitesse moyenne qui comportent un point d'inflsxion
pouvant 6tre associd avec le maximum de production de turbulence. Dana le cas prdsent, le maximum
local de ov 'passe de 0,12 -juste en amont du choc- A 0,17 avant de se mettre A diminuer
quand coommence le processus de relaxation de is couche limite vera un nouvel dtat d'dquilibre.

Eowleoet dulIafi% 18 .44

1, iA5 1379 2D9 2759 5448a.-9
i .. 17~2 0 q9 77.2 24, 3U.6 5%7 69 K52 1207 172.4 241.4 31Q3

40

20 * .Fig. 21 -Interaction sans ddcollement en transso-
nique. Profils de u 2.

0 0

Positiodi o ? 00 parot.

1, Ecouleont de Is flg, 18

i-1: 9 17.2 241 34.6 W 8G5a2 VA '517 9 'W720k 24" 74 9 31Q 364,8
40

Fig. 22 -Interaction sans ddcoilenent en transso- 20. * . : :
nique. Profils de -u'v'/af.2

00*
0 0 001

4- is figure 22 montre lea distributions de is tension de cisaillement -iW7-1(normalisde par 4i ). Qua-
litativement, uls ont lea m8mes caractdristiques que ceux de r ,- avec un maximum trba marqud et
bien dtachd de la psroi. On voit donc que l'interaction entraine une importante production de turbu-
lence, l'effet croissant rapidement avec l'intensitd du choc, spdcialement A l'approche du d~collement

* et ii devient considdrable A partir du moment o4o un bulbe d~colld se forme (voir 6 3.3 et 3.4 ci-
- dessous). Un autre point capital A noter eat Is lents diminution des nivesux de turbulence au coura

du procesaus de relaxation en aval de l'interaction ; ie phdnombne dtant caractdrisd par des effeta
de non-dquilibre trils marquds ce qui rend s moddliaation particuliLrement difficile [30]

La valeur du paramiltre de forme initial Hi. a 6galement une influence ddterminante aur is gravitd de is
destabilisation que aubit is couche limite au coura de l'interaction. Cet effet peut Atre caractdriad de
manibre globsie par le "saut" amont-aval de grandeura teils que lea dpaiasurs de d~placement et de
quantitd de mouvement. A titre d'illuatration, Is figure 23 montre lea accroiasementa de F" et 6
entre l'origine de l'intersction et is station oizi l'dtat sonique est atteint (bornes du domains I
difini 1 3.1). Ces dvolutions ont 6td calcul~ea par une m~thode du type "analyse de discontinuitd" (31)
fondds our des lois de corrdlation empiriqus et refldtant asaez bien is rdslitd cosmos on is conatate .

Fig. 23. La zone hachurde marque is limits d'appsrition du ddcollement en pied de choc donnde par cette
m~thode. Lea courbes tracdes Fig. 23 mettent en dvidence lea tendances suivantes

I- I'amplitude du saut de Il et 0 augments avec is nombre de Mach Mo , c'sst I dire avac l'intesitd

du choc, Is croissance de l'dpaisseur de d~placement devenant quaai-"exponentielle" A l'approche du
d~collemsnt naissant.

2- is "saut" de 19 ou 8 sat d'autant plus grand qus le paramitre de forms initial H4~ eat plus

% 61 levd ce qui d~montre Is plus forte snsibilitd d'une couche limits A un facteur de destabilisation
quand as distribution de vitesse eat momns re72plie.

J,3- des calculs effectuds sn faisant varier R4 montrent, qu'& parambtre de forms initials fixd, l'sffst
du nombre de Reynolds sat foible. La forte d~pendance A l'4gard de %, parfois observke eat due en
fait A uns modification de H/44 rdsultant de Is variation ds Rj, (voir Fig. 5).
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132 1.2U 12 -.

N4,1A 2 Fig. 23 -Interaction sans d~coiiement en transso-

'~ '~nique. Saut des 6paisseurs caract~risti-
ques.

t2 23Il12t

- Iteaction en dcouiemenlt aupersonique

Les 6volutions observdes en tranasonique se retrouvant dans lea interactions auperaoniques,nous serons
ici extr~mement brefs. Les traits essentiela du ph~nom~ne sont bien mis en 4vidence par les rdsultats
d'essaia pr~sentds Figs. 24 A 26. Il a'agit de mesures effectudes au Vdlocim~tre Laser par Ardonceau [32)
(voir aussi Ardonceau et al. [33] ) dans un di~dre d'angle o( , 1'6coulement amont uniforms syant un
nombre de Mach dgal A 2,25. Trois valeurs de OC ont dtd considdrds:c = 8, 13 et 180. Les rdparti-
tions de preasion pari~tales sont port~es Fig. 24 et lea distributions de vitesse mayenne Fig. 25. Le
cas a(= 13' eat au bord du d~collement et pour a = 180 une zone ddcoll4e de dimension encore tr~s
r~duite se forme, raison pour laquelle nous Is considdrons dana cette partie. Ces profils exhibent les
mames tendances que celles d~j& notdea en tranasonique. En particulier, dans lea r~gions lea plus aval,
1'6coulement eat fortement acc4ldr6 pr~s de la paroi, ce phdnomilne dtant plus spdcialement visible pour
is configuration ddcoll~e. Lea profils ont alors une forme caractdristique prdsentant trois points I

d'inflexion.

Q78 ,.2 10

- ::2.25

X i0,1 ).36 *.20 .12 .4 4 12 20 36 GO

40.50

-80 .40 0 40 X- 0 0 0 500 U(~,,)
ptstdO des ptoAlsin 6 25.4t26

Fig. 24 - Interaction supersonique dana un di~e Fig. 25 -Interaction supersonique dana un di~dre a
(dapr !s [32]). R~partition de preasion (dapr~a [32]). Profila de vitesse moyenne
pari~tale. longitudinale.

Lea distributions de is valeur efficace rA" de is composante fluctuante longitudinala sont donnds Fig. 26.
Tout comne en Lranasonique, elles rdv~lent i'exiatence d'un maximum de fluctuation qui se d~tache de
plus en plus de Is paroi au fur at A masura qua i'interaction a 'intensifie. L'exempie pr4sent montre,

* de maniare frappante 1'accroissement consid~rable de Ia turbulence -donc des effets diasipatifa- qui
accompagne i'apparition du d66coliement.

10.

10 Fig. 26 -Interaction supersonique dana un di~dre

1Q~2 2 2 0 2 20(d'aprts [32]). Profils de /,72.
0~4

3.3 - Condi.tio". d'appaAition du d~cotteen~t en pied de choc__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _7

- La d~collement naissant an transsonique-

1P ~Trosdit ionnel 1ement, le d~col lement naissant et dfinicnmme lasituation o lvaleur minimale atteinte par le
frottament paridtal ?p ucusdueitrcinstjuste 6galeA zfiro. line intensification du choc

c h o a un r e po urts F i s 7 & 2 d n e i t e r c t i o p e t , e n m r e M c o i u d i t i e t e m
au deAi de ct kt t conduit A un changenint de igne de 2p , is rgion ott?) eat ndgstif 6tant dite %

Les traits principaux d'una interaction cofncidazt pratiquement avec is d~collenent naissant en piad de

* . du choc sat dgai A 1,30. La figure 27 montre lea profile de vitesee moyanna mesuris au VdlocimLtre Laser
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au travers de la couche dissipative en interaction. L'exsmen de ces seules distributions ne permet pas
* ~ h vrai dire de d~tecter ls ddcollement, tant la zone ddcollde est mince dans cette situation. Il est

plus instructif de considdrer le tracd dens le plan physique des lignes d'dgale valeur de Is probabilitd *

P (a copour que Ia composante de vitesse longitudinale .A soft ndgative ou nulle. Pour un dcoulement
dans lequel A eat constaimment positif, Cette probabilitd eat dgale A z~ro, tandis qu'elle vaut un Si

A eat toujours ndgatif ce qui peut fitre le cas dans une r~gion ddcollde ois is vitesse est h contre 6__

courant de l'Ecoulement principal.

MP Y

.2 @ 5_b - bulIhdicelli

5 -.-i . ~ IN2 #.00.Q5 2 1-

0 __ 0L0

230 250 270 X-, 200~ 250 300 X-

20 250 3~X00 X- 100 51 I

*Fig. 27 -Situation de ddcollement naissant en trans- Fig. 28 -Situation de ddcollement naissant en trans-
sonique. Vitesse mayenne longitudinale. sonique.

Usuellement, un dcoulenent turbulent est prdsumE- dAdcolld quand ii contient des zones oOi is vitesse
moyenne (au sens de Ia moyenne de Reynolds) es t n~gative. Selon cette d~finition P(4.aO) - 0,5
correspond A Zt - 0 et Is ligne sur laquelle Pi'(ago)- 0,5 coincide avec le lieu des points tels que

A- 0 qui joint les points de ddcollement et de recollement.

Les lignes iso- P (4140) tracdes Fig. 28a rdv~lent l'existence d'uns r~gion ot) P(4440) eat ndgative -

(zone hachurde) si bien que l'Ecoulement considdrE est en fait ddcollE selon is critbre qui vient d'Otre
&m~cd. Txtefois, ia taille du bulbs de ddcollement est encore si rdduite, qus nous nous trouvons
pratiquement devant un cas de ddcollement naissant en pied de choc (par souci ds clartd, lea distances
normales A is psroi ont Etd fortement dilatdes sur ls Fig. U~s). Ii est A noter que is vjtssse instants-
nde dt peut prendre des valsurs n~gstives dans is rdgion oO la moyenne F& sst positive. Cels signifie
qu'il exists des instants no l'Ecoulement prbs de is paroi est A reboure du flux externe, ce qui psut
conduire A des difficultds conceptuelles pour ddfinir Is notion de ddcolisment naissant -ou de ddcolle-
ment tout court- en rfigime turbulent. Ce problbme a EtE discutE en ddtail par Simpson et al. r341 qui
ont suggdrd de fsire uns distinction entre

I- is ddcollement pleinement ddveloppd ("fully developed separation") qui est ddfini classiquement par
ls chsngement de signs du frottemsnt paridtal moyen et l'existence d'une poche 00 ls vitesse moyenne

e at ndgative.

2- is ddcollement intermittent ("intermittent separation") qui pourrait Altre ddfini par la condition que
P(&*O ) atteigne la valeur 0,2 pr~s de ia paroi.

*Nous n'entrerons pas plus avant dsns cette discussion -trbs importante sur le plan fondsmental- et nous

nous en tiendrons ddsormais A Is d~finition classique formulde en ternes d'dcoulenent moyen.

% L'hvolution correapondants du paramatre de forms eat reprdsentde aur la figure 28b. on y voit que H
~'1passe par un maximum voisin de 2,6 qui et en bon accord avec Is valeur coimundment admise de Hi - 2,5
* en un point de ddcollement turbulent. Par la suite, Hi diminus rapidement et tend vets un nivesu

reprdsentatif d'un Etat de plaque plans. Les 4~.stributions d'intensitdi de turbulence longitudinsle
sont portges Fig. 29. Dane le cas prdsent, & ~/4 atteint 0.2, ce qui et un nivesu significativement
plus Elevd que dane ls cas d'uns interaction sans d~collement (voir 1 3.2 ci-dessus). Ainsi, l'spparition
du ddcollement donne naissance A des fluctuations turbulentes A grands Echells qui seront ensuits

-' iapidemnt amplifides si lea circonstances sont teils que is bulbs ddcollE peut se ddvelopper.

Y..,-

@) % a Fig. 29 -Situation de ddcollement nsissant en trans-
0 sonique. Intensitd de turbulence longitu-

T dinale.
__ ® 0

A- 0

k WNous allone usintenant porter notre attention sur une approche plus globale et plus pragmatique du
probl~me en recherchant quels sont is. principaux facteurs susceptible. de conduire A une situation

6 de ddcollement naissant en pied de choc.
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Les rdsultats que nous allons discuter ont dtdobtenus expdrimentalement dans des circonstances

tras varides (6coulements autour de profils complets ou de "bosses" A la paroi) et en utilisant tout un
dventail de m~thodes pour ddtecter l'apparition du ddcollemsnt (mesures de frottement paridtal, visuali-
sations par enduit ddposd A la paroi, explorations au tube de Pitot et au Vdlocim~tre Laser) r35, 36, 37]
L'ensemble de ces mesures a permis de ddfinir la courbe limite de ddcollement naissant tracde Fig. 30
dans le plan des deux parambtres qui sont apparus cosine dtant les plus agissants, A savoir :il notabre
de Mach Mo en amont du choc (qui en transsonique caractdrise A lui seul l'intensit6 du choc), le
param~tre de forme Hi, de la couche limite au moment oOi elle aborde le choc. Rappelons que le rdsultat
de la figure 30 sat uniquement valable pour l'interaction de base, notamment la paroi est impermdable

* * et athermane.

M0 MO e STANEWSKY 1 35 3

H, / PO OD E 36 3
/a GOUET t a. C 37 3

uimeewt dicolIl mynispnmna

- --- Fig. 30 - Dcollement naissant en transaonique.
1.2 Paroi adiabatique.

eicoulemfent attah thgorit do INGER ( 39 1

1213141,5 H,
10' 10; 100 10' R3, im~ O)

L'effet du nombre de Reynolds, plus commundment considdrd, est en fait pour une large part pris en compte
0par son influence sur H4, mais ajoutons que cela n'est vrai en toute rigueur que pour une couche limits

de plague plane (voir Fig. 5 la relation qui existe alors entre Ilet A'4r ). La corrdlation de Ia
figure 30 met en 6vidence une ldg~re croissance de Mo (cetAdre de l'intensit6 du choc) quand Hip
diminue. A grand nombre de Reynolds, lorsque les termes d'inertie prddominent, une tells dvolution 6tait

* prdvisible puisqu&A uns valsur basse de Hi, correspond un profil de vitease bien rempli confdrant A la
* couche limite une plus grande rdsistance au ddcollement. Toutefois, ii est frappant de constater que
- . leffet est faible, La limite de ddcollement ddpendant peu de H4O ce qui peut parattre a priori surpre-

nant si V'on consid~rs la grsnde influence de At'* sur le "saut" que subissent les propritigs de la
couche limite au coura de Vinteraction (voir § 3.2 ci-dessus). En fait, ce comportement, dgalement notk

* par Squire et Smith [38] en aupersonique, s'explique par l'augmentation rapids de La longueur d'intirac-
tion LO avec Hi, (voir 6 3.1 ci-dessus). En effet, le ddcollement de La couche limite eat provoqud par
le gradient de pression antagoniste auquel elle eat soumise. or, une augmentation de 14,D accrott certes
La "fragilitd" de La couche limite, mais assi attdnue le gradient destabilisateur qu'elle aubit par

% glongation de la zone aur laquelle s'effectue la compression dont l'amplitude demeure elle constante.
En dkfinitive, l'augmentation de H4, produit deux effeta contraires qui, dans lea circonatances prdsentea,
se compensent Presque exactement. p.

La limits empirique de ddcollement prdsentde Fig. 30 eat comparde A une prdvision donnde par le modble
de lager [15, 391 . 11 a'agit d'une thdorie faiaant appel A une technique de petites perturbations
appliqude au modale triple couche de Lighthill (10] dvoqu4 1 2. Coaxe on peut Is conatater, Ia thdorie
de Inger eat en asaez bon accord avec l'expdrience. Mgme si as qualitd de prdvision n'est pas toujours
aussi bonne qu'ici, elle a le mdrite de permettre la miss en Avidence de l'influence spicifique des
param~tres agiasant aur une interaction choc-couche limits turbulente en tranasonique sans avoir A
recourir A des calcula beaucoup plus lourds, procddant par exemple par rdsolution des dquationa de
Navier-Stokes. Pour cette raison, nous serons amends & utiliser ce moddle dana la seconds partis pour
discuter de L'effet de certaina facteurs dont la caracthriaation expdrimentale eat difficile, ou
douteuae,en raison des incertitudes de mesure.

-Le d~collemsnt naissant en su~ean~

% Il y a quelquea anngea, un grand nombre d'dtudes expdrimentalea ont dtd consacrdes A la ddtermination
-S..du ddcollement naissant en Ocoulements aupersoniqus et hypersonique. Le plus souvent, lea r~sultats

sont reprdaentds dans un diagramme donnant en fonction du nombre de Reynolds Rr, et avec le nombre de
Mach /Y# conmme parambtre I'angle e~ de Is. rampe pour lequel un bulbs de ddcollement eat ddtect6 pour
La premi~rs fois (il sat A noter gus t., psut 6tre aisdment traduit en rapport de preasion '. 1 u de
part et d'autre du choc A partir des relations de Rankine-Hugoniot). line tells reprdaentation implique
que Odi ns ddpend que de Mii et do 4'~.La rdalit6 eat probablement plus subtile, et ainsi que nous
le savons ddjl, Is paramO-tre de forms initial Hi, joue un r8le qui n'eat pas forcdment prig en compte
par ls nombre ds Reynolds. Toutefois, L'absence de rdaultats convaincants aur l'influence spdcifique
de 84g rend impossible touts corrdlation en fonction de ce paramatre. Pour cette raison, nous garderons

S.ici La representation traditionnelle ne faisant intervenir que A, , tant entendu que lea rdaultats
donngs ns sont en touts rigusur valables que pour une couche limits initials de plaque plans o4u, dane
le caa adiabatiqus st A nombre de Mach donnd,la correspondance entre Hi. et f.eat unique (voir Fig. 5).

* R
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3- Ia figure 32 montre dgaiement lea lignes de courant de l'dcoulement moyen dans la couche dissipative.

Ce tracd rdv~le que le d~collement s'organiae endun bulbe de recirculation -ou tourbillon- limitd par

R. Elle constitue Is ddmarcation entre, d'une part le fluide venant de l'amont et poursuivant son
chemin vers l'aval, et d'autre part le fluide, qui faute d'une Energie mdcanique suffisante, Be

* - trouve emprisonnE dana le bulbe. Nous verrons plus loin que ce schdma doit Atre modifiE dana le cas
o une injection -ou aspiration- eat pratiqude dana ia zone d'interaction afin de satiafaire is

conservation giobale de Is masse.

GO A {i 22 ~ S ~emr e

Xfrmntifrd, acocwedispat~we q..1

>. X _ . a - Piwttio dunwa de Mci parsiiW h - Inerm sa itlielm

Fig.32 nteacton vecd~colemnt n tanso- ig.33 -Interaction avec d~coliement en tranaso-

rant de la couche dissipative.

Le cas de Ia rdflexion d'un choc oblique en supersonique eat schdmatisE Fig. 34. La couche limite
ddcolle en un point D situd tr~s en amont de l'impact thdorique du choc incident (C) en fluide parfait.
La compression intense lide au d~collement induit dana is partie supersonique de l'dcoulement des ondes
Be focalisant rapidement pour constituer le choc rdfldchi (CI) qui intersecte (Ce) en rI. Le choc (C,)
pdn~tre dana is couche dissipative ddcollke d'otj ii eat rdfldchi en un systane d'ondea de d~tente qui
ont un effet de compensation assurant is continuitE de ia preasion dana is zone d~collde. Ii en rdsulte
une d~flexion de l'ensemble de l'6coulement en direction de is psroi sur laquelle le recollement inter-
vient en un point R. Tout coumne en tranasonique, is compression associde eat beaucoup plus Etalde que
celie accompagnant le d~collement. D'une manibre gdndrale, is topographie de l'Ecoulement disaipatif
moyen est analogue A celle du cas tranasonique, avec notanmment is ligne de courant limite (a) fronti~re
du bulbe de recirculation.

Pen, ,e nt -

0.30

L L

M. IA /I 1

0 upr~niu. chmadel~culmetFig. 34 -R~flexion de choc avec d~collement en -

Fig. 35 - R~flexion de choc en supersonique. Rdpar- jX,.
titions de pression pari~tale. Q0,1 5 7

100121517

~ . Des r~partitions de pression pari~tales mesurdes dana des r~flexions de choc Be produisant A un nombre
de Mach amont Me de 1,93 sont reprdsent~es Fig. 35. Elles montrent, en particulier, que l'extension

S de Is zone d~coll~e, caract~risde par exemple par Is distance s~parant lea points de d~collement et de
recollement, crott avec ia d~flexion Ap au travera du choc incident, c'est-&-dire avec le saut de
preasion total P/ rdoultant de la r~flexion. Or, selon Is thdorie de l'interaction libre (voir
aussi lea travaux de Zukoski [51J ),l.a compression A , rkalisde au d~collement est enti?!rement diftermine
par lea conditions amont, qui dana le cas prdsent sont pratiquement invariables. On constate d'ailleurs
quo la pression en D demeure quasi-constante quand l'intensitd de l'interaction croft. En consdquence,
une augmentation du saut total $2/ps. ne peut Atre obtenue que par une mont~e de pression J~gau recol-h lement plus grande. Ceci n'est possible que si les particules fluides s'4coulant sur la ligne limite et

S qui stagnent au point de recollement R sont A mgme de n~gocier une barri~re de pression plus haute
(pour plus de d~tail, se reporter aux thdories Bur le recollement [521 ), donc poss~dent une Energie mE- .,

~*. *,,canique plus grande. Pour qu'il en soit sinai, ii faut que la longueur de is zone ddcoll~e sa ccroiase
de mani~re telle que lea effets d'entratnement sient eu le temps de comnuniquer un nivesu de vitesse
autfisant au fluide qui, aur la ligne de courant limits, vs aborder le recollement. D'oi l'extension de .
Is zone dLcoll46e avec 1'intensiog de linteraction, cousne on le voit Fig. 35.

Le mdcanisme qui vient d' tre bri~vement ddcrit explique is grande efficacit6 des techniques de contr~ie

de linteraction par effet d'aspiration ou d'injection fluide au sein du bulbe de decoilement. Dana lea
deux cas, un apport ou un prdl~vement dp d~bit m~me tr?!s faible est en mesure de produire une forte
augmentation de Ia vitesse US Bur la i~gne de courant qui atagne au point de recolisment. ce qui accroft
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considdrablement la capacitd de 1'6coulement de n~gocier un gradient de pression antagoniate. Les
* m~thodes utilisdes pour diminuer is trainde au culot des projectiles reposent sur des propridtds

identiques [521.

rbdi cora OJAIt. ti

0 b A e np uratism

Fig. 36 -Sch~smatisations de l'dcouleent dans un
- I bulbe do docollement.

a -Ca do bas

En effet, considdrons lea schdmas de is figure 36 qui reprdsentent, en Is simplifiant fortement, l'orgs-
nisation des lignes de courant do l'dcouiement (moyen) ddcoild dons un di~dre. Pour plus de clartd, le
systbme do choca associd n's ps dt dessin6. Le schdma Q0 correspond au cas do base o& aucun transfert
do masse West pratiqud dons l"'eau-morte". Alors, sinai qu 'ii a d~jA dtd dit, Is ligne do courant (s) :C
qui stagno au point do recoilement R doit avoir son origine au d~colioment D afin d'ssurer is conser-
vation do is masse en rdgime stationnaire. Si du fluide oat aspird par is psroi A foible vitoaso, des
conaid~rations do topologie simpies conduisent au schdma (1 oio c' eat maintenant une ligne do courant
provenant do l'smont et situdo dsns is couche limite initiale su-dessus do D qui doit stognor en R.

Pourvu quo 1'aspirstion aoit suffisamment moddrde pour no pas bouleverser compiltement is structure de
l'dcoulement, on pout admettre quo is distribution des vitessos dons is couche dissipative en C au maoenteoA le processus do recoiloment commoence nWest pas sensibiement modifide par rapport au css de bassi-T
Si bion quo Is ligno do courant (.4) so trouve our co profii A uno distance pius grando do is psroi et
on consdquence ls vitosse ACS en C our (4) eat plus diovde. D'oi uno aptitude do l'dcouiement A supporter -

une recompression plus importante au recoilement. On dovro donc s'attdndre A ce qu'une aspiration sit un
effet bdndfique, on ce sons qu'elie tondra A rdduiro i'dtendue d'une zone ddcolide et mge, A is limite,
A Is supprimor totalement.

Le coo d'une injection fluide A trbs basso vitease eat reprdsentd aur ie schdma 0 Maintonant is .-vitesse our (A ) eat pius foible puisque (.4 ) doit Otre & une position plus basso our le profil do
vitosso on . L'effet rdsuitant sera donc un aliongement du bulbe do ddcollement do manibre a ce quo aJ
ait malgrd tout un nivesu suffisant pour quo is ligne do courant (A4) stagne exactement en R. Toutefois,

* dons le coo prdsont, si le ddbit -et donc is vitesso du fluide injectd- doviennent pius importonts, ii
faut a'attondre A un inversion do i'effet puisque ies vitessos our is partie infdrieure du profii en C

et en particulier cello ur (.A ), vont forcment dvoir augmenter si 1e dbit apportd dna ieau-mote

* crott au del& d'uno cortaine iimite.

Coo remrques nous seront utiles pour interprdter lea observations do is deuxibbme partie.

Les figures 37 A 39 montront lea distributions des grandours suivantes pour i'dcouiement tranasonique
lorgoment ddcolid ddjA considdrd pius hout (voir Fig. 32) :composante longitudinsie moyenne At normaiiado

par Ae ;dnergie cindtiquie do turbulence A ,qui so confond pratiquement avec A";contrainte de

cisailioment -A'1' eot -Ata' sont rapportdes A Wi

Les points lea pius notables quo rdvblent coo distributions sont
I- l'Apaississoment trba important do is couche dissipative A portir du moment o1i le ddcoilement so

* ddveioppe (sinai, dons l'oxeznple considdrd J eat pratiquement muitipiide par 6)

2- is forte croissanco du nivoau do turbulence, le maximum maximorum de l'intensitd longitudinsie dtant
voisin do 401

3- dgalement, los profils doe~' mettont en dvidence des effete do non-dquilibre fortemont marquds

qui so traduisent, en particulier, par une lente ddcroissance du taux d'entratnemont. D'OiN des
distributions do vitesse qui, en oval du rocollement, so "remplissont" trbs rapidement.

50246 50 -9 246

.P .3 40 131

*3,54 5 0 5
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Fig. 37 - Interaction avec ddcolloment en tranoso- Fig. 38 -Interaction avec ddcollemont en transoo
nique. Vitesse moyenne longitudinale. nique. Energie cindtiquo do turbulence.
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~o Ecoulement doIl fig. 33 54*~

50 246 36

8 9

%0 K1131 Fig. 39 -Interaction avec d~collement en trans-

20. f j.. . I.sonique. Tension de cisaillement.
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Les 6volutions des i4paisseurs de ddplacement et de quantitd de mouvement sinsi que celle du parafmbtre
de forme &'a sont reprdsentdes Fig. 40. Ici la croissance de J*est particuliarement importante, /,

atteignant une valeur maximale de 16,5. Quant A Hi ,il devient pratiquement infini, ia couche dissipative
acqudrant une structure de zone de m~lange [533 . 11 est h noter que la d6croissance de &~ eat extrame-
ment rapide A partir du moment oi le processus de recoliement cosmmence. En aval de R , #9j tend vers
des valeurs basses typiques de distributions de vitesse bien "remplies", 1'46volution du phdnom~ne dtant
analogue A celle observde en dcoulement supersonique. Au d~collement, ls croissance de l'dpaisseur de
quantitd de mouvement est modeste ;elle eat beaucoup plus notable lors du recollement.V

r 10 20

Fig. 40 -Interaction avec d~collement en transso- -Ea.erddplcsn

%nique. Evolution des caract~ristiques de armrdrc.
la couche linite.- 1j

nti , Is

200) 400) 0 20 400 .s

Nous n' entrerons pas plus avant dans Is description de cet dcoulement dont lee propridtds, celles
relatives A Is turbulence en particulier, sont analyedes plus en ddtail ailleurs r53J . Comme nous
l'avons vu aur un point prdcis, mais sinai que le confirment des examena plus complets, le cas aupersoni-

* que conduit A un comportement voisin quant aux traits principsux de l'dcoulement.

3.5 - Conctu~ion,6 6uA £e p,%opxigt& de ZinteAaction-I

En conclusion, en r~gime turbulent et pourvu que le nombre de Reynolds soit auffisamment dlevd, l'appari-
tion du d~collement en pied de choc d~pend peu des propridtds de la couche limite. En revanche Veffet
destabilisateur qui se traduit, en particulier, par l'accroissement des dpaisseurs de d~piacement et de
quantitd de mouvement sinai que du niveau de turbulence d~pend fortement de la distribution de vitease
initiale. Ce fait a au mains deux consdquences importantes -

I- si une couche limite eat initialenent peu remplie, elle ne d~collera ps plus facilement, comme nous
venona de le voir, mais l'interaction l'am~ners dsns un dtat tel qu'un gradient adverse appliqud peu
en aval du choc aura sur elle un effet plus n~faste avec comme consdquence dventuelle le d~collement.
Par exempie, une situation de ce genre se rencontre sur un profil supercritique tr~s chargIS dana la
rdgion du bard de fuite (interaction du type B selon Pearcey r541 .).A

2- dana lea simulations en soufflerie, lea param~tres de forme sont souvent plus grands que dana Is
pratique en raison de l'inauffisance des nombres de Reynolds d'esssi. Une interaction sur maquette
ne conduira donc ps forcdment A un d~collement local prdmaturg, mais sera is cause d'un 4paississement
des couches linites plus fort que dans is r~alitd. Si bien que lea effets de gradient, qui sont pro-
portionnels A l'dpaisseur relative de la couche limite, aeront artificiellement amplifids sur une
maquette de farme donn~e. Ii s'agit 1A de ce qu'on appelle lea effets d'dchelle ("scale effets" ; voir
A ce sujet is Rdf.[35] )

Il convient toutefois de remsrquer que, dana certaines circonstances, 1 interaction avec une onde de choc
peut avoir des consdquences b~ndfiques sur le d~veloppement ultdrieur de la couche limite. En effet, si
le choc destabilise fortement l'gcoulement, en mgme temps et corrdiativement sinai que naus l'avons vu,
ii intensifie lea dchanges turbulenta. De cc fait, si sucun autre gradient de pression adverse ne succ~de
iinddiatement au choc, ls cauche limite "rdcup~re" extrAmement vite cosine en tdmoigne is rediminutian
trbs rapide de son parambtre de farme (vair lee exemples des figures 20 et 40). Notamrnent(voir 1 3.4), on a
observ6 que cette intensification de Is turbulence contribue A acc~lerer plus spdcialement lee r~gions
voisines de Is paroi cc qui a pour consdquence de bien remplir le profil dana une zone d'importance capi-
tale. En mgme temaps, lea tensions de Reynolds ant des niveaux accrue, Is turbulence gardant longtemps
Is mn~moire de l'interaction [531 . Ainsi, cosmmC Rose l's soulignk [551 , cette cauche unmite a une -
dnergie plus grande qui peut lui permettre de nieux supporter une interaction faisant suite A la premi~re.

.4.
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4 -FACTEURS O'INFLUENCE VE L'INTERACTION ONVE VE CHOC-COUCHE LIMITE ET TECHNIQUES VE CONrTROLE -

4.1 - ________~ %:

* .Nous ailons maintenant examiner l'infience de certaina facteura en mesure de modifier i'interaction par
* rapport A ce qu'elie eat dana le cas de base, le but recherchd dtant de contr8ler Ie phdnombne, c'est-h-

dire d'en prdvsnir lea consdquences ndfastes. Coimne nous l'avons ddjA prdcisd dane l'introduction, le
Principe de base de ces actions eat d'augmenter i'dnergie m~canique des zones A faible vitesse. Pour cela,
ii eat possible d'envisager plusieura procddds dont nous alns analyser le mode de fonctionnement. Lea
modes d'action retenus seront lea suivants

I- abaissement de la tempdrature de la paroi

2- aspiration paridtale, soit rdpartie, soit localisde

3- injection de fluide A foible vitesse

4- soufflage de ls couche limite amont

5- gdndrateurs de tourbilions, pibge A couche limite.

- -- insi que nous le verrons, cea procddds peuvent dgaiement @tre clasads en deux catdgories aelon qu'iia
agissent

1- en modifiant lea caractdristiques de la cauche limite amont qui vs aborder l'interaction en vue de li
confdrer une plus grande rdsistance;

2- lacalement, au niveau et/ou insuddiatement en aval de l'onde de choc,par rdsorbtion de ia zone de fluide
ralenti.

42- Ituence de MW& .them4oue de ta pakoA.

Il eat bien connu qua le comportement d'une couche limite ddpend fortement de l'dtat thermique de is
paroi, c'est-b-dire du rapport T7;.r de ia tempdrature de paroi TA A is tempdrature r que celie-ci

pren 1 'dgiire dana is cas adiabatique. Ainsi, un refroidissement dnergique a un effet stabilisateur
qui ~ 11 rtreitrniinaiaieuruent, ce qui en fait un procdd envisageable, bien qua pour des

refroidir ia paroi a une influence bdndfique dane lea rdgions oit is couche-limite eat soumisa A un
gradient de pression adverse en empdchant ou retardant ie ddcoiiement C 57]

La darniar comportement s'expiique si on con~idare lea consdquencea d'un fiux de chaleur paridtal sur is
* d~veloppement de Is couche limits at donc sur sea propridtda au moment o64 she vs aborder l'agent dests-

- .biiisateur qui peut 8tre soit uns compression dtalde, soit une onde de choc. Britvement, rappelons
qua ref roidir Is parai ( rf*/r-. < 1) antrainera lea changements suivants par comparaisan au cas adiabatique 4

at A mume valeur du nombre de Reynolds R 4(

1- Ia paramltre de form Hi eat diminud, canine is montrent lee rdsultats de is figure 41a ddduits d'une
familie de profils turbuients proposde par Waiz E58] (la figures 41a at 41b sont empruntds I Is T*

I Rdf. (59] 1

-,2- h Hi fixE, is coefficient de frottement paridtal eat augmentd (voir Fig. 41b) lai tendanca Etant N
fortement accentude ai ia d~pendance de Hi A l'Egard de 7I. eat sur-ajoutde

3- calame nous l'avons ddjA vui 1 2 (voir aussi Fig. 6), 1 Hi et nombre de Mach extdrieur Me donnds, is
couche subsanique eat smincie en raison de is diminution locale de Is vitesse du son qui rdsults de
l'sbaissemsnt de is tempdrature. L'aminciaaement eat dvidensnent plus marquE si l'effst de 3k/; sur H;

N~j. eat aussi pria en considdration.

Lae comportement ci-desaus sont bien sur inversds doe is cas ott ia paroi eat chauffde (7 >17~).

thi"ot E59 1 -Fig. 41 -Effet de Is tempgrature de paroi sur cer-

0,61~ taines propridtds de Is couche limite (ds-
f t!$vrHiindIUS prls [59]).

0.6 1 1,4 0,6 1 1~4

a Pbramtrw de forme b. Caffic'et d, rttmwt patal

Donc, A Is iumibre des rdsuitato prdsentgo dana lee paragraphes 2 at 3 nauc pouvons ddjh conciure qu'un
4- refroidiasement de Is paroi aura des r~percussions favorabis our uns interaction choc-couche limits par

accraiasement de Is "raideur' de l'Ecouiement dissi-patif. De plus, i'augmantation de C1 qui se produit
siors, tendra A retarder is ddcoiiesnt en vertu du m~csniame ddcrit par Is thdorie de i'interaction
libre (voir £ 2 ci-dessuc). C'est-&-dire qua Veffet agira dona is bans sans A & isfais cur lea tarmac
inertiela at cur lea forces de viscoaitd.%

0- A notre connaiscance, en Ecoulement tranasanique, ii exists trka peu de rdsuitats expdrimentaux vraiment
convaincants our l'influence d'un flux de chaleur cur une interaction choc-couche iimits. Toutefoic,%
des renseignements extrImement instructifa peuvent Otre tirds du modls de Inger dont ii a dd I dtf :



4.. question (voir 1 3.3) et qui donne une reprdsentation rdaliste des ph~nom~nes. Ainsi, la figure 42,
extraite de Ia Rdf. [591 , montre i'infiuence de la tempdrature de paroi sur la distribution de pression

rdduite (I~)(gp).Si le param~tre de forme amont AOest maintenu constant, ce qui revient A
appiiquer le flux de chaleur uni-luement dans la zone d'interaction, Veffet de rit/r,. eat modeste (voir
Fig. 42a). Le refroidissement ne provoquant qu'une contraction limit~e du domaine d'interaction. Cette
tendance eat confiride par lea expdriences de Padova at al. [60] ainsi que le itontra la figure 43. En
revanche, l'effet eat beaucoup plus marqud si Ia variation concomitante de Hi, qui doit normalement se
produire eat prise en compte (voir Fig. 42b).

La figure 44 montre l'accroisaement normalis6 de 6-passu de )Ilceet Ici
l'effet thermique "pur" eat important en raison de as r~percussion der l'pistriutio de IMacsse I

Q6
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a Paraitr de fIfe wmt1 cos5tant b - Ame erret sur le paramitre de form. amont __0 0 10.

Fig. 42 - Interaction en transsonique . Effet de tern- Fig. 43 -Interaction en tranasonique -Effet de tern-
pdrature de paroi . Rdpartitions de pres- p4rature de paroi . Rdpartition de preasion
Sian paridtale (dapr~s [591).priae(dars[0)

spdcifique. Enfin, la figure 45 donne la dvolutions du coefficient de frottemant paridtal qui sont uti-
lisdes pour d~terminer I'apparition du ddcollemant en pied de choc. Ainsi, on observe que refroidir la
paroi retarde Ie dacollement naissant comme cela apparatt plus nettement our lea courbes linites dans le
plan ( H4, , 1, ) tracdes Fig. 46. Toutefois, si l'influence du flux thermique ne se fait sentir qua sur

le psram~tre de forme initial Hj. , c'est-&-dire si ce flux eat appliqud en amont de l'intaraction our
une distance suffisante pour lui permettre de modifier la caractfiristiquas de Ia couche limaita, leaj
conditions de d~collement naissant sont peu modifides an vertu du m~canisma exposd 1 3.3. Tcutefois, il fautsouligner qu'un refroidissemant sera quand mgma bdndfique puisqu'il limiters. l'dpaississement de la
couche limite at fern qua le bulbe de d~collement sera tr~s rastreint.

Cr10'o 3 M.1,2
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S., .1510' "A
5~~P1 0 01wM.1
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a . Pwa,.tr, de Fo", affiGM constant b Am ret out r It paramitr. de towm anstt a.- Paritre do a tent,.11 cosant b. Awc efir w t.arae do ron. wgit

Fig. 44 I nteract ion en transsonique . Effet de tem- Fig. 45 -Interaction en tranasonique . Effet de tern-
p4rature de paroi . Evolutions de l'dpais- pdrature de paroi . Evolutions du coeffi-

* seur de d4placement (dapr~s [591). cient de frottement paridtal (dapr~s [59].
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11,2 n Fig. 46 -Interaction en transsonique. Effet de tern-
This. 6 1IngeC393 pdrature de paroi. Limite de ddcollernent

naissant.%
Efomnast. sIms attaci faw

V' XfU U R* 12 1.3 1.4 1.5 Hi
* A petairsr 6 rwm comam b. Paramtetn di rw .ar~abbs

Rdciproquement, chauffer Is paroi vs amplifier lea consdquences ndfastes de l'interaction en h~tant
l'spparition du d~collemsnt at en aggravant ie procesaus destabilisateur. De tallas rdpercussions
posaibles devront atre prdsentes A lesprit lora des simulations d'dcouiements A grands nombres da
Reynolds dona lea souffieries cryogdniques 161]

En Acoulsonint supersonique, la mamas tendances sont observdes, bian qua lea influences propres des
diffdrents parambtrs mis en jeu n'sient pas dtd sussi clairement ddgagdes qu'en tranasonique, fauts d'un
modble thdorique convenable. A titre d'exemple typiqus, Is figure 47 montre i'effet d'un flux de chalaur

A our is longueur de d~collsinent amont to (voir schdma de is figure) pour uns interaction se produisant
dsna un di~dre d'angle OC I un nombra de Mach /10 voisin de 3 (24, 62) . La r~duction de Lp rdsultsnt

d'un refroidiasement de la psroi apparaft plus nattament Fig. 48 ot) Von a reprasentd is rapport entre

*0Is ongusur normaliade lDIJ* (ce qui parmet de prndrs en compte l'influnca du nombre de Reynolds) IIl
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avec flux et Ia valeur de Ll dans le cas adiabatique. Dana le m~ine esprit, Ia figure 49 iliustre,
par un track des lignes de courant,ie changement de structure de is zone d'impact d'une onde de choc quand
Ia tempdrature de paroi eat modifide. Ces r~sultats expdrimentaux ant dtd obtenua par Back et Cuffel [63)
A un nombre de Mach Mo de 3,5. Ile mettent particuli~rement bien en dvjdence Ia contraction du bulbe de
d~collement provoqude par un refroidissemant deia paroi. Un tel effat eat aussi manifests sur lea rdpar-
titions de preasion paridtales dea la figure 50 qui ant dtd mesurdes dana une rdflexion de choc A
Mo =3,11 [64]

1.51
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Fg47 Interaction en supersonique. Effet de tern- Fig. 48 - Interaction en supersonique. Effet de tern-J

p~rature de paroi. Longueur dea ddcoliement pdrature de paroi. Longueur dea ddcoiiement
Cd'apr !s 1241). normaiisde (d'spr&s [24]).
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On dispose de peu dea ransaignementa concarnant is rdpercussion d'un flux de chaleur aur la limits de
ddcollement naissant en supersaniqus. Toutefois, sinsi que is montre la figure 51, ii eat clair qua le
ddcollement eat retardA4 aur une paroi froide. La tendance eat correctement raproduita par is mod~le de
Elfatrom r45] , o4t rappelona is, Ia couche limite eat reprdsentde par un dcoulement no iqsxmais
rotationnel. Dana ces conditions, is sul effet de is tempdrsture sera de modifier 1 prfld ombre
de Mach M dana la couche limits, un rapport TAr inf~rieur A i'unit6 dievant lea valeurs de M A

* proximitd de ls parai. En cons~quence, selon Is schdmatisatian de Elfstram, is couche limits cdveloppera
une plus grands rdsistance au d4collement, ce qua confirne 1'exp~rience, compta tenu d'une assez forte

* dispersion des meaurs.

a,*.

Fig. 51 - Ncollement naissant en supersonique. Paroi
30 0 non-adiabatique (d'apr~s [451).
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4.3 -Inkfuence de a & o'tme de ta pakoi-

11 sat bien dvidsnt qus is forms de Is parni sat aussi susceptibls d'agir sur une interaction choc-cauche
limits. Ainsi, an supersoniqus, un changement dea pants convanablement amdnagd au pain. d'impact d'un choc
incident psut an thdorie annular is choc rdfldchi par crdation d'une ddtente compansatrics. Un tel effet
peut dgalement Atrs crdd par uns injection paridtsls, canine naus is varronal 4.4. D'une mani~re gdndrala,
touts modification de forms entrainant une accdldration rdpartia ou non tandra naturellement h stabiliser
Is couche limits, en abaissant en particuliar son param~tre dea forms, c'est-b-dire rdduira lea riaques
d'apparition ou d'extenaion brutala d'un ddcollsment.
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En dcoulement tranasonique, on sait depuis lea expdriencea de Gadd 1441 que our une paroi convexe le
ddcollement eat retardd, tendance que prddisent lea modbles de Inger et deBohning et Zierep (16] En

particulier. ces derniera auteurs expliquent tin tel comportement par le fait que Is ddtente qui se forme i
ordinairement juste en aval d'un choc en tranasonique ("post shock expansion") eat intenaifide par une
courbure correspondant A tine oDnvexitd.A proximitd de la paroi, cette ddtente influe sour ie ddveloppement
de l'dcoulement dana un sans qui tend & retarder un possible ddcollement. Toutefois, d'aprbe lee calculs
de linger (39] , l'effet aerait foible, alors que le modble de Bobting at Zierep prddit tine influence
favorable marqude (voir Fig. 52). Ce point mdriterait d'11tre dlucidd par des expdriences plus aystdmati-

*ques que calles dont on dispose actuellement.

* . -Fig. 52- Dcollemeit naissant en transsonique. Effet

1.2 de corbr de lapr
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4.4 - lnALuence d'un .twun~gAt de nnuse a £ta pww.L

4.4. 1 - EJeJdw, .zgn setd.m.>e u t~d.& ~~ imite -

a.Comme nous le savona ddjk, l'intaraction avec tine onde de choc ddpend beaucoup des caractdriatiquea
initiales de la cotiche limite, A savoir

1- son profil de vitesse,

2- s distribution de nombre de Mach,

3- son frottement paridtal.

Ces trois caractdristiques sont susceptibles d'8tre profonddment affectdes par tin transfert de masse
-aspiration oti injection- pratiqud stir tine certaine longueir de paroi. La but le plus frdquecmment recher-I
chd eat de diminuer la trainde de frottement 156) et aussi d'agir stir lee flux thermiques soit pour lea 1
intensifier, cosmic done lea dchangeurs, soit ati contraire en vue de lea diminier, cas des aubagas de
turbine par example.

La maniare Ia plus naturella at la. plus cotiralmment employda pour modifier lea coefficients d'dchange
paridtaix: consiste A pratiquar l'injection (ou l'aspiration) du fluideaust travers d'une paroi rendue
Varmdable, tine plaque poreuse dtant sotivant titilisde.

Etant donnieason extrime importance pratique, la d~veloppement d'une coucha limite en prdaenca d'un affet
de tranafert de masse a fait l'objet de trbs nombreux travaux, excpdrimantaix aussi bien qua thdoriques,
dont l'axamen sortirait dui cadre de notre sujat. La lecteur intaresad trouvera dane lea r~fdrences (651 1

[70] (dont la nombre eat loin d'atre exhaistif ) des rensaignements plus complats stir cette question. En
fait nous nous limiterons ici A la prdsentation de qualquas examples typiquas done le saul but
d'illuatrer l'effet d'une aspiration oti d'tine injection stir certaines des propridtds d'une coucha limite
turbulente.

P..cr--__
u,2 APpr'

.P

Fig. 53 -Effet d'un transfert de masse stir lea pro- 1. ... 22. 0'2

U pri~t~s de Ia couche limite (d'apr~s [691). 1 1-

0'10' Re 10' 10' 10. R9  10'

Lea rdoultats prdsentda Fig. 53 sont empruntds& Asthbsa de Lili (691 .La taux d'injaction Feat ici I-
ddf ini comae la rapport F. e)% 0*.* ,,u oil V at l composante de vitasse normals h la paroi at e~
la masse spdcifiqie an -0. Lee courbes tracdes mettent en dvidence lea 6voltitiona suivantes

4 frtteentCf imins (oirFig 53b atla ouce liiteeat~paaai
I- tine injection ( F > 0 ) entratne tin "creusement" des distributions de vitesse ; ce qui se traduit

par tine augmentation du psrambtra de forme Aj (voir Fig. 53a). En mama temps, le coefficient de

2- tine aspiration ( F < 0 ) induit lea effete inverses ; c'est-h-dire qua i ddcroft at q, crott.
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Il eat A noter que lee tendances ci-dessus vont dons l~e m~ine acne que celles rdoultant de l'action d'un
gradient de preasion positif, dans le cas d'une injection, ou bien nigatif, dana le cas d'une aspiration.
Auaai, certains auteura (38, 71] ont proposd d'utiliser ce moyen pour simuler 1'interaction d'une onde
de choc avec une couche limite initiale destabjliode dane des installations oa ii eat difficile de mode-
ler I volontd le gradient de pression en amont de 1'onde de choc. Par cet artifice, on peut aussi envies-
ger de faire varier inddpendamment l'un de I'autre le nombre de Reynolds et le param~tre de forms qui ont, -

comme noua le savons ddjA (voir 1 3.1 ci-dessus), des influences bien distinctes. Il a Wt 6galement
suggdrd de pratiquer une aspiration paridtale pour reproduire sur des maquettes A petite dchelle des
caractdristiques de couche limite (dpaisseur 6 comparde 'i la corde du profil, par exemple) identiques
A celles rencontrdes our une sule en vraie grandeur (72, 73] . On aurait sinai un moyen de a'affranchir

V des facteurs d'dchelie bribvement dvoquda 5 3.5.

Il convient ndanmoins de remarquer que lea dvolutions de H,' et C1 rdalisdes par transfert de masse ne
se font pas toutes deux dana le sene des variations rdoultant d'un changement du nombre de Reynolds. En
effet, si par exemple R,( croft, ii y a diminution simultande de &~ et C/ . Simuler des grands nombres
de Reynolds par aspiration n'est donc correct que dans lea situations oax lea termes inertielsjouentun r8le

prdponddrant dens le processus d'interaction (voir Sci-dessus). IlAre dnce cas, il conviendra d'@tre

turbulence en particulier- sont complexes et souvent mel connues. En outre, leur mise en oeuvre aur des
maquettes de petite taille peut Otre ddlicate.

4.4.2 - Contite de Vi.nte~acti n 20.4 0.6 aton ag2a/c.e

Soumettre une couche limite qui va aborder une interaction A un effet d'aspiration paridtale eat certai-
nement bdndfique dana la mesureoti l'ondiminue sinai son param~tre de forme ce qui a pour consdquence de
lui confdrer une plus grande rdsistance a La destabilsation, d'oQ en particulier

1- une contraction des longusurs d'interaction,

2- un accroissement moindre des dpaisseurs if 6 et6

Toutefois, pour ce qui concerne l'apparition du ddcollement en pied de choc, nous savona ddjA (voir 1 3.3)
que le phdnom~ne d~pend peu de H5 .Bien plus, des calcule effectuda par Inger (743 (voir aussi Inger
et Zee [75] ), montrent qu'il peut m~ine se produire un renversment de tendance, c'est-&-dire qu'une

aspiration trop vigoureuse et susceptible d'entrainer une contraction du domaine d'interaction tellement
forte que lintenaification du gradient de preasion longitudinal qui en rdsulte pr~cipite le ddcollement
de Is couche limite. Au contraire, une ldgbre injection peut-retarder l'apparition du d~collement, comme
en timoignent lea distributions du coefficient de frottement paridtal reprdsentdes Fig. 54a. Un tel
comportement a dgalement dtd observk expdrimentalement par Squireet Smith (38] en dcoulement aupersonique :
pour is cas de lariflexion d'une onde de choc oblique.

0,2 - Ai

4. Fig. 54 -Interaction en transsonique. Effet d'un
transfert de masse rdparti (dapros [74]).

a - Cient de trttguut prital b -Epiniu..mt Is. cdi lIWO

i44anmoins, il convient de souligner qu'une aspiration eat en d~finitive toujours b~ndfique doesl
mesurs ofi, sinai que ls montre la figure 54a, le d~collement qui peut quand mms se produire demeure
extrOmement localiad et donc sans grand doimnage pour l'ensemble de l'dcoulement. D'un autre cotd,
l'Edpaississement de la couche limits se trouve fortement limitd et s8 "rdhabilitation" en aval du choc

*notablement accdldrde par une aspiration m~ms modeste (voir Fig. 54b).

9 Dana ccc conditione,c'eat principalement is contr8le en oval et au pied du choc qui se rdvble is plus
-~~ efficace puisqu' il tend A compenser i'influence destabilisante d'une interaction que l'aspiration

pratiqude en amont du phdnom~ne aura su pour effet d'intsnsifier. J

Sur ls plan technologique, une aspiration rdpsrtie de maniare continue sur un domains dtendu psut Atre
rdalisde au moyen d'une paroi permdable -ou poreuse- ce qui assure une bonne qualitd de surface St
dvite donc I& formation d'ondss de perturbation doe is partieseupereonique de 1'ficoulemsnt. En outre,

9 ce procddd permet de garder aiedment is contr8le d'une interaction pouvant se d~placer en raison d'un
r77-2changement des conditions amont, par exemple. Enfin, un autre avantege non n6gligeable de is paroi poreuse

eat de faciliter -dane uns certaine mesure- is moddlisation du phdnom~ne en rdalisant au misux une
condition aux limites de vitease normals tTL impoode en tout point d'une rdgion bien ddfinie de Is

h'S') surface de l'obstacle (lee problbmas de moddlisation sont discutds plus baa 1 4.7.l1). En contrepartie,
.* ?cette technique de contr~ls comporte un certain nombre d'inconvdnients qui font que son emploi eat en

fait limitA I

1- de tells parois sont faites d'un mat4riau poreux dont Is rugositd de surface a pour effet d'dpaisair
is couche limite et d'accrottre son paraln~tre de forms, c'eat-h-dire vs A l'encontre de 1'effet
attendu d'une aspiration dont l'action psut mms se trouver annulde.
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-cotd dcoulement, la pression n'est pas uniformse she a en smnt du choc une valeur nettement plus
bass que le niveau aval A, . En consdquence, pour une pression de cavitd P c uniforme sur l'autre

K" face de la plaque faisant office de paroi, l'aspiration sera forcdment momns intense devant le choc
*1A oft prdciadment shle devrait atre particuirement dnsrgique pour l'emporter sur Is rugositd. Bien %

plus, si c n'est pas maintenue en permanence A un niveau aesez bas il peut arriver qu'elle devienne
supdrieure I &~ si lee circonstances de l'4coulement changent. Il y a slors effet d'injection en
amont du choc avec les consdquences ndfastes que V'on imagine.

3- enfin, laspiration A travere une paroi qui doit avoir une dpaisseur suffisante pour supporter un fort
dcart de pression sons seddformerse fait au prix d'une perte de charge pouvant atre importante ; d'o
Ia n~cessit6 de rdaliser des niveaux de Ac souvent trbs bas.

En raison de son faible rendement, la paroi poreuse nWest donc guire utiliede sur lee avions oft, & grand
nombre de Mach, son refroidissement -qui peut s'avdrer indispensable- pose de trts difficilea problbmes.
En revanche, shle constitue un moyen intdreenant pour contr8ler et si possible annuler lee interactions
A la paroi d'une soufflerie oft Von dispose de facilitds et d'un "confort" plus grands qu'A bord d'un t
avion.

En fait, dane une soufflerie, 1'objectif le plus souvent vied n'eet pas d'dviter un ddcollsment ou de
minimiser lee conedquences ndfastes d'une interaction, mais d"'dteindre" un choc frappant une paroi en
emp~chant ainsi la formation d'un choc rdldchi qui risque d'interactionner une maquette. Ce problbme eat
crucial dans la simulation des dcoulements faiblement eupersoniques oft les ondee font un angle important
par rapport au vecteur vitesee. Cou~ on le sait, quand un choc incident ( Co ) produisant une ddflexion
A*, frappe en un point r' une paroi plane alignde avec V'dcoulement amont, il apparait un choc

* rdfldchi ( C1 ) crdant une ddviation - Ae. Dane cee conditions, l'extinction de ( C4') peut Atre obtenue -

de deux manibren

I- soit en donnant A la paroi en r' un changement de direction -AF Cette solution, que nous ne faisons
que mentionner, a dtd en particulibr 6tudide expdrimentalenent par Chew et Squire [71.

2- soit en pratiquant immediatement en aval de r une aspiration telle que la vitesse tr, soit dgale A
la composante normale &Vf en aval de ( C1 ). Ce deuxi~me procddd, qui eat plus souple que he premier
puiequ'il est facile d'en faire varier ha zone d'application et h'intensitd, a fait h'objet de nom-

P. breuses dtudes que nous ne diecuterons pan ici (voir A ce eujet Goethert [77] , Allen [78] , Raimn et

* Jones 179J , Vayssaire 180] )

En fluide parfait, he problbme a donc une solution de Principe simple ; main il st bien our compliqud
par ha prdsence de ha couche himite et he fonctionnement de la paroi poreuse. Pour en commenter certaine
aspects essentiels noun utihiserons lee rdsultats trbn inetructife obtenus par Lee [81] dane une 6tude
approfondie de Ia rdfhsxion. d'une onde de choc A un nombre de Mach amont Mo dgal 1 1,43 (voir aussi
A ce eujet Fournier et ah.[82) ). Lee a en particuhier observd que -pour le but poursuivi ici- he -

*maximum d'efficacitd dtait obtenu avec un ddbit aspird dit "faible". Dane ce can, l'interprdtation des%
visuahisatione ombroecopiques et des distributions de pression paridtale permet de mettre en dvidence
lee phdnom~nes suivante, reprgsentds our le schdma de ha figure 55a

1- en amont dui choc, he ddbit aspir et en fait quasi nul, Ia preesion A, 6tant pratiquement 6gale I
cells rdgnant dane he caisson d'aspiration, ?c . Alors, h'effet de rugosit6 l'emporte avec lee
consequences dvoqudes plus haut ( I# et Hi, augmentds) ce qui entraine une extension du domains
d'interaction et h'attdnuation concomitants des gradients de pression adverses longitudinaux.

2- en aval du point d'impact du choc incident, la preesion et ase glevde pour que l'aepiration soit%
effective. 11 se produit alore une rdaccdldration des parties & faible vitesse de ha couche limits

% d'oZt une contraction de ea portion subsonique. 11 s'eneuit, par effet de ddflexion dane Ia rdgion
oft la vitesc et supersoniqus, un renforcement de ha d~tente post-choc (4f ) (voir § 2 ci-dessus et
Fig. 4) ce qui tend I affaibhir he choc rdfldchi. Donc, ainei que le souligne Lee, ce cas eat cshui

* qui ae rapproche Is plus des modbhes de fluide parfait oft he choc et compensd par une d~tente locale
en Iengendrde par un changement de direction de ha paroi.

M....4

V I/If #.1,43

M-1Fig. 55 -Schdmas d'interaction sur paroi poreuse se-
#4"a * 4- on LEE [81].

a - Pwsn'Faihv! b A~ir~tiw~rwti

En revanche, quand l'aspiration et "forte" (voir Fig. 55b), shle se fait dgalement sentir en amont de

Vimactduchoc incident et, comma nous l'avons e i n rdoulte un "raidissement" del'interction

% alors aui modble de fluids parfait avec un choc rdf hdchi de force comparable A cells du choc incident.
*C'eet-&-dire,que dane ce cas,on minimise effectivement lee effete diseipatife done ce qu'ihe ont do

ndfaste maim on va A l'encontre de l'objsctif prdsent. *.

La rialisation de parois poreuses de qualitd posant de ddlicats prob~mee technologiques et leur utilisa-
tion ns permettant pae toujours d'aspirer Ie d~bit n~cessaire pour obtenir h'effet recherch6, en raison
des pertee de charge imporantes qu'elles crdent, on leur substitue frdquemnt des parois faites d'uns
t8le perferde. Le coamportement local de l'dcouleuent eat ici infiniment plus complexe, en particulier la
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condition aux linites I imposer dans les moddlisations ne consiste plus -en Principe- en une distribution
de vitesse t uniforme (pour plus de d6tails, voir 1 4.7.1 ci-dessous). En outre, de telles parois peu-

vent engendrer des fluctuations acoustiques intenses perturbant l'dcoulement A analyser, notamment parj

action Bur la transition (voir les Rdfs.r 83, 84) ). Leur fonctionnement et leur d~finition ont donnd
lieu A de nombreux travaux dont l'examen sortirait du cadre de notre sujet.

Pour conclure, il apparaft qu'une aspiration pratiqu~e sur une zone dtendue, notalanent en amont de i'onde
de choc, eat d'une efficacitd moindre qu'une action plus locale judicieusement dosde au niveau de
linteraction eiie-mgme. Il eat en tout cas certain qu une aspiration effectude uniquement en amont n au-
ra que peu d'effet sur le phdnombne si le choc est assez intense pour faire ddcoiier franchement is
couche limite. Cela reasort des conclusions relatives A l'apparition du d~collement (voir § 3.3 ci-dessua)

ainsi que des travaux ddjk anciena de Sterrett et ai.1T85]
Dana un tout autre ordre d'idde, une aspiration paridtaie eat parfois envisagde pour stabiliser une
couche linite laminaire afin de retarder ia transition, cette action pouvant 8tre combinde avec un

refroidissement de la paroi dont l'effet vs dones le mime aens. Il eat ainsi possible de diminuer consi-
ddrsblenent la trainde de frottement.

4.4.3 - Cont'bte de L'i~ntezaction poa,' aZ'igtion LcatL,6e - _ _ _

Nous shlons maintenant envisager lea dispositifa otL l'aspiration eat pratiquic dane la r~gion d'impact de
l'onde de choc en concentrant d'abord notre attention sur une description des phdnombnes qui se produisent
alore dans la zone d'interaction. Pour cela nous utiliserons lea rdsultats de i'anaiyse expdrimentale de
Mathews r86) . Cette dtude a dt exdcutde our un montage de rdvolution dans lequel un choc eat engendrd
par une Pointe coniqua de 1/2 angle Aq7 montde scion l'axe d'une tuybre de rdvolution donnant un
dcouienent uniforme de nombre de Mach Mo - 1,99. L'intersction consid~rde a lieu & i'impact du choc sinr
la paroi de Ia tuy~re. line aspiration localisde eat pratiqude au travers de trous percds normalement I is
paroi dane ia zone d'interaction. Lea deux parambtres de i'4tude sont d'une part l'intensitd du choc

00.00incident qui eat ajustde en changeant dip , d'autre part le dgbit aspird.

Y) w.guaurcm*rrtk*,, je limiSt* 201 !!.prai h riflicul r*tt eamelm
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Fig. 56 -Interaction en aupersoniquec(M m 1,99) Fig. 57 - Interaction en supersonique (Mo = 1,99)
A,? 100. 11feiof sans d6coliement, sans 'h=10 fetdaprto -..... = 00
aspiration (dapris [861).A-=1* fedasiton-oo

(dapr~s [86]). CLh-

La figure 56 reprdsente lee csrsctdristiquea esaentielies de i'gcouiement , d4duites d'explorationa A ia
sonde de pression, pour Of- 10* et en i'sbsence d'aspiration. Dana ce cas, colopte tenu de is vaieur

00du nombre de Mach Mo , ls rdflexion qui s'opbre sans dficoiiement visible, entraine une contraction des
tubes de courant (en fasit, comme le montre Is figure 58 lea dpaisseurs de ddpl~cement at de quantitA de
mouvement sugmentent) et un diargissement rapide et important de lapartie subsonique de la couche iimite. J
L'aapiration (voir Fig. 57) restreint nettement Is ddcdldration done lea parties infdrieures de is couche
limite dont is portion subsonique se dilate maintenant beaucoup momns. La zone hachurde, en smont des
trous d'aapirstion, reprdsente syinboliquement ia part d'dcoulement qui eat captde. En rdslitd, au
niveau de Vorifice, ii se produit une accdldration de Is partie la plus infdrieure de is couche limite
ce qui provoque localement un fort "remplissage" de son profil dont is vitesse demeure supersonique

%pratiquement jusqu'l is paroi.

Lea rdsuitsts portga Fig. 58 montrent que corrdlativement Is croissance des dpaisseurs de d~placement

et de quantitd de mouvement a dtd fortement freinde. En revanche, l'effet aur ie coefficient de frottement

paridtal eat linitd. Saion i'auteur, i'dliminstion de 2 A 4% du ddbit masse de la couche iimite suffit

pour provoquer iea modifications observdes, au delk de 4% le gain devient ndgiigeabie.

__ __ 0_ _ _ _ Fig. 58 -Interaction en supersonique (M = 1.99)

Q~as ** 2 ~ -F= 10*. Effet d'sspiration sur lea carac- 0
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Pour A~ 15% le choc incident poss~de une intensitd suffisante pour faire ddcoller la couche limite
ainsi que le prouve la structure dessinde Fig. 59 qui rdvble l'existence d'un choc de ddcollement
prenant naissance bien en amont du point d'impa(.t thdorique du choc incident. Dane ce cas, le "gonflement"
de la zone subsonique eat spdcialement important. L'effet de l'aspiration, reprdsentd Fig. 60, eat ici
encore plus spectaculaire. Au vu du ayst~me de choce, le ddcollement a dtg supprimd et l'dpaississelient

de Ia couche limite pratiquement annuld. Il en rdsulte une croissance nettement plus moddrde de i ecefcetd rteetraatmitnn ojuslreetpstf(orFg 1.Las
piration a complatement dlimind le fluide I basse vitesse de la partie infdrieure de Ia couche limite
qui, pour Ia paroi impermfiable, nt'ftait pas en mesure de franchir le Bout de preasion impoad par la
rdlexion et dtait de ce fait refould vera 1'amont pour Betovr"pidgd" done un bulbe de recirculation.

Y(.. I doe ini.doot Y-

20 o odiola rotr oI cowls limit* 20 r ~~ ca 1retin Is ed limits
paq &courant ~ -(0 higno ourant

- Fg 5 Itrat0ne uproi (Hnqu = ,9 Fg0 nercin nsuesniqe (H = 1,99
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pression plus foible, si bien qu'au niveau du choc Is couche dissipative eat en fait soumise A une

injection.

2- ii eat confirmd qu'aspirer en amoat de la rdgion d'iateraction eat pratiquement sans utilitd, ce qui
est particuliarament manifeste pour les dpaisseurs de ddplacemeat et de quantitd de mouvement.

3- l'effet favorable sur He,. eat maximal pour un ddbit captd reprdsentant 30 A 40% du ddbit de ia couche
linite.

4- ces essais oat aussi ddnvntrd quela meilleure performance eat rdalisde avec des trous inclinds vers
1',mont.

Les mesures soat compardes & un calcul effectud ao moyen de la mdthode de "saut" de Seebaugh et al.[91] r
dont ii sera question ci-dessous(voir 1 4.7.3)

tmowecment do r'uprotimn a;..4., - 91 a

%Ht,I . wa m ad. I'intwation
wbsios .4pLaration * . u cour de r'intwaction

. on motl d. I'iactiontj * '

M. 2,5 FStaiu d~ 1. r 0

dpratim (paro. perto".0

0.2, 2' 4: 6 - 0 2 4 'm

Fig. 62 -Interaction en supersonique. Contr6le par Fig. 63 -Contr~le par aspiration dana une prise d'air.
aspiration dana one prise d'air (dapr~s Effet sor les caractdristiqoes de is cooche
[89]). linite (dapr~s [89]).

Kentionnons enfin une dtude similaire de Wong [92] Dana ces essais, le but vied eat de contr8ler Vi'-
teractioa extr~mement forte se produisant so niveso du choc droit terminal d'une prise d'air A compression
mixte. Le nombre de Mach en amont vanie, selon lea conditions de fonctionnemeat, entre 1,6 et 1,9. Une
trbs bonne efficacitd - avec suppression complbte do ddcollemeat- est obtenue en aspirant par des portions
de paroi perforde aitudes en amont et so niveau de l'iateractioa. Toutefois, le boa fonctionnement do
syst&m eaxige que lea diffdrentea zones -daspiration soieat en communication avec des cavitds adpardes de
manibre h 6viter une recirculation do fluids cspt6. Lauteur propose dgalement un critbre simple
permettant d'dvaloer le ddbit masse & dliminer en amoat de l'interactioa.

La contr8le par aspiration localiade de l'interaction se produisant dana une angle dibdre a dtd envisagd
par Tanner et Gai [93] (voir aussi Gai [94) ). Dans ceo expdriences, le fluide eat aspir46 par one fente

* . de hauteur I diapoade entre la paroi amont -ici rectiligne- et la ramps d'angle oC (voir schdma our
Ia figure 64). Le nombre de Mach amoxut Mo eat dgal A 1,93 et trois valeurs de cc oat dtd considdrdes

( l 8, 12 et 16*). La figure 64a montre l'dvolutioa des distributions de prassion paridtales en
fonction du ddbit normalisd 1*I/?le pour le cas oC - 16' et 11 - 2,54 mm,ce qui correspond A

1,45le at u encore 1 Z 0,40. On observe qua l'aspiration parvient h rdsorber complatemant le
dcleetqiest manifests sur ls rdpartition I OL - 0. De plus, elle provoque one didvation doua

niveso de prassion oval qui paut acre rendo pratiquemant dgal so saut thdoriqoe en fluide parfait, c'est-
A-dire sans couche limits. La tendance obaervde s'explique par l'augmentation progressive en foaction de
is quantitd de fluide aspirde de Is vitesse sur Is ligne limits de l'dcoolemeat ddcolld, en verto do

- . mdcanisma ddcrit au 5 3.4 ci-desaus. L'effet de l'aspiration sur ls compression totals rdalisable est
doand par is figure 64b qoi met en dvidence qua is valeur du rapport M/mte ndcessaire poor attain-
dre ls niveau fluide parfait a one valeur bien ddfinie poor one haoteur ds fente A doande. En fait, -

ii exists des conditions optimales qoi ambnant A adopter pour A one valeur reprisentaat environ les
4/3 de l'dpaisseur de couche limite A dliminer. Poor la deux angles de rampe envisagds ici ( f=12 et
16*), le ddbit optimal reordsate resoectivement 12 et 21% do ddbit de is couche limita amont.

12 Q2

4 ,12 Q2

Q08 0 2 ,4 1

~~2 _ _-_-'_ aI7 Q
_J u 4 JIa

:1 ; O Fig. 64 -Interaction en supersonique. Contrble par

.P 2t- aspiration locale dans le ddcoliement We'-14 -2

as rfacei" do mi dre symdtique Lea~ d o nleetetpoou a ebaog 'nvlte si

tion, pratiquAde par une fente placde A la charnibre du valet, rdsulte de Is ddpreasion "natorelle"
entre l'extrados do di~dre et son culot (voir le achdma de Is figure 65). La figure 65a,oi6 sont
reportdea lea distribotions de pression paridtales,montre clairement Is rdsorption progressive de Is zone
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ddcollde au fur et A mesure que La 1argeur de la fente -c'est-A-dire Is ddbit aspird- augmente. La
figure 65b donne le ddbit normalisd "912haco nd cessaire pour dliminer complatement un ddcollement se "
produisant A Ia distance ( Xc -XV de la charniare du valet quand 11 0. On note que le rapport

hrh est pratiquement inddpendant du nombre de Mach emont Mo

P, M*123 ~1 .12

1 .27 1. Fig. 65 -Interaction en supersonique. Rdgime lami-
Q5.1 naire. Contrdle par aspiration locale dans

w ie ddcollement (daprias [951).

40 -~ ii i Z 60 ~ 00 b0 -( ) 1,5 2 2
pa - ipateos do pression pariktl ~ b.r iith Itiem t

Le contr8le d'une interaction en rdgime traneitionnel a dt6 examind par Pate (98] . Dans son expdrience,
- - le ddcollement a lieu h une jonction cylindre-jupe tronconique et l'aspiration se fait au travers d'une

sdrie de fentes disposdes juste en amont de la jups. Les mesures ont dtd effectudee pour Mo - 2,5 - 3
et 3,5 et deux angles de jupe ( 04 - 7,5 et 15*). L'auteur trouve lui aussi qu'A cc fiX6 le ddbit
normalisd 1L/~me ndceseaire pour obtenir une rdduction donnde de 1'6tendue d'dcoulement ddcoll6
est pratiquement inddpendant de Mo

Pour conclure ce paragraphe, nous dirone un mot des techniques ditee de contr8le,,passif propoedes par
certains auteure afin de diminuer la trainde des profile d'aile en tranesoniqueC 99, 100J . La mdthode
consists A rendre permdable une portion de l'extrados du profil de manibre A assurer une circulation
naturelle de fluide entre l'aval du choc et eon amont (voir schdma Fig. 66). On profite danc ici d'un

0 effet d'injection -considdrOd juequ'l prdsent coinoe ndfaste- pour dpaissir la couche limite amont en vue
de crder des ondee de compression progressives qui affaiblissent le choc drait d'extrados. En somme, ls
but est d'dtaler la compression ce qui a pour consdquence bien connue de minimiser l'accroissement

e % d'entropie, d'oai une trainde d'onde moindre. La situation ainsi rdalisde tend A simuler un profil A
-e compression sane choc qui e'adapterait automatiqusment A des conditions de nombre de Mach et d'incidencs
41..variablee sans que sa gdomdtrie ait A Atre modifide. La figure 66 montre un exemple de rdpartition de
-k nombre de Mach "paridtal" qui peut 8tre obtenue par ce moyqn [99] . En outre, l'aepiration qui se fait

sentir sur la partie arri~re du profil limite l'amplification des effets diseipatifs dane Ia couche limi-
te. Pour juger de la valeur de ce procfidd, a priori prometteur, il faut bien scir tenir compte de la

* trainde de frottement plus grands d'une paroi rugususe.

1,2,

M-I M.112

Fig. 66 -Contrdle passif cur un profil aupercritique Ile
en tranasonique (d'pr~e [99]). / P" pwumprei

qat
0 Q4 QC

aRtiti, du .. Ii do Mmriita,

4.4.4 -Opt.i6to de41o6t4 'ahAto

L'optimisation du dispositif d'aspiration et un probl~ms part icu li~rement canplexe qen.us neferons qu'6vo-
quer ici. Un tel dispositif doit satiefaire non seulement A des critbres de bon fonctionnement adrodyna-
mique mais aussi A des contraintes technologiques sdvbrs danes lecao d'une installation sur avion.

Nous avons ddjh parld des avantagese t des inconvdnients de la paroi poreuse qui permet une aspiration
rdpartie uniformfiment our une grands longueur, aussi naus n y reviendrons pas. Quand ii e'agit de
rdaliser un contr8le local sur uns surface continue, une fente disposde traneversalement I l'dcouiement
produit l'sffst maximal puieque son action intdresse la couche limits sur tout ou partie de l'envergure.
Cependant, si le contr8le doit Atre maintenu quand Is choc se d~place, il convient de mettre en place
uns succession de fentes parallbles rdparties sur la portion de surface balayde par l'onde de choc. Alors,
cousne nous l'avone ddj& mentionnd, la meilleure performance et obtenue en reliant cheque fente h un
compartiment inddpendant dont La pression eat ajustde en fonction de Ia pression ~%locale extdrieur
au droit de La fente ,ce qui permet en particulier d'dviter une circulation de fluids dans ls
acne avai-amont dont l'sffet eat le plus souvent considdrd come ddsastreux. IUn autre avantage d'un
dispositif A cavitds multiples et de permettrs Ia miss hors service des zones d'aspiration inutiles,
par exemple quand elles sont A l'amont dua choc ; d'oO uns dconomis d'dnergie at un gain our la tratnde
de captation. L'inconvdnient majeur d'un tel agencement et eon aseez grands complexit6 technologiqus,

% ce qui le rend difficilement utilisable our un avion.

Une variants consists A disposer plusieurs fentes dons e es l.jonitdinal,ce uasren dtibio
% plus continue de 1 aspiration et permet de garder le contr8le de 1 interaction quand Is choc se ddplace.

En autre, an 6vite de cette fagan lea perturbations importantes que crdent des fentes normales A La
drcinprincipals de l'dcoulement (dos une moindre tratn~e). La contrepartie eat qu'il devient alarm

plus difficile d'emptchsr uns communication avai-amunt.

-4
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Dana la plupart des applications sur avion, on s'est plut8t orient6 vera Vemploi de parois perfordfe qui
offrent, en queique sorte, un compromis entre is paroi poreuse et lea dispositifs A fentes. La ddfinition
d'un systtme de perforations assurant un fonctionnement optimal eat un problbme difficile, l'objectif .
vied dtant de parvenir A l'sffet vouiu tout en minimisant is trainde de captation. Comme on ie voit
Fig. 67, cette dernibre eat proportionnells au ddbit captd it. pour uns pression de cavitd Ac donnde.
11 s'agit donc, non seulement de minimiser Co mais aussi de d~finir is configuration qui permet d'aspi-
rer ce ddbit avec is pression A, maximale. De nombreux param~tres sont impliquds dans ce problbme, A
savoir

1- la position de Is zone psrforde,

.4-. 2- is gdomdtrie et l'espacement des trous,

3- la preasion dana le (ou lea) caissons(s) d'aapiration,

4- I'am~knagement du diapositif d'dvacuation de l'air captd,

5- is tenue aux efforts, A l'dchauffement, aux vibrations ..

Noua n entrerons pas plus avant dana cette ddlicate question dont Is rdponse eat recherchde psr des
proc~dds empiriqus ou semi-empiriques [101]

CD _

0,04

6.i Mit d iiriudair Fig. 67 -Coefficient de trainde de captation d'une
0.02 CD:cnufficint dotrainiiN psroi perforde. Exemple (dapr~s [101]).

Pc a Prisico do eawiti
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0 W; Q8

4.5 - Action paA' injection pa~Ait e a gai~bte vite&ae -6

Du saul point de vue des pertes par dissipation visqueuse et des instabiiitds que peuvent crder des
ddcolisments dtendus, une injection fluide A basse vitesse -qu'il faut distinguer d'une action par jet
local A vitease ilevis- a le plus souvent tine influence nifaste.

En effet, si i'injection eat rdpartie en amont de l'interaction, elie a pour consiquence d'accrottre le
- - paramitre de forme de Is couche limite (voir 1 4.1.1 ci-dessus et Fig. 53) et par 11 augments ia sensi-

bilitd de cette dsrni&re A laction destabilisatrice de l'onde de choc.

dicoliement et une 46livation dventuelle de son nivesu de pression en vertu du nicaniame bribvement expli-
qud su § 3.4. Il - aura donc 6paissiasement des couches dissipatives mime si iea gradients de pression
sont dana une zertaine mesure attdnuds.

Maigr6 ces aspects ndgatifa, i'injection paridtale eat parfois envisagde pour diminuer ia tratnde de
frottement (56] (voir 1 4.4.1 ci-desaus son influence sur is coefficient de frottement C/)ot bien,wr.

comme nous l'avons vu S 4.4.3 A propos du contr8le passif, pour dtaler tine compression. Toutefois, en
dcoulement supersonique, elle trouve as principals application dana la riduction des flux thermiguaparidtaux, tels ceux tra intenses rencontrda A l'impact d'une onde de choc en hypersonique 1[45F2102]

*Dana cette optique. Alzner et Zakkay E103) ont dtudiAi expdrimentalement i'effet d'une injection d'air
puis d'hydrogane sur une interaction avec dicoliement rdsuitant d'Une rdflexion de choc A Mo - 6 et
A un nombre de Reynolds suffisaimment 6lev6 pour garantir un rigime naturellementturbulent. L'injection du

F fluide dtait pratiqude par une fente ddbouchant tangentieliement A ia paroi dans is zone ddcollge. Les
distributions de pression paridtales sont reportdes Figs. 68a et 68b. Eiles montrent lea tendences

L 1~~- dana is cas ott is fiuids injectd sat de i'air et iorsqus is taux : etfie(iidc
0 S disigne lea grandeurs relatives au jet pariital), on observe tins croissance d'abord rapide du

nivesti de pression dans is ddcoliement. Puis ii y a renversement de ivolution, is pression dana is
zone ddcoille diminuant quand A augmente en mime temps que Is compression aui recollement a'amplifie.
tin tei comportement a dtd quaiitativement expiiqud au paragraphs 3.4 :on a alors atteint tine situ&-
tion oil ia quantitd de mouvement apportd par le fluide injectd i'emporte stir i'effst d'addition de

2-sse Le mode d'action s'apparente dans ce cas au contr8le par jet local envisagd ci-dessous.
2Is remontge du dicoilement vera l'amont observde & A dlev6 eat d~e h i'effet d'obstacie du jet de
gas.

3- & dgalitd de taux d'injection, l'augmsntation de Is pression dana s ledicoilemsnt eat beaucoup plus
importante avec i'hydcog~ns. 11 eat en fait bien conns qus ls senaibiiitd d'un buibs ddcoi< h
lapport de masse est d'autant plus grands que Is ga'7 injectd a une densitd plus basis, soit tn
raion de as masse moldcuisire faibie, soit de as tempdrature dlev~e (523. .

Lea rdpartitions do flux de chaieur 9 ,normaliag par la valeur 9.en iabsence de choc et d'injectioN,
sont reprsentiea Fig. 69a et 69b. L'apport de fiuide a pour consdquence ds diminuer fortement lea niveaux
de flux, l'hydrogbne as montrant beaucoup plus efficace, comme on pouvait a'y attendre. Dana iea pr~sents
easais, ii y a m@me un changement de aigne de 4 immidiatement en avai de is fente, par suite de la r
diftente que ls jet subit I as sortie.
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Fig. 68 - Contr6le par injection locale dons la zone Fig. 69 -Contr8le par injection locale dons la zone
ddcollde. Rdpartitions de pression pari4- ddcoille. Rdpartitiona de flux de chalsur%
tale (dapr~s [103]). (d'apras [1031). 4

Le comportement. qui viant d'9tre dtcrit montre donc qu'il doit Ztre possible d'agir par injection sur un
Aiscollement pour en limiter 1'dtendue, voire le supprimer conplatereant, A coniition de bien doser l'injec-
tion qui devra 9tra pratiquke dons la zone ddcollde ells-mne.

En effet, sinai que nous vanons de le rappeler, au-delk d'uns certaine valeur du ddbit t , la fluida
injectd apporte suffisamment de quantitd de mouvement A 1adcoulatuant pour lui permettre de n6gocier nine

* . compression plus importanta au recollement par accroissement de la vitessa as our la ligne de courant
sdparatrice ( .5 ) (voir 1 3.4 plus haut). L'action eat bien s~ir favorisda si la vies reat sansi-
blemant orientda dans la mama direction qua As~ , c'sst-h-dira de manibra que Isacomposan/e longitudinale

* . de la quantitd de mouvemant Ail4j soit maximale, ce qui ambna A pratiquar lVinjection par una fenta
* faisant face A L'aval at cd-bouchant tangantiellement A la paroi. Dans ces conditions, le procdd peut sa
*rdvdlar extr8mament af ficaca comme la montrent lea expdriences de Viswanath et al. [(104] . Ces autaurs ont

dtudi6 la ddcollamsnt dans un di~dra d'angla 06 = 20" placd dana un dcoulement bidimensionnel de nombre
de Mach Mo - 2,5. Us ont envisag6 deux positions de la fante qui se trouvait A une distance Lj14, - 0,77
puis Z//r - 1,54 en amont de l'origina de la rampe. La figure 70 donna l'dvolution des r~partitions de
Ia prassion paridtala an fonction de La prassion g6nkratrice Ai, du fluida inject6 pour Lj/,F - ,54.
Quand j*~augments, on observe la diminution progressive de la tailla du bulba d6colld, jusqu'A la
d;.s.parition complate de ce darniar. La figure 71 montre ia variation avec la rapport AV11/oe de la
distance de recollament ddfinie sur la schdma en ancart. Ella prdsante dgalement une comparaison des
r~sultats de Viawanath at al. avac ceux d'autraa autaurs ayant utilisd une injection par fante situde bian
en amont dui ddcollement 6ventual. Dans ca darniar procddd, qui va atra examind au paragrapha suivant,
1'6nergie eat coaununiquda, non pas au fluide d~colld, mais & la coucha limite amont avant qu'elle n'aborda
la ragion d'inteaction. Dans le cas prdsent, cette deuxiama fagon de faire eat beaucoup momns afficace
qua Is premiara.

Pr A.I7 injection dons Is diollaraant d
P.~ flispaf saurflaq de Iacouchliits senta

3 A ~~f
305inet Kr .2.5 4.

ane ~neto ngn e . anjecti65 C

* 0 0,4 0,8 14

Fi. 0 onrll pr njcio dn I dcll- ig 1 Cnr~a a ijetindaa a27ole

Fiation au nivpar dnecton daoc let prcoblemantg La montrde panr~l injplusioconomqe quantl

addbit A mettra en oeuvre. Nkanmoina,sxtraire du fluids dont la prassion eat souvent basse puis ensuits
lvacuer n eat pas toujours chose aisde. Pour cala, ii faint en effat am~nager un ou plusisurs caissons

dont Iencombrement paut ftre inacceptable, comma dons inns prise d'air par example. En outra, ce procdd4
% ainsi qua celui consistant I injectar de l'sir A basse vitasse, pardent touts sfficacitd si l'onde de

% choc se d~place ca qini eat souvent is cas dens la pratiqus.I On a donc dtd amen4 A envisagar un contr8le p~a ouffla de la couche limits an amont de Ia r~gion 06a
Is choc est susceptible de se placer. La princips ds laction consists ici A apportar de l'6nergie
m~canique A l'dcoulement d4E fa.;on A lui parmattra de franchir avac inn minimum de domnmage Is gradient de
prassion adverse. 11 s'agit en fait d'un procddd claasique largemant employd en subsoniqus pour prdvenir

% la d~collement dans 1a5 diffussaurs ou sur las valets de dispositifs hyparaustentataurs. Il a donnd lieu

5-...A de tr"a nombrauses 4tudes qua nous n'dvoqusrona pas ici. S

La fonctionnement du soufflage en dcoulement auparsoniqus a 6t6 plus spdcialement analys6 par Peaks [105]
A partir d'expiriences A Mo -1,8 at dons una situation de rdflexion d'un choc oblique. 11 sat d6mon-
trLS qua l'afficacitd de catte m~thode d~pend de plusieurs facteurs dont lea plus diterminants sont la
quantitd de mouvement I. du fluide injectd at Ia distance /j' sdparant la tuy~re (am fente) de soufflage
du pied dui chc 's -dire du gradient de press ion antagonists.
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A valeu detjfixde, la distance L/ la plus appropride rdsulte d'un compromis entre deux dvolutions
qui sont reprisentdes achdznatiquement Fig. 72. A savoir

1- d'une part ii faut que Ii soit suffisante pourque le processus de mllange (ou d'entratnement) qui
assure le tranafert d'dnergie du jet souffld vera Is couche limite ait eu is temps de faire pleinement
son effet en asaurant tan bon "remplissage" de ladistribution de vitease initialemant digradde. Fsate
de quoi,le gradient adverse vs refouler l'Ccoulement inauffisamment accdldrd. II y a alors formation
d'une poche "ddcolide" aua sein du fluide dans la rdgion oia is vitesse (donc aussi la
preasion gendratrice, si lea deux dcoulements sont A la mime tem~pdrature gdneratrice) passe par tan
minimum. Ce phlnomine appeld par Peake "wake flow reversal", eat en fait un dclatement du aillage sous
l'effet du choc. 11 s'accompagne en glndral d'un accroissement apectaculaire du niveaa des fluctuaticaw
turbulentes qui peut Otre is cause d'inatabilitla et de pertes d'efficacitd si le dispositif at
utilial dana une prise d'air.

2- d'autre part, ls nouvelle couche linite se ddveloppant entre is jet at ls paroi a une 6paisseur
qui croit avec 11I peut done arriver, ai Is distance Z' eat trop longue, qu i atigne une
valeur telle que is gradient (dont l'effet eat prapartionne A Ii fas oller~ette couche
limite Wcest le "boundary layer flow reversal" de Peake). De plus , la vitease maximale du jet

* diminue quand Id augments, ce qui tend bien afir A aggraver le procesaus.

x

Ltum-iniwoFig. 72 - Reprlsentation achdmatiquede l'effet de

*p 
sufflage de la couche limite (dair~s

L. ~ x

L'eclatement du aillage eat dvitd si is pression totale dana is zone de mdlange reste constamment
supdrieure AIis preasian atatique locale ; ce qui constitue un critAlre permettant dlkvaluer la distance
minimale requiss A partir des propridtda de ls couche de mllange qui peuvent Atre determines avec tans
banne prlcision en utilisant des mod~les classiques. On peut egalement eatimer l'dvolution de l'Ipaisseur

9 jpuis, en appliquant un crit~re de ddcollement (voir 1 3.3 ci-desaus), dlf inir Is valaur de A ne pas
passer. Ainsi, dana sea expdriences, Peaks trouve que La. conduit A is meilleure eff acit6.

-. ~.La quantitd de mouvement apportde eat le plus souvent caractdrisde par le coefficient

~ ( b =envergure)

*qul reprdsente is rapport antre l'excla de quantitd de mouvement du fluids injectd (relativement A l'Itat
de vitesse local U50p dana l'Ccoulement amont) et le d~ficit de quantitd de mouvement dana Ia couche limi-

tata de soufflage star profila. Toujoura dana le cas des expdriences de Peaks, tans valeur de 9a, proche

de tan donne la meilleure performance.

L'utilisation d'un jet parietal pour contr8ler tans interaction choc-cotache limits en tranasonique a t
dtudide par Wang et Hall r1071 (voir aussi Wong [ 108) ). Ces auteurs ant effectud leurs expdriences aur

-1-6: un montage aimulant une prise d'air o~i le nombre de Mach Mo en amont du choc droit terminal sat de 1,8.
L'air eat ici injectd aua travera d'une sdine d'orifices percds dana tans petite marche ds maniilne A
favoriser le melange avec l'dcoulemsnt externe. La figure 73a montrs l'Cvolution des rlpartitions de la

VP preasion paridtals quand C_ vanie et la figure 73b la variation de l'efficacitd de la prise d' air en
fonctian de son coefficient de dlbit pour lea mimes valeura de 9~.La dlcollement dtendu observd a

C- 0. diaparatt des qus Cu z 0,9 et, A partir de -1,5, la performance rejoint pratiquement le
niveaa iddal A 1% prba. Quand le ddbit captd diminue, le choc droit se dlplace en direction de l'amont
si bien qu'il finit par as placer devent is dispositif d'injection.Comme Is fait voir la figure 73b,
il se produit alora uns chute de l'efficacitd prouvant qu'un aoufflage en oval de 1 interaction sat
d'un faibla secours,

* Dana is cas prdsent, ii a dtd obsarvd qus ce dispositif de contr8le devenait inopdrant pour Mo - 2 NO0].
En effet, A ce nombre de Mach, is ddbit requis eat tel qus -pour des dimensions de trous inchangdes- la

presion 'injctin deiantsi levds qua lea jets eclatent fartement produisant sinai tan effet
d 'obstacle faisant lui-me dlcoller I I~cotalement. II y a donc 11 tan aspect ndgatif dont il conviendra

% de se mefier. De fait, en modifiant convenablement le syattme d'injection, Schwendemann et Sanders [1101

sont parvenue I maitriser des interactions jusqu'A Ma - 1,96. 11s nt dgalement mis en dvidence
qu 'employer -A ddbit it. dgal- de l'air chaud n'apportait pas de gain appreciable contrairement A ce
qua lon dtait n droit d'attndre pui sque CI& se trouve ini fortement augmentd (de plus de 350% pour
difini A partir de la quantitd de fouvement iniectde Z itz eat vrajment aignificatif.
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0 Isz- Fig. 73- Contr~le par soufflage de couche limite
0,4 ' " MTo 7 0 0. * , m a" I dans une prise d'air (daprbs [107]).

01i oL Cecirnt~ di dibit
0 0q4 0Q6 1,2 0 0.4 0Q8

a -Ripetiom, do presion parietal. b Perforwm de Ia pries d'air

4.1 - Au~t~e6 puoc~d0_ de cortte
Ii a dtd dgalement suggdrd d'augmenter l'6nergie m~canique de Ia couche limite qui vs franchir is choc
en mettant en oeuvre des gd~ ate de tourbilions ("vortex generators"). Il s'agit en fait d'un procd-
dd ciassique couranment utlia sur ME es ailes d'avion en subsonique pour retarder l'apparition des
d~coiiements. Il consists h disposer, en un endroit judicieusement choisi sur le profile tans rangde de
petites ailettes en incidence dmergeant dela paroi (voir schdma a de ia figure 74). Ces ailettes crdent
une s4rie de tourbillons sensiblement parall~es entre eux qui op~rent un transfert de quantit6 de
mouvement depuis l'dcoulement "sain" vera la partie basse de la couche limite. L'emploi de gdndratsurs n.
de tourbillonspour contr~ler tans interaction choc-couche limits star un profil transsonique a dtd
envisagd dis 1950 par Donaldson fill] . Uitdrieurement, Pearcey C 112] s'sst livr6 A un examen plus
approfondi de cette technique en cherchant, en particulier, A optimiser la forme des ailettes de manibre V
A maintenir tine bonne efficacitd dana des conditions de fonctionnement varides. Ii a dgalement considdrd
la possibilitd de crdation de tourbillons au moyen d'une sdrie de jets dmis par des orifices inclinds

(voir achma b de la figure 74). L'avantage du procdd serait de produire une augmentation de train~e
n'es pa utle.Touour seon Rarcy la g~raeur a etsn~cessiteraient des ddbits d'air moins

impotans qe l sofflge e l cochelimits. La figure 75, empruntde A Pearcey, montre ati moyen de%
visulistios sriosopiuesunecompraion ntr divrs ype decontr~le.

Aim

aGiniratejrs a ajiette b -Ginrateurs i jets b - Sgiratwrs i tubill d . wu ffa

Fig. 74 -Contr8le par gdndrateurs de tourbillons. Fig. 75 - Conparaisons des effets de contr~le par
gdndrateurs de tourbillons et soufflage
de couche limits (dapr~s [112]).

line mani~re extrAmement efficace d'Eviter is ddcolleinent au niveaa du choc droit terminal d'une prise
d'air supersonique consists A dliminer tout ou partis de Is couche limits A 1'aide d'un pijge placE A&
l'androit convenable. On peut ainsi amdliorer considdrablement l'efficacitd de i'dcoulement principal,

* le pioge ayant en outre pour fonction de stabiliser is choc et d'autoriser une Eventuelie variation du
d~bit du compreaseur sans pour autant d~samorcer la prise d'air. De plus, is ddbit &Eliminsr peut 8tre
extrait avec un minimum de pinalit6 en profitant de l'effet d'entrainemsnt du (ou des) jet(s) propulsif(s)
par l'amdnagement judicisux d'une (ota de) tuy~rs(s) multi-flux.

Les prises d'air avec piage A couche limits ont donnd lieu A de nombreuses Etudes ds miss au point lors 9.
du ddveloppement du projet Concorde. Le fonctionnement adrodynamique d'un tel dispositif est tr~s
complexe, nous n'en donnerons ici qu'une description succinte empruntde A tans analyse dA-taillde faits par

L~~. Leynaert C 113] . La figure 76a reprdsents sch~matiquement l'organisation de l'Ecoulement dans Is zone
de captation. On observe qus ls choc "terminal" ( Co ) eat en fait tan choc oblique incurvd vers is
diffuseur A l'approche du pi~ge dans lequel rbgns tans preasion de cavitd Suivant lea cas, Pc est
supdrieure oti infdrieurs A la preasion , de l'Ecoulement amont, ce qui provoque soit uns compression
soit tare ddtente A l'origine D du piage. Le schdma de la figure 76 correspond A une sSituation ook AC eat
6gale A P, . Le choc ( Co ) rencontrant Ia frontibrs isobare de l'eau-morts A la preasion &~ , une

d~tente se forms A son point d'impact avec dRviation de l'dcoulement principal qui le long ds Ia
frontiL~rs conserve Is preasion Aic , donc aensiblement is m~me nombre de Machqu'en amont de (4C ), la
perts de pression gdndratrics A travers de (C.v ) 6tant psu inportants. Un choc droit ( C ) met fin A is
s'dcarte de Ia zone de m~lange entre I'Ecoulemrat principal et l'eau-morts et s'6vanouit sur la ligne
sonique. En aval du pied de( C1 ), la fronti~rs de l'Ecoulement subsonique prend uns courbure tr~s brusque

sl!pour compenser par effet centrifuge le gradient de pression entre l'eau-morte et l'Ecoulement contigu
recomprimd par choc. Le ddbit aspirE eat concentrd dans as quasi-totalitd en un jet attachE au bard aval

Fig. 36), c'est-h-dire qus seuls lea particuls fluides aitudes au desaus ds la ligne limits ont tins

driergie suffisante pour a 'Ecouler noratalement vera le diffuseur. Les particules plus lentes sont refouldes
dana Is cavitd ot) elles se ddtendsnt pour former tin jet Etroit pouvant atteidre localement des viteases
stpersoniques colmus is repr~sents Ia figure 76b (se reporter A Is Rdf. (113) pour une description plus
compl~te de ces phinoinanes).
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D J~ Fig. 76 -Contr~le de 1'interaction par pibge A
R couche limite (d'aprbs [113]).

(C,)

A- mila9rurA gmwaI b Dkotaus ruinIImwt R

le dtude plus fondamentale du fonctionnement des prises d'air avec pitge A couche linite a dtd effectude
par Meauzd r 114 J . Cet auteur a ex~cutd des expdriences tras ddtaill%4es our un montage de Principe et
proposd surtout une mdthode de calcul simple A caractbre global permettant de prddire avec une bonne

%. prdcision lea performances du systbme.

4. 8 - ModUI otiona ptopoagaJ powr. wie intem'acXion onde~ de~ choe-coudie Unm~e aec tbuz~e~t de m4e

* 4. 8.1 - GbznJwI~tgA-

Pour a'en tenir au cas d'un gcoulement stationnaire, bi- dimensionnel, plan ou de rdvolution, une des
4principales difficultds rencontrdes par la moddlisation r~side dona ia forme de la conditon aux unites

I appliquer A la paroi dane Is zon aD le transfert de masse eat opdrd. Done is plupart des ndthodes
propoodes, cette condition eat exprim~e en 6crivant qua is composante de vitease nornale AJt et la masse .
sp~cifique ej, sont imposdes dgales A des fonctions de l'abscisse X donndes. Or, done is pratique.
seule is pression , (et dventuellement aussi is temperature T ) rdgnant done la cavitd d'aspiration
eat commodgment accessible si bien que tr~ (et f&. ) doit Atre ddduite de Ac par des relations souvent
trbs approximatives. La difficultd se trouva dvideusnent considgrablement accrue si l'aspiration eat pra'-
tiqude au travers d'orifices ou de fentes, l'dcoulement prenant alors localement une structure tridimen-
sionnelle extr~mement complexe qui devra fltre fortement sch~matisde, compte tenu des possibilitda actuel-
lea des codes de caicul mgrne lea plus performants. '

-"%6

La paroi poreuse rdalise assez fidbiement le cas d'una rdpartition continue de tranafert de masse et,
., , ~ Pour catta raison, se prate plus aisgnent A des calculs beads sur des mod~les bi-dimensionnels. Toutefois,

malgrd cette relative simplicitd, une premibre difficultd de taille eat rencontrde dana l'dvaluation de
&r partir de is diffdrence de presiion A c-$. ) de part at d'autre de Isa plaque. Dana ce but, on

ne dispose jusqu'h pr~sent que de relations tr"s enpiriques fondges aur is loi de Darcy en vertu de%
laquelle

Zr . (X) I (cMe

oil le coefficient ~Eddpand, entre autres, de is permdabilitd -pas toujours bien connue- du matgriau
dont is paroi d'dpaisseur e eat faita.

De plus, dana le cas turbulent -qui eat le plus frdquent- ii faut tanir compte de l'effet de transfert
de masse et assi de l'influence de is rugositd aur le modble da turbulence employd, qua celui-ci soit
du type alg~brique ou & dquations de transport [69, 115- 1173 . L'axamen de ce point -essential pour
is qualitd de is prddiction- nous entratnerait trop loin ;le lecteur intdreas trouvers dana la
tb~se de Lee [81) , ddjh citde, une discussion approfondie de ce probltne avec de nombreuses rdfdrences.

~ -, Dana ie cas d'une paroi A trous, lea informations pernettant d' estimer une rdpartition de tr4 aliste
* sont encore extrnAmment rares. Ce n'eat qua tout r~cemmant qua des renoeignements trbs instructifs ont

dtd pubids par Hingst at Tanji [118) . Ces deux auteurs ont procA-dA & des mesures du ddbit traversant
% lea orifices d'une paroi au moyan d'un fil chaud, 1'interaction envisagde rdsultant d'une r~flexion

de choc A Mo - 2 at 2,5. Las figures 77a at 77b montrent lea distributions du d~bit local Ax norma-
Had4 par le ddbit total aspird pour deux valeurs de l'intensitd du choc incident A Mo - 2,5. Coumme on
pouvait asIy attend~eVLJ eat dvideimment plus Alevd dana lea zones A haute preasion ; par ailleurs un
accroissa ment de Is force du choc entratne une augmentation de Is pression de cavitd fc d'oDi une diminu-
tion de VEX an amont du choc. Pour des sauts de pression encore plus grands, ii paut se faire qua A*C
d~passe N, d'o4 un effat d'injection dont lea consdquences ndgatives peuvent annular la b~ndfice de
1'aspiration -sauf dana le can du contr8le passif (voir § 4.4.2 ci-dessus). Ii a dgsiement dtd notd,
qu'A une abscissa donnge, le ddbit captd dipendait uniquament des conditons locales rdgnant dana l'4cou-

lemnt xtrier t nn ds alersde *x en amont de Ia station considdrde. Cette observation peut aider

02 P 0Q2 P

0,0

000zon ztd'api ration 000

00%
Fig. 77 -Rdpsrtitions de d~bit dana une psroi' pe- 2

*forge. Rdflexion da choc A H,, 2,5 0 4,60 2

(d'apr~s [118]). T4
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'Va - DNCIeiion duchoc incident Af6 b DirIexion du chat incident tP.6,5*4
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4. 8.2 -Ca.&uZ6 paA mWtode de coupta-ge e~t 'tlotution dea guation6 de Navie4-Stokz

A notre connaissance, les calculs d'jnteraction avec transfert de masse ant dtd surtout effectuds en
*laminaire pour des raisons dvidentes de simplicitd. Par exemple, Don Gray et Mauss (119] ont considdrd

le cas d'une rampe en dcoulement bi-dimensionnel plan et oat utiliad une technique de couplage fluide
* parfait-fluide visqueux directement inspirde de Ia thdorie bien connue de Lees et Reeves [120] . Rappelons

que dans cette mdthode, la couche limite est calculde par une mdthode intdgrale svec des relstions de
fermeture ddduites de solutions de similitude. La compatibilitd directionnelle entre le fluide externe
irrotationnel et la couche dissipative (dquation de couplage) est exprimde b Is frontia-re 1 'dcoule-
meat extdrieur obdissant A une relation d'ondes simples. Dane leur version, Don Gray et Mauss utilisent
lee profile semblables solutions de l'dquation de Falkner-Skan dons le cas d'une peroi impermdable en
se fondant sur le fait qu'un transfert de masse eat assimilable A un effet de gradient de preasion, comme
I's montr6 Stock C 121 1 . C'est-&-dire qu'une couche limits de plaque plane avec injection a la m~ine

O'.r distribution de vitasse qu'une couche limite accdldrde sur paroi impermdable. Nous avons ddjA dvoqud cette
similitude dane le paragraphe 4.4.1 o~i ii s'agissait du cas turbulent. Les interactions moddlisdes
Don Gray et Mauss correspondent k une aspiration pratiqude par une fente situde prbs de l'origine de la
rampe. Les rdeultats qu'ils obtiennent sont en assez boi, accord avec les expdriences de Ball 196] et
celles de Rhudy [97 1 ,comme le montre la figure 78.

P Thi,.
. 3aeisr"Ce - a

Fig. 78 -Calculs par couplage visqueux-non viequeux
de Don Gray at kMause [119]. Aspiration par

2 - .- -fente en laminaire.

a . CamWaiu a .spihnres de RHUDY C 7 b - Compwailm a"tw
do BALL C(96

Des calculs laminairee ont aussi dtd axdcutds en rdsolvant lee dquations de Navier-Stokes par voie
nuindrique. Ainsi, Hania at al. [122] oat considdrd le cas d'une rdflexion de choc avec aspiration.
uniforne cur une portion de paroi d'dtendue limitde. Lee 6quatioas soat rdsoluas par une technique de
marcha dane le temps utilisant ie schdma classique de Mc Cormack. Lee auteure oat de catte fagon pu
procdder I une dtude systdmatique de l'influence des principaux paramatres :nombre de Mach amont Mo
intensitd du choc incident, emplacement at 6teadue de la zone d'aspiration, valeur de la vitesse d'aspi-
ration. Lee figures 79a et 79b inontrent, A titre d'exempls, la variation de la longueur de la zone
ddcollde en fonction de ces divers facteurs. On y retrouva lea tendances misee en Evidence par 1VexpE-
rience, notamment le calcul confirme qua l'efficacitd maximale eat rdalisde en aspirant dana Ia
rdgion oi le bulbs de ddcollement se formerait si Ia paroi Etait imperm~able, toutec chases ractant

* Egales par ailleurs.

La rdsolution des Equatione de Navier-Stokes laminaires appliqudes au nme problbme a igalement dtd
affectude par Tassa, et Sankar [123] . Les figures 80a at 80b donnant lee r~partitions du frottemant at
de l'Epaisaeur de ddplacement calculdec par eux done une rdflexion & Mo - 2. On voit qu'une aspiration
trbe moddrde parviant A supprimer complatement le ddcollement at pr~vient l'Epaississement de la couche
limite.

14.22
Fi' 2_1.

___~/ _ _\ 7x(.m)
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a wictiodrn du a"&pwwn btsotnrw onmrtdo ich a Carcn do ruottamt pariel b Epinrodioepmwt

Fig. 79 - Calculs Navier-Stokes de Hania at Al. en Fig. 80 - Calculs Navier-Stokes de Tassa at Sankar
en laminaire [1231. Rdflexion de choc pulaminaire [1221. Evolution de Is longueur H .~=3,9.pu

du ddcollement. N .A 25*

Nous a'avona pee connaissance de calcuic analogues pour Ie ccc turbulent. II convient adanmoine de citer
is travail da Lee [811 qui a excdcutd des calculs de couche limita "ciaseiques" I partir de distributions
de preesion meaurdes dans une rdflexiob de choc cur paroi poreuse. Las rdcultate qu'il a cinci obtenus

40 fournissent des renseignemeats prdcieux cur lee problames posds par la moddlisation de la turbulenca dane
ces circonstances.

La Principe de base dec mdthodes globales consists en 1'dcriture d'Equationa de bilan pour is fluids

trsersant um volume de contr is antourant l'interaction at qui eat liitE, an rbgle dadrale par is
paroi, une section d'entrde 0_O , wne frontibrs extdrieure at une section de sortie If place en aval
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lB oa Ia preasion eat redevenue uniforne. Sachant que l'objectif eat ici de ddterminer _lea caractdria-
tiquea globales de la couche limite pour un rapport de preasionj to/$, donnd entre Q et Q et un
ddbit injectd (aspird) fixd, en dcoulement 1di baiquelerbiepsadtrjinnuequ nta
plus souvent lea Epaisseura If , i"et 8fen k() . Lea bilana de massc et de quantitd de mouvemant
fourniasent deu~k Equations, une relation suppldeantaire eat obtenue en cupposant que lea distributions
de vitesse normaliadas Alel(/)appartiennent A une familia A un seul parambtre de forme.

Il exiate un aases grand notnbre de mdthodes de cc genre pour i'interaction onde de choc-coucha limite
auaai bien supersonique qua transsonique. Parni lea mdthodes prenant en considdration un transfert de
masae, nous citerons celle de Seebaugh et a1. C 91 1 qui traita la rdflexion en supersonique et celia de

Baker [124) qui s'applique au choc quaai-normal en tranasonique.

etr C.) (.

LE 7 q c -

pt'1I i. - ~de Seebaugh et Al. [91. i ~hd lbl

0

a -Aspiration pa Waei paro ou eant. b . Aspiration par icope

Le volume de contr8le considdrd par le mod~le de Seebaugh et al. eat dessind Fig. 81. L'Ecart AE entre
la limite (£)extdrieure et la fronti~re 30 en Qeat introduit pour tenir compta de 1'entrainement
au d~triment du fluide externe. Lea Equations de bilan sont Ecritac sous la forme suivante (cas bi-diman-
sionnel plan)

1- pour Ia masse

~jeic~+
0

2- pour la quantitd de mouvement

~ -J au~ L~ #'

* eat le frottement moyen entre at 69 et 4t~ ia composante de quantitA de mouvement scion xC
du gaz injectE. Lea preasiona sont fournies par le calcul de fluide parfait et AdE d~termind en axprimant
que le taux d'entrainment le long de (£)eat le maine qu'an amont de 1'interaction.

Dana le 'cas d&unc paroi porcuac ou & trous, on admet que Vaspiration (1injection) se fait normalement,
donc kr. 1 0. Pour une fente, telle quc celia decainde Fig. 81, isx eat supposde dgaic A la quantitd de
mouvcmcnt du fluide axtrait au moment oin ii entra dana le volume de contr8lc. A lorigine, Seebaugh et al.
utilisajent des profils de vitesse 41'Le en puissance. tine premi~re amdlioration a dtE apportde par%
Mathews (86] qui a introduit una reprdsentation plus rdaliste s'inspirant de ia loi composite de Coles[19.

- . Enfin, la m6hode a Etd perfectionnide par Sun at Childs r1251 qui ant en outre traitE le cas de rdflexions
succasaives. Le mod~le de Baker eat tras proche de celui qui vient d'4tre d~crit, aussi nous n'en dirons
pas d'avantage A son sujet.

Des m~thodes approchdes ont Egalement dtE proposdes pour traiter le cas de i'aspiration par fente A la
paroi. Ainsi, Pearson (126) donne un procdd prddisant is d~bit de couche limite A xtraire pour
prdvenir le d~collainent sous l'effet du choc (voir ausci Kutschenreuter at al. [127) ). En bref, ces
modles reposent soit sur i'emploi d'une forne cimplifide de i'Equation int~grale de Von Khrmhn obi le
frottement paridtal eat ndgligE, soit sur des considdrations relatives AL la capacitd du fluide, pr~s de
la paroi, A franchir le saut de pression cans 11tre refould ; ce qui met an cause as quantitE de mwuva-

bent ainci qua laeffet d'antrainamant.

5 - CONCLUSION

La piupart du tempa, linteraction entre une onda de choc at une couche limite a des consdquences trbs
* . prdjudiciables sur la performances des dispositifs adrodynamiques (profile trancsoniques, prises d'air,
* turbomachinec, etc...) . Il en rdsulte toujours un accroicsament des pertes par dissipation visqueuse,
* parfoic catastrophiqucs quand le choc at asee intense pour faire d~coliar is coucha limite. En outre,

l'augmantation spectaculaire du niveau des fluctuations turbuientes qui se produit alors eat souvent A
i'origine de fortes inctabilit~s.

L'interaction choc-couche limite eat un phdnomfne particulibrement complexe dont le m~canisme n'eat peas
encore entiLrement dlucid6. En rkgime turbulent, ii 6chappe pour 1'instant A une pr~vision quantitative
rt~llement catisfaisante, maigrd lea progris considdrables accomplis par la m~thodes de calcul.

11 eat ndaninoins possible, B partir de i'anaiyse des nombreux r~sultats expdrimantaux naintanant dispo-

nibles at en s'appuyant sur des considdrations rationnelies, de dagagar des propridtds at des tendancesg~indraics pour iee distances d'interaction amont, is dastabilisation subia par Is couche limite at lee
conditions d'apparition du d~coilement en pied de choc. Un tel examen pr~liminaire, limitd ici au cas£ turbulent, permet de mieux comprendre le mode de fonctionnemant des moyens employda pour contr~ler
l'interaction afin d'en prdvenir la consdquences ndfastes.
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* Le principe de base de ces techniques eat d'accrottre I'dnergie m~caniqus de la zone dissipative de
inani~re A lui permettre de franchir le choc en subissant Is ddgradation minimale et en lui dvitant surtout
de d~coller.

Les procddda utiliads peuvent Atre clasada en deux catdgories .

1- ceux agisaant en amont de l'intersction par "manipulation" de ia cauche limite avant qu'elle n'aborde
le choc. Ii a'agit ici de remplir son profil de vitesse afin d'auginenter a "raideur". Ce rdsultat psut
8treabtenu par refroidjasement de la paroi, effet de courbure, aspiration paridtaie rdpartie, apport

.6 de quantitd de mouvement par soufflage ou activation des dchanges turbulents au moyen de "gdndrateure
de tourbillona",... De telles techniques ant en gdndral uns efficacitd faible mais elles permettent
de conserver le contr8le loraque l'onde de choc Bs ddplace.

2- ceux qui sont appliquda au niveau st/au imanddistement en aval de l'intersction. LA. on peut agir gait
en gliminant par aspiration is zone de fluide "mort" tendant A Be former au pied du choc, gait en lui
conmiuniquant de is quantitd de mouvement par une injection localiade. L'efficscitd de ce procddd eat
tribs grande, un ef fet spectaculaire pouvant Atre rdaiad avec des ddbits f luides extr~mement rdduits.
En contrepartie, ii y a perte de is possibilitd de contr8le si le choc vient A as ddplacer largement,
coms c eat le cas Bur un profil, par exemple.

Chacune de ces techniques prdaente sea avantages et sea inconvdnients compte tenu de l'objectif visd
et des contraintes d'ardre technologiqus ou dconomique. Ainsi le problbme se pose en des termes diffdrenta
dens unesaoufflerieo~l'on cherche l'extinction d'ondes rdfldchies -lA une aspiration rdpartie par une
psroi permdable peut Otre une bonne solution- et Bur une ails ou dana une prise d 'air ai c 'eat ls rdduc-
tion des pertes par effet visqusux et la suppression des ddcollements qui sont avant tout souhaitdes.
Dana cea circonstances une aspiration (ou injection) locale smle devoir Altre prdfdrde en raison de son
efficacitd et de a plus grands simplicitd de miss en oeuvre. Enfin mentionnons qu'action amont rdpartie

* et action locale sont souvent combindes, comme c'sst is cas dans is contr8le pasaif.

Lea mdthodes de prdvision sont encore rudimentaires (sauf dana is cas laminaire), leur ddveloppement Be
heurtant A de difficiles probidmes de moddlisation de Is turbulence et A is prise en compte rdaliste de
conditions aux liites complexes. Dana ce domains, des efforts de recherche sont dminemment souhaitables.
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% A partir d'une prise d'air bidimensionnelle munie d'un pi~ge A couche limite interne et optimis~e
vers Mach 2, on cherche 4 d~finir, avec le minimum de pi~ces mobiles, une configuration assurant
encore de bonnes performances jusqu'i Mach 3+. Les principaux param~tres g~om~triques consid~r~s
sont

- 1'inclinaison de la rampe de compression
- ls loi de diffusion interne
- la section d'entr~e du pi~ge interne.

-La premire partie rappelle Vint:r:t du pige i couche limite interne et le avantages d'une,
g~om~trie ' iriable.

La seconde partie pr~sente la maquette A grande 6chelle utilis~e dans la soufflerie supersonique
S2 Modane de 1ENERA motorisation, moyens de mesure et de visualisation interne. Elle comporte-
la projection d'un film visualisant par ombroacopie l'6coulement au niveau pi~ge interne pour diver-
ses manoeuvres (d~placements de rampe - diffuseur, mont~e en Mach, mise en incidence, obstruction
interne).

La derni~re partie analyse quelques r~sultats ainsi obtenus avec cette maquette de prise d'air.
*.Le choix de deux configurations assurant des fonctionnements corrects dana deux domaines de Mach,

par optimisation de la g~om~trie du pi~ge, eat comment:6.

INTEREST OF INTERNAL BLEED FOR A TWO-DIMENSIONNAL

AIR INTAKE OPERATING IN A WIDE MACH NUMBER RANGE (1,8 - 3-)

SUMMARY

* From a two-dimensionnal air intake with an internal bleed and optimized for approximately Mach
number 2, a new configuration is sought allowing still good performance up to Mach number 3+, but
with the minimum of movable parts. The main geometrical parameters are

- the slope of the external compression ramp,

%- the internal section law of the diffuser,

- and the inlet section of the internal bleed.

* The first part recalls the interest of internal bleed and the advantage of a variable geometry.

.J . ~The second one presents the model which was built at large scale and its equipments: motori-
zations, measurement devices and internal visualizations. The tests were performed in the supersonic
wind tunnel S2 at ONERA Modane center. A movie shows schadowgraphs of the flow in the air intake
geometrical throat, where the internal bleed is located, for several configuration changes (external
ramp or diffuser wall rotations, increases of Mach number or angle of attack) and variable internal

9 iFobstruction.

The last part explains some results, obtained with this air-intake model. The choice of two confi-
%gurations allowing corret performance in the studied Mach number range, by optimisation of the inter-

nal bleed geometry, is commented on.
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I - INTRODUCTION-

Pour aller plus vite ou plus loin, certains missiles des nouvelles g~n~rations ont recours A la propul-
sion sarobie. Le turbor~acteur est esmentiellement utilis6 pour les engins subsoniques a mayenne et
longue port~e ; pour les vols supersoniques, le stator~acteur eat g~n~ralement pr~f~r6. Dans les deux
cas, le missile devra 8tre 6quip6 d'une ou plusieurs prises d'air assurant l'alimentation du moteur
pour toutea les attitudes envisag~es (incidence, d~rapage ou roulis) et parfois dans des domaines de
Mach importants.

Si V on a 'int~resse aux missiles supersoniques propuls~s par stator~acteur, tous les probl~mes lis
au fonctionnement i basse vitesse avec des bords d'attaque aigus, et en transsonique, sont 6vit~s grfice
i I'acc~l~ration auxiliaire par propulseur A poudre. Par contre, la sophistication des prises d'air
d'avions aupersoniques, n~cessaire pour l'optimisation aux diff~rents nombres de Mach supersoniques et
pour la phase d'acc~l~ration, ne peut 6tre accept~e sur un missile tactique. Il en r~sulte que tout
he domaine de Mach supersonique doit 6tre couvert avec des prises d'air "Performantes mais Rustiques",
c'est-i-dire avec le minimum de g~om~trie variable ,la g~om6trie fixe 6tant bien sur l'optimum pour
le devis de masse, le cofit et la fiabilit6.

Deptiis plus de 10 ans, I'ONERA 6tudie de facon assez syst~matique, lea diverses primes d'air succep-
tibles d'6quiper de tels missiles El) A [51 . Le positionnement sur le missile, le nombre des entr~es
er leurs formes font partie des param~tres 6tudi~s. Dana ce cadre, un engin avec deux prises d'air bidi-
mensionnelles adapt6es Vera Mach 2 avait 6t6 essay6 en soufflerie. La d~finition de la prise d'air
r~sultait bien sflr de 1'exp~rience acquise en France sur le programme Concorde [6] A (101

Dana le cadre d'un projet de missile de mgine type, 6tudi6 par l'induatriel AEROSPATIALE, on a recherch6
A etendre le domaine de fonctionnement de cette prime d'air bidimensionnelle, jusqu'A Mach 3 environ. -

Ces easais r~alis~sen coop~ration AEROSPATIALE-ONERA constituent l'objet du travail pr~sent6.

* 2 - CONCEPTION DE LA PRISE D'AIR-

.r-2.1 - Int~r~t du pi~ge A couche interne-

On s'int~resse A une prise d'air bidimensionnelle adapt~e, 6 l'origine, A un nombre de Mach voisin de
- - 2. Pour ce faire, la rampe eat demain6e de facon que lea choca focalisent juste mu voisinage du bord

d'attaque de la car -ne pour ce nombre de Mach d'adaptation. Son profil r~sulte 6galement d'une optimi-
sation de l'efficacit6 pour ce mAine Mach. La premi~re planche pr~sente une strioscopie montrant une -

compression supersonique externe se terminant par un choc S ha limite du d~tachement, au niveau de la-
car~ne.

* L'impact de ce choc aur la rampe de compression implique ha pr~sence d'un pi~ge A couche limite interne
afin de minimiser l'interaction de ce choc avec la couche himite me d~veloppant mur la rampe. Deux
grandes families de pi~ges internes mont envisageablem

- soit avec une paroi localement poreume ou plus g~n~ralement perfor~e,

- soit avec un trou b~ant.

La seconde planche montre une application de ce premier principe avec le projet de prime d'air annulaire
de 1'avion de transport mupersonique am~ricain et la suivante une coupe de la prime d'air du Concorde
o6 la paroi pr~sente une discontinuit6.

Le fonctionnement de ce pi~ge, rappelA sch~matiquement sur cette planche a d~jA ft6 longuement d~crit
par mes concepteura [11) et [12) ; cela ne sera pam repria ici.

* On peut noter deux diff~rences quant A l'utilimation de ce pi~ge sur un avion du type Concorde et pour
* un missile. L'obtention d'un d~bit secondaire ayant une bonne efficacit6 pour lea fonctions annexes

n~cemmaires mu turbor~acteur et ma tuy~re n's aucun int~r~t pour le missile ;pour ce dernier, le d~bit -

capt6 eat 6vacu6 A 1'ext6rieur mans 6tre utilis6.
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Par contre, un avantage suppl~mentaire apparait avec l'emploi d'un stator~acteur. Si de facon g~n~rale,
ce pi~ge permet la r~gulation et assure une meilleure stabilit6 de l'6coulement p~n~trant dans la prise
d'air, avec un stator~acteur, ii devient particuli~renent avantageux pour att~nuer lea effets des 6ven-
tuelles instabilit6s de combustion qui peuvent remonter dans la manche.

2.2 - Int~r~t de la g~om~trie variable-

En partant d'une prise d'air proche de l'optimum A bas nombre de Mach (Mo..2), on s'int~resse A son
% fonctionnement jusqu'i Mach 3 environ.

En d~passant le Mach d'adaptation, les choca issus de la rampe p~n~trent sous la car~ne et provoquent
des d~collements conduisant a des pertes d'efficacit6 no'ables. Si le nombre de Mach amont crolt encore,
ces d~collements subsistent, mais de plus, la recompression choisie i l'origine (d~viation impos6e par

* la rampe) devient insuffisante ; le nombre de Mach en fin de compression supersonique externe est trap
6lev6 et le choc final a une efficacit6 m~diocre. Pour une prise d'air bidimensionnelle, le remide 6
ces deux probl~mes eat obtenu en redressant la rampe amont. Th~oriquement, on peut associer un angle
de rotation de cette rampe avec l'augmentation du nombre de Mach pour assurer une certaine optimisation.
La faible inclinaison de la car~ne, pour minimiser la train~e,est une contrainte suppl~mentaire.

On voit alors l'intAt d'un pi??ge A couche limite interne obtenu par un trou bLant qui isole la rampej
amont de la paroi aval plac~e dans le diffuseur. Toutefois, pour assurer un ralentissement correct de l'6-
coulement dana cet 6l6ment, ii eat n~cessaire d'adapter la position du bord d'attaque de cette paroi

6 ceile de i'extrkmit6 aval de la rampe amont ; ce point sera pr~cis6 ult~rieurement.

2.3 - Application 6 une prise d'air de missile-I

Pour un missile tactique dont ls dur~e de vie a'exprime en secondes, on recherche dans la mesure du
possible, des constituants, lea prises d'air en particulier, lea plus simples possible afin de r~duire

lea coats et augmenter ia fiabilit6.

Dana ce but, ii et n~cessaire de trouver dea positions des rampes de compression et de diffusion qui I
correspondent A un campromis acceptable dana tout le domaine de vol supersonique du missile. Une solu-
tion de secoura peut Atre envisag~e avec deux positions discr~tes des rampes -une premi~re satisfaisant
lea conditions de vol pour lea "baa Mach" et iasaeconde pour les' iauts Mach". La limite entre ces deux
domaines doit r~sulter des essais en soufflerie. Avec une telle solution, on 6vite une r~gulation en
continu de is position des raw~pes avec ie nombre de Mach.

G'est dana cet esprit qu 'une maquette A grande 6chelle de is prise d'air bidimensionnelle, avec de
nombreuses motorisations, a 6t6 r~aiis~e pour 9tre essay~e dans is soufflerie supersonique S2 de
l'ONERA implantke A Modane Avrieux. Lea positions des rampes et lea dimensions du piage A couche

- % limite interne sont lea paramitres g~omftriques d'6tude.

3 - MOYENS D'ESSAIS-

3.1 -Description de la maguette-

La maquette correspond A une prime d'air de missile de type bidimensionnel, d'un rapport hauteur (H)

La rampe de compression, constitu~e de 3 di~dres, assure une adaptation A Mo = 2,15 en position nomi-
nale. Le bord de fuite de cette rampe constitue le dktait du pi*g A couckse limite interne. ExceptL& un petit

* 6Al6ment fixe Ai 'amont, ella pivote autour d'un axe situ6 A 0,35 H du bard d'attaque. Ce d~battement
angulaire ( )madifie le profil de is rampe de compression qui peut ainsi passer de 3 A 4 di~dres

pour S1>'O . La position de i'axe de rotation r~sulte de is n~cessitA& de fermer l'entr~e d'air pendant
is phase d'emport du missile sous avion. 7
A lavai du pi~ge A couche limite interne, ia paroi sup~rieure du diffuseur et constitu~e de deux

* Son inclinaison par rapport A l'axe longitudinal de la prime d'air eat d~finie par le paramitre
S) .La plaque situ~e A i'amont d'p la pr~c~dente A une inclinaison rep~rie par le param~tre

* . A1  laxe de rotation eat situ6 A i'extrkmit6 amont de is plaque pr~c~dement d~crite. La longueur
de cepanneau reglable par position discr~te permet de faire varier celle du pi~ge A couche limite -

interne.

Tous ces param~tres angulaires C , et Ss ), ainsi que celui qui caract~rise is section sonique
du pi~ge (Arp) mont variables continuement en cours d'essais grAce A des motorisations implant~es

dasl aute len eat de mime de l'obturation du d~bit principal qui permet la simulation des%

% Des hubiots en verre, plac~s dana lea parois lat~rales de ia prime d'air au niveau du pi~ge A couche
limite permettent la visualisation ombroscopique de l'6coulement interne. La photagraphie de la

planche 5 lea met en 6vidence.
La carea une pante interne initiale de ll*.
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-.- 3.2 -Montage d'Essai-

*L'ensemble prise d'air et d~bitnit-tre, pritsent6 sur la photographie de la planche 6, est f ix6 latitra-
* * lentent sur le dard de is soufflerie, au moyen d'un mat situt au niveau de is prise d'air.

* Ce dard, rei i un secteur traversant verticalement Ia veine ,. permet Ia mise en incidence ainsi que
la mise en roulis de la maquette.

* La prise d'air est prolongike. en fin de diffuseur, comae indiqut sur le schitma de Is pianche 7,par
un 61liment qui comporte un peigne de prises de pression, iui-mgme suivi d'un obturateur mitcanique,

compost de deux papillons contrarotatifa, qui assure Ia variation du rkgime de fanctionnement deI

* En aval de is maquette, le dititmittre est muni de 3 grilles d'hamogitnitisation afin d'obtenir un itcou-
lement uniforme dans le plan de mesure situt en amont du col sonique permettant la meaure du ditbit.

3.3 - Eguipeinent de msure-

Le plan de sondage principal eat situt en fin du diffuseur de is prise P'air (Pl. 7). Ii comporte
45 prises de preasion d'arr&t ritparties en 5 rangites de 9; les parois sont itquipites de 6 pressions
atatiques: 4 latitrales, 1 en haut et I bas (planche 8).

Dans le pi&ge interne, l'itquipement se compose d'un peigne mitdian de 6 prises de pression d'arr~t
placit en amant du col et de 4 prises de pression statique ; deux sont associites au peigne. les deux .
autres sont placites dans la cavitt sous la rampe amont.

* Au culat de chaque cal (ditbitmittre et pi~ge interne), une prise de pression statique permet de contr6-
ler l'amorgage.

Dans le ditbitmittre, 4 prises de preasion atatique situites At un diam~tre en amont du convergent permet-
* tent de s'assurer de l'homogtniisation de l'itcoulement et de calculer le ditbit alimentant

le .ioteur. Le ditbit total captt eat alors obtenu en y ajoutalt le ditbit iaesur6 au niveau du
col sonkcue 'u pi6&.e interne.

3.4 - Soufflerie 

Lea easais ant 6t6 effectuta dana is soufflerie continue et pressuriste S2 du centre de Modane
Avrieux de l'ONERA. La veine aupersonique de 1,75 x 1,85 m2 a 6t6 utilis~e. La tempitrature genitra-
trice eat toujoura voisine de 300*K. La preasion gitniratrice eat de 1,6 b pour lea nambres de Mach .
infitrieurs et seulement de 1,2 b At Mach 3.

Lea cinq motorisations de la maquette associites aux variations des param~tres souffleries (Mach, I

Incidence, Roulia) ant permis Is rialisation d'un essai de prits de 7 heures sans arr~t de Ia souf-
flerie. Le choix des diverses configurations ittait posaible gr~ce au traitement en temps quasi ritel

* des meaures de preasion , aux tracits des courbes caract~isti'ues (2Efficacitt-ditbit) et ii 1'enregis-

trement syst~matique des ombroscopies avec un magnittoacope.

4 - RESULTATS D'ESSAIS-

4.1 - Prise d'air nominale-

La 6-omitrie de Is prise dPair nominsie, itgalement ditnommite "baa Mach", eat schitmatiste sur is planche
4. Lea positions angulaires des diveraes rampes sont alora.

Cette configuration eat proche de l'optimum At Mach 2 pour lea faibles incidences. Par contre, commer
% le montre is planche 9, l'efficacitt maximale chute trits rapidement avec l'augmentation du nombre

de Mach. On peut noter une trits litgire sensibilitt At 'incidence, dana is plage 0-6*, pour lea grands

n'6omb tidu coefcin de ditbit At incidence nulle confirme i'adsptatian de Is prise d'air vera

Mach 2,15. A 60 d'incidence, is section de is priae d'sir face au vent sugmente et le ditbit captt
6volue en consitquence.

Les ombroscopies pritsentitea sur ia pianche 10, sinai que celles du film ritalist lora des esas
46 (13) permettent d'expliquer lea performancea obtenues.

La premiitre, effectute At Mach 2 en ritgime quasi-critique. montre f
* ~- la focalisation des chocs issus de Is rampe amont vers le bard d'attaque de Is caritne

- le choc fort interne impost par cette derniitre et limitt par Is ligne de jet sitparant le ditbit
4Pprincipal de Ia zone d'eau morte du piitge, .

- et le choc "droit"' limitant le domaine supersonique accrocht au bard d'attaque du piege.
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* A Mach 2,6, sur Ia seconde ombroscopie, on constate que tous les chocs issus de la rampe amont p~n6-
* trent dans la prise d'air et que le jet ne recolle pas A l'aval du pi~ge qui n'a alors plus aucun

r~le.

A Mach 3, le d~collement a disparu pour ce r~gime supercritique. Cependant on peut v~rifier is faible
* inclinaison des chocs dana la prise d'air d~e aux nombres de Mach locaux tr~s 6lev~s r~sultant d'une

trap faible compression amont. En r~gime critique, le choc droit de fin de compression sera intense
et l'efficacit6 sera alors m~diocre. On peut 6galement noter un d~collement interne sur la car~ne
provoqu6 par les chocs issus de Ia compression externe ; le deuxi~me choc oblique en est Is preuve.

* 0 lne varianteg de tette conf iguratia~ dont lea 6carts de performances sont n~gligeables consiste A
-. r~duire V'angle & et augmenter ~jtout en maintenant A la mAine hauteur le bord d'attaque de la

- paroi haute du diffuseur. Cette configuration 0&=o~ O,5~t 6, = 90 ) permet de minimiser
la divergence initiale du diffuseur A Mach 2 mais 6galement d'obtenir des configurations syant de
meilleures performances A Mach 6lev6 en ne d~placant que le ler 6l6ment de is paroi du diffuseur

( 90 = Constante) .

4.2 -Con figuration 'haut Mach"

Pour les grands nombres de Mach, le missile vole At des altitudes importantes qui peuvent conduire
A des incidences d'6quilibre sup~rieures A 50. Pour des prises d air mont~es lat~ralement sur le
fuselage, l'incidence locale croit encore (th~oriquement, elle double A la paroi) et une l6g~re survi-
tease doit 6tre prise en compte.

En cons~quence, l'optimisation a 6t6 r~alis~e A grande incidence. La planche 11 compare les effica-
cit~s maximales sinai obtenues, par exemple A 120 d'incidence. On met en 6vidence un gain atteignant
pr~s de 20 % d'efficacit6 A Mach 3 avec la configuration "Haut Mach" pr~sent~e. Ii faut noter que
ce gain s'att~nue larsque le nombre de Mach d~croit et s'annule m~ine vera Mach 2,5. Du point de vue

* d~bit, il eat bien 6vident, que la rotation de Is rampe amont conduit A une perte non n~gligeable.

La planche 12 qui d~f init cette nouvelle configuration ( 6e,c. = 5-et =90) met en Avidence
une plus grande sensibilit6 A l'incidence dana le domaine 0-6* pour l'efficacit6 maximale et inver- ,.
sement une faible influence en ce qui concerne le d~bit alimentant le moteur.

Si lVon compare, A faible incidence ( o( -..0*), lea performances de cette configuration avec celles
de Ia prise d'air nominale, planche 13, on constate un gain d'efficacit6, essentiellement vera Mach
2,6 inais qui s'annule vera lea nombres de Mach inf~rieurs et vera Mach 3. Cette configuration ne
pr~sente pas d'int~rAt pratique A faible Mach A cause de l'iinportante perte de d~bit occasionnee par
la rampe amont braqu~e de 6*.

* 4.2 - G~am6trie de la section d'entr~e du pi&ge-

La g~oin~trie du pi~ge eat caract~ris~e essentiellenent par deux param~tres:
- Ia hauteur relative des deux arAtes limitant la section d'entr~e (bord de fuite de

la rampe amant - bord d'attaque de la paroi sup~rieure du diffuseur).

0- et la distance entre ces deux arAtes.%

-Pour Ia conf iguration naminale, le dimensionnement r~sulte de l'exp~rience de la prise d'air du
Concorde. Cette optiinisation eat trait~e dana diverses r~f~rences (8) A (111 . On se limitera ici A

0 quelques indications relatives au fonctionnenent A Mach 3. 0

Pour une position donn~e de la rampe amont, donc de son bord de fuite, on peut faire varier Ia hau-
- teur relative du bard d'attaque du diffuseur, A une petite variation de la longueur du pi~ge pr~s,

en modifiant l'inclinaison SL du premier 6l6ment du diffuseur, en conservant par exemple le second -

fixe (S3 =90)

La planche 14 pr~sente lea caract~riatiques (Efficacit6, Coefficient de d~bit) sinai mesur~es A Mach
- -. 3 avec la prise d'air placee A 60 d'incidence pour trois inclinaisons du premier 6l6ment.

-. On constate que loraque le bard attaque du diffuseur eat aenaiblement A Is hauteur du bard de fuite
de la rainpe amont (1-=9* ), i'efficacite eat maximale et une l6g~re perte de d~bit par le pi~ge
eat alors mise en bvidence. Si ce bard d'attaque eat en retrait important, un d~collement apparait
et le pi~ge ne fanctionne pas canine prevu.

On a constat6 par ailleurs qu'en inaintenant le bard d'attaque fixe et en r~duisant l'angle ,on
peut am~liorer 16g~rement le rendement. Le param~tre essentiel sinai pr~sent6 eat bien Ia position

* relative des arAtes du pi~ge et non la pente initiale du diffuseur.

% ~La seconde grandeur caract~risant le pi~ge eat Ia longueur de son auverture ; celle retenue initia-
lament (configuration nominale) eat voisine de 0,45 H. Des essais ant 6t6 r~alis~s en r~duisant is
longueur du premier Al1inent constituant Is paroi sup~rieure du diffuseur afin d'augmenter is section
d'entr~e du pi~ge. Des exeinples de r~sultats sont pr~sent~s aur is L-lanche 15, A Mach 3, avec ces
pi~ges dont la longueur eat port~e A 0,95 H pour trais positions 0d de is rampe amont. Ii faut
pr~ciser, que lea Al6ments d~finissant le diffuseur 6taient adapt~s pour avoir dana chaque cas lea
aneilleures performances de is prise d'air ; en particulier, le bard de fuite de is ran~pe ainont 6tait

-~ senaiblement au mAme niveau que le bard d'attaque du diffuseur.
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Paur les deux inclinaisons extr~mes essay~es de la rampe amont on constate une perte du d~bit alimen-
tant le moteur lorsque le pi~ge eat long, ainsi qu'un l6ger gain d'efficacite' en regime subcritique.
Ces r~sultats sont coh~rents avec un fonctionnement correct du pi~ge qui en absorbant du d~bit assure

une am~lioration du rendement de l'6coulement principal.

Si Voan consid~re la position interm~diaire de is rampe amont (61 = 87 qui donne avec le pi~ge court
d'arigine las meilleures performances pour catte attitude et ce nombre de Mach de vol (gain appr6-
ciable par rapport aux configurations (St = 6 ou 9*,7), on constate que l'agrandissement du pi~ge
a un effet tr~s d~favorable pour l'efficacit6 et ne conduit pas i une perte de d~bit en super-

* critique. Cela r~sulte du fait, que dana ce cas, l'6coulement ne recalle plus au niveau du bard
d'attaque du diffuseur le pi~ge A couche limite interne ne jaue plus son rale.

On peut donc conclure qu'en g~n~ral, l'augmentation de la section d'entr~e du pi~ge eat favorable
pour 1'efficacit6 en permattant une aspiration plus importante. Toutefois, pour les configurations
optimis~es, conduisant A des efficacit~s 6lav~es, une grande longueur de pi~ge eat nuisible.

4.4 -Autres param~tres d'6tude-

L'aptimisation du point de vue de l'a~rodynsmique interne d'une prise d'air supersonique d~pend de
tr~s nombreux param~tres, dont certains ant dAji 6t& pr~sent~s ci-dessus. Lea autres aeront seulement
cit~s

- section de sortie du pi~ge interne,

- angle initial Sinai que profil interne de la carine, 1%

- d~coupe des flancs (effet du d~rapage),

- lai de section du diffuseur...

On peut noter dana cette 6tude que la contrainte fixant l'axe de rotation de la rampe amant n's pas
* S permis une bonne optimisation de la compression supersanique externe.

Les diverses modifications apportbes A la prise d'air initiale pour d~finir une configuration "Haut
Mach" ant permis d'bei lea performances souhait~es pour le projet de missile dana tout le domaine
de vol. On peut toutefois remarquer que lea efficacit~s obtenuas pour lea nambres de Mach sup~rieurs
A celui de l'adaptatian sant encore loin des maximums possibles. Cela r~sulte essentiellement de
l'interaction des choca issus de la rampe amont et du choc final de recompression avec is couche
limite qui se d~veloppa sur ls carine. Pour rem~dier A ce probl~me, ii eat possible de cr~er un nou-
veau pi~ge au niveau de la car~ne. Comme indiqu6 au paragraphe 2,1, ii peut 6tre r~alis6 soit avec

*une psrai perfor~e, soit avec une cavit6 comme le prdsente la planche 16. Connie prdc~demment, une%
optimiation de la position et de la longueur du pi~ge sinai que du ddbit A 6vacuer doit 8tre r~a-
lis~e.

La planche 17 montre un exemple de gain en efficacit6 que V'on peut sinai obtenir, bien sfir au d~tri-
ment d'une perte en d~bit.

5 - CONCLUSION-

L'6tude pr~sent~e met en 6vidence lea difficult~s rencontr~es pour obtenir un compromis, acceptable
pour un missile, pour d~finir une prise d'sir bidimensionnelle assurant un ban fonctiannement dana
un tr~s large domaine de nombre de Mach sachant qu'il faut minimiser le nombre de pi~ces en mouvement

* et 6viter a priori lea r~glages en cantinu de leur position.

L'6tuda a 6t6 effectuee grAce A une maquette A grande 6chelle, fortement motoria~e, dana is souf-
flerie supersonique continue S2 de Modana Avrieux. Lea easais des divers param~tres gdom~triques

dana taut le domaine Mach 1,8 - Mach 3+et pour diverses attitudes (incidence, d~rapage) ant permis i
d'6tablir un compromis satiafaisant, malgr6 is contrainte technologique li~e A l'axe de rotationV
de la rampe smont. Le campromis r~sulte en particuliar de l'aptimisation du pi~ge a couche liinita
interne plac6 en extr~mit6 de ls rampeasmont. Lea am~liorations poasibles, qui conduisent A des gains

0 d'efficacit6 notables n~ceasitent des pi~ges compl~mentaires, sur la cardne et 6ventuellement sur
lea flanca. Ces pitiges ant 46galement une action favorable sur is stabilit6 de 1'6coulement dana is
prise d'air, en particulier dans le cos oa celle-ci alimente un stator~acteur.
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% INTERACTION ONDE DE CIUJC OBLIQUJE -COO' HE LIMITE TUIRBIJLENTE StIR PAROI POREUSE AVEC ASPIRATION

Z D.B. LEE et R. LEBLANC
Centre d'Etudes A6rodynamiques et Thenniques

(Laboratoire Associ6 au C.N.R.S.n'191)
413, rue de l'Mrodrme
86000 PoIrS=, France

SO"~iIRE

On pr6sente les r~sultats de l'analyse th~orique et expdrinentale de l'interaction d'un choc oblique
avec une couche limite turbulente soumise A deux taux d'aspiration. Les 6quations g~n~rales sont r~solues
par tine rn6thode de differences finies. La m~thode est directe avec gradient de pression prescrit. Le modlle
al gfbrique de turbulence de Cebeci et 13!rth est coripl 6 t6 pour tenir canpte du transfert de masse. Las pre-
mi~res comparaisons avec: lexp~rience, A I= 1,413, pour une couche limite de paroi plane sans interaction,
montre qu'il faut siriuler les rugosit6s, en anont de la zone d'aspiration, par un soufflage correctenent
adaptG. On 6tudie alors trois cas d'interaction d'un choc oblique crM6 par tine d6viation de 30 A M = 1,413
avec la couche limite turbulente de paroi. La mrkthode exp~rimentale fournit une description ddtaill~e de
la region d'interaction, diff6rente selon qu'il slagit de la paroi pleine ou. de la paroi poreuse et du taux:
d'aspiration. L16volution de la couche subsonique, mat~rialisge par celle de la ligne sonique, joue tin r~le
essentiel. La nmfthode de pr~diction est satisfaisante pour les detix cas extremes (paroi pleine et forte as-
piration) mais tombe en d6faut quand la couche limite est davantage destabilis~e par les rtigositds qu'in-
C ltenc~e par l'aspiration mod6r~e. On conclut sur la n6cessit6 de nettre en oeuvre tin mod;_,e de turbulence
prenant en compte A la fois le transfert de masse et les rtigosit~s et d' Gtudier tin couplage qui considre
le gr-adient vertical de pression.

NOTAT IONS

P A,A fonction d'amortissement de Van Driest et sa fome adimensiornnelle CEq.4)

Cj coefficient de frottenent pari~tal

CP chaleur sp~cifique A pression constante

F paranrftre de transfert de masse A la paroi (Eq. 1)
H paranitre de fonnqe
K param tre de maillage en n (Eq.7)
k2 constantes du mod,'e de turbulence (Eq.11,6)

M nombre de M'ach

Pc'~tPw'Pl pr-essions (dans le caisson, g6n~ratrice, paridtale et statique A proximit6 de la paroi)

Re nombre de Reynolds

T,Tt temp~ratures
u,v vitesse selon x,y

u vitesse de frottement (VTw/pw)

U*vitesse f'-enralis6e de Van Driest (ue//Wa arcsin Cra'(u/tie)])

x~y coordonn~es cart~sl-nnes (x est mesur6 A partir du d6btit de la paroi inf6rieure interchangeable)
Y fonction d'intennittence (Eq.6)

Y chaleur sprcifiqtie

6,6* 6paisseur de la cotiche lirrite et de d -placement

E viscosit6 tourbillonnaire (Eq. 4,6)

in variables transfornies de Levy-Laes (Eq.3)
A corxitctivit6 thermiique de 1 air
A loncreur de relaxation (Eq. 114)

tr'V viscosit6 dynanique et viscorit6 cin6matiqie

fonction de sillage di -1tn fRe (Cfl/2) 12(,-a) 1 -5. 11)2 u T~ k
*P densit6 de ai

o correction pour la compressibilit6 (Uy-1)/2] q2 /f1+[(y-1)/2] ?12))
* '.'e e

T frottemnent
O facteur de relaxation (Eq.8) .'

Indices 5.

e,o externe
eq 6quilibre
i interne, inccompressible

Iw 
en paroi

valetir fluctuante
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* t. INTRODJUCTION

Le transfert de masse A travers tine paroi a 6t6 utilis6 intensivement pour contr~ler la couche lihtite 2
qui sly d~veloppe. L'interaction d'un choc ext~rieur avec la couche limite r~duit les performances d'un
certain ncrnbre de conposants a~rodynamiques en vol trans et supersonique (surfaces portantes, entr6es
d'air..). Si le choc est suffisaninent fort la couche linite peut d~coller. Il est done tr~s int6ressant
d'Alirniner ou tout au momns de contr~le: les ph~non~nes secondaires qui r~sultent de l'interaction (6pais-
sissement de la couche lmite, transition, d~collement,..) et qui ervendrent des pertes importantes. Parmi.
les techniques utilis6es, l'aspiration doit permettre a la fois de r~duire ces effets rnais aussi de minimi-
ser la perturbation r~5fl6chie, ce qui est avantageux 6galement dans les souffleries transsoniques. Cette
etude concerne l'analyse th~orique et exp6rientale de l'interaction d'un choc oblique avec une couche limi-
te turbulente aspir6e.

L'effet de l'aspiration Sur 1' inter-action, tant pour 6viter le d6collement que pour minliniser la r~fle-
xion du choc a 6t6i peu 6tudi6. Pour atteindre le prenier objectif, on a appliqu6 l'aspiration A tine zone
limit~e au d~collement [11. Pour l'autre, on a essentiellenient analys6 l'Acoulement non visqueux [2]. Quel-
ques approches th6oriques ont 6t6 faites par la r~solution des 6quations de Navier Stokes pour la. couche
linite laminaire 131 et par tin nodele de triple couche pour le cas turbulent [E4]. Mais, du fait des lihtites
de ces mod ,les, le pht~nom, ne d'interaction avec aspiration n'a pu 5tre d~crit en d~tail.

L16tude exp~rimentale de l'interaction Sur paroi poreuse avec aspiration entreprise au C.E.A.T. [51 a
6t6 poursuivie et compl~t~e par un calcul du d6veloppenent de la couche limite [61. Apr -'s une br~ve descrip-
tion des proc~dures exp~rimentales, cette coxmmunication pr&.ente ha n6thode th~orique rnise en oeuvre et ap-
pliqufe a la couche limite sur paroi pleine et poreuse, sans et avec interaction, et compare les r~sultats
obtenus a ceux des expr~riences r6alis6es a M 1,43.

2.. CONFIGURATION EXPERIMENT~ALE

La soufflerie transsonique A recyclage (extraction par 6jecteur) qui a 6t6 utilis~e pour l'exp~rience
* est sch6matis6e Sur la figure 1. La paroi inf6rieure de la veine d'essai est interchangeable. Ce petit 6tre

tine paroi pleine oti poreuse. La paroi sup~rieure est pleine et tine rampe de 30 faisant office de g~n~rateur9
de choc petit y 6tre V ix6e. Une plaque perfor6e fait suite a la rampe et permet d'aspirer une certaine quan-
tit6 d'air de la veine pour compenser he blocage provoqu6 par le d~placement des sondes de pression. Le
choc se r~flfchit sur la couche limite turbulente de la paroi poreuse inf~rieure oa est pratiqu~e l'aspira-
t ion.

* Le caisson d'aspiration, sous ha paroi inf~rieure, est reli6 a la r~gion basse pression de l'6jecteur
par une canalisation ri~ide sur laquelle est install~e une vanne de r&'guhation. La coefficient local de d6-
bit Al travers la paroi poreuse, F, est calcul6 avec la relation

F W= W (1)
Peue

w indice A ha paroi

e ext6rieur A la couche limite

La d~termination d'une valeur moyenne de F n'a de Sens que horsque h'aspiration est homog~ne 4 travers la
paroi poreuse, ce qui nWest pas le cas, come nous he verrons, pour ha r6flexion de choc. On applique alors
he ho! de D3arcy pour calculer le coefficient local F.

* Quand he choc se r~fl~chit Sur la paroi poreuse, la diff~rence des pressions stat iques entre la veine
r d'essai et he caisson vanie brusquement en arnont et en aval du choc. Ii peut ahors sly produire un 6couhe-

ment de recirculation comme sch6matis6 sur la figure 2. Pour le limiter, on fixe une structure en nid d'a-
* beille. Les r -suhtats utilis6s pour la comparaison avec he calcul sont ceux obtenus avec nid d'abeihhe.

Les parois poreuses sont fournies par la Socift6 des Avions Marcel Dassault-Breguet Aviation qui en a
* d6velopp~es phusieurs types. Apr -s une s~rne d'essais, on a choisi la paroi r6f6renc~e 18.09.01 dont on

montre la photographie Sur la fipire 3. Elle est constitu~e par un empihage crois6 de tissus. La chalne est
en tergal et ha trame en fils de bore (18 fils par cm) dont le diam~tre est 6gal i 140 pirn et ha masse volu-

rnqeA26~/m.Le liant est de la r~sine epoxy dans laquelle est tremp6 le tissu selon un proc6dM e-
* vet6. L'ouverture de la paroi est environ 8,511% de ha surface totale.

Las pressions pariftales sont mesur6es A travers des orifices de 0,5 mmn de diam~tre par l'intem6diaire
* d'un multimanom~tre A mercure. Les tubes sont affleurants pour la paroi pheine et appuy~s contre la face
* inf6rieure de ha paroi poreuse. Dams ce dernier cas, ils sont maintenus en place par collage Sur le nid d'a-

beille.

Las pressions statiques et totales dams la couche limite sent mesurees par deux capteurs 4 travers tine
sonde A deux: tubes de 0,8 mma de diamrtre mont~s Sur un support ccminin a 10 nmm l'un de l'autre. L'extr6mit6
du pitot est applatie. Sa hauteur est 0,2 nmm (0,046o). Laes mesures soiit r6alis6es tous lea 0.5 nmm. Les er-%
reurs de mesure ont ft6 analys6es en d6tail [611. on a montr6 que leur cumul me d6passe pas 1,5%. Las pres-
sions gn6ratrices pt, dams le caisson p. et de part et d'autre du diaphragne d 'aspirp' ',n, sont mesur6es
par trois capteurs; et ha temp6rature eneratrice Tt par on thermocouple de chromel-al ,:- . Las profils de
nctnbre de Mach et de vitesse sent d6duits des mesures de pression de fagon classique.
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* On r~alise des anbroscopies et des str~oscopies de 1' 6couiernent soit en iumi~re continue (temps de pose
6gai a 1/250e s) zoit avec une 6tinceiie (temps d'exposition 6gai A 2 Lis). Des visualisations pari6tales

ot 6t6 6galernent faites en utilisant un eryiuit de dibutyiphtaiate et de noir de fumke.

U3.METHODE DE CLU

EQUATIONS GENERALES

Les 6quations d'une couche lintite turbuiente compressible sont d6duites des 6quations de Navier-Stokes

auxquelies on a appiiqu6 ia d6composition des variables V =V + V1, i'hypoth~se de Prandtl qui n6glige les
tensions normales et l'abandon d'un certain nonbre de corr6lations entre les quantit~s fiuctuantes teiles

(Pu)x + (pv + <;; 'V'>)Y =a

Puu + Pv + <lvl>)di + (uu - PUv>

pu(C T) + (Pv + <P'v'>) (C T) u - u due + (L (2T))+)j(u)

+ C-Cp p<7VT1>) - uvfY

on transforme alors les 6quat ions daris le plan de Levy-Lees pour tenir compte de 1' 6paississement de la
J, couche unmite

x p u ~
&Wx f pe u e 1 dx ,n(x,y) = ~~-f~ dy (3)

Le choix du mod ,e de turbulence, la loi des gaz parfaits et la relation de Sutherland permettent de fermerle sst~m (2i
Les 6quations sont paraboliques avec pour conditions aux limites dans le plan physique

- a is paroi :u(x,o) =0, v(x,o) =v w(x), T(x,o) = T w(x)

-A lext~rieur :u(x,y =uI v(X'y)0, T(xy) T W).e e e ' e e

la vitesse exttrieure u eest calcui6e A partir de la distribution de pression pari~tale obtenue exp~rimenta- I
MO1DELE DE TURBULENCE

On utilise un mod~le aig6brique pour d6crire is turbulence. Ii a 6tg5 montr6 que ce type de repr~senta-
tion donne de bons r6sultats pour is couche limite turbuiente au voisinage de i'6quiiibre. On a choisi le
~-iod~le a deux couches de Cebeci-Smith. La viscosit6 tourbilionnaire est exprimrhe diff6rexnent selon que
iVon est pr s ou loin de is paroi

-Couche int6rieure

*i expky/)2  (4)

svec /A

L'expression do A~ Aou a v(ou-) liet copesil avec transfert de masse A is paroi. est donn6e par

Marvin [81:

A ~4 + ')2 exp[-0,591 - 0,0725 F/Cf + 0,00357 (F/Cf)2] F/Cf (5)

-Couche ext6rieure

E k2 Pe ue 65j y(y/6) (6)

avc k2 = 0,0168 
7

YWyhs = [1 +5,(/11
6!: paisseur de d~placeynent incompressible -

Jk1

L'ordonn6e Ymde la limite entre les deux couches est teile que c. E0 .

%.1
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FESOLUTION DES EUATIONS

La proc~dure de r~solution par difft6rences finies est celle de Harris [7]. C'est une mn6thode semi-ex-

plicite du 2e ordre oO. les terynes non lin~aires sont t'onction des deux pas pr~c6dents.e

Le maillage est A pas variable en et ni. On obtient un pas en n serr6 au voisinage de la paroi en pre-

On a choisi les valeurs; suivantes

An, 5 x10~ K 1,08

naderni~lre valeur de n, doit 6tre ajust~e telle que F(ri.) > 10-7.

Les 6quat ions de conservation d1' nergie et de quantit6 de mouvement sont r6solues simultan~nent af in de
lmiter le temps de calcul et l'6quation de continuit6 est ensuite r6solue num6riquenent. La r~solution du
syst~me tridiagonal est faite. par la methode d'~limination des blocs. Apres chaque it6ration, les coeffi-
cients sont recalcul~s pour l'it6ration suivante. On utilise une ligne relaxation telle que

[u] u]. + Q ([u1' - [ul._) (8)

liul 6tant un vecteur colonne de solutions, [ul! la solution du syst~me A l'it~r-ation j et Q le facteur de
relaxation. L'it6r-ation se poursuit jusqu'A saiisfaction du crit~re de pr6cision. Cette relaxation perrnet
la convergence du calcul dans le cas de forts gradients de pression ou de transferts de masse.

La lindarisation est simplifi6e en utilisant les relations suivantes pour les terrnes non-lin6aires

e2=2 60e - 02_i j-1 j-

Fe =F.- e0 + F-8~ - F._ j-

oQ les solutions de l'it6ration j-1 sont utilis6es pour la j-Zme it6ration.

La relaxation et la lin~arisation des tenes non-lin6aires sont les deux modifications importantes que
nous avons apport~es 4 la m~thode de Harris.

PROFIL INITIAL

Le schdma de differences finies de Harris pour le syst ,me d'6quations paraboliques requiert deux profils
initiaux. Ce sont les solutions sermblables laxninaires issues du syst -me d'6quations original en faisant

0, a/ 0. Clest le profil de Blasius pour le bord d'attaque.

On peut 6galement utiliser un profil initial issu de l'exp6rience et pr6alablement liss6. Pour le profil
turbulent, la diffusivit6 de la turbulence le fait r-apidernent s 'adapter aux conditions lirnites. Une m6thode
courante est d'engendrer le profil initial turbulent A partir de la loi de Coles. Nous utilisons la loi de
paroi-sillage de Mathews et al [9]1

sie {ar si *r D n(y/6) - (I+ cos )1 (10)
ue e

oa et fl sont respectivement le facteur de correction de compressibilit6 et la fonction de sillage de Coles.
Cette relation ne d6pend que de Me, Cf. et 6. On a 6galeinent utilis6 cette relation pour calculer Cf et 6 A
partir du profil exp~rimental (Ref.6).

S I..4- APPLICATION A LA COUCHE LIMITE DE PAROI PLANE

OYXJCF LIMTE SUR UNE TUYERE Fr DANS LA. VEINE D' ESSAI

On a calcul6 tout d'abord la couche limite z"ur la tuy~re de la soufflerie utilis~e pour les exp6riences.
Le calcul d'une couche limite de tuy~re n6cessite de connaltre ses points d'origine et de transition. On d6-
dide de proc6der par essais successifs. La distribution de pression ext~rieure est 6tablie a partir de la
forme de la tuy;_re. Elle est prescrite pour la couche lirnite.

on continue le calcul en aval de la tuy re, sur le plancher de la charnbre d'essai. On a repr~sent6 sur
* ~~la figure 4 quatre profils de nanbre de Mach pour des distances x de 8R, 114, 136 et 150 m~m mesur~es A par-*'.

tir de la fin de la tuy -re. Les r6sultats sont compar6s aux mesures faites avec la sonde double statique/ %,

totale [6]. Leur concordance est bonne.

EFFME DE L'ASPIRATION -SIMULATION DES RUCOSI"'S

On place, en guise de plancher inf6rieur de la veine d'essai, la paroi poreuse AND-BA. Deux tawc d'aspira-
*-tion sont appliqu6s A la couche limite turbulente : F =-0,0056et -0,008 et on r~alise le sondage aux quatre %



positions dOjA Otudi~es. On calcule ensuite la couche linite en utilisant come profils iriitiaux ceux me-
sur,1s 3 la sortie de la tuy~re.

Les rt~sultats du calcul et de l'exp~rience sont prlsent~s sur la figure 5. L'effet de l'aspiration no-
-1 ri (F =-0,C56)pr1dit par la th~orie (profil en ligne discontinue, fig.ra) est d'augmenter la vitesse par
rapport 3 celle sur paroi pleine (pointillSs). Les r<,sultats exp~rimentaux montrent un comportement contrai-
re pour les deux premiers profils (x =89 et 11)4 mm). On en conclut que 1'effet de ru~ositC6 de la paroi l'em-
Porte tant que la couche lmite n'est pas suffisamnent 6paisse et que les rugosit~s ne sont pas noy~es dana

* la sous-couche laninaire, ce qui peut 6tre le cas pour le troisi~ne (x = 136) et surtout le quatri ,me profil
(x = 110). Mgme avec une aspiration forte (F =-0,008 fic;.5b) le premier profil est encore d~stabilis6,
Voisinet [101 a nontr6 que l'effet de rugosit6 6tait le naeme que celui du soufflage pour une couche lirnite

* * supersonique.

M =143

N C"LIM

aspi rto

Notre prognamre pennet d'appliquer un soufflage, en d~but de paroi poreuse, et de l'adapter, en intenait6
* et en longueur, de sorte que le profil de nombre de Mach calcul6 en x = 88 mm soit proche du profil mesur6.

C'est ce que l'on obtient avec F =+0,006 et zsoivff1 ;~n(rfle ine continue, fig.5a et b). La
correspondance th~orie-exp~rience est remarquable pour les trois premiers profils correspondant a l'aspi-
ration mod~r~e. La diff~rence observ~e pour le dernier peut ftre due au fait que l'aspiration est plus in-
portante en aval, dans les exp~riences, car le caisson sous la paroi est a pression constante et l'Ocoule-
ment supersonique subissant une recompression vers l'aval, le Ap d'aspiration y est donc plus fort. Les
atriosocopies r~v~lent Ggalement cette non-uniformit6 de l'aspiration.

Quand le taux d'aspimation augmente (F =-0,008 , fig.5b), la correspondance th~orie (avec rurIosit~s si-
-ul~es) / exp~rience est bonne pour les deux premiers profils. Ensuite l'effet de sur-aspiration en aval
se produit, plus accentu6 que dana le cas pr~c~dent.

On a compar6 sur la fimxre 5c les profils calcul~s pour les trois cas F =0, -0,00O6et -0,0086. Initia-
lement (x =PI) la rugosit6 l'enporte sur l'aspiration pour d~stabiliser le profil. Ensuite (x= 11)4) lea
profils "paroi pleine" et "aspiration forte" coincident sauf au voisinage de la. paroi oa ce dernier est
plus plein, ce qui entraine un point d'inflexion. Pour x =136 mma, clest le cas "aspiration mod~r~el' qu
coincide avec celui de la. paroi pleine toujours dana la partie sup~rieure. Enfin, Pour x = 150 mmi l'aspira-
tion Ilenporte sur lea rugosit~s.

Las r4-sultats de cette preral-re partie pennettent de conclure que la nafthode de calcul de la couche linii-
te turbulente est op~rationnelle tant sur paroi pleine qu ~en pr~sence de transfert de masse. Quand la paroi
est rugueuse, il faut prendre en compte son 6tat de surface. On y parvient en simulant lea r-ugosit6s par in-

*jection en amont de la parci poreuse. La distance d' injection et son taux sont ajust~s par comparaison avec
1'exp~rience du premier profil obtenu sur la paroi. Moyennant cet empiisne on peut appliquer le calcul au

cas de 1' interaction choc - couche limite avec aspiration.

* ~. 5 ANALYSE DE L'INTERACTION ONDE DE CHODC -COUCIE LIMITE AVEC ASPIRATIONN

* ~ S7FIOSC0PIES DE L'IDrEACTToN. PRESSION STATIQUE ET TAUX D 'ASPIRATION

Netre objectif est de calculer le d~veloppement de la couche limite sur paroi poreuse qui interagit avec
un choc oblique. La couplage nWest pas consid&rO. On utilise comne donn~e la pression statique mesur6e sur

le plancher. La taux d'aspiration eat 6galenent d~duit des mesures. Avant d'analyser et d'utiliser ces r6- 7
aultats exp~rimentaux caine condition liriite du calcul, il eat utile de faire une description physique des
trois cas d'interaction consid~r~e, sur paroi pleine et sur paroi poreuse A un taux modftrO et A un taux fort

* Las photographies des atrioscopies par 6tincelle sont montre-es sur les figures 6. La choc oblique inter-
%7it avec la couche limite turbulente 3 une position moyenne de 110 mm. La taux d'aspiration mod~rO6 (fic~.6b)

* eat V ix6 pour n'avoir d'effet qu'en aval de l'impact. Pour cela on ajuste la pression dana le caisson (pc)
P, ale a la pression 3 l'infini amont (p.). On constate qu'effectivement la couche limite eat aspir~e en aval,
avec un effet croissant jusqu'3i x =150 mm. Las ondes de Mach issues des perturbations dues aux V ils de bore
r~v; lent que l'6coulement cot supersonique tr~cs pr; s de la paroi. Outre la diminution apparente de la couche
limite, par rapport au cas de la paroi pleine, on remarque la p~n~tration plus importante du choc incident

*et le chanc~ement de structure du choc r~fl~chi et de la d~tente associ6e qui le suit. L'aspiration dite
forte (fig.6c) eat sentie en anont du point d'inpact qui, lui-m~me, aemble toucher la paroi. La d~tente rC--
fl~chie eat tr;.s r~duite. Dana lea trois cas d16coulement la d~tente issue du bond de fuite de la rarnpe at-
teint le plancher inf6rieur en,- x =135 et 150) mm.

Las sondafges de pression statique dana la couche limite (fir .7) compl; tent la description strioscopique
des trois cas d'interaction. La pression eat g~n~ralement conatante A l'exception des positions proches de
l'impact du choc, x =97 et 11h4 mm, oiO lea sys~fnes d'ondes compression-choc-d6tente se font sentir.

* ' Las distributions de presaion stat ique our la paroi pleine p, et a son voisinage irra6diat p, (premier
point du sordage fig.7) sont repr~sent~es sur la figure Pa. Il y a un 6cart imiportant entre pw/pt et Pj/PtA
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en aval de l'impact du choc. La d6tente au bord1 de fuite de la rampe provoque la d6croissance de la pression
* ~A partir de x = .136 mmr, mais il est difficile actuellernent d'expliquer la diff6rence entre la pression rnesu-

r~e A x = 136 mmn par la sondie pro-s de la paroi avec celle relev6e sur le plancher au m~rt- endroit. Le sondage
canpiet de la couche lirnite apportera des informations compl6mentaires.

La pression statique au voisinage de la paroi poreuse est repr-6sent6e sur les f igures 8b, c, pour IlIaspi-
* ration rnod&r6e (pc/pt =0,3 c'est-A-dire pC =p,,) et l'aspiration forte (pc/pt =0. 2 9 clest-A-dire P-pc 7% P-).

Rappelons que la pression statique est mesuree sous la paroi poreuse par des tubes coll~s sur le nid d'abele
et dont l'orifice est au contact de la paroi.

L'aspir-ation mod~r-e diminue de 40% le niveau de la surpression due A l'~impact du choc, par rapport a
l'interaction normale. On obtient ainsi l'effet recherch6 qui est de r~duire la perturbation due a l'interac-

* tion. L'adjonction du nid d'abeille n'a pas beaucoup d'influence sur la distribution de pression. La pression
d~crolt A partir de x = 136, corme pour la paroi pleine.

* L'aspiration plus forte conduit A une distribution de pression statiqut- au voisinage intnC-diat de la paroi
trie-s proche de la nression pari1tale sur paroi pleine (inf6rieure de seulement 3% au point d'impact). L'ad-
jonction du mid d'abeille provoque une d~croissance plus rapide de la pression statique apr -s le choc.

* ~Il est difficile de calculer la valeur exacte du taux d'aspiration local, mais on salt qu'il est propor- . -

tionnel A la diffdrence des pressions de part et d'autre de la paroi poreuse selon la 101 de Darcy

Q K 
(1A Vn =- LA

oai Q =taux d'~coulement volum~trique, de viscosit6 Pi, a travers la surface d'aire A p-
Vn =vites se perpendiculaire A la paroi

K =permkabilit6 de la paroi
L = paisseur de la paroi
A= diff6rence de pression entre les deux c~t6s de la paroi

*Pour la paroi homog~ne, on peut simplificer cette 6quation en disfinissant un coefficient a caract6risti-
* que de laparoi :

*Pour la paroi consid~rde ici, le coefficient de transfert de masse s'exprine par

F - =WW (DR C - PQ) x(-2.8 x10- 1 ) (13)~local P e ue Pt Pt

11 est repr6sent6 sur la figure 9 pour les deux taux d'aspiration (paroi avec nid d'abeille).

* PROFILS DE NOMBRE DE MACH. COMPAIRAISON THEORIE-EXPERIENCE

Les profils de nombre de Mach d~duits des sondagves de pr'essions et ceux obtenus par le calcul sont re-
* prhsenths, pour les trois interactions, sur la figure 10. Le profil initial du cas de la paroi pleine est le -

m~me que celui qui a 6t6 utilis6 pour le calcul du chapitre 4. Las distributions calcul6es de part et d'autre
du point d'impact sont momns sensibles A la. perturbation de pression due a l'interaction que les mesures. Eni
appliquant une relaxation sur la viscosit6 tourbillonnaire c A partir du premier profil selon la relation
de ShanL,, et Hankey [ 11] : Eeq -. (Eeq -o) exp E-(x-x0 )/XI (14)

oa e, est la viscosit6 tourbillonnaire amont et A la longueur de relaxation, on diminue encore la sensibili-
t6 de la pression. La m6thode de calcul direct de la couche limite turbulente qui est performante quand le
gradient de pression est nul ou faible ne pr6dit donc pas correctement la. vitesse au voisinage du point
d'impact du choc. La prise en cornpte du p'adient vertical de pression, observ6 exp6rixnentalement, devrait
permettre d'obtenir une meilleure pr6diction. Par contre, A environ 10 60 en aval de l'interaction
(x = 150 mmn) la canparaison est A nouveau excellente.

Las profils de nonbre de Mach sur paroi poreuse avec aspiration rnod6re~e et forte sont repr6sent6s sur
les figures 10b et c. On a simul6 les rugosit6s par injection comie pour la couche limite de paroi plane.
sans inter-action.

Quand l'aspiration est mod~r6e, les effets de rugosit6 l'emportent et la couche limite est d6stabilis~e
avant l'interaction :le paraznietre de forne Hi calcul6 A partir des profils mesur6s est alors proche de 2 ~
alors qu'il valait environ 1,4 pour l'interaction sur paroi pleine (fig.lla). L'6paisseur de la couche li- -

mite et l'6paisseur de d~placement 6* (fig.llb) d6crolt de fagon continue, l'effet de l'aspir-ation se fai-
sant sentir en aval d'avantage qu'en amont du fait de la recompression. La canpar-aison th6orie-exp~rience
est rre-diocre dans ce cas (fig.l0b). L'accord est meilleur dans la partie sup6rieure du profil qu'en paroi
oD l'aspiration est surestim6e en arnont et sousestimr-e en aval par la th6orie. On ne pr6dit pas, au point
d'Thlpact pros de la paroi la tendance vers le d~collement observ6e exp6rimentalennent. En fait, cet 6coule-*
ment se rapproche de celui de l'interaction d'un choc avec une couche lintite de paroi pleine mais pr~alable-

* nent d~stabilis6 par soufflage 6tudi6 exp6rirnentalement par Lablanc et al [5]. La mod6lisation d'un tel
6coulement passe n~cessairement par l'amrklior-ation du modle de turbulence, la prise en caupte du couplage
des 6coulements visqueux et non visqueux et du p.;adient de pression vertical dana la couche lirnite.

Quand l'aspiration est plus forte, la pr6diction th6orique est tr, s satisfaisante (fig.10c). La para-
rnkre Hi initialement inf~rieur'A 1 d6crolt continuement de mine que 6*, mfrie au point d'iinpact (fig. 11).
La contrainte irnpos~e A la paroi joue un r8le or6pond~rant et le r-alentissement ext6rieur dil au choc et
iinpos6 dana le calcul se transmet int6p~ralement jusqu'A la paroi (x = 114 mmn). La pr6diction th~orique est %~
alors excellente. Il existe probablenent une configuration interyw'diaire entre les deux taux d'aspiration %
qu'il ser-ait int6ressant d'analyser conparativement A celle de l'interaction sur paroi pleine.N.I
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* 6... SYNTHESE DES RESULTATS * PERSPECTIVES FUTUES

* On a r alis6 avec succas la rnod~lisation de la couche linite turbulente sur une paroi poreuse avec as-
piration. Les 6quations genarales 6tablies dans le plan transform6 de Levy-Lees sont 6crites a l1aide de

* ~ iiff&'ences rinies et r~solues par une m~thode semi-explicite du 2e ordre. Le modxile alge-brique de turbu-
lence de Cebeci-Styith est modifi6 pour tenir edapte du transfert de masse. La m6thode est appliqu6e 9 la
couche iLmiute de paroi plane q ,I =1,43. La distribution de pression statique est impos6e. Les r~sultats
sont en tr ,s bon accord avec les mesures faitas sur un plancher poreux d'une soufflerie Aq recyclage du
C.E.A.T. Pour obtenir cette bonne correspondance, il est n~cessaire, dans; le calcul, de simuler l'effet des
rugosit~s par un soufflage en amont de la zone d'aspiration. Un mod~le de turbulence prenant en cconpte

la fuis les rug ositt~s et le transfert de masse devrait pernettre de g6ndraliser la m~thode.
On a 9tudi6 trois cas d'interaction d'un choc oblique cr-66 par une d~viation de 3' A M =1,43, avec la

pressions et les visualisations peuvent 8tre synthatisdes pour fournir une sch6matisation des 6coulements,
figure 12. Dans lsdeux premiers cas, le systa-me des ondes de compression et de datente, de m~rne que lee

chocincden, pnkrnt dns a cuch liitejusqu'A la ligne sonique (comparaison des visualisations;e
de la ligie sonique 6tablie par interpolation des profils de Mach). La diff6rence entre les sytames d'ondes
figures 12a et b, r~sulte de l'effet observ6 et mesur6 de l'aspiration sur 1'6volution de l'6paisseur de laj
couche lirnite, de la vitesse et de la position de la ligne sonique.

Notre interpr~tation du syst~me d'ondes sur paroi p leine est plus proche de celle de Squire et Smith
[121 que celle de Henderson [131. Par une analyse potentielle de propagation d'ondes dams un milieu de den-
sit6 variable, celui-ci aboutit A un choc en X sur la ligne sonique discontinue, ce que nous n'observons
pas et semble physiquement peu r~aiiste. La r~fraction du choc conduirait alors A un choc: ou une d6tente
r~flchis selon les conditions amont et le gradient de densit6. Squire et Smith pensent que le choc se r6-
fl~chit sur la ligne sonique cam~e sur une frontia re libre produisant une d6tente dirigeant 1 'Acoulement
vers la paroi qui le redresse et provoque une recompression. Cette description est coh6rente. Dans notre
cas, la partie subsonique continue a s'~paissir apr-;s la r~flexion (effet de d~stabilisation du choc inci-
dent), bien que la couche limite slamincisse et on ne voit pas nettement l'onde de recom'upression qui doit
suivre l'Aventail de ddtente.

Avec aspiration mod~rde (fig.12b), les rugosit~s rendent la couche limite en amont de l'interaction
plus 6paisse que celle de paroi pleine. On trouve alors une similitude avec les mod~les d'interaction des-
stabilis~e de Lablanc et al [5] et Squire et al [12]. Ici, la couche limite 6paissie n'est pas d~collae
(Hi <2.0). La gradient de pression en amont du choc provoque peu d'6paississement et donc peu de compres-
sion observable. Le gradient de densit6 A travers la couche limite est momns fort que celui de la. paroi
pleine et la courbure du choc incident est donc plus faible. La choc incident est r6fract6 en ondes de com-
pression qui se focalisent en choc r6flachi. L'influence anont de l'interaction s'Atale d'avantage que dans
le cas de la paroi pleine, cceme le montre la distribution de pression parietale. La partie subsonique res-
te d16paisseur presque constante, elle tend mame a diminuer d6jA avant l'inpact du choc, d~s que l'augmen-
tation de pression statique est suffisante pour augmenter l'effet de l'aspiration. On peut considdrer que
l'effet de gradient de pression adverse et celui de l'aspiration se cconpensent et maintiennent l'6paisseur

de la couche limite constante. Seule la partie basse montre l'influence de l'aspiration. Conmne la couche
limite est continuellement aspirde apr -s le point d'impact, l'6coulement est acc6l~r6 et l'intensit6 deI

% la d~tente est plus forte que sur paroi pleine. La r6flexion du choc incident est donc modifide par l'as-
piration. Ii y a des points conriuns avec le cas du choc incident sur une d~viation divergente de la paroi
t6tudi& par Chew [14l. Cependant, notre mod~le, A la difference de celui de Chew, r~v~le la pr~sence physi-
que des ondes choc-datente r~fl~chies qui slannulent.

Avec aspiration forte (fig.12c) la couche limite est d6jA aspir6e en amont de l'interaction, elle est
tr,;s mince et le mod~le de r~flexion resserible A celui du cas non-visqueux. L'A6venitail des ondes de com- ..
pression r6fl6chies est peu ouvert et convergent rapidement avec la detente pour former le choc r~fl~chi.

*La r6flexion se fait au voisinage imm6diat de la paroi, la. partie subsonique de la couche limite 6tant tr~s
mic.Cependant, elle continue a 6paissir, mihe avec l'aspiration. Juste apr; s l'inpact, il y a acc~l~ra-

tion de 1'4coulement ext6rieur et la pression statique d~crolt trAs vite. Cependant, du point de vue de la
r~iuction des effets de r~flexion de choc, l'aspiration modt'rde est plus efficace.

La m~thode de pr6diction de l'interaction qui calcule la couche limidte avec radient de pression in-
posC-e est satisfaisante pour les deux cas extr~mes :paroi pleine et aspiration forte. Elle r~v~le ses 6
fauts quand l'aspiration est moddr~e. D'une part, les ruposiths ont un effet d~stabilisateur important et

%doivent 6tre consid~rdes dans le mod~le de turbulence. D'autre part, le gradient de pression A travers la7
couche limite qui nWest pas n~gli-'eable dans la r6gion du point d'impact doit jouer un r~le important sur
la couche linite d6stabilis~e. Il faut aussi prendre en compte le couplage entre les 6coulements visqueux
et non visqueux. Ces diff~rents points sont actuellemnent a l'Atude F15,161.
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ACTIVE AND PASSIVE SHOCK/BOUNDARY LAYER INTERACTION CONTROL
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Experimental investigations te piresented-aimingat the improvemen-4ftthe off-design performance
of supercritical airfoils by active or passive control of the shock/boundary layer interaction (SBLI)
through boundary layer suction in the shock region or ventil ation respectively.

The experiments were carried out in the DFVLR Tni-xltransonic Windtunnel GbttingenCTW4-.--,.
using the advanced supercritical airfoil VFW VA-2 designed to have a largely fixed shock position at
off-design conditions. The basic model was equipped with an exchangeable control device within the shock
region to allow measurements with either surface clean, suction through a single slot, double slot or
perforated strip or ventilation through a double slot or perforated strip. The effectiveness of the dif-
ferent SBLI control methods is evaluated from surface pressure distribution, wake and boundary layer
measurements as well as Schlieren observations.

It is shown that local boundary layer suction in the shock region mainly delays the shock-induced
separation to greater shock strength and stabilizes the shock in its rearward position up to higher
incidence, resulting in substantial improvements in the airfoil characteristics at off-design conditions. 04,

Moreover, without any suctionpa favorable passive effect is observed by boundary layer ventilation on
the double slot and perforated strip-configurations with a plenum underneath. This leads to a weakening
of the shock wave, offering a large potential for off-design drag reduction* especially.

I. INTRODUCTION

Major improvements in aircraft performance have been reached by the use of supercritical wings 4"_
characterized by an extended supersonic flow field on the upper surface at subsonic speeds. At design

* condition, the supersonic flow field is terminated by a nearly isentropic recompression minimizing the
airfoil drag. In the off-design case however, e.g. at higher free-stream Mach number or incidence, a
compression shock wave occurs at the end of the supersonic zone, resulting in a drag rise due to a higher
viscous drag and an additional wave drag. The shock strength depends on the deviation from the design
condition.

An important effect of the shock wave arises from the substantial thickening of the boundary
Sk- layer in the shock region, which increases significantly the boundary layer thickness at the trailing

* edge too, enhancing the separation tendency there and magnifying the viscous lift loss via the Kutta
,. condition, Fig. 1. At stronger shocks, a shock-induced separation bubble or/and trail ingredge separation

may occur, altering completely the flow field around the airfoil. Pearcy (Ref. 1) and recently Stanewsky
(Ref. 2) have given a detailed description of the complex interaction phenomenoh between the shock wave
and the boundary layer flow on supercritical airfoils affecting the off-design performance. Further-
more, the shock-induced flow separation occuring with increasing Mach numer or/and incidence leads to

16 P rapid drag rise and buffet onset, both restricting the off-design region of supercritical airfoils.

Because of the key role of the shock/boundary layer interaction (SBLI) in the off-design per-
formance, it is nearby to control the shock/boundary layer interaction by active or passive means with
the objective to delay the shock-induced flow separation and thus to reduce the shock-induced drag and
to extend the off-design boundaries. This may be accomplished

Prof. Dr.-Ing., Head of Viscous Flow Dept.
Dr.-Ing., Research Scientist
Dr.-Ing., Head of High Speed Branch
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e either actively by tangentially blowing (Ref. 3) or boundary layer suction through a slotted
or perforated wall in the shock region (Refs. 4 to 8)

* or passively by boundary layer ventilation through a slotted or perforated wall with a
plenum located underneath.

In this scope, the passive effect is reached by a partial pressure compensation between the sub-
and supersonic flow regions causing blowing upstream and sucking downstream of the shock. But the
installation of an efficient SBLI control device in a supercritical wing requires a wing section shape
with a largely fixed shock position at off-design conditions, as realized in advanced airfoil design
(e.g. Ref. g).

The objective of the present experimental investigations was to study the effects of both active
SBLI control by boundary layer suction through either a single slot, a double slot or a perforated strip
and passive control by boundary layer ventilation through either a double slot or a perforated strip,
positioned in the shock region, on the flow characteristics of a modern supercritical airfoil at off-de-
sign conditions.

The present paper summarizes results of active SBLI control, published partially in Refs. 4 to
8, 16 and 17 already, as well as results of passive control obtained more recently. 

2. TEST SET-UP •

The experimental investigations were carried out in the lm x lm Transonic Windtunnel GOttingen
(TWG) of the DFVLR, using the two-dimensional supercritical airfoil VFW VA-2 designed for M, = 0.75

and c = 0.53. This airfoil was chosen for the installation of the SBLI control device, because of its
small shock shifting at off-design conditions, and furthermore extensive experimental data are available
for the basic airfoil without SBLI control (Refs. 10 and 11).

The basic model was equipped with an exchangeable insert in the shock region for measurements
with either surface clean (without control), boundary layer suction through a single slot, a double slot ..

or a perforated strip or ventilation through a double slot or a perforated strip, Fig 3 The insert
is placed at the shock position for the off-design Mach number M,. = 0.78 (Re, = 2.5 x 10 , transition
fixed). Details of the model configuration equipped with the single slot insert are shown in Fig. 4. .

The slot width s = 0.6 mm was designed for a suction coefficient of c = 0.0006. The suction duct within
the model, seen in the top view in Fig. 4 with the insert removed, wag made conically in order to get
a nearly constant duct velocity. Fig. 5 shows details of the model equipped with the perforated strip
insert for active and passive SBLI control. The insert, in which a s = 15 mm wide perforated strip is
cemented, separates a plenum from the suction duct by a web containing throttling holes. The hexagonal
electron-beam drilled perforation, with a d = 0.3 mm hole diameter and a a = 1 mm hole distance, has
an opening of 8.16 %.

Fig. 6 shows the general arrangement of the 2-D model in the tunnel for surface pressure distri-
butation, wake traverse and boundary layer probe measurements as well as Schlieren observations. The

model with a c = 200 mm chord length and a b = 1 m span was fixed at both ends in rotable plates, embedded -

in the test section walls in order to change the angle of attack. The part of the model equipped with "
the SBLI control device has a span of 500 mm. In the symmetry plane, the pressure distribution was measu-
red at 54 positions around the airfoil. The airfoil lift was obtained by integration of the measured
pressure distribution. The two-dimensionality of the flow was checked on the upper surface by two addi- .,
tional rows of chor~dise pressure taps, each 200 mm of the symmetry plane. The airfoil drag was evaluated '.',

from wake measurements two chordlength downstream of the trailing edge. The boundary layer measurements
were made in a chordwise plane 50 mm of the symmetry plane by a combined pitot-static-directional probe." ,
The buffet onset was determined from the RMS-value recognizing a steep increase of the model wing root
bending moment, and from Schlieren observations of the upper surface flow field. All test and data reduc- •
tion procedures are described in Ref. 12.

The Im x lm Transonic Windtunnel Gttingen (TWG) of the DFVLR is a pressurized closed-circuit
continuos working tunnel with 6 % open perforated test section walls, described in Ref. 13, allowing
independent Reynolds and Mach number variations. Fig. 7 shows the test set-up in the TWG. In the side .1-.
view, the suction tube fixed on both sides of the airfoil model is visible. The suction unit is computer
controlled. In these tests, the suction coefficient could be varied in the range of 0 ! c < 0 0012.
The boundary layer probe with the probe drive unit, shown in the front view, was mounted 9 ndependently 0
of the model at the sting, which usually serves for supporting complete aircraft models.

During the tests, extensive surface pressure distribution, wake traverse and boundary layer probe
measurements as well as Schlleren observations were performed on the four model configurations described
in Fig. 3. In most active control experiments, the suction coefficient was kept constant c - 0.0006,
but in some cases it was also varied between c. = 0.00045 and 0.0012. The SBLI control device was . p
designed for the off-design Mach numbers of M.' = 0.78, however the Mach numbers covered during the
experiments ranged in some cases from M = 0.6 to6 0.86. The Reynolds number, based on the chord length, S
was held approximately constant at Re, = 2.5 x 10 for all Mach numbers tested. In order to simulate - =

more realistic flow conditions, boundary layer transition was fixed at 30 % chord on the upper and at
25 % chord on the lower surface. .-

%..'
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

From the large number of experiments performed since 1979, only a few typical results of active 9
and passive SBLI control shall be presented and discussed here.

3.1 Active SBLI control by suction

First, the effects of active SBLI control by suction through

. * a single slot

e a double slot

* and a perforated strip

in the shock region of the VFW VA-2 supercritical airfoil will be described and compared.

3.1.1 Global effects

Before analysing the flow over the airfoil in some detail, let us begin with the global effects.
Fig. 8 shows the influence of boundary layer suction in the shock region of the three model configurations
on the lift coefficient of the VFW airfoil at various Mach numbers. In comparison with the basic closed- -
wall configuration without control, not only pronounced differences can be observed for all suction
variants at off-design conditions, but also marked deviations occur between the various suction configura-
tions. On the contrary, at low angles of attack these differences are small. The single slot suction
model, tested only at M, = 0.78, proves to be most effective. With slot suction the lift rise can be
continued beyond the buffet boundary so that a maximum lift increase of about 25 % is obtained at a suc-
tion coefficient of c = 0.0006. Stronger suction causes only a slightly higher lift increase, not shown
here. But the positivg single slot suction effects are restricted to a very limited Mach numer range
in which shock and slot position match well. This disadvantage can be avoided by double slot suction
showing similarly positive effects in the entire Mach number range tested. It is remarkable, that with
the exception of M.. = 0.78 and 0.8 no distinct lift maximum appears in the double slot suction case.
In contrast to this, suction through a perforated strip shows to be not as effective as double slot suc-
tion in the lower Mach number range but superior to the latter one at higher Mach numbers.

Also the drag of the VFW airfoil is most favourably affected by suction in the shock region, as
the comparison of the drag coefficients of the three suction configurations with the basic airfoil without
suction demonstrates, Fig. 9. Single slot suction, tested solely at M, = 0.78, reduces the drag only
at higher angles of attack. On the contrary, double slot suction leads to drag reductions even at low
angles of attack. Furthermore, the steep drag rise is largely avoided by double slot suction, and at
higher incidence, the drag is reduced drastically up to 40 %. For suction through a perforated strip, .i
the drag coefficients measured only for two Mach numbers and a few angles of attack indicate reductions
in the same order as for double slot suction.

Fig. 10 shows the influence of local suction in the shock region of the three configurations on

the buffet boundary of the VFW~airfoil,determined from the RMS-signals. A strong buffet onset delay was -.-
found in the case of single slot suction at M. = 0.78, where shock and slot position are well matched,
but this positive effect is restricted to a very limited Mach number range. Double slot suction, on the
contrary, leads to a smaller but over the entire investigated Mach number range existing delay of
buffeting. It is remarkable, that for this suction configuration the buffet intensity was decreased with
increasing Mach number, and that at M.. > 0.82 buffeting couldn't be detected at all. Suction through
a perforated strip shows to have not any positive effect on the buffet boundary at low Mach numbers up

$ to M, = 0.74, but at higher Mach numbers 0.78 < M= < 0.84 it even surpasses the double slot suction.
However, with suction the buffet intensity of the perforated strip configuration did not vanish.

-" -. 3.1.2 Local effects

After demonstrating the effects of various active SBLI control methods on the overall aerodynamic

characteristics of the VFW airfoil, the influence of local boundary layer suction in the shock region

on the flow field structure of the airfoil will be analysed in more detail. Especially, an attempt will
be made to give reasons for the strong suction effects on the airfoil characteristics described in the
previous chapter.

The preceding figures have shown, that the largest improvements over the basic closed-wall
model were gained in the region of the off-design boundaries caused by shock-induced flow separations.
Hence, boundary layer measurements were made on the upper surface of the basic and the three suction
configurations at M, = 0.78, for which the suction device was placed to fit best the shock position.

Some remarks have to be made concerning the quality of the boundary layer probe measurements con-
S.'a ducted in a transonic tunnel on an airfoil model of moderate size. In the attached flow region upstream

of the shock, the boundary layer displacement thickness is of the same order as the probe used
(0.15 mm high flattened pitot tube), resulting in inaccurate results. Further downstream in the shock
region, the probe-induced disturbances may be rather large, leading also to incorrect results. Finally,
a pitot probe is not able to measure reverse flow velocities within a separation bubble.
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The effect of single slot suction on the pressure distribution and the upper surface boundary
* layer development is shown in Fig. 11 for-M,, = 0.78 and both incidences a = 40 and 50 corresponding
. to the onset of buffeting without and with suction respectively. In the firs? case, C = 40, the

measured pressure distributions with and without suction differ only in the shock regign, which can be U
* better understood with the measured boundary layer veloLity profiles, Fig. 12, and the displacement
"* thickness data. The pressure distribution without suction shows a shock located slightly upstream of

the slot, the existence of a shock-induced separation bubble about to expand rapidly, and a still
attached trailing edge flow. With suction, the boundary layer thickness is considerably reduced and the
separation bubble has disappeared, affecting the entire downstream flow development. As a consequence
of the shock/boundary layer interaction, the shock is located further downstream close to the slot with
increased strength. Larger shock strength and thinner boundary layer result in additional wave drag and

". higher friction drag, which are, however, more than compensated by pressure drag reductions, Fig. 9.

At higher incidence, = 50, the upper surface pressure distribution and boundary layer develop-
ment is completely different Oi both cases with and without single slot suction, Fig. 11, as is also p
evident from the measured boundary layer velocity profiles, plotted in Fig. 13. Without suction, the r r

buffet boundary has been clearly exceeded, and the pressure distribution shows the shock far upstream
*" of the slot, while the shock-induced flow separation reaches downstream to the trailing edge, indicated
" by the negative trailing edge pressure coefficient and the extreme boundary layer thickening at the rear

part of the airfoil. With single slot suction applied, the supersonic flow is accelerated to a local
Mach number of M = 1.44 at the slot, causing without suction at that Mach number severe separation
behind the shock? But in the suction case, only a local separation bubble is induced similar to that
at a 2 4' without suction; and the trailing edge flow is still attached. The single slot suction
effectgon the pressure distribution causes corresponding changes in lift, Fig. 8, and buffet onset,
Fig. 10; and the reduced flow separation results in a considerable net drag reduction, Fig. 9.

Fig. 14 shows the influence of SBLI control by double slot suction on the pressure distribution
and the upper surface boundary layer development for M, = 0.78 and a = 40 and 50 corresponding to
the onset of buffeting without and with control respectively. At a = °, the pressure distribution

. is affected by double slot suction only in the shock region. In both9 cases, with and without control,
the shock is located immediately upstream of the front slot, and the trailing edge flow is attached.
But with control, the measured boundary layer data indicate a significantly stronger boundary layer -

thickening within and behind the shock region, resulting in a considerably more diffused smearing of
the pressure rise across the shock. This behavior is a consequence of the common plenum for both suction
slots, leading to different suction rates of the slots due to the pressure gradient in the shock region,
and in this case even to blowing instead of sucking of the front slot and increased suction of the rear
slot. This additional passive effect will be discussed in more detail in the next chapter. As a result
of the weaker shock and the thicker boundary layer over the rear part of the airfoil, wave drag as well
as friction drag is reduced to an amount which is not nearly compensated by increased pressure drag,
see Fig. 9.

At higher incidence, c( = 50, SBLI control by double slot suction has a large effect on the -Z"
upper surface boundary layer development and thus on the pressure distribution. Without control, the
upper surface flow is in a condition beyond the buffet boundary and has the typical behavior discussed
already in Fig. 11, while in the control case, the measured data indicate indeed a large separation
bubble induced behind the shock but attached flow at the trailing edge. The pressure dis'ribution with
a shock located immediately upstream of the front slot is very similar to that at 0 = 40 without
control. The more rearward shock position with active control is responsible for the Vncreased lift
coefficient and the extended buffet boundary, Figs. 8 and 10; and the reduced flow separation leads to
drastical net drag reductions, Fig. 9. However, so far it is not completely understood why the buffet
intensity decreases when the double slot suction is employed.

Unlike the slot suction, the electron-beam drilled perforated strip provides a distributed suction %
in the shock region. However, the suction distribution of the perforated strip is not constant in stream-
wise direction because of the strong pressure gradient in this region, leading to blowing instead of
sucking in the forward part of the strip at a suction coefficient of cQ = 0.0006. The SBLI control effect
by suction through a perforated strip on the pressure distribution and the upper surface boundary layer
is shown in Fig. 15 for M, = 0.78 and the angles of attack o = 40 and 50 corresponding to buffet
onset without and with control respectively. At both incidences,gthe changes of the upper surface

*pressure distribution and boundary layer development caused by suction on the perforated strip model
are very similar to those obtained with the double slot model, Fig. 14. In comparison with the double
slot results, it seems that the shock flattening is more intense and the boundary layer thickening in
the shock region is less strong. At lower Mach numbers, M. < 0.78, the positive strip suction effects
vanish, because the shock is located too far upstream of the perforated strip. At higher Mach numbers,
Mm > 0.78, the airfoil performance improvements by strip suction are sligthly higher due to its better

,- adapted SBLI control than in the double slot suction case.

3.2 Passive SOLI control by ventilation

During the measurements, a strong passive effect was observed on the double slot and perforated
* strip models without any suction in comparisonwith the basic closed-wall model. In experiments -2-I

--.:.-S
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-. , " of Bahi et al. (Ref. 14) a 30 % chord porous surface with a cavity underneath was used, to reduce the -
wave drag of a circular arc and a supercritical wall model (without lift) by weakening the shock strength.

- Preliminary investigations with the objective to suppress completely shocks on a transonic airfoil were
* made by Savu et al. (Ref. 15) using a perforated upper surface with a cavity underneath reaching nearly

from the leading to the trailing edge.

In the following, results of passive SBLI control by ventilation through

- a double slot

o and a perforated strip

in the shock region of the VFW airfoil covering only 7.5 % of the chordlength will be described and
discussed.

3.2.1 Global effects

Before analysing details of the complex flow development over the airfoil with passive SBLI
. control, global effects will be treated. In Fig. 16 lift polars of both models equipped with the double

slot and the perforated strip insert are compared at various Mach numbers with the basic model results
witout ventilation. For the double slot configuration, a favourable passive effect was obtained at off-
design conditions at all Mach numbers tested showing no distinct lift maxima. For the perforated strip
configuration, on the contrary, the measured lift maxima at low Mach numbers M,< 0.76 are lower than
, '.thout control, but in the higher Mach number range the maximum lift coefficients are considerably in-
creased.

Passive SBLI control by boundary layer ventilation offers a large potential for drag reductions
of supercritical airfoils at off-design conditions, demonstrated in Fig. 17 for the double slot and the
perforated strip model. Even at low incidence, the drag coefficient is slightly decreased in comparison
with the basic model. However, at off-design conditions with strong shock/boundary layer interactions,
great drag reductions - about in the same order as measured in Ref. 14 - are obtained for both the double
slot and the perforated strip configurations.

Fig. 18 shows substantial improvements of the lift/drag polars of the VFW airfoil, characterizing
the aerodynamic quality, by passive SBLI control through boundary layer ventilation in the shock region
using both the double slot and the perforated strip at various Mach numbers. Not only in the off-design
region with strong shocks, substantial improvements in L/D could De obtained, but also the optimum L/D-
rati-;-. could be improved by about 15 %. From the few perforated strip test cases, it seems that this
configuration is more effective than the double slot configuration. The results presented show the
passive control to be very attractive.

The passive effect of the double slot and the perforated strip devices on the buffet boundary

of the VFW airfoil is demonstrated in Fig. 19. The double slot device increases the buffet boundary in
* the entire Mach number range tested. With perforated strip ventilation applied, at lower Mach numbers

M w< 0.78 no effect at all on buffet onset was found, whereas in the higher Mach number range
0.78 < M., < 0.84 even the double slot suction results were surpassed. However, the most striking
result of the double slot experiment was, that in the Mach number range investigated, in contrary to
the other configurations, neither shock oscillations could be detected in Schlieren observations beyond
the buffet boundary, nor severe buffeting was indicated by the RMS-signals. Moreover, buffeting was
completely ceased at MO > 0.82, although the flow was separated downstream of the shock. It seems that
the strong coupling between shock and trailing edge flow behavior is largely suppressed by double slot
ventilation.

By comparing the results of passive SBLI control with those of active control, as done in Refs.
16 and 17, it can be established that the passive effects are dominant for the configurations investi-
gated. Compared to active control, only a slightly lower improvement in off-design performance but a
clearly smaller extension of the buffet boundary was obtained by passive control.

3.2.2 Local effects .

rated Now, the attempt will be made to interpret the strong passive effects of the double slot and perfo-
rated strip devices on the overall aerodynamic characteristics of the VFW airfoil by means of the pressure
distribution and boundary layer measurements performed during the experimental investigations. Fig. 20 . ..
shows the influence of double slot ventilation on the pressure distribution and the upper surface boundary
layer development for Moo = 0.78 and the angles of attack o = 40 and 50 corresponding to buffet onset
without and with passive control respectively. In the first cgse, or = 40, the pressure gradient in
the shock region is definitely flattened and the boundary layer is mach more thickened, resulting in
considerable airfoil drag reductions.

This passive effect is caused by a partial pressure compensation through the plenum underneath
the shock between the sub- and supersonic flow fields. Due to the strong pressure gradient in the shock
region, a secondary flow develops leading to blowing of the forward slot and sucking of the rearward
slot. As a consequence of the secondary flow, the streamline curvature is changed in the shock region,
causing a better matching of both the super- and the subsonic flow fields at off-design conditions,
and eventually, a weakening of the shock strength and a reduction of the wave drag. This favourable



passive effect is intensified by an increased boundary layer thickening in the shock region due to the

additional passive boundary layer control by combined blowing and suction including the strong influence
of blowing on the turbulence structure. Up to now, the understanding of the passive SBLI control mecha-
nism is by no means complete, so that further more detailed investigations about the flow field structure
in the shock region are necessary.

The present knowledge of the ventilation mechanism of the double slot model is confirmed as well
by the measured pressure distribution and boundary layer data at inher incidence, = 5'. Without
passive control, severe buffeting was found with the upper surface flow extensively sgparated as in
Fig. 11, while with ventilation, buffeting was not yet observed showing a pressure distribution - like
that of x = 4' without ventilation - with the shock stabilized immediately upstream of the forward
slot and t~e flow attached at the trailing edge. The more rearward shock position of the double slot

% configuration is responsible for the lift increase, Fig. 16, and the extension of the off-design region,
Fig. 19.

The passive effect of the perforated strip on the pressure distribution and the boundary layer
*-. data at M, = 0.78 is very similar to that of the double slot, Fig. 21. However, it seems that at both

angles of attack a = 40 and 50 the shock is more smeared and the boundary layer is less thickened
'- by using the perforaeed strip than by the double slot. At M,, Z 0.78, the perforated strip is somewhat

superior to the double slot due to its better adapted passive SBLI control, see Figs. 16 to 19. Again, J,
the gain in lift and buffet onset is caused by the strong passive effect of the perforated strip on the
shock location. The net drag reduction is a result, at low incidence, of the thickened boundary layer
and the weakened shock, and at high incidence, mainly of the delayed shock-induced separation. At lower
Mach numbers, the perforated strip is not as effective as the double slot, because the shock is located
too far upstream of the perforation strip.

,....

4. CONCLUSIONS

The present experimental investigations have generally confirmed that the off-design performance
of supercritical airfoils can be considerably improved by active and passive shock/boundary layer inter-
action (SBLI) control.

In detail the results show that active SBLI control through local boundary layer suction in the
S. shock region mainly delays the shock-induced separation to greater shock strength and stabilizes the

shock in its rearward position up to higher incidence, resulting in a lift gain and drag reduction at
off-design conditions as well as an extension of the off-design boundaries.

The maximum lift increase of about 25 % was obtained by single slot suction, but because of the
shock shifting with Mach number this result is restricted to a very limited Mach number range, in which
shock and slot position match well. This disadvantage can be avoided by double slot or perforated strip
suction showing similarly positive effects in the entire Mach number range tested. However, due to an $

additional shock weakening effect, double slot and perforated strip suction leads to slight drag reduc-
. tions even at low angles of attack and to large drag reductions at higher incidence.

During the experiments, a strong passive effect was observed by boundary layer ventilation on
the double slot and perforated strip configurations without any suction. The passive effect, caused by -

a partial pressure compensation between the sub- and supersonic flow fields through the plenum under-.'- . neath the shock, leads to a weakening of the shock wave. Besides the gain in lift and buffet onset,,..

passive SBLI control offers mainly a large potential for off-design drag reductions up to 40 %. The most
striking result of the double slot investigation was that in the entire Mach number range, in contrast
to the other configurations, no severe buffeting could be detected beyond the buffet boundary.

* So far the understanding of the passive SBLI control mechanism is by no means complete. The present
measurements did not allow a detailed investigation of the flow field structure in the shock region.
Further more detailed investigations are planned on a larger model, using more sophisticated measuring
techniques, to gain deeper insight into this complex flow phenomenon. Finally, with regard to future
applications of active or passive SBLI control on supercritical wings, the influence of high Reynolds
number and wing sweep will be included in coming investigations.
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Abstract .

% % 4.hnon-asymptotic triple deck theory of transoniL shock/turbulent boundary layer interaction 4o described
which takes into account the influence of upstream tangential injection on a curved wall. In addition to
Reynolds number and the shock strength, the theory is parameterized by arbitrary values of the incoming boun-
dary layer shape factor, wall jet maximum velocity ratio ai:i the nondimensional height of this ratio; results
of a comprehensive parametric study are then presented. It i.; shown that the wall jet effects significantly
reduce both the streamwise scale and displacement thickening of the interaction zone. While increasing the
upstream and downstream skin friction levels, these effects also re'uce the minimum interactive Cf and thus

" actually hasten the onset of incipient separation at the shock foot. -

Nomenclature

Cf skin friction coefficient, 2rw/p e U 2

* 6Cf skin friction increment due to wal 'Jet
C pressure coefficient, 2 p'/o U 2

C lateral spreading factor of wall jet
Hx boundary layer shape factor, 6*/0*
Hi  incompressible shape factor
K curvature of wall in interaction region
M Mach number
p static pressure
p interactive pressure perturbation, p-p1
p pressure jump across incident shock
ReC, Re6  Reynolds number based on length Z and boundary layer thickness, respectively
S non-dimensional wall shear function of wall jet
T. absolute temperature
T basic interactive wall-turbulence parameter
u',v' streamwise and normal interactive disturbance velocity components, respectively

-'." 6U wall jet component of total velocity profile
U undisturbed incoming boundary layer velocity in x-direction
x,y streamwise and normal distance coordinates (origin at the inviscid shock intersection with the wall)

S- Ywff effective wall shift seen by interactive inviscid flow

m "  Ymax location of AUma x

y specific heat ratio
6 boundary layer thickness
. boundary layer displacement thickness
"mix wall jet mixing thickness .%
,SL inner deck sublayer thickness
C kinematic turbulent eddy viscosity
T, interactive perturbation of turbulent eddy viscosity

. ordinary coefficient of viscosity
V S/p
... viscosity-temperature dependence exponent, -T'.
o density
0. "boundary layer momentum thickness

total shear stress
6-- . Tinteractive perturbation of total shear stress

'O Subscripts

AD Adiabatic wall
1 undisturbed inviscid values ahead of incident shock
e conditions at the boundary layer edge
inc incompressible value
inv inviscid disturbance solution value
max velocity profile maximum due to wall jet
o undisturbed incoming boundary layer properties

---

1. Introduction

The use of tangential slot-injection to influence and control turbulent boundary layer behavior has
been extensively studied in various types of lowspeed external and internal aerodynamic flow fields (e.g.,
on circulation-controlled airfoils, slotted flaps, in film cooling applications and for separation control
in inlets and diffusers). In recent years, many applications of such injection have arisen in supercritical

o Professor and tssociate Chairman , iept. of frechanicrl and herospace ,ngineering
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transonic flow fields where local shock wave is present; however, little is presently available to provide
a basic understanding of how the resulting shock-boundary interaction ("SBLI") alters the influence of tan-
gential injection. Conversely, in such supercritical flows it may be of interest to know how the effects
of SBLI may be altered by the use of injection. The present paper addresses these questions for the case
of steady non-separating 2-D turbulent boundary layers on adiabFtic surfaces of small-to-moderate longitu-
dinal curvature.

The primary objectives of our work are to develop a fundamental theory of a transonic SBLI region
occurring downstream of a tangentially-injected turbulent boundary layer on a curved wall (Fig. 1) and then
to present the results of a parametric study of this theory showing the relationship between the dominant

. physical parameters, the injection and the physics of the SBLI zone. In Section 2, we briefly outline the
-. non-asymptotic triple deck theory of a SBLI zone on a curved surface without tangential injection. Then by

taking the SBLI zone sufficiently far downstream of the injection slot for mixing of the wall jet and over-
lying turbulent boundary layer to have produced a well-defined "jet-bulged" boundary layer profile, the
interactive perturbation field caused by norma'. shock interaction with this profile is analyzed in Section
3 by an extension of the aforementioned SBLY theory. This is followed in Section 4 by presentation and
discussion of the results of a parametric study of this extended solution for the interactive pressure,
displacement thickness and skin frictin effects.

'. Brief Outline of the Basic SBLI Theory

2.1 The Triple-Dec' :odel

It is well-known that when separation occurs, the disturbance flow pattern associated with normal
shock-boundary layer interaction is a very complicated one involving a bifurcated shock pattern, whereas

* the unseperated case pertaining to turbulent boundary layers up to M1 . 1.3 has instead a much simpler type
"" of interaction pattern which is more amenable to analytical treatment (Fig. 2). The flow consists of a

known incoming isobaric turbulent boundary layer profile Mo(y) subjected to small transonic perturbations
due to an impinging weak normal shock. In the practical Reynolds number range of interest here [ReL 106
to 108] we purposely employ a non-asymptotic triple-deck flow model2 that is the turbulent extension of the
Lighthill approach that has proven highly successful in treating a variety of other problems involving tur-
bulent boundary layer response to strong rapid adverse pressure gradients and which is supported by a large
body of transonic and supersonic interaction data plus detailed formal asymptotic analyses. The resulting

". flow model, Fig. 2, consists of an inviscid boundary value problem surrounding a shock discontinuity and
underlaid by a thin shear stress-disturbance sublayer thatcontains the upstream influence and skin friction
perturbations. An approximate analytic solution is further achieved by assuming small linearized disturbances
ahead of and behind the nonlinear shock jumpwhich givesaccurate predictions for all the pro erties of engin-
eering interest when M > 1.05. The resulting equations can be solved by operational methods, yielding the
interactive pressure rise, displacement thickness growth and the skin friction behavior upstream and down-
stream of the shock foot. This solution contains all the essential global features of the mixed transonic
viscous interaction flow and detailed comparisons with experiment4  and Navier-Stokes numerical-solutions
have shown that it gives a very good account of all the important engineering features of non-separating
interactions over a wide range of Mach-Reynolds number conditions.

An important and unique feature of this interaction theory is that it employs for the incoming turbulent "
boundgry layer velocity profile a very general Composite Law of the Wall-Law of the Wake profile model due to
Walz, which is characterized not only by the shock Mach number M1 and the boundary layer thickness Reynolds
number Re,* but also by arbitrary nonequilibrium6 values of the incompressible shape factor Hi . This model
may be combined by the Van Driest transformation (or the equally-accurate Reference TemperatIre correction
method ) to account for compressibility effects. The resulting predictions, such as typically illustrated in
Fig. 3, show that Hi has a very large effect on the local and downstream interactive properties that is impor-
tant to account for In practical applications. By thereby accomodating a wide range of possible upstream his-
tories of pressure gradient, heat and mass transfer, the theory has found wide-spread success as an interac-
tive module in global composite viscous-inviscid flow field analysis programs on supercritical airfoils and %
projectiles, while also proving adaptable to the accomodation of new effects.

2.2 The Wall Curvature and Shock Obliquity Effects

Since SBLI with tangential injection often arises in flows on curved surfaces, it is desirable to
account for wall curvature effects in the foregoing interaction theory. For the small to moderate curvature
usually encountered (K60  .02), analysis of the transonic small disturbance flow in the outer deck shows
that while the explicit new curvature terms in the perturbation equations are of the negligible order K60 ,
the interactive viscous displacement effect from the underlying decks eliminates the well-known9 inviscid
shock signularity while slightly altering the shock into an oblique configuration; see Figs. 4-6. Detailed
examination of the middle-deck region shows that any new terms in the inviscid rotational disturbance
equations are of the negligible order K; only the curvature effect on the undisturbed boundary-layer
velocity and eddy viscosity profiles are of possible significance. Here again, the explicit K6o terms in
the governing equations of this incoming flow are all negligible; however, curvature can moderately influence
(10-20%) the eddy viscosity terms, with a consequent effect on the boundary-layer profile in the fo m of
a skin friction reduction and shape factor increase as described approximately by the relationshipsA

Cfo . (1 - 10K6o [Cfolflat (1)

Hi1 - (1 + 5K6o)[Hil~flt (2)

*where to this order of accuracy the corresponding effect on io is negligibly small. Note, for example, that" ".

the typical value KC z 0.01 yields a reduction and increase in Cfo and Hi1 of 10 and 5%, respectively. The use '.
of Eqs. (1) and (2) with the Walz velocity profile model and Kdo

i as an additional input parameter provides a th ro

good engineering account of the moderate curvature effects on the middle-deck interaction solution. within the
very thin inner disturbance shear stress deck it is found8 yet again that explicit curvature effects on the
various iner-, pressure gradient, and laminar viscous terms in the disturbance flow equations are altogether
negligible. Moreover, because of the extreme inner-deck thinness, the eddy viscosity curvature effect therein
may also be safely neglected for the high Reynolds number conditions typifying most practical external aero-
dynamic flows.
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Predictive results for the typic.a influence of K6 on SBLI properties, which agree with experimental obser-
0

vations, may be found in Ref. 8; they show that it slightly spreads out the interaction, weakening the

adverse pressure gradient along the wall, due primarily to the increased shape factor. Since curvature
slightly reduces the incoming boundary-layer velocity profile fullness and qpreads out the interaction, it
further acts to thicken the downstream boundary layer while slightly increasing the local Cf around the shock

"-" foot owing the reduced interactive pressure gradient. As regards the slight shock obliquiJ6 at the boundary ."b

layer edge caused by the interactive displacement thickness effect. detailed investigation has established
that it corresponds with a good approximation to the condition of iximum deflection. Hence the pressure
rise is equivalent to a normal shock at the effective lower shock Mdch number

,ff M 1 sin 900 - 37.3./Ri ) (3)
.. ~eff ::

thereby allowing the obliquity effect to be accurate accomodated in the present theory (Fig. 6).

1. Extension to Include Tangential Injection

We recall that the aforementioned interaction theory feeds upon a known shock strength and an assumed
incoming turbulent velocity profile model characterized by the overall parameters H. , Cf and Re . In the
problem at hand we have a new unique shape of velocity profile that exists due to tangential blowfng. In

%, this section we will be concerned with modeling the influence of such a profile and its associated wall-
region eddy viscosity behavior by a convenient set of parameters that characterize the essential new physical
features and allow parametric sensitivity studies.

When air is tangentially injected through a slot of height h into an overlying boundary layer it forms a
jet which is entrained by the surrounding flow (Fig. 7a). Immediately downstream of the slot, strong mixing
of these flows occurs in a complicated manner which may not be validly treated by boundary layer theory; in
any event, the resulting composite velocity profile assumes a unique charnter with a maximum and a minimum
(Fig. 7b). As the flow proceeds further downstream, experimental studies have shown that the minimum is
rapidly eliminated by further mixing so that when x >> h, the profile attains a fully-developed "jet-bulged"
shape (Fig. 7c) composed of an unblown-type of turbulent boundary layer profile plus a wall jet component
containing a velocity maximum near the wall. As this fully-developed shape convects downstream, further
mixing gradually decreases and spreads out the jet maximum (Fig. 7d) until the boundary layer ultimately tends
toward an ordinary monotone profile shape in which the jet component has been completely eliminated by
entrainment. In the present study we deal with with case where the shock interacts with a jet-bulged type
of profile (Fig. 7c), since this is the most interesting encountered in practice. (The regions upstream of the
slot and very far downstream where the profile maximum has disappeared can of course be handled by the exist-
ing "unblown" version of the present SBLI theory).

While possessing a boundary layer profile shape that can be analytically modeled in a manner appropriate
to the SBLI solution (see below), this case also permits a simplified treatment of2 tb eddy viscosity aspects
of the interactive decks in the boundary layer, as follows. Experimental studies have shown that the
usual Law of the Wall behavior and its associated mixing length eddy viscosity model applies to the lower
portion below the jet maximum when the injection effect is small-to-moderate (AUmax/Ue 1.0). Since the

thin disturbance-shear stress inner deck of the SBLI region lies well within this Law of the Wall region,
while there are no eddy viscosity-associated perturbation terms in the overlying middle deck owing to the
inviscid frozen-turbulence nature of its disturbance flow, it can be shown that the form of all the
basic triple-deck Equations in the aforementioned SBLI theory can be carried over to the present problem
provided that one fully accounts for the wall jet effects on the undisturbed flow skin friction Cf , displace-
.ment thickness Reynolds number Reand (especially) incompressible shape factor Hil as well as on~the pro-
file distribution itself.

An appropriate analytical model of the incoming boundary layer profile was developed which accounts for

the essential new wall-jet features of the flow while also being well-suited to the Lighthill pressure dis-
-' turbance equation that is involved in the middle deck solution. It is constructed as the sum of a wall-jet

*O component and an "unblown" component, where to be consistent with earlier work the latter is represented by
Walz's Law of the Wall/Law of the Wake composite profile characterized by the three parameters Re ,, Cf and
H (see Appendix A). Thus if Ymax denotes the height of the maximum velocity Umax with tUmax deAotingothe
coresponding difference between Umax and the unblown velocity due to the wall jet effect (see Fig. 8), the
total profile is expressed as

u(y) = U (y) + 6u(y) (4)
walz

where the wall jet component Au(y) varies from zero at y - 0 (no slip) to its maximum value 6Umax at y = Ymax
and then decays outwardly towards zero, becoming negligible beyond some characteristic jet-spread height
-mix above ymax (we presume 

6
mix + Ymax " 6). Above yma, we have followed the experimentally-based work

of Carrierre et a1
15 

and represented Au by a modified seen2 function whose slope at y equals
-(dUwalz/dy)ymax such that the total composite profile correctly has a maximum at Ymax:

(Y- ma) °

2 -

r 6Au A mx SSCH( 6 mix
4. = max mix [y > y I (5A). i U e U e SECH 2. _ max ] (A .

where % EH

l.1'" $ ([ln(l + --) - ln(l - 2 (5B)

". is a phasing factor insuring the maximum in total velocity at y and

Cx (8 /u )Ia/ (5C)
l; ".. . C~x (mix/ max l~/Ymax(5),.%
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is a lateral spreading constant (typically .15 to avoid secondary profile maxima above ymax ) . Below y
,. on the other hand, we require a functional representation that gives a reasonable monotonic shape and ma c~es

- .'.smoothly to Eq. (5) at Ymax" Furthermore, we desire some control over the wall slope in order to represent
injection effects on the local skin friction. The specific constraints on this functional choice are that
(a) only one maximum in the total composite profile at y Ymax (b) a match with the value and slope of the
upper du(y) function at Ymaxp and (c) positive values of the non-dimensional slope

S[d (tu/ue)1
w d(y/ymax)

I m y=

leading to physically reasonable skin friction increments -]

Cf = Sw (Pw6/e Re 6)Umax/ymax (6)

.4 Now condition (a) so severely restricts the class of monotone functions it admits that no general solution
o- . can be generated Io accommodate a completely arbitrary combination of conditions (b) and (c); what can be - .
* found, however, are functions which allow either an arbitrary choice of all three parameters Sw , 'Umax, Ymax

within a restrictive range or the choice of a wide range of values for the two key parameters
SAt Umax, Ymax with Sw then consequently determined (but still within an interesting range of resulting values).

One such function which has proven quite satisfactory for the purposes of this investigation is

a u = C1 y C3 [exp(C Y I) (y < Ym (7A)ue 1Ymax 3ma 2 "a
~max

where the aforementioned matching conditions are fulfilled if the constants C, 2 3 satisfy the three simul-
taneous relations

C- C3 (exp C2 -) = u (7B)
1 3 2 Umax

C -C CC (7C)
1 3 2 expC 2 =-Ymax

C1 C3 =S w  (7D)

This trio is readily solved numerically during the implementation of the velocity profile model by using a

standard non-linear simultaneous root-finder subroutine.

3.2 Implementation of the Extended Theory

-' -The foregoing approach may be implemented ty several straightforward modifications to the existing com-
puter program for the zero-blowing SBLI theory, as follows. To include small-to-moderate wall curvature
effects (K6o < .01), we add K6o as an independent input variable and accordingly modify the input values of 7]
H i and Cf according to Eqs. (1) and (2); furthermore, we eliminate the inviscid curvature singularity,
aliering t~e normal shock to a slightly oblique one at the boundary layer edge, by modifying the input
effective normal shock Mach number according to Eq. (3). The influence of tangential injection is accomo-
dated by introducing the two new input parameters AUmax/Ue and Ymax/6 o, characterizing the magnitude and -..

height, respectively, of the wall jet component effect; in addition, values of the auxillary parameters C
- and Sw can be set within certain restricted ranges. The program subroutine which evaluates the Walz tur-x

bulent boundary layer velocity profile model is modified to add the matched upper and lower wall jet-compon- ..

ent increments pertaining to these inputs (Eqs. 4-7), using a Reference Temperature-Method compressibility .1
correction of the appropriate parameters. Figure 9 illustrates some typical boundary layer velocity profiles
containing these tangential injection effects. Using the adiabatic temperature-velocity relationship

T = TW,AD + (Te - TW,AD) U 2/Ue2 (8)' profleeMoWY)d ed reiii

the associated Mach number profile M0 (y) and its derivative dM0 /dy (which are both needed in the interactive
pressure solution subroutine) are calculated, the corresponding mass flow and momentum defect distributions

I - and (1 - -. ) - are also integrated across the boundary layer to obtain the values of */6 andpi , eue p euie ue :'
/, respectively, associated with the wall jet effect. The resulting values of the displacement thickness

and shape factor are shown in Figs. 10 to illustrate how the mass and momentum addition to the boundary layer
from the wall jet substantially decreases 6* and produces a greater profile "fullness" reflected in a
significantly reduced shape factor. (We note here that while it is formally possible to obtain negative _,

6* and 0* for sufficiently large injection rates, A Umax say , consistent with our other assumptions, we
exclude such cases from this study.) Increasing the height of the jet maximum is seen to have a similar
effect, because this enhances the effective strength of the injection effect on the boundary layer profile.
Awareness of these overall integral property effects proves helpful in interpreting the predicted interaction

properties given below.

Implementation of these wall jet-modifications is quite straightforward, except to note that feedback

of the aforementioned modified integral properties into the solution sequence must be properly phased: since
the wall jet effect on the incoming boundary layer profile shape is already included in the Mo(y) distribution
used in solving the Lighthill interactive pressure equation, the feedback must be done after the pressure is

determined. Subsequent use of the jet-altered values of 6* and Cf then further influences the local inter-

active displacement thickening and skin friction solution results.
0 

To illustrate the importance of this

proper feedback of the jet-influenced profile integral properties a typical set of interactive pressure,
displacement thickness and skin friction distributions predicted by the aforementioned extended theory are
presented in Fig. 11, showing the various relative effects of tangential injection compared to the zero

blowing case. It is seen that the increased boundary layer profile fullness and shape factor reduction due

to injection causes a significant streamwise contraction of the interactive pressure rise; this is in agree-

"" ment with experimental observations.
1 6

Accompanying this contraction of the interaction zone, the two main
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effects of injection on the ratio A6*/60 are seen to act with opposite and nearly equal influence: while the
profile shape-factor effect of injection reduces 66*, the corresponding reduction of 6o* is approximately of
the same magnitude so that the overall change in A6"/6o* is small. This implies that the net injection
effect on a6" scales approximately with the corresponding effect on 6 *. Turning to the interactive skin
friction behavior typified in Fig. llc, it can be seen that the increased Cf level due to the wall jet
effect dominates most of the interaction zone both fore and aft of the shock except in the vicinity of the
shock foot; in this foot region, the Cf reduction due to the steepened interactive pressure gradient caused
by injection becomes the dominant effect and the local value of Cf . is actually reduced. Stated another
way, the SBLI effect adversely counteracts the otherwise favorable

m
d increase due to injection.

The aforementioned tangential injection effects on SBLI may be readily understood from the overall
shape factor and displacement thickness effects shown in Fig. 10: the reduced H and 6* imply a thinner
incoming turbulent boundary layer with a somewhat higher Mach number deep in the layer and a fuller profile
shape typical of a favoraole upstream pressure gradient history, which in view of the demonstrated sensi-
tivity of SBLI to the shape factor (Fig. 3) have the effect of reducing the streamwise scale and interactive
thickening while increasing the corresponding local pressure gradient.

4. Discussion of Parametric Study Results

The present theory has been used to carry out a systematic study of how the key tangential injection
parameters influence the essential properties of a subsequent SBLI zone. We now present and discuss the
results.

4.1 Interactive Pressure and Displacement Thickening

Typical pressure distributions, showing the strong systematic contraction of the streamwise interactive
scale with increasing strength of the wall jet component-effect, are illustrated in Figure 12. A comprehen-
sive summary of such results showing the upstream and downstream influence distances (the distance ahead and
behind the shock where the pressure rise is 5% and 95%, respectively, of the overall shock jump value) are
presented in Figures 13 and 14 as a function of both the magnitude and location of the jet velocity maximum
for a typical supercritical flow of M1 = 1.20. Viewed overall, these results show that tangential injection
can significantly reduce the overall upstream influence, and strongly reduce the downstream streamwise scale
of the interaction to a degree comparable to, or greater than, the unblown shape factor and/or Mach number
effects. When non-dimensionalized in terms of 6o, the results are not very sensitive to Reynolds number.

The corresponding systematic influence of injection on the relative interactive displacement thickness
distribution 86(x)/6o* is illustrated in Figure 15, where we see that the effect on A6*(x) and do* largely
cancel over a wide range of wall jet strengths when presented in this ratioed manner. However, there is a
significant injection effect on the streamwise slope of A*(x) at the shock foot, which relates to the
effective "viscous wedge" angle sensed by the outer inviscid flow; this effect is illustrated in Fig. 16,
where the strong increase of this slope with wall jet strength may be clearly seen.

4.2 Incipient Separation

The present theory, although it breaks down at separation, does yield a useful indication of incipient
separation where Cfmin - 0, owing to the particular attention paid to the treatment of the local interactive
skin friction behavior. Since this indication is of great practical interest, a parametric study of incipient
separation conditions from the present theory was carried out.

As a basis for comparison, the results for flow without any tangential injection are shown in Fig. 17a
where the shock Mach number above which incipient separation occurs is plotted as a function of the Reynolds
number with the shape factor as a parameter; also shown in the figure is the approximate experimental boun-
dary determined by a careful examination of a large number of transonic interaction tests! besides the well-
known M - 1.30 criterion for turbulent flow. It is seen that the theoretical prediction of a gradual .

increase in the incipient separation Mach number value with Reynolds number is in agreement with the trend
of this data. The theoretical prediction of only a smW influence of shape factor on the incipient separa-
tion conditions is also borne out by more recent data, as indicated in Fig. 17b.

Introducing the effect of injection, we first note from the typical behavior of the interactive Cf

distribution around the shock foot (see, e.g., Fig. llc) that the net effect is expected to decrease Cfmin
(notwithstanding the overall upstream and downstream increase in Cf otherwise due to injection). As shown
in Fig. 18, this is indeed found to be the case: the wall jet effect of increasing the local interactive
pressure gradient is seen to hasten the onset of incipient separation at the shock foot for a given Reynolds
number flow, in the sense that separation occurs at alglightly lower shock number as AUmax/U e is increased.
This is of course in sharp contrast to the well-known favorable effect of injection in delaying separation
observed by purely subsonic flows with a prescribed adverse pressure gradient, and is due to the fact that
the interactive pressure gradient enhancement effect of tangential injection in locally reducing Cf is
absent in these flows.

5. Concluding Remarks

Viewed overall, the present study has shown that the usual favorable tangential injection effects of
thinning out and delaying the separation of turbulent boundary layers in subsonic flow can be significantly
compromised by transonic shock/boundary layer interaction. Conversely, such injection was seen to appreci-
ably reduce the streamwise extent of an SBLI zone albeit with the allied consequence of intensifying the
local interactive adverse pressure gradient and thus hastening the onset of shock foot separation. It has
further been established that a fundamentally-based triple-deck theory of SBLT with injection is now
available to treat these effects in either external or internal supercritical flow fields; moreover, this
theory has been constructed to serve as a locally insertable interactive module astride the inviscid shock
location, driven by the attendant local boundary layer properties including an arbitrary non-equilibrium
shape factor. Consequently it would be possible to investigate in the future interesting problems of blowing -
in supercritical flow fields, including the use of tangential injection to modify the influence of SBLI upon
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the viscous trailing edge effect of supercritical airfoils 18- 20 (see Fig. 19), and the inclusion of SBLI
effects in viscous-inviscid flow field analysis programs for circulation-controlled airfoils and wings fly-
ing at supercritical flight speeds. a s e i ) ho
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Appendix thu-

Because of its convenient analytical form, accurate blended representation of the combined Law of theWall - Law of the Wake behavior and generality, we have adopted Walz's model
5 for the incoming turbulent "=

boundary layer upstream of the interaction. For the low Mach number/small heat transfer conditions appro-
priate to transonic interactions, it may be satisfactorily corrected for compressibility effects by the
Eckert Reference Temperature method which under these conditions is, in fact, comparable in accuracy to but
far simpler to implement than the Van Driest compressibility transformation approach.

6'7

Let v be Coles' (incompressible) Wake Function n E y/6 and denote for convenience R = .41 Re6*/
[(1 + w) (Tw/Te)l+W] with w = .76 and y =.1.4 for a perfect gas; then the compressible form of Walz's com- %°
posite profile may be written

U IC f " -_ 71
0_U = 1 W R n2l)2+2. 2.  ,IR11 .5Re-3Rn] N'

%If -2-- - (3-2n) + In(tl-)-(.215 + (A-l)
7 .41 2 7 1+R)l+
e eV2 T -

subject to the following condition linking i to Cf and Re6*:
0

.41.

2w + .215 + Ln(l+R) .41 (A-2) -.

f:T

J
Eqs. (A-1) and (A-2) have the following desirable properties: (a) for n > .10 or so U /U is dominated by a
Law of the Wake behavior which correctly satisfied both the outer limit conditions U / e . 1 and dU /dy + 0
as n - 1; (b) on the other hand, for very small n values, U. assumes a Law of the WaYl - type behavior con-
sisting of a logarithmic term that is exponentially damped out extremely close to the wall into a linear
laminar sublayer profile U/Ue = Rn as n - 0; (c) Eq. (A-l) may be differentiated w.r.t. 1 to yield an
analytical expression for dUo/dy also, which proves advantageous in solving the middle and inner deck inter-
action problems (see text) where dMo/dy must be known and vanish at the boundary layer edge.

The use of the incompressible form of Eq. (A-l) in the defining integral relations for 6 * and 0.*
yields the following relationship that links the wake parameter to the resulting incompressible shape factor
Hil = (6i*/Oi*):

H -l C
1. 2 T f 12)H .41 1 2+ ( + 1.59,a + .75 (A-3)
H. 1 e

Eqs. (A-2) and (A-3) together with the defining relation for R enable a rather general and convenient para-
* meterization of the profile (and hence the interaction that depends on it) in terms of three important

physical quantities: the shock strength (Me1 ), the displacement thickness Reynolds number ReS*, the wall
temperature ratio Tw/Te and the shape factor Hi that reflects the prior upstream history of the incoming
boundary layer including possible pressure gradient and surface mass transfer effects. With these parameters
prescribed, the aforementioned three equations may be solved simultaneously for the attendant skin friction
Cfo, the value of R and, if desired, the fi value appropriate to these flow conditions.
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ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION

Dr. Orlik-Rckemann, Canada

I have been asked to chair this final session of our symposium. Those of you who have been to meetings of
the Fluid Dynamics Panel before, know that it is one of the customs of our panel to appoint one or two
specialists in the field to act as technical evaluators of a symposium. This normally takes the form of a
report being issued several weeks after the meeting, and this is then distributed to all of the
participants as well as to panel members. It is far less usual, however, to get the same technical
evaluators to agree to share with the attendees their views about the symposium already at the closing
session of the meeting, without having the benefit of sitting back and examining and sifting through the

-e material and notes from the meeting just concluded. This time we have two technical evaluators, Dr. van
den Berg on my far left and Dr. Oskam on my immediate left, both from NLR in Amsterdam. They have been

kind enough to offer us the benefit of their comments and the immediate fresh assessment of the meeting L
right now. Dr. Oskam will lead off, followed by Dr. van den Berg, after which we will throw the floor
open for the general discussion from the floor.

A Dr. Oskam, NLR

*First of all I would like to thank the chairman of the program committee, Professor Reshotko, for this
opportunity to summarize the main points of the papers that have been presented during the past two and a
half days. Since I am sharing this opportunity with my colleague, we have divided the task and decided
that I should take care of the high-lift part.

The first day of our meeting the subject matter was aerodynamic improvement through high-lift systems. As
I recall, the presentations we heard were primarily dealing with high-lift aerodynamics of transport-type
aircraft during take-off and landing. The only exception at this point was the paper by Mr. Whittley who
gave us a fine update on the augmenter wing. From this presentation I got the clear impression that this
powered-lift STOL concept is now validated and ready for application. Getting back to the papers on
transport-type aircraft, I must say that the invited speakers, Mr. Butter and Mr. Dillner, really covered

0 quite a wide scope of issues. As you have also listened to the survey paper by Mr. Butter, you will
% recall the complicated flow processes he talked about. I fully agree with him that our present knowledge

of all the relevant flow processes of the flow around even a 2-dimensional multi-element wing is not yet
complete. However, I think that some progress is being made in this area. I just like to mention the
paper by Mrs. Porcheron describing a very detailed study of a 2-D high-lift flow. Such a flow is an ideal
test case for those researchers who are developing 2-D high-lift codes. I think that such an experiment
is ideal for code validation. However, I m not sure that turbulence data of such a complicated situation
is really sufficient for developing a good turbulence model of wakes subjected to large adverse pressure
gradients. I feel that there is also a need for a more fundamental building block experiment in which the
critical flow process, that is the adverse pressure gradient wake, is isolated from the complete high-lift
configuration. This would enable one, in principle, to investigate and model the turbulence in the loaded
wake without having the complication of all the other flow processes. I consider this to be a very
important problem, because it directly relates to aerodynamic performance in 2-D high-lift. The
full-potential calculation method reported by Mr. Suddhoo, dealing with 3-component airfoils, may be very *I

useful as a independent numerical check for previously developed methods, such as the transonic panel
method I talked about myself. I think it would be very instructive to see how well the various
full-potential numerical solutions should converge to the genuine solution if the mesh is sufficiently
refined. It shall be interesting to see whether they do.

I have observed all of the speakers in the high-lift session did recognize that the understanding and
quantitative knowledge of Reynolds number effects is essential in high-lift aircraft design. However, I
cannot make the same statement about free stream Mach number effects in high-lift aerodynamics. I think
it is fair to say that these non-linear compressibility effects in high-lift are not that well-known. ,
However, Mr. Fiddes, and others, have reminded us of the strong adverse effect an increasing free-stream
Mach number can have on the maximum lift performance of high-lift systems. However, Mr. Dillner told us
that in his experience supercritical leading edge flow should be avoided right from the beginning in any

'.e high-lift design for transport aircraft. I hope that we can have some comments on this point during the
discussion.

The last thing I would like to tell you about during these summarizing remarks concerns the potential

performance improvements one can expect for mechanical high-lift systems. In my opinion this is an
imortant issue which has not been addressed as yet at this conference. As a matter of fact I found a
figure in the paper of Mr. Butter. This figure can also be found in the paper of Mr. Dillner, but it has
not been shown as yet. Let me just put it on the projector.
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-The point I really want to make should actually be formulated as a question. But let me first explain the
slide. This slide shows three drag polars plotted in terms of lift-to-drag ratio versus lift

. coefficient. These three polars represent measured data for a fixed aspect ratio of 8 and a fixed wing
sweep of 35 degrees; the first one is the cruise configuration, the second one is for take-off geometry
and the third one for a landing configuration. The dash-dotted line reprsents the envelope of these three
polars: the envelope polar. The "ideal" polar in this figure represents the well-known drag formula,

0 CD =CD + CL

a
Tr AR

where CDo is the zero-lift drag of the cruise configuration. This "ideal" polar which applies only to
the cruise configuration at low lift has been extended to high values of the lift. This "ideal" serves as
a well-defined, hypothetical reference curve which can be used to express the performance level, and

- improvement, of mechanical high-lift systems. Mr. Dillner told us that the lift-to-drag ratio of the
take-off configuration, which is moving along the envelope polar, was found to be the real sizer in terms
of wing area for their energy efficient transport study. The question I have is: Has the position of this
envelope polar relative to the "ideal" polar really changed during the past ten years, or are we just
moving up and down the envelope polar and only optimize for wing sweep, aspect ratio and high-lift
settings with fixed technology. I know from the paper by Mr. Van Egmond about his inverse slat design
that you can do something in that direction, in two-dimensions; that is increase the lift-to-drag ratio at
constant lift coefficient. This would represent an increase in the level of technology. However, I would
like tencourage aircraft specialists in the audience to fill us in at this and tell

- o h te~ t point, tel
whether the lift-to-drag performance level of mechanical high-lift systems has changed during the last ten

*years, or how large the potential for improvement really is.

Dr. van den Berg, NLR

The Symposium falls apart in three rather separate subjects. My colleague has covered already the
high-lift part. I will now-discuss first the papers on drag reduction. Actually, I do not intend to
treat here the papers individually. Instead I will stick to a general discussion on what is apparently
going on in the field. To guide me and you in this, I have produced this overhead sheet.

DRAG REDUCTION

DP/DX EMPHASIS NOW

LFC SUCTION ON PRACTICAL

HYBRID FEASIBILITY L

TURULECE.LEBU STILL IN

RIBLETS RESEARCH
MANIPULATORS OTHERS PHASE

INDUCED DRAG REDUCTION SHOCK WAVE B.L. INTERACTION
SEPARATION AVOIDANCE CONTROL OF THE INTERACTION

Two main routes are apparent in drag reduction research. The first one is the strive for laminar boundary *

layer flow. The gains to be achieved by keeping the boundary layer laminar are large. To achieve laminar %
flow most commonly one applies favourable pressure gradients or suction or both. As appeared from the
presentations at this Symposium, the state of the art in this field is well advanced. The emphasis is now
on the practical feasibility of the laminar flow concept for wings. Extensive flight tests simulating
normal airline service are now being carried out. It is likely that soon the laminar flow control
research work will have reached the stage that sufficient information is available to consider the ".
application in an actual commercial airplane design. The other main route in drag reduction is
manipulation of the turbulence in the boundary layer. The gains to be achieved here are much less, but
may still be well worthwhile. One way is to alter the structure of the turbulence in the outer region of
the boundary layer by so-called large eddy break-up devices ("LEBU's"). The turbulence properties in the

wall region can be affected by changing the surface geometry, for instance by application of streamwise
riblets in the surface.

To obtain an impression of the gains, which can be hoped for when manipulating turbulence, some
calculations were carried out with a boundary layer calculation method at NLR. The boundary layer
calculation method employs a simple mixing length turbulence model. The table here gives the effects of

*5* alterations of the empirical constants in the turbulence model. A reduction of the mixing length in the
outer region of the boundary layer is what one would expect a LEBU to do. The effect of riblets on the
surface can probably be represented as an increase of the viscous sublayer thickness in the turbulence
model. The table shows that a mixing length reduction in the wall region would be most effective, but it

is less likely that this is achieved either by LEBU's or riblets. The results emphasize the moderate drag
reductions to be expected from turbulence manipulators, as the assumed changes of the mixing length and

* °  sublayer thickness seem to me already very large.
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TURBULENT DRAG REDUCTION ACCORDING TO B.L. CALCS

ASSUMED CHANGE FLOW CONDITION

IN TURB. MODEL ZERO ADVERSE FAVOURABLE
PRESS. GRAD. PRESS. GRAD. PRESS. GRAD. 'S

Mixing length in Negligible Little
outer region 23% History
reduced with Reduction Effects
factor two
("LEBU" )

Viscous sublayer

Thickness increased 24%
with factor two
("Riblets")

Mixing length
in wall region 48%
reduced with
factor two

The table contains also remarks on the expected effect of a mixing length reduction in the outer region
(LEBU's) in flows with a pressure gradient. The boundary layer calculations showed that the drag
reduction obtained will be negligible in this case for adverse pressure gradient flows. When the pressure

gradient is favourable there is another problem. Reducing the mixing length in the outer region by LEBU's
relies very much on the large role of history effects in the tubulence development, so that one LEBU
covers an extensive downstream region. In favourable pressure gradient flows the history effects are
small, however. It is concluded that the effectiveness of LEBU's in non-zero pressure gradient flows may
be disappointing, and that this should be investigated thoroughly.

When comparing turbulence drag reduction research with the laminar flow control work, it is evident that
the first is still in a very early phse of development. The papers delivered at the Symposium showed that
progress is made at various places, but that much still has to be done. A problem is the large variety of
devices which might be effective in reducing the drag. Better insight in what the devices actually do to
the turbulence could be of help in directing the research. The most important conclusion, which can be
drawn at the moment, is that it has become very clear that turbulence can be manipulated to a certain
extent and that this can be employed to our advantage. In a number of papers other means for drag
reduction were discussed. It is not appropriate to mention them individually in this global review. Yet
it may be useful to remind that the induced drag and separation regions if present, contribute
considerably to the drag and consequently improvements here are soon worthwhile. This lead us to the last
part of the Symposium, which concerned shock-wave boundary layer interaction work. Reductions in the
detrimental effects of shock-wave boundary layer interactions may be as important as other means for drag
reduction. The research performed in this field is very interesting. However, apart from the review

- paper yesterday, the papers on shock-wave boundary layer interaction were only delivered this morning. I
* do not feel able to give an opinion at such short term. This has to be postponed to the evaluation

. report, which Dr. Oskam and I will write later.

Dr. Orlik-RUckemann

Thank you very much. I would like to again thank both our technical evaluators; we all appreciate that it
" is very difficult to prepare this kind of comment immediately after the meeting, and I think they have

% ,. done a really very good job. Now we will open the general session of comments from the audience. I would 'N
first like to remind you that this session is being recorded, so that you have to identify yourself when
you take the mike. Secondly, this is not an ordinary round table discussion, so you are not necessarily

addressing your questions to the two technical evaluators, but rather to the audience at large. So any
questions, comments or suggestions for further work, or whatever else is on your mind should be expressed
in this way. Finally, we should, to have some order in the comments, take the three parts of the
symposium one at a time, at least initially. At this time therefore, I would like to open comments and

, * discussions on the part dealing with the high lift systems. Are there any comments?

Mr. D. Butter (British Aerospace)

I would very briefly like to comment on the slide that Dr. Oskam put up. I think that I mentioned in my
paper that the major changes that are going to come in high lift design are in fact going to be in L/D.

It has been very much neglected in the past and unless anyone would object, I would say that the current
technology hasn't improved that figure. This is borne out by the fact that Bert Dillner's curve is almost
the same as mine which was taken from a paper 10 or 11 years ago. We have to be careful though, because

%4.
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the gap between the envelope polar and the ideal is not just a simple case of changing the profile drag of
various bits and pieces. It involves all the complex three-dimensional aspects of flap span, cutouts and
even including the effect of trim drag. So, it is not straight forward as to how we close that gap. I j

k ' think that is where the improvements are going to come. If you look at the top end of the CL curve, you
'" ' can see that there is a great deal of scope in improving L/D in that region. Returning to this question

of compressibility, I would just like to add that I think that we must not get mistaken or tied up with
the occurrence of shock waves on these slats. The problem is in fact compressibility and not the
appearance of shock waves. We have to be able to calculate in these methods the effects of
compressibility, so that we can design the optimum configuration.

Mr. Perrier. Dassault ii
Je fais un commentaire en francais, J'espbre que le traducteur va arriver a rdussir I traduire
ld'quivalent des termes techniques. Si on regarde la courbe de M. Oskam, on est peut 8tre un petit peu
exagdrdment surpris de l'dcart de 30 A 40 % qu'il y a entre la valeur thgorique et Ia valeur rielle
mesurde en vol. Je crois que c'est une tras mauvaise presentation parce que, quand on fait le bilan, on
a'apercoit qu'il y a trois termes differents dans cat dcart. Un premier terme qui eat l'4cart de trainde
induite. Le terme presentd sous la forme d'un dcart sur une aile elliptique ignore complatement qu'il y a
un fuselage et que lea volets ne vont pas jusqu'en bout d'aile et que souvent on lea interrompt pour lea
moteurs ou pour mettre un aileron grande vitesse. Quand on fait le bilan de ce que coatent en trainde
induite ces coupures, on trouve en general une valeur de 10 %. Cest A dire, le tiers de l'6cart qui est .

prdsentd. Ensuite, il y a une deuxiame cause tris importante, qui eat le fait qu'on a representd la
polaire en dcart par rapport A la polaire lisse, c'est A dire que le CDo, donng sur la surface de
d~part. Si on tient compte du fait qu'il y a des survitesses dons lea fentes et qu'il y a une
augmentation de surface, on trouve en gdndral une augmentation de CDo qui est tras importante quant on
fait usage de les hypersustentateurs. Nous avons fait chez Dassault sur au moins deux avions, le Falcon
50 et le Falcon 900, un bilan trbs complet de la finesse estimde par un calcul tri-dimensionnel. On
trouve dana ce cas 11 que les effets qui devraient ftre pria en compte pour amdliorer lea performances ne

portent plus qu'A peu prs aur 5 . En conclusion, on ne peut gudre espdrer mieux qu'une alelioration de5% en finesse pour leas dessins actuels, c'est A dire en tenant compte de la prdsence du fuselage,
d'3ilerons et d'interruptions obligatoires our lea volets.

Dr. B. Oskam

I would like to thank the speaker for his remarks on this curve. I don't think that I wanted to imply I]
% that you really could recover the 32%. I think that what I actually wanted to say is how hard a job it

would be to recover a little bit of it, because I full well know that in a high lift situation you really
don't have an elliptic load, you really don't get up to a cruise configuration which is very clean because
you have highly loaded wakes or you have a lot of viscous processes, which you cannot do without. So I
think that I agree with you that you can only recover a part of it. The question I posed is how do you go
about it, how hard is it? Do you really need CFD or can boundary layer control help you? Is it
worthwhile to employ boundary layer control in a high lift situation such that we can push the boundary a
little bit.

Dr. Orlik-Rickemann

Thank you very much. I would like now to suggest that we turn our attention to Part II of this symposium,
namely Drag Reduction. Are there any comments on that part of the symposium?

Mr. J. Slooff, NLR

I would like to say something on the possible interaction between high lift and laminar flow control. .If
one looks at the shapes that apparently go with laminar flow control, or natural laminar flow for that
matter, they look quite distinctive from conventional wing and airfoil sections. One might wonder what

*O effect that these shapes have on the high lift, low speed performance. Nobody addressed that subject at
this symposium. I wonder if somebody could comment.

Mr. R. Wagner (NASA)

The airfoil that I showed yesterday has a very pronounced undercut in the leading edge. That is done to
simplify the achievement of laminar flow. However, the velocity level on the undercut is also low enough
that it is believed that the local Reynolds numbers would be low enough that you could install a leading
edge Krueger without tripping the flow. That airfoil is intended to have such a high lift device. In our

t. studies with the industry, they have looked at more or less conventional supercritical airfoils. Their
studies indicate that these airfoils are in fact compatible with laminar flow control. The Lockheed
approach is to use a very large wing that would not require a leading edge device; Douglas has introduced
a leading edge Krueger, but plans to laminarize only the upper surface. Each of these approaches work
because the benefits of laminar flow are so large that you can compromise appreciably on the performance

S. of the airplane and still get a large payoff.

O Dr. Orlik-RUckemann

Thank you very much. Are there any further comments on that part or drag reduction itself? Dr. Roberts.

Dr. L. Roberts (AGARD)

I would like to make the observation that once we have introduced a blowing system which would be

necessary for laminar control, then it opens up the possibility of using the same blowing system for
something akin to propulsive lift, so that we can simplify possibly the mechanical high lift devices and
replace them by some pneumatic devices that provide trailing edge blowing. I wonder whether Bert Dillner

or the Dellavilland representative might wish to comment, if they are still here, on that possibility.
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Mr. C. Bore (British Aerospace)

Len Roberts posed some questions to the Canadian, Don Whittley, but I know he left yesterday. Since I
have been rather in sympathy for years with some of the notions that he was putting forward, I will
comment on some of the implications of the augmentor wing concepts. There are two main points that have
not received much discussion this week. They both arise from the fact that the main boundary layer enters
between the twin augmentor flaps, leaving a very thin boundary layer on the outside towards the trailing
edge. There is an element of wake propulsion implicit in the flow that is re-energized in the augmentor
duct. With wake propulsion one can get propulsive efficiency improved. Some studies we did 25 years ago
suggested that something like 10% improvement in fuel consumption could result from this increase in
overall propulsive efficiency (which theoretically - believe it or not - could exceed 100%). In those
days fuel was cheap, and the means for achieving wake propulsion seemed problematic, but with fuel now far
more expensive, and the RB.419 engine better worked out, the prospect is far more enticing. It is likely
that this form of wake propulsion could be applied to the fuselage as well as to the wing. Thus wake
propulsion is a substantial means towards improving overall fuel economy that has not received much
attention at this symposium.

The other point that arises from thin boundary layer at the wing trailing edge concerns lift dependent
profile drag, which is sensitive to the boundary layer thickness at the trailing edge. We have discussed
reducing profile drag, and considered reducing lift dependent drag by increasing aspect ratio. My point
here amounts to noting that the lift dependent profile drag can be reduced greatly by producing thinner
boundary layer at the trailing edge.

Dr. J. McCroskey (US Army)

Dr. van den Berg, if I understood your presentation, you point out the possibilities of being perhaps
rather limited in what the turbulence manipulators can do for both adverse and favorable pressure
gradients in the outer part of the flow, and you left blank those regions for the riblets and other
devices. Admittedly, you might not wish to put numbers there, but what about the conclusions for what
goes in those blanks. Is that case hopeless also?

Dr. B. van den Berg (NLR)

No, it is not. The gains in zero and non-zero pressure gradient are more similar in that case. No
numbers have been inserted in the table for the non-zero pressure gradient flows, because the translation I
of the boundary layer calculation results to a corresponding drag value is not as evident as it is in
zero-pressure gradient. It is perhaps good to add that the results in the table reflect the generalexperience, which is obtained from attempts to adapt the empirical constants in a turbulence model to

measured boundary layer momentum thickness increments. You then find that model changes in the outer
region do not help you very much in adverse pressure gradient flows (because of counteracting effects of
the changed skin friction and boundary layer shape factor).

• • Dr. Orlik-Rickemann

- -Gentlemen, we will have to get out of this hall in 10 minutes, so let's take a couple more questions on

drag reduction and then, if we can, one or two on shock wave boundary layer interactions. There is a on

question there from the Program Committee Chairman.

Prof. E. Reshotko (Case Western Reserve)

I wonder if I can have Dr. van den Berg's first summary slide to talk from. If Dennis Bushnell were here,
he would have stood up long before this to make a comment that would be related to the one that I will
make. I will give my own version of it. I can't give Dennis'. You see in this slide the number of means
of drag reduction that have been discussed and that are potentially available, and you might wonder what
an airplane incorporating these methods of drag reduction would look like. Another question is: how much
drag reduction can one look forward to?

Well, let us assume for the moment that induced drag comprises about 40 percent of the drag of a presentI
configuration and that we can work on the remaining 60 percent. It would seem that LFC of a wing would
reduce the aircraft drag by perhaps 25 percent or so and that we have attainable perhaps another 5 to 10
percent in drag reduction from the turbulence manipulators. That would be a total reduction in aircraft
drag approaching 35 percent. If 30 to 35 percent of the 60 percent can be eliminated, this brings up the
question of what the airplane should look like at that point. Normally, we try to arrange some balance
between induced drag and friction drag for either best endurance or best range or some other performance
parameter. It means that if the parasite drag, if the friction
drag is reduced by as much as indicated above, we should also look at means for reducing the induced
drag. This might mean going to larger aspect ratios. It might also mean that, in order to implement drag
reduction, we should seek aircraft that have a lower sweep angle and have perhaps a slightly reduced
flight Mach number in the 0.7 to 0.75 range rather than the 0.8 to 0.85 range that we associate with
present day aircraft. Block times would not be affected all that much with such a reduction in flight
speed, but it would be a much happier airplane under those circumstances. I think that someone brought up
the idea of forward sweep as a possibility. This is one of the possible answers to leading edge
contamination, although it is really not necessary if the sweep angle is reduced for conventional sweep.
It would seem that with the opportunities for drag reduction that are indicated, we should reconsider "
somo of the configurational aspects in order to optimize the aircraft.

,.
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Dr. A.G. Panaras, Greece

I have a comment on the controversial issue of the effect of the Reynolds number on the length of the
interaction of a turbulent boundary layer with a normal shock wave, that J. Delery has mentioned. Some %
results from a recent theoretical work of the present speaker clarify this issue (Z. Flugwiss
Weltraumforsch 7 (1983), Heft 6). The figure shows both the wall pressure distribution and the
displacement thickness for a boundary layer developing along a flat plate, for a constant Hach number
Ne and two quite different values of Reynolds number. The value of the kinematic shape factor Hli is
different for each case and corresponds to the flat plate velocity profile for each Reynolds number. It
may be observed in this figure, that the higher the Reynolds number, the nearer the pressure distribution
is to the solid wall reflection (a shorter interaction length and a higher pressure level downstream of
the shock). However, the corresponding distributions of the displacement thickness do not show a
significant difference. These distributions almost coincide and give the impression that the interaction
length is independent of the Reynolds number. Thus, experimental results based on the measurement of the
development of the boundary layer will rather show independence of the transonic interaction length from
the value of the Reynolds number, in contradiction to results based on the wall pressure distribution. r
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Dr. Or ik-Ruckemann itc

At this time I am afraid that we have run out of time. I regret that there is no more time to discuss

shock wave boundary layer interactions. I would lke to thank once again our technical evaluators and the

audience for the discussions, and I would like to turn the meeting over to the Program Committee Chairman,

Prof. Reshotko

Thank you Mr. Chairman. It is my pleasure, particularly at closing to make a few remarks, because I know F-
that after these remarks I am through. The first interesting thing for me with this conference is that

when it was conceived, it was conceived as a symposium where we could bring together people who are active
in the applications of boundary layer control together with people who are investigating the fundamentals

of boundary layer control. I think that we were a bit concerned in the beginning whether these two groups77
would be speaking the same language. To my very pleasant surprise, I find that everyone here was in fact

speaking the same language, that the people in the aircraft industry who are concerned with techniques of

boundary layer control are using the same sophistication in their work in terms of computation,

experimentation, instrumentation, and in what they are looking for, as are the people who are doing the

basic research. I believe that this enables us to look to a very promising future for the applications of

boundary layer control to practical aerodynamics. I wish at this time to thank all the participants, the

authors, those who are going to prepare the technical evaluation report, and not least of all, our hosts.

We had a very shaky first day, but our hosts have responded admirably to the challenge of making

everything work, and yesterday and today everything has worked. It has made for a most pleasant finish to

our symposium. I do want to thank our hosts of the Belgian Air Force for their efforts and for their

accomplishments. There are also people who have been in the anonymous region up there, behind the glass -

the translators - who have also done a most admirable job in keeping all of us informed in our own

language of what was going on within this room. I thank them as well. The technical program of this. symposium is now over, and I turn the meeting over to the Chairman of the Fluid Dynamics Panel, Dr. ,

Roberts.
%*,-a .:':
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Dr. L. Roberts

Thank you, Eli. Before closing the meeting, I would like to remind you of some of the future activities
of the Fluid Dynamics Panel that you can anticipate over the next year. This is a certain amount of free
advertising for us. Next week or rather the week after, we have the second part of our special course on

V-STOL aerodynamics, the first time it was given at VKI a few weeks ago, and it will be repeated at the
Ames Research Center in the US for those of you who are interested in that field. In October of this year
we will have a symposium on Aerodynamics and Acoustics of Propellors, and this will take place in Toronto,
Canada, October 1 to October 4. Next April we will have a special course at VKI on Cryogenic Technology
in Windtunnel Testing, and in May we have our spring symposium, a year from now, on Unsteady
Aerodynamics/Fundamentals and Applications to Aircraft Dynamics. That will be at Gdttingen, Germany.

"- Also in May of next year we will have a special course at VKI on Aircraft Drag Prediction and Reduction.
* That will be held in late May at VKI and also in June at NASA Langley. One year from October, to complete

our 1985 program, a symposium on Store Airframe Aerodynamics will be held in Athens, Greece. I would ask
you to inform your colleagues and friends with respect to the future activities of FDP and help us to
spread his information. Let me add my thanks to all of those who have supported this, especially Prof.
Reshotko and his program committee for formulating such a good program, and all of those who made it work,
including our support staff. I would like to thank you, the audience, also for participating, and I think
that the difference between the first day and the second day in terms of the ability to have all of our . -

equipment working also reflected in the amount of time that was available for the discussions. I was very
happy to have seen such a lot of participation from the audience on those last two days. Thank you for
your forbearance during the times when we were getting our equipment working and thank you for your
participation. With that I close this meeting and wish you a safe journey home.
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